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   Foreword 

     The Computer and Information Security Handbook  is an 
essential reference guide for professionals in all realms 
of computer security. Researchers in academia, industry, 
and government as well as students of security will find 
the  Handbook  helpful in expediting security research 
efforts. The  Handbook  should become a part of every 
corporate, government, and university library around the 
world. 

   Dozens of experts from virtually every industry have 
contributed to this book. The contributors are the leading 
experts in computer security, privacy protection and man-
agement, and information assurance. They are individu-
als who will help others in their communities to address 
the immediate as well as long-term challenges faced in 
their respective computer security realms. 

   These important contributions make the  Handbook  
stand out among all other security reference guides. I 
know and have worked with many of the contributors 
and can testify to their experience, accomplishments, and 
dedication to their fields of work. 

   John Vacca, the lead security consultant and managing 
editor of the  Handbook , has worked diligently to see that 
this book is as comprehensive as possible. His knowl-
edge, experience, and dedication have combined to create 
a book of more than 1400 pages covering every important 

aspect of computer security and the assurance of the con-
fidentiality, integrity, and availability of information. 

   The depth of knowledge brought to the project by all 
the contributors assures that this comprehensive hand-
book will serve as a professional reference and provide a 
complete and concise view of computer security and pri-
vacy. The  Handbook  provides in-depth coverage of com-
puter security theory, technology, and practice as it relates 
to established technologies as well as recent advance-
ments in technology. Above all, the  Handbook  explores 
practical solutions to a wide range of security issues. 

   Another important characteristic of the  Handbook  is 
that it is a vendor-edited volume with chapters written by 
leading experts in industry and academia who do not sup-
port any specific vendor’s products or services. Although 
there are many excellent computer security product and 
service companies, these companies often focus on pro-
moting their offerings as one-and-only, best-on-the-
market solutions. Such bias can lead to narrow decision 
making and product selection and thus was excluded 
from the  Handbook . 

    Michael Erbschloe  
    Michael Erbschloe teaches information security courses 

at Webster University in St. Louis, Missouri.      
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   Preface 

   This comprehensive handbook serves as a professional 
reference to provide today’s most complete and concise 
view of computer security and privacy available in one 
volume. It offers in-depth coverage of computer security 
theory, technology, and practice as they relate to estab-
lished technologies as well as recent advancements. It 
explores practical solutions to a wide range of security 
issues. Individual chapters are authored by leading experts 
in the field and address the immediate and long-term chal-
lenges in the authors ’  respective areas of expertise. 

   The primary audience for this handbook consists of 
researchers and practitioners in industry and academia as 
well as security technologists and engineers working with 
or interested in computer security. This comprehensive 
reference will also be of value to students in upper-divi-
sion undergraduate and graduate-level courses in compu-
ter security. 

    ORGANIZATION OF THIS BOOK 

   The book is organized into eight parts composed of 43 
contributed chapters by leading experts in their fields, as 
well as 10 appendices, including an extensive glossary 
of computer security terms and acronyms. 

    Part 1: Overview of System and Network 
Security: A Comprehensive Introduction 

   Part 1 discusses how to build a secure organization; gen-
erating cryptography; how to prevent system intrusions; 
UNIX and Linux security; Internet and intranet security; 
LAN security; wireless network security; cellular net-
work security, and RFID security. For instance: 

    Chapter 1,  “ Building a Secure Organization, ”  sets the 
stage for the rest of the book by presenting insight 
into where to start building a secure organization.  

    Chapter 2,  “ A Cryptography Primer, ”  provides an over-
view of cryptography. It shows how communications 
may be encrypted and transmitted.  

    Chapter 3,  “ Preventing System Intrusions, ”  discusses how 
to prevent system intrusions and where an 

unauthorized penetration of a computer in your enter-
prise or an address in your assigned domain can occur.  

    Chapter 4,  “ Guarding Against Network Intrusions, ”  
shows how to guard against network intrusions by 
understanding the variety of attacks, from exploits to 
malware and social engineering.  

    Chapter 5,  “ UNIX and Linux Security, ”  discusses how 
to scan for vulnerabilities; reduce denial-of-service 
(DoS) attacks; deploy firewalls to control network 
traffic; and build network firewalls.  

    Chapter 6,  “ Eliminating the Security Weakness of Linux 
and UNIX Operating Systems, ”  presents an intro-
duction to securing UNIX in general and Linux in 
particular, providing some historical context and 
describing some fundamental aspects of the secure 
operating system architecture.  

    Chapter 7,  “ Internet Security, ”  shows you how cryptog-
raphy can be used to address some of the security 
issues besetting communications protocols.  

    Chapter 8,  “ The Botnet Problem, ”  describes the botnet 
threat and the countermeasures available to network 
security professionals.  

    Chapter 9,  “ Intranet Security, ”  covers internal security 
strategies and tactics; external security strategies and 
tactics; network access security; and Kerberos.  

    Chapter 10,  “ Local Area Network Security, ”  discusses 
network design and security deployment as well as 
ongoing management and auditing.  

    Chapter 11,  “ Wireless Network Security, ”  presents an 
overview of wireless network security technology; 
how to design wireless network security and plan for 
wireless network security; how to install, deploy, and 
maintain wireless network security; information war-
fare countermeasures: the wireless network security 
solution; and wireless network security solutions and 
future directions.  

    Chapter 12,  “ Cellular Network Security, ”  addresses 
the security of the cellular network; educates read-
ers on the current state of security of the network 
and its vulnerabilities; outlines the cellular network 
specific attack taxonomy, also called  three-dimen-
sional attack taxonomy ; discusses the vulnerability 
assessment tools for cellular networks; and provides 
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insights into why the network is so vulnerable and 
why securing it can prevent communication outages 
during emergencies.  

    Chapter 13,  “ RFID Security, ”  describes the RFID tags 
and RFID reader and back-end database in detail.     

    Part 2: Managing Information Security 

   Part 2 discusses how to protect mission-critical systems; 
deploy security management systems, IT security, ID 
management, intrusion detection and prevention systems, 
computer forensics, network forensics, firewalls, and pen-
etration testing; and conduct vulnerability assessments. 
For instance: 

    Chapter 14,  “ Information Security Essentials for IT 
Managers: Protecting Mission-Critical Systems, ”  
discusses how security goes beyond technical 
controls and encompasses people, technology, policy, 
and operations in a way that few other business 
objectives do.  

    Chapter 15,  “ Security Management Systems, ”  exam-
ines documentation requirements and maintaining 
an effective security system as well as conducting 
assessments.  

    Chapter 16,  “ Information Technology Security 
Management, ”  discusses the processes that are sup-
ported with enabling organizational structure and 
technology to protect an organization’s information 
technology operations and IT assets against internal 
and external threats, intentional or otherwise.  

    Chapter 17,  “ Identity Management, ”  presents the evolu-
tion of identity management requirements. It also 
surveys how the most advanced identity management 
technologies fulfill present-day requirements. It dis-
cusses how mobility can be achieved in the field of 
identity management in an ambient intelligent/
ubiquitous computing world.  

    Chapter 18,  “ Intrusion Prevention and Detection 
Systems, ”  discusses the nature of computer system 
intrusions, the people who commit these attacks, and 
the various technologies that can be utilized to detect 
and prevent them.  

    Chapter 19,  “ Computer Forensics, ”  is intended to pro-
vide an in-depth familiarization with computer foren-
sics as a career, a job, and a science. It will help you 
avoid mistakes and find your way through the many 
aspects of this diverse and rewarding field.  

    Chapter 20,  “ Network Forensics, ”  helps you 
determine the path from a victimized network or 

system through any intermediate systems and 
communication pathways, back to the point of 
attack origination or the person who should be 
held accountable.  

    Chapter 21,  “ Firewalls, ”  provides an overview of 
firewalls: policies, designs, features, and configura-
tions. Of course, technology is always changing, and 
network firewalls are no exception. However, the 
intent of this chapter is to describe aspects of 
network firewalls that tend to endure over time.  

    Chapter 22,  “ Penetration Testing, ”  describes how 
testing differs from an actual  “ hacker attack ”  as well 
as some of the ways penetration tests are conducted, 
how they’re controlled, and what organizations might 
look for when choosing a company to conduct a 
penetration test for them.  

    Chapter 23,  “ What Is Vulnerability Assessment? ”  
covers the fundamentals: defining vulnerability, 
exploit, threat, and risk; analyzing vulnerabilities and 
exploits; and configuring scanners. It also shows you 
how to generate reports, assess risks in a changing 
environment, and manage vulnerabilities.     

    Part 3: Encryption Technology 

   Part 3 discusses how to implement data encryption, sat-
ellite encryption, public key infrastructure, and instant-
messaging security. For instance: 

    Chapter 24,  “ Data Encryption, ”  is about the role played 
by cryptographic technology in data security.  

    Chapter 25,  “ Satellite Encryption, ”  proposes a method 
that enhances and complements satellite encryp-
tion’s role in securing the information society. It 
also covers satellite encryption policy instruments; 
implementing satellite encryption; misuse of satel-
lite encryption technology; and results and future 
directions.  

    Chapter 26,  “ Public Key Infrastructure, ”  explains the 
cryptographic background that forms the foundation 
of PKI systems; the mechanics of the X.509 PKI 
system (as elaborated by the Internet Engineering 
Task Force); the practical issues surrounding the 
implementation of PKI systems; a number of alter-
native PKI standards; and alternative cryptographic 
strategies for solving the problem of secure public 
key distribution.  

    Chapter 27,  “ Instant-Messaging Security, ”  helps you 
develop an IM security plan, keep it current, and 
make sure it makes a difference.     
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    Part 4: Privacy and Access Management 

   Part 4 discusses Internet privacy, personal privacy policies, 
virtual private networks, identity theft, and VoIP security. 
For instance: 

    Chapter 28,  “ Net Privacy, ”  addresses the privacy issues 
in the digital society from various points of view, 
investigating the different aspects related to the 
notion of privacy and the debate that the intricate 
essence of privacy has stimulated; the most common 
privacy threats and the possible economic aspects 
that may influence the way privacy is (and especially 
is not currently) managed in most firms; the efforts 
in the computer science community to face privacy 
threats, especially in the context of mobile and data-
base systems; and the network-based technologies 
available to date to provide anonymity when 
communicating over a private network.  

    Chapter 29,  “ Personal Privacy Policies, ”  begins with the 
derivation of policy content based on privacy legisla-
tion, followed by a description of how a 
personal privacy policy may be constructed 
semiautomatically. It then shows how to addition-
ally specify policies so that negative unexpected 
outcomes can be avoided. Finally, it describes the 
author’s Privacy Management Model, which explains 
how to use personal privacy policies to protect pri-
vacy, including what is meant by a  “ match ”  of con-
sumer and service provider policies and how 
nonmatches can be resolved through negotiation.  

    Chapter 30,  “ Virtual Private Networks, ”  covers VPN 
scenarios, VPN comparisons, and information 
assurance requirements. It also covers building VPN 
tunnels; applying cryptographic protection; 
implementing IP security; and deploying virtual 
private networks.  

    Chapter 31,  “ Identity Theft, ”  describes the importance of 
understanding the human factor of ID theft security 
and details the findings from a study on deceit.  

    Chapter 32,  “ VoIP Security, ”  deals with the attacks 
targeted toward a specific host and issues related to 
social engineering.     

    Part 5: Storage Security 

   Part 5 covers storage area network (SAN) security and 
risk management. For instance: 

    Chapter 33,  “ SAN Security, ”  describes the following 
components: protection rings; security and 

protection; restricting access to storage; access 
control lists (ACLs) and policies; port blocks and 
port prohibits; and zoning and isolating resources.  

    Chapter 34,  “ Storage Area Networking Security 
Devices, ”  covers all the issues and security concerns 
related to SAN security.  

    Chapter 35,  “ Risk Management, ”  discusses physical 
security threats, environmental threats, and incident 
response.     

    Part 6: Physical Security 

   Part 6 discusses physical security essentials, biometrics, 
homeland security, and information warfare. For instance: 

    Chapter 36,  “ Physical Security Essentials, ”  is concerned 
with physical security and some overlapping areas of 
premises security. It also looks at physical security 
threats and then considers physical security 
prevention measures.  

    Chapter 37,  “ Biometrics, ”  discusses the different types 
of biometrics technology and verification systems 
and how the following work: biometrics eye analysis 
technology; biometrics facial recognition 
technology; facial thermal imaging; biometrics 
finger-scanning analysis technology; biometrics 
geometry analysis technology; biometrics verifica-
tion technology; and privacy-enhanced, 
biometrics-based verification/authentication as well 
as biometrics solutions and future directions.  

    Chapter 38,  “ Homeland Security, ”  describes some 
principle provisions of U.S. homeland security-
related laws and Presidential directives. It gives 
the organizational changes that were initiated to 
support homeland security in the United States. 
The chapter highlights the 9/11 Commission that 
Congress charted to provide a full account of 
the circumstances surrounding the 2001 terrorist 
attacks and to develop recommendations for correc-
tive measures that could be taken to prevent future 
acts of terrorism. It also details the Intelligence 
Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004 
and the Implementation of the 9/11 Commission 
Recommendations Act of 2007.  

    Chapter 39,  “ Information Warfare, ”  defines information 
warfare (IW) and discusses its most common tactics, 
weapons, and tools as well as comparing IW terror-
ism with conventional warfare and addressing the 
issues of liability and the available legal remedies 
under international law.     
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    Part 7: Advanced Security 

   Part 7 discusses security through diversity, online repu-
tation, content filtering, and data loss protection. For 
instance: 

    Chapter 40,  “ Security Through Diversity, ”  covers some 
of the industry trends in adopting diversity in 
hardware, software, and application deployments. 
This chapter also covers the risks of uniformity, 
conformity, and the ubiquitous impact of adopting 
standard organizational principals without the 
consideration of security.  

    Chapter 41,  “ Reputation Management, ”  discusses the 
general understanding of the human notion of 
reputation. It explains how this concept of reputation 
fits into computer security. The chapter presents the 
state of the art of attack-resistant reputation compu-
tation. It also gives an overview of the current market 
of online reputation services. The chapter concludes 
by underlining the need to standardize online 
reputation for increased adoption and robustness.  

    Chapter 42,  “ Content Filtering, ”  examines the many 
benefits and justifications of Web-based content 
filtering such as legal liability risk reduction, 
productivity gains, and bandwidth usage. It also 
explores the downside and unintended consequences 
and risks that improperly deployed or misconfigured 
systems create. The chapter also looks into methods 
to subvert and bypass these systems and the reasons 
behind them.  

    Chapter 43,  “ Data Loss Protection, ”  introduces the 
reader to a baseline understanding of how to 
investigate and evaluate DLP applications in the 
market today.    

   John R. Vacca 
   Editor-in-Chief 

    jvacca@frognet.net  
    www.johnvacca.com         
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                       Building a Secure Organization 

   John   Mallery  
  BKD, LLP      

  Chapter 1 

    It seems logical that any business, whether a commercial 
enterprise or a not-for-profit business, would understand 
that building a secure organization is important to long-
term success. When a business implements and main-
tains a strong security posture, it can take advantage 
of numerous benefits. An organization that can dem-
onstrate an infrastructure protected by robust security 
mechanisms can potentially see a reduction in insurance 
premiums being paid. A secure organization can use its 
security program as a marketing tool, demonstrating to 
clients that it values their business so much that it takes 
a very aggressive stance on protecting their information. 
But most important, a secure organization will not have 
to spend time and money identifying security breaches 
and responding to the results of those breaches. 

   As of September 2008, according to the National 
Conference of State Legislatures, 44 states, the District of 
Columbia, and Puerto Rico had enacted legislation re quiring 
notification of security breaches involving personal infor-
mation.      1    Security breaches can cost an organization sig-
nificantly through a tarnished reputation, lost business, and 
legal fees. And numerous regulations, such as the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA), and the Sarbanes-Oxley 
Act, require businesses to maintain the security of informa-
tion. Despite the benefits of maintaining a secure organi-
zation and the potentially devastating consequences of not 
doing so, many organizations have poor security mecha-
nisms, implementations, policies, and culture. 

    1.       OBSTACLES TO SECURITY 

   In attempting to build a secure organization, we should 
take a close look at the obstacles that make it challeng-
ing to build a totally secure organization. 

    Security Is Inconvenient 

   Security, by its very nature, is inconvenient, and the 
more robust the security mechanisms, the more incon-
venient the process becomes. Employees in an organi-
zation have a job to do; they want to get to work right 
away. Most security mechanisms, from passwords to 
multifactor authentication, are seen as roadblocks to pro-
ductivity. One of the current trends in security is to add 
whole disk encryption to laptop computers. Although 
this is a highly recommended security process, it adds 
a second login step before a computer user can actually 
start working. Even if the step adds only one minute to 
the login process, over the course of a year this adds up to 
four hours of lost productivity. Some would argue that this 
lost productivity is balanced by the added level of security. 
But across a large organization, this lost productivity 
could prove significant. 

   To gain a full appreciation of the frustration caused by 
security measures, we have only to watch the Transportation 
Security Administration (TSA) security lines at any airport. 
Simply watch the frustration build as a particular item is 
run through the scanner for a third time while a passenger 
is running late to board his flight. Security implementations 
are based on a sliding scale; one end of the scale is total 
security and total inconvenience, the other is total insecurity 
and complete ease of use. When we implement any secu-
rity mechanism, it should be placed on the scale where the 
level of security and ease of use match the acceptable level 
of risk for the organization.  

    Computers Are Powerful and Complex 

   Home computers have become storehouses of personal 
materials. Our computers now contain wedding videos, 
scanned family photos, music libraries, movie collec-
tions, and financial and medical records. Because com-
puters contain such familiar objects, we have forgotten    1    www.ncsl.org/programs/lis/cip/priv/breachlaws.htm  (October 2, 2008).   
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 that computers are very powerful and complex devices. 
It wasn’t that long ago that computers as powerful as our 
desktop and laptop computers would have filled one or 
more very large rooms. In addition, today’s computers 
present a  “ user-friendly ”  face to the world. Most people 
are unfamiliar with the way computers truly function and 
what goes on  “ behind the scenes. ”  Things such as the 
Windows Registry, ports, and services are completely 
unknown to most users and poorly understood by many 
computer industry professionals. For example, many indi-
viduals still believe that a Windows login password pro-
tects data on a computer. On the contrary — someone can 
simply take the hard drive out of the computer, install it 
as a slave drive in another computer, or place it in a USB 
drive enclosure, and all the data will be readily accessible.  

    Computer Users Are Unsophisticated 

   Many computer users believe that because they are skilled 
at generating spreadsheets, word processing documents, 
and presentations, they  “ know everything about comput-
ers. ”  These  “ power users ”  have moved beyond application 
basics, but many still do not understand even basic security 
concepts. Many users will indiscriminately install software 
and visit questionable Web sites despite the fact that these 
actions could violate company policies. The  “ bad guys ”  —
 people who want to steal information from or wreak havoc 
on computers systems — have also identified that the aver-
age user is a weak link in the security chain. As compa-
nies began investing more money in perimeter defenses, 
attackers look to the path of least resistance. They send 
malware as attachments to email, asking recipients to open 
the attachment. Despite being told not to open attachments 
from unknown senders or simply not to open attachments 
at all, employees consistently violate this policy, wreaking 
havoc on their networks. The  “ I Love You Virus ”  spread 
very rapidly in this manner. More recently, phishing scams 
have been very effective in convincing individuals to pro-
vide their personal online banking and credit-card infor-
mation. Why would an attacker struggle to break through 
an organization’s defenses when end users are more than 
willing to provide the keys to bank accounts? Addressing 
the threat caused by untrained and unwary end users is a 
significant part of any security program.  

    Computers Created Without a Thought 
to Security 

   During the development of personal computers (PCs), 
no thought was put into security. Early PCs were very 

simple affairs that had limited computing power and no 
keyboards and were programmed by flipping a series 
of switches. They were developed almost as curiosities. 
Even as they became more advanced and complex, all 
effort was focused on developing greater sophistication 
and capabilities; no one thought they would have secu-
rity issues. We only have to look at some of the early 
computers, such as the Berkeley Enterprises Geniac, the 
Heathkit EC-1, or the MITS Altair 8800, to understand 
why security was not an issue back then.      2    The develop-
ment of computers was focused on what they could do, 
not how they could be attacked. 

   As computers began to be interconnected, the driving 
force was providing the ability to share information, cer-
tainly not to protect it. Initially the Internet was designed 
for military applications, but eventually it migrated to 
colleges and universities, the principal tenet of which is 
the sharing of knowledge.  

    Current Trend Is to Share, Not Protect 

   Even now, despite the stories of compromised data, 
people still want to share their data with everyone. And 
Web-based applications are making this easier to do than 
simply attaching a file to an email. Social networking 
sites such as SixApart provide the ability to share mate-
rial:  “ Send messages, files, links, and events to your 
friends. Create a network of friends and share stuff. It’s 
free and easy  . . .  ”       3    In addition, many online data stor-
age sites such as DropSend      4    and FilesAnywhere      5    pro-
vide the ability to share files. Although currently in the 
beta state of development, Swivel      6    provides the ability 
to upload data sets for analysis and comparison. These 
sites can allow proprietary data to leave an organization 
by bypassing security mechanisms.  

    Data Accessible from Anywhere 

   As though employees ’  desire to share data is not enough 
of a threat to proprietary information, many business 
professionals want access to data from anywhere they 
work, on a variety of devices. To be productive, employ-
ees now request access to data and contact information 
on their laptops, desktops, home computers, and mobile 
devices. Therefore, IT departments must now provide 

   2    “ Pop quiz: What was the fi rst personal computer? ”   www.blinkenlights.
com/pc.shtml  (October 26, 2008).   
   3    http://www.sixapart.com  (March 24, 2009).   
   4    www.dropsend.com  (October 26, 2008).   
   5    www.fi lesanywhere.com  (October 26, 2008).   
   6    www.swivel.com  (October 26, 2008).   
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 the ability to sync data with numerous devices. And if 
the IT department can’t or won’t provide this capability, 
employees now have the power to take matters into their 
own hands. 

   Previously mentioned online storage sites can be 
accessed from both the home and office or anywhere 
there is an Internet connection. Though it might be pos-
sible to block access to some of these sites, it is not possi-
ble to block access to them all. And some can appear 
rather innocuous. For many, Google’s free email serv-
ice Gmail is a great tool that provides a very robust service 
for free. What few people realize is that Gmail provides 
more than 7 GB of storage that can also be used to store 
files, not just email. The Gspace plug-in      7    for the Firefox 
browser provides an FTP-like interface within Firefox 
that gives users the ability to transfer files from a compu-
ter to their Gmail accounts. This ability to easily transfer 
data outside the control of a company makes securing an 
organization’s data that much more difficult.  

    Security Isn’t About Hardware and Software 

   Many businesses believe that if they purchase enough 
equipment, they can create a secure infrastructure. 
Firewalls, intrusion detection systems, antivirus programs, 
and two-factor authentication products are just some of 
the tools available to assist in protecting a network and 
its data. It is important to keep in mind that no product 
or combination of products will create a secure organiza-
tion by itself. Security is a process; there is no tool that 
you can  “ set and forget. ”  All security products are only 
as secure as the people who configure and maintain them. 
The purchasing and implementation of security products 
should be only a percentage of the security budget. The 
employees tasked with maintaining the security devices 
should be provided with enough time, training, and equip-
ment to properly support the products. Unfortunately, in 
many organizations security activities take a back seat to 
support activities. Highly skilled security professionals 
are often tasked with help-desk projects such as resetting 
forgotten passwords, fixing jammed printers, and setting 
up new employee workstations.  

    The Bad Guys Are Very Sophisticated 

   At one time the computer hacker was portrayed as a lone 
teenager with poor social skills who would break into 
systems, often for nothing more than bragging rights. As 

ecommerce has evolved, however, so has the profile of 
the hacker. 

   Now that there are vast collections of credit-card 
numbers and intellectual property that can be harvested, 
organized hacker groups have been formed to oper-
ate as businesses. A document released in 2008 spells 
it out clearly:  “ Cybercrime companies that work much 
like real-world companies are starting to appear and are 
steadily growing, thanks to the profits they turn. Forget 
individual hackers or groups of hackers with common 
goals. Hierarchical cybercrime organizations where each 
cybercriminal has his or her own role and reward sys-
tem is what you and your company should be worried 
about. ”       8    

   Now that organizations are being attacked by highly 
motivated and skilled groups of hackers, creating a 
secure infrastructure is mandatory.  

    Management Sees Security as a Drain on 
the Bottom Line 

   For most organizations, the cost of creating a strong secu-
rity posture is seen as a necessary evil, similar to pur-
chasing insurance. Organizations don’t want to spend the 
money on it, but the risks of not making the purchase out-
weigh the costs. Because of this attitude, it is extremely 
challenging to create a secure organization. The attitude is 
enforced because requests for security tools are often sup-
ported by documents providing the average cost of a secu-
rity incident instead of showing more concrete benefits of 
a strong security posture. The problem is exacerbated by 
the fact that IT professionals speak a different language 
than management. IT professionals are generally focused 
on technology, period. Management is focused on rev-
enue. Concepts such as profitability, asset depreciation, 
return on investment, realization, and total cost of own-
ership are the mainstays of management. These are alien 
concepts to most IT professionals. 

   Realistically speaking, though it would be helpful if 
management would take steps to learn some fundamentals 
of information technology, IT professionals should take the 
initiative and learn some fundamental business concepts. 
Learning these concepts is beneficial to the organization 
because the technical infrastructure can be implemented 
in a cost-effective manner, and they are beneficial from a 
career development perspective for IT professionals. 

   7    www.getgspace.com  (October 27, 2008).   

   8    “ Report: Cybercrime groups starting to operate like the Mafi a, ”  pub-
lished July 16, 2008,  http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/20080716-
report-cybercrime-groups-starting-to-operate-like-the-mafia.html  
(October 27, 2008).   
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    A Google search on  “ business skills for IT profession-
als ”  will identify numerous educational programs that 
might prove helpful. For those who do not have the time 
or the inclination to attend a class, some very useful mate-
rials can be found online. One such document provided by 
the Government Chief Information Office of New South 
Wales is  A Guide for Government Agencies Calculating 
Return on Security Investment .      9    Though extremely techni-
cal, another often cited document is  Cost-Benefit Analysis 
for Network Intrusion Detection Systems,  by Huaqiang 
Wei, Deb Frinke, Olivia Carter, and Chris Ritter.      10    

   Regardless of the approach that is taken, it is impor-
tant to remember that any tangible cost savings or rev-
enue generation should be utilized when requesting new 
security products, tools, or policies. Security profession-
als often overlook the value of keeping Web portals open 
for employees. A database that is used by a sales staff to 
enter contracts or purchases or check inventory will help 
generate more revenue if it has no downtime. A database 
that is not accessible or has been hacked is useless for 
generating revenue. 

   Strong security can be used to gain a competitive 
advantage in the marketplace. Having secured systems 
that are accessible 24 hours a day, seven days a week 
means that an organization can reach and communicate 
with its clients and prospective clients more efficiently. 
An organization that becomes recognized as a good cus-
todian of client records and information can incorporate 
its security record as part of its branding. This is no dif-
ferent than a car company being recognized for its safety 
record. In discussions of cars and safety, for example, 
Volvo is always the first manufacturer mentioned.      11    

   What must be avoided is the  “ sky is falling ”  mental-
ity. There are indeed numerous threats to a network, but 
we need to be realistic in allocating resources to protect 
against these threats. As of this writing, the National 
Vulnerability Database sponsored by the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) lists 
33,428 common vulnerabilities and exposures and pub-
lishes 18 new vulnerabilities per day.      12    In addition, the 
media is filled with stories of stolen laptops, credit-card 
numbers, and identities. The volume of threats to a net-
work can be mind numbing. It is important to approach 
management with  “ probable threats ”  as opposed to 

 “ describable threats. ”  Probable threats are those that are 
most likely to have an impact on your business and the 
ones most likely to get the attention of management. 

   Perhaps the best approach is to recognize that manage-
ment, including the board of directors, is required to exhibit 
a duty of care in protecting their assets that is comparable 
to other organizations in their industry. When a security 
breach or incident occurs, being able to demonstrate the 
high level of security within the organization can signifi-
cantly reduce exposure to lawsuits, fines, and bad press. 

   The goal of any discussion with management is to 
convince them that in the highly technical and intercon-
nected world we live in, having a secure network and 
infrastructure is a  “ nonnegotiable requirement of doing 
business. ”       13    An excellent resource for both IT profes-
sionals and executives that can provide insight into 
these issues is CERT’s technical report,  Governing for 
Enterprise Security .      14      

    2.       TEN STEPS TO BUILDING A SECURE 
ORGANIZATION 

   Having identified some of the challenges to building a 
secure organization, let’s now look at 10 ways to suc-
cessfully build a secure organization. The following 
steps will put a business in a robust security posture. 

    A.       Evaluate the Risks and Threats 

   In attempting to build a secure organization, where should 
you start? One commonly held belief is that you should 
initially identify your assets and allocate security resources 
based on the value of each asset. Though this approach 
might prove effective, it can lead to some significant vul-
nerabilities. An infrastructure asset might not hold a high 
value, for example, but it should be protected with the same 
effort as a high-value asset. If not, it could be an entry point 
into your network and provide access to valuable data. 

   Another approach is to begin by evaluating the 
threats posed to your organization and your data. 

    Threats Based on the Infrastructure Model 

   The first place to start is to identify risks based on an 
organization’s infrastructure model. What infrastructure 
is in place that is necessary to support the operational     9    www.gcio.nsw.gov.au/library/guidelines/resolveuid/87c81d4c6af

bc1ae163024bd38aac9bd  (October 29, 2008).   
   10    www.csds.uidaho.edu/deb/costbenefi t.pdf  (October 29, 2008).   
   11    “ Why leaders should care about security ”  podcast, October 17, 
2006, Julia Allen and William Pollak,  www.cert.org/podcast/show/
20061017allena.html  (November 2, 2008).   
   12    http://nvd.nist.gov/home.cfm  (October 29, 2008).   

   13    “ Why leaders should care about security ”  podcast, October 17, 
2006, Julia Allen and William Pollak,  www.cert.org/podcast/show/
20061017allena.html  (November 2, 2008).   
   14    www.cert.org/archive/pdf/05tn023.pdf .   
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 needs of the business? A small business that operates out 
of one office has reduced risks as opposed to an organi-
zation that operates out of numerous facilities, includes a 
mobile workforce utilizing a variety of handheld devices, 
and offers products or services through a Web-based 
interface. An organization that has a large number of 
telecommuters must take steps to protect its proprietary 
information that could potentially reside on personally 
owned computers outside company control. An organi-
zation that has widely dispersed and disparate systems 
will have more risk potential than a centrally located one 
that utilizes uniform systems.  

    Threats Based on the Business Itself 

   Are there any specific threats for your particular busi-
ness? Have high-level executives been accused of inap-
propriate activities whereby stockholders or employees 
would have incentive to attack the business? Are there 
any individuals who have a vendetta against the company 
for real or imagined slights or accidents? Does the com-
munity have a history of antagonism against the organi-
zation? A risk management or security team should be 
asking these questions on a regular basis to evaluate the 
risks in real time. This part of the security process is 
often overlooked due to the focus on daily workload.  

    Threats Based on Industry 

   Businesses belonging to particular industries are targeted 
more frequently and with more dedication than those in 
other industries. Financial institutions and online retail-
ers are targeted because  “ that’s where the money is. ”  
Pharmaceutical manufacturers could be targeted to steal 
intellectual property, but they also could be targeted by 
special interest groups, such as those that do not believe 
in testing drugs on live animals. 

   Identifying some of these threats requires active 
involvement in industry-specific trade groups in which 
businesses share information regarding recent attacks or 
threats they have identified.  

    Global Threats 

   Businesses are often so narrowly focused on their local 
sphere of influence that they forget that by having a net-
work connected to the Internet, they are now connected to 
the rest of the world. If a piece of malware identified on 
the other side of the globe targets the identical software 
used in your organization, you can be sure that you will 
eventually be impacted by this malware. Additionally, 

if extremist groups in other countries are targeting your 
specific industry, you will also be targeted. 

   Once threats and risks are identified, you can take 
one of four steps: 

      ●       Ignore the risk.  This is never an acceptable response. 
This is simply burying your head in the sand and 
hoping the problem will go away — the business 
equivalent of not wearing a helmet when riding a 
motorcycle.  

      ●       Accept the risk.  When the cost to remove the risk is 
greater than the risk itself, an organization will often 
decide to simply accept the risk. This is a viable 
option as long as the organization has spent the time 
required to evaluate the risk.  

      ●       Transfer the risk . Organizations with limited staff 
or other resources could decide to transfer the risk. 
One method of transferring the risk is to purchase 
specialized insurance targeted at a specific risk.  

      ●       Mitigate the risk . Most organizations mitigate risk by 
applying the appropriate resources to minimize the 
risks posed to their network.    

   For organizations that would like to identify and 
quantify the risks to their network and information 
assets, CERT provides a free suite of tools to assist with 
the project. Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and 
Vulnerability Evaluation (OCTAVE) provides risk-based 
assessment for security assessments and planning.      15    There 
are three versions of OCTAVE: the original OCTAVE, 
designed for large organizations (more than 300 employ-
ees); OCTAVE-S (100 people or fewer); and OCTAVE-
Allegro, which is a streamlined version of the tools and is 
focused specifically on information assets. 

   Another risk assessment tool that might prove helpful is 
the Risk Management Framework developed by Educause/
Internet 2.      16    Targeted at institutions of higher learning, the 
approach could be applied to other industries. 

   Tracking specific threats to specific operating sys-
tems, products, and applications can be time consuming. 
Visiting the National Vulnerability Database and manu-
ally searching for specific issues would not necessarily 
be an effective use of time. Fortunately, the Center for 
Education and Research in Information Assurance and 
Security (CERIAS) at Purdue University has a tool called 
Cassandra that can be configured to notify you of specific 
threats to your particular products and applications.      17      

   15   OCTAVE,  www.cert.org/octave/  (November 2, 2008).   
   16   Risk Management Framework,  https://wiki.internet2.edu/confl uence/
display/secguide/Risk � Management � Framework .   
   17   Cassandra,  https://cassandra.cerias.purdue.edu/main/index.html .   
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    B.        Beware of Common Misconceptions 

   In addressing the security needs of an organization, it 
is common for professionals to succumb to some very 
common misconceptions. Perhaps the most common 
misconception is that the business is obscure, unsophisti-
cated, or boring — simply not a target for malicious activ-
ity. Businesses must understand that any network that is 
connected to the Internet is a potential target, regardless 
of the type of business. 

   Attackers will attempt to gain access to a network 
and its systems for several reasons. The first is to look 
around to see what they can find. Regardless of the type 
of business, personnel information will more than likely 
be stored on one of the systems. This includes Social 
Security numbers and other personal information. This 
type of information is a target — always. 

   Another possibility is that the attacker will modify 
the information he or she finds or simply reconfigure the 
systems to behave abnormally. This type of attacker is not 
interested in financial gain; he is simply the technology 
version of teenagers who soap windows, egg cars, and 
cover property with toilet paper. He attacks because he 
finds it entertaining to do so. Additionally, these attackers 
could use the systems to store stolen  “ property ”  such as 
child pornography or credit-card numbers. If a system is 
not secure, attackers can store these types of materials on 
your system and gain access to them at their leisure. 

   The final possibility is that an attacker will use the 
hacked systems to mount attacks on other unprotected 
networks and systems. Computers can be used to mount 
denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, relay spam, or spread 
malicious software. To put it simply, no computer or net-
work is immune from attack. 

   Another common misconception is that an organi-
zation is immune from problems caused by employees, 
essentially saying,  “ We trust all our employees, so we 
don’t have to focus our energies on protecting our assets 
from them. ”  Though this is common for small businesses 
in which the owners know everyone, it also occurs in 
larger organizations where companies believe that they 
only hire  “ professionals. ”  It is important to remember 
that no matter how well job candidates present them-
selves, a business can never know everything about an 
employee’s past. For this reason it is important for busi-
nesses to conduct preemployment background checks of 
all employees. Furthermore, it is important to conduct 
these background checks properly and completely. 

   Many employers trust this task to an online solution 
that promises to conduct a complete background check 
on an individual for a minimal fee. Many of these sites 

play on individuals ’  lack of understanding of how some 
of these online databases are generated. These sites 
might not have access to the records of all jurisdictions, 
since many jurisdictions either do not make their records 
available online or do not provide them to these data-
bases. In addition, many of the records are entered by 
minimum wage data-entry clerks whose accuracy is not 
always 100 percent. 

   Background checks should be conducted by organi-
zations that have the resources at their disposal to get 
court records directly from the courthouses where the 
records are generated and stored. Some firms have a 
team of  “ runners ”  who visit the courthouses daily to pull 
records; others have a network of contacts who can visit 
the courts for them. Look for organizations that are active 
members of the National Association of Professional 
Background Screeners.      18    Members of this organization 
are committed to providing accurate and professional 
results. And perhaps more important, they can provide 
counseling regarding the proper approach to take as well 
as interpreting the results of a background check. 

   If your organization does not conduct background 
checks, there are several firms that might be of assistance: 
Accurate Background, Inc., of Lake Forest, California      19   ; 
Credential Check, Inc., of Troy, Michigan      20   ; and Validity 
Screening Solutions in Overland Park, Kansas.      21    The 
Web sites of these companies all provide informational 
resources to guide you in the process. ( Note:  For busi-
nesses outside the United States or for U.S. businesses 
with locations overseas, the process might be more dif-
ficult because privacy laws could prevent conducting a 
complete background check. The firms we’ve mentioned 
should be able to provide guidance regarding international 
privacy laws.) 

   Another misconception is that a preemployment 
background check is all that is needed. Some errone-
ously believe that once a person is employed, he or she 
is  “ safe ”  and can no longer pose a threat. However, peo-
ple’s lives and fortunes can change during the course of 
employment. Financial pressures can cause otherwise 
law-abiding citizens to take risks they never would have 
thought possible. Drug and alcohol dependency can alter 
people’s behavior as well. For these and other reasons 
it is a good idea to do an additional background check 
when an employee is promoted to a position of higher 
responsibility and trust. If this new position involves 

   18   National Association of Professional Background Screeners, 
 www.napbs.com .   
   19    www.accuratebackground.com .   
   20    www.credentialcheck.com .   
   21    www.validityscreening.com .   
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 handling financial responsibilities, the background check 
should also include a credit check. 

   Though these steps might sound intrusive, which is 
sometimes a reason cited not to conduct these types of 
checks, they can also be very beneficial to the employee 
as well as the employer. If a problem is identified dur-
ing the check, the employer can often offer assistance to 
help the employee get through a tough time. Financial 
counseling and substance abuse counseling can often 
turn a potentially problematic employee into a very loyal 
and dedicated one. 

   Yet another common misconception involves infor-
mation technology (IT) professionals. Many businesses 
pay their IT staff fairly high salaries because they 
understand that having a properly functioning techni-
cal infrastructure is important for the continued success 
of the company. Since the staff is adept at setting up 
and maintaining systems and networks, there is a gen-
eral assumption that they know everything there is to 
know about computers. It is important to recognize that 
although an individual might be very knowledgeable and 
technologically sophisticated, no one knows  everything  
about computers. Because management does not under-
stand technology, they are not in a very good position to 
judge a person’s depth of knowledge and experience in 
the field. Decisions are often based on the certifications 
a person has achieved during his or her career. Though 
certifications can be used to determine a person’s level 
of competency, too much weight is given to them. Many 
certifications require nothing more than some time and 
dedication to study and pass a certification test. Some 
training companies also offer boot camps that guaran-
tee a person will pass the certification test. It is possible 
for people to become certified without having any real-
world experience with the operating systems, applica-
tions, or hardware addressed by the certification. When 
judging a person’s competency, look at his or her expe-
rience level and background first, and if the person has 
achieved certifications in addition to having significant 
real-world experience, the certification is probably a 
reflection of the employee’s true capabilities. 

   The IT staff does a great deal to perpetuate the image 
that they know everything about computers. One of the 
reasons people get involved with the IT field in the first 
place is because they have an opportunity to try new 
things and overcome new challenges. This is why when 
an IT professional is asked if she knows how to do some-
thing, she will always respond  “ Yes. ”  But in reality the 
real answer should be,  “ No, but I’ll figure it out. ”  Though 
they frequently can figure things out, when it comes to 
security we must keep in mind that it is a specialized area, 

and implementing a strong security posture requires sig-
nificant training and experience.  

    C.       Provide Security Training for IT 
Staff — Now and Forever 

   Just as implementing a robust, secure environment is a 
dynamic process, creating a highly skilled staff of security 
professionals is also a dynamic process. It is important to 
keep in mind that even though an organization’s technical 
infrastructure might not change that frequently, new vul-
nerabilities are being discovered and new attacks are being 
launched on a regular basis. In addition, very few organi-
zations have a stagnant infrastructure; employees are con-
stantly requesting new software, and more technologies 
are added in an effort to improve efficiencies. Each new 
addition likely adds additional security vulnerabilities. 

   It is important for the IT staff to be prepared to iden-
tify and respond to new threats and vulnerabilities. It 
is recommended that those interested in gaining a deep 
security understanding start with a vendor-neutral pro-
gram. A vendor-neutral program is one that focuses 
on concepts rather than specific products. The SANS 
(SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) Institute offers 
two introductory programs: Intro to Information Security 
(Security 301),      22    a five-day class designed for peo-
ple just starting out in the security field, and the SANS 
Security Essentials Bootcamp (Security 401),      23    a six-day 
class designed for people with some security experience. 
Each class is also available as a self-study program, and 
each can be used to prepare for a specific certification. 

   Another option is start with a program that follows the 
CompTia Security      �      certification requirements, such as the 
Global Knowledge Essentials of Information Security.      24    
Some colleges offer similar programs. 

   Once a person has a good fundamental background 
in security, he should then undergo vendor-specific train-
ing to apply the concepts learned to specific applications 
and security devices. 

   A great resource for keeping up with current trends 
in security is to become actively involved in a secu-
rity-related trade organization. The key concept here is 
 actively involved . Many professionals join organiza-
tions so that they can add an item to the  “ professional 
affiliations ”  section of their r é sum é . Becoming actively 

   22    SANS Intro to Computer Security,  www.sans.org.    
   23    SANS Security Essentials Bootcamp,  www.sans.org.    
   24    www.globalknowledge.com/training/course.asp?pageid � 9 & course
id � 10242 & catid � 191 & country � United � States .   
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 involved means attending meetings on a regular basis 
and serving on a committee or in a position on the execu-
tive board. Though this seems like a daunting time com-
mitment, the benefit is that the professional develops 
a network of resources that can be available to provide 
insight, serve as a sounding board, or provide assistance 
when a problem arises. Participating in these associations 
is a very cost-effective way to get up to speed with current 
security trends and issues. Here are some organizations      25    
that can prove helpful: 

      ●      ASIS International, the largest security-related 
organization in the world, focuses primarily on 
physical security but has more recently started 
addressing computer security as well.  

      ●      ISACA, formerly the Information Systems Audit and 
Control Association.  

      ●      High Technology Crime Investigation Association 
(HTCIA).  

      ●      Information Systems Security Association (ISSA).  
      ●      InfraGard, a joint public and private organization spon-

sored by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).    

   In addition to monthly meetings, many local chapters 
of these organizations sponsor regional conferences that 
are usually very reasonably priced and attract nationally 
recognized experts. 

   Arguably one of the best ways to determine whether 
an employee has a strong grasp of information security 
concepts is if she can achieve the Certified Information 
Systems Security Professional (CISSP) certification. 
Candidates for this certification are tested on their under-
standing of the following 10 knowledge domains: 

      ●      Access control  
      ●      Application security  
      ●      Business continuity and disaster recovery planning  
      ●      Cryptography  
      ●      Information security and risk management  
      ●      Legal, regulations, compliance, and investigations  
      ●      Operations security  
      ●      Physical (environmental) security  
      ●      Security architecture and design  
      ●      Telecommunications and network security    

   What makes this certification so valuable is that the 
candidate must have a minimum of five years of profes-
sional experience in the information security field or four 
years of experience and a college degree. To maintain 

certification, a certified individual is required to attend 
120 hours of continuing professional education during 
the three-year certification cycle. This ensures that those 
holding the CISSP credential are staying up to date with 
current trends in security. The CISSP certification is main-
tained by (ISC) 2        26   .  

    D.       Think  “ Outside the Box ”  

   For most businesses, the threat to their intellectual assets 
and technical infrastructure comes from the  “ bad guys ”  
sitting outside their organizations, trying to break in. 
These organizations establish strong perimeter defenses, 
essentially  “ boxing in ”  their assets. However, internal 
employees have access to proprietary information to do 
their jobs, and they often disseminate this information 
to areas where it is no longer under the control of the 
employer. This dissemination of data is generally not 
performed with any malicious intent, simply for employ-
ees to have access to data so that they can perform their 
job responsibilities more efficiently. This also becomes 
a problem when an employee leaves   (or when a person 
still-employed loses something like a laptop with pro-
prietary information stored on it) and the organization 
and takes no steps to collect or control their proprietary 
information in the possession of their now ex-employee. 

   One of the most overlooked threats to intellectual 
property is the innocuous and now ubiquitous USB 
Flash drive. These devices, the size of a tube of lipstick, 
are the modern-day floppy disk in terms of portable data 
storage. They are a very convenient way to transfer data 
between computers. But the difference between these 
devices and a floppy disk is that USB Flash drives can 
store a very large amount of data. A 16 GB USB Flash 
drive has the same storage capacity as more than 10,000 
floppy disks! As of this writing, a 16 GB USB Flash 
drive can be purchased for as little as $30. Businesses 
should keep in mind that as time goes by, the capacity of 
these devices will increase and the price will decrease, 
making them very attractive to employees. 

   These devices are not the only threat to data. Because 
other devices can be connected to the computer through 
the USB port, digital cameras, MP3 players, and exter-
nal hard drives can now be used to remove data from a 
computer and the network to which it is connected. Most 
people would recognize that external hard drives pose a 
threat, but they would not recognize other devices as a 
threat. Cameras and music players are designed to store 
images and music, but to a computer they are simply 

   25   ASIS International,  www.asisonline.org ; ISACA,  www.isaca.org ; 
HTCIA,  www.htcia.org ; ISSA,  www.issa.org ; InfraGard,  www.infragard.
net .      26   (ISC) 2 ,  www.isc2.org .   
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 additional mass storage devices. It is difficult for people to 
understand that an iPod can carry word processing docu-
ments, databases, and spreadsheets as well as music. 
Fortunately, Microsoft Windows tracks the devices that 
are connected to a system in a Registry key, HKEY_
Local_Machine\System\ControlSet00x\Enum\USBStor. 
It might prove interesting to look in this key on your own 
computer to see what types of devices have been connected. 
 Figure 1.1    shows a wide array of devices that have been 
connected to a system that includes USB Flash drives, a 
digital camera, and several external hard drives. 

   Windows Vista has an additional key that tracks 
connected devices: HKEY_Local_Machine\Software\
Microsoft\Windows Portable Devices\Devices.      27    ( Note:  
Analyzing the Registry is a great way to investigate the 
activities of computer users. For many, however, the 
Registry is tough to navigate and interpret. If you are 
interested in understanding more about the Registry, you 
might want to download and play with Harlan Carvey’s 
RegRipper.      28   ) 

   Another threat to information that carries data outside 
the walls of the organization is the plethora of handheld 
devices currently in use. Many of these devices have the 
ability to send and receive email as well as create, store, 
and transmit word processing, spreadsheet, and PDF 
files. Though most employers will not purchase these 
devices for their employees, they are more than happy 
to allow their employees to sync their personally owned 

 FIGURE 1.1          Identifying connected USB devices in the USBStor 
Registry key.    

devices with their corporate computers. Client contact 
information, business plans, and other materials can eas-
ily be copied from a system. Some businesses feel that 
they have this threat under control because they provide 
their employees with corporate-owned devices and they 
can collect these devices when employees leave their 
employment. The only problem with this attitude is that 
employees can easily copy data from the devices to their 
home computers before the devices are returned. 

   Because of the threat of portable data storage devices 
and handheld devices, it is important for an organization 
to establish policies outlining the acceptable use of these 
devices as well as implementing an enterprise-grade 
solution to control how, when, or if data can be copied 
to them. Filling all USB ports with epoxy is a cheap 
solution, but it is not really effective. Fortunately there 
are several products that can protect against this type 
of data leak. DeviceWall from Centennial Software      29    
and Mobile Security Enterprise Edition from Bluefire 
Security Technologies      30    are two popular ones. 

   Another way that data leaves control of an organiza-
tion is through the use of online data storage sites. These 
sites provide the ability to transfer data from a compu-
ter to an Internet-accessible location. Many of these sites 
provide 5 GB or more of free storage. Though it is cer-
tainly possible to blacklist these sites, there are so many, 
and more are being developed on a regular basis, that it is 
difficult if not impossible to block access to all of them. 
One such popular storage location is the storage space 
provided with a Gmail account. Gmail provides a large 
amount of storage space with its free accounts (7260 
MB as of this writing, and growing). To access this stor-
age space, users must use the Firefox browser with the 
Gspace plugin installed.      31    Once logged in, users can 
transfer files simply by highlighting the file and clicking 
an arrow.  Figure 1.2    shows the Gspace interface. 

   Another tool that will allow users to access the stor-
age space in their Gmail account is the Gmail Drive 
shell extension.      32    This shell extension places a drive 
icon in Windows Explorer, allowing users to copy files 
to the online storage location as though it were a normal 
mapped drive.  Figure 1.3    shows the Gmail Drive icon in 
Windows Explorer. 

   Apple has a similar capability for those users with 
a MobileMe account. This drive is called iDisk and 

   27    http://windowsir.blogspot.com/2008/06/portable-devices-on-vista.
html  (November 8, 2008).   
   28   RegRipper,  www.regripper.net .   

   29   DeviceWall,  www.devicewall.com .   
   30   Bluefi re Security Technologies, 1010 Hull St., Ste. 210, Baltimore, 
Md. 21230.   
   31   Gspace,  www.getgspace.com .   
   32   Gmail Drive,  www.viksoe.dk/code/gmail.htm .   
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 appears in the Finder. People who utilize iDisk can 
access the files from anywhere using a Web browser, 
but they can also upload files using the browser. Once 
uploaded, the files are available right on the user’s desk-
top, and they can be accessed like any other file.        Figures 
1.4 and 1.5      show iDisk features. 

   In addition, numerous sites provide online storage. 
A partial list is included here: 

      ●      ElephantDrive:  www.elephantdrive.com   
      ●      Mozy:  www.mozy.com   
      ●      Box:  www.box.net   
      ●      Carbonite:  www.carbonite.com   
      ●      Windows Live SkyDrive:  www.skydrive.live.com   
      ●      FilesAnywhere:  www.filesanywhere.com   
      ●      Savefile:  www.savefile.com   
      ●      Spare Backup:  www.sparebackup.com   
      ●      Digitalbucket.net:  www.digitalbucket.net   
      ●      Memeo:  www.memeo.com   
      ●      Biscu.com:  www.biscu.com     

    Note:  Though individuals might find these sites 
convenient and easy to use for file storage and backup 
purposes, businesses should think twice about storing 
data on them. The longevity of these sites is not guar-
anteed. For example, Xdrive, a popular online storage 
service created in 1999 and purchased by AOL in 2005 
(allegedly for US$30 million), shut down on January 12, 
2009.  

    E.       Train Employees: Develop a Culture 
of Security 

   One of the greatest security assets is a business’s own 
employees, but only if they have been properly trained 
to comply with security policies and to identify potential 
security problems. 

   Many employees don’t understand the significance of 
various security policies and implementations. As men-
tioned previously, they consider these policies nothing 

 FIGURE 1.2          Accessing Gspace using the Firefox browser.    

 FIGURE 1.3          Gmail Drive in Windows Explorer.    
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 more than an inconvenience. Gaining the support and 
allegiance of employees takes time, but it is time well 
spent. Begin by carefully explaining the reasons behind 
any security implementation. One of the reasons could 
be ensuring employee productivity, but focus primarily 
on the security issues. File sharing using LimeWire and 
eMule might keep employees away from work, but they 
can also open up holes in a firewall. Downloading and 
installing unapproved software can install malicious 
software that can infect user systems, causing their com-
puters to function slowly or not at all. 

   Perhaps the most direct way to gain employee sup-
port is to let employees know that the money needed to 
respond to attacks and fix problems initiated by users is 
money that is then not available for raises and promo-
tions. Letting employees know that they now have some 

 “ skin in the game ”  is one way to get them involved in 
security efforts. If a budget is set aside for responding to 
security problems and employees help stay well within 
the budget, the difference between the money spent and 
the actual budget could be divided among employees as 
a bonus. Not only would employees be more likely to 
speak up if they notice network or system slowdowns, 
they would probably be more likely to confront strangers 
wandering through the facility. 

   Another mechanism that can be used to gain security 
allies is to provide advice regarding the proper secu-
rity mechanisms for securing home computers. Though 
some might not see this as directly benefiting the com-
pany, keep in mind that many employees have corporate 
data on their home computers. This advice can come 
from periodic, live presentations (offer refreshments and 
attendance will be higher) or from a periodic newsletter 
that is either mailed or emailed to employees’ personal 
addresses. 

   The goal of these activities is to encourage employ-
ees to approach management or the security team vol-
untarily. When this begins to happen on a regular basis, 
you will have expanded the capabilities of your security 
team and created a much more secure organization. 

   The security expert Roberta Bragg used to tell a story 
of one of her clients who took this concept to a high 
level. The client provided the company mail clerk with a 
WiFi hotspot detector and promised him a free steak din-
ner for every unauthorized wireless access point he could 

 FIGURE 1.4          Accessing files in iDisk.    

 FIGURE 1.5          iDisk Upload window in Firefox.    
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 find on the premises. The mail clerk was very happy to 
have the opportunity to earn three free steak dinners.  

    F.       Identify and Utilize Built-In Security 
Features of the Operating System and 
Applications 

   Many organizations and systems administrators state 
that they cannot create a secure organization because 
they have limited resources and simply do not have the 
funds to purchase robust security tools. This is a ridicu-
lous approach to security because all operating systems 
and many applications include security mechanisms 
that require no organizational resources other than time 
to identify and configure these tools. For Microsoft 
Windows operating systems, a terrific resource is the 
online Microsoft TechNet Library.      33    Under the Solutions 
Accelerators link you can find security guides for all 
recent Microsoft Windows operating systems.  Figure 1.6    
shows the table of contents for Windows 2008 Server. 

   TechNet is a great resource and can provide insight 
into managing numerous security issues, from Microsoft 
Office 2007 to security risk management. These docu-
ments can assist in implementing the built-in security fea-
tures of Microsoft Windows products. Assistance is needed 

in identifying many of these capabilities because they are 
often hidden from view and turned off by default. 

   One of the biggest concerns in an organization today 
is data leaks, which are ways that confidential information 
can leave an organization despite robust perimeter security. 
As mentioned previously, USB Flash drives are one cause 
of data leaks; another is the recovery of data found in the 
unallocated clusters of a computer’s hard drive. Unallocated 
clusters, or  free space , as it is commonly called, is the area 
of a hard drive where the operating system and applications 
dump their artifacts or residual data. Though this data is not 
viewable through a user interface, the data can easily be 
identified (and sometimes recovered) using a hex editor such 
as WinHex.      34     Figure 1.7    shows the contents of a deleted file 
stored on a floppy disk being displayed by WinHex. 

   Should a computer be stolen or donated, it is very 
possible that someone could access the data located in 
unallocated clusters. For this reason, many people strug-
gle to find an appropriate  “ disk-scrubbing ”  utility. Many 
such commercial utilities exist, but there is one built 
into Microsoft Windows operating systems. The com-
mand-line program cipher.exe is designed to display or 
alter the encryption of directories (files) stored on NTFS 
partitions. Few people even know about this command; 
even fewer are familiar with the  /w  switch. Here is a 
description of the switch from the program’s Help file: 

 Removes data from available unused disk space on the 
entire volume. If this option is chosen, all other options are 
ignored. The directory specified can be anywhere in a local 
volume. If it is a mount point or points to a directory in 
another volume, the data on that volume will be removed.   

   To use Cipher, click   Start     |     Run   and type  cmd . 
When the cmd.exe window opens, type  cipher /w:   folder  , 
where   folder   is any folder in the volume that you want 
to clean, and then press  Enter .  Figure 1.8    shows Cipher 
wiping a folder. 

   For more on secure file deletion issues, see the 
author’s white paper in the SANS reading room, “Secure 
file deletion: Fact or fiction?”      35    

   Another source of data leaks is the personal and editing 
information that can be associated with Microsoft Office 
files. In Microsoft Word 2003 you can configure the appli-
cation to remove personal information on save and to warn 
you when you are about to print, share, or send a docu-
ment containing tracked changes or comments. 

   To access this feature, within Word click  Tools  |  
Options  and then click the  Security  tab. Toward the 

 FIGURE 1.6          Windows Server 2008 Security Guide Table of Contents.    

   33   Microsoft TechNet Library,  http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/default.aspx .   

   34   WinHex,  www.x-ways.net/winhex/index-m.html .   
   35    “ Secure fi le deletion: Fact or fi ction? ”   www.sans.org/reading_room/
whitepapers/incident/631.php  (November 8, 2008).   
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 bottom of the security window you will notice the two 
options described previously. Simply select the options 
you want to use.  Figure 1.9    shows these options. 

   Microsoft Office 2007 made this tool more robust and 
more accessible. A separate tool called Document Inspector 
can be accessed by clicking the  Microsoft Office  button, 
pointing to  Prepare Document , then clicking  Inspect 
Document . Then select the items you want to remove. 

   Implementing a strong security posture often begins 
by making the login process more robust. This includes 
increasing the complexity of the login password. All 
passwords can be cracked, given enough time and 
resources, but the more difficult you make cracking a 
password, the greater the possibility the asset the pass-
word protects will stay protected. 

   All operating systems have some mechanism to 
increase the complexity of passwords. In Microsoft 
Windows XP Professional, this can be accomplished by 

clicking  Start  |  Control Panel  |  Administrative Tools  |  
Local Security Policy . Under  Security Settings , expand 
 Account Policies  and then highlight  Password Policy . 
In the right-hand panel you can enable password com-
plexity. Once this is enabled, passwords must contain at 
least three of the four following password groups      36   : 

      ●      English uppercase characters (A through Z)  
      ●      English lowercase characters (a through z)  

 FIGURE 1.7          WinHex displaying the contents of a deleted Word document.    

 FIGURE 1.8          Cipher wiping a folder called Secretstuff.    

 FIGURE 1.9          Security options for Microsoft Word 2003.    

   36    “ Users receive a password complexity requirements message that 
does not specify character group requirements for a password, ”   http://
support.microsoft.com/kb/821425  (November 8, 2008).   
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      ●       Numerals (0 through 9)  
      ●      Nonalphabetic characters (such as !, $, #, %)    

   It is important to recognize that all operating systems 
have embedded tools to assist with security. They often 
require a little research to find, but the time spent in 
identifying them is less than the money spent on pur-
chasing additional security products or recovering from 
a security breach. 

   Though not yet used by many corporations, Mac OS 
X has some very robust security features, including File 
Vault, which creates an encrypted home folder and the 
ability to encrypt virtual memory.  Figure 1.10    shows the 
security options for Mac OS X.  

    G.       Monitor Systems 

   Even with the most robust security tools in place, it is 
important to monitor your systems. All security prod-
ucts are manmade and can fail or be compromised. As 

with any other aspect of technology, one should never 
rely on simply one product or tool. Enabling logging on 
your systems is one way to put your organization in a 
position to identify problem areas. The problem is, what 
should be logged? There are some security standards that 
can help with this determination. One of these standards 
is the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard 
(PCI DSS).      37    Requirement 10 of the PCI DSS states that 
organizations must  “ Track and monitor access to network 
resources and cardholder data. ”  If you simply substitute 
 confidential information  for the phrase  cardholder data,  
this requirement is an excellent approach to a log man-
agement program. Requirement 10 is reproduced here: 

 Logging mechanisms and the ability to track user activi-
ties are critical. The presence of logs in all environments 
allows thorough tracking and analysis if something does 
go wrong. Determining the cause of a compromise is very 

difficult without system activity logs:   

 FIGURE 1.10          Security options for Mac OS X.    

   37   PCI DSS,  www.pcisecuritystandards.org/ .   
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    1.      Establish a process for linking all access to system 
components (especially access done with administrative 
privileges such as root) to each individual user.  

    2.     Implement automated audit trails for all system 
components to reconstruct the following events: 

      ●      All individual user accesses to cardholder data  
      ●       All actions taken by any individual with root or 

administrative privileges  
      ●      Access to all audit trails  
      ●      Invalid logical access attempts  
      ●       Use of identification and authentication mechanisms  
      ●      Initialization of the audit logs  
      ●      Creation and deletion of system-level objects     

    3.     Record at least the following audit trail entries for all 
system components for each event: 

      ●      User identification  
      ●      Type of event  
      ●      Date and time  
      ●      Success or failure indication  
      ●      Origination of event  
      ●       Identity or name of affected data, system component, 

or resource     

    4.     Synchronize all critical system clocks and times.  

    5.     Secure audit trails so they cannot be altered: 

      ●       Limit viewing of audit trails to those with a 
job-related need.  

      ●       Protect audit trail files from unauthorized 
modifications.  

      ●       Promptly back up audit trail files to a centralized log 
server or media that is difficult to alter.  

      ●       Copy logs for wireless networks onto a log server on 
the internal LAN.  

      ●       Use file integrity monitoring and change detection 
software on logs to ensure that existing log data can-
not be changed without generating alerts (although 
new data being added should not cause an alert).     

    6.     Review logs for all system components at least daily. 
Log reviews must include those servers that perform 
security functions like intrusion detection system 
(IDS) and authentication, authorization, and accounting 
protocol (AAA) servers (for example, RADIUS). 

      Note:  Log harvesting, parsing, and alerting tools may 
be used to achieve compliance.     

    7.     Retain audit trail history for at least one year, with a 
minimum of three months online availability.    

   Requirement 6 looks a little overwhelming, since few 
organizations have the time to manually review log files. 

Fortunately, there are tools that will collect and parse log 
files from a variety of sources. All these tools have the 
ability to notify individuals of a particular event. One 
simple tool is the Kiwi Syslog Daemon      38    for Microsoft 
Windows.  Figure 1.11    shows the configuration screen 
for setting up email alerts in Kiwi. 

   Additional log parsing tools include Microsoft’s 
Log Parser      39    and, for Unix, Swatch.      40    Commercial 
tools include Cisco Security Monitoring, Analysis, and 
Response System (MARS)      41    and GFI EventsManager.      42    

   An even more detailed approach to monitoring your 
systems is to install a packet-capturing tool on your net-
work so you can analyze and capture traffic in real time. 
One tool that can be very helpful is Wireshark, which 
is  “ an award-winning network protocol analyzer devel-
oped by an international team of networking experts. ”       43    
Wireshark is based on the original packet capture tool, 
Ethereal. Analyzing network traffic is not a trivial task 
and requires some training, but it is the perhaps the most 
accurate way to determine what is happening on your 
network.  Figure 1.12    shows Wireshark monitoring the 
traffic on a wireless interface.  

    H.       Hire a Third Party to Audit Security 

   Regardless of how talented your staff is, there is always 
the possibility that they overlooked something or inad-
vertently misconfigured a device or setting. For this rea-
son it is very important to bring in an extra set of  “ eyes, 
ears, and hands ”  to review your organization’s security 
posture. 

   Though some IT professionals will become paranoid 
having a third party review their work, intelligent staff 
members will recognize that a security review by outsid-
ers can be a great learning opportunity. The advantage 
of having a third party review your systems is that the 
outsiders have experience reviewing a wide range of sys-
tems, applications, and devices in a variety of industries. 
They will know what works well and what might work 
but cause problems in the future. They are also more 
likely to be up to speed on new vulnerabilities and the 
latest product updates. Why? Because this is all they do. 

   38   Kiwi Syslog Daemon,  www.kiwisyslog.com .   
   39   Log Parser 2.2,  www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?Family
ID � 890cd06b-abf8-4c25-91b2-f8d975cf8c07 & displaylang � en .   
   40   Swatch,  http://sourceforge.net/projects/swatch/ .   
   41   Cisco MARS,  www.cisco.com/en/US/products/ps6241/ .   

   42   GFI EventsManager,  www.gfi .com/eventsmanager/ .   

   43   Wireshark,  www.wireshark.org .   
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to attackers and how secure the system is, should attack-
ers make it past the perimeter defenses. You don’t want to 
have  “ Tootsie Pop security ”  — a hard crunchy shell with a 
soft center. The external review, often called a  penetra-
tion test,  can be accomplished in several ways; the first 
is a  no knowledge  approach, whereby the consultants are 

 FIGURE 1.12          The protocol analyzer Wireshark monitoring a wireless interface.    

 FIGURE 1.11          Kiwi Syslog Daemon Email Alert Configuration screen.    

 They are not encumbered by administrative duties, inter-
nal politics, and help desk requests. They will be more 
objective than in-house staff, and they will be in a position 
to make recommendations after their analysis. 

   The third-party analysis should involve a two-pronged 
approach: They should identify how the network appears 
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 provided with absolutely no information regarding the 
network and systems prior to their analysis. Though this 
is a very realistic approach, it can be time consuming and 
very expensive. Using this approach, consultants must 
use publicly available information to start enumerating 
systems for testing. This is a realistic approach, but a  par-
tial knowledge  analysis is more efficient and less expen-
sive. If provided with a network topology diagram and 
a list of registered IP addresses, the third-party review-
ers can complete the review faster and the results can 
be addressed in a much more timely fashion. Once the 
penetration test is complete, a review of the internal net-
work can be initiated. The audit of the internal network 
will identify open shares, unpatched systems, open ports, 
weak passwords, rogue systems, and many other issues.  

    I.       Don’t Forget the Basics 

   Many organizations spend a great deal of time and 
money addressing perimeter defenses and overlook some 
fundamental security mechanisms, as described here. 

    Change Default Account Passwords 

   Nearly all network devices come preconfigured with 
a password/username combination. This combination 
is included with the setup materials and is documented 
in numerous locations. Very often these devices are the 
gateways to the Internet or other internal networks. If 
these default passwords are not changed upon configu-
ration, it becomes a trivial matter for an attacker to get 
into these systems. Hackers can find password lists on 
the Internet,      44    and vendors include default passwords in 
their online manuals. For example,  Figure 1.13    shows 
the default username and password for a Netgear router.  

    Use Robust Passwords 

   With the increased processing power of our computers 
and password-cracking software such as the Passware 

products      45    and AccessData’s Password Recovery Toolkit,      46    
cracking passwords is fairly simple and straightfor-
ward. For this reason it is extremely important to cre-
ate robust passwords. Complex passwords are hard for 
users to remember, though, so it is a challenge to cre-
ate passwords that can be remembered without writ-
ing them down. One solution is to use the first letter of 
each word in a phrase, such as  “  I l ike  t o  e at  i mported 
 c heese  f rom  H olland. ”  This becomes  IlteicfH , which is 
an eight-character password using upper- and lowercase 
letters. This can be made even more complex by substi-
tuting an exclamation point for the letter  I  and substitut-
ing the number 3 for the letter  e , so that the password 
becomes  !lt3icfH.  This is a fairly robust password that 
can be remembered easily.  

    Close Unnecessary Ports 

   Ports on a computer are logical access points for com-
munication over a network. Knowing what ports are 
open on your computers will allow you to understand the 
types of access points that exist. The well-known port 
numbers are 0 through 1023. Some easily recognized 
ports and what they are used for are listed here: 

      ●      Port 21: FTP  
      ●      Port 23: Telnet  
      ●      Port 25: SMTP  
      ●      Port 53: DNS  
      ●      Port 80: HTTP  
      ●      Port 110: POP  
      ●      Port 119: NNTP    

   Since open ports that are not needed can be an 
entrance into your systems, and open ports that are open 
unexpectedly could be a sign of malicious software, 
identifying open ports is an important security pro-
cess. There are several tools that will allow you to iden-
tify open ports. The built-in command-line tool  netstat  

 FIGURE 1.13          Default username and password for Netgear router.    

   44    www.phenoelit-us.org/dpl/dpl.html .   

   45   Passware,  www.lostpassword.com .   
   46   Password Recovery Toolkit,  www.accessdata.com/decryptionTool.
html .   
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 will allow you to identify open ports and process IDs by 
using the following switches: 

     -a  Displays all connections and listening ports  
     -n  Displays addresses and port numbers in numerical 

form  
     -o  Displays the owning process ID associated with each 

connection    

   ( Note:  In Unix, netstat is also available but utilizes the 
following switches:  -atvp. ) 

   Other tools that can prove helpful are ActivePorts,      47    
a graphical user interface (GUI) tool that allows you 
to export the results in delimited format, and Fport,      48    a 
popular command-line tool. Sample results are shown in 
 Figure 1.14   .   

    J.       Patch, Patch, Patch 

   Nearly all operating systems have a mechanism for auto-
matically checking for updates. This notification system 
should be turned on. Though there is some debate as to 
whether updates should be installed automatically, sys-
tems administrators should at least be notified of updates. 
They might not want to have them installed automati-
cally, since patches and updates have been known to 
cause more problems than they solve. However, adminis-
trators should not wait too long before installing updates, 
because this can unnecessarily expose systems to attack. 

A simple tool that can help keep track of system updates 
is the Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer,      49    which also 
will examine other fundamental security configurations. 

    Use Administrator Accounts for 
Administrative Tasks 

   A common security vulnerability is created when sys-
tems administrators conduct administrative or personal 
tasks while logged into their computers with adminis-
trator rights. Tasks such as checking email, surfing the 
Internet, and testing questionable software can expose 
the computer to malicious software. This means that 
the malicious software can run with administrator privi-
leges, which can create serious problems. Administrators 
should log into their systems using a standard user account 
to prevent malicious software from gaining control of 
their computers.  

    Restrict Physical Access 

   With a focus on technology, it is often easy to overlook 
nontechnical security mechanisms. If an intruder can 
gain physical access to a server or other infrastructure 
asset, the intruder will own the organization. Critical 
systems should be kept in secure areas. A secure area 
is one that provides the ability to control access to only 
those who need access to the systems as part of their job 

 FIGURE 1.14          Sample output from Fport.    

   47   ActivePorts,  www.softpile.com .   
   48   Fport,  www.foundstone.com/us/resources/proddesc/fport.htm .   

   49   Microsoft Baseline Security Analyzer,  http://technet.microsoft.com/
en-us/security/cc184923.aspx .   
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 responsibilities. A room that is kept locked using a key 
that is only provided to the systems administrator, with 
the only duplicate stored in a safe in the office manag-
er’s office, is a good start. The room should not have any 
windows that can open. In addition, the room should 
have no labels or signs identifying it as a server room or 
network operations center. The equipment should not be 
stored in a closet where other employees, custodians, or 
contractors can gain access. The validity of your secu-
rity mechanisms should be reviewed during a third-party 
vulnerability assessment.  

    Don’t Forget Paper! 

   With the advent of advanced technology, people have for-
gotten how information was stolen in the past — on paper. 
Managing paper documents is fairly straightforward. 
Locking file cabinets should be used — and locked consist-
ently. Extra copies of proprietary documents, document 

drafts, and expired internal communications are some of 
the materials that should be shredded. A policy should 
be created to tell employees what they should and should 
not do with printed documents. The following example 
of the theft of trade secrets underscores the importance 
of protecting paper documents: 

 A company surveillance camera caught Coca-Cola 
employee Joya Williams at her desk looking through files 
and  “ stuffing documents into bags, ”  Nahmias and FBI offi-
cials said. Then in June, an undercover FBI agent met at the 
Atlanta airport with another of the defendants, handing him 
$30,000 in a yellow Girl Scout Cookie box in exchange for 
an Armani bag containing confidential Coca-Cola docu-
ments and a sample of a product the company was develop-
ing, officials said.      50      

   The steps to achieving security mentioned in this chapter 
are only the beginning. They should provide some insight 
into where to start building a secure organization.                                                             

   50   3 accused in theft of Coke secrets, ”   Washington Post , July 26, 
2006,  www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/07/05/
AR2006070501717.html  (November 8, 2008).   
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                             A Cryptography Primer 

   Scott R.   Ellis  
  RGL Forensics      

 Chapter 2 

    Man is a warrior creature, a species that ritually engages 
in a type of warfare where the combat can range from 
the subtlety of inflicting economic damage, or achiev-
ing economic superiority and advantage, to moving 
someone’s chair a few inches from sitting distance or 
putting rocks in their shoes, to the heinousness of the 
outright killing of our opponents. As such, it is in our 
nature to want to prevent others who would do us harm 
from intercepting private communications (which could 
be about them!). Perhaps nothing so perfectly illustrates 
this fact as the art of cryptography. It is, in its purpose, 
an art form entirely devoted to the methods whereby we 
can prevent information from falling into the hands of 
those who would use it against us — our enemies. 

   Since the beginning of sentient language, cryptogra-
phy has been a part of communication. It is as old as lan-
guage itself. In fact, one could make the argument that 
the desire and ability to encrypt communication, to alter 
a missive in such a way so that only the intended recipi-
ent may understand it, is an innate ability hardwired into 
the human genome. Aside from the necessity to commu-
nicate, it could very well be what led to the development 
of language itself. Over time, languages and dialects 
evolve, as we can see with Spanish, French, Portuguese, 
and Italian — all  “ Latin ”  languages. People who speak 
French have a great deal of trouble understanding people 
who speak Spanish, and vice versa. The profundity of 
Latin cognates in these languages is undisputed, but gen-
erally speaking, the two languages are so far removed 
that they are not dialects, they are separate languages. 
But why is this? Certain abilities, such as walking, are 
hardwired into our nervous systems. Other abilities, such 
as language, are not. 

   So why isn’t language hardwired into our nervous 
system, as it is with bees, who are born knowing how 
to tell another bee how far away a flower is, as well 
as the quantity of pollen and whether there is danger 
present? Why don’t we humans all speak the exact same 

 language? Perhaps we do, to a degree, but we choose not 
to do so. The reason is undoubtedly because humans, 
unlike bees, understand that knowledge is power, and 
knowledge is communicated via spoken and written 
words. Plus we weren’t born with giant stingers with 
which to simply sting people we don’t like. With the 
development of evolving languages innate in our genetic 
wiring, the inception of cryptography was inevitable. 

   In essence, computer-based cryptography is the art of 
creating a form of communication that embraces the fol-
lowing precepts: 

      ●      Can be readily understood by the intended recipients  
      ●      Cannot be understood by unintended recipients  
      ●      Can be adapted and changed easily with relatively 

small modifications, such as a changed passphrase or 
word    

   Any artificially created lexicon, such as the Pig Latin 
of children, pictograph codes, gang-speak, or corpo-
rate lingo — and even the names of music albums, such 
as  Four Flicks  — are all manners of cryptography where 
real text, sometimes not so ciphered, is hidden in what 
appears to be plain text. They are attempts at hidden 
communications. 

    1.       WHAT IS CRYPTOGRAPHY? WHAT IS 
ENCRYPTION? 

   Ask any ancient Egyptian and he’ll undoubtedly define 
 cryptography  as the practice of burying their dead so 
that they cannot be found again. They were very good 
at it; thousands of years later, new crypts are still being 
discovered. The Greek root  krypt  literally means  “ a hid-
den place, ”  and as such it is an appropriate base for any 
term involving cryptology. According to the Online 
Etymology Dictionary,  crypto - as a prefix, mean-
ing  “ concealed, secret, ”  has been used since 1760, and 
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 from the Greek  graphikos ,  “ of or for writing, belonging 
to drawing, picturesque. ”       1    Together,  crypto       �       graphy  
would then mean  “ hiding place for ideas, sounds, pic-
tures, or words. ”   Graph , technically from its Greek root, 
is  “ the art of writing. ”   Encryption , in contrast, merely 
means the act of carrying out some aspect of cryptogra-
phy.  Cryptology , with its - ology  ending, is the study of 
cryptography. Encryption is subsumed by cryptography. 

    How Is Cryptography Done? 

   For most information technology occupations, knowl-
edge of cryptography is a very small part of a broader 
skill set, and is generally limited to relevant applica-
tion. The argument could be made that this is why the 
Internet is so extraordinarily plagued with security 
breaches. The majority of IT administrators, software 
programmers, and hardware developers are barely cog-
nizant of the power of true cryptography. Overburdened 
with battling the plague that they inherited, they can’t 
afford to devote the time or resources needed to imple-
ment a truly secure strategy. And the reason, as we shall 
come to see, is because as good at cryptographers can 
be — well, just as it is said that everyone has an evil twin 
somewhere in the world, for every cryptographer there is 
a de  cryptographer working just as diligently to decipher 
a new encryption algorithm. 

   Traditionally, cryptography has consisted of any 
means possible whereby communications may be 
encrypted and transmitted. This could be as simple 
as using a language with which the opposition is not 
familiar. Who hasn’t been somewhere where everyone 
around you was speaking a language you didn’t under-
stand? There are thousands of languages in the world, 
nobody can know them all. As was shown in World War 
II, when Allied Forces used Navajo as a means of com-
municating freely, some languages are so obscure that 
an entire nation may not contain one person who speaks 
it! All true cryptography is composed of three parts: a 
cipher, an original message, and the resultant encryption. 
The  cipher  is the method of encryption used. Original 
messages are referred to as  plain text  or as  clear text.  
A message that is transmitted without encryption is said 
to be sent  “ in the clear. ”  The resultant message is called 
 ciphertext  or  cryptogram.  This section begins with a 
simple review of cryptography procedures and carries 
them through; each section building on the next to illus-
trate the principles of cryptography.   

    2.       FAMOUS CRYPTOGRAPHIC DEVICES 

   The past few hundred years of technical development 
and advances have brought greater and greater means 
to decrypt, encode, and transmit information. With the 
advent of the most modern warfare techniques and the 
increase in communication and ease of reception, the need 
for encryption has never been greater. 

   World War II publicized and popularized cryptogra-
phy in modern culture. The Allied Forces ’  ability to cap-
ture, decrypt, and intercept Axis communications is said 
to have hastened WWII’s end by several years. Here we 
take a quick look at some famous cryptographic devices 
from that era. 

    The Lorenz Cipher 

   The Lorenz cipher machine was an industrial-strength 
ciphering machine used in teleprinter circuits by the 
Germans during WWII. Not to be confused with its 
smaller cousin, the Enigma machine, the Lorenz cipher 
could possibly be best compared to a virtual private net-
work tunnel for a telegraph line — only it wasn’t send-
ing Morse code, it was using a code not unlike a sort of 
American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
(ASCII) format. A granddaddy of sorts, called Baudot 
code, was used to send alphanumeric communications 
across telegraph lines. Each character was represented 
by a series of 5 bits. 

   It is often confused with the famous Enigma, but 
unlike the Enigma (which was a portable field unit), the 
Lorenz cipher could receive typed messages, encrypt 
them, send them to another distant Lorenz cipher, which 
would then decrypt the signal. It used a pseudorandom 
cipher XOR’d with plaintext. The machine would be 
inserted inline as an attachment to a Lorenz teleprinter. 
 Figure 2.1    is a rendered drawing from a photograph of a 
Lorenz cipher machine.  

    Enigma 

   The Enigma machine was a field unit used in WWII by 
German field agents to encrypt and decrypt messages 
and communications. Similar to the Feistel function 
of the 1970s, the Enigma machine was one of the first 
mechanized methods of encrypting text using an itera-
tive cipher. It employed a series of rotors that, with some 
electricity, a light bulb, and a reflector, allowed the oper-
ator to either encrypt or decrypt a message. The origi-
nal position of the rotors, set with each encryption and    1    www.etymonline.com .   
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 based on a prearranged pattern that in turn was based on 
the calendar, allowed the machine to be used, even if it 
was compromised. 

   When the Enigma was in use, with each subsequent 
key press, the rotors would change in alignment from 
their set positions in such a way that a different letter 
was produced each time. The operator, with a message 
in hand, would enter each character into the machine by 
pressing a typewriter-like key. The rotors would align, 
and a letter would then illuminate, telling the operator 
what the letter  really  was. Likewise, when enciphering, 
the operator would press the key and the illuminated 
letter would be the cipher text. The continually chang-
ing internal flow of electricity that caused the rotors to 
change was not random, but it did create a polyalphabetic 
cipher that could be different each time it was used.   

    3.       CIPHERS 

   Cryptography is built on one overarching premise: the 
need for a cipher that can reliably, and portably, be used to 
encrypt text so that, through any means of cryptanalysis —
 differential, deductive, algebraic, or the like — the cipher-
text cannot be undone with any available technology. 
Throughout the centuries, there have been many attempts 
to create simple ciphers that can achieve this goal. With 

the exception of the One Time Pad, which is not particu-
larly portable, success has been limited. 

   Let’s look at a few of these methods now. 

    The Substitution Cipher 

   In this method, each letter of the message is replaced 
with a single character. See  Table 2.1    for an example 
of a substitution cipher. Because some letters appear 
more often and certain words appear more often than 
others, some ciphers are extremely easy to decrypt, and 
some can be deciphered at a glance by more practiced 
cryptologists. 

   By simply understanding probability and with some 
applied statistics, certain metadata about a language 
can be derived and used to decrypt any simple, one-
for-one substitution cipher. Decryption methods often 
rely on understanding the context of the  ciphertext . What 
was encrypted — business communication? Spreadsheets? 
Technical data? Coordinates? For example, using a hex edi-
tor and an access database to conduct some statistics, we 
can use the information in  Table 2.2    to gain highly special-
ized knowledge about the data in Chapter 19,  “ Computer 
Forensics, ”  by Scott R. Ellis, in this book. A long chapter 
at nearly 25,000 words, it provides a sufficiently large sta-
tistical pool to draw some meaningful analyses. 

 FIGURE 2.1          The Lorenz machine was set inline with a teletype to produce encrypted telegraphic signals.    
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     Table 2.3    gives additional data about the occurrence 
of specific words in Chapter 19. Note that because it is a 
technical text, words such as  computer, files, email,  and 
 drive  emerge as leaders. Analysis of these leaders can 
reveal individual and paired alpha frequencies. Being 
armed with knowledge about the type of communication 
can be very beneficial in decrypting it. 

   Further information about types of data being 
encrypted include word counts by length of the word. 
 Table 2.4    contains such a list for Chapter 19. This 
information can be used to begin to piece together use-
ful and meaningful short sentences, which can provide 
cues to longer and more complex structures. It is exactly 
this sort of activity that good cryptography attempts to 
defeat. 

   Were it encrypted using a simple substitution cipher, 
a good start to deciphering Chapter 19 could be made 
using the information we’ve gathered. As a learning 
exercise, game, or logic puzzle, substitution ciphers are 
quite useful. Some substitution ciphers that are more 
elaborate can be just as difficult to crack. Ultimately, 
though, the weakness behind a substitution cipher is the 
fact that the ciphertext remains a one-to-one, directly 
corresponding substitution; ultimately anyone with a pen 

 TABLE 2.1          A simple substitution cipher. Letters are numbered by their order in the alphabet, to provide a 
numeric reference key. To encrypt a message, the letters are replaced, or substituted, by the numbers. This is a 
particularly easy cipher to reverse.    

   A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z 

   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26 

   O  C  Q  W  B  X  Y  E  I  L  Z  A  D  R  J  S  P  F  G  K  H  N  T  U  M  V 

   15  3  17  23  2  24  25  5  9  12  26  1  4  18  10  19  16  6  7  11  8  14  20  21  13  22 

and paper and a large enough sample of the ciphertext 
can defeat it. Using a computer, deciphering a simple 
substitution cipher becomes child’s play.  

    The Shift Cipher 

   Also known as the Caesar cipher, the shift cipher is 
one that anyone can readily understand and remember 
for decoding. It is a form of the substitution cipher. By 
shifting the alphabet a few positions in either direction, 
a simple sentence can become unreadable to casual 
inspection.  Example 2.1    is an example of such a shift. 

   Interestingly, for cryptogram word games, the spaces 
are always included. Often puzzles use numbers instead of 
letters for the substitution. Removing the spaces in this par-
ticular example can make the ciphertext somewhat more 
secure. The possibility for multiple solutions becomes an 
issue; any number of words might fit the pattern. 

   Today many software tools are available to quickly 
and easily decode most cryptograms (at least, those that 
are not written in a dead language). You can have some 
fun with these tools; for example, the name Scott Ellis, 
when decrypted, turns into Still Books. The name of 
a friend of the author’s decrypts to  “ His Sinless. ”  It is 
apparent, then, that smaller-sample simple substitution 
ciphers can have more than one solution. 

   Much has been written and much has been said about 
frequency analysis; it is considered the  “ end-all and be-
all ”  with respect to cipher decryption. This is not to be 
confused with cipher breaking, which is a modern attack 
against the actual cryptographic algorithms themselves. 
However, to think of simply plugging in some numbers 
generated from a Google search is a bit na ï ve. The fre-
quency chart in  Table 2.5    is commonplace on the Web. 

   It is beyond the scope of this chapter to delve into the 
accuracy of the table, but suffice it to say that our own 
analysis of Chapter 19’s 118,000 characters, a  technical 
text, yielded a much different result; see  Table 2.6   . 
Perhaps it is the significantly larger sample and the fact 

 TABLE 2.2          Statistical data of interest in encryption. 
An analysis of a selection of a manuscript (in this 
case, the preedited version of Chapter 19 of this 
book) can provide insight into the reasons that 
good ciphers need to be developed.  

   Character Analysis  Count 

   Number of distinct alphanumeric 
combinations 

 1958 

   Distinct characters    68 

   Number of four-letter words   984 

   Number of five-letter words  1375 
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must take into consideration spacing and word lengths 
when considering whether or not a string matches a 
word. It stands to reason, then, that the formulation of 
the cipher, where a substitution that is based partially 
on frequency similarities and with a whole lot of obfus-
cation so that when messages are decrypted they have 
ambiguous or multiple meanings, would be desirable 

 TABLE 2.4          Leaders by word length in the preedited 
manuscript for Chapter 19. The context of the clear 
text can make the cipher less secure. There are, 
after all, only a finite number of words. Fewer of 
them are long.  

   Words Field  Number of Dupes  Word Length 

   XOriginalArrivalTime:  2  21 

   interpretations  2  15 

   XOriginatingIP:  2  15 

   electronically  4  14 

   investigations  5  14 

   interpretation  6  14 

   reconstructing  3  14 

   irreproducible  2  14 

   professionally  2  14 

   inexperienced  2  13 

   Demonstrative  2  13 

   XAnalysisOut:  8  13 

   Steganography  7  13 

   Understanding  8  13 

   certification  2  13 

   circumstances  8  13 

   unrecoverable  4  13 

   investigation  15  13 

   automatically  2  13 

   admissibility  2  13 

   XProcessedBy:  2  13 

   administrator  4  13 

   determination  3  13 

   investigative  3  13 

   practitioners  2  13 

   preponderance  2  13 

   intentionally  2  13 

   consideration  2  13 

   Interestingly  2  13 

 that it is a technical text that makes the results different 
after the top two. Additionally, where computers are con-
cerned, an actual frequency analysis would take into con-
sideration all ASCII characters, as shown in  Table 2.6 . 

   Frequency analysis is not difficult; once all the letters 
of a text are pulled into a database program, it is fairly 
straightforward to do a count of all the duplicate values. 
The snippet of code in  Example 2.2    demonstrates one 
way whereby text can be transformed into a single col-
umn and imported into a database. 

   The cryptograms that use formatting (every word 
becomes the same length) are considerably more diffi-
cult for basic online decryption programs to crack. They 

 TABLE 2.3          Five-letter word recurrences in Chapter 
19: A glimpse of the leading five-letter words 
found in the preedited manuscript. Once unique 
letter groupings have been identified, substitution, 
often by trial and error, can result in a meaningful 
reconstruction that allows the entire cipher to be 
revealed.  

   Words Field  Number of Recurrences 

   files  125 

   drive  75 

   there  67 

   email  46 

   these  43 

   other  42 

   about  41 

   where  36 

   would  33 

   every  31 

   court  30 

   their  30 

   first  28 

   Using  28 

   which  24 

   could  22 

   table  22 

   After  21 

   image  21 

   Don’t  19 

   tools  19 

   being  18 

   entry  18 
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 TABLE 2.5           “ In a random sampling of 1000 letters, ”  
this pattern emerges.  

   Letter  Frequency 

   E  130 

   T  93 

   N  78 

   R  77 

   I  74 

   O  74 

   A  73 

   S  63 

   D  44 

   H  35 

   L  35 

   C  30 

   F  28 

   P  27 

   U  27 

   M  25 

   Y  19 

   G  16 

   W  16 

   V  13 

   B  9 

   X  5 

   K  3 

   Q  3 

   J  2 

   Z  1 

    Total    1000  

 TABLE 2.6          Using MS Access to perform some 
frequency analysis of Chapter 19 in this book. 
Characters with fewer repetitions than  z  were 
excluded from the return. Character frequency 
analysis of different types of communications yield 
slightly different results.  

   Chapter 19 Letters  Frequency 

   e  14,467 

   t  10,945 

   a  9239 

   i  8385 

   o  7962 

   s  7681 

   n  7342 

   r  6872 

   h  4882 

   l  4646 

   d  4104 

   c  4066 

   u  2941 

   m  2929 

   f  2759 

   p  2402 

   y  2155 

   g  1902 

   w  1881 

   b  1622 

   v  1391 

   .  1334 

   ,  1110 

   k  698 

   0  490 

   x  490 

   q  166 

   7  160 

   *  149 

   5  147 

   )  147 

   (  146 

   j  145 

   3  142 

   Example 2.1          A sample cryptogram. Try 
this out:      

         Gv Vw, Dtwvg?   
     Hint:  Caesar said it, and it is Latin.      2         

   2    Et tu, Brute?    
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 TABLE 2.6         (Continued) 

   Chapter 19 Letters  Frequency 

   6  140 

    Æ   134 

    ò   134 

    ô   129 

    ö   129 

   4  119 

   z  116 

    Total    116,798  

  for simple ciphers. However, this would only be true 
for very short and very obscure messages that could be 
code words to decrypt other messages or could simply 
be sent to misdirect the opponent. The amount of cipher-
text needed to successfully break a cipher is called  unic-
ity distance.  Ciphers with small unicity distances are 
weaker than those with large ones. 

   Ultimately, substitution ciphers are vulnerable to 
either word-pattern analysis, letter-frequency analysis, or 
some combination of both. Where numerical information 
is encrypted, tools such as Benford’s Law can be used 
to elicit patterns of numbers that  should  be occurring. 
Forensic techniques incorporate such tools to uncover 
accounting fraud. So, though this particular cipher is a 
child’s game, it is useful in that it is an underlying prin-
ciple of cryptography and should be well understood 

before continuing. The primary purpose of discussing it 
here is as an introduction to ciphers. 

   Further topics of interest and places to find informa-
tion involving substitution ciphers are the chi-square 
statistic, Edgar Allan Poe, Sherlock Holmes, Benford’s 
Law, Google, and Wikipedia.  

    The Polyalphabetic Cipher 

   The previous section clearly demonstrated that though 
the substitution cipher is fun and easy, it is also vulner-
able and weak. It is especially susceptible to frequency 
analysis. Given a large enough sample, a cipher can eas-
ily be broken by mapping the frequency of the letters in 
the ciphertext to the frequency of letters in the language 
or dialect of the ciphertext (if it is known). To make 
ciphers more difficult to crack, Blaise de Vigen è re from 
the 16th-century court of Henry III of France proposed 
a polyalphabetic substitution. In this cipher, instead of a 
one-to-one relationship, there is a one-to-many. A single 
letter can have multiple substitutes. The Vigen è re solu-
tion was the first known cipher to use a keyword. 

   It works like this: First, a  tableau  is developed, as in 
 Table 2.7   . This tableau is a series of shift ciphers. In fact, 
since there can be only 26 additive shift ciphers, it is all 
of them. 

   In  Table 2.7 , a table in combination with a keyword is 
used to create the cipher. For example, if we choose the 
keyword  rockerrooks , overlay it over the plaintext, and 
cross-index it to  Table 2.7 , we can produce the ciphertext. 
In this example, the top row is used to look up the plaintext, 
and the leftmost column is used to reference the keyword. 

   For example, we lay the word  rockerrooks  over the 
sentence,  “ Ask not what your country can do for you. ”  
Line 1 is the keyword, line 2 is the plain text, and line 3 
is the ciphertext. 

      Keyword:  ROC KER ROOK SROC KERROOK SRO CK ERR OOK   

    Plaintext:  ASK NOT WHAT YOUR COUNTRY CAN DO FOR YOU   

    Ciphertext:  RGM XSK NVOD QFIT MSLEHFI URB FY JFI MCE     

   The similarity of this tableau to a mathematical table 
like the one in  Table 2.8    becomes apparent. Just think 
letters instead of numbers and it becomes clear how this 
works. The top row is used to  “ look up ”  a letter from the 
plaintext, the leftmost column is used to locate the over-
laying keyword letter, and where the column and the row 
intersect is the ciphertext. 

   This similarity is, in fact, the weakness of the cipher. 
Through some creative  “ factoring, ”  the length of the key-
word can be determined. Since the tableau is, in prac-
tice, a series of shift ciphers, the length of the keyword 

   Example 2.2                              

       1: Sub Letters2column ()  
       2:    Dim bytText () As Byte  
       3:    Dim bytNew() As Byte  
       4:    Dim lngCount As Long  
       5:    With ActiveDocument.Content  
       6:    bytText  �  .Text  
       7:    ReDim bytNew((((UBound(bytText())  �  1) * 2) - 5))  
       8:    For lngCount  �  0 To (UBound(bytText()) - 2) Step 2  
       9:    bytNew((lngCount * 2))  �  bytText(lngCount)  
    10:    bytNew(((lngCount * 2)  �  2))  �  13  
    11:    Next lngCount  
    12:    .Text  �  bytNew()  
    13:    End With  
    14: End Sub    
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 determines how many ciphers are used. The keyword 
 rockerrook , with only six distinct letters, uses only six 
ciphers. Regardless, for nearly 300 years many people 
believed the cipher to be unbreakable.  

    The Kasiski/Kerckhoff Method 

   Now let’s look at Kerckhoff’s principle —  “ only secrecy 
of the key provides security ”  (not to be confused with 
Kirchhoff’s law, a totally different man and rule). In 

the 19th century, Auguste Kerckhoff said that essen-
tially, a system should still be secure, even when eve-
ryone knows everything about the system (except the 
password). Basically, his feeling was that if more than 
one person knows something, it’s no longer a secret. 
Throughout modern cryptography, the inner workings 
of cryptographic techniques have been well known and 
published. Creating a portable, secure, unbreakable code 
is easy if nobody knows how it works. The problem lies 
in the fact that we people just can’t keep a secret! 

 TABLE 2.7          Vigen è re’s tableau arranges all of the shift ciphers in a single table. It then implements a keyword to 
create a more complex cipher than the simple substitution or shift ciphers. The number of  spurious keys , that 
is, bogus decryptions that result from attempting to decrypt a polyalphabetic encryption, is greater than those 
created during the decryption of a single shift cipher.  

   Letter  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z 

   A  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z 

   B  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A 

   C  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B 

   D  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C 

   E  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D 

   F  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E 

   G  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F 

   H  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G 

   I  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H 

   J  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I 

   K  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J 

   L  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K 

   M  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L 

   N  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M 

   O  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N 

   P  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O 

   Q  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P 

   R  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q 

   S  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R 

   T  T  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S 

   U  U  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T 

   V  V  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U 

   W  W  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V 

   X  X  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W 

   Y  Y  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X 

   Z  Z  A  B  C  D  E  F  G  H  I  J  K  L  M  N  O  P  Q  R  S  T  U  V  W  X  Y 
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 repeat themselves, the highest frequency will be the 
length of the password. The distance between the two 
occurrences will be the length of the password. In 
 Example 2.3 , we see BH and BG repeating, and then we 
see BG repeating at a very tight interval of 2, which tells 
us the password might be two characters long and based 
on two shift ciphers that, when decrypted side by side, 
will make a real word. Not all bigrams will be indica-
tors of this, so some care must be taken. As can be seen, 
BH repeats with an interval of 8, but the password is not 
eight digits long (but it is a factor of 8!). By locating the 
distance of all the repeating bigrams and factoring them, 
we can deduce the length of the keyword.   

    4.       MODERN CRYPTOGRAPHY 

   Some of cryptography’s greatest stars emerged in WWII. 
For the first time during modern warfare, vast resources 
were devoted to enciphering and deciphering commu-
nications. Both sides made groundbreaking advances in 
cryptography. Understanding the need for massive calcu-
lations (for the time — more is probably happening in the 
RAM of this author’s PC over a period of five minutes 
than happened in all of WWII),   both   sides developed new 
machinery — predecessors to the modern solid-state com-
puters — that could be coordinated to perform the calcula-
tions and procedures needed to crack enemy ciphers. 

    The Vernam Cipher (Stream Cipher) 

   Gilbert Sandford Vernam (1890 – 1960) was said to have 
invented the stream cipher in 1917. Vernam worked for 

   In 1863 Kasiski, a Prussian major, proposed a 
method to crack the Vigen è re cipher. His method, in 
short, required that the cryptographer deduce the length 
of the keyword used and then dissect the cryptogram into 
a corresponding number of ciphers. Each cipher would 
then be solved independently. The method required 
that a suitable number of bigrams be located. A  bigram  
is a portion of the ciphertext, two characters long, that 
repeats itself in a discernible pattern. In  Example 2.3   , a 
repetition has been deliberately made simple with a short 
keyword ( toto ) and engineered by crafting a harmonic 
between the keyword and the plaintext. 

   This might seem an oversimplification, but it effec-
tively demonstrates the weakness of the polyalphabetic 
cipher. Similarly, the polyalphanumeric ciphers, such as 
the Gronsfeld cipher, are even weaker since they use 26 
letters and 10 digits. This one also happens to decrypt 
to  “ On of when on of, ”  but a larger sample with such 
a weak keyword would easily be cracked by even the 
least intelligent of Web-based cryptogram solvers. The 
harmonic is created by the overlaying keyword with 
the underlying text; when the bigrams  “ line up ”  and 

 TABLE 2.8          The multiplication table is the inspiration for the Vigen è re tableau  

   Multiplier  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 

   1  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 

   2  2  4  6  8  10  12  14  16  18  20 

   3  3  6  9  12  15  18  21  24  27  30 

   4  4  8  12  16  20  24  28  32  36  40 

   5  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50 

   6  6  12  18  24  30  36  42  48  54  60 

   7  7  14  21  28  35  42  49  56  63  70 

   8  8  16  24  32  40  48  56  64  72  80 

   9  9  18  27  36  45  54  63  72  81  90 

   10  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100 

   Example 2.3          A repetitious, weak keyword 
combines with plaintext to produce an 
easily deciphered ciphertext.                 
    Keyword    to to toto to to toto o to  

    Plaintext    It is what it is, isn’t it?  

    Ciphertext    BH BG PVTH BH BG BGG H BH  
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 Bell Labs, and his patent described a cipher in which a 
prepared key, on a paper tape, combined with plaintext to 
produce a transmitted ciphertext message. The same tape 
would then be used to decrypt the ciphertext. In effect, 
the Vernam and  “ one-time pad ”  ciphers are very similar. 
The primary difference is that the  “ one-time pad ”  cipher 
implements an XOR for the first time and dictates that a 
truly random stream cipher be used for the encryption. 
The stream cipher had no such requirement and used a dif-
ferent method of relay logic to combine a pseudo-random 
stream of bits with the plaintext bits. More about the XOR 
process is discussed in the section on XOR ciphering. In 
practice today, the Vernam cipher is any stream cipher in 
which pseudo-random or random text is combined with 
plaintext to produce cipher text that is the same length as 
the cipher. RC4 is a modern example of a Vernam cipher.  

    The One-Time Pad 

   The  “ one-time pad ”  cipher, attributed to Joseph 
Mauborgne,      3    is perhaps one of the most secure forms of 
cryptography. It is very difficult to break if used properly, 
and if the key stream is perfectly random, the ciphertext 

gives away absolutely no details about the plaintext, 
which renders it unbreakable. And, just as the name sug-
gests, it uses a single random key that is the same length 
as the entire message, and it uses the key only once. The 
word  pad  is derived from the fact that the key would be 
distributed in pads of paper, with each sheet torn off and 
destroyed as it was used. 

   There are several weaknesses to this cipher. We begin to 
see that the more secure the encryption, the more it will rely 
on other means of key transmission. The more a key has to 
be moved around, the more likely it is that someone who 
shouldn’t have it will have it. The following weaknesses are 
apparent in this  “ bulletproof ”  style of cryptography: 

      ●      Key length has to equal plaintext length.  
      ●      It is susceptible to key interception; the key must be 

transmitted to the recipient, and the key is as long as 
the message!  

      ●      It’s cumbersome, since it doubles the traffic on the line.  
      ●      The cipher must be perfectly random.  
      ●      One-time use is absolutely essential. As soon as two 

separate messages are available, the messages can be 
decrypted.  Example 2.4  demonstrates this.    

   Since most people don’t use binary, the author takes 
the liberty in  Example 2.4    of using decimal numbers 

   Example 2.4          Using the random cipher, a modulus shift instead of an XOR, and plaintext 
to produce ciphertext.      

    Plaintext 1  

    t h i s w i l l b e s o e a s y t o b r e a k i t w i l l b e f u n n y  
    20 8 9 19 23 9 12 12 2 5 19 15 5 1 19 25 20 15 2 18 5 1 11 9 20 23 9 12 12 2 5 6 21 14 14 25  

    Cipher One  

    q e r t y u i o p a s d f g h j k l z x c v b n m q a z w s x e r f v t  
    17 5 18 20 25 21 9 15 16 1 19 4 6 7 8 10 11 12 26 24 3 22 2 14 13 17 1 26 23 19 24 5 18 6 22 20  

    CipherText 1  

    11 13 1 13 22 4 21 1 18 6 12 19 11 8 1 9 5 1 2 16 8 23 13 23 7 14 10 12 9 21 3 11 13 20 10 19  
    k m a m v d u a r f l s k h a i e a b p h w m w g n j l w u c k m t j s  

    Plaintext 2  

    T h i s w i l l n o t b e e a s y t o b r e a k o r b e t o o f u n n y  
    20 8 9 19 23 9 12 12 14 15 20 2 5 5 1 19 25 20 15 2 18 5 1 11 15 18 2 5 20 15 15 6 21 14 14 25  

    Ciphertext 2, also using Cipher One.  

    11 13 1 13 22 4 21 1 4 16 13 6 11 12 9 3 10 6 15 0 21 1 3 25 2 9 3 5 17 8 13 11 13 20 10 19  
    k m a m v d u a e p m f k l i f j f o z u a c y b i c e q h m k m t j s    

   3   Wikipedia, Gilbert Vernam entry.   
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modulus 26 to represent the XOR that would take place 
in a bitstream encryption (see the section on the XOR 
cipher) that uses the method of the one-time pad. 

   A numeric value is assigned to each letter, per  Table 
2.9   . By assigning a numeric value to each letter, add-
ing the plaintext value to the ciphertext value, modu-
lus 26, yields a pseudo-XOR, or a wraparound Caesar 
shift that has a different shift for each letter in the entire 
message. 

   As this example demonstrates, by using the same 
cipher twice, a dimension is introduced that allows for 
the introduction of frequency analysis. By placing the 
two streams side by side, we can identify letters that are 
the same. In a large enough sample, where the cipher 
text is sufficiently randomized, frequency analysis of the 
aligned values will begin to crack the cipher wide open 
because we know that they are streaming in a logical 
order — the order in which they were written. One of the 
chief advantages of 21st-century cryptography is that the 
 “ eggs ”  are scrambled and descrambled during decryption 
based on the key, which you don’t, in fact, want people 
to know. If the same cipher is used repeatedly, multiple 
inferences can be made and eventually the entire key can 
be deconstructed. Because plaintext 1 and plaintext 2 are 
so similar, this sample yields the following harmonics 
(in bold and boxed) as shown in  Example 2.5   .  

    Cracking Ciphers 

   One method of teasing out the frequency patterns is 
through the application of some sort of mathematical 
formula to test a hypothesis against reality. The chi-
square test is perhaps one of the most commonly used; 
it allows someone to use what is called  inferential statis-
tics  to draw certain inferences about the data by testing 
it against known statistical distributions. 

   Using the chi-square test against an encrypted text 
would allow certain inference to be made, but only where 
the contents, or the type of contents (random or of an 
expected distribution), of the text were known. For exam-
ple, someone may use a program that encrypts files. By 
creating the null hypothesis that the text is completely 
random, and by reversing the encryption steps, a block 
cipher may emerge as the null hypothesis is disproved 
through the chi-square test. This would be done by revers-
ing the encryption method and XORing against the bytes 
with a block created from the known text. At the point 
where the non-encrypted text matches the positioning of 
the encrypted text, chi-square would reveal that the output 
is not random and the block cipher would be revealed. 

   Chi-squared      �       …  (observed-expected)2/(expected) 
   Observed would be the actual zero/one ratio produced 

by XORing the data streams together, and expected 

 TABLE 2.9          A simple key is created so that random characters and regular characters may be combined with a 
modulus function. Without the original cipher, this key is meaningless intelligence. It is used here in a similar 
capacity as an XOR, which is also a function that everyone knows how to do.  

   Key                                                   

   a  b  c  d  e  f  g  h  i  j  k  l  m  n  o  p  q  r  s  t  u  v  w  x  y  z 

   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26 

   Example 2.5                              

k m a m v d u a r f l s k h a i e a b p h w m w g n j l w u c k m t j s (ciphertext 1)
k m a m v d u a e p m f k l i f j f o z u a c y b i c e q h m k m t j s (ciphertext 2) 

   The two ciphertexts, side by side, show a high level of 
harmonics. This indicates that two different ciphertexts 
actually have the same cipher. Where letters are differ-
ent, since XOR is a known process and our encryption 

technique is also publicly known, it’s a simple matter 
to say that r      �      18, e      �      5 (see  Table 2.9 ) and thusly con-
struct an algorithm that can tease apart the cipher and 

ciphertext to produce plaintext.            
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 would be the randomness of zeroes and ones (50/50) 
expected in a body of pseudorandom text. 

   Independent of having a portion of the text, a large 
body of encrypted text could be reverse encrypted using a 
block size of all zeroes; in this manner it may be possible 
to tease out a block cipher by searching for non random 
block sized strings. Modern encryption techniques gener-
ate many, many block cipher permutations that are layered 
against previous iterations (n-1) of permutated blocks. 
The feasibility of running such decryption techniques 
would require both a heavy-duty programmer, statistician, 
an incredible amount of processing power, and in-depth 
knowledge of the encryption algorithm used. An unpub-
lished algorithm would render such testing worthless. 

   Notably, the methods and procedures used in break-
ing encryption algorithms are used throughout society 
in many applications where a null hypothesis needs to 
be tested. Forensic consultants use pattern matching and 
similar decryption techniques to combat fraud on a daily 
basis. Adrian Fleissig, a seasoned economist, makes 
use of many statistical tests to examine corporate data 
(see side bar,  “ Some Statistical Tests for Cryptographic 
Applications   ” ).   

    The XOR Cipher and Logical Operands 

   In practice, the XOR cipher is not so much a cipher as it 
is a mechanism whereby ciphertext is produced.  Random 

binary stream cipher  would be a better term. The terms 
 XOR, logical disjunction , and  inclusive disjunction  may 
be used interchangeably. Most people are familiar with 
the logical functions of speech, which are words such as 
 and, or, nor,  and  not . A girl can tell her brother,  “ Mother 
is either upstairs or at the neighbor’s, ”  which means she 
could be in either state, but you have no way of knowing 
which one it is. The mother could be in either place, and 
you can’t infer from the statement the greater likelihood 
of either. The outcome is undecided. 

   Alternately, if a salesman offers a customer either 
a blue car or a red car, the customer knows that he can 
have red or he can have blue. Both statements are true. 
Blue cars and red cars exist simultaneously in the world. 
A person can own both a blue car and a red car. But 
Mother will never be in more than one place at a time. 
Purportedly, there is widespread belief that no author 
has produced an example of an English  or  sentence that 
appears to be false because both of its inputs are true.      5    
Quantum physics takes considerable exception to this 
statement (which explains quantum physicists) at the 

   5   Barrett and Stenner, The myth of the exclusive  “ Or, ”   Mind , 80 (317), 
116 – 121, 1971.   

       Some Statistical Tests for Cryptographic Applications 
By Adrian Fleissig      

    In many applications, it is often important to determine if 
a sequence is random. For example, a random sequence 
provides little or no information in cryptographic analy-
sis. When estimating economic and financial models, it is 
important for the residuals from the estimated model to be 
random. Various statistical tests can be used to evaluate 
if a sequence is actually a random sequence or not. For 
a truly random sequence, it is assumed that each element 
is generated independently of any prior and/or future ele-
ments. A statistical test is used to compute the probability 
that the observed sequence is random compared to a truly 
random sequence. The procedures have test statistics that 
are used to evaluate the null hypothesis which typically 
assumes that the observed sequence is random. The alter-
native hypothesis is that the sequence is non random. Thus 
failing to accept the null hypothesis, at some critical level 
selected by the researcher, suggests that the sequence may 
be non random.  

    There are many statistical tests to evaluate for random-
ness in a sequence such as Frequency Tests, Runs Tests, 
Discrete Fourier Transforms, Serial Tests and many others. 
The tests statistics often have chi-square or standard nor-
mal distributions which are used to evaluate the hypoth-
esis. While no test is overall superior to the other tests, a 
Frequency or Runs Test is a good starting point to exam-
ine for non-randomness in a sequence. As an example, a 
Frequency or Runs Test typically evaluates if the number of 
zeros and ones in a sequence are about the same, as would 
be the case if the sequence was truly random.  

    It is important to examine the results carefully. For exam-
ple, the researcher may incorrectly fail to accept the null 
hypothesis that the sequence is random and thereby makes 
a Type I Error. Incorrectly accepting the null of randomness 
when the sequence is actually non random results in com-
mitting a Type II Error. The reliability of the results depends 
on having a sufficiently large number of elements in a 
sequence. In addition, it is important to perform alternative 
tests to evaluate if a sequence is random.       4         

   4   Adrian Fleissig is the Senior Economist of Counsel for RGL Forensics, 
2006 – present. He is also a Full Professor, California State University 
Fullerton (CSUF) since 2003 with a joint Ph.D. in Economics and 
Statistics, North Carolina State University, 1993.   
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 quantum mechanical level. In the Schrodinger cat exper-
iment, the sentence  “ The cat is alive or dead ”  or the 
statement  “ The photon is a particle and a wave until you 
look at it, then it is a particle or a wave, depending on 
how you observed it ”  both create a quandary for logi-
cal operations, and there are no Venn diagrams or words 
that are dependant on time or quantum properties of the 
physical universe. Regardless of this exception, when 
speaking of things in the world in a more rigorously 
descriptive fashion (in the macroscopically nonphenom-
enological sense), greater accuracy is needed. 

   To create a greater sense of accuracy in discussions 
of logic, the operands as listed in  Figure 2.2    were cre-
ated. When attempting to understand this chart, the best 
thing to do is to assign a word to the A and B values and 
think of each Venn diagram as a universe of documents, 
perhaps in a document database or just on a computer 
being searched. If A stands for the word  tree  and B for 
 frog , then each letter simply takes on a very significant 
and distinct meaning. 

   In computing, it is traditional that a value of 0 is 
false and a value of 1 is true. An XOR operation, then, 

is the determination of whether two possibilities can be 
combined to produce a value of true or false, based on 
whether both operations are true, both are false, or one 
of the values is true. 

     1 XOR 1      �      0   
     0 XOR 0      �      0   
     1 XOR 0      �      1   
     0 XOR 1      �      1     

   In an XOR operation, if the two inputs are differ-
ent, the resultant is TRUE, or 1. If the two inputs are the 
same, the resultant value is FALSE, or 0. 

   In  Example 2.6   , the first string represents the plain-
text and the second line represents the cipher. The third 
line represents the ciphertext. If, and only exactly if, just 
one of the items has a value of TRUE, the results of the 
XOR operation will be true. 

   Without the cipher, and if the cipher is truly random, 
decoding the string becomes impossible. However, as 
in the one-time pad, if the same cipher is used, then (1) 
the cryptography becomes vulnerable to a known text 
attack, and (2) it becomes vulnerable to statistical analy-
sis.  Example 2.7    demonstrates this by showing exactly 
where the statistical aberration can be culled in the 
stream. If we know they both used the same cipher, can 
anyone solve for Plaintext A and Plaintext B?  

    Block Ciphers 

   Block ciphers work very similarly to the polyalpha-
betic cipher with the exception that a block cipher pairs 
together two algorithms for the creation of ciphertext and 
its decryption. It is also somewhat similar in that, where 
the polyalphabetic cipher used a repeating key, the block 
cipher uses a permutating, yet repeating, cipher block. 
Each algorithm uses two inputs: a key and a  “ block ”  of 
bits, each of a set size. Each output block is the same 
size as the input block, the block being transformed by 
the key. The key, which is algorithm based, is able to 
select the permutation of its bijective mapping from 2 n , 
where  n  is equal to the number of bits in the  input  block. 
Often, when 128-bit encryption is discussed, it is refer-
ring to the size of the  input  block. Typical encryption 
methods involve use of XOR chaining or some similar 
operation; see  Figure 2.3   . 

   Block ciphers have been very widely used since 1976 
in many encryption standards. As such, cracking these 
ciphers became, for a long time, the top priority of cipher 
crackers everywhere. Block ciphers provide the backbone 
algorithmic technology behind most modern-era ciphers.   

 FIGURE 2.2          In each Venn diagram, the possible outcome of two 
inputs is decided.    

   Example 2.6          Line 1 and line 2 are 
combined with an XOR operand to 
produce line 3.      

        Line 1, plaintext :               1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1  
    Line 2, random cipher  "  " :               1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1  
    Line 3, XOR ciphertext:               0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0      
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    5.       THE COMPUTER AGE 

   To many people, January 1, 1970, is considered the dawn 
of the computer age. That’s when Palo Alto Research 
Center (PARC) in California introduced modern com-
puting; the graphical user interface (no more command 
line and punch cards), networking on an Ethernet, and 
object-oriented programming have all been attributed 
to PARC. The 1970s also featured the Unix clock, Alan 
Shepherd on the moon, the U.S. Bicentennial, the civil 
rights movement, women’s liberation, Robert Heinlein’s 
sci-fi classic,  Stranger in a Strange Land , and, most 
important to this chapter, modern cryptography. The 
late 1960s and early 1970s changed the face of the mod-
ern world at breakneck speed. Modern warfare reached 

tentative heights with radio-guided missiles, and war-
fare needed a new hero. And then there was the Data 
Encryption Standard, or DES; in a sense DES was the 
turning point for cryptography in that, for the first time, 
it fully leveraged the power of modern computing in its 
algorithms. The sky appeared to be the limit, but, unfor-
tunately for those who wanted to keep their information 
secure, decryption techniques were not far behind. 

    Data Encryption Standard 

   In the mid-1970s the U.S. government issued a public 
specification, through its National Bureau of Standards 
(NBS), called the Data Encryption Standard or, most 
commonly, DES. This could perhaps be considered 

   Example 2.7                              

Cipher-Block Chaining (CBC)

Plaintext

Block Cipher
Encryption

Block Cipher
Encryption

Ciphertext

Key Key Key

Ciphertext Ciphertext

PlaintextPlaintext

Block Cipher
Encryption

 FIGURE 2.3          XOR chaining, or cipher-block chaining (CBC), is a method whereby the next block of plaintext to be encrypted is XOR’d with the 
previous block of ciphertext before being encrypted.    

   To reconstruct the cipher if the plaintext is known, 
PlaintextA can be XOR’d to ciphertextB to produce 
cipherA! Clearly, in a situation where plaintext may 
be captured, using the same cipher key twice could 
completely expose the message. By using statistical 
analysis, the unique possibilities for PlaintextA and 
PlaintextB will emerge;  unique possibilities  means that 
for ciphertext      �       x , where the cipher is truly random, 
this should be at about 50% of the sample. Additions of 
ciphertext  n       �      1 will increase the possibilities for unique 
combinations because, after all, these binary streams 
must be converted to text and the set of binary stream 
possibilities that will combine into ASCII characters is 
relatively small. Using basic programming skills, you 
can develop algorithms that will quickly and easily sort 
through this data to produce a deciphered result. An 

intelligent person with some time on her hands could 
sort it out on paper or in an Excel spreadsheet. When the 
choice is  “ The red house down the street from the green 
house is where we will meet ”  or a bunch of garbage, it 
begins to become apparent how to decode the cipher. 

     CipherA and PlaintextA are XOR’d to produce ciphertextA:   
     PlaintextA: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
     cipherA: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
     ciphertextA: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
     PlaintextB and cipherA are XOR’d to produce ciphertextB:   
     ciphertextB: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
     cipherA: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
     PlaintextB: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
      |       �      ----- Column 1 ---------      �       |   |       �      --------Column 2 ------ |      

    Note:  Compare ciphertextA to ciphertextB!   
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 the dawn of modern cryptography because it was very 
likely the first block cipher, or at least its first wide-
spread implementation. But the 1970s were a relatively 
untrusting time.  “ Big Brother ”  loomed right around the 
corner (as per George Orwell’s  1984 ), and the majority 
of people didn’t understand or necessarily trust DES. 
Issued under the NBS, now called the National Institute 
of Standards and Technology (NIST), hand in hand with 
the National Security Agency (NSA), DES led to tre-
mendous interest in the reliability of the standard among 
academia’s ivory towers. A shortened key length and 
the implementation of substitution boxes, or  “ S-boxes, ”  
in the algorithm led many to think that the NSA had 
deliberately weakened the algorithms and left a security 
 “ back door ”  of sorts. 

   The use of S-boxes in the standard was not gener-
ally understood until the design was published in 1994 
by Don Coppersmith. The S-boxes, it turned out, had 
been deliberately designed to prevent a sort of crypta-
nalysis attack called  differential cryptanalysis , as was 
discovered by IBM researchers in the early 1970s; the 
NSA had asked IBM to keep quiet about it. In 1990 the 
method was  “ rediscovered ”  independently and, when 
used against DES, the usefulness of the S-boxes became 
readily apparent.  

    Theory of Operation 

   DES used a 64-bit block cipher combined with a mode 
of operation based on cipher-block chaining (CBC) 
called the  Feistel function . This consisted of an initial 
expansion permutation followed by 16 rounds of XOR 
key mixing via subkeys and a key schedule, substitution 
(S-boxes), and permutation.      6    In this strategy, a block is 
increased from 32 bits to 48 bits (expansion permuta-
tion). Then the 48-bit block is divided in half. The first 
half is XORs, with parts of the key according to a key 
schedule. These are called subkeys.  Figure 2.4    shows 
this concept in a simplified format. 

   The resulting cipher is then XOR’d with the half of 
the cipher that was not used in step 1. The two halves 
switch sides. Substitution boxes reduce the 48 bits down 
to 32 bits via a nonlinear function and then a permuta-
tion, according to a permutation table, takes place. Then 
the entire process is repeated again, 16 times, except in 
the last step the two halves are not flipped. Finally, this 
diffusive strategy produced via substitution, permuta-
tion, and key schedules creates an effective ciphertext. 
Because a fixed-length cipher, a block cipher, is used, 

 FIGURE 2.4          The Feistel function with a smaller key size.    

   6    A. Sorkin, LUCIFER: A cryptographic algorithm,  Cryptologia , 8(1), 
22 – 35, 1984.   
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 the permutations and the S-box introduce enough con-
fusion that the cipher cannot be deduced through brute-
force methods without extensive computing power. 

   With the increase in size of hard drives and compu-
ter memory, the need for disk space and bandwidth still 
demand that a block cipher algorithm be portable. DES, 
Triple DES, and the Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES) all provide or have provided solutions that are 
secure and practical.  

    Implementation 

   Despite the controversy at the time, DES was imple-
mented. It became the encryption standard of choice 
until the late 1990s, when it was broken when Deep 
Crack and distributed.net broke a DES key in 22 hours 
and 15 minutes. Later that year a new form of DES 
called Triple DES, which encrypted the plaintext in three 
iterations, was published. It remained in effect until 
2002, when it was superseded by AES.  

    Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman (RSA) 

   The release of DES also included the creation and 
release of Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard 
Adleman’s encryption algorithm (RSA). Rivest, Shamir, 
and Adleman, based at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), publicly described the algorithm in 
1977. RSA is the first encryption standard to introduce 
(to public knowledge) the new concept of digital signing. 
In 1997 it was revealed through declassification of papers 
that Clifford Cocks, a British mathematician working for 
the U.K. Government Communications Headquarters 
(GCHQ), had, in 1973, written a paper describing this 
process. Assigned a status of top secret, the work had pre-
viously never seen the light of day. Because it was submit-
ted in 1973, the method had been considered unattainable, 
since computing power at the time could not handle its 
methods.  

    Advanced Encryption Standard (AES or 
Rijndael) 

   AES represents one of the latest chapters in the history 
of cryptography. It is currently one of the most popular 
of encryption standards and, for people involved in any 
security work, its occurrence on the desktop is frequent. 

It also enjoys the free marketing and acceptance that it 
received when it was awarded the title of official cryp-
tography standard in 2001.      7    This designation went into 
effect in May of the following year. 

   Similarly to DES, AES encrypts plaintext in a series 
of rounds, involves the use of a key and block sizes, and 
leverages substitution and permutation boxes. It differs 
from DES in the following respects: 

      ●      It supports 128-bit block sizes.  
      ●      The key schedule is based on the S-box.  
      ●      It expands the key, not the plaintext.  
      ●      It is not based on a Feistel cipher.  
      ●      It is extremely complex.    

   The AES algorithms are to symmetric ciphers what 
a bowl of spaghetti is to the shortest distance between 
two points. Through a series of networked XOR opera-
tions, key substitutions, temporary variable transforma-
tions, increments, iterations, expansions, value swapping, 
S-boxing, and the like, a very strong encryption is created 
that, with modern computing, is impossible to break. It is 
conceivable that, with so complex a series of operations, 
a computer file and block could be combined in such a 
way as to produce all zeroes. Theoretically, the AES 
cipher could be broken by solving massive quadratic 
equations that take into consideration every possible vec-
tor and solve 8000 quadratic equations with 1600 binary 
unknowns. This sort of an attack is called an  algebraic 
attack  and, where traditional methods such as differen-
tial or differential cryptanalysis fail, it is suggested that 
the strength in AES lies in the current inability to solve 
supermultivariate quadratic equations with any sort of 
efficiency. 

   Reports that AES is not as strong as it should be 
are likely, at this time, to be overstated and inaccurate, 
because anyone can present a paper that is dense and 
difficult to understand and claims to achieve the incred-
ible.      8    It is unlikely that, any time in the near or maybe 
not-so-near future (this author hedges his bets), AES 
will be broken using multivariate quadratic polynomials 
in thousands of dimensions. Mathematica is very likely 
one of the most powerful tools that can solve quadratic 
equations, and it is still many years away from being 

able to perform this feat.                       

   7   U.S. FIPS PUB 197 (FIPS 197), November 26, 2001.   
   8   Bruce Schneier,  Crypto-Gram Newsletter , September 15, 2002.   
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          Preventing System Intrusions 

   Michael   West  
  Independent senior technical writer      

  Chapter 3 

    The moment you establish an active Web presence, you 
put a target on your company’s back. And like the hap-
less insect that lands in the spider’s web, your compa-
ny’s size determines the size of the disturbance you 
create on the Web — and how quickly you’re noticed by 
the bad guys. How attractive you are as prey is usually 
directly proportionate to what you have to offer a preda-
tor. If yours is an ecommerce site whose business thrives 
on credit card or other financial information or a com-
pany with valuable secrets to steal, your  “ juiciness ”  quo-
tient goes up; you have more of value there to steal. And 
if your business is new and your Web presence is recent, 
the assumption could be made that perhaps you’re not 
yet a seasoned veteran in the nuances of cyber warfare 
and, thus, are more vulnerable to an intrusion. 

   Unfortunately for you, many of those who seek to 
penetrate your network defenses are educated, moti-
vated, and quite brilliant at developing faster and more 
efficient methods of quietly sneaking around your perim-
eter, checking for the smallest of openings. Most IT 
professionals know that an enterprise’s firewall is cease-
lessly being probed for weaknesses and vulnerabilities 
by crackers from every corner of the globe. Anyone who 
follows news about software understands that seemingly 
every few months, word comes out about a new, exploit-
able opening in an operating system or application. It’s 
widely understood that no one — not the most savvy net-
work administrator or the programmer who wrote the 
software — can possibly find and close all the holes in 
today’s increasingly complex software. 

   Bugs exist in applications, operating systems, server 
processes (daemons), and clients. System configurations 
can also be exploited, such as not changing the default 
administrator’s password or accepting default system 
settings, or unintentionally leaving a hole open by con-
figuring the machine to run in a nonsecure mode. Even 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/
IP), the foundation on which all Internet traffic operates, 

can be exploited, since the protocol was designed before 
the threat of hacking was really widespread. Therefore 
it contains design flaws that can allow, for example, a 
cracker to easily alter IP data. 

   Once the word gets out that a new and exploitable 
opening exists in an application (and word  will  get out), 
crackers around the world start scanning sites on the 
Internet searching for any and all sites that have that par-
ticular opening. 

   Making your job even harder is the fact that many 
openings into your network can be caused by your 
employees. Casual surfing of porn sites can expose the 
network to all kinds of nasty bugs and malicious code, 
merely by an employee visiting the site. The problem 
is that, to users, it might not seem like such a big deal. 
They either don’t realize or don’t care that they’re leav-
ing the network wide open to intrusion. 

    1 .      SO, WHAT IS AN INTRUSION? 

   A network intrusion is an unauthorized penetration 
of a computer in your enterprise or an address in your 
assigned domain. An intrusion can be passive (in which 
penetration is gained stealthily and without detection) 
or active (in which changes to network resources are 
effected). Intrusions can come from outside your net-
work structure or inside (an employee, customer, or busi-
ness partner). Some intrusions are simply meant to let 
you know the intruder was there, defacing your Web site 
with various kinds of messages or crude images. Others 
are more malicious, seeking to extract critical informa-
tion on either a one-time basis or as an ongoing parasitic 
relationship that will continue to siphon off data until 
it’s discovered. Some intruders will seek to implant care-
fully crafted code designed to crack passwords, record 
keystrokes, or mimic your site while directing unaware 
users to their site. Others will embed themselves into 
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 the network and quietly siphon off data on a continuing 
basis or to modify public-facing Web pages with various 
kinds of messages. 

   An attacker can get into your system physically (by 
having physical access to a restricted machine and its 
hard drive and/or BIOS), externally (by attacking your 
Web servers or finding a way to bypass your firewall), or 
internally (your own users, customers, or partners).  

    2 .      SOBERING NUMBERS 

   So how often do these intrusions occur? The estimates 
are staggering: Depending on which reporting agency 
you listen to, anywhere from 79 million to over 160 
million compromises of electronic data occurred world-
wide between 2007 and 2008    . U.S. government statistics 
show an estimated 37,000 known and reported incidents 
against federal systems alone in 2007, and the number 
is expected to rise as the tools employed by crackers 
become increasingly sophisticated. 

   In one case, credit- and debit-card information for 
over 45 million users was stolen from a large merchant 
in 2005, and data for an additional 130,000 were lifted in 
2006. Merchants reported that the loss would cost them 
an estimated $5 million. 

   Spam continues to be one of the biggest problems 
faced by businesses today and has been steadily increas-
ing every year. An Internet threat report published by 
Secure Computing Corporation in October 2008 states, 
 “ The acquisition of innocent machines via email and 
Web-based infections continued in Q3 with over 5000 
new zombies created every hour. ”       1    And in the election 
year of 2008, election-related spam messages were esti-
mated to exceed 100 million messages per day. 

   According to research done by Secure Computing, 
malware use is also on a steady rise,  “ with nearly 60% 
of all malware-infected URLs ”  coming from the United 
States and China. And Web-related attacks will become 
more widespread, with political and financially moti-
vated attacks topping the list. With the availability of 
Web attack toolkits increasing, Secure Computing’s 
research estimates that  “ about half of all Web-borne 
attacks will likely be hosted on compromised legitimate 
Web sites. ”  

   Alarmingly, there is also a rise in teenage involve-
ment in cracking. Chris Boyd, director of malware 
research at FaceTime Security, was quoted in an October 
29, 2008, posting on the BBC’s Web site that he’s 

 “ seeing kids of 11 and 12 sharing credit-card details and 
asking for hacks. ”       2    Some of the teens have resorted to 
posting videos of their work on YouTube, not realizing 
they’ve thus made it incredibly easy to track them down. 
But the fact that they exist and are sharing information 
via well-known venues is worrisome enough, the fum-
bling teen crackers of today are tomorrow’s network 
security nightmares in the making. 

   Whatever the goal of the intrusion — fun, greed, brag-
ging rights, or theft of data — the end result is the same: 
a weakness in your network security has been detected 
and exploited. And unless you discover that weakness —
 the intrusion entry point — it will continue to be an open 
door into your environment. 

   So, just who’s out there looking to break into your 
network?  

    3 .      KNOW YOUR ENEMY: HACKERS 
VERSUS CRACKERS 

   An entire community of people — experts in program-
ming and computer networking and those who thrive on 
solving complex problems — have been around since the 
earliest days of computing. The term  hacker  originated 
from the members of this culture, and they are quick 
to point out that it was hackers who built and make the 
Internet run, and hackers who created the Unix operat-
ing system. Hackers see themselves as members of a 
community who build things and make them work. And 
the term  cracker  is, to those in their culture, a badge of 
honor. 

   Ask a traditional hacker about people who sneak 
into computer systems to steal data or cause havoc, and 
he’ll most likely correct you by telling you those people 
aren’t true hackers. (In the cracker community, the term 
for these types is  cracker , and the two labels aren’t syn-
onymous.) So, to not offend traditional hackers, I’ll use 
the term  crackers  and focus on them and their efforts. 

   From the lone-wolf cracker seeking peer recognition 
to the disgruntled former employee out for revenge or 
the deep pockets and seemingly unlimited resources of a 
hostile government bent on taking down wealthy capital-
ists, crackers are out there in force, looking to find the 
chink in your system’s defensive armor. 

   A cracker’s specialty — or in some cases, his mission 
in life — is seeking out and exploiting vulnerabilities of 
an individual computer or network for their own pur-
poses. Crackers ’  intentions are normally malicious and/

   1      “ Internet Threats Report and Predictions for 2009, ”  October 27, 
2008, Secure Computing Corporation.      2      http://news.bbc.co.uk , October 29, 2008.   
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 or criminal in nature. They have, at their disposal, a vast 
library of information designed to help them hone their 
tactics, skills, and knowledge, and they can tap into the 
almost unlimited experience of other crackers through a 
community of like-minded individuals sharing informa-
tion across underground networks. 

   They usually begin this life learning the most basic of 
skills: software programming. The ability to write code 
that can make a computer do what they want is seduc-
tive in and of itself. As they learn more and more about 
programming, they also expand their knowledge of oper-
ating systems and, as a natural course of progression, 
operating systems ’  weaknesses. They also quickly learn 
that, to expand the scope and type of their illicit handi-
work, they need to learn HTML — the code that allows 
them to create phony Web pages that lure unsuspecting 
users into revealing important financial or personal data. 

   There are vast underground organizations to which 
these new crackers can turn for information. They hold 
meetings, write papers, and develop tools that they pass 
along to each other. Each new acquaintance they meet 
fortifies their skill set and gives them the training to 
branch out to more and more sophisticated techniques. 
Once they gain a certain level of proficiency, they begin 
their trade in earnest. 

   They start off simply by researching potential tar-
get firms on the Internet (an invaluable source for all 
kinds of corporate network related information). Once 
a target has been identified, they might quietly tiptoe 
around, probing for old forgotten back doors and oper-
ating system vulnerabilities. They can start off simply 
and innocuously by running basic DNS queries that can 
provide IP addresses (or ranges of IP addresses) as start-
ing points for launching an attack. They might sit back 
and listen to inbound and/or outbound traffic, record IP 
addresses, and test for weaknesses by pinging various 
devices or users. 

   They can surreptitiously implant password cracking 
or recording applications, keystroke recorders, or other 
malware designed to keep their unauthorized connection 
alive — and profitable. 

   The cracker wants to act like a cyber-ninja, sneak-
ing up to and penetrating your network without leaving 
any trace of the incursion. Some more seasoned crack-
ers can put multiple layers of machines, many hijacked, 
between them and your network to hide their activ-
ity. Like standing in a room full of mirrors, the attack 
appears to be coming from so many locations you can’t 
pick out the real from the ghost. And before you real-
ize what they’ve done, they’ve up and disappeared like 
smoke in the wind.  

    4 .      MOTIVES 

   Though the goal is the same — to penetrate your network 
defenses — crackers ’  motives are often different. In some 
cases, a network intrusion could be done from the inside 
by a disgruntled employee looking to hurt the organiza-
tion or steal company secrets for profit. 

   There are large groups of crackers working dili-
gently to steal credit-card information that they then turn 
around and make available for sale. They want a quick 
grab and dash — take what they want and leave. Their 
cousins are the network parasites — those who quietly 
breach your network, then sit there siphoning off data. 

   A new and very disturbing trend is the discovery that 
certain governments have been funding digital attacks 
on network resources of both federal and corporate sys-
tems. Various agencies from the U.S. Department of 
Defense to the governments of New Zealand, France, 
and Germany have reported attacks originating from 
unidentified Chinese hacking groups. It should be 
noted that the Chinese government denies any involve-
ment, and there is no evidence that it is or was involved. 
Furthermore, in October 2008, the South Korean Prime 
Minister is reported to have issued a warning to his cabi-
net that  “ about 130,000 items of government information 
had been hacked [by North Korean computer crackers] 
over the past four years. ”       3     

    5 .      TOOLS OF THE TRADE 

   Crackers today are armed with an increasingly sophisti-
cated and well-stocked tool kit for doing what they do. 
Like the professional thief with his custom-made lock 
picks, crackers today can obtain a frightening array of 
tools to covertly test your network for weak spots. Their 
tools range from simple password-stealing malware and 
keystroke recorders (loggers) to methods of implanting 
sophisticated parasitic software strings that copy data 
streams coming in from customers who want to perform 
an ecommerce transaction with your company. Some of 
the more widely used tools include these: 

      ●       Wireless sniffers.  Not only can these devices locate 
wireless signals within a certain range, they can 
siphon off the data being transmitted over the signals. 
With the rise in popularity and use of remote wireless 
devices, this practice is increasingly responsible for 
the loss of critical data and represents a significant 
headache for IT departments.  

   3     Quoted from  http://news.theage.com.au , October 15, 2008.   
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      ●        Packet sniffers.  Once implanted in a network data 
stream, these passively analyze data packets moving 
into and out of a network interface, and utilities 
capture data packets passing through a network 
interface.  

      ●       Port scanners.  A good analogy for these utilities is a 
thief casing a neighborhood, looking for an open or 
unlocked door. These utilities send out successive, 
sequential connection requests to a target system’s 
ports to see which one responds or is open to the 
request. Some port scanners allow the cracker to 
slow the rate of port scanning — sending connection 
requests over a longer period of time — so the 
intrusion attempt is less likely to be noticed. These 
devices ’  usual targets are old, forgotten  “ back doors, ”  
or ports inadvertently left unguarded after network 
modifications.  

      ●       Port knocking.  Sometimes network administrators 
create a secret back-door method of getting through 
firewall-protected ports — a secret knock that enables 
them to quickly access the network. Port-knocking 
tools find these unprotected entries and implant 
a Trojan horse that listens to network traffic for 
evidence of that secret knock.  

      ●       Keystroke loggers.  These are spyware utilities 
planted on vulnerable systems that record a user’s 
keystrokes. Obviously, when someone can sit back 
and record every keystroke a user makes, it doesn’t 
take long to obtain things like usernames, passwords, 
and ID numbers.  

      ●       Remote administration tools.  Programs embedded on 
an unsuspecting user’s system that allow the cracker 
to take control of that system.  

      ●       Network scanners.  Explore networks to see the 
number and kind of host systems on a network, the 
services available, the host’s operating system, and 
the type of packet filtering or firewalls being used.  

      ●       Password crackers.  These sniff networks for data 
streams associated with passwords, then employ a 
brute-force method of peeling away any encryption 
layers protecting those passwords.     

    6 .      BOTS 

   A new and particularly virulent threat that has emerged 
over the past few years is one in which a virus is surrep-
titiously implanted in large numbers of unprotected com-
puters (usually those found in homes), hijacking them 
(without the owners ’  knowledge) and turning them into 
slaves to do the cracker’s bidding. These compromised 

computers, known as  bots , are linked in vast and usually 
untraceable networks called  botnets . Botnets are designed 
to operate in such a way that instructions come from 
a central PC and are rapidly shared among other botted 
computers in the network. Newer botnets are now using 
a  “ peer-to-peer ”  method that, because they lack a cen-
tral identifiable point of control, makes it difficult if not 
impossible for law enforcement agencies to pinpoint. And 
because they often cross international boundaries into 
countries without the means (or will) to investigate and 
shut them down, they can grow with alarming speed. They 
can be so lucrative that they’ve now become the cracker’s 
tool of choice. 

   Botnets exist, in large part, because of the number 
of users who fail to observe basic principles of compu-
ter security — installed and/or up-to-date antivirus soft-
ware, regular scans for suspicious code, and so on — and 
thereby become unwitting accomplices. Once taken over 
and  “ botted, ”  their machines are turned into channels 
through which large volumes of unwanted spam or mali-
cious code can be quickly distributed. Current estimates 
are that, of the 800 million computers on the Internet, 
up to 40% are bots controlled by cyber thieves who are 
using them to spread new viruses, send out unwanted 
spam email, overwhelm Web sites in denial-of-service 
(DoS) attacks, or siphon off sensitive user data from 
banking or shopping Web sites that look and act like 
legitimate sites with which customers have previously 
done business. 

   It’s such a pervasive problem that, according to 
a report published by security firm Damballa,      4    bot-
net attacks rose from an estimated 300,000 per day in 
August 2006 to over 7 million per day one year later, 
and over 90% of what was sent out was spam email. 
Even worse for ecommerce sites is a growing trend in 
which a site’s operators are threatened with DoS attacks 
unless they pay protection money to the cyber extortion-
ist. Those who refuse to negotiate with these terrorists 
quickly see their sites succumb to relentless rounds of 
cyber  “ carpet bombing. ”  

   Bot controllers, also called  herders , can also make 
money by leasing their networks to others who need a 
large and untraceable means of sending out massive 
amounts of advertisements but don’t have the financial 
or technical resources to create their own networks. 
Making matters worse is the fact that botnet technol-
ogy is available on the Internet for less than $100, which 
makes it relatively easy to get started in what can be a 
very lucrative business.  

   4     Quoted from  USA Today , March 17, 2008.   
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    7 .       SYMPTOMS OF INTRUSIONS 

   As stated earlier, your company’s mere presence on the 
Web places a target on your back. It’s only a matter of 
time before you experience your first attack. It could be 
something as innocent looking as several failed login 
attempts or as obvious as an attacker having defaced 
your Web site or crippled your network. It’s important 
that you go into this knowing you’re vulnerable. 

   Crackers are going to first look for known weak-
nesses in the operating system (OS) or any applications 
you are using. Next, they would start probing, looking 
for holes, open ports, or forgotten back doors — faults 
in your security posture that can quickly or easily be 
exploited. 

   Arguably one of the most common symptoms of an 
intrusion — either attempted or successful — is repeated 
signs that someone is trying to take advantage of your 
organization’s own security systems, and the tools you 
use to keep watch for suspicious network activity may 
actually be used against you quite effectively. Tools such 
as network security and file integrity scanners, which 
can be invaluable at helping you conduct ongoing assess-
ments of your network’s vulnerability, are also available 
and can be used by crackers looking for a way in. 

   Large numbers of unsuccessful login attempts are 
also a good indicator that your system has been targeted. 
The best penetration-testing tools can be configured with 
attempt thresholds that, when exceeded, will trigger an 
alert. They can passively distinguish between legitimate 
and suspicious activity of a repetitive nature, monitor 
the time intervals between activities (alerting when the 
number exceeds the threshold you set), and build a data-
base of signatures seen multiple times over a given period. 

   The  “ human element ”  (your users) is a constant fac-
tor in your network operations. Users will frequently 
enter a mistyped response but usually correct the error 
on the next try. However, a sequence of mistyped com-
mands or incorrect login responses (with attempts to 
recover or reuse them) can be a signs of brute-force 
intrusion attempts. 

   Packet inconsistencies — direction (inbound or out-
bound), originating address or location, and session char-
acteristics (ingoing sessions vs. outgoing sessions) — can 
also be good indicators of an attack. If a packet has an 
unusual source or has been addressed to an abnormal 
port — say, an inconsistent service request — it could be a 
sign of random system scanning. Packets coming from 
the outside that have local network addresses that request 
services on the inside can be a sign that IP spoofing is 
being attempted. 

   Sometimes odd or unexpected system behavior is 
itself a sign. Though this is sometimes difficult to track, 
you should be aware of activity such as changes to sys-
tem clocks, servers going down or server processes inex-
plicably stopping (with system restart attempts), system 
resource issues (such as unusually high CPU activity or 
overflows in file systems), audit logs behaving in strange 
ways (decreasing in size without administrator interven-
tion), or unexpected user access to resources. If you note 
unusual activity at regular times on given days, heavy 
system use (possible DoS attack) or CPU use (brute-
force password-cracking attempts) should always be 
investigated.  

    8 .      WHAT CAN YOU DO? 

   It goes without saying that the most secure network — the 
one that has the least chance of being compromised — is 
one that has no direct connection to the outside world. 
But that’s hardly a practical solution, since the whole 
reason you have a Web presence is to do business. And 
in the game of Internet commerce, your biggest concern 
isn’t the sheep coming in but the wolves dressed like 
sheep coming in with them. So, how do you strike an 
acceptable balance between keeping your network intru-
sion free and keeping it accessible at the same time? 

   As your company’s network administrator, you walk 
a fine line between network security and user needs. You 
have to have a good defensive posture that still allows for 
access. Users and customers can be both the lifeblood of 
your business and its greatest potential source of infec-
tion. Furthermore, if your business thrives on allowing 
users access, you have no choice but to let them in. It 
seems like a monumentally difficult task at best. 

   Like a castle, imposing but stationary, every defen-
sive measure you put up will eventually be compro-
mised by the legions of very motivated thieves looking 
to get in. It’s a game of move/countermove: You adjust, 
they adapt. So you have to start with defenses that can 
quickly and effectively adapt and change as the outside 
threats adapt. 

   First and foremost, you need to make sure that your 
perimeter defenses are as strong as they can be, and 
that means keeping up with the rapidly evolving threats 
around you. The days of relying solely on a firewall that 
simply does firewall functions are gone; today’s crackers 
have figured out how to bypass the firewall by exploiting 
weaknesses in applications themselves. Simply being 
reactive to hits and intrusions isn’t a very good option, 
either; that’s like standing there waiting for someone to 
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 hit you before deciding what to do rather than seeing the 
oncoming punch and moving out of its way or blocking 
it. You need to be flexible in your approach to the new-
est technologies, constantly auditing your defenses to 
ensure that your network’s defensive armor can meet the 
latest threat. You have to have a very dynamic and effec-
tive policy of constantly monitoring for suspicious activ-
ities that, when discovered, can be quickly dealt with so 
that someone doesn’t slip something past without your 
noticing it. Once that happens, it’s too late. 

   Next, and this is also a crucial ingredient for net-
work administrators: You have to educate your users. 
No matter how good a job you’ve done at tightening up 
your network security processes and systems, you still 
have to deal with the weakest link in your armor — your 
users. It doesn’t do any good to have bulletproof pro-
cesses in place if they’re so difficult to manage that users 
work around them to avoid the difficulty, or if they’re so 
loosely configured that a casually surfing user who visits 
an infected site will pass that infection along to your net-
work. The degree of difficulty in securing your network 
increases dramatically as the number of users goes up. 

   User education becomes particularly important where 
mobile computing is concerned. Losing a device, using 
it in a place (or manner) in which prying eyes can see 
passwords or data, awareness of hacking tools specifi-
cally designed to sniff wireless signals for data, and log-
ging on to unsecured networks are all potential problem 
areas with which users need to be familiar. 

    Know Today’s Network Needs 

   The traditional approach to network security engineering 
has been to try to erect preventative measures — firewalls — 
to protect the infrastructure from intrusion. The firewall 
acts like a filter, catching anything that seems suspicious 
and keeping everything behind it as sterile as possible. 
However, though firewalls are good, they typically don’t 
do much in the way of identifying compromised appli-
cations that use network resources. And with the speed 
of evolution seen in the area of penetration tools, an 
approach designed simply to prevent attacks will be less 
and less effective. 

   Today’s computing environment is no longer con-
fined to the office, as it used to be. Though there are still 
fixed systems inside the firewall, ever more sophisti-
cated remote and mobile devices are making their way 
into the workforce. This influx of mobile computing has 
expanded the traditional boundaries of the network to 
farther and farther reaches and requires a different way 
of thinking about network security requirements. 

   Your network’s endpoint or perimeter is mutating — 
expanding beyond its historical boundaries. Until 
recently, that endpoint was the user, either a desktop sys-
tem or laptop, and it was relatively easy to secure those 
devices. To use a metaphor: The difference between end-
points of early network design and those of today is like 
the difference between the battles of World War II and the 
current war on terror. In the battles of WWII there were 
very clearly defined  “ front lines ”  — one side controlled by 
the Allied powers, the other by the Axis. Today, however, 
the war on terror has no such front lines and is fought 
in multiple areas with different techniques and strategies 
that are customized for each combat theater. 

   With today’s explosion of remote users and mobile 
computing, your network’s endpoint is no longer as clearly 
defined as it once was, and it is evolving at a very rapid 
pace. For this reason, your network’s physical perimeter 
can no longer be seen as your best  “ last line of defense, ”  
even though having a robust perimeter security system is 
still a critical part of your overall security policy. 

   Any policy you develop should be organized in such 
a way as to take advantage of the strength of your uni-
fied threat management (UTM) system. Firewalls, antivi-
rus, and intrusion detection systems (IDSs), for example, 
work by trying to block all currently known threats — the 
 “ blacklist ”  approach. But the threats evolve more quickly 
than the UTM systems can, so it almost always ends up 
being an  “ after the fact ”  game of catch-up. Perhaps a bet-
ter, and more easily managed, policy is to specifically 
state which devices are allowed access and which appli-
cations are allowed to run in your network’s applica-
tions. This  “ whitelist ”  approach helps reduce the amount 
of time and energy needed to keep up with the rapidly 
evolving pace of threat sophistication, because you’re 
specifying what gets in versus what you have to keep out. 

   Any UTM system you employ should provide the 
means of doing two things: specify which applica-
tions and devices are allowed and offer a policy-based 
approach to managing those applications and devices. 
It should allow you to secure your critical resources 
against unauthorized data extraction (or data leakage), 
offer protection from the most persistent threats (viruses, 
malware, and spyware), and evolve with the ever-changing 
spectrum of devices and applications designed to pen-
etrate your outer defenses. 

   So, what’s the best strategy for integrating these new 
remote endpoints? First, you have to realize that these 
new remote, mobile technologies are becoming increas-
ingly ubiquitous and aren’t going away anytime soon. 
In fact, they most likely represent the future of comput-
ing. As these devices gain in sophistication and function, 
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 they are unchaining end users from their desks and, 
for some businesses, are indispensible tools. iPhones, 
Blackberries, Palm Treos, and other smart phones and 
devices now have the capability to interface with corpo-
rate email systems, access networks, run enterprise-level 
applications, and do full-featured remote computing. 
As such, they also now carry an increased risk for net-
work administrators due to loss or theft (especially if the 
device is unprotected by a robust authentication method) 
and unauthorized interception of their wireless signals 
from which data can be siphoned off. 

   To cope with the inherent risks, you engage an effec-
tive security policy for dealing with these devices: under 
what conditions can they be used, how many of your users 
need to employ them, what levels and types of access will 
they have, and how will they be authenticated? 

   Solutions are available for adding strong authentica-
tion to users seeking access via wireless LANs. Tokens, 
either of the hardware or software variety, are used to 
identify the user to an authentication server for verifi-
cation of their credentials. For example, PremierAccess 
by Aladdin Knowledge Systems can handle incoming 
access requests from a wireless access point and, if the 
user is authenticated, pass them into the network. 

   Key among the steps you take to secure your network 
while allowing mobile computing is to fully educate the 
users of such technology. They need to understand, in 
no uncertain terms, the risks to your network (and ulti-
mately to the company in general) represented by their 
mobile devices and that their mindfulness of both the 

device’s physical and electronic security is an absolute 
necessity.  

    Network Security Best Practices 

   So, how do you either  “ clean and tighten up ”  your exist-
ing network or design a new one that can stand up to 
the inevitable onslaught of attacks? Let’s look at some 
basics. Consider the diagram shown in  Figure 3.1   . 

   The illustration in  Figure 3.1  shows what could be a 
typical network layout. Users outside the DMZ approach 
the network via a secure (HTTPS) Web or VPN connec-
tion. They are authenticated by the perimeter firewall 
and handed off to either a Web server or a VPN gateway. 
If allowed to pass, they can then access resources inside 
the network. 

   If you’re the administrator of an organization that has 
only, say, a couple dozen users with whom to contend, 
your task (and the illustration layout) will be relatively 
easy to manage. But if you have to manage several hun-
dred (or several thousand) users, the complexity of your 
task increases by an order of magnitude. That makes a 
good security policy an absolute necessity.   

    9 .      SECURITY POLICIES 

   Like the tedious prep work before painting a room, organ-
izations need a good, detailed, and well-written security 
policy. Not something that should be rushed through 

 FIGURE 3.1          Network diagram.    
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  “ just to get it done, ”  your security policy should be well 
thought out; in other words, the  “ devil is in the details. ”  
Your security policy is designed to get everyone involved 
with your network  “ thinking along the same lines. ”  

   The policy is almost always a work in progress. It 
must evolve with technology, especially those technolo-
gies aimed at surreptitiously getting into your system. 
The threats will continue to evolve, as will the systems 
designed to hold them at bay. 

   A good security policy isn’t always a single document; 
rather, it is a conglomeration of policies that address 
specific areas, such as computer and network use, forms 
of authentication, email policies, remote/mobile tech-
nology use, and Web surfing policies. It should be writ-
ten in such a way that, while comprehensive, it can be 
easily understood by those it affects. Along those lines, 
your policy doesn’t have to be overly complex. If you 
hand new employees something that resembles  War 
and Peace  in size and tell them they’re responsible for 
knowing its content, you can expect to have continued 
problems maintaining good network security awareness. 
Keep it simple. 

   First, you need to draft some policies that define your 
network and its basic architecture. A good place to start 
is by asking the following questions: 

      ●      What kinds of resources need to be protected (user 
financial or medical data, credit-card information, 
etc.)?  

      ●      How many users will be accessing the network on 
the inside (employees, contractors, etc.)?  

      ●      Will there need to be access only at certain times or 
on a 24/7 basis (and across multiple time zones and/
or internationally)?  

      ●      What kind of budget do I have?  
      ●      Will remote users be accessing the network, and if 

so, how many?  
      ●      Will there be remote sites in geographically distant 

locations (requiring a failsafe mechanism, such 
as replication, to keep data synched across the 
network)?    

   Next, you should spell out responsibilities for secu-
rity requirements, communicate your expectations to 
your users (one of the weakest links in any security 
policy), and lay out the role(s) for your network admin-
istrator. It should list policies for activities such as Web 
surfing, downloading, local and remote access, and types 
of authentication. You should address issues such as add-
ing users, assigning privileges, dealing with lost tokens 
or compromised passwords, and under what circum-
stances you will remove users from the access database. 

   You should establish a security team (sometimes 
referred to as a  “ tiger team ” ) whose responsibility it will 
be to create security policies that are practical, workable, 
and sustainable. They should come up with the best plan 
for implementing these policies in a way that addresses 
both network resource protection and user friendliness. 
They should develop plans for responding to threats as 
well as schedules for updating equipment and software. 
And there should be a very clear policy for handling 
changes to overall network security — the types of con-
nections through your firewall that will and will not be 
allowed. This is especially important because you don’t 
want an unauthorized user gaining access, reaching into 
your network, and simply taking files or data.  

    10 .      RISK ANALYSIS 

   You should have some kind of risk analysis done to 
determine, as near as possible, the risks you face with the 
kind of operations you conduct (ecommerce, classified/
proprietary information handling, partner access, or the 
like). Depending on the determined risk, you might need 
to rethink your original network design. Though a  simple 
extranet/intranet setup with mid-level firewall protection 
might be okay for a small business that doesn’t have 
much to steal, that obviously won’t work for a com-
pany that deals with user financial data or proprietary/
classified information. In that case, what might be 
needed is a tiered system in which you have a  “ corporate 
side ”  (on which things such as email, intranet access, 
and regular Internet access are handled) and a separate, 
secure network not connected to the Internet or corpo-
rate side. These networks can only be accessed by a user 
on a physical machine, and data can only be moved to 
them by  “ sneaker-net ”  physical media (scanned for 
viruses before opening). These networks can be used 
for data systems such as test or lab machines (on which, 
for example, new software builds are done and must be 
more tightly controlled, to prevent inadvertent corruption 
of the corporate side), or networks on which the storage 
or processing of proprietary, business-critical, or classi-
fied information are handled. In Department of Defense 
parlance, these are sometimes referred to as  red nets  or 
 black nets.  

    Vulnerability Testing 

   Your security policy should include regular vulnerabil-
ity testing. Some very good vulnerability testing tools, 
such as WebInspect, Acunetix, GFI LANguard, Nessus, 
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 HFNetChk, and Tripwire, allow you to conduct your 
own security testing. Furthermore, there are third-party 
companies with the most advanced suite of testing tools 
available that can be contracted to scan your network for 
open and/or accessible ports, weaknesses in firewalls, 
and Web site vulnerability.  

    Audits 

   You should also factor in regular, detailed audits of all 
activities, with emphasis on those that seem to be near or 
outside established norms. For example, audits that reveal 
high rates of data exchanges after normal business hours, 
when that kind of traffic would not normally be expected, 
is something that should be investigated. Perhaps, after 
checking, you’ll find that it’s nothing more than an 
employee downloading music or video files. But the 
point is that your audit system saw the increase in traffic 
and determined it to be a simple Internet use policy viola-
tion rather than someone siphoning off more critical data. 

   There should be clearly established rules for deal-
ing with security, use, and/or policy violations as well as 
attempted or actual intrusions. Trying to figure out what 
to do after the intrusion is too late. And if an intrusion 
does occur, there should be a clear-cut system for deter-
mining the extent of damage; isolation of the exploited 
application, port, or machine; and a rapid response to 
closing the hole against further incursions.  

    Recovery 

   Your plan should also address the issue of recovery 
after an attack has occurred. You need to address issues 
such as how the network will be reconfigured to close 
off the exploited opening. This might take some time, 
since the entry point might not be immediately discern-
able. There has to be an estimate of damage — what was 
taken or compromised, was malicious code implanted 
somewhere, and, if so, how to most efficiently extract it 
and clean the affected system. In the case of a virus in a 
company’s email system, the ability to send and receive 
email could be halted for days while infected systems 
are rebuilt. And there will have to be discussions about 
how to reconstruct the network if the attack decimated 
files and systems. 

   This will most likely involve more than simply rein-
stalling machines from archived backups. Because the 
compromise will most likely affect normal business 
operations, the need to expedite the recovery will ham-
per efforts to fully analyze just what happened. 

   This is the main reason for preemptively writing a 
disaster recovery plan and making sure that all depart-
ments are represented in its drafting. However, like the 
network security policy itself, the disaster recovery plan 
will also be a work in progress that should be reviewed 
regularly to ensure that it meets the current needs. 
Things such as new threat notifications, software patches 
and updates, vulnerability assessments, new application 
rollouts, and employee turnover all have to be addressed.   

    11 .      TOOLS OF YOUR TRADE 

   Though the tools available to people seeking unauthor-
ized entry into your domain are impressive, you also 
have a wide variety of tools to help keep them out. 
Before implementing a network security strategy, how-
ever, you must be acutely aware of the specific needs of 
those who will be using your resources. 

   Simple antispyware and antispam tools aren’t 
enough. In today’s rapidly changing software environ-
ment, strong security requires penetration shielding, 
threat signature recognition, autonomous reaction to 
identified threats, and the ability to upgrade your tools 
as the need arises. 

   The following discussion talks about some of the 
more common tools you should consider adding to your 
arsenal. 

    Firewalls 

   Your first line of defense should be a good firewall, or 
better yet, a system that effectively incorporates sev-
eral security features in one. Secure Firewall (formerly 
Sidewinder) from Secure Computing is one of the 
strongest and most secure firewall products available, 
and as of this writing it has never been successfully 
hacked. It is trusted and used by government and defense 
agencies. Secure Firewall combines the five most neces-
sary security systems — firewall, antivirus/spyware/spam, 
virtual private network (VPN), application filtering, and 
intrusion prevention/detection systems — into a single 
appliance.  

    Intrusion Prevention Systems 

   A good  intrusion prevention system  (IPS) is a vast improve-
ment over a basic firewall in that it can, among other things, 
be configured with policies that allow it to make autono-
mous decisions as to how to deal with application-level 
threats as well as simple IP address or port-level attacks. 
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 IPS products respond directly to incoming threats in a 
variety of ways, from automatically dropping (extracting) 
suspicious packets (while still allowing legitimate ones to 
pass) to, in some cases, placing an intruder into a  “ quaran-
tine ”  file. IPS, like an application layer firewall, can be con-
sidered another form of access control in that it can make 
pass/fail decisions on application content. 

   For an IPS to be effective, it must also be very good 
at discriminating between a real threat signature and 
one that looks like but isn’t one (false positive). Once a 
signature interpreted to be an intrusion is detected, the 
system must quickly notify the administrator so that the 
appropriate evasive action can be taken. The following 
are types of IPS: 

      ●       Network-based.  Network-based IPSs create a series 
of choke points in the enterprise that detect suspected 
intrusion attempt activity. Placed inline at their 
needed locations, they invisibly monitor network traf-
fic for known attack signatures that they then block.  

      ●       Host-based.  These systems don’t reside on the 
network per se but rather on servers and individual 
machines. They quietly monitor activities and requests 
from applications, weeding out actions deemed 
prohibited in nature. These systems are often very 
good at identifying post-decryption entry attempts.  

      ●       Content-based.  These IPSs scan network packets, 
looking for signatures of content that is unknown 
or unrecognized or that has been explicitly labeled 
threatening in nature.  

      ●       Rate-based.  These IPSs look for activity that falls 
outside the range of normal levels, such as activity 
that seems to be related to password cracking and 
brute-force penetration attempts, for example.    

   When searching for a good IPS, look for one that 
provides, at minimum: 

      ●      Robust protection for your applications, host systems, 
and individual network elements against exploita-
tion of vulnerability-based threats as  “ single-bullet 
attacks, ”  Trojan horses, worms, botnets, and surrepti-
tious creation of  “ back doors ”  in your network  

      ●      Protection against threats that exploit vulnerabilities 
in specific applications such as Web services, mail, 
DNS, SQL, and any Voice over IP (VoIP) services  

      ●      Detection and elimination of spyware, phishing, and 
anonymizers (tools that hide a source computer’s 
identifying information so that Internet activity can 
be undertaken surreptitiously)  

      ●      Protection against brute-force and DoS attacks, 
application scanning, and flooding  

      ●      A regular method of updating threat lists and 
signatures     

    Application Firewalls 

    Application firewalls  (AFs) are sometimes confused with 
IPSs in that they can perform IPS-like functions. But an 
AF is specifically designed to limit or deny an applica-
tion’s level of access to a system’s OS — in other words, 
closing any openings into a computer’s OS to deny the 
execution of harmful code within an OS’s structure. AFs 
work by looking at applications themselves, monitoring 
the kind of data flow from an application for suspicious 
or administrator-blocked content from specific Web 
sites, application-specific viruses, and any attempt to 
exploit an identified weakness in an application’s archi-
tecture. Though AF systems can conduct intrusion pre-
vention duties, they typically employ proxies to handle 
firewall access control and focus on traditional firewall-
type functions. Application firewalls can detect the sig-
natures of recognized threats and block them before they 
can infect the network. 

   Windows ’  version of an application firewall, called 
Data Execution Prevention (DEP), prevents the execution 
of any code that uses system services in such a way that 
could be deemed harmful to data or Virtual Memory (VM)  . 
  It does this by considering RAM data as nonexecutable — in 
essence, refusing to run new code coming from the data-
only area of RAM, since any harmful or malicious code 
seeking to damage existing data would have to run from 
this area. 

   The Macintosh Operating System (MacOS) Version 
10.5.x also includes a built-in application firewall as a 
standard feature. The user can configure it to employ 
two-layer protection in which installing network-aware 
applications will result in an OS-generated warning that 
prompts for user authorization of network access. If 
authorized, MacOS will digitally sign the application in 
such a way that subsequent application activity will not 
prompt for further authorization. Updates invalidate the 
original certificate, and the user will have to revalidate 
before the application can run again. 

   The Linux OS has, for example, an application firewall 
called AppArmor that allows the admin to create and 
link to every application a security policy that restricts 
its access capabilities.  

    Access Control Systems 

    Access control systems  (ACSs) rely on administrator-
defined rules that allow or restrict user access to protected 
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 network resources. These access rules can, for example, 
require strong user authentication such as tokens or bio-
metric devices to prove the identity of users requesting 
access. They can also restrict access to various network 
services based on time of day or group need. 

   Some ACS products allow for the creation of an 
 access control list  (ACL), which is a set of rules that 
define security policy. These ACLs contain one or more 
 access control entries  (ACEs), which are the actual 
rule definitions themselves. These rules can restrict 
access by specific user, time of day, IP address, func-
tion (department, management level, etc.), or specific 
system from which a logon or access attempt is being 
made. 

   A good example of an ACS is SafeWord by Aladdin 
Knowledge Systems. SafeWord is considered a two-factor 
authentication system in that it uses what the user knows 
(such as a personal identification number, or PIN) and 
what the user has (such as a one-time passcode, or OTP, 
token) to strongly authenticate users requesting net-
work access. SafeWord allows administrators to design 
customized access rules and restrictions to network 
resources, applications, and information. 

   In this scheme, the tokens are a key component. The 
token’s internal cryptographic key algorithm is made 
 “ known ”  to an authentication server when the token’s 
file is imported into a central database. 

   When the token is assigned to a user, its serial 
number is linked to that user in the user’s record. On 
making an access request, the authentication server 
prompts the user to enter a username and the OTP gen-
erated by the token. If a PIN was also assigned to that 
user, she must either prepend or append that PIN to the 
token-generated passcode. As long as the authentication 
server receives what it expects, the user is granted what-
ever access privileges she was assigned.  

    Unified Threat Management 

   The latest trend to emerge in the network intrusion pre-
vention arena is referred to as  unified threat manage-
ment , or UTM. UTM systems are multilayered and 
incorporate several security technologies into a single 
platform, often in the form of a plug-in appliance. UTM 
products can provide such diverse capabilities as anti-
virus, VPN, firewall services, and antispam as well as 
intrusion prevention. 

   The biggest advantages of a UTM system are its 
ease of operation and configuration and the fact that its 
security features can be quickly updated to meet rapidly 
evolving threats. 

   Sidewinder by Secure Computing is a UTM sys-
tem that was designed to be flexible, easily and quickly 
adaptable, and easy to manage. It incorporates firewall, 
VPN, trusted source, IPS, antispam and antivirus, URL 
filtering, SSL decryption, and auditing/reporting. 

   Other UTM systems include Symantec’s Enterprise 
Firewall and Gateway Security Enterprise Firewall App-
liance, Fortinet, LokTek’s AIRlok Firewall Appliance, 
and SonicWall’s NSA 240 UTM Appliance, to name 
a few.   

    12 .      CONTROLLING USER ACCESS 

   Traditionally users — also known as employees — have 
been the weakest link in a company’s defensive armor. 
Though necessary to the organization, they can be a 
nightmare waiting to happen to your network. How do 
you let them work within the network while controlling 
their access to resources? You have to make sure your 
system of user authentication knows who your users are. 

    Authentication, Authorization, and 
Accounting 

   Authentication is simply proving that a user’s identity 
claim is valid and authentic. Authentication requires 
some form of  “ proof of identity. ”  In network technolo-
gies, physical proof (such as a driver’s license or other 
photo ID) cannot be employed, so you have to get some-
thing else from a user. That typically means having the 
user respond to a challenge to provide genuine creden-
tials at the time he requests access. 

   For our purposes, credentials can be something the 
user knows, something the user has, or something they 
are. Once they provide authentication, there also has 
to be authorization, or permission to enter. Finally, 
you want to have some record of users ’  entry into your 
network — username, time of entry, and resources. That is 
the accounting side of the process.  

    What the User Knows 

   Users know a great many details about their own lives —
 birthdays, anniversaries, first cars, their spouse’s name —
 and many will try to use these nuggets of information as 
a simple form of authentication. What they don’t realize 
is just how insecure those pieces of information are. 

   In network technologies, these pieces of informa-
tion are often used as fixed passwords and PINs because 
they’re easy to remember. Unless some strict guidelines 
are established on what form a password or PIN can take 
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 (for example, a minimum number of characters or a mix-
ture of letters and numbers), a password will offer little 
to no real security. 

   Unfortunately, to hold down costs, some organiza-
tions allow users to set their own passwords and PINs 
as credentials, then rely on a simple challenge-response 
mechanism in which these weak credentials are pro-
vided to gain access. Adding to the loss of security is the 
fact that not only are the fixed passwords far too easy 
to guess, but because the user already has too much to 
remember, she writes them down somewhere near the 
computer she uses (often in some  “ cryptic ”  scheme to 
make it more difficult to guess). To increase the effec-
tiveness of any security system, that system needs to 
require a much stronger form of authentication.  

    What the User Has 

   The most secure means of identifying users is by a 
combination of (1) hardware device in their possession 
that is  “ known ”  to an authentication server in your net-
work, coupled with (2) what they know. A whole host 
of devices available today — tokens, smart cards, biomet-
ric devices — are designed to more positively identify a 
user. Since it’s my opinion that a good token is the most 
secure of these options, I focus on them here. 

    Tokens 

   A  token  is a device that employs an encrypted key for 
which the encryption algorithm — the method of gener-
ating an encrypted password — is known to a network’s 
authentication server. There are both software and hard-
ware tokens. The software tokens can be installed on 
a user’s desktop system, in their cellular phone, or on 
their smart phone. The hardware tokens come in a vari-
ety of form factors, some with a single button that both 
turns the token on and displays its internally generated 
passcode; others with a more elaborate numerical key-
pad for PIN input. If lost or stolen, tokens can easily 
be removed from the system, quickly rendering them 
completely ineffective. And the passcodes they generate 
are of the  “ one-time-passcode, ”  or OTP, variety, mean-
ing that a generated passcode expires once it’s been 
used and cannot be used again for a subsequent logon 
attempt. 

   Tokens are either programmed onsite with token pro-
gramming software or offsite at the time they are ordered 
from their vendor. During programming, functions such 
as a token’s cryptographic key, password length, whether 
a PIN is required, and whether it generates passwords 

based on internal clock timing or user PIN input are 
written into the token’s memory. When programming 
is complete, a file containing this information and the 
token’s serial number are imported into the authentica-
tion server so that the token’s characteristics are known. 

   A token is assigned to a user by linking its serial 
number to the user’s record, stored in the system data-
base. When a user logs onto the network and needs 
access to, say, her email, she is presented with some 
challenge that she must answer using her assigned token. 

   Tokens operate in one of three ways: time synchro-
nous, event synchronous, or challenge-response (also 
known as asynchronous). 

    Time Synchronous 

   In time synchronous operation, the token’s internal 
clock is synched with the network’s clock. Each time 
the token’s button is pressed, it generates a passcode in 
hash form, based on its internal timekeeping. As long 
as the token’s clock is synched with the network clock, 
the passcodes are accepted. In some cases (for example, 
when the token hasn’t been used for some time or its 
battery dies), the token gets out of synch with the system 
and needs to be resynched before it can be used again.  

    Event Synchronous 

   In event synchronous operations, the server maintains 
an ordered passcode sequence and determines which 
passcode is valid based on the current location in that 
sequence.  

    Challenge-Response 

   In challenge-response, a challenge, prompting for user-
name, is issued to the user by the authentication server 
at the time of access request. Once the user’s name is 
entered, the authentication server checks to see what 
form of authentication is assigned to that user and issues 
a challenge back to the user. The user inputs the chal-
lenge into the token, then enters the token’s generated 
response to the challenge. As long as the authentication 
server receives what it expected, authentication is suc-
cessful and access is granted.    

    The User Is Authenticated, But Is She 
Authorized? 

   Authorization is independent of authentication. A 
user can be permitted entry into the network but not 
be authorized to access a resource. You don’t want an 
employee having access to HR information or a corporate 
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 partner getting access to confidential or proprietary 
information. 

   Authorization requires a set of rules that dictate the 
resources to which a user will have access. These per-
missions are established in your security policy.  

    Accounting 

   Say that our user has been granted access to the 
requested resource. But you want (or in some cases are 
required to have) the ability to call up and view activity 
logs to see who got into what resource. This information 
is mandated for organizations that deal with user finan-
cial or medical information or DoD classified informa-
tion or that go through annual inspections to maintain 
certification for international operations. 

    Accounting  refers to the recording, logging, and 
archiving of all server activity, especially activity related 
to access attempts and whether they were successful. 
This information should be written into audit logs that 
are stored and available any time you want or need to 
view them. The audit logs should contain, at minimum, 
the following information: 

      ●      The user’s identity  
      ●      The date and time of the request  
      ●      Whether the request passed authentication and was 

granted    

   Any network security system you put into place 
should store, or archive, these logs for a specified period 
of time and allow you to determine for how long these 
archives will be maintained before they start to age out 
of the system.  

    Keeping Current 

   One of the best ways to stay ahead is to not fall behind 
in the first place. New systems with increasing sophisti-
cation are being developed all the time. They can incor-
porate a more intelligent and autonomous process in the 
way the system handles a detected threat, a faster and 
more easily accomplished method for updating threat 
files, and configuration flexibility that allows for very 
precise customization of access rules, authentication 
requirements, user role assignment, and how tightly it 
can protect specific applications. 

   Register for newsletters, attend seminars and net-
work security shows, read white papers, and, if needed, 
contract the services of network security specialists. 
The point is, you shouldn’t go cheap on network security. 
The price you pay to keep ahead will be far less than the 
price you pay to recover from a security breach or attack.   

    13 .      CONCLUSION 

   Preventing network intrusions is no easy task. Like cops on 
the street — usually outnumbered and underequipped com-
pared to the bad guys — you face an enemy with determina-
tion, skill, training, and a frightening array of increasingly 
sophisticated tools for hacking their way through your best 
defenses. And no matter how good your defenses are today, 
it’s only a matter of time before a tool is developed that can 
penetrate them. If you know that ahead of time, you’ll be 
much more inclined to keep a watchful eye for what  “ they ”  
have and what you can use to defeat them. 

   Your best weapon is a logical, thoughtful, and nimble 
approach to network security. You have to be nimble — to 
evolve and grow with changes in technology, never being 
content to keep things as they are because  “ Hey, they’re 
working just fine. ”  Today’s  “ just fine ”  will be tomorrow’s 
 “ What the hell happened? ”  

   Stay informed. There is no shortage of information 
available to you in the form of white papers, seminars, 
contract security specialists, and online resources, all 
dealing with various aspects of network security. 

   Have a good, solid, comprehensive, yet easy-to-
understand network security policy in place. The very 
process of developing one will get all involved parties 
thinking about how to best secure your network while 
addressing user needs. When it comes to your users, you 
simply can’t overeducate them where network security 
awareness is concerned. The more they know, the better 
equipped they’ll be to act as allies against, rather than 
accomplices of, the hoards of crackers looking to steal, 
damage, hobble, or completely cripple your network. 

   Do your research and invest in good, multipurpose 
network security systems. Select systems that are easy to 
install and implement, are adaptable and quickly config-
urable, can be customized to suit your needs of today as 
well as tomorrow, and are supported by companies that 
keep pace with current trends in cracker technology.              
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   Virtually all computers today are connected to the 
Internet through dialup, broadband, Ethernet, or wire-
less technologies. The reason for this Internet ubiquity 
is simple: Applications depending on the network, such 
as email, Web, remote login, instant messaging, and 
VoIP, have become essential to the computing experi-
ence. Unfortunately, the Internet exposes computer users 
to risks from a wide variety of possible attacks. Users 
have much to lose — their privacy, valuable data, control 
of their computers, and possibly theft of their identities. 
The network enables attacks to be carried out remotely, 
with relative anonymity and low risk of traceability. 

   The nature of network intrusions has evolved over the 
years. A few years ago, a major concern was fast worms 
such as Code Red, Nimda, Slammer, and Sobig. More 
recently, concerns shifted to spyware, Trojan horses, and 
botnets. Although these other threats still continue to be 
major problems, the Web has become the primary vector 
for stealthy attacks today.      1    

    1 .      TRADITIONAL RECONNAISSANCE 
AND ATTACKS 

   Traditionally, attack methods follow sequential steps 
analogous to physical attacks, as shown in  Figure 4.1   : 
reconnaissance, compromise, and cover-up.      2    Here we 
are only addressing attacks directed at a specific target 
host. Some other types of attacks, such as worms, are not 
directed at specific targets. Instead, they attempt to hit as 

many targets as quickly as possible without caring who 
or what the targets are. 

   In the first step of a directed attack, the attacker per-
forms reconnaissance to learn as much as possible about 
the chosen target before carrying out an actual attack. 
A thorough reconnaissance can lead to a more effective 
attack because the target’s weaknesses can be discovered. 
One might expect the reconnaissance phase to possibly 
tip off the target about an impending attack, but scans and 
probes are going on constantly in the  “ background noise ”  
of network traffic, so systems administrators might ignore 
attack probes as too troublesome to investigate. 

   Through pings and traceroutes, an attacker can dis-
cover IP addresses and map the network around the 
target. Pings are ICMP echo request and echo reply 
messages that verify a host’s IP address and availabil-
ity. Traceroute is a network mapping utility that takes 
advantage of the time to live (TTL) field in IP packets. It 
sends out packets with TTL      �      1, then TTL      �      2, and so 
on. When the packets expire, the routers along the pack-
ets ’  path report that the packets have been discarded, 
returning ICMP  “ time exceeded ”  messages and thereby 

   1     Dean Turner, et al., Symantec Global Internet Security Threat 
Report: Trends for July – December 2007, available at  www.symantec.
com  (date of access: July, 1, 2008).   
   2     Ed Skoudis,  Counter Hack Reloaded: A Step-by-Step Guide to 
Computer Attacks and Effective Defenses, 2nd ed ., Prentice Hall, 2006.   
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Cover up and maintain
covert control

 FIGURE 4.1          Steps in directed attacks.    
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allowing the traceroute utility to learn the IP addresses 
of routers at a distance of one hop, two hops, and so on. 

   Port scans can reveal open ports. Normally, a host 
might be expected to have certain well-known ports open, 
such as TCP port 80 (HTTP), TCP port 21 (FTP), TCP 
port 23 (Telnet), or TCP port 25 (SMTP). A host might 
also happen to have open ports in the higher range. For 
example, port 12345 is the default port used by the Netbus 
remote access Trojan horse, or port 31337 is the default 
port used by the Back Orifice remote access Trojan horse. 
Discovery of ports indicating previous malware infections 
could obviously help an attacker considerably. 

   In addition to discovering open ports, the popular 
NMAP scanner ( www.insecure.org/nmap ) can discover 
the operating system running on a target. NMAP uses a 
large set of heuristic rules to identify an operating system 
based on a target’s responses to carefully crafted TCP/IP 
probes. The basic idea is that different operating systems 
will make different responses to probes to open TCP/
UDP ports and malformed TCP/IP packets. Knowledge 
of a target’s operating system can help an attacker iden-
tify vulnerabilities and find effective exploits. 

   Vulnerability scanning tests a target for the presence 
of vulnerabilities. Vulnerability scanners such as SATAN, 
SARA, SAINT, and Nessus typically contain a database 
of known vulnerabilities that is used to craft probes to a 
chosen target. The popular Nessus tool ( www.nessus.org ) 
has an extensible plug-in architecture to add checks for 
backdoors, misconfiguration errors, default accounts and 
passwords, and other types of vulnerabilities. 

   In the second step of a directed attack, the attacker 
attempts to compromise the target through one or more 
methods. Password attacks are common because pass-
words might be based on common words or names and are 
guessable by a dictionary attack, although computer sys-
tems today have better password policies that forbid easily 
guessable passwords. If an attacker can obtain the password 
file from the target, numerous password-cracking tools are 
available to carry out a brute-force password attack. In addi-
tion, computers and networking equipment often ship with 
default accounts and passwords intended to help systems 
administrators set up the equipment. These default accounts 
and passwords are easy to find on the Web (for example, 
 www.phenoelit-us.org/dpl/dpl.html ). Occasionally users 
might neglect to change or delete the default accounts, 
offering intruders an easy way to access the target. 

   Another common attack method is an exploit attack 
code written to take advantage of a specific vulnerability.      3    

Many types of software, including operating systems and 
applications, have vulnerabilities. In the second half of 
2007, Symantec observed an average of 11.7 vulnerabilities 
per day.          4    Vulnerabilities are published by several organiza-
tions such as CERT and MITRE as well as vendors such 
as Microsoft through security bulletins. MITRE maintains 
a database of publicly known vulnerabilities identified by 
common vulnerabilities and exposures (CVE) numbers. The 
severity of vulnerabilities is reflected in the industry-standard 
common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS). In the 
second half of 2007, Symantec observed that 3% of vulner-
abilities were highly severe, 61% were medium-severe, and 
36% were low-severe.      5    Furthermore, 73% of vulnerabili-
ties were easily exploitable. For 2007, Microsoft reported 
that 32% of known vulnerabilities in Microsoft products 
had publicly available exploit code.      6    Microsoft released 69 
security bulletins covering 100 unique vulnerabilities. 

   Historically, buffer overflows have been the most 
common type of vulnerability.      7    They have been popular 
because buffer overflow exploits can often be carried out 
remotely and lead to complete compromise of a target. 
The problem arises when a program has allocated a fixed 
amount of memory space (such as in the stack) for stor-
ing data but receives more data than expected. If the vul-
nerability exists, the extra data will overwrite adjacent 
parts of memory, which could mess up other variables or 
pointers. If the extra data is random, the computer might 
crash or act unpredictably. However, if an attacker crafts 
the extra data carefully, the buffer overflow could over-
write adjacent memory with a consequence that benefits 
the attacker. For instance, an attacker might overwrite 
the return pointer in a stack, causing the program control 
to jump to malicious code inserted by the attacker. 

   An effective buffer overflow exploit requires techni-
cal knowledge of the computer architecture and operat-
ing system, but once the exploit code is written, it can be 
reused again. Buffer overflows can be prevented by the 
programmer or compiler performing bounds checking or 
during runtime. Although C/C ��  has received a good 
deal of blame as a programming language for not having 
built-in checking that data written to arrays stays within 

   3     S. McClure, J. Scambray, G. Kutz,  Hacking Exposed, third ed., 
 McGraw-Hill, 2001.   

   4     Dean Turner, et al., Symantec Global Internet Security Threat 
Report: Trends for July – December 2007, available at  www.symantec.
com  (date of access: July, 1, 2008).   
   5     Dean Turner, et al., Symantec Global Internet Security Threat 
Report: Trends for July – December 2007, available at  www.symantec.
com  (date of access: July, 1, 2008).   
   6     B. Arsenault and V. Gullutto, Microsoft Security Intelligence Report: 
July – December 2007, available at  www.microsoft.com  (date of access: 
July 1, 2008).   
   7     J. Foster, V. Osipov, and N. Bhalla,  Buffer Overfl ow Attacks: Detect, 
Exploit, Prevent,  Syngress, 2005.   
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bounds, buffer overflow vulnerabilities appear in a wide 
variety of other programs, too. 

   Structured Query Language injection is a type of vul-
nerability relevant to Web servers with a database back-
end.      8    SQL is an internationally standardized interactive and 
programming language for querying data and managing 
databases. Many commercial database products support 
SQL, sometimes with proprietary extensions. Web applica-
tions often take user input (usually from a Web form) and 
pass the input into an SQL statement. An SQL injection 
vulnerability can arise if user input is not properly filtered 
for string literal escape characters, which can allow an 
attacker to craft input that is interpreted as embedded SQL 
statements and thereby manipulate the application running 
on the database. 

   Servers have been attacked and compromised by 
toolkits designed to automate customized attacks. For 
example, the MPack toolkit emerged in early 2007 and 
is sold commercially in Russia, along with technical 
support and regular software updates. It is loaded into 
a malicious or compromised Web site. When a visitor 
goes to the site, a malicious code is launched through 
an iframe (inline frame) within the HTML code. It can 
launch various exploits, expandable through modules, 
for vulnerabilities in Web browsers and client software. 

   Metasploit ( www.metasploit.com ) is a popular Perl-
based tool for developing and using exploits with an 
easy-to-use Web or command-line interface. Different 
exploits can be written and loaded into Metasploit and 
then directed at a chosen target. Exploits can be bundled 
with a payload (the code to run on a compromised tar-
get) selected from a collection of payloads. The tool also 
contains utilities to experiment with new vulnerabilities 
and help automate the development of new exploits. 

   Although exploits are commonplace, not all attacks 
require an exploit.  Social engineering  refers to types 
of attacks that take advantage of human nature to com-
promise a target, typically through deceit. A common 
social engineering attack is  phishing,  used in identity 
theft.      9    Phishing starts with a lure, usually a spam mes-
sage that appears to be from a legitimate bank or ecom-
merce business. The message attempts to provoke the 
reader into visiting a fraudulent Web site pretending to 
be a legitimate business. These fraudulent sites are often 
set up by automated phishing toolkits that spoof legiti-
mate sites of various brands, including the graphics of 

those brands. The fraudulent site might even have links 
to the legitimate Web site, to appear more valid. Victims 
are thus tricked into submitting valuable personal infor-
mation such as account numbers, passwords, and Social 
Security numbers. 

   Other common examples of social engineering are 
spam messages that entice the reader into opening an 
email attachment. Most people know by now that attach-
ments could be dangerous, perhaps containing a virus or 
spyware, even if they appear to be innocent at first glance. 
But if the message is sufficiently convincing, such as 
appearing to originate from an acquaintance, even wary 
users might be tricked into opening an attachment. Social 
engineering attacks can be simple but effective because 
they target people and bypass technological defenses. 

   The third step of traditional directed attacks involves 
cover-up of evidence of the compromise and establish-
ment of covert control. After a successful attack, intrud-
ers want to maintain remote control and evade detection. 
Remote control can be maintained if the attacker has 
managed to install any of a number types of malicious 
software: a backdoor such as Netcat; a remote access 
Trojan such as BO2K or SubSeven; or a bot, usually lis-
tening for remote instructions on an Internet relay chat 
(IRC) channel, such as phatbot. 

   Intruders obviously prefer to evade detection after a 
successful compromise, because detection will lead the 
victim to take remedial actions to harden or disinfect the 
target. Intruders might change the system logs on the tar-
get, which will likely contain evidence of their attack. In 
Windows, the main event logs are secevent.evt, sysevent.
evt, and appevent.evt. A systems administrator looking 
for evidence of intrusions would look in these files with 
the built-in Windows Event Viewer or a third-party log 
viewer. An intelligent intruder would not delete the logs 
but would selectively delete information in the logs to 
hide signs of malicious actions. 

   A  rootkit  is a stealthy type of malicious software ( mal-
ware ) designed to hide the existence of certain processes 
or programs from normal methods of detection.      10    Rootkits 
essentially alter the target’s operating system, perhaps by 
changing drivers or dynamic link libraries (DLLs) and pos-
sibly at the kernel level. An example is the kernel-mode 
FU rootkit that manipulates kernel memory in Windows 
2000, XP, and 2003. It consists of a device driver, msdi-
rectx.sys, that might be mistaken for Microsoft’s DirectX 
tool. The rootkit can hide certain events and processes and 
change the privileges of running processes. 

   8     D. Litchfi eld,  SQL Server Security , McGraw-Hill Osborne, 2003.   
   9     Markus Jakobsson and Steven Meyers, eds.,  Phishing and 
Countermeasures: Understanding the Increasing Problem of Electronic 
Identity Theft , Wiley-Interscience, 2006.   

   10     Greg Hoglund and Jamie Butler,  Rootkits: Subverting the Windows 
Kernel , Addison-Wesley Professional, 2005.   
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   If an intruder has installed malware for covert control, he 
will want to conceal the communications between himself 
and the compromised target from discovery by network-
based  intrusion detection systems  (IDSs). Intrusion detec-
tion systems are designed to listen to network traffic and 
look for signs of suspicious activities. Several conceal-
ment methods are used in practice.  Tunneling  is a com-
monly used method to place packets of one protocol into 
the payload of another packet. The  “ exterior ”  packet 
serves a vehicle to carry and deliver the  “ interior ”  packet 
intact. Though the protocol of the exterior packet is eas-
ily understood by an IDS, the interior protocol can be any 
number of possibilities and hence difficult to interpret. 

    Encryption  is another obvious concealment method. 
Encryption relies on the secrecy of an encryption key 
shared between the intruder and the compromised target. 
The encryption key is used to mathematically scramble 
the communications into a form that is unreadable with-
out the key to decrypt it. Encryption ensures secrecy in 
practical terms but does not guarantee perfect security. 
Encryption keys can be guessed, but the time to guess the 
correct key increases exponentially with the key length. 
Long keys combined with an algorithm for periodically 
changing keys can ensure that encrypted communications 
will be difficult to break within a reasonable time. 

   Fragmentation of IP packets is another means to con-
ceal the contents of messages from IDSs, which often 
do not bother to reassemble fragments. IP packets may 
normally be fragmented into smaller packets anywhere 
along a route and reassembled at the destination. An IDS 
can become confused with a flood of fragments, bogus 
fragments, or deliberately overlapping fragments.  

    2 .      MALICIOUS SOFTWARE 

   Malicious software, or malware, continues to be an enor-
mous problem for Internet users because of its variety 
and prevalence and the level of danger it presents.      11    ,       12    ,       13    
It is important to realize that malware can take many 
forms. A large class of malware is  infectious , which 
includes viruses and worms. Viruses and worms are self-
replicating, meaning that they spread from host to host 
by making copies of themselves. Viruses are pieces of 
code attached to a normal file or program. When the pro-
gram is run, the virus code is executed and copies itself 

to (or infects) another file or program. It is often said that 
viruses need a human action to spread, whereas worms 
are standalone automated programs. Worms look for 
vulnerable targets across the network and transfer a copy 
of themselves if a target is successfully compromised. 

   Historically, several worms have become well known 
and stimulated concerns over the possibility of a fast epi-
demic infecting Internet-connected hosts before defenses 
could stop it. The 1988 Robert Morris Jr. worm infected 
thousands of Unix hosts, at the time a significant por-
tion of the Arpanet (the predecessor to the Internet). 
The 1999 Melissa worm infected Microsoft Word docu-
ments and emailed itself to addresses found in a victim’s 
Outlook address book. Melissa demonstrated that email 
could be a very effective vector for malware distribu-
tion, and many subsequent worms have continued to use 
email, such as the 2000 Love Letter worm. In the 2001 –
 04 interval, several fast worms appeared, notably Code 
Red, Nimda, Klez, SQL Slammer/Sapphire, Blaster, 
Sobig, and MyDoom. 

   An important feature of viruses and worms is their 
capability to carry a  payload  — malicious code that is 
executed on a compromised host. The payload can be 
virtually anything. For instance, SQL Slammer/Sapphire 
had no payload, whereas Code Red carried an agent to 
perform a denial-of-service (DoS) attack on certain fixed 
addresses. The Chernobyl or CIH virus had one of the 
most destructive payloads, attempting to overwrite criti-
cal system files and the system BIOS that is needed for 
a computer to boot up. Worms are sometimes used to 
deliver other malware, such as bots, in their payload. They 
are popular delivery vehicles because of their ability to 
spread by themselves and carry anything in their payload. 

   Members of a second large class of malware are 
characterized by attempts to conceal themselves. This 
class includes Trojan horses and rootkits. Worms are 
not particularly stealthy (unless they are designed to be), 
because they are typically indiscriminate in their attacks. 
They probe potential targets in the hope of compromis-
ing many targets quickly. Indeed, fast-spreading worms 
are relatively easy to detect because of the network con-
gestion caused by their probes. 

   Stealth is an important feature for malware because 
the critical problem for antivirus software is obviously 
detection of malware. Trojan horses are a type of mal-
ware that appears to perform a useful function but hides 
a malicious function. Thus, the presence of the Trojan 
horse might not be concealed, but functionality is not 
fully revealed. For example, a video codec could offer 
to play certain types of video but also covertly steal 
the user’s data in the background. In the second half of 

   11     David Harley and David Slade,  Viruses Revealed , McGraw-Hill, 
2001.   
   12     Ed Skoudis,  Malware: Fighting Malicious Code , Prentice Hall 
PTR, 2004.   
   13     Peter Szor,  The Art of Computer Virus Research and Defense , 
Addison-Wesley, 2005.   
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2007, Microsoft reported a dramatic increase of 300% in 
the number of Trojan downloaders and droppers, small 
programs to facilitate downloading more malware later.          4   

   Rootkits are essentially modifications to the operat-
ing system to hide the presence of files or processes from 
normal means of detection. Rootkits are often installed 
as drivers or kernel modules. A highly publicized exam-
ple was the extended copy protection (XCP) software 
included in some Sony BMG audio CDs in 2005, to pre-
vent music copying. The software was installed automati-
cally on Windows PCs when a CD was played. Made by 
a company called First 4 Internet, XCP unfortunately con-
tained a hidden rootkit component that patched the oper-
ating system to prevent it from displaying any processes, 
Registry entries, or files with names beginning with  $sys$ . 
Although the intention of XCP was not malicious, there 
was concern that the rootkit could be used by malware 
writers to conceal malware. 

   A third important class of malware is designed 
for remote control. This class includes remote access 
Trojans (RATs) and bots. Instead of  remote access 
Trojan , RAT is sometimes interpreted as  remote admin-
istration tool  because it can be used for legitimate pur-
poses by systems administrators. Either way, RAT refers 
to a type of software usually consisting of server and 
client parts designed to enable covert communications 
with a remote controller. The client part is installed on a 
victim host and mainly listens for instructions from the 
server part, located at the controller. Notorious examples 
include Back Orifice, Netbus, and Sub7. 

   Bots are remote-control programs installed covertly 
on innocent hosts.      14    Bots are typically programmed to lis-
ten to IRC channels for instructions from a  “ bot herder. ”  
All bots under control of the same bot herder form a bot-
net. Botnets have been known to be rented out for pur-
poses of sending spam or launching a distributed DoS 
(DDoS) attack.      15    The power of a botnet is proportional to 
its size, but exact sizes have been difficult to discover. 

   One of the most publicized bots is the Storm worm, 
which has various aliases. Storm was launched in January 
2007 as spam with a Trojan horse attachment. As a bot-
net, Storm has shown unusual resilience by working in 
a distributed peer-to-peer manner without centralized 
control. Each compromised host connects to a small sub-
set of the entire botnet. Each infected host shares lists of 
other infected hosts, but no single host has a full list of 

the entire botnet. The size of the Storm botnet has been 
estimated at more than 1 million compromised hosts, but 
an exact size has been impossible to determine because 
of the many bot variants and active measures to avoid 
detection. Its creators have been persistent in continually 
updating its lures with current events and evolving tactics 
to spread and avoid detection. 

   Another major class of malware is designed for data 
theft. This class includes keyloggers and spyware. A key-
logger can be a Trojan horse or other form of malware. 
It is designed to record a user’s keystrokes and perhaps 
report them to a remote attacker. Keyloggers are planted 
by criminals on unsuspecting hosts to steal passwords 
and other valuable personal information. It has also been 
rumored that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
has used a keylogger called Magic Lantern. 

   As the name implies,  spyware  is stealthy software 
designed to monitor and report user activities for the pur-
poses of learning personal information without the user’s 
knowledge or consent. Surveys have found that spyware 
is widely prevalent on consumer PCs, usually without 
knowledge of the owners. Adware is viewed by some 
as a mildly objectionable form of spyware that spies on 
Web browsing behavior to target online advertisements 
to a user’s apparent interests. More objectionable forms 
of spyware are more invasive of privacy and raise other 
objections related to stealthy installation, interference 
with normal Web browsing, and difficulty of removal. 

   Spyware can be installed in a number of stealthy 
ways: disguised as a Trojan horse, bundled with a legiti-
mate software program, delivered in the payload of a 
worm or virus, or downloaded through deception. For 
instance, a deceptive Web site might pop up a window 
appearing to be a standard Windows dialog box, but 
clicking any button will cause spyware to be down-
loaded. Another issue is that spyware might or might not 
display an end-user license agreement (EULA) before 
installation. If an EULA is displayed, the mention of 
spyware is typically unnoticeable or difficult to find. 

   More pernicious forms of spyware can change compu-
ter settings, reset homepages, and redirect the browser to 
unwanted sites. For example, the notorious CoolWebSearch 
changed homepages to  Coolwebsearch.com , rewrote 
search engine results, and altered host files, and some 
variants added links to pornographic and gambling sites 
to the browser’s bookmarks. 

    Lures and  “ Pull ”  Attacks 

   Traditional network attacks can be viewed as an  “ active ”  
approach in which the attacker takes the initiative of a 

   14     Craig Schiller, et al.,  Botnets: the Killer Web App , Syngress 
Publishing, 2007.   
   15     David Dittrich,  “ Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks/
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of access: July 1, 2008).   
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series of actions directed at a target. Attackers face the 
risk of revealing their malicious intentions through these 
actions. For instance, port scanning, password guessing, 
or exploit attempts can be readily detected by an IDS as 
suspicious activities. Sending malware through email 
can only be seen as an attack attempt. 

   Security researchers have observed a trend away 
from direct attacks toward more stealthy attacks that 
wait for victims to visit malicious Web sites, as shown 
in  Figure 4.2   .      16    The Web has become the primary vector 
for infecting computers, in large part because email has 
become better secured. Sophos discovers a new mali-
cious Webpage every 14 seconds, on average.      17    

   Web-based attacks have significant advantages for 
attackers. First, they are stealthier and not as  “ noisy ”  as 
active attacks, making it easier to continue undetected 
for a longer time. Second, Web servers have the intel-
ligence to be stealthy. For instance, Web servers have 
been found that serve up an attack only once per IP 
address, and otherwise serve up legitimate content. The 
malicious server remembers the IP addresses of visitors. 
Thus, a visitor will be attacked only once, which makes 
the attack harder to detect. Third, a Web server can serve 
up different attacks, depending on the visitor’s operating 
system and browser. 

   As mentioned earlier, a common type of attack car-
ried out through the Web is phishing. A phishing site is 
typically disguised as a legitimate financial organization 
or ecommerce business. During the month of December 
2007, the Anti-Phishing Working Group found 25,328 
new unique phishing sites hijacking 144 brands ( www.
antiphishing.org ). 

   Another type of Web-based attack is a malicious site 
that attempts to download malware through a visitor’s 

browser, called a  drive-by download . A Web page usually 
loads a malicious script by means of an iframe (inline 
frame). It has been reported that most drive-by down-
loads are hosted on legitimate sites that have been com-
promised. For example, in June 2007 more than 10,000 
legitimate Italian Web sites were discovered to be com-
promised with malicious code loaded through iframes. 
Many other legitimate sites are regularly compromised. 

   Drive-by downloading through a legitimate site holds 
certain appeal for attackers. First, most users would be 
reluctant to visit suspicious and potentially malicious sites 
but will not hesitate to visit legitimate sites in the belief 
that they are always safe. Even wary Web surfers may be 
caught off-guard. Second, the vast majority of Web serv-
ers run Apache (approximately 50%) or Microsoft IIS 
(approximately 40%), both of which have vulnerabilities 
that can be exploited by attackers. Moreover, servers with 
database applications could be vulnerable to SQL injec-
tion attacks. Third, if a legitimate site is compromised 
with an iframe, the malicious code might go unnoticed by 
the site owner for some time. 

    Pull-based attacks  pose one challenge to attackers: 
They must attract visitors to the malicious site some-
how while avoiding detection by security researchers. 
One obvious option is to send out lures in spam. Lures 
have been disguised as email from the Internal Revenue 
Service, a security update from Microsoft, or a greeting 
card. The email attempts to entice the reader to visit a 
link. On one hand, lures are easier to get through spam 
filters because they only contain links and not attach-
ments. It is easier for spam filters to detect malware 
attachments than to determine whether links in email 
are malicious. On the other hand, spam filters are eas-
ily capable of extracting and following links from spam. 
The greater challenge is to determine whether the linked 
site is malicious.   

    3 .      DEFENSE IN DEPTH 

   Most security experts would agree with the view that 
perfect network security is impossible to achieve and 
that any single defense can always be overcome by an 
attacker with sufficient resources and motivation. The 
basic idea behind the  defense-in-depth strategy  is to 
hinder the attacker as much as possible with multiple 
layers of defense, even though each layer might be sur-
mountable. More valuable assets are protected behind 
more layers of defense. The combination of multiple 
layers increases the cost for the attacker to be successful, 
and the cost is proportional to the value of the protected 

   16     Joel Scambray, Mike Shema, and Caleb Sima,  Hacking Exposed 
Web Applications , 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill, 2006.   
   17     Sophos,  “ Security Threat Report 2008, ”  available at  http://research.
sophos.com/sophosthreatreport08  (date of access: July 1, 2008).   
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 FIGURE 4.2          Stealthy attacks lure victims to malicious servers.    
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assets. Moreover, a combination of multiple layers will 
be more effective against unpredictable attacks than will 
a single defense optimized for a particular type of attack. 

   The cost for the attacker could be in terms of addi-
tional time, effort, or equipment. For instance, by 
delaying an attacker, an organization would increase 
the chances of detecting and reacting to an attack in 
progress. The increased costs to an attacker could deter 
some attempts if the costs are believed to outweigh the 
possible gain from a successful attack. 

   Defense in depth is sometimes said to involve peo-
ple, technology, and operations. Trained security people 
should be responsible for securing facilities and infor-
mation assurance. However, every computer user in an 
organization should be made aware of security policies 
and practices. Every Internet user at home should be 
aware of safe practices (such as avoiding opening email 
attachments or clicking suspicious links) and the benefits 
of appropriate protection (antivirus software, firewalls). 

   A variety of technological measures can be used 
for layers of protection. These should include firewalls, 
IDSs, routers with ACLs, antivirus software, access con-
trol, spam filters, and so on. These topics are discussed 
in more depth later. 

   The term  operations  refers to all preventive and reac-
tive activities required to maintain security. Preventive 
activities include vulnerability assessments, software 
patching, system hardening (closing unnecessary ports), 
and access controls. Reactive activities should detect 
malicious activities and react by blocking attacks, isolat-
ing valuable resources, or tracing the intruder. 

   Protection of valuable assets can be a more complicated 
decision than simply considering the value of the assets. 
Organizations often perform a risk assessment to determine 
the value of assets, possible threats, likelihood of threats, 
and possible impact of threats. Valuable assets facing 
unlikely threats or threats with low impact might not need 
much protection. Clearly, assets of high value facing likely 
threats or high-impact threats merit the strongest defenses. 
Organizations usually have their own risk management 
process for identifying risks and deciding how to allocate a 
security budget to protect valuable assets under risk.  

    4 .      PREVENTIVE MEASURES 

   Most computer users are aware that Internet use poses 
security risks. It would be reasonable to take precautions 
to minimize exposure to attacks. Fortunately, several 
options are available to computer users to fortify their 
systems to reduce risks. 

    Access Control 

   In computer security,  access control  refers to mechanisms 
to allow users to perform functions up to their authorized 
level and restrict users from performing unauthorized 
functions.      18    Access control includes: 

      ●      Authentication of users  
      ●      Authorization of their privileges  
      ●      Auditing to monitor and record user actions    

   All computer users will be familiar with some type 
of access control. 

    Authentication  is the process of verifying a user’s 
identity. Authentication is typically based on one or 
more of these factors: 

      ●      Something the user knows, such as a password or 
PIN  

      ●      Something the user has, such as a smart card or 
token  

      ●      Something personal about the user, such as a finger-
print, retinal pattern, or other biometric identifier    

   Use of a single factor, even if multiple pieces of evi-
dence are offered, is considered weak authentication. A 
combination of two factors, such as a password and a 
fingerprint, called  two-factor  (or  multifactor )  authenti-
cation,  is considered strong authentication. 

    Authorization  is the process of determining what an 
authenticated user can do. Most operating systems have 
an established set of permissions related to read, write, or 
execute access. For example, an ordinary user might have 
permission to read a certain file but not write to it, whereas 
a root or superuser will have full privileges to do anything. 

    Auditing  is necessary to ensure that users are account-
able. Computer systems record actions in the system 
in audit trails and logs. For security purposes, they are 
invaluable forensic tools to recreate and analyze inci-
dents. For instance, a user attempting numerous failed 
logins might be seen as an intruder.  

    Vulnerability Testing and Patching 

   As mentioned earlier, vulnerabilities are weaknesses in 
software that might be used to compromise a computer. 
Vulnerable software includes all types of operating sys-
tems and application programs. New vulnerabilities are 
being discovered constantly in different ways. New vul-
nerabilities discovered by security researchers are usually 

   18     B. Carroll,  Cisco Access Control Security: AAA Administration 
Services , Cisco Press, 2004.   
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reported confidentially to the vendor, which is given 
time to study the vulnerability and develop a path. Of 
all vulnerabilities disclosed in 2007, 50% could be cor-
rected through vendor patches.      19    When ready, the ven-
dor will publish the vulnerability, hopefully along with 
a patch. 

   It has been argued that publication of vulnerabilities 
will help attackers. Though this might be true, publica-
tion also fosters awareness within the entire community. 
Systems administrators will be able to evaluate their sys-
tems and take appropriate precautions. One might expect 
systems administrators to know the configuration of 
computers on their network, but in large organizations, 
it would be difficult to keep track of possible configura-
tion changes made by users. Vulnerability testing offers 
a simple way to learn about the configuration of comput-
ers on a network. 

   Vulnerability testing is an exercise to probe systems 
for known vulnerabilities. It requires a database of known 
vulnerabilities, a packet generator, and test routines to 
generate a sequence of packets to test for a particular vul-
nerability. If a vulnerability is found and a software patch 
is available, that host should be patched. 

   Penetration testing is a closely related idea but takes 
it further. Penetration testing simulates the actions of a 
hypothetical attacker to attempt to compromise hosts. 
The goal is, again, to learn about weaknesses in the net-
work so that they can be remedied.  

    Closing Ports 

   Transport layer protocols, namely Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) and User Datagram Protocol (UDP), 
identify applications communicating with each other by 
means of port numbers. Port numbers 1 to 1023 are well 
known and assigned by the Internet Assigned Numbers 
Authority (IANA) to standardized services running with 
root privileges. For example, Web servers listen on TCP 
port 80 for client requests. Port numbers 1024 to 49151 
are used by various applications with ordinary user priv-
ileges. Port numbers above 49151 are used dynamically 
by applications. 

   It is good practice to close ports that are unneces-
sary, because attackers can use open ports, particularly 
those in the higher range. For instance, the Sub7 Trojan 
horse is known to use port 27374 by default, and Netbus 
uses port 12345. Closing ports does not by itself guar-
antee the safety of a host, however. Some hosts need to 

keep TCP port 80 open for HyperText Transfer Protocol 
(HTTP), but attacks can still be carried out through that 
port.  

    Firewalls 

   When most people think of network security, firewalls 
are one of the first things to come to mind. Firewalls are 
a means of perimeter security protecting an internal net-
work from external threats. A firewall selectively allows 
or blocks incoming and outgoing traffic. Firewalls can 
be standalone network devices located at the entry to a 
private network or personal firewall programs running 
on PCs. An organization’s firewall protects the internal 
community; a personal firewall can be customized to an 
individual’s needs. 

   Firewalls can provide separation and isolation among 
various network zones, namely the public Internet, pri-
vate intranets, and a demilitarized zone (DMZ), as 
shown in  Figure 4.3   . The semiprotected DMZ typically 
includes public services provided by a private organiza-
tion. Public servers need some protection from the public 
Internet so they usually sit behind a firewall. This fire-
wall cannot be completely restrictive because the public 
servers must be externally accessible. Another firewall 
typically sits between the DMZ and private internal 
network because the internal network needs additional 
protection. 

   There are various types of firewalls: packet-filtering 
firewalls, stateful firewalls, and proxy firewalls. In any 
case, the effectiveness of a firewall depends on the con-
figuration of its rules. Properly written rules require 
detailed knowledge of network protocols. Unfortunately, 
some firewalls are improperly configured through neglect 
or lack of training. 

   Packet-filtering firewalls analyze packets in both 
directions and either permit or deny passage based on a 
set of rules. Rules typically examine port numbers, proto-
cols, IP addresses, and other attributes of packet headers. 

DMZ

Public Internet Private network

 FIGURE 4.3          A firewall isolating various network zones.    
   19     IBM Internet Security Systems,  X-Force 2007 Trend Statistics , 
January 2008 (date of access: July 1, 2008).   
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There is no attempt to relate multiple packets with a flow 
or stream. The firewall is stateless, retaining no memory 
of one packet to the next. 

   Stateful firewalls overcome the limitation of packet-
filtering firewalls by recognizing packets belonging to 
the same flow or connection and keeping track of the 
connection state. They work at the network layer and 
recognize the legitimacy of sessions. 

   Proxy firewalls are also called application-level fire-
walls because they process up to the application layer. 
They recognize certain applications and can detect 
whether an undesirable protocol is using a nonstandard 
port or an application layer protocol is being abused. 
They protect an internal network by serving as primary 
gateways to proxy connections from the internal network 
to the public Internet. They could have some impact on 
network performance due to the nature of the analysis. 

   Firewalls are essential elements of an overall defen-
sive strategy but have the drawback that they only protect 
the perimeter. They are useless if an intruder has a way 
to bypass the perimeter. They are also useless against 
insider threats originating within a private network.  

    Antivirus and Antispyware Tools 

   The proliferation of malware prompts the need for antivi-
rus software.      20    Antivirus software is developed to detect 
the presence of malware, identify its nature, remove the 
malware (disinfect the host), and protect a host from 
future infections. Detection should ideally minimize false 
positives (false alarms) and false negatives (missed mal-
ware) at the same time. Antivirus software faces a number 
of difficult challenges: 

      ●      Malware tactics are sophisticated and constantly 
evolving.  

      ●      Even the operating system on infected hosts cannot 
be trusted.  

      ●      Malware can exist entirely in memory without 
affecting files.  

      ●      Malware can attack antivirus processes.  
      ●      The processing load for antivirus software cannot 

degrade computer performance such that users 
become annoyed and turn the antivirus software off.    

   One of the simplest tasks performed by antivirus 
software is file scanning. This process compares the 
bytes in files with known signatures that are byte pat-
terns indicative of a known malware. It represents the 

general approach of signature-based detection. When 
new malware is captured, it is analyzed for unique char-
acteristics that can be described in a signature. The new 
signature is distributed as updates to antivirus programs. 
Antivirus looks for the signature during file scanning, 
and if a match is found, the signature identifies the mal-
ware specifically. There are major drawbacks to this 
method, however: New signatures require time to develop 
and test; users must keep their signature files up to date; 
and new malware without a known signature may escape 
detection. 

   Behavior-based detection is a complementary approach. 
Instead of addressing what malware is, behavior-based 
detection looks at what malware tries to do. In other words, 
anything attempting a risky action will come under suspi-
cion. This approach overcomes the limitations of signature-
based detection and could find new malware without a 
signature, just from its behavior. However, the approach 
can be difficult in practice. First, we must define what is 
suspicious behavior, or conversely, what is normal behav-
ior. This definition often relies on heuristic rules developed 
by security experts, because normal behavior is difficult 
to define precisely. Second, it might be possible to  dis-
cern  suspicious behavior, but it is much more difficult to 
 determine  malicious behavior, because malicious intention 
must be inferred. When behavior-based detection flags sus-
picious behavior, more follow-up investigation is usually 
needed to better understand the threat risk. 

   The ability of malware to change or disguise appear-
ances can defeat file scanning. However, regardless of 
its form, malware must ultimately perform its mission. 
Thus, an opportunity will always arise to detect mal-
ware from its behavior if it is given a chance to execute. 
Antivirus software will monitor system events, such as 
hard-disk access, to look for actions that might pose a 
threat to the host. Events are monitored by intercepting 
calls to operating system functions. 

   Although monitoring system events is a step beyond 
file scanning, malicious programs are running in the 
host execution environment and could pose a risk to the 
host. The idea of emulation is to execute suspected code 
within an isolated environment, presenting the appear-
ance of the computer resources to the code, and to look 
for actions symptomatic of malware. 

   Virtualization takes emulation a step further and exe-
cutes suspected code within a real operating system. A 
number of virtual operating systems can run above the 
host operating system. Malware can corrupt a virtual 
operating system, but for safety reasons a virtual operat-
ing system has limited access to the host operating sys-
tem. A  “ sandbox ”  isolates the virtual environment from 

   20     Peter Szor,  The Art of Computer Virus Research and Defense , 
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tampering with the host environment, unless a specific 
action is requested and permitted. In contrast, emulation 
does not offer an operating system to suspected code; 
the code is allowed to execute step by step, but in a con-
trolled and restricted way, just to discover what it will 
attempt to do. 

   Antispyware software can be viewed as a specialized 
class of antivirus software. Somewhat unlike traditional 
viruses, spyware can be particularly pernicious in mak-
ing a vast number of changes throughout the hard drive 
and system files. Infected systems tend to have a large 
number of installed spyware programs, possibly includ-
ing certain cookies (pieces of text planted by Web sites 
in the browser as a means of keeping them in memory).  

    Spam Filtering 

   Every Internet user is familiar with spam email. There 
is no consensus on an exact definition of spam, but most 
people would agree that spam is unsolicited, sent in 
bulk, and commercial in nature. There is also consensus 
that the vast majority of email is spam. Spam continues 
to be a problem because a small fraction of recipients do 
respond to these messages. Even though the fraction is 
small, the revenue generated is enough to make spam 
profitable because it costs little to send spam in bulk. 
In particular, a large botnet can generate an enormous 
amount of spam quickly. 

   Users of popular Webmail services such as Yahoo! 
and Hotmail are attractive targets for spam because their 
addresses might be easy to guess. In addition, spammers 
harvest email addresses from various sources: Web sites, 
newsgroups, online directories, data-stealing viruses, and so 
on. Spammers might also purchase lists of addresses from 
companies who are willing to sell customer information. 

   Spam is more than an inconvenience for users and a 
waste of network resources. Spam is a popular vehicle to 
distribute malware and lures to malicious Web sites. It is 
the first step in phishing attacks. 

   Spam filters work at an enterprise level and a per-
sonal level. At the enterprise level, mail gateways can 
protect an entire organization by scanning incoming 
messages for malware and blocking messages from sus-
picious or fake senders. A concern at the enterprise level 
is the rate of false positives, which are legitimate mes-
sages mistaken for spam. Users may become upset if 
their legitimate mail is blocked. Fortunately, spam filters 
are typically customizable, and the rate of false positives 
can be made very low. Additional spam filtering at the 
personal level can customize filtering even further, to 
account for individual preferences. 

   Various spam-filtering techniques are embodied in 
many commercial and free spam filters, such as DSPAM 
and SpamAssassin, to name two. Bayesian filtering is 
one of the more popular techniques.      21    First, an incoming 
message is parsed into tokens, which are single words or 
word combinations from the message’s header and body. 
Second, probabilities are assigned to tokens through a 
training process. The filter looks at a set of known spam 
messages compared to a set of known legitimate mes-
sages and calculates token probabilities based on Bayes ’  
theorem (from probability theory). Intuitively, a word 
such as  Viagra  would appear more often in spam, and 
therefore the appearance of a Viagra token would increase 
the probability of that message being classified as spam. 

   The probability calculated for a message is compared 
to a chosen threshold; if the probability is higher, the 
message is classified as spam. The threshold is chosen 
to balance the rates of false positives and false negatives 
(missed spam) in some desired way. An attractive feature 
of Bayesian filtering is that its probabilities will adapt to 
new spam tactics, given continual feedback, that is, cor-
rection of false positives and false negatives by the user. 

   It is easy to see why spammers have attacked 
Bayesian filters by attempting to influence the prob-
abilities of tokens. For example, spammers have tried 
filling messages with large amounts of legitimate text 
(e.g., drawn from classic literature) or random innocu-
ous words. The presence of legitimate tokens tends to 
decrease a message’s score because they are evidence 
counted toward the legitimacy of the message. 

   Spammers are continually trying new ways to get 
through spam filters. At the same time, security compa-
nies respond by adapting their technologies.  

    Honeypots 

   The basic idea of a  honeypot  is to learn about attacker 
techniques by attracting attacks to a seemingly vulner-
able host.      22    It is essentially a forensics tool rather than a 
line of defense. A honeypot could be used to gain valu-
able information about attack methods used elsewhere 
or imminent attacks before they happen. Honeypots are 
used routinely in research and production environments. 

   A honeypot has more special requirements than a reg-
ular PC. First, a honeypot should not be used for legiti-
mate services or traffic. Consequently, every activity 

   21     J. Zdziarski,  Ending Spam: Bayesian Content Filtering and the Art 
of Statistical Language Classifi cation , No Starch Press, 2005.   
   22     The Honeynet Project,  Know Your Enemy: Learning About Security 
Threats , 2nd ed., Addison-Wesley, 2004.   
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seen by the honeypot will be illegitimate. Even though 
honeypots typically record little data compared to IDS, 
for instance, their data has little  “ noise, ”  whereas the 
bulk of IDS data is typically uninteresting from a secu-
rity point of view. 

   Second, a honeypot should have comprehensive and 
reliable capabilities for monitoring and logging all activ-
ities. The forensic value of a honeypot depends on the 
detailed information it can capture about attacks. 

   Third, a honeypot should be isolated from the real 
network. Since honeypots are intended to attract attacks, 
there is a real risk that the honeypot could be compro-
mised and used as a launching pad to attack more hosts 
in the network. 

   Honeypots are often classified according to their level 
of interaction, ranging from low to high. Low-interaction 
honeypots, such as Honeyd, offer the appearance of sim-
ple services. An attacker could try to compromise the 
honeypot but would not have much to gain. The limited 
interactions pose a risk that an attacker could discover 
that the host is a honeypot. At the other end of the range, 
high-interaction honeypots behave more like real sys-
tems. They have more capabilities to interact with an 
attacker and log activities, but they offer more to gain if 
they are compromised. 

   Honeypots are related to the concepts of black holes 
or network telescopes, which are monitored blocks of 
unused IP addresses. Since the addresses are unused, 
any traffic seen at those addresses is naturally suspicious 
(although not necessarily malicious). 

   Traditional honeypots suffer a drawback in that they 
are passive and wait to see malicious activity. The idea 
of honeypots has been extended to active clients that 
search for malicious servers and interact with them. The 
active version of a honeypot has been called a  honey-
monkey  or  client honeypot .  

    Network Access Control 

   A vulnerable host might place not only itself but an 
entire community at risk. For one thing, a vulnerable 
host might attract attacks. If compromised, the host 
could be used to launch attacks on other hosts. The com-
promised host might give information to the attacker, 
or there might be trust relationships between hosts that 
could help the attacker. In any case, it is not desirable to 
have a weakly protected host on your network. 

   The general idea of  network access control  (NAC) 
is to restrict a host from accessing a network unless the 
host can provide evidence of a strong security posture. 
The NAC process involves the host, the network (usually 

routers or switches, and servers), and a security policy, 
as shown in  Figure 4.4   . 

   The details of the NAC process vary with various 
implementations, which unfortunately currently lack 
standards for interoperability. A host’s security posture 
includes its IP address, operating system, antivirus soft-
ware, personal firewall, and host intrusion detection sys-
tem. In some implementations, a software agent runs on 
the host, collects information about the host’s security 
posture, and reports it to the network as part of a request 
for admission to the network. The network refers to a 
policy server to compare the host’s security posture to 
the security policy, to make an admission decision. 

   The admission decision could be anything from rejec-
tion to partial admission or full admission. Rejection 
might be prompted by out-of-date antivirus software, an 
operating system needing patches, or firewall miscon-
figuration. Rejection might lead to quarantine (routing to 
an isolated network) or forced remediation.   

    5 .      INTRUSION MONITORING AND 
DETECTION 

   Preventive measures are necessary and help reduce the 
risk of attacks, but it is practically impossible to prevent 
all attacks. Intrusion detection is also necessary to detect 
and diagnose malicious activities, analogous to a burglar 
alarm. Intrusion detection is essentially a combination 
of monitoring, analysis, and response.      23    Typically an 
IDS supports a console for human interface and display. 
Monitoring and analysis are usually viewed as passive 
techniques because they do not interfere with ongoing 
activities. The typical IDS response is an alert to sys-
tems administrators, who might choose to pursue further 
investigation or not. In other words, traditional IDSs do 
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 FIGURE 4.4          Network access control.    

   23     Richard Bejtlich,  The Tao of Network Security Monitoring: Beyond 
Intrusion Detection , Addison-Wesley, 2005.   
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not offer much response beyond alerts, under the pre-
sumption that security incidents need human expertise 
and judgment for follow-up. 

   Detection accuracy is the critical problem for intru-
sion detection. Intrusion detection should ideally mini-
mize false positives (normal incidents mistaken for 
suspicious ones) and false negatives (malicious incidents 
escaping detection). Naturally, false negatives are con-
trary to the essential purpose of intrusion detection. False 
positives are also harmful because they are troublesome 
for systems administrators who must waste time inves-
tigating false alarms. Intrusion detection should also 
seek to more than identify security incidents. In addition 
to relating the facts of an incident, intrusion detection 
should ascertain the nature of the incident, the perpetra-
tor, the seriousness (malicious vs. suspicious), scope, 
and potential consequences (such as stepping from one 
target to more targets). 

   IDS approaches can be categorized in at least two 
ways. One way is to differentiate host-based and network-
based IDS, depending on where sensing is done. A 
host-based IDS monitors an individual host, whereas 
a network-based IDS works on network packets. Another 
way to view IDS is by their approach to analysis. 
Traditionally, the two analysis approaches are misuse 
(signature-based) detection and anomaly (behavior-based) 
detection. As shown in  Figure 4.5   , these two views are 
complementary and are often used in combination. 

   In practice, intrusion detection faces several difficult 
challenges: signature-based detection can recognize only 
incidents matching a known signature; behavior-based 
detection relies on an understanding of normal behavior, 
but  “ normal ”  can vary widely. Attackers are intelligent 
and evasive; attackers might try to confuse IDS with frag-
mented, encrypted, tunneled, or junk packets; an IDS might 

not react to an incident in real time or quickly enough to 
stop an attack; and incidents can occur anywhere at any 
time, which necessitates continual and extensive monitor-
ing, with correlation of multiple distributed sensors. 

    Host-Based Monitoring 

   Host-based IDS runs on a host and monitors system activ-
ities for signs of suspicious behavior. Examples could 
be changes to the system Registry, repeated failed login 
attempts, or installation of a backdoor. Host-based IDSs 
usually monitor system objects, processes, and regions 
of memory. For each system object, the IDS will usually 
keep track of attributes such as permissions, size, modifi-
cation dates, and hashed contents, to recognize changes. 

   A concern for a host-based IDS is possible tampering 
by an attacker. If an attacker gains control of a system, the 
IDS cannot be trusted. Hence, special protection of the 
IDS against tampering should be architected into a host. 

   A host-based IDS is not a complete solution by itself. 
Though monitoring the host is logical, it has three sig-
nificant drawbacks: visibility is limited to a single host; 
the IDS process consumes resources, possibly impacting 
performance on the host; and attacks will not be seen 
until they have already reached the host. Host-based and 
network-based IDS are often used together to combine 
strengths.  

    Traffic Monitoring 

   Network-based IDSs typically monitor network packets 
for signs of reconnaissance, exploits, DoS attacks, and 
malware. They have strengths to complement host-based 
IDSs: network-based IDSs can see traffic for a popula-
tion of hosts; they can recognize patterns shared by mul-
tiple hosts; and they have the potential to see attacks 
before they reach the hosts. 

   IDSs are placed in various locations for different 
views, as shown in  Figure 4.6   . An IDS outside a firewall 
is useful for learning about malicious activities on the 
Internet. An IDS in the DMZ will see attacks originating 
from the Internet that are able to get through the outer 
firewall to public servers. Lastly, an IDS in the private 
network is necessary to detect any attacks that are able 
to successfully penetrate perimeter security.  

    Signature-Based Detection 

   Signature-based intrusion detection depends on patterns 
that uniquely identify an attack. If an incident matches 
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 FIGURE 4.5          Misuse detection and anomaly detection.    
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a known signature, the signature identifies the specific 
attack. The central issue is how to define signatures or 
model attacks. If signatures are too specific, a change in 
an attack tactic could result in a false negative (missed 
alarm). An attack signature should be broad enough to 
cover an entire class of attacks. On the other hand, if sig-
natures are too general, it can result in false positives. 

   Signature-based approaches have three inherent draw-
backs: new attacks can be missed if a matching signature 
is not known; signatures require time to develop for new 
attacks; and new signatures must be distributed continually. 

   Snort is a popular example of a signature-based IDS 
( www.snort.org ). Snort signatures are rules that define 
fields that match packets of information about the rep-
resented attack. Snort is packaged with more than 1800 
rules covering a broad range of attacks, and new rules 
are constantly being written.  

    Behavior Anomalies 

   A behavior-based IDS is appealing for its potential to 
recognize new attacks without a known signature. It pre-
sumes that attacks will be different from normal behav-
ior. Hence the critical issue is how to define normal 
behavior, and anything outside of normal (anomalous) 
is classified as suspicious. A common approach is to 
define normal behavior in statistical terms, which allows 
for deviations within a range. 

   Behavior-based approaches have considerable chal-
lenges. First, normal behavior is based on past behav-
ior. Thus, data about past behavior must be available 
for training the IDS. Second, behavior can and does 
change over time, so any IDS approach must be adap-
tive. Third, anomalies are just unusual events, not neces-
sarily malicious ones. A behavior-based IDS might point 
out incidents to investigate further, but it is not good at 
discerning the exact nature of attacks.  

    Intrusion Prevention Systems 

   IDSs are passive techniques. They typically notify the 
systems administrator to investigate further and take 
the appropriate action. The response might be slow if 
the systems administrator is busy or the incident is time 
 consuming to investigate. 

   A variation called an  intrusion prevention system  
(IPS) seeks to combine the traditional monitoring and 
analysis functions of an IDS with more active automated 
responses, such as automatically reconfiguring firewalls 
to block an attack. An IPS aims for a faster response 
than humans can achieve, but its accuracy depends on 
the same techniques as the traditional IDS. The response 
should not harm legitimate traffic, so accuracy is critical.   

    6 .      REACTIVE MEASURES 

   When an attack is detected and analyzed, systems 
administrators must exercise an appropriate response to 
the attack. One of the principles in security is that the 
response should be proportional to the threat. Obviously, 
the response will depend on the circumstances, but vari-
ous options are available. Generally, it is possible to 
block, slow, modify, or redirect any malicious traffic. 
It is not possible to delineate every possible response. 
Here we describe only two responses: quarantine and 
traceback. 

    Quarantine 

   Dynamic quarantine in computer security is analogous 
to quarantine for infectious diseases. It is an appropri-
ate response, particularly in the context of malware, to 
prevent an infected host from contaminating other hosts. 
Infectious malware requires connectivity between an 
infected host and a new target, so it is logical to disrupt 
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 FIGURE 4.6          IDSs monitoring various network zones.    
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the connectivity between hosts or networks as a means 
to impede the malware from spreading further. 

   Within the network, traffic can be blocked by fire-
walls or routers with access control lists (ACLs). ACLs 
are similar to firewall rules, allowing routers to selec-
tively drop packets.  

    Traceback 

   One of the critical aspects of an attack is the identity or 
location of the perpetrator. Unfortunately, discovery of 
an attacker in IP networks is almost impossible because: 

      ●      The source address in IP packets can be easily 
spoofed (forged).  

      ●      Routers are stateless by design and do not keep 
records of forwarded packets.  

      ●      Attackers can use a series of intermediary hosts 
(called  stepping stones  or  zombies ) to carry out their 
attacks.    

    Intermediaries  are usually innocent computers taken 
over by an exploit or malware and put under control of 
the attacker. In practice, it might be possible to trace an 
attack back to the closest intermediary, but it might be 
too much to expect to trace an attack all the way back to 
the real attacker. 

   To trace a packet’s route, some tracking information 
must be either stored at routers when the packet is for-
warded or carried in the packet, as shown in  Figure 4.7   . 
An example of the first approach is to store a hash of 
a packet for some amount of time. If an attack occurs, 
the target host will query routers for a hash of the attack 
packet. If a router has the hash, it is evidence that the 

packet had been forwarded by that router. To reduce 
memory consumption, the hash is stored instead of stor-
ing the entire packet. The storage is temporary instead of 
permanent so that routers will not run out of memory. 

   An example of the second approach is to stamp pack-
ets with a unique router identifier, such as an IP address. 
Thus the packet carries a record of its route. The main 
advantage here is that routers can remain stateless. The 
problem is that there is no space in the IP packet header 
for this scheme.   

    7 .      CONCLUSIONS 

   To guard against network intrusions, we must understand 
the variety of attacks, from exploits to malware to social 
engineering. Direct attacks are prevalent, but a class of 
 pull attacks  has emerged, relying on lures to bring vic-
tims to a malicious Web site. Pull attacks are much more 
difficult to uncover and in a way defend against. Just 
about anyone can become victimized. 

   Much can be done to fortify hosts and reduce their risk 
exposure, but some attacks are unavoidable. Defense in 
depth is a most practical defense strategy, combining lay-
ers of defenses. Although each defensive layer is imper-
fect, the cost becomes harder to surmount for intruders. 

   One of the essential defenses is  intrusion detection . 
Host-based and network-based intrusion detection sys-
tems have their respective strengths and weaknesses. 
Research continues to be needed to improve intrusion 
detection, particularly behavior-based techniques. As 
more attacks are invented, signature-based techniques 
will have more difficulty keeping up.     
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 FIGURE 4.7          Tracking information stored at routers or carried in packets to enable packet traceback.    
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  Chapter 5 

    When Unix was first booted on a PDP-8 computer at 
Bell Labs, it already had a basic notion of user isolation, 
separation of kernel and user memory space, and pro-
cess security. It was originally conceived as a multiuser 
system, and as such, security could not be added on as 
an afterthought. In this respect, Unix was different from 
a whole class of computing machinery that had been tar-
geted at single-user environments. 

    1 .      UNIX AND SECURITY 

   The examples in this chapter refer to the Solaris operat-
ing system and Debian-based Linux distributions, a com-
mercial and a community developed operating system. 

   Solaris is freely available in open source and binary 
distributions. It derives directly from AT & T System 
V R4.2 and is one of the few operating systems that 
can legally be called Unix. It is distributed by Sun 
Microsystems, but there are independent distributions 
built on top of the open source version of Solaris. 

    The Aims of System Security 

   Linux is mostly a GNU software-based operating sys-
tem with a kernel originally written by Linus Torvalds. 
Debian is a distribution originally developed by Ian 
Murdock of Purdue University. Debian’s express goal 
is to use only open and free software, as defined by its 
guidelines. 

    Authentication 

   When a user is granted access to resources on a comput-
ing system, it is of vital importance to verify that he was 
granted permission for access. This process — establishing 
the identity of the user — is commonly referred to as 
 authentication  (sometimes abbreviated  AuthN ).  

    Authorization 

   As we mentioned, Unix was originally devised as a mul-
tiuser system. To protect user data from other users and 
nonusers, the operating system has to put up safeguards 
against unauthorized access. Determining the eligibil-
ity of an authenticated (or anonymous) user to access a 
resource is usually called  authorization  ( AuthZ ).  

    Availability 

   Guarding a system (including all its subsystems, such 
as the network) against security breaches is vital to keep 
the system available for its intended use.  Availability  of 
a system must be properly defined: Any system is physi-
cally available, even if it is turned off — however, a shut-
down system would not be too useful. In the same way, 
a system that has only the core operating system running 
but not the services that are supposed to run on the sys-
tem is considered not available.  

    Integrity 

   Similar to availability, a system that is compromised can-
not be considered available for regular service. Ensuring 
that the Unix system is running in the intended way is 
most crucial, especially since the system might other-
wise be used by a third party for malicious uses, such as 
a relay or member in a botnet.   

    Achieving Unix Security 

   Prior to anything else, it is vitally important to empha-
size the need to keep Unix systems up to date. No oper-
ating system or other program can be considered safe 
without being patched up; this point cannot be stressed 
enough. Having a system with the latest security patches 
is the first and most often the best line of defense against 
intruders. 
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    All Unix systems have a patching mechanism; this is 
a way to get the system up to date. Depending on the 
vendor and the mechanism used, it is possible to  “ back 
out ”  the patches. For example, on Solaris it is usually 
possible to remove a patch through the  patchrm(1       m)  
command. On Debian-based systems this is not quite as 
easy, since in a patch the software package to be updated 
is replaced by a new version. Undoing this is only pos-
sible by installing the earlier package. 

    Detecting Intrusions with Audits 
and Logs 

   By default, most Unix systems log kernel messages and 
important system events from core services. The most 
common logging tool is the syslog facility, which is con-
trolled from the /etc/syslog.conf file.    

    2 .      BASIC UNIX SECURITY 

   Unix security has a long tradition, and though many 
concepts of the earliest Unix systems still apply, there 
have been a large number of changes that fundamentally 
altered the way the operating system implements these 
security principles. 

   One of the reasons that it’s complicated to talk about 
Unix security is that there are a lot of variants of Unix 
and Unix-like operating systems on the market. In fact, 
if you only look at some of the core Portable Operating 
System Interface (POSIX) standards that have been set 
forth to guarantee a minimal consistency across differ-
ent Unix flavors (see  Figure 5.1   ), almost every operat-
ing system on the market qualifies as Unix (or, more 
precisely, POSIX compliant). Examples include not only 
the traditional Unix operating systems such as Solaris, 
HP-UX, or AIX but also Windows NT-based operating 
systems (such as Windows XP, either through the native 
POSIX subsystem or the Services for Windows exten-
sions) or even z/OS. 

    Traditional Unix Systems 

   Most traditional Unix systems do share some internal 
features, though: Their authentication and authoriza-
tion approaches are similar, their delineation between 
kernel space and user space goes along the same lines, 
and their security-related kernel structures are roughly 
comparable. In the last few years, however, there have 
been major advancements in extending the original secu-
rity model by adding role-based access control (RBAC) 
models to some operating systems. 

    Kernel Space versus User Land 

   Unix systems typically execute instructions in one of 
two general contexts: the kernel or the user space. Code 
executed in a kernel context has (at least in traditional 
systems) full access to the entire hardware and software 
capabilities of the computing environment. Though there 
are some systems that extend security safeguards into the 
kernel, in most cases, not only can a rogue kernel execu-
tion thread cause massive data corruption, it can effec-
tively bring down the entire operating system. 

   Obviously, a normal user of an operating system 
should not wield so much power. To prevent this, user 
execution threads in Unix systems are not executed in 
the context of the kernel but in a less privileged context, 
the user space — sometimes also facetiously called  “ user 
land. ”  The Unix kernel defines a structure called  process  
(see  Figure 5.2   ) that associates metadata about the user 
as well as, potentially, other environmental factors with 
the execution thread and its data. Access to computing 
resources such as memory, I/O subsystems, and so on 
is safeguarded by the kernel; if a user process wants to 
allocate a segment of memory or access a device, it has 
to make a system call, passing some of its metadata as 
parameters to the kernel. The kernel then performs an 
authorization decision and either grants the request or 
returns an error. It is then the process’s responsibility to 
properly react to either the results of the access or the 
error. 

The term POSIX stands (loosely) for “Portable Operating System Interface for uniX”. From the IEEE
1003.1 Standard, 2004 Edition: 

“This standard defines a standard operating system interface and environment, including a command
interpreter (or “shell”), and common utility programs to support applications portability at the source
code level. This standard is the single common revision to IEEE Std 1003.1-1996, IEEE Std
1003.2-1992, and the Base Specifications of The Open Group Single UNIX Specification, Version 2.”
Partial or full POSIX compliance is often required for government contracts.

 FIGURE 5.1          Various Unix and POSIX standards.    
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    If this model of user space process security is so 
effective, why not implement it for all operating system 
functions, including the majority of kernel operations? 
The answer to this question is that to a large extent the 
overhead of evaluating authorization metadata is very 
compute expensive. If most or all operations (that are, in 
the classical kernel space, often hardware-related device 
access operations) are run in user space or a comparable 
way, the performance of the OS would severely suffer. 
There is a class of operating system with a microkernel 
that implements this approach; the kernel implements 
only the most rudimentary functions (processes, sched-
uling, basic security), and all other operations, includ-
ing device access and other operations that are typically 
carried out by the kernel, run in separate user processes. 
The advantage is a higher level of security and better 
safeguards against rogue device drivers. Furthermore, 
new device drivers or other operating system functional-
ity can be added or removed without having to reboot 
the kernel. The performance penalties are so severe, 
however, that no major commercial operating system 
implements a microkernel architecture.  

    User Space Security 

   In traditional Unix systems, security starts with access 
control to resources. Since users interact with the sys-
tems through processes, it is important to know that 
every user space process structure has two important 
security fields: the user identifier, or UID, and the group 
identifier, or GID. These identifiers are typically positive 
integers, which are unique for each user.      1    Every process 
that is started by (or on behalf of) a user inherits the UID 

and GID values for that user account. These values are 
usually immutable for the live time of the process. 

   Access to system resources must go through the ker-
nel by calling the appropriate function that is accessible 
to user processes. For example, a process that wants to 
reserve some system memory for data access will use 
the  malloc()  system call and pass the requested size and 
an (uninitialized) pointer as parameters. The kernel then 
evaluates this request, determines whether enough virtual 
memory (physical memory plus swap space) is available, 
reserves a section of memory, and sets the pointer to the 
address where the block starts. 

   Users who have the UID zero have special privileges: 
They are considered  superusers , able to override many 
of the security guards that the kernel sets up. The default 
Unix superuser is named  root .   

    Standard File and Device Access Semantics 

   File access is a very fundamental task, and it is impor-
tant that only authorized users get read or write access 
to a given file. If any user was able to access any file, 
there would be no privacy at all, and security could not 
be maintained, since the operating system would not be 
able to protects its own permanent records, such as con-
figuration information or user credentials. 

   The metadata describing who may access or mod-
ify files and directories is commonly referred to as an 
 access control list  (ACL). Note that there is more than 
just one type of ACL; the standard Unix ACLs are very 
well known, but different Unix variants or POSIX-like 
operating systems might implement different ACLs 
and only define a mapping to the simple POSIX 1003 
semantics. A good example is the Windows NTFS ACL 
or the NFS v4 ACLs. 

    Read, Write, Execute 

   From its earliest days, Unix implemented a simple but 
effective way to set access rights for users. Normal files 
can be accessed in three fundamental ways: read, write, 
and execute. The first two ways are obvious; the execu-
tion requires a little more explanation. A file on disk may 
only be executed as either a binary program or a script if 
the user has the right to execute this file. If the execute 
permission is not set, the system call  exec()  will fail. In 
addition to a user’s permissions, there must be a notion of 
ownership of files and sometimes other resources. In fact, 
each file on a traditional Unix file system is associated 
with a user and a group. The user and group are not iden-
tified by their name but by UID and GID instead. 
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 FIGURE 5.2          Kernel structure of a typical Unix process.    

   1     If two usernames are associated with the same UID, the operating 
system will treat them as the same user. Their authentication creden-
tials (username and password) are different, but their authorization 
with respect to system resources is the same.   
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    In addition to setting permissions for the user owning 
the file, two other sets of permissions are set for files: 
for the group and for all others. Similar to being owned 
by a user, a file is also associated with one group. All 
members of this group      2    can access the file with the per-
missions set for the group. In the same way, the other set 
of permissions applies to all users of the system.  

    Special Permissions 

   In addition to the standard permissions, there are a few 
special permissions, discussed here. 

    Set-ID Bit 

   This permission only applies to executable files, and it 
can only be set for the user or the group. If this bit is 
set, the process for this program is not set to the UID or 
GID of the invoking user but instead the UID or GID of 
the file. For example, a program owned by the superuser 
can have the Set-ID bit set and execution allowed for all 
users. This way a normal user can execute a specific pro-
gram with elevated privileges.  

    Sticky Bit 

   When the sticky bit is set on an executable file, its data 
(specifically the text segment) is kept in memory, even 
after the process exits. This is intended to speed execu-
tion of commonly used programs. A major drawback 
of setting the sticky bit is that when the executable file 
changes (for example, through a patch), the permission 
must be unset and the program started once more. When 

this process exits, the executable is unloaded from mem-
ory and the file can be changed.  

    Mandatory Locking 

   Mandatory file and record locking refers to a file’s abil-
ity to have its reading or writing permissions locked 
while a program is accessing that file. 

   In addition, there might be additional, implementation-
specific permissions. These depend on the capabilities of 
the core operating facilities, including the kernel, but 
also on the type of file system. For example, most Unix 
operating systems can mount FAT-based file systems, 
which do not support any permissions or user and group 
ownership. Since the internal semantics require some 
values for ownership and permissions, these are typically 
set for the entire file system.   

    Permissions on Directories 

   The semantics of permissions on directories (see  Figure 5.3   ) 
are different from those on files. 

    Read and Write 

   Mapping these permissions to directories is fairly 
straightforward: The read permission allows listing files 
in the directory, and the write permission allows us to 
create files. For some applications it can be useful to 
allow writing but not reading.  

    Execute 

   If this permission is set, a process can set its working 
directory to this directory. Note that with the basic per-
missions, there is no limitation on traversing directories, 
so a process might change its working directory to a 
child of a directory, even if it cannot do so for the direc-
tory itself.  

Making a directory readable for everyone:

# chmod o+r /tmp/mydir
# ls -ld /tmp/mydir

drwxr-xr-x   2 root     root         117 Aug  9 12:12 /tmp/mydir 

Setting the SetID bit on an executable, thus enabling it to be run with super-user privileges:  

# chmod u+s specialprivs 
# ls -ld specialprivs 

-rwsr-xr-x   2 root     root         117 Aug  9 12:12 specialprivs

 FIGURE 5.3          Examples of  chmod  for files and directories.    

   2     It should be noted that users belong to one primary group, identifi ed 
by the GID set in the password database. However, group membership 
is actually determined separately through the  /etc/group  fi le. As such, 
user can be (and often is) a member of more than one group.   
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     SetID 

   Semantics may differ here. For example, on Solaris this 
changes the behavior for default ownership of newly cre-
ated files from the System V to the BSD semantics.  

    Other File Systems 

   As mentioned, the set of available permissions and 
authorization policies depends on the underlying oper-
ating system capabilities, including the file system. For 
example, the UFS file system in Solaris since version 2.5 
allows additional ACLs on a per-user basis. Furthermore, 
NFS version 4 defines additional ACLs for file access; it 
is obvious that the NFS server must have an underlying 
files system that is capable of recording this additional 
metadata.     

    4 .      PROTECTING USER ACCOUNTS AND 
STRENGTHENING AUTHENTICATION 

   For any interactive session, Unix systems require the user 
to log into the system. To do so, the user must present 
a valid credential that identifies him (he must authenti-
cate to the system). 

    Establishing Secure Account Use 

   The type of credentials a Unix system uses depends on 
the capabilities of the OS software itself and on the con-
figuration set forth by the systems administrator. The 
most traditional user credential is a username and a text 
password, but there are many other ways to authenticate 
to the operating system, including Kerberos, SSH, or 
security certificates.  

    The Unix Login Process 

   Depending on the desired authentication mechanism (see 
 Figure 5.4   ), the user will have to use different access 
protocols or processes. For example, console or directly 
attached terminal sessions usually supports only pass-
word credentials or smart card logins, whereas a secure 
shell connection supports only RSA- or DSA-based 
cryptographic tokens over the SSH protocol. 

   The login process is a system daemon that is respon-
sible for coordinating authentication and process setup 
for interactive users. To do this, the login process does 
the following: 

    1.     Draw or display the login screen.  
    2.     Collect the credential.  

    3.     Present the user credential to any of the config-
ured user databases (typically these can be files, 
NIS, Kerberos servers, or LDAP directories) for 
authentication.  

    4.     Create a process with the user’s default command-line 
shell, with the home directory as working directory.  

    5.     Execute systemwide, user, and shell-specific startup 
scripts.    

   The commonly available X11 windowing system 
does not use the text-oriented login process but instead 
provides its own facility to perform roughly the same 
kind of login sequence. 

   Access to interactive sessions using the SSH proto-
col follows a similar general pattern, but the authentica-
tion is significantly different from the traditional login 
process.  

    Controlling Account Access 

   Simple files were the first method available to store user 
account data. Over the course of years many other user 
databases have been implemented. We examine these 
here. 

    The Local Files 

   Originally, Unix only supported a simple password file 
for storing account information. The username and the 
information required for the login process (UID, GID, 
shell, home directory, and GECOS information) are 
stored in this file, which is typically at  /etc/passwd . This 

• Simple: a username and a password are used to 
 login to the operating system. The login process 
 must receive both in cleartext. For the password,  
 the Unix crypt hash is calculated and compared 
 to the value in the password or shadow file.  

• Kerberos: The user is supposed to have a ticket- 
 granting ticket from the Kerberos Key 
 Distribution Server (KDC). Using the ticket- 
 granting ticket, he obtains a service ticket for an 
 interactive login to the Unix host. This service  
 ticket (encrypted, time limited) is then presented 
 to the login process, and the Unix host validates 
 it with the KDC. 

• PKI based Smartcard: the private key on the 
 smart card is used to authenticate with the 
 system. 

Overview of Unix authentication methods

 FIGURE 5.4          Various authentication mechanisms for Unix systems.    
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 approach is highly insecure, since this file needs to be 
readable by all for a number of different services, thus 
exposing the password hashes to potential hackers. In 
fact, a simple dictionary or even brute-force attack can 
reveal simple or even more complex passwords. 

   To protect against an attack like this, most Unix vari-
ants use a separate file for storing the password hashes 
( /etc/shadow ) that is only readable and writable by the 
system.  

    Network Information System 

   The Network Information System (NIS) was introduced 
to simplify the administration of small groups of com-
puters. Originally, Sun Microsystems called this service 
Yellow Pages, but the courts decided that this name con-
stituted a trademark infringement on the British Telecom 
Yellow Pages. However, most commands that are used 
to administer the NIS still start with the  yp  prefix (such 
as  ypbind ,  ypcat , etc.). 

   Systems within the NIS are said to belong to a NIS 
domain. Although there is absolutely no correlation 
between the NIS domain and the DNS domain of the 
system, it is quite common to use DNS-style domain 
names for naming NIS domains. For example, a system 
with DNS name  system1.sales.example.com  might be a 
member of the NIS domain  nis.sales.Example.COM . Note 
that NIS domains — other than DNS domains — are case 
sensitive. 

   The NIS uses a simple master/slave server system: 
The master NIS server holds all authoritative data and 
uses an ONC-RPC-based protocol to communicate with 
the slave servers and clients. Slave servers cannot be 
easily upgraded to a master server, so careful planning 
of the infrastructure is highly recommended. 

   Client systems are bound to one NIS server (master 
or slave) during runtime. The addresses for the NIS mas-
ter and the slaves must be provided when joining a sys-
tem to the NIS domain. Clients (and servers) can always 
be members of only one NIS domain. To use the NIS 
user database (and other NIS resources, such as auto-
mount maps, netgroups, and host tables) after the system 
is bound, use the name service configuration file ( /etc/nss-

witch.conf ),   as shown in  Figure 5.5   .  

    Using PAMs to Modify AuthN 

   These user databases can easily be configured for use on 
a given system through the  /etc/nsswitch.conf  file. However, 
in more complex situations, the administrator might want 
to fine-tune the types of acceptable authentication methods, 
such as Kerberos, or even configure multifactor authenti-
cation. On many Unix systems, this is typically achieved 
through the pluggable authentication mechanism (PAM), 
as shown in  Figure 5.6   . Traditionally, the PAM is config-
ured through the  /etc/pam.conf  file, but more modern imple-
mentations use a directory structure, similar to the System 
V init scripts. For these systems the administrator needs to 
modify the configuration files in the  /etc/pam.d/  directory.   

    Noninteractive Access 

   The security configuration of noninteractive services can 
vary quite significantly. Especially popular network serv-
ices, such as LDAP, HTTP, or NFS, can use a wide vari-
ety of authentication and authorization mechanisms that 
do not even need to be provided by the operating sys-
tem. For example, an Apache Web server or a MySQL 
database server might use its own user database, without 
relying on any operating system services.  

# /etc/nsswitch.conf 

# 
# Example configuration of GNU Name Service Switch functionality.
# 
passwd:         files nis 

group:          files nis
shadow:         files nis

hosts:          files nis dns
networks:       files

protocols:      db files
services:       db files
ethers:         db files
rpc:            db files
netgroup:       nis

 FIGURE 5.5          Sample nsswitch.conf for a Debian system.    
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     Other Network Authentication 
Mechanisms 

   In 1983, BSD introduced the rlogin service. Unix 
administrators have been using RSH, RCP, and other 
tools from this package for a long time; they are very 
easy to use and configure and provide simple access 
across a small network of computers. The login was 
facilitated through a very simple trust model: Any user 
could create a  .rhosts  file in her home directory and 
specify foreign hosts and users from which to accept 
logins without proper credential checking. Over the 
rlogin protocol (TCP 513), the username of the rlogin 
client would be transmitted to the host system, and 
in lieu of an authentication, the rshd daemon would 
simply verify the preconfigured values. To prevent 
access from untrusted hosts, the administrator could 
use the  /etc/hosts.equiv  file to allow or deny individ-
ual hosts or groups of hosts (the latter through the use 
of NIS netgroups).  

    Risks of Trusted Hosts and Networks 

   Since no authentication ever takes place, this trust mech-
anism should not be used. Not only does this system 
rely entirely on the correct functioning of the hostname 
resolution system, but in addition, there is no way to 
determine whether a host was actually replaced.      3    Also, 
though rlogin-based trust systems might work for very 
small deployments, they become extremely hard to set 
up and operate with large numbers of machines.  

    Replacing Telnet, rlogin, and FTP Servers 
and Clients with SSH 

   The most sensible alternative to the traditional interac-
tive session protocols such as Telnet is the secure shell 
(SSH) system. It is very popular on Unix systems, and 

# /etc/pam.d/common-password - password-related modules common to all services
#

# This file is included from other service-specific PAM config files,
# and should contain a list of modules that define the services to be
# used to change user passwords.  The default is pam_unix.

# Explanation of pam_unix options:
#
# The "nullok" option allows users to change an empty password, else
# empty passwords are treated as locked accounts.
# 

# The "md5" option enables MD5 passwords.  Without this option, the
# default is Unix crypt.
#

# The "obscure" option replaces the old `OBSCURE_CHECKS_ENAB' option in
# login.defs.
# 

# You can also use the "min" option to enforce the length of the new
# password.
#
# See the pam_unix manpage for other options.

password   requisite   pam_unix.so nullok obscure md5

# Alternate strength checking for password. Note that this
# requires the libpam-cracklib package to be installed.
# You will need to comment out the password line above and
# uncomment the next two in order to use this.
# (Replaces the `OBSCURE_CHECKS_ENAB', `CRACKLIB_DICTPATH')
#

password required   pam_cracklib.so retry=3 minlen=6 difok=3

password required   pam_unix.so use_authtok nullok md5

 FIGURE 5.6          Setting the password strength on a Debian-based system through the PAM system.    

   3     This could actually be addressed through host authentication, but it 
is not a feature of the rlogin protocol.   
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 pretty much all versions ship with a version of SSH. 
Where SSH is not available, the open source package 
OpenSSH can easily be used instead      4     . 

   SSH combines the ease-of-use features of the rlogin 
tools with a strong cryptographic authentication system. 
On one hand, it is fairly easy for users to enable access 
from other systems; on the other hand, the secure shell 
protocol uses strong cryptography to: 

      ●      Authenticate the connection, that is, establish the 
authenticity of the user  

      ●      Protect the privacy of the connection through 
encryption  

      ●      Guarantee the integrity of the channel through 
signatures    

   This is done using either the RSA or DSA security 
algorithm, which are both available for the SSH v2      5    pro-
tocol. The cipher (see  Figure 5.7   ) used for encryption 
can be explicitly selected. 

   The user must first create a public/private key pair 
through the  ssh-keygen(1)  tool. The output of the key 
generator is placed in the .ssh subdirectory of the user’s 
home directory. This output consists of a private key file 
called  id_dsa  or  id_rsa . This file must be owned by the 
user and can only be readable by the user. In addition, 
a file containing the public key is created, named in the 
same way, with the extension .pub appended. The public 
key file is then placed into the .ssh subdirectory of the 
user’s home directory on the target system. 

   Once the public and private keys are in place and the 
SSH daemon is enabled on the host system, all clients 
that implement the SSH protocol can create connections. 
There are four common applications using SSH: 

      ●      Interactive session is the replacement for Telnet and 
rlogin. Using the  ssh(1)  command line, the sshd daemon 
creates a new shell and transfers control to the user.  

      ●      In a remotely executed script/command ,   ssh(1)  allows 
a single command with arguments to pass. This way, 
a single remote command (such as a backup script) 
can be executed on the remote system as long as this 
command is in the default path for the user.  

      ●      An SSH-enabled file transfer program can be used to 
replace the standard FTP or FTP over SSL protocol.  

      ●      Finally, the SSH protocol is able to tunnel arbitrary 
protocols. This means that any client can use the 
privacy and integrity protection offered by SSH. In 
particular, the X-Window system protocol can tunnel 

through an existing SSH connection by using the  -X  
command-line switch.      

    5 .      REDUCING EXPOSURE TO THREATS 
BY LIMITING SUPERUSER PRIVILEGES 

   The superuser has almost unlimited power on a Unix 
system, which can be a significant problem. 

    Controlling Root Access 

   There are a number of ways to limit access for the root user. 

    Configuring Secure Terminals 

   Most Unix systems allow us to restrict root logins to 
special terminals, typically the system console. This 
approach is quite effective, especially if the console or 
the allowed terminals are under strict physical access 
control. The obvious downside of this approach is that 
remote access to the system can be very limited: using 
this approach, access through any TCP/IP-based connec-
tion cannot be configured, thus requiring a direct con-
nection, such as a directly attached terminal or a modem. 

   Configuration is quite different for the various Unix 
systems.  Figure 5.8    shows the comparison between 
Solaris and Debian.  

    Gaining Root Privileges with  su  

   The  su(1)  utility allows changing the identity of an 
interactive session. This is an effective mediation of the 
issues that come with restricting root access to secure 
terminals: Though only normal users can get access to 
the machine through the network (ideally by limiting 
the access protocols to those that protect the privacy of 
the communication, such as SSH), they can change their 
interactive session to a superuser session.  

    Using Groups Instead of Root 

   If users should be limited to executing certain commands 
with superuser privileges, it is possible and common to 
create special groups of users. For these groups, we can set 
the execution bit on programs (while disabling execution 
for all others) and the SetID bit for the owner, in this case 
the superuser. Therefore, only users of such a special group 
can execute the given utility with superuser privileges.  

$ ssh host -luser1 -c aes192-cbc

 FIGURE 5.7          Create an interactive session on Solaris to host for user1 
using the AES cipher with 192 bits.    

   5     See [IETF4252].  http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4252    

   4     See [IEEE04].  www.opengroup.org/onlinepubs/009695399/    
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On Solaris simply edit the file /etc/default/login: 

# Copyright 2004 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.
# Use is subject to license terms.

# If CONSOLE is set, root can only login on that device.
# Comment this line out to allow remote login by root.
#

CONSOLE=/dev/console

# PASSREQ determines if login requires a password.
#

PASSREQ=YES

# SUPATH sets the initial shell PATH variable for root
#

SUPATH=/usr/sbin:/usr/bin

# SYSLOG determines whether the syslog(3) LOG_AUTH facility should be used
# to log all root logins at level LOG_NOTICE and multiple failed login
# attempts at LOG_CRIT.
#

SYSLOG=YES

# The SYSLOG_FAILED_LOGINS variable is used to determine how many failed
# login attempts will be allowed by the system before a failed login
# message is logged, using the syslog(3) LOG_NOTICE facility.  For 
example,
# if the variable is set to 0, login will log -all- failed login attempts.
#

SYSLOG_FAILED_LOGINS=5

On Debian: 

# The PAM configuration file for the Shadow `login' service
#

# Disallows root logins except on tty's listed in /etc/securetty
# (Replaces the `CONSOLE' setting from login.defs)

auth       requisite  pam_securetty.so
# Disallows other than root logins when /etc/nologin exists
# (Replaces the `NOLOGINS_FILE' option from login.defs)

auth       requisite  pam_nologin.so

# Standard Un*x authentication.

@include common-auth

# This allows certain extra groups to be granted to a user
# based on things like time of day, tty, service, and user.
# Please edit /etc/security/group.conf to fit your needs
# (Replaces the `CONSOLE_GROUPS' option in login.defs)

 FIGURE 5.8          Restricting root access.      
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      Using the  sudo(1)  Mechanism 

   By far more flexible and easier to manage than the 
approach for enabling privileged execution based on 
groups is the  sudo(1)  mechanism. Originally an open 
source program,  sudo(1)  is available for most Unix dis-
tributions. The detailed configuration is quite complex, 
and the manual page is quite informative.    

    6 .      SAFEGUARDING VITAL DATA 
BY SECURING LOCAL AND 
NETWORK FILE SYSTEMS 

   For production systems, there is a very effective way of 
preventing the modification of system-critical resources 
by unauthorized users or malicious software. Critical 
portions of the file systems (such as the locations of 
binary files, system libraries, and some configuration 
files) do not necessarily change very often. 

    Directory Structure and Partitioning for 
Security 

   In fact, any systemwide binary code should probably only 
be modified by the systems administrators. In these cases, 
it is very effective to properly partition the file system. 

    Employing Read-Only Partitions 

   The reason to properly partition the file system (see 
 Figure 5.9   ) is so that only frequently changing files 
(such as user data, log files, and the like) are hosted 
on readable file systems. All other storage can then be 
mounted on read-only partitions.  

The following scheme is a good start for partitioning 
with read-only partitions: 

 • Binaries and Libraries: /bin, /lib, /sbin, /usr - 
  read-only
 • Logs and frequently changing system data: /var, 
  /usr/var - writable
 • User home directories: /home, /export/home - 
  writable 
 •   Additional software packages: /opt, /usr/local - 
  read-only
 • System configuration: /etc, /usr/local/etc - 
  writable 
 • Everything else: Root (l ) - read-only 

Obviously, this can only be a start and should be 
evaluated for each system and application. Updating 
operating system files, including those on the root file 
system, should be performed in single-user mode with all
partitions mounted writable.

 FIGURE 5.9          Secure partitioning.    

auth       optional   pam_group.so

# Uncomment and edit /etc/security/time.conf if you need to set
# time restrainst on logins.
# (Replaces the `PORTTIME_CHECKS_ENAB' option from login.defs
# as well as /etc/porttime)

account    requisite  pam_time.so

# Uncomment and edit /etc/security/access.conf if you need to
# set access limits.
# (Replaces /etc/login.access file)

account  required       pam_access.so

# Sets up user limits according to /etc/security/limits.conf
# (Replaces the use of /etc/limits in old login)

session    required   pam_limits.so

# Prints the last login info upon succesful login
# (Replaces the `LASTLOG_ENAB' option from login.defs)

session    optional   pam_lastlog.so

# Standard Un*x account and session

@include common-account
@include common-session
@include common-password

 FIGURE 5.8          (Continued).      
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     Ownership and Access Permissions 

   To prevent inadvertent or malicious access to critical 
data, it is vitally important to verify the correct ownership 
and permission set for all critical files in the file system. 
The Unix  find(1)  command is an effective way to locate 
files with certain characteristics. In the following, a 
number of sample command-line options for this utility 
are given to locate files.  

    Locate SetID Files 

   Since executables with the SetID bit set are often used 
to allow the execution of a program with superuser 

 privileges, it is vitally important to monitor these files on 
a regular basis. 

   Another critical permission set is that of world-
writable files; there should be no system-critical files in 
this list, and users should be aware of any files in their 
home directories that are world-writable (see  Figure 5.10   ). 

   Finally, files and directories that are not owned by cur-
rent users can be found by the code shown in  Figure 5.11   . 

   For groups, just use  -nogroup  instead.                   

$ find /  \( -perm -04000 -o -perm -02000\) -type f -xdev -print

 FIGURE 5.10          Finding files with SUID and SGID set.    

$ find / -nouser

 FIGURE 5.11          Finding files without users.    
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  Chapter 6 

   Linux and other Unix-like operating systems are preva-
lent on the Internet for a number of reasons. As an 
operating system designed to be flexible and robust, 
Unix lends itself to providing a wide array of host- and 
network-based services. Unix also has a rich culture 
from its long history as a fundamental part of comput-
ing research in industry and academia. Unix and related 
operating systems play a key role as platforms for deliv-
ering the key services that make the Internet possible. 

   For these reasons, it is important that information secu-
rity practitioners understand fundamental Unix concepts in 
support of practical knowledge of how Unix systems might 
be securely operated. This chapter is an introduction to 
Unix in general and to Linux in particular, presenting some 
historical context and describing some fundamental aspects 
of the operating system architecture. Considerations for 
hardening Unix deployments will be contemplated from 
network-centric, host-based, and systems management per-
spectives. Finally, proactive considerations are presented 
to identify security weaknesses to correct them and to deal 
effectively with security breaches when they do occur. 

    1.       INTRODUCTION TO LINUX AND UNIX 

   A simple Google search for  “ define:unix ”  yields many 
definitions, including this one from Microsoft:  “ A pow-
erful multitasking operating system developed in 1969 
for use in a minicomputer environment; still a widely 
used network operating system. ”       1    

    What Is Unix? 

   Unix is many things. Officially, it is a brand and an oper-
ating system specification. In common usage the word 

 Unix  is often used to refer to one or more of many operat-
ing systems that derive from or are similar to the oper-
ating system designed and implemented about 40 years 
ago at AT & T Bell Laboratories. Throughout this chapter, 
we’ll use the term  Unix  to include official Unix-branded 
operating systems as well as Unix-like operating systems 
such as BSD, Linux, and even Macintosh OS X. 

    History 

   Years after AT & T’s original implementation, there fol-
lowed decades of aggressive market wars among many 
operating system vendors, each claiming that its operating 
system was Unix. The ever-increasing incompatibilities 
between these different versions of Unix were seen as a 
major deterrent to the marketing and sales of Unix. As per-
sonal computers grew more powerful and flexible, running 
inexpensive operating systems like Microsoft Windows 
and IBM OS/2, they threatened Unix as the server plat-
form of choice. In response to these and other marketplace 
pressures, most major Unix vendors eventually backed 
efforts to standardize the Unix operating system.  

    Unix Is a Brand 

   Since the early 1990s, the Unix brand has been owned 
by The Open Group. This organization manages a set of 
specifications with which vendors must comply to use 
the Unix brand in referring to their operating system 
products. In this way, The Open Group provides a guar-
antee to the marketplace that any system labeled as Unix 
conforms to a strict set of standards.  

    Unix Is   a Specification 

   The Open Group’s standard is called the Single Unix 
Specification. It is created in collaboration with the 
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), 
the International Standards Organization (ISO), and others. 

   1     Microsoft, n.d., “Glossary of Networking Terms for Visio IT Pro-
fessionals”, retrieved September 22, 2008, from Microsoft TechNet: 
 http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc751329.aspx#XSLT
section142121120120 .   
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The specification is developed, refined, and updated in 
an open, transparent process. 

   The Single Unix Specification comprises several 
components, covering core system interfaces such as 
system calls as well as commands, utilities, and a devel-
opment environment based on the C programming lan-
guage. Together, these describe a  “ functional superset of 
consensus-based specifications and historical practice. ”       2     

    Lineage 

   The phrase  historical practice  in the description of the 
Single Unix Specification refers to the many operating 
systems historically referring to themselves as Unix. 
These include everything from AT & T’s original releases 
to the versions released by the University of California 
at Berkeley and major commercial offerings by the likes 
of IBM, Sun, Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), 
Hewlett-Packard (HP), the Santa Cruz Operation (SCO), 
Novell, and even Microsoft. But any list of Unix oper-
ating systems would be incomplete if it didn’t mention 
Linux (see  Figure 6.1   ).   

    What Is Linux? 

   Linux is a bit of an oddball in the Unix operating system 
lineup. That’s because, unlike the Unix versions released 
by the major vendors, Linux did not reuse any existing 
source code. Instead, Linux was developed from scratch 
by a Finnish university student named Linus Torvalds. 

    Most Popular Unix-Like OS 

   Linux was written from the start to function very simi-
larly to existing Unix products. And because Torvalds 
worked on Linux as a hobby, with no intention of mak-
ing money, it was distributed for free. These factors and 
others contributed to making Linux the most popular 
Unix operating system today.  

    Linux Is a Kernel 

   Strictly speaking, Torvalds ’  pet project has provided only 
one part of a fully functional Unix operating system: the 
kernel. The other parts of the operating system, includ-
ing the commands, utilities, development environment, 
desktop environment, and other aspects of a full Unix 

operating system, are provided by other parties, includ-
ing GNU, XOrg, and others.  

    Linux Is a Community 

   Perhaps the most fundamentally different thing about 
Linux is the process by which it is developed and 
improved. As the hobby project that it was, Linux was 
released by Torvalds on the Internet in the hopes that 
someone out there might find it interesting. A few 
programmers saw Torvalds ’  hobby kernel and began 
working on it for fun, adding features and fleshing out 
functionality in a sort of unofficial partnership with 
Torvald. At this point, everyone was just having fun, 
tinkering with interesting concepts. As more and more 
people joined the unofficial club, Torvalds ’  pet project 
ballooned into a worldwide phenomenon. 

   Today, Linux is developed and maintained by hun-
dreds of thousands of contributors all over the world. 
In 1996, Eric S. Raymond      3    famously described the dis-
tributed development methodology used by Linux as a 
bazaar — a wild, uproarious collection of people, each 
developing whatever feature they most wanted in an 
operating system, or improving whatever shortcoming 
most impacted them; yet somehow, this quick-moving 
community resulted in a development process that was 
stable as a whole, and that produced an amazing amount 
of progress in a very short time. 

   This is radically different from the way in which 
Unix systems have typically been developed. If the 
Linux community is like a bazaar, then other Unix sys-
tems can be described as a cathedral — carefully pre-
planned and painstakingly assembled over a long period 
of time, according to specifications handed down by 
master architects from previous generations. Recently, 
however, some of the traditional Unix vendors have 
started moving toward a more decentralized, bazaar-like 
development model similar in many ways to the Linux 
methodology.  

    Linux Is Distributions 

   The Open Source movement in general is very impor-
tant to the success of Linux. Thanks to GNU, XOrg, and 
other open-source contributors, there was an almost com-
plete Unix already available when the Linux kernel was 
released. Linux only filled in the final missing component 

   2     The Open Group, n.d., “The Single Unix Specifi cation”, retrieved 
September 22, 2008, from What Is Unix:  www.unix.org/what_is_unix/
single_unix_specifi cation.html .   

   3     E. S. Raymond, September 11, 2000, “The Cathedral and the 
Bazaar”, retrieved September 22, 2008, from Eric S. Raymond’s homep-
age:  www.catb.org/esr/writings/cathedral-bazaar/cathedral-bazaar/index.
html .   
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 FIGURE 6.1          The simplified Unix family tree presents a timeline of some of today’s most successful Unix variants.      10       

    10     M. Hutton, July 9, 2008, “Image: Unix History”, retrieved October 6, 2008, from Wikipedia:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Unix_history-simple.svg .    
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of a no-cost, open source Unix. Because the majority of 
the other parts of the operating system came from the 
GNU project, Linux is also known as GNU/Linux. 

   To actually install and run Linux, it is necessary 
to collect all the other operating system components. 
Because of the interdependency of the operating system 
components — each component must be compatible with 
the others — it is important to gather the right versions 
of all these components. In the early days of Linux, this 
was quite a challenge! 

   Soon, however, someone gathered up a self-consistent 
set of components and made them all available from a 
central download location. The first such efforts include 
H. J. Lu’s  “ boot/root ”  floppies and MCC Interim Linux. 
These folks did not necessarily develop any of these 
components; they only redistributed them in a more con-
venient package. Other people did the same, releasing 
new bundles called  distributions  whenever a major upgrade 
was available. 

   Some distributions touted the latest in hardware sup-
port; others specialized in mathematics or graphics or 
another type of computing; still others built a distribu-
tion that would provide the simplest or most attractive 
user experience. Over time, distributions have become 
more robust, offering important features such as package 
management, which allows a user to safely upgrade parts 
of the system without reinstalling everything else.  

    Linux Standard Base 

   Today there are dozens of Linux distributions. Different 
flavors of distributions have evolved over the years. 
A primary distinguishing feature is the package manage-
ment system. Some distributions are primarily volunteer 
community efforts; others are commercial offerings. See 
 Figure 6.2    for a timeline of Linux development.      4    

   The explosion in the number of different Linux dis-
tributions created a situation reminiscent of the Unix 
wars of previous decades. To address this issue, the 
Linux Standard Base was created to specify certain key 
standards of behavior for conforming Linux distribu-
tions. Most major distributions comply with the Linux 
Standard Base specifications.   

    System Architecture 

   The architecture of Unix operating systems is relatively 
simple. The kernel interfaces with hardware and provides 

core functionality for the system. File systems pro-
vide permanent storage and access to many other kinds 
of functionality. Processes embody programs as their 
instructions are being executed. Permissions describe the 
actions that users may take on files and other resources. 

    Kernel 

   The operating system kernel manages many of the fun-
damental details that an operating system needs to deal 
with, including memory, disk storage, and low-level net-
working. In general, the kernel is the part of the operat-
ing system that talks directly to hardware; it presents an 
abstracted interface to the rest of the operating system 
components. 

   Because the kernel understands all the different sorts 
of hardware that the operating system deals with, the rest 
of the operating system is freed from needing to under-
stand all those underlying details. The abstracted inter-
face presented by the kernel allows other parts of the 
operating system to read and write files or communicate 
on the network without knowing or caring what kinds of 
disks or network adapter are installed.  

    File System 

   A fundamental aspect of Unix is its file system. Unix 
pioneered the hierarchical model of directories that con-
tain files and/or other directories to allow the organiza-
tion of data into a tree structure. Multiple file systems 
could be accessed by connecting them to empty directo-
ries in the root file system. In essence, this is very much 
like grafting one hierarchy onto an unused branch of 
another. There is no limit to the number of file systems 
that can be mounted in this way. 

   The file system hierarchy is also used to provide 
more than just access to and organization of local files. 
Network data shares can also be mounted, just like file 
systems on local disks. And special files such as device 
files, first in/first out (FIFO) or pipe files, and others 
give direct access to hardware or other system features.  

    Users and Groups 

   Unix was designed to be a time-sharing system, and as 
such has been multiuser since its inception. Users are 
identified in Unix by their usernames, but internally 
each is represented as a unique identifying integer 
called a  user ID , or  UID . Each user can also belong to 
one or more groups. Like users, groups are identified 
by their names, but they are represented internally as a 
unique integer called a  group ID , or  GID . Each file or 

   4     A. Lundqvist, May 12, 2008, “Image:Gldt”, retrieved October 6, 
2008, from Wikipedia:  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Gldt.svg .   
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 FIGURE 6.2          History of Linux distributions  .    
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directory in a Unix file system is associated with a user 
and a group.  

    Permissions 

   Unix has traditionally had a simple permissions archi-
tecture, based on the user and group associated with 
files in the file system. This scheme makes it possible 
to specify read, write, and/or execute permissions, along 
with a special permission setting whose effect is context-
dependent. Furthermore, it’s possible to set these permis-
sions independently for the file’s owner; the file’s group, 
in which case the permission applies to all users, other 
than the owner, who are members of that group; and to 
all other users. The  chmod  command is used to set the 
permissions by adding up the values of each permission, 
as shown in  Table 6.1   . 

   The Unix permission architecture has historically 
been the target of criticism for its simplicity and inflex-
ibility. It is not possible, for example, to specify a differ-
ent permission setting for more than one user or more 
than one group. These limitations have been addressed in 
more recent file system implementations using extended 
file attributes and access control lists.  

    Processes 

   When a program is executed, it is represented in a Unix 
system as a process. The kernel keeps track of many 
pieces of information about each process. This informa-
tion is required for basic housekeeping and advanced 
tasks such as tracing and debugging. This information 
represents the user, group, and other data used for mak-
ing security decisions about a process’s access rights to 
files and other resources.    

    2.       HARDENING LINUX AND UNIX 

   With a basic understanding of the fundamental concepts of 
the Unix architecture, let’s take a look at the practical work 

of securing a Unix deployment. First we’ll review consid-
erations for securing Unix machines from network-borne 
attacks. Then we’ll look at security from a host-based per-
spective. Finally, we’ll talk about systems management 
and how different ways of administering a Unix system 
can impact security. 

    Network Hardening 

   Defending from network-borne attacks is arguably the 
most important aspect of Unix security. Unix machines 
are used heavily to provide network-based services, run-
ning Web sites, DNS, firewalls, and many more. To pro-
vide these services, Unix systems must be connected to 
hostile networks, such as the Internet, where legitimate 
users can easily access and make use of these services. 

   Unfortunately, providing easy access to legitimate 
users makes the system easily accessible to bad actors 
who would subvert access controls and other security 
measures to steal sensitive information, change reference 
data, or simply make services unavailable to legitimate 
users. Attackers can probe systems for security weak-
nesses, identify and exploit vulnerabilities, and generally 
wreak digital havoc with relative impunity from any-
where around the globe. 

    Minimizing Attack Surface 

   Every way in which an attacker can interact with the 
system poses a security risk. Any system that makes 
available a large number of network services, especially 
complex services such as the custom Web applications of 
today, suffers a higher likelihood that inadequate permis-
sions or a software bug or some other error will present 
attackers with an opportunity to compromise security. In 
contrast, even a very insecure service cannot be compro-
mised if it is not running. 

   A pillar of any security architecture is the concept of 
minimizing the attack surface. By reducing the number of 
enabled network services and by reducing the available 

 TABLE 6.1          Unix permissions and chmod  

    chmod  usage  Read  Write  Execute  Special 

   User  u      �      r or 0004  u      �      w or 0002  u      �      x or 0001  u      �      s or 4000 

   Group  u      �      r or 0040  u      �      w or 0020  u      �      x or 0010  u      �      s or 2000 

   Other  u      �      r or 0400  u      �      w or 0200  u      �      x or 0100  u      �      s or 1000 
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functionality of those services that are enabled, a system 
presents a smaller set of functions that can be subverted 
by an attacker. Other ways to reduce attackable surface 
area are to deny network access from unknown hosts 
when possible and to limit the privileges of running serv-
ices, to limit the extent of the damage they might be sub-
verted to cause. 

    Eliminate Unnecessary Services 

   The first step in reducing attack surface is to disable 
unnecessary services provided by a server. In Unix, serv-
ices are enabled in one of several ways. The  “ Internet 
daemon, ”  or  inetd , is a historically popular mechanism 
for managing network services. Like many Unix pro-
grams, inetd is configured by editing a text file. In the 
case of inetd, this text file is /etc/inetd.conf; unnecessary 
services should be commented out of this file. Today a 
more modular replacement for inetd, called  xinetd,  is 
gaining popularity. The configuration for xinetd is not 
contained in any single file but in many files located in 
the /etc/xinetd.d/ directory. Each file in this directory 
configures a single service, and a service may be disa-
bled by removing the file or by making the appropriate 
changes to the file. 

   Many Unix services are not managed by inetd or 
xinetd, however. Network services are often started 
by the system’s initialization scripts during the boot 
sequence. Derivatives of the BSD Unix family histori-
cally used a simple initialization script located in /etc/rc. 
To control the services that are started during the boot 
sequence, it is necessary to edit this script. 

   Recent Unices (the plural of Unix), even BSD deriv-
atives, use something similar to the initialization scheme 
of the System V family. In this scheme, a  “ run level ”  
is chosen at boot time. The default run level is defined 
in /etc/inittab; typically, it is 3 or 5. The initialization 
scripts for each run level are located in /etc/rc X .d, where 
 X  represents the run-level number. The services that are 
started during the boot process are controlled by adding 
or removing scripts in the appropriate run-level direc-
tory. Some Unices provide tools to help manage these 
scripts, such as the  chkconfig  command in Red Hat Linux 
and derivatives. There are also other methods of manag-
ing services in Unix, such as the Service Management 
Facility of Solaris 10. 

   No matter how a network service is started or man-
aged, however, it must necessarily listen for network 
connections to make itself available to users. This fact 
makes it possible to positively identify all running net-
work services by looking for processes that are listen-
ing for network connections. Almost all versions of 

Unix provide a command that makes this a trivial task. 
The  netstat  command can be used to list various kinds 
of information about the network environment of a Unix 
host. Running this command with the appropriate flags 
(usually   – lut ) will produce a listing of all open network 
ports, including those that are listening for incoming 
connections (see  Figure 6.3   ). 

   Every such listening port should correspond to a 
necessary service that is well understood and securely 
configured.  

    Host-based 

   Obviously, it is impossible to disable all the services 
provided by a server. However, it is possible to limit 
the hosts that have access to a given service. Often it is 
possible to identify a well-defined list of hosts or sub-
nets that should be granted access to a network service. 
There are several ways in which this restriction can be 
configured. 

   A classical way of configuring these limitations 
is through the  tcpwrappers  interface. The tcpwrap-
pers functionality is to limit the network hosts that are 
allowed to access services provided by the server. These 
controls are configured in two text files, /etc/hosts.
allow and /etc/hosts.deny. This interface was originally 
designed to be used by inetd and xinetd on behalf of the 
services they manage. Today most service-providing 
software directly supports this functionality. 

   Another, more robust method of controlling network 
access is through firewall configurations. Most modern 
Unices include some form of firewall capability: IPFilter, 
used by many commercial Unices; IPFW, used by most 
of the BSD variants, and IPTables, used by Linux. In all 
cases, the best way to arrive at a secure configuration is 
to create a default rule to deny all traffic, and to then cre-
ate the fewest, most specific exceptions possible. 

   Modern firewall implementations are able to analyze 
every aspect of the network traffic they filter as well as 
aggregate traffic into logical connections and track the 
state of those connections. The ability to accept or deny 
connections based on more than just the originating 
network address and to end a conversation when cer-
tain conditions are met makes modern firewalls a much 
more powerful control for limiting attack surface than 
tcpwrappers.  

     chroot  and Other Jails 

   Eventually some network hosts must be allowed to 
access a service if it is to be useful at all. In fact, it is 
often necessary to allow anyone on the Internet to access 
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a service, such as a public Web site. Once a malicious 
user can access a service, there is a risk that the service 
will be subverted into executing unauthorized instruc-
tions on behalf of the attacker. The potential for damage 
is limited only by the permissions that the service pro-
cess has to access resources and to make changes on the 
system. For this reason, an important security measure 
is to limit the power of a service to the bare minimum 
necessary to allow it to perform its duties. 

   A primary method of achieving this goal is to associ-
ate the service process with a user who has limited per-
missions. In many cases, it’s possible to configure a user 
with very few permissions on the system and to associ-
ate that user with a service process. In these cases, the 
service can only perform a limited amount of damage, 
even if it is subverted by attackers. 

   Unfortunately, this is not always very effective 
or even possible. A service must often access sensi-
tive server resources to perform its work. Configuring 
a set of permissions to allow access to only the sensi-
tive information required for a service to operate can be 
complex or impossible. 

   In answer to this challenge, Unix has long supported 
the  chroot  and  ulimit  interfaces as ways to limit the access 
that a powerful process has on a system. The  chroot  
interface limits a process’s access on the file system. 

Regardless of actual permissions, a process run under a 
 chroot  jail can only access a certain part of the file system. 
Common practice is to run sensitive or powerful services 
in a  chroot  jail and make a copy of only those file system 
resources that the service needs in order to operate. This 
allows a service to run with a high level of system access, 
yet be unable to damage the contents of the file system 
outside the portion it is allocated.      5    

   The  ulimit  interface is somewhat different in that it 
can configure limits on the amount of system resources a 
process or user may consume. A limited amount of disk 
space, memory, CPU utilization, and other resources can 
be set for a service process. This can curtail the possi-
bility of a denial-of-service attack because the service 
cannot exhaust all system resources, even if it has been 
subverted by an attacker.      6      

    Access Control 

   Reducing the attack surface area of a system limits the 
ways in which an attacker can interact and therefore sub-
vert a server. Access control can be seen as another way 

 FIGURE 6.3          Output of  netstat  – lut .    

   6     W. Richard Stevens, (1992),  Advanced Programming in the UNIX 
Environment , Addison-Wesley, Reading.   

   5     W. Richard Stevens, (1992),  Advanced Programming in the UNIX 
Environment , Addison-Wesley, Reading.   
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to reduce the attack surface area. By requiring all users to 
prove their identity before making any use of a service, 
access control reduces the number of ways in which an 
anonymous attacker can interact with the system. 

   In general, access control involves three phases. 
The first phase is identification, where a user asserts his 
identity. The second phase is authentication, where the 
user proves his identity. The third phase is authorization, 
where the server allows or disallows particular actions 
based on permissions assigned to the authenticated user. 

    Strong Authentication 

   It is critical, therefore, that a secure mechanism is used 
to prove the user’s identity. If this mechanism were to 
be subverted, an attacker would be able to impersonate 
a user to access resources or issue commands with what-
ever authorization level has been granted to that user. 
For decades, the primary form of authentication has been 
through the use of passwords. However, passwords suf-
fer from several weaknesses as a form of authentication, 
presenting attackers with opportunities to impersonate 
legitimate users for illegitimate ends. Bruce Schneier 
has argued for years that  “ passwords have outlived their 
usefulness as a serious security device. ”       7    

   More secure authentication mechanisms include two-
factor authentication and PKI certificates. 

    Two-Factor Authentication       Two-factor authentication 
involves the presentation of two of the following types 
of information by users to prove their identity: some-
thing they know, something they have, or something they 
are. The first factor, something they know, is typified by 
a password or a PIN — some shared secret that only the 

legitimate user should know. The second factor, some-
thing they have, is usually fulfilled by a unique physical 
token (see  Figure 6.4   ). RSA makes a popular line of such 
tokens, but cell phones, matrix cards, and other alterna-
tives are becoming more common. The third factor, some-
thing they are, usually refers to biometrics. 

   Unix supports various ways to implement two-factor 
authentication into the system. Pluggable Authentication 
Modules, or PAMs, allow a program to use arbitrary 
authentication mechanisms without needing to manage 
any of the details. PAMs are used by Solaris, Linux, and 
other Unices. BSD authentication serves a similar pur-
pose and is used by several major BSD derivatives. 

   With PAM or BSD authentication, it is possible to 
configure any combination of authentication mecha-
nisms, including simple passwords, biometrics, RSA 
tokens, Kerberos, and more. It’s also possible to config-
ure a different combination for different services. This 
kind of flexibility allows a Unix security administrator 
to implement a very strong authentication requirement 
as a prerequisite for access to sensitive services.  

    PKI       Strong authentication can also be implemented using 
a Private Key Infrastructure, or PKI. Secure Socket Layer, 
or SSL, is a simplified PKI designed for secure communi-
cations, familiar from its use in securing traffic on the Web. 
Using a similar foundation of technologies, it’s possible to 
issue and manage certificates to authenticate users rather 
than Web sites. Additional technologies, such as a trusted 
platform module or a smart card, simplify the use of these 
certificates in support of two-factor authentication.   

    Dedicated Service Accounts 

   After strong authentication, limiting the complexity of the 
authorization phase is the most important part of access 
control. User accounts should not be authorized to per-
form sensitive tasks. Services should be associated with 

 FIGURE 6.4          Physical tokens used for two-factor authentication.    

   7      B. Schneier, December 14, 2006,  Real-World Passwords , retrieved 
October 9, 2008, from Schneier on Security:  www.schneier.com/blog/
archives/2006/12/realworld_passw.html .   
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dedicated user accounts, which should then be author-
ized to perform only those tasks required for providing 
that service.   

    Additional Controls 

   In addition to minimizing the attack surface area and 
implementing strong access controls, there are several 
important aspects of securing a Unix network server. 

    Encrypted Communications 

   One of the ways an attacker can steal sensitive infor-
mation is to eavesdrop on network traffic. Information 
is vulnerable as it flows across the network, unless it is 
encrypted. Sensitive information, including passwords 
and intellectual property, are routinely transmitted over 
the network. Even information that is seemingly useless 
to an attacker can contain important clues to help a bad 
actor compromise security. 

   File Transfer Protocol (FTP), World Wide Web 
(WWW), and many other services that transmit informa-
tion over the network support the Secure Sockets Layer 
standard, or SSL, for encrypted communications. For 
server software that doesn’t support SSL natively, wrap-
pers like  stunnel  provide transparent SSL functionality. 

   No discussion of Unix network encryption can be 
complete without mention of Secure Shell, or SSH. SSH 
is a replacement for Telnet and RSH, providing remote 
command-line access to Unix systems as well as other 
functionality. SSH encrypts all network communications 
using SSL, mitigating many of the risks of Telnet and RSH.  

    Log Analysis 

   In addition to encrypting network communications, it is 
important to keep a detailed activity log to provide an 
audit trail in case of anomalous behavior. At a minimum, 
the logs should capture system activity such as logon and 
logoff events as well as service program activity, such as 
FTP, WWW, or Structured Query Language (SQL) logs. 

   Since the 1980s, the  syslog  service has historically 
been used to manage log entries in Unix. Over the years, 
the original implementation has been replaced by more 
feature-rich implementations, such as  syslog-ng  and  rsys-
log . These systems can be configured to send log messages 
to local files as well as remote destinations, based on inde-
pendently defined verbosity levels and message sources. 

   The syslog system can independently route messages 
based on the facility, or message source, and the level, or 
message importance. The facility can identify the mes-
sage as pertaining to the kernel, the email system, user 
activity, an authentication event, or any of various other 

services. The level denotes the criticality of the message 
and can typically be one of  emergency, alert, critical, 
error, warning, notice, informational,  and  debug . Under 
Linux, the  klog  process is responsible for handling log 
messages generated by the kernel; typically, klog is con-
figured to route these messages through syslog, just like 
any other process. 

   Some services, such as the Apache Web server, have 
limited or no support for syslog. These services typically 
include the ability to log activity to a file independently. 
In these cases, simple scripts can redirect the contents 
of these files to syslog for further distribution and/or 
processing. 

   Relevant logs should be copied to a remote, secure 
server to ensure that they cannot be tampered with. 
Additionally, file hashes should be used to identify any 
attempt to tamper with the logs. In this way, the audit 
trail provided by the log files can be depended on as a 
source of uncompromised information about the security 
status of the system.  

    IDS/IPS 

   Intrusion detection systems (IDSs) and intrusion preven-
tion systems (IPSs) have become commonplace security 
items on today’s networks. Unix has a rich heritage of 
such software, including Snort, Prelude, and OSSEC. 
Correctly deployed, an IDS can provide an early warn-
ing of probes and other precursors to attack.    

    Host Hardening 

   Unfortunately, not all attacks originate from the network. 
Malicious users often gain access to a system through 
legitimate means, bypassing network-based defenses. 
There are various steps that can be taken to harden a 
Unix system from a host-based attack such as this. 

    Permissions 

   The most obvious step is to limit the permissions of user 
accounts on the Unix host. Recall that every file and 
directory in a Unix file system is associated with a sin-
gle user and a single group. User accounts should each 
have permissions that allow full control of their respec-
tive home directories. Together with permissions to read 
and execute system programs, this allows most of the 
typical functionality required of a Unix user account. 
Additional permissions that might be required include 
mail spool files and directories as well as crontab files 
for scheduling tasks. 
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    Administrative Accounts 

   Setting permissions for administrative users is a more 
complicated question. These accounts must access very 
powerful system-level commands and resources in the 
routine discharge of their administrative functions. For 
this reason, it’s difficult to limit the tasks these users 
may perform. It’s possible, however, to create special-
ized administrative user accounts, then authorize these 
accounts to access a well-defined subset of administra-
tive resources. Printer management, Web site administra-
tion, email management, database administration, storage 
management, backup administration, software upgrades, 
and other specific administrative functions common to 
Unix systems lend themselves to this approach.  

    Groups 

   Often it is convenient to apply permissions to a set of 
users rather than a single user or all users. The Unix 
group mechanism allows for a single user to belong to 
one or more groups and for file system permissions and 
other access controls to be applied to a group.  

    File System Attributes and ACLs 

   It can become unfeasibly complex to implement and 
manage anything more than a simple permissions 
scheme using the classical Unix file system permission 
capabilities. To overcome this issue, modern Unix file 
systems support access control lists, or ACLs. Most Unix 
file systems support ACLs using extended attributes that 
could be used to store arbitrary information about any 
given file or directory. By recognizing authorization 
information in these extended attributes, the file system 
implements a comprehensive mechanism to specify arbi-
trarily complex permissions for any file system resource. 

   ACLs contain a list of  access control entries , or 
ACEs, which specify the permissions that a user or 
group has on the file system resource in question. On 
most Unices, the  chacl  command is used to view and 
set the ACEs of a given file or directory. The ACL sup-
port in modern Unix file systems provides a fine-grained 
mechanism for managing complex permissions require-
ments. ACLs do not make the setting of minimum per-
missions a trivial matter, but complex scenarios can now 
be addressed effectively.   

    Intrusion Detection 

   Even after hardening a Unix system with restrictive user 
permissions and ACLs, it’s important to maintain logs of 
system activity. As with activity logs of network services, 

host-centric activity logs track security-relevant events 
that could show symptoms of compromise or evidence 
of attacks in the reconnaissance or planning stages. 

    Audit Trails 

   Again, as with network activity logs, Unix has leaned 
heavily on syslog to collect, organize, distribute, and store 
log messages about system activity. Configuring syslog for 
system messages is the same as for network service mes-
sages. The kernel’s messages, including those messages 
generated on behalf of the kernel by klogd under Linux, 
are especially relevant from a host-centric point of view. 

   An additional source of audit trail data about system 
activity is the history logs kept by a login shell such as 
 bash . These logs record every command the user issued 
at the command line. The bash shell and others can be 
configured to keep these logs in a secure location and to 
attach time stamps to each log entry. This information is 
invaluable in identifying malicious activity, both as it is 
happening as well as after the fact.  

    File Changes 

   Besides tracking activity logs, monitoring file changes 
can be a valuable indicator of suspicious system activity. 
Attackers often modify system files to elevate privileges, 
capture passwords or other credentials, establish back-
doors to ensure future access to the system, and support 
other illegitimate uses. Identifying these changes early 
can often foil an attack in progress before the attacker is 
able to cause significant damage or loss. 

   Programs such as Tripwire and Aide have been 
around for decades; their function is to monitor the file 
system for unauthorized changes and raise an alert when 
one is found. Historically, they functioned by scan-
ning the file system and generating a unique  hash , or 
fingerprint, of each file. On future runs, the tool would 
recalculate the hashes and identify changed files by 
the difference in the hash. Limitations of this approach 
include the need to regularly scan the entire file system, 
which can be a slow operation, as well as the need to 
secure the database of file hashes from tampering. 

   Today many Unix systems support file change moni-
toring: Linux has dnotify and inotify; Mac OS X has 
FSEvents, and other Unices have File Alteration Monitor. 
All these present an alternative method of identifying file 
changes and reviewing them for security implications.   

    Specialized Hardening 

   Many Unices have specialized hardening features that 
make it more difficult to exploit software vulnerabilities 
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or to do so without leaving traces on the system and/or to 
show that the system is so hardened. Linux has been a pop-
ular platform for research in this area; even the National 
Security Agency (NSA) has released code to implement its 
strict security requirements under Linux. Here we outline 
two of the most popular Linux hardening packages. Other 
such packages exist for Linux and other Unices, some of 
which use innovative techniques such as virtualization to 
isolate sensitive data, but they are not covered here. 

    GRSec/PAX 

   The grsecurity package provides several major security 
enhancements for Linux. Perhaps the primary benefit is 
the flexible policies that define fine-grained permissions 
it can control. This role-based access control capability is 
especially powerful when coupled with grsecurity’s ability 
to monitor system activity over a period of time and gener-
ate a minimum set of privileges for all users. Additionally, 
through the PAX subsystem, grsecurity manipulates pro-
gram memory to make it very difficult to exploit many 
kinds of security vulnerabilities. Other benefits include 
a very robust auditing capability and other features that 
strengthen existing security features, such as  chroot  jails.  

    SELinux 

   Security Enhanced Linux, or SELinux, is a pack-
age developed by the NSA. It adds Mandatory Access 
Control, or MAC, and related concepts to Linux. MAC 
involves assigning security attributes as well as sys-
tem resources such as files and memory to users. When 
a user attempts to read, write, execute, or perform any 
other action on a system resource, the security attributes 
of the user and the resource are both used to determine 
whether the action is allowed, according to the security 
policies configured for the system.    

    Systems Management Security 

   After hardening a Unix host from network-borne attacks 
and hardening it from attacks performed by an author-
ized user of the machine, we will take a look at a few 
systems management issues. These topics arguably fall 
outside the purview of security as such; however, by tak-
ing certain considerations into account, systems man-
agement can both improve and simplify the work of 
securing a Unix system. 

    Account Management 

   User accounts can be thought of as keys to the  “ castle ”  
of a system. As users require access to the system, they 

must be issued keys, or accounts, so they can use it. 
When a user no longer requires access to the system, her 
key should be taken away or at least disabled. 

   This sounds simple in theory, but account manage-
ment in practice is anything but trivial. In all but the 
smallest environments, it is infeasible to manage user 
accounts without a centralized account directory where 
necessary changes can be made and propagated to every 
server on the network. Through PAM, BSD authen-
tication, and other mechanisms, modern Unices sup-
port LDAP, SQL databases, Windows NT and Active 
Directory, Kerberos, and myriad other centralized 
account directory technologies.  

    Patching 

   Outdated software is perhaps the number-one cause of 
easily preventable security incidents. Choosing a mod-
ern Unix with a robust upgrade mechanism and history 
of timely updates, at least for security fixes, makes it 
easier to keep software up to date and secure from well-
known exploits.  

    Backups 

   When all else fails — especially when attackers have suc-
cessfully modified or deleted data in ways that are dif-
ficult or impossible to positively identify — good backups 
will save the day. When backups are robust, reliable, and 
accessible, they put a ceiling on the amount of damage an 
attacker can do. Unfortunately, good backups don’t help 
if the greatest damage comes from disclosure of sensitive 
information; in fact, backups could exacerbate the prob-
lem if they are not taken and stored in a secure way.    

    3.       PROACTIVE DEFENSE FOR 
LINUX AND UNIX 

   As security professionals, we devote ourselves to defend-
ing systems from attack. However, it is important to 
understand the common tools, mindsets, and motivations 
that drive attackers. This knowledge can prove invalu-
able in mounting an effective defense against attack. It’s 
also important to prepare for the possibility of a success-
ful attack and to consider organizational issues so that 
you can develop a secure environment. 

    Vulnerability Assessment 

   A vulnerability assessment looks for security weaknesses 
in a system. Assessments have become an established 
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best practice, incorporated into many standards and reg-
ulations. They can be network-centric or host-based. 

    Network-Based Assessment 

   Network-centric vulnerability assessment looks for secu-
rity weaknesses a system presents to the network. Unix 
has a rich heritage of tools for performing network vul-
nerability assessments. Most of these tools are available 
on most Unix flavors. 

    nmap  is a free, open source tool for identifying hosts 
on a network and the services running on those hosts. It’s a 
powerful tool for mapping out the true services being pro-
vided on a network. It’s also easy to get started with nmap. 

    Nessus  is another free network security tool, though its 
source code isn’t available. It’s designed to check for and 
optionally verify the existence of known security vulner-
abilities. It works by looking at various pieces of informa-
tion about a host on the network, such as detailed version 
information about the operating system and any software 
providing services on the network. This information is 
compared to a database that lists vulnerabilities known 
to exist in certain software configurations. In many cases, 
Nessus is also capable of confirming a match in the vul-
nerability database by attempting an exploit; however, this 
is likely to crash the service or even the entire system. 

   Many other tools are available for performing net-
work vulnerability assessments. Insecure.Org, the folks 
behind the nmap tool, also maintain a great list of security 
tools.      8     

    Host-Based Assessment 

   Several tools can examine the security settings of a 
system from a host-based perspective. These tools are 
designed to be run on the system that’s being checked; 
no network connections are necessarily initiated. They 
check things such as file permissions and other insecure 
configuration settings on Unix systems. 

   One such tool,  lynis , is available for various Linux 
distributions as well as some BSD variants. Another tool 
is the Linux Security Auditing Tool, or  lsat . Ironically, 
lsat supports more versions of Unix than lynis does, 
including Solaris and AIX. 

   No discussion of host-based Unix security would be 
complete without mentioning  Bastille  (see  Figure 6.5   ). 
Though lynis and lsat are pure auditing tools that report on 
the status of various security-sensitive host configuration 

settings, Bastille was designed to help remediate these 
issues. Recent versions have a reporting-only mode that 
makes Bastille work like a pure auditing tool.   

    Incident Response Preparation 

   Regardless of how hardened a Unix system is, there is 
always a possibility that an attacker — whether it’s a 
worm, a virus, or a sophisticated custom attack — will 
successfully compromise the security of the system. For 
this reason, it is important to think about how to respond 
to a wide variety of security incidents. 

    Predefined Roles and Contact List 

   A fundamental part of incident response preparation is to 
identify the roles that various personnel will play in the 
response scenario. The manual, hands-on gestalt of Unix 
systems administration has historically forced Unix sys-
tems administrators to be familiar with all aspects of the 
Unix systems they manage. These should clearly be on the 
incident response team. Database, application, backup, and 
other administrators should be on the team as well, at least 
as secondary personnel that can be called on as necessary.  

    Simple Message for End Users 

   Incident response is a complicated process that must deal 
with conflicting requirements to bring the systems back 
online while ensuring that any damage caused by the 
attack — as well as whatever security flaws were exploited 
to gain initial access — is corrected. Often, end users with-
out incident response training are the first to handle a 
system after a security incident has been identified. It is 
important that these users have clear, simple instructions 
in this case, to avoid causing additional damage or loss 
of evidence. In most situations, it is appropriate to simply 
unplug a Unix system from the network as soon as a com-
promise of its security is confirmed. It should not be used, 
logged onto, logged off from, turned off, disconnected 
from electrical power, or otherwise tampered with in any 
way. This simple action has the best chance, in most cases, 
to preserve the status of the incident for further investiga-
tion while minimizing the damage that could ensue.  

    Blue Team/Red Team Exercises 

   Any incident response plan, no matter how well 
designed, must be practiced to be effective. Regularly 
exercising these plans and reviewing the results are 
important parts of incident response preparation. 
A common way of organizing such exercises is to assign 

   8     Insecure.Org, 2008, “Top 100 Network Security Tools”, retrieved 
October 9, 2008, from  http://sectools.org .   
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some personnel (the Red Team) to simulate a success-
ful attack, while other personnel (the Blue Team) are 
assigned to respond to that attack according to the estab-
lished incident response plan. These exercises, referred 
to as Red Team/Blue Team exercises, are invaluable for 
testing incident response plans. They are also useful in 
discovering security weaknesses and in fostering a sense 
of  esprit des corps  among the personnel involved.   

    Organizational Considerations 

   Various organizational and personnel management issues 
can also impact the security of Unix systems. Unix is a 
complex operating system. Many different duties must be 
performed in the day-to-day administration of Unix sys-
tems. Security suffers when a single individual is respon-
sible for many of these duties; however, that is commonly 
the skill set of Unix system administration personnel. 

    Separation of Duties 

   One way to counter the insecurity of this situation is to 
force different individuals to perform different duties. 

Often, simply identifying independent functions, such as 
backups and log monitoring, and assigning appropriate 
permissions to independent individuals is enough. Log 
management, application management, user manage-
ment, system monitoring, and backup operations are just 
some of the roles that can be separated.  

    Forced Vacations 

   Especially when duties are appropriately separated, 
unannounced forced vacations are a powerful way to 
bring fresh perspectives to security tasks. It’s also an 
effective deterrent to internal fraud or mismanage-
ment of security responsibilities. A more robust set of 
requirements for organizational security comes from 
the Information Security Management Maturity Model, 
including its concepts of transparency, partitioning, sep-
aration, rotation, and supervision of responsibilities.      9                          

   9     ISECOM 2008, “Security Operations Maturity Architecture”, 
retrieved October 9, 2008, from ISECOM:  www.isecom.org/soma .   

 FIGURE 6.5          Bastille screenshot  .    
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  Chapter 7 

    The Internet, and all its accompanying complications, 
has become integral to our lives. The security problems 
besetting the Internet are legendary and have been daily 
annoyances to many users. Given the Net’s broad impact 
on our lives and the widespread security issues associ-
ated withit, it is worthwhile understanding what can be 
done to improve the immunity of our communications 
from attack. 

   The Internet can serve as a laboratory for studying 
network security issues; indeed, we can use it to study 
nearly every kind of security issue. We will pursue only 
a modest set of questions related to this theme. The goal 
of this chapter is to understand how cryptography can 
be used to address some of the security issues besetting 
communications protocols. To do so, it will be helpful to 
first understand the Internet architecture. After that we 
will survey the types of attacks that are possible against 
communications. With this background we will be in a 
position to understand how cryptography can be used to 
preserve the confidentiality and integrity of messages. 

   Our goal is modest. It is only to describe the network 
architecture and its cryptographic-based security mecha-
nisms sufficiently to understand some of the major issues 
confronting security systems designers and to appreciate 
some of the major design decisions they have to make to 
address these issues. 

    1.       INTERNET PROTOCOL ARCHITECTURE 

   The Internet was designed to create standardized com-
munication between computers. Computers commu-
nicate by exchanging messages. The Internet supports 
message exchange through a mechanism called  proto-
cols . Protocols are very detailed and stereotyped rules 
explaining exactly how to exchange a particular set of 
messages. Each protocol is defined as a set of finite state 
automata and a set of message formats. Each protocol 

specification defines one automaton for sending a mes-
sage and another for receiving a message. The automata 
specify the message timing; they play the role of gram-
mar, indicating whether any particular message is mean-
ingful or is interpreted by the receiver as gibberish. The 
protocol formats restrict the information that the proto-
col can express. 

   Security has little utility as an abstract, disembodied 
concept. What the word  security  should mean depends 
very much on the context in which it is applied. The 
architecture, design, and implementation of a system 
each determine the kind of vulnerabilities and opportu-
nities for exploits that exist and which features are easy 
or hard to attack or defend. 

   It is fairly easy to understand why this is true. An 
attack on a system is an attempt to make the system act 
outside its specification. An attack is different from  “ nor-
mal ”  bugs that afflict computers and that occur through 
random interactions between the system’s environment 
and undetected flaws in the system architecture, design, 
or implementation. An attack, on the other hand, is an 
explicit and systematic attempt by a party to search for 
flaws that make the computer act in a way its designers 
did not intend. 

   Computing systems consist of a large number of 
blocks or modules assembled together, each of which 
provides an intended set of functions. The system archi-
tecture hooks the modules together through  interfaces , 
through which the various modules exchange informa-
tion to activate the functions provided by each module 
in a coordinated way. An attacker exploits the architec-
ture to compromise the computing system by interject-
ing inputs into these interfaces that do not conform to 
the specification for inputs of a specific module. If the 
targeted module has not been carefully crafted, unex-
pected inputs can cause it to behave in unintended ways. 
This implies that the security of a system is determined 
by its decomposition into modules, which an adversary 
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 exploits by injecting messages into the interfaces the 
architecture exposes. Accordingly, no satisfying discus-
sion of any system is feasible without an understanding 
of the system architecture. Our first goal, therefore, is to 
review the architecture of the Internet communication 
protocols in an effort to gain a deeper understanding of 
its vulnerabilities. 

    Communications Architecture Basics 

   Since communication is an extremely complex activity, it 
should come as no surprise that the system components 
providing communication decompose into modules. One 
standard way to describe each communication module is 
as a black box with a well-defined service interface. A 
minimal communications service interface requires four 
primitives: 

      ●      A  send  primitive, which an application using the 
communications module uses to send a message 
via the module to a peer application executing on 
another networked device. The  send  primitive speci-
fies a message payload and a destination. The com-
munication module responding to the  send  transmits 
the message to the specified destination, reporting its 
requester as the message source.  

      ●      A  confirm  primitive, to report that the module has 
sent a message to the designated destination in 
response to a  send  request or to report when the 
message transmission failed, along with any failure 
details that might be known. It is possible to combine 
the  send  and  confirm  primitives, but network 
architectures rarely take this approach. The  send  
primitive is normally defined to allow the application 
to pass a message to the communications module 
for transmission by transferring control of a buffer 
containing the message. The  confirm  primitive then 
releases the buffer back to the calling application 
when the message has indeed been sent. This scheme 
effects  “ a conservation of buffers ”  and enables the 
communications module and the application using 
it to operate in parallel, thus enhancing the overall 
communication performance.  

      ●      A  listen  primitive, which the receiving application 
uses to provide the communications module with 
buffers into which it should put messages arriving 
from the network. Each buffer the application posts 
must be large enough to receive a message of the 
maximum expected size.  

      ●      A  receive  primitive, to deliver a received message 
from another party to the receiving application. This 

releases a posted buffer back to the application and 
usually generates a signal to notify the application 
of message arrival. The released buffer contains the 
received message and the (alleged) message source.    

   Sometimes the  listen  primitive is replaced with a 
 release  primitive. In this model the receive buffer is 
owned by the receiving communications module instead 
of the application, and the application must recycle buff-
ers containing received messages back to the communi-
cation module upon completion. In this case the buffer 
size selected by the receiving module determines the 
maximum message size. In a moment we will explain 
how network protocols work around this restriction. 

   It is customary to include a fifth service interface 
primitive for communications modules: 

      ●      A  status  primitive, to report diagnostic and perform-
ance information about the underlying communica-
tions. This might report statistics, the state of active 
associations with other network devices, and the like.    

   Communications is effected by providing a com-
munications module black box on systems, connected 
by a signaling medium. The medium connecting the 
two devices constitutes the network communications 
path. The media can consist of a direct link between the 
devices or, more commonly, several intermediate relay 
systems between the two communicating endpoints. 
Each relay system is itself a communicating device with 
its own communications module, which receives and 
then forward messages from the initiating system to the 
destination system. 

   Under this architecture, a message is transferred from 
an application on one networked system to an applica-
tion on a second networked system as follows: 

   First the application sourcing the message invokes 
the  send  primitive exported by its communications mod-
ule. This causes the communications module to (attempt) 
to transmit the message to a destination provided by the 
application in the  send  primitive. 

   The communications module encodes the message 
onto the network’s physical medium representing a 
link to another system. If the communications module 
implements a  best-effort  message service, it generates 
the  confirm  primitive as soon as the message has been 
encoded onto the medium. If the communication module 
implements a  reliable  message service, the communica-
tion delays generation of the  confirm  until it receives an 
acknowledgment from the message destination. If it has 
not received an acknowledgment from the receiver after 
some period of time, it generates a  confirm  indicating 
that the message delivery failed. 
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    The encoded message traverses the network medium 
and is placed into a buffer by the receiving communications 
module of another system attached to the medium. This 
communications module examines the destination. The 
module then examines the destination specified by the mes-
sage. If the module’s local system is not the destination, 
the module reencodes the message onto the medium rep-
resenting another link; otherwise the module uses the 
 deliver  primitive to pass the message to the receiving 
application.  

    Getting More Specific 

   This stereotyped description of networked communi-
cations is overly simplified. Communications are actu-
ally torturously more difficult in real network modules. 
To tame this complexity, communications modules are 
themselves partitioned further into layers, each pro-
viding a different networking function. The Internet 
decomposes communications into five layers of commu-
nications modules: 

      ●      The PHY layer  
      ●      The MAC layer  
      ●      The network layer  
      ●      The transport layer  
      ●      The sockets layer    

   These layers are also augmented by a handful of 
cross-layer coordination modules. The Internet depends 
on the following cross-layer modules: 

      ●      ARP  
      ●      DHCP  
      ●      DNS  
      ●      ICMP  
      ●      Routing    

   An application using networking is also part of the over-
all system design, and the way it uses the network has to be 
taken into consideration to understand system security. 

   We next briefly describe each of these in turn. 

    The PHY Layer 

   The PHY (pronounced  fie ) layer is technically not part 
of the Internet architecture per se, but Ethernet jacks and 
cables, modems, Wi-Fi adapters, and the like represent the 
most visible aspect of networking, and no security treat-
ment of the Internet can ignore the PHY layer entirely. 

   The PHY layer module is medium dependent, with 
a different design for each type of medium: Ethernet, 
phone lines, Wi-Fi, cellular phone, OC-48, and the like 

are based on different PHY layer designs. It is the job 
of the PHY layer to translate between digital bits as rep-
resented on a computing device and the analog signals 
crossing the specific physical medium used by the PHY. 
This translation is a physics exercise. 

   To send a message, the PHY layer module encodes 
each bit of each message from the sending device as a 
media-specific signal, representing the bit value 1 or 0. 
Once encoded, the signal propagates along the medium 
from the sender to the receiver. The PHY layer module 
at the receiver decodes the medium-specific signal back 
into a bit. 

   It is possible for the encoding step at the transmitting 
PHY layer module to fail, for a signal to be lost or cor-
rupted while it crosses the medium, and for the decoding 
step to fail at the receiving PHY layer module. It is the 
responsibility of higher layers to detect and recover from 
these potential failures.  

    The MAC Layer 

   Like the PHY layer, the MAC (pronounced  mack ) layer 
is not properly a part of the Internet architecture, but 
no satisfactory security discussion is possible without 
considering it. The MAC module is the  “ application ”  
that uses and controls a particular PHY layer module. 
A MAC layer is always designed in tandem with a spe-
cific PHY (or vice versa), so a PHY-MAC pair together 
is often referred to as the  data link  layer. 

   MAC is an acronym for  media access control . As its 
name suggests, the MAC layer module determines when 
to send and receive  frames , which are messages encoded 
in a media-specific format. The job of the MAC is to 
pass frames over a link between the MAC layer modules 
on different systems. 

   Although not entirely accurate, it is useful to think 
of a MAC module as creating  links , each of which is a 
communication channel between different MAC mod-
ules. It is further useful to distinguish physical links 
and virtual links. A  physical link  is a direct point-to-
point channel between the MAC layers in two endpoint 
devices. A  virtual link  can be thought of as a shared 
medium to which more than two devices can connect 
at the same time. There are no physical endpoints per 
se; the medium acts as though it is multiplexing links 
between each pair of attached devices. Some media 
such as Ethernet are implemented as physical point-to-
point links but act more like virtual links in that more 
than a single destination is reachable via the link. This 
is accomplished by MAC layer switching, which is also 
called  bridging . Timing requirements for coordination 
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 among communicating MAC layer modules make it dif-
ficult to build worldwide networks based on MAC layer 
switching, however. 

   A MAC frame consists of a header and a data pay-
load. The frame header typically specifies information 
such as the source and destination for the link endpoints. 
Devices attached to the medium via their MAC      �      PHY 
modules are identified by  MAC addresses . Each MAC 
module has its own MAC address assigned by its manu-
facturer and is supposed to be a globally unique identi-
fier. The destination MAC address in a frame allows a 
particular MAC module to identify frames intended for 
it, and the destination address allows it to identify the 
purported frame source. The frame header also usually 
includes a preamble, which is a set of special PHY tim-
ing signals used to synchronize the interpretation of the 
PHY layer data signals representing the frame bits. 

   The payload portion of a frame is the data to be 
transferred across the network. The maximum payload 
size is always fixed by the medium type. It is becom-
ing customary for most MACs to support a maximum 
payload size of 1500 bytes      �      12,000 bits, but this is not 
universal. The maximum fixed size allows the MAC to 
make efficient use of the underlying physical medium. 
Since messages can be of an arbitrary length exceeding 
this fixed size, a higher-layer function is needed to parti-
tion messages into segments of the appropriate length. 

   As we have seen, it is possible for bit errors to 
creep into communications as signals representing bits 
traverse the PHY medium. MAC layers differ a great 
deal in how they respond to errors. Some PHY layers, 
such as the Ethernet PHY, experience exceedingly low 
error rates, and for this reason, the MAC layers for these 
PHYs make no attempt to more than detect errors and 
discard the mangled frames. Indeed, with these MACs it 
is cheaper for the Internet to resend message segments 
at a higher layer than at the MAC layer. These are called 
 best-effort MACs . Others, such as the Wi-Fi MAC, expe-
rience high error rates due to the shared nature of the 
channel and natural interference among radio sources, 
and experience has shown that these MACs can deliver 
better performance by retransmitting damaged or lost 
frames. It is customary for most MAC layers to append a 
checksum computed over the entire frame, called a  frame 
check sequence  (FCS). The FCS allows the receiver to 
detect bit errors accumulated due to random noise and 
other physical phenomena during transmission and due 
to decoding errors. Most MACs discard frames with 
FCS errors. Some MAC layers also perform error cor-
rection on the received bits to remove random bit errors 
rather than relying on retransmissions.  

    The Network Layer 

   The purpose of the network layer module is to represent 
messages in a media-independent manner and forward 
them between various MAC layer modules represent-
ing different links. The media-independent message for-
mat is called an  Internet Protocol , or  IP, datagram . The 
network layer implements the IP layer and is the lowest 
layer of the Internet architecture per se. 

   As well as providing media independence, the net-
work layer provides a vital forwarding function that 
works even for a worldwide network like the Internet. It 
is impractical to form a link directly between each com-
municating system on the planet; indeed, the cabling 
costs alone are prohibitive — no one wants billions, or 
even dozens, of cables connecting their computer to 
other computers — and too many MAC      �      PHY inter-
faces can quickly exhaust the power budget for a single 
computing system. Hence, each machine is attached by 
a small number of links to other devices, and some of 
the machines with multiple links comprise a  switching 
fabric . The computing systems constituting the switch-
ing fabric are called  routers . 

   The forwarding function supported by the network 
layer module is the key component of a router and works 
as follows: When a MAC module receives a frame, it 
passes the frame payload to the network layer module. 
The payload consists of an  IP datagram , which is the 
media-independent representation of the message. The 
receiving network layer module examines the datagram 
to see whether to deliver it locally or to pass it on toward 
the datagram’s ultimate destination. To accomplish the 
latter, the network layer module consults a  forwarding 
table  to identify some neighbor router closer to the ulti-
mate destination than itself. The forwarding table also 
identifies the MAC module to use to communicate with 
the selected neighbor and passes the datagram to that 
MAC layer module. The MAC module in turn retransmits 
the datagram as a frame encoded for its medium across 
its link to the neighbor. This process happens recursively 
until the datagram is delivered to its ultimate destination. 

   The network layer forwarding function is based on  IP 
addresses , a concept that is critical to understanding the 
Internet architecture. An IP address is a media-independent 
name for one of the MAC layer modules within a com-
puting system. Each IP address is structured to repre-
sent the  “ location ”  of the MAC module within the entire 
Internet. This notion of location is relative to the graph 
comprising routers and their interconnecting links, called 
the  network topology , not to actual geography. Since this 
name represents a location, the forwarding table within 
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 each IP module can use the IP address of the ultimate 
destination as a sort of signpost pointing at the MAC 
module with the greatest likelihood of leading to the ulti-
mate destination of a particular datagram. 

   An IP address is different from the corresponding 
MAC address already described. A MAC address is a 
permanent, globally unique identifier, whereas an IP 
address can be dynamic due to device mobility; an IP 
address cannot be assigned by the equipment manufac-
turer, since a computing device can change locations fre-
quently. Hence, IP addresses are administered and blocks 
allocated to different organizations with an Internet pres-
ence. It is common, for instance, for an Internet service 
provider (ISP) to acquire a large block of IP addresses 
for use by its customers. 

   An IP datagram has a structure similar to that of a 
frame: It consists of an IP header, which is  “ extra ”  over-
head used to control the way a datagram passes through 
the Internet, and a data payload, which contains the mes-
sage being transferred. The IP header indicates the ulti-
mate source and destinations, represented as IP addresses. 

   The IP header format limits the size of an IP data-
gram payload to 64K (2 16       �      65,536) bytes. It is com-
mon to limit datagram sizes to the underlying media size, 
although datagrams larger than this do occur. This means 
that normally each MAC layer frame can carry a single IP 
datagram as its data payload. IP version 4, still the domi-
nant version deployed on the Internet today, allows frag-
mentation of larger datagrams, to split large datagrams 
into chunks small enough to fit the limited frame size of 
the underlying MAC layer medium. IPv4 reassembles 
any fragmented datagrams at the ultimate destination. 

   Network layer forwarding of IP datagrams is best 
effort, not reliable. Network layer modules along the path 
taken by any message can lose and reorder datagrams. It 
is common for the network layer in a router to recover 
from congestion — that is, when the router is over-
whelmed by more receive frames than it can process — by 
discarding late-arriving frames until the router has caught 
up with its forwarding workload. The network layer can 
reorder datagrams when the Internet topology changes, 
because a new path between source and destination might 
be shorter or longer than an old path, so datagrams in flight 
before the change can arrive after frames sent after the 
change. The Internet architecture delegates recovery from 
these problems to high-layer modules.  

    The Transport Layer 

   The transport layer is implemented by TCP and similar 
protocols. Not all transport protocols provide the same 

level of service as TCP, but a description of TCP will 
suffice to help us understand the issues addressed by the 
transport layer. The transport layer provides a multitude 
of functions. 

   First, the transport layer creates and manages instances 
of two-way channels between communication endpoints. 
These channels are called  connections . Each connection 
represents a virtual endpoint between a pair of commu-
nication endpoints. A connection is named by a pair of 
IP addresses and  port numbers . Two devices can support 
simultaneous connections using different port numbers 
for each connection. It is common to differentiate applica-
tions on the same host through the use of port numbers. 

   A second function of the transport layer is to support 
delivery of messages of arbitrary length. The 64K byte 
limit of the underlying IP module is too small to carry 
really large messages, and the transport layer module at 
the message source chops messages into pieces called 
 segments  that are more easily digestible by lower-layer 
communications modules. The segment size is nego-
tiated between the two transport endpoints during 
connection setup. The segment size is chosen by discov-
ering the smallest maximum frame size supported by any 
MAC      �      PHY link on the path through the Internet used 
by the connection setup messages. Once this is known, 
the transmitter typically partitions a large message into 
segments no larger than this size, plus room for an IP 
header. The transport layer module passes each segment 
to the network layer module, where it becomes the pay-
load for a single IP datagram. The destination network 
layer module extracts the payload from the IP datagram 
and passes it to the transport layer module, which inter-
prets the information as a message segment. The destina-
tion transport reassembles this into the original message 
once all the necessary segments arrive. 

   Of course, as noted, MAC frames and IP datagrams 
can be lost in transit, so some segments can be lost. It 
is the responsibility of the transport layer module to 
detect this loss and retransmit the missing segments. 
This is accomplished by a sophisticated acknowledg-
ment algorithm defined by the transport layer. The 
destination sends a special acknowledgment message, 
often piggybacked with a data segment being sent in 
the opposite direction, for each segment that arrives. 
Acknowledgments can be lost as well, and if the mes-
sage source does not receive the acknowledgment within 
a time window, the source retransmits the unacknowl-
edged segment. This process is repeated some number 
of times, and if the failure continues, the network layer 
tears down the connection because it cannot fulfill its 
reliability commitment. 
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    One reason for message loss is congestion at rout-
ers, something blind retransmission of unacknowledged 
segments will only exacerbate. The network layer is also 
responsible for implementing congestion control algo-
rithms as part of its transmit function. TCP, for instance, 
lowers its transmit rate whenever it fails to receive 
an acknowledgment message in time, and it slowly 
increases its rate of transmission until another acknowl-
edgment is lost. This allows TCP to adapt to congestion 
in the network, helping to minimize frame loss. 

   It can happen that segments arrive at the destina-
tion out of order, since some IP datagrams for the same 
connection could traverse the Internet through different 
paths due to dynamic changes in the underlying network 
topology. The transport layer is responsible for deliver-
ing the segments in the order sent, so the receiver caches 
any segments that arrive out of order prior to delivery. 
The TCP reordering algorithm is closed tied to the 
acknowledgment and congestion control scheme so that 
the receiver never has to buffer too many out-of-order 
received segments and the sender not too many sent but 
unacknowledged segments. 

   Segment data arriving at the receiver can be cor-
rupted due to undetected bit errors on the data link and 
copy errors within routers and the sending and receiving 
computing systems. Accordingly, all transport layers use 
a checksum algorithm called a  cyclic redundancy check  
(CRC) to detect such errors. The receiving transport 
layer module typically discards segments with errors 
detected by the CRC algorithm, and recovery occurs 
through retransmission by the receiver when it fails to 
receive an acknowledgment from the receiver for a par-
ticular segment.  

    The Sockets Layer 

   The top layer of the Internet, the sockets layer, does not 
 per se  appear in the architecture at all. The sockets layer 
provides a set of sockets, each of which represents a log-
ical communications endpoint. An application can use 
the sockets layer to create, manage, and destroy connec-
tion instances using a socket as well as send and receive 
messages over the connection. The sockets layer has 
been designed to hide much of the complexity of utiliz-
ing the transport layer. The sockets layer has been highly 
optimized over the years to deliver as much performance 
as possible, but it does impose a performance penalty. 
Applications with very demanding performance require-
ments tend to utilize the transport layer directly instead 
of through the sockets layer module, but this comes with 
a very high cost in terms of software maintenance. 

   In most implementations of these communications 
modules, each message is copied twice, at the sender 
and the receiver. Most operating systems are organized 
into user space, which is used to run applications, and 
kernel space, where the operating system itself runs. 
The sockets layer occupies the boundary between user 
space and kernel space. The sockets layer’s  send  func-
tion copies a message from memory controlled by the 
sending application into a buffer controlled by the ker-
nel for transmission. This copy prevents the application 
from changing a message it has posted to send, but it 
also permits the application and kernel to continue their 
activities in parallel, thus better utilizing the device’s 
computing resources. The sockets layer invokes the 
transport layer, which partitions the message buffer into 
segments and passes the address of each segment to the 
network layer. The network layer adds its headers to 
form datagrams from the segments and invokes the right 
MAC layer module to transmit each datagram to its next 
hop. A second copy occurs at the boundary between the 
network layer and the MAC layer, since the data link 
must be able to asynchronously match transmit requests 
from the network layer to available transmit slots on the 
medium provided by its PHY. This process is reversed at 
the receiver, with a copy of datagrams across the MAC-
network layer boundary and of messages between the 
socket layer and application.  

    Address Resolution Protocol 

   The network layer uses Address Resolution Protocol, 
or ARP, to translate IP addresses into MAC addresses, 
which it needs to give to the MAC layer in order to 
deliver frames to the appropriate destination. 

   The ARP module asks the question,  “ Who is using IP 
address  X ? ”  The requesting ARP module uses a request/
response protocol, with the MAC layer broadcast-
ing the ARP module’s requests to all the other devices 
on the same physical medium segment. A receiving 
ARP module generates a response only if its network 
layer has assigned the IP address to one of its MAC 
modules. Responses are addressed to the requester’s 
MAC address. The requesting ARP module inserts the 
response received in an address translation table used by 
the network layer to identify the next hop for all data-
grams it forwards.  

    Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol 

   Remember that unlike MAC addresses, IP addresses can-
not be assigned in the factory, because they are dynamic 
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 and must reflect a device’s current location within the 
Internet’s topology. A MAC module uses Dynamic 
Host Configuration Protocol, or DHCP, to acquire an IP 
address for itself, to reflect the device’s current location 
with respect to the Internet topology. 

   DHCP makes the request:  “ Please configure my 
MAC module with an IP address. ”  When one of a 
device’s MAC layer modules connects to a new medium, 
it invokes DHCP to make this request. The associated 
DHCP module generates such a request that conveys 
the MAC address of the MAC module, which the MAC 
layer module broadcasts to the other devices attached 
to the same physical medium segment. A DHCP server 
responds with a unicast DHCP response binding an 
IP address to the MAC address. When it receives the 
response, the requesting DHCP module passes the 
assigned IP address to the network layer to configure in 
its address translation table. 

   In addition to binding an IP address to the MAC 
module used by DHCP, the response also contains a 
number of network configuration parameters, including 
the address of one or more routers, to enable reaching 
arbitrary destinations, the maximum datagram size sup-
ported, and the addresses of other servers, such as DNS 
servers, that translate human-readable names into IP 
addresses.  

    Domain Naming Service 

   IP and MAC addresses are efficient means for identify-
ing different network interfaces, but human beings are 
incapable of using these as reliably as computing devices 
can. Instead, human beings rely on names to identify the 
computing devices with which they want to communi-
cation. These names are centrally managed and called 
 domain names.  The Domain Naming Service, or DNS, 
is a mechanism for translating human-readable names 
into IP addresses. 

   The translation from human-readable names to IP 
addresses happens within the socket layer module. An 
application opens a socket with the name of the intended 
destination. As the first step of opening a connection 
to that destination, the socket sends a request to a DNS 
server, asking the server to translate the name into an 
IP address. When the server responds, the socket can 
open the connection to the right destination, using the IP 
address provided. 

   It is becoming common for devices to register their 
IP addresses under their names with DNS once DHCP 
has completed. This permits other devices to locate the 
registering device so that they can send messages to it.  

    Internet Control Message Protocol 

   Internet Control Message Protocol, or ICMP, is an 
important diagnostic tool for troubleshooting the 
Internet. Though ICMP provides many specialized mes-
sage services, three are particularly important: 

      ●       Ping.  Ping is a request/response protocol designed 
to determine reachability of another IP address. The 
requester sends a ping request message to a desig-
nated IP address. If it’s delivered, the destination 
IP address sends a ping response message to the 
IP address that sourced the request. The respond-
ing ICMP module copies the contents of the ping 
request into the ping response so that the requester 
can match responses to requests. The requester uses 
pings to measure the roundtrip time to a destination.  

      ●       Traceroute.  Traceroute is another request/response 
protocol. An ICMP module generates a traceroute 
request to discover the path it is using to traverse the 
Internet to a destination IP address. The requesting 
ICMP module transmits a destination. Each router 
that handles the traceroute request adds a description 
of its own IP address that received the message and 
then forwards the updated traceroute request. The 
destination sends all this information back to the 
message source in a traceroute response message.  

      ●       Destination unreachable.  When a router receives a 
datagram for which it has no next hop, it generates 
a  “ destination unreachable ”  message and sends it 
back to the datagram source. When the message is 
delivered, the ICMP module marks the forwarding 
table of the message source so that its network 
layer will reject further attempts to send messages 
to the destination IP address. An analogous process 
happens at the ultimate destination when a message 
is delivered to a network layer, but the application 
targeted to receive the message is no longer on 
line. The purpose of  “ destination unreachable ”  
messages is to suppress messages that will never be 
successfully delivered, to reduce network congestion.     

    Routing 

   The last cross-layer module we’ll discuss is  routing . 
Routing is a middleware application to maintain the for-
warding tables used by the network layer. Each router 
advertises itself by periodically broadcasting  “ hello ”  mes-
sages through each of its MAC interfaces. This allows 
routers to discover the presence or loss of all neighbor-
ing routers, letting them construct the one-hop topol-
ogy of the part of the Internet directly visible through 
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 their directly attached media. The routing application in 
a router then uses a sophisticated gossiping mechanism 
to exchange this mechanism with their neighbors. Since 
some of a router’s neighbors are not its own direct neigh-
bors, this allows each router to learn the two-hop topol-
ogy of the Internet. This process repeats recursively until 
each router knows the entire topology of the Internet. The 
cost of using each link is part of the information gossiped. 
A routing module receiving this information uses all of it 
to compute a lowest-cost route to each destination. Once 
this is accomplished, the routing module reconfigures the 
forwarding table maintained by its network layer module. 
The routine module updates the forwarding table when-
ever the Internet topology changes, so each network layer 
can make optimal forwarding decisions in most situations 
and at the very worst at least reach any other device that 
is also connected to the Internet. 

   There are many different routing protocols, each of 
which are based on different gossiping mechanisms. The 
most widely deployed routing protocol between different 
administrative domains within the Internet is the Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP). The most widely deployed 
routing protocols within wired networks controlled by a 
single administrative domain are OSPF and RIP. AODV, 
OLSR, and TBRPF are commonly used in Wi-Fi meshes. 
Different routing protocols are used in different environ-
ments because each one addresses different scaling and 
administrative issues.  

    Applications 

   Applications are the ultimate reason for networking, and 
the Internet architecture has been shaped by applica-
tions ’  needs. All communicating applications define their 
own language in which to express what they need to say. 
Applications generally use the sockets layer to establish 
communication channels, which they then use for their 
own purposes. 

   It is worth emphasizing that since the network mod-
ules have been designed to be a generic communications 
vehicle, that is, designed to meet the needs of all (or at 
least most) applications, it is rarely meaningful for the 
network to attempt to make statements on behalf of the 
applications. There is widespread confusion on this point 
around authentication and key management, which are 
the source of many exploitable security flaws.    

    2.       AN INTERNET THREAT MODEL 

   Now that we have reviewed the architecture of the 
Internet protocol suite, it is possible to constructively 

consider security issues it raises. Before doing so, let’s 
first set the scope of the discussion. 

   There are two general approaches to attacking a net-
worked computer. The first is to compromise one of the 
communicating parties so that it responds to queries with 
lies or otherwise communicates in a manner not foreseen 
by the system designers of the receiver. For example, it 
has become common to receive email with virus-infected 
attachments, whereby opening the attachment infects the 
receiver with the virus. These messages typically are 
sent by a machine that has already been compromised, 
so the sender is no longer acting as intended by the man-
ufacturer of the computing system. Problems of this type 
are called  Byzantine failures , named after the Byzantine 
Generals problem. 

   The Byzantine Generals problem imagines several 
armies surrounding Byzantium. The generals command-
ing these armies can communicate only by exchang-
ing messages transported by couriers between them. Of 
course the couriers can be captured and the messages 
replaced by forgeries, but this is not really the issue, 
since it is possible to devise message schemes that detect 
lost messages or forgeries. All the armies combined are 
sufficient to overwhelm the defenses of Byzantium, but 
if even one army fails to participate in a coordinated 
attack, the armies of Byzantium have sufficient strength 
to repulse the attack. Each general must make a decision 
as to whether to participate in an attack on Byzantium at 
dawn or withdraw to fight another day. The question is 
how to determine the veracity of the messages received 
on which the decision to attack will be made — that is, 
whether it is possible to detect that one or more generals 
have become traitors so will say their armies will join 
the attack when in fact they plan to hold back so that 
their allies will be slaughtered by the Byzantines. 

   Practical solutions addressing Byzantine failures 
fall largely within the purview of platform rather than 
network architecture. For example, since viruses infect 
a platform by buffer overrun attacks, platform mecha-
nisms to render buffer overrun attacks futile are needed. 
Secure logging, to make an accurate record of messages 
exchanged, is a second deterrent to these sorts of attacks; 
the way to accomplish secure logging is usually a ques-
tion of platform design. Most self-propagating viruses 
and worms utilize the Internet to propagate, but they do 
not utilize any feature of the Internet architecture per se 
for their success. The success of these attacks instead 
depends on the architecture, design, implementation, and 
policies of the receiving system. Although these sorts of 
problems are important, we will rarely focus on security 
issues stemming from Byzantine failures. 
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    What will instead be the focus of the discussion are 
attacks on the messages exchanged between computers 
themselves. As we will see, even with this more limited 
scope, there are plenty of opportunities for things to go 
wrong. 

    The Dolev-Yao Adversary Model 

   Security analyses of systems traditionally begin with a 
model of the attacker, and we follow this tradition. Dolev 
and Yao formulated the standard attack model against 
messages exchanged over a network. The  Dolev-Yao 
model  makes the following assumptions about an attacker: 

      ●       Eavesdrop.  An adversary can listen to any message 
exchanged through the network.  

      ●       Forge.  An adversary can create and inject entirely 
new messages into the datastream or change 
messages in flight; these messages are called 
 forgeries .  

      ●       Replay.  A special type of forgery, called a  replay , is 
distinguished. To replay a message, the adversary 
resends legitimate messages that were sent earlier.  

      ●       Delay and rush . An adversary can delay the delivery 
of some messages or accelerate the delivery of 
others.  

      ●       Reorder . An adversary can alter the order in which 
messages are delivered.  

      ●       Delete . An adversary can destroy in-transit messages, 
either selectively or all the messages in a datastream.    

   This model assumes a very powerful adversary, and 
many people who do not design network security solu-
tions sometime assert that the model grants adversaries 
an unrealistic amount of power to disrupt network com-
munications. However, experience demonstrates that it 
is a reasonably realistic set of assumptions in practice; 
examples of each threat abound, as we will see. One of 
the reasons for this is that the environment in which the 
network operates is exposed; unlike memory or micro-
processors or other devices comprising a computer, there 
is almost no assurance that the network medium will be 
deployed in a  “ safe ”  way. That is, it is comparatively 
easy for an attacker to anonymously access the physi-
cal network fabric, or at least the medium monitored to 
identify attacks against the medium and the networked 
traffic it carries. And since a network is intended as a 
generic communications vehicle, it becomes necessary 
to adopt a threat model that addresses the needs of all 
possible applications.  

    Layer Threats 

   With the Dolev-Yao model in hand, we can examine 
each of the architectural components of the Internet pro-
tocol suite for vulnerabilities. We next look at threats 
each component of the Internet architecture exposes 
through the prism of this model. The first Dolev-Yao 
assumption about adversaries is that they can eavesdrop 
on any communications. 

    Eavesdropping 

   An attacker can eavesdrop on a communications medium 
by connecting a receiver to the medium. Ultimately such 
a connection has to be implemented at the PHY layer 
because an adversary has to access some physical media 
somewhere to be able to listen to anything at all. This 
connection to the PHY medium might be legitimate, 
such as when an authorized device is compromised, or 
illegitimate, such as an illegal wiretap; it can be inten-
tional, as when an eavesdropper installs a rogue device, 
or unintentional, such as a laptop with wireless capabili-
ties that will by default attempt to connect to any Wi-Fi 
network within range. 

   With a PHY layer connection, the eavesdropper can 
receive the analog signals on the medium and decode 
them into bits. Because of the limited scope of the PHY 
layer function — there are no messages, only analog sig-
nals representing bits — the damage an adversary can do 
with only PHY layer functionality is rather limited. In 
particular, to make sense of the bits, an adversary has 
to impose the higher-layer frame and datagram formats 
onto the received bits. That is, any eavesdropping attack 
has to take into account at least the MAC layer to learn 
anything meaningful about the communications. Real 
eavesdroppers are more sophisticated than this: They 
know how to interpret the bits as a medium-specific 
encoding with regards to the frames that are used by the 
MAC layer. They also know how to extract the media-
independent representation of datagrams conveyed 
within the MAC frames, as well as how to extract the 
transport layer segments from the datagrams, which can 
be reassembled into application messages. 

   The defenses erected against any threat give some 
insight into the perceived danger of the threat. People 
are generally concerned about eavesdropping, and it is 
easy to illicitly attach listening devices to most PHY 
media, but detection and removal of wiretaps has not 
evolved into a comparatively large industry. An apparent 
explanation of why this is so is that it is easier and more 
cost effective for an attacker to compromise a legitimate 
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 device on the network and configure it to eavesdrop than 
it is to install an illegitimate device. The evidence for 
this view is that the antivirus/antibot industry is gigantic 
by comparison. 

   There is another reason that an antiwiretapping 
industry has never developed for the Internet. Almost 
every MAC module supports a special mode of operation 
called  promiscuous mode . A MAC module in promiscu-
ous mode receives every frame appearing on the medium, 
not just the frames addressed to itself. This allows one 
MAC module to snoop on frames that are intended for 
other parties. Promiscuous mode was intended as a trou-
bleshooting mechanism to aid network administrators in 
diagnosing the source of problems. However, it is also 
a mechanism that can be easily abused by anyone moti-
vated to enable promiscuous mode.  

    Forgeries 

   A second Dolev-Yao assumption is that the adversary 
can forge messages. Eavesdropping is usually fairly 
innocuous compared to forgeries, because eavesdrop-
ping merely leaks information, whereas forgeries cause 
an unsuspecting receiver to take actions based on false 
information. Hence, the prevention or detection of for-
geries is one of the central goals of network security 
mechanisms. Different kinds of forgeries are possible 
for each architectural component of the Internet. We will 
consider only a few for each layer of the Internet proto-
col suite, to give a taste for their variety and ingenuity. 

   Unlike the eavesdropping threat, where knowledge 
of higher layers is essential to any successful compro-
mise, an attacker with only a PHY layer transmitter (and 
no higher-layer mechanisms) can disrupt communica-
tions by  jamming  the medium — that is, outputting noise 
onto the medium in an effort to disrupt communications. 
A jammer creates signals that do not necessarily corre-
spond to any bit patterns. The goal of a pure PHY layer 
jammer is denial of service (DoS) — that is, to fill the 
medium so that no communications can take place. 

   Sometimes it is feasible to create a jamming device 
that is sensitive to the MAC layer formats above it, to 
selectively jam only some frames. Selective jamming 
requires a means to interpret bits received from the 
medium as a higher-layer frame or datagram, and the 
targeted frames to jam are recognized by some crite-
rion, such as being sent from or to a particular address. 
So that it can enable its own transmitter before the 
frame has been entirely received by its intended destina-
tion, the jammer’s receiver must recognize the targeted 
frames before they are fully transmitted. When this is 

done correctly, the jammer’s transmitter interferes with 
the legitimate signals, thereby introducing bit errors 
in the legitimate receiver’s decoder. This results in the 
legitimate receiver’s MAC layer detecting the bit errors 
while trying to verify the frame check sequence, caus-
ing it to discard the frame. Selective jamming is harder 
to implement than continuous jamming, PHY layer 
jamming, but it is also much harder to detect, because 
the jammer’s signal source transmits only when legiti-
mate devices transmit as well, and only the targeted 
frames are disrupted. Successful selective jamming usu-
ally causes administrators to look for the source of the 
communications failure on one of the communicating 
devices instead of in the network for a jammer. 

   There is also a higher-layer analog to jamming, 
called  message flooding . Denial-of-service (DoS) is 
also the goal of message flooding. The technique used 
by message flooding is to create and send messages 
at a rate high enough to exhaust some resource. It is 
popular today, for instance, for hackers to compromise 
thousands of unprotected machines, which they use 
to generate simultaneous messages to a targeted site. 
Examples of this kind of attack are to completely fill 
the physical medium connecting the targeted site to the 
Internet with network layer datagrams — this is usually 
hard or impossible — or to generate transport layer con-
nection requests at a rate faster than the targeted site can 
respond. Other variants — request operations that lead 
to disk I/O or require expensive cryptographic opera-
tions — are also common. Message flooding attacks have 
the property that they are legitimate messages from 
authorized parties but simply timed so that collectively 
their processing exceeds the maximum capacity of the 
targeted system. 

   Let’s turn away from resource-clogging forgeries and 
examine forgeries designed to cause a receiver to take an 
unintended action. It is possible to construct this type of 
forgery at any higher layer: forged frames, datagrams, 
network segments, or application messages. 

   To better understand how forgeries work, we need 
to more closely examine Internet  “ identities ”  — MAC 
addresses, IP addresses, transport port numbers, and 
DNS names — as well as the modules that use or support 
their use. The threats are a bit different at each layer. 

   Recall that each MAC layer module is manufactured 
with its own  “ hardware ”  address, which is supposed to 
be a globally unique identifier for the MAC layer mod-
ule instance. The hardware address is configured in 
the factory into nonvolatile memory. At boot time the 
MAC address is transferred from nonvolatile memory 
into operational RAM maintained by the MAC module. 
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 A transmitting MAC layer module inserts the MAC 
address from RAM into each frame it sends, thereby 
advertising an  “ identity. ”  The transmitter also inserts the 
MAC address of the intended receiver on each frame, 
and the receiving MAC layer matches the MAC address 
in its own RAM against the destination field in each 
frame sent over the medium. The receiver ignores the 
frame if the MAC addresses don’t match and receives 
the frame otherwise. 

   In spite of this system, it is useful — even neces-
sary sometimes — for a MAC module to change its 
MAC address. For example, sometimes a manufacturer 
recycles MAC addresses so that two different mod-
ules receive the same MAC address in the factory. If 
both devices are deployed on the same network, nei-
ther works correctly until one of the two changes its 
address. Because of this problem, all manufacturers pro-
vide a way for the MAC module to alter the address in 
RAM. This can always be specified by software via the 
MAC module’s device driver, by replacing the address 
retrieved from hardware at boot time. 

   Since it can be changed, attacks will find it    . A com-
mon attack in Wi-Fi networks, for instance, is for the 
adversary to put the MAC module of the attacking device 
into promiscuous mode, to receive frames from other 
nearby systems. It is usually easy to identify another cli-
ent device from the received frames and extract its MAC 
address. The attacker then reprograms its own MAC 
module to transmit frames using the address of its vic-
tim. A goal of this attack is usually to  “ hijack ”  the ses-
sion of a customer paying for Wi-Fi service; that is, the 
attacker wants free Internet access for which someone 
else has already paid. Another goal of such an attack is 
often to avoid attribution of the actions being taken by 
the attacker; any punishment for antisocial or criminal 
behavior will likely be attributed to the victim instead of 
the attacker because all the frames that were part of the 
behavior came from the victim’s address. 

   A similar attack is common at the network layer. 
The adversary will snoop on the IP addresses appearing 
in the datagrams encoded in the frames and use these 
instead of their own IP addresses to source IP datagrams. 
This is a more powerful attack than that of utilizing only 
a MAC address, because IP addresses are global; an 
IP address is an Internet-wide locator, whereas a MAC 
address is only an identifier on the medium to which the 
device is physically connected. 

   Manipulation of MAC and IP addresses leads directly 
to a veritable menagerie of forgery attacks and enables 
still others. A very selective list of examples must suffice 
to illustrate the ingenuity of attackers: 

      ●      TCP uses sequence numbers as part of its reli-
ability scheme. TCP is supposed to choose the first 
sequence number for a connection randomly. If an 
attacker can predict the first sequence number for 
a TCP connection, an attacker who spoofs the IP 
address of one of the parties to the connection can 
hijack the session by interjecting its own datagrams 
into the flow that use the correct sequence numbers. 
This desynchronizes the retry scheme for the device 
being spoofed, which then drops out from the con-
versation. This attack seems to have become rela-
tively less common than other attacks over the past 
few years, since most TCP implementations have 
begun to utilize better random number generators to 
seed their sequence numbers.  

      ●      An attacker can generate an ARP response to any 
ARP request, thus claiming to use any requested IP 
address. This is a common method to hijack another 
machine’s IP address; it is a very effective technique 
when the attacker has a fast machine and the victim 
machine responds more slowly.  

      ●      An attacker can generate DHCP response messages 
replying to DHCP requests. This technique is often 
used as part of a larger forgery, such as the evil twin 
attack, whereby an adversary masquerades as an 
access point for a Wi-Fi public hot spot. The receipt 
of DHCP response messages convinces the victim 
it is connecting to an access point operated by the 
legitimate hotspot.  

      ●      A variant is to generate a DHCP request with the 
hardware MAC address of another device. This 
method is useful when the attacker wants to ascribe 
action it takes over the Internet to another device.  

      ●      An attacker can impersonate the DNS server, 
responding to requests to resolve human-readable 
names into IP addresses. The IP address in the 
response messages point the victim to a site 
controlled by the attacker. This is becoming a 
common attack used by criminals attempting to 
commit financial fraud, such as stealing credit card 
numbers.     

    Replay 

    Replay  is a special forgery attack. It occurs when an 
attacker records frames or datagrams and then retrans-
mits them unchanged at a later time. 

   This might seem like an odd thing to do, but replay 
attacks are an especially useful way to attack stateful 
messaging protocols, such as a routing protocol. Since 
the goal of a routing protocol is to allow every router to 
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 know the current topology of the network, a replayed 
routing message can cause the routers receiving it to uti-
lize out-of-date information. 

   An attacker might also respond to an ARP request 
sent to a sabotaged node or a mobile device that has 
migrated to another part of the Internet, by sending a 
replayed ARP response. This replay indicates the node 
is still present, thus masking the true network topology. 

   Replay is also often a valuable tool for attacking a 
message encryption scheme. By retransmitting a mes-
sage, an attacker can sometimes learn valuable informa-
tion from a message decrypted and then retransmitted 
without encryption on another link. 

   A primary use of replay, however, is to attack session 
startup protocols. Protocol startup procedures establish 
session state, which is used to operate the link or con-
nection, and determine when some classes of failures 
occur. Since this state is not yet established when the 
session begins, startup messages replayed from prior 
instances of the protocol will fool the receiver into allo-
cating a new session. This is a common DoS technique.  

    Delay and Rushing 

    Delay  is a natural consequence of implementations of 
the Internet architecture. Datagrams from a single con-
nection typically transit a path across the Internet in 
bursts. This happens because applications at the sender, 
when sending large messages, tend to send messages 
larger than a single datagram. The transport layer parti-
tions these messages into segments to fit the maximum 
segment size along the path to the destination. The MAC 
tends to output all the frames together as a single blast 
after it has accessed the medium. Therefore, routers with 
many links can receive multiple datagram bursts at the 
same time. When this happens, a router has to temporar-
ily buffer the burst, since it can output only one frame 
conveying a datagram per link at a time. Simultaneous 
arrival of bursts of datagrams is one source of conges-
tion in routers. This condition usually manifests itself at 
the application by slow communications time over the 
Internet. Delay can also be introduced by routers inten-
tionally, such as via traffic shaping. 

   There are several ways in which attackers can induce 
delays. We illustrate this idea by describing two different 
attacks. It is not uncommon for an attacker to take over a 
router, and when this happens, the attacker can introduce 
artificial delay, even when the router is uncongested. As 
a second example, attackers with bot armies can bom-
bard a particular router with  “ filler ”  messages, the only 
purpose of which is to congest the targeted router. 

   Rushing is the opposite problem: a technique to make 
it appear that messages can be delivered sooner than can 
be reasonably expected. Attackers often employ rush-
ing attacks by first hijacking routers that service parts of 
the Internet that are fairly far apart in terms of network 
topology. The attackers cause the compromised rout-
ers to form a  virtual link  between them. A virtual link 
emulates a MAC layer protocol but running over a trans-
port layer connection between the two routers instead of 
a PHY layer. The virtual link, also called a  wormhole , 
allows the routers to claim they are connected directly by 
a link and so are only one hop apart. The two compro-
mised routers can therefore advertise the wormhole as a 
 “ low-cost ”  path between their respective regions of the 
Internet. The two regions then naturally exchange traffic 
through the compromised routers and the wormhole. 

   An adversary usually launches a rushing attack as 
a prelude to other attacks. By attracting traffic to the 
wormhole endpoints, the compromised routers can 
eavesdrop and modify the datagrams flowing through 
them. Compromised routers at the end of a wormhole are 
also an ideal vehicle for selective deletion of messages.  

    Reorder 

   A second natural event in the Internet is datagram  reor-
dering . The two most common reordering mechanisms 
are forwarding table updates and traffic-shaping algo-
rithms. Reordering due to forwarding takes place at the 
network layer; traffic shaping can be applied at the MAC 
layer or higher. 

   The Internet reconfigures itself automatically as rout-
ers set up new links with neighboring routers and tear 
down links between routers. These changes cause the 
routing application on each affected router to send an 
update to its neighbors, describing the topology change. 
These changes are gossiped across the network until 
every router is aware of what happened. Each router 
receiving such an update modifies its forwarding table to 
reflect the new Internet topology. 

   Since the forwarding table updates take place asyn-
chronously from datagram exchanges, a router can select 
a different forwarding path for each datagram between 
even the same two devices. This means that two data-
grams sent in order at the message source can arrive in 
a different order at the destination, since a router can 
update its forwarding table between the selection of a 
next hop for different datagrams. 

   The second reordering mechanism is traffic shaping, 
which gets imposed on the message flow to make bet-
ter use of the communication resources. One example is 
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 quality of service. Some traffic classes, such as voice or 
streaming video, might be given higher priority by rout-
ers than best-effort traffic, which constitutes file transfers. 
Higher-priority means the router will send datagrams 
carrying voice or video first while buffering the traffic 
longer. Endpoint systems also apply traffic-shaping 
algorithms in an attempt to make real-time applications 
work better, without gravely affecting the performance of 
applications that can wait for their data. Any layer of the 
protocol stack can apply traffic shaping to the messages 
it generates or receives. 

   An attacker can emulate reordering any messages it 
intercepts, but since every device in the Internet must 
recover from message reordering anyway, reordering 
attacks are generally useful only in very specific con-
texts. We will not discuss them further.  

    Message Deletion 

   Like reordering,  message deletion  can happen through 
normal operation of the Internet modules. A MAC layer 
will drop any frame it receives with an invalid frame 
check sequence. A network layer module will discard 
any datagram it receives with an IP header error. A 
transport layer will drop any data segment received with 
a data checksum error. A router will drop perfectly good 
datagrams after receiving too many simultaneous bursts 
of traffic that lead to congestion and exhaustion of its 
buffers. For these reasons, TCP was designed to retrans-
mit data segments in an effort to overcome errors. 

   The last class of attack possible with a Dolev-Yao 
adversary is message deletion. Two message deletion 
attacks occur frequently enough to be named:  black-hole 
attacks  and  gray-hole attacks . 

   Black-hole attacks occur when a router deletes all 
messages it is supposed to forward. From time to time 
a router is misconfigured to offer a zero-cost routes to 
every destination in the Internet. This causes all traffic 
to be sent to this router. Since no device can sustain such 
a load, the router fails. The neighboring routers cannot 
detect the failure rapidly enough to configure alternate 
routes, and they fail as well. This continues until a sig-
nificant portion of the routers in the Internet fail, result-
ing in a black hole: Messages flow into the collapsed 
portion of the Internet and never flow out. A black-hole 
attack intentionally misconfigures a router. Black-hole 
attacks also occur frequently in small-scale sensor, mesh, 
and peer-to-peer file networks. 

   A gray-hole attack is a selective deletion attack. 
Targeted jamming is one type of selective message dele-
tion attack. More generally, an adversary can discard any 

message it intercepts in the Internet, thereby prevent-
ing its ultimate delivery. An adversary intercepting and 
selectively deleting messages can be difficult to detect 
and diagnose, so is a powerful attack. It is normally 
accomplished via compromised routers. 

   A subtler, indirect form of message deletion is also 
possible through the introduction of  forwarding loops . 
Each IP datagram header has a  time-to-live  (TTL) 
field, limiting the number of hops that a datagram can 
make. This field is set to 255 by the initiator and decre-
mented by each router the datagram passes through. If a 
router decrements the TTL field to zero, it discards the 
datagram. 

   The reason for the TTL field is that the routing 
protocols that update the forwarding tables can tem-
porarily cause forwarding loops because updates are 
applied asynchronously as the routing updates are gos-
siped through the Internet. For instance, if router A gets 
updated prior to router B, A might believe that the best 
path to some destination C is via B, whereas B believes 
the best route to C is via A as the next hop. Messages for 
C will ping-pong between A and B until one or both are 
updated with new topology information. 

   An attacker who compromises a router or forges its 
routing traffic can intentionally introduce forwarding 
routes. This causes messages addressed to the destina-
tions affected by the forgery to circulate until the TTL 
field gets decremented to zero. These attacks are also 
difficult to detect, because all the routers are behaving 
according to their specifications, but messages are being 
mysteriously lost.    

    3.       DEFENDING AGAINST ATTACKS ON 
THE INTERNET 

   Now that we have a model for thinking about the threats 
against communication and we understand how the 
Internet works, we can examine how its communications 
can be protected. Here we will explain how cryptogra-
phy is used to protect messages exchanged between vari-
ous devices on the Internet and illustrate the techniques 
with examples. 

   As might be expected, the techniques vary according 
to scenario. Methods that are effective for an active ses-
sion do not work for session establishment. Methods that 
are required for session establishment are too expensive 
for an established session. It is interesting that similar 
methods are used at each layer of the Internet archi-
tecture for protecting a session and for session estab-
lishment and that each layer defines its own security 
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 protocols. Many find the similarity of security solutions 
at different layers curious and wonder why security is 
not centralized in a single layer. We will explain why the 
same mechanisms solve different problems at different 
layers of the architecture, to give better insight into what 
each is for. 

    Layer Session Defenses 

   A  session  is a series of one or more related messages. 
The easiest and most straightforward defenses protect 
the exchange of messages that are organized into ses-
sions, so we will start with session-oriented defenses. 

   Cryptography, when used properly, can provide reli-
able defenses against eavesdropping. It can also be used 
to detect forgery and replay attacks, and the methods 
used also have some relevance to detecting reordering 
and message deletion attacks. We will discuss how this 
is accomplished and illustrate the techniques with TLS, 
IPsec, and 802.11i. 

    Defending against Eavesdropping 

   The primary method used to defend against eavesdrop-
ping is encryption. Encryption was invented with the 
goal of making it infeasible for any computationally lim-
ited adversary to be able to learn anything useful about a 
message that cannot already be deduced by some other 
means, such as its length. Encryption schemes that appear 
to meet this goal have been invented and are in wide-
spread use on the Internet. Here we will describe how 
they are used. 

   There are two forms of encryption: symmetric encryp-
tion, in which the same key is used to both encrypt and 
decrypt, and asymmetric encryption, in which encryption 
and decryption use distinct but related keys. The proper-
ties of each are different. Asymmetric encryption tends to 
be used only for applications related to session initiation 
and assertions about policy (although this is not univer-
sally true). The reason for this is that a single asymmetric 
key operation is generally too expensive to be applied to 
a message stream of arbitrary length. We therefore focus 
on symmetric encryption and how it is used by network 
security protocols. 

   A symmetric encryption scheme consists of three 
operations:  key generate ,  encrypt , and  decrypt . The key 
generate operation creates a  key,  which is a secret. The 
key generate procedure is usually application specific; 
we describe some examples of key generate operations 
in our discussion of session startup. Once generated, 
the key is used by the encrypt operation to transform 

 plaintext  messages — that is, messages that can be read 
by anyone — into  ciphertext , which is messages that can-
not be read by any computationally limited party who 
does not possess the key. The key is also used by the 
decrypt primitive to translate ciphertext messages back 
into plaintext messages. 

   There are two kinds of symmetric encryption algo-
rithms. The first is type is called a  block cipher  and the 
second a  stream cipher . Block and stream ciphers make 
different assumptions about the environment in which 
they operate, making each more effective than the other 
at different protocol layers. 

   A block cipher divides a message into chunks of a 
fixed size called  blocks  and encrypts each block sepa-
rately. Block ciphers have the random access property, 
meaning that a block cipher can efficiently encrypt or 
decrypt any block utilizing an  initialization vector  in 
conjunction with the key. This property makes block 
ciphers a good choice for encrypting the content of 
MAC layer frames and network layer datagrams, for two 
reasons. First, the chunking behavior of a block cipher 
corresponds nicely to the packetization process used to 
form datagrams from segments and frames from data-
grams. Second, and perhaps more important, the Internet 
architecture models the lower layers as  “ best-effort ”  
services, meaning that it assumes that datagrams and 
frames are sent and then forgotten. If a transmitted data-
gram is lost due to congestion or bit error (or attack), it 
is up to the transport layer or application to recover. The 
random access property makes it easy to restart a block 
cipher anywhere it’s needed in the datastream. Popular 
examples of block ciphers include AES, DES, and 
3DES, used by Internet security protocols. 

   Block ciphers are used by the MAC and network lay-
ers to encrypt as follows: First, a block cipher mode of 
operation is selected. A block cipher itself encrypts and 
decrypts only single blocks. A mode of operation is a set 
of rules extending the encryption scheme from a single 
block to messages of arbitrary length. The most popular 
modes of operation used in the Internet are counter mode 
and cipher-block chaining (CBC) mode. Both require an 
initialization vector, which is a counter value for coun-
ter mode and a randomly generated bit vector for cipher-
block chaining mode. To encrypt a message, the mode 
of operation first partitions the message into a sequence 
of blocks whose sizes equal that of the cipher’s block 
size, padding if needed to bring the message length up 
to a multiple of the block size. The mode of operation 
then encrypts each block under the key while combining 
initialization vectors with the block in a mode-specific 
fashion. 
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    For example, counter mode uses a counter as its ini-
tialization vector, which it increments, encrypts, and 
then  exclusive-ORs  the result with the block: 

   
counter counter 1; E Encrypt (counter); 

CipherTextBlock
Key→ ←

←

�

EE PlainTextBlock⊕      

   where  �  denotes  exclusive OR . The algorithm output 
the new (unencrypted)  counter  value, which is used to 
encrypt the next block, and  CipherTextBlock . 

   The process of assembling a message from a mes-
sage encrypted under a mode of operation is very sim-
ple: Prepend the original initialization vector to the 
sequence of ciphertext blocks, which together replace 
the plaintext payload for the message. The right way to 
think of this is that the initialization vector becomes a 
new message header layer. Also prepended is a  key iden-
tifier , which indicates to the receiver which key it should 
utilize to decrypt the payload. This is important because 
in many cases it is useful to employ multiple connections 
between the same pair of endpoints, and so the receiver 
can have multiple decryption keys to choose from for 
each message received from a particular source. 

   A receiver reverses this process: First it extracts the 
initialization vector from the data payload, then it uses 
this and the ciphertext blocks to recover the original 
plaintext message by reversing the steps in the mode of 
operation. 

   This paradigm is widely used in MAC and network 
layer security protocols, including 802.11i, 802.16e, 
802.1ae, and IPsec, each of which utilizes AES in modes 
related to counter and cipher-block chaining modes. 

   A stream cipher treats the data as a continuous stream 
and can be thought of as encrypting and decrypting data 
one bit at a time. Stream ciphers are usually designed 
so that each encrypted bit depends on all previously 
encrypted ones, so decryption becomes possible only if 
all the bits arrive in order; most true stream ciphers lack 
the random access property. This means that in princi-
ple stream ciphers only work in network protocols when 
they’re used on top of a reliable data delivery service 
such as TCP, and so they only work correctly below the 
transport layer when used in conjunction with reliable 
data links. Stream ciphers are attractive from an imple-
mentation perspective because they can often achieve 
much higher throughputs than block ciphers. RC4 is an 
example of a popular stream cipher. 

   Stream ciphers typically do not use a mode of opera-
tion or an initialization vector at all, or at least not in the 

same sense as a block cipher. Instead, they are built as 
pseudo-random number generators, the output of which 
is based on a key. The random number generator is used 
to create a sequence of bits that appear random, called a 
 key stream , and the result is  exclusive   OR’d  with the plain-
text data to create ciphertext. Since XOR is an idempo-
tent operation, decryption with a stream cipher is just the 
same operation: Generate the same key stream and  exclu-

sive OR  it with the ciphertext to recover the plaintext. 
Since stream ciphers do not utilize initialization vectors, 
Internet protocols employing stream ciphers do not need 
the extra overhead of a header to convey the initialization 
vector needed by the decryptor in the block cipher case. 
Instead, these protocols rely on the sender and receiver 
being able to keep their respective key stream generators 
synchronized for each bit transferred. This implies that 
stream ciphers can only be used over a reliable medium 
such as TCP — that is, a transport that guarantees delivery 
of all bits in the proper order and without duplication. 

    Transport layer security  (TLS) is an example of an 
Internet security protocol that uses the stream cipher 
RC4. TLS runs on top of TCP. 

   Assuming that a symmetric encryption scheme is well 
designed, its efficacy against eavesdropping depends on 
four factors. Failing to consider  any  of these can cause 
the encryption scheme to fail catastrophically. 

    Independence of Keys 

   This is perhaps the most important consideration for the 
use of encryption. All symmetric encryption schemes 
assume that the encryption key for each and every ses-
sion is generated independently of the encryption keys 
used for every other session. Let’s parse this thought: 

      ●       Independent  means selected or generated by a pro-
cess that is indistinguishable by  any  polynomial time 
statistical test from the uniform distribution applied 
to the key space. One common failure is to utilize a 
key generation algorithm that is not random, such 
as using the MAC address or IP address of a device 
or time of session creation as the basis for a key. 
Schemes that use such public values instead of ran-
domness for keys are easily broken using brute-force 
search techniques such as dictionary attacks. A sec-
ond common failure is to pick an initial key randomly 
but create successive keys by some simple transfor-
mation, such as incrementing the initial key,  exclusive 

OR ’ing the MAC address of the device with the key, 
and so on. Encryption using key generation schemes 
of this sort are easily broken using differential crypta-
nalysis and related key attacks.  
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      ●        Each and every  mean each and every. For a block 
cipher, reusing the same key twice with the same 
initialization vector can allow an adversary to recover 
the plaintext data from the ciphertext  without  using 
the key. Similarly, each key always causes the pseudo-
random number generator at the heart of a stream 
cipher to generate the same key stream, and reuse of 
the same key stream again will leak the plaintext data 
from the ciphertext without using the key.  

      ●      Methods effective for the coordinated generation 
of random keys at the beginning of each session 
constitute a complicated topic. We address it in our 
discussion of session startup later in the chapter.     

    Limited Output 

   Perhaps the second most important consideration is to 
limit the amount of information encrypted under a single 
key. The modern definition of security for an encryption 
scheme revolves around the idea of indistinguishability 
of the scheme’s output from random. This goes back to 
a notion of ideal security proposed by Shannon    . This 
has a dramatic effect on how long an encryption key 
may be safely used before an adversary has sufficient 
information to begin to learn something about the 
encrypted data. 

   Every encryption scheme is ultimately a determinis-
tic algorithm, and no deterministic algorithm can gener-
ate an infinite amount of output that is indistinguishable 
from random. This means that encryption keys must be 
replaced on a regular basis. The amount of data that can 
be safely encrypted under a single key depends very 
much on the encryption scheme. As usual, the limitations 
for block ciphers and stream ciphers are a bit different. 

   Let the block size for a block cipher be some integer 
 n       �      0. Then, for any key  K , for every string  S  1  there is 
another string  S  2  so that: 

  Encrypt ( )  and Decrypt ( )2 1 1K KS S S S� � 2     

   This says that a block cipher’s encrypt and decrypt 
operations are  permutations  of the set of all bit strings 
whose length equals the block size. In particular, this 
property says that every pair of distinct  n  bit strings 
results in distinct  n  bit ciphertexts for any block cipher. 
However, by an elementary theorem from probabil-
ity called the birthday paradox, random selection of  n  
bit strings should result in a 50% probability that some 
string is chosen at least twice after about 2  n   /2  selections. 
This has an important consequence for block ciphers. It 
says that an algorithm as simple as na ï ve guessing can 

distinguish the output of the block cipher from random 
after about 2  n   /2  blocks have been encrypted. This means 
that an encryption key should never be used to encrypt 
even close to 2  n   /2  blocks before a new, independent key 
is generated. 

   To make this specific, DES and 3DES have a block 
size of 64 bits; AES has a 128-bit block size. Therefore 
a DES or 3DES key should be used much less than to 
encrypt 2 64/2       �      2 32  blocks, whereas an AES key should 
never be used to encrypt as many as 2 64  blocks; doing 
so begins to leak information about the encrypted data 
without use of the encryption key. As an example, 
802.11i has been crafted to limit each key to encrypting 
2 48  before forcing generation of a new key. 

   This kind of arithmetic does not work for a stream 
cipher, since its block size is 1 bit. Instead, the length of 
time a key can be safely used is governed by the perio-
dicity of the pseudorandom number generator at the 
heart of the stream cipher. RC4, for instance, becomes 
distinguishable from random after generating about 2 31  
bytes. Note that 31 � 32      �       � 256, and 256 bytes is the 
size of the RC4 internal state. This illustrates the rule of 
thumb that there is a birthday paradox relation between 
the maximum number of encrypted bits of a stream 
cipher key and its internal state.  

    Key Size 

   The one  “ fact ”  about encryption that everyone knows 
is that larger keys result in stronger encryption. This is 
indeed true, provided that the generate keys operation 
is designed according to the independence condition. 
One common mistake is to properly generate a short 
key — say, 32 bits long — that is then concatenated to get 
a key of the length needed by the selected encryption 
scheme — say, 128 bits. Another similar error is to gener-
ate a short key and manufacture the remainder of the key 
with known public data, such as an IP address. These 
methods result in a key that is only as strong as the short 
key that was generated randomly.  

    Mode of Operation 

   The final parameter is the mode of operation — that is, 
the rules for using a block cipher to encrypt messages 
whose length is different than the block cipher width. 
The most common problem is failure to respect the doc-
ument terms and conditions defined for using the mode 
of operation. 

   As an illustration of what can go wrong — even by 
people who know what they are doing — cipher-block 
chaining mode requires that the initialization vector be 
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 chosen randomly. The earliest version of the IPsec standard 
used cipher-block chaining mode exclusively for encryp-
tion. This standard recommended choosing initialization 
vectors as the final block of any prior message sent. The 
reasoning behind this recommendation was that, because 
an encrypted block cannot be distinguished from random 
if the number of blocks encrypted is limited, a block of a 
previously encrypted message ought to suffice. However, 
the advice given by the standard was erroneous because 
the initialization vector selection algorithm failed to have 
one property that a real random selection property has: The 
initialization vector is not unpredictable. A better way to 
meet the randomness requirement is to increment a coun-
ter, prepend it to the message to encrypt, and then encrypt 
the counter value, which becomes the initialization vector. 
This preserves the unpredictability property at a cost of 
encrypting one extra block. 

   A second common mistake is to design protocols 
using a mode of operation that was not designed to 
encrypt multiple blocks. For example, failing to use a 
mode of operation at all — using the naked encrypt and 
decrypt operations, with no initialization vector — is itself 
a mode of operation called  electronic code book  mode. 
Electronic code book mode was designed to encrypt 
messages that never span more than a single block — for 
example, encrypting keys to distribute for other opera-
tions. Using electronic code book mode on a message 
longer than a single block leaks a bit per block, however, 
because this mode allows an attacker to disguise when 
two plaintext blocks are the same or different. A classi-
cal example of this problem is to encrypt a photograph 
using electronic code book mode. The main outline of 
the photograph shows through plainly. This is not a fail-
ure of the encryption scheme; it is rather using encryp-
tion in a way that was never intended. 

   Now that we understand how encryption works and 
how it is used in Internet protocols, we should ask why 
is it needed at different layers. What does encryption at 
each layer of the Internet architecture accomplish? The 
best way to answer this question is to watch what it does. 

   Encryption applied at the MAC layer encrypts a sin-
gle link. Data is encrypted prior to being put on a link and 
is decrypted again at the other end of a link. This leaves 
the IP datagrams conveyed by the MAC layer frames 
exposed inside each router as they wend their way across 
the Internet. Encryption at the MAC layer is a good way 
to transparently prevent data from leaking, since many 
devices never use encryption. For example, many organiza-
tions are distributed geographically and use direct point-to-
point links to connect sites; encrypting the links connecting 
sites prevents an outsider from learning the organization’s 

confidential information merely by eavesdropping. Legal 
wiretaps also depend on this arrangement because they 
monitor data inside routers. The case of legal wiretaps also 
illustrates the problem with link layer encryption only: If 
an unauthorized party assumes control of a router, they are 
free to read all the datagrams that traverse the router. 

   IPsec operates essentially at the network layer. 
Applying encryption via IPsec prevents exposure of the 
datagrams ’  payload end to end, so the data is still pro-
tected within routers. Since the payload of a datagram 
includes both the transport layer header as well as its 
data segments, applying encryption at the IPsec layer 
hides the applications being used as well as the data. 
This provides a big boost in confidentiality but also 
leads to more inefficient use of the Internet, since traffic-
shaping algorithms in routers critically depend on having 
complete access to the transport headers. Using encryp-
tion at the IPsec layer also means the endpoints do not 
have to know whether each link a datagram traverses 
through the Internet applies encryption; using encryption 
at this layer simplifies the security analysis over encryp-
tion applied at the MAC layer alone. Finally, like MAC 
layer encryption, IPsec is a convenient tool for introduc-
ing encryption transparently to protect legacy applica-
tions, which by and large ignored confidentiality issues. 

   The transport layer encryption function can be illus-
trated by TLS. Like IPsec, TLS operates end to end, but 
TLS encrypts only the application data carried in the 
transport data segments, leaving the transport header 
exposed. Thus, with TLS, routers can still perform their 
traffic-shaping function, and we still have the simplified 
security analysis that comes with end-to-end encryption. 
The first downside of this method is that the exposure 
of the transport headers gives the attacker greater knowl-
edge about what might be encrypted in the payload. The 
second downside is that it is somewhat more awkward to 
introduce encryption transparently at the transport layer; 
encryption at the transport layer requires cooperation by 
the application to perform properly. 

   This analysis says that it is reasonable to employ 
encryption at any one of the network protocol layers, 
because each solves a slightly different problem. 

   Before leaving the topic of encryption, it is worth-
while to emphasize what encryption does and does not 
do. Encryption, when properly used, is a  read access 
control . If used properly, no one who lacks access to the 
encryption key can read the encrypted data. Encryption, 
however, is  not  a  write access control ; that is, it does 
not maintain the integrity of the encrypted data. Counter 
mode and stream ciphers are subject to bit-flipping 
attacks, for instance. An attacker launches a bit-flipping 
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 attack by capturing a frame or datagram, changing one or 
more bits from 0 to 1 (or vice versa) and retransmitting 
the altered frame. The resulting frame decrypts to some 
result — the altered message decrypts to something — and 
if bits are flipped judiciously, the result can be intelligi-
ble. As a second example, cipher-block chaining mode 
is susceptible to   cut  -and-paste attacks, whereby the 
attack cuts the final few blocks from one message in a 
stream and uses them to overwrite the final blocks of a 
later stream. At most one block decrypts to gibberish; 
if the attacker chooses the paste point judiciously, for 
example, so that it falls where the application ought to 
have random data anyway, this can be a powerful attack. 
The upshot is that even encrypted data needs an integrity 
mechanism to be effective, which leads us to the subject 
of defenses against forgeries.   

    Defending against Forgeries and Replays 

   Forgery and replay detection are usually treated together 
because replays are a special kind of forgery. We follow 
this tradition in our own discussion. Forgery detection, 
not eavesdropping protection, is the central concern for 
designs to secure network protocol. This is because every 
accepted forgery of an encrypted frame or datagram is 
a question for which the answer can tell the adversary 
about the encryption key or plaintext data. Just as in 
school, an attacker can learn about the encrypted stream 
or encryption key faster by asking questions rather than 
sitting back and passively listening. 

   Since eavesdropping is a passive attack, whereas 
creating forgeries is active, turning from the subject of 
eavesdropping to that of forgeries changes the security 
goals subtly. Encryption has a security goal of preven-
tion — to prevent the adversary from learning anything 
useful about the data that cannot be derived in other 
ways. The comparable security goal for forgeries is to 
prevent the adversary from creating forgeries, which is 
infeasible. This is because any device with a transmitter 
appropriate for the medium can send forgeries by creat-
ing frames and datagrams using addresses employed by 
other parties. What is feasible is a form of asking for-
giveness instead of permission: Prevent the adversary 
from creating  undetected  forgeries. 

   The cryptographic tool underlying forgery detection 
is called a  message authentication code . Like an encryp-
tion scheme, a message authentication code consists of 
three operations: a  key generation  operation, a  tagging  
operation, and a  verification  operation. Also like encryp-
tion, the key generation operation, which generates a 
symmetric key shared between the sender and receiver, 

is usually application specific. The tagging and veri-
fication operations, however, are much different from 
encrypt and decrypt. 

   The tagging operation takes the symmetric key, called 
an  authentication key , and a message as input parameters 
and outputs a  tag , which is a cryptographic checksum 
depending on the key and message as its output. 

   The verification operation takes three input param-
eters: the symmetric key, the message, and its tag. The 
verification algorithm recomputes the tag from the key 
and message and compares the result against the tag input 
into the algorithm. If the two fail to match, the verify 
algorithm outputs a signal that the message is a forgery. If 
the input and locally computed tag match, the verify algo-
rithm declares that the message is authenticated. 

   The conclusion drawn by the verify algorithm of a 
message authentication code is not entirely logically 
correct. Indeed, if the tag is  n  bits in length, an attacker 
could generate a random  n  bit string as its tag and it 
would have one chance in 2  n   of being valid. A message 
authentication scheme is considered good if there are no 
polynomial time algorithms that are significantly better 
than random guessing at producing correct tags. 

   Message authentication codes are incorporated into 
network protocols in a manner similar to encryption. 
First, a sequence number is prepended to the data that is 
being forgery protected; the sequence number, we will 
see, is used to detect replays. Next, a message authenti-
cation code tagging operation is applied to the sequence 
number and message body to produce a tag. The tag is 
appended to the message, and a key identifier for the 
authentication key is prepended to the message. The mes-
sage can then be sent. The receiver determines whether 
the message was a forgery by first finding the authentica-
tion key identified by the key identifier, then by checking 
the correctness of the tag using the message authentica-
tion code’s verify operation. If these checks succeed, the 
receiver finally uses the sequence number to verify that 
the message is not a replay. 

   How does replay detection work? When the authenti-
cation key is established, the sender initializes to zero the 
counter that is used in the authenticated message. The 
receiver meanwhile establishes a replay window, which 
is a list of all recently received sequence numbers. The 
replay window is initially empty. To send a replay pro-
tected frame, the sender increments his counter by one 
and prepends this at the front of the data to be authenti-
cated prior to tagging. The receiver extracts the counter 
value from the received message and compares this to the 
replay window. If the counter falls before the replay win-
dow, which means it is too old to be considered valid, the 
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 receiver flags the message as a replay. The receiver does 
the same thing if the counter is already represented in the 
replay window data structure. If the counter is greater 
than the bottom of the replay window and is a counter 
value that has not yet been received, the frame or data-
gram is considered  “ fresh ”  instead of a replay. 

   The process is simplest to illustrate for the MAC 
layer. Over a single MAC link it is ordinarily impossible 
for frames to be reordered, because a single device can 
access the medium at a time and, because of the speed of 
electrons or photons comprising the signals representing 
bits, at least some of the bits at the start of a frame are 
received prior to the final bits being transmitted (satellite 
links are an exception). If frames cannot be reordered 
by a correctly operating MAC layer, the replay window 
data structure records the counter for the last received 
frame, and the replay detection algorithm merely has to 
decide whether the replay counter value in a received 
frame is larger than that recorded in its replay window. 
If the counter is less than or equal to the replay window 
value, the frame is a forgery; otherwise it is considered 
genuine. 802.11i, 802.16, and 802.1ae all employ this 
approach to replay detection. This same approach can 
be used by a message authentication scheme operating 
above the transport layer, by protocols such as TLS and 
SSH (Secure Shell), since the transport eliminates dupli-
cates and delivers bits in the order sent. The replay win-
dow is more complicated at the network layer, however, 
because some reordering is natural, given that the net-
work reorders datagrams. Hence, for the network layer 
the replay window is usually sized to account for the 
maximum reordering expected in the  “ normal ”  Internet. 
IPsec uses this more complex replay window. 

   The reason that this works is the following: Every 
message is given a unique, incrementing sequence 
number in the form of its counter value. The transmit-
ter computes the message authentication code tag over 
the sequence number and the message data. Since it is 
infeasible for a computationally bounded adversary to 
create a valid tag for the data with probability signifi-
cantly greater than 1/2  n  , a tag validated by the receiver 
implies that the message, including its sequence number, 
was created by the transmitter. The worst thing that 
could have happened, therefore, is that the adversary has 
delayed the message. However, if the sequence number 
falls within the replay window, the message could not 
have been delayed longer than reordering due to the nor-
mal operation of forwarding and traffic shaping within 
the Internet. 

   A replay detection scheme limits an adversary’s 
opportunities to delete and to reorder messages. If a 

message does not arrive at its destination, its sequence 
number is never set in the receive window, so it can be 
declared a lost message. It is easy to track the percent-
age of lost messages, and if this exceeds some thresh-
old, then communications become unreliable, but more 
important, the cause of the unreliability can be investi-
gated. Similarly, messages received outside the replay 
window can also be tracked, and if the percentage 
becomes too high, messages are arriving out of order 
more frequently than might be expected from normal 
operation of the Internet, pointing to a configuration 
problem, an equipment failure, or an attack. Again, the 
cause of the anomaly can be investigated. Mechanisms 
like these are often the way that attacks are discovered 
in the first place. The important lesson is that attacks and 
even faulty equipment or misconfigurations are often 
difficult to detect without collecting reliability statistics, 
and the forgery detection mechanisms can provide some 
of the best reliability statistics available. 

   Just like encryption, the correctness of this analy-
sis depends critically on the design enforcing some 
fundamental assumptions, regardless of the quality of 
the message authentication code on which it might be 
based. If any of the following assumptions are violated, 
the forgery detection scheme can fail catastrophically to 
accomplish its mission. 

    Independence of Authentication Keys 

   This is absolutely paramount for forgery detection. If 
the message authentication keys are not independent, an 
attacker can easily create forged message authentication 
tags based on authentication keys learned in other ways. 
This assumption is so important that it is useful to exam-
ine in greater detail. 

   The first point is that a message authentication key 
utterly fails to accomplish its mission if it is shared 
among even three parties; only two parties must know 
any particular authentication key. This is very easy to 
illustrate. Suppose A, B, and C were to share a message 
authentication key, and suppose A creates a forgery-
protected message it sends to C. What can C conclude 
when it receives this message? C cannot conclude that 
the message actually originated from A, even though its 
addressing indicates it did, because B could have pro-
duced the same message and used A’s address. C cannot 
even conclude that B did not change some of the message 
in transit. Therefore, the algorithm loses all its efficacy 
for detecting forgeries if message authentication keys are 
known by more than two parties. They must be known 
by at least two parties or the receiver cannot verify that 
the message and its bits originated with the sender. 
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    This is much different than encryption. An encryp-
tion/decryption key can be distributed to every member 
of a group, and as long as the key is not leaked from the 
group to a third party, the encryption scheme remains an 
effective read access control against parties that are not 
members of the group. Message authentication utterly 
fails if the key is shared beyond two parties. This is due 
to the active nature of forgery attacks and the fact that 
forgery handling, being a detection rather than a preven-
tion scheme, already affords the adversary more latitude 
than encryption toward fooling the good guys. 

   So message authentication keys must be shared 
between exactly two communicating devices for forgery 
detection schemes to be effective. As with encryption 
keys, a message authentication key must be generated 
randomly because brute-force searches and related key 
attacks can recover the key by observing messages tran-
siting the medium.  

    No Reuse of Replay Counter Values with a Key 

   Reusing a counter with a message authentication key 
is analogous to reusing an initialization vector with an 
encryption key. Instead of leaking data, however, replay 
counter value reuse leads automatically to trivial forger-
ies based on replayed messages. The attacker’s algo-
rithm is trivial: Using a packet sniffer, record each of 
the messages protected by the same key and file them in 
a database. If the attacker ever receives a key identifier 
and sequence number pair already in the database, the 
transmitter has begun to reuse replay counter values with 
a key. The attacker can then replay any message with 
a higher sequence number and the same key identifier. 
The receiver will be fooled into accepting the replayed 
message. 

   An implication of this approach is that known forgery 
detection schemes cannot be based on static keys. We 
could to the contrary attempt to design such a scheme. 
One could try to checkpoint in nonvolatile memory the 
replay counter at the transmitter and the replay window 
at the receiver. This approach does not work, however, 
in the presence of a Dolev-Yao adversary. The adver-
sary can capture a forgery-protected frame in flight 
and then delete all successive messages. At its conveni-
ence later, the adversary resends the captured message. 
The receiver, using its static message authentication 
key, will verify the tag and, based on its replay window 
retrieved from nonvolatile storage, verify that the mes-
sage is indeed in sequence and so accept the message as 
valid. This experiment demonstrates that forgery detec-
tion is not entirely satisfactory, because sequence num-
bers do not take timeliness into account. Secure clock 

synchronization, however, is a difficult problem with 
solutions that enjoy only partial success. The construc-
tion of better schemes that account for timing remains 
an open research problem.  

    Key Size 

   If message authentication keys must be randomly gener-
ated, they must also be of sufficient size to discourage 
brute-force attack. The key space has to be large enough 
to make exhaustive search for the message authentication 
key cost prohibitive. Key sizes for message authentica-
tion comparable with those for encryption are sufficient 
for this task.  

    Message Authentication Code Tag Size 

   We have seen many aspects that make message authenti-
cation codes somewhat more fragile encryption schemes. 
Message authentication code size is one in which for-
gery detection can on the contrary effectively utilize a 
smaller block size than an encryption scheme. Whereas 
an encryption scheme based on a 128-bit block size has 
to replace keys every 2 48  or so blocks to avoid leak-
ing data, an encryption scheme can maintain the same 
level of security with about a 48-bit message authenti-
cation code tag. The difference is that the block cipher-
based encryption scheme leaks information about the 
encrypted data due to the birthday paradox, whereas an 
attacker has to create a valid forgery based on exhaus-
tive search due to the active nature of a forgery attack. In 
general, to determine the size of a tag needed by a mes-
sage authentication code, we have only to determine the 
maximum number of messages sent in the lifetime of the 
key. If this number of messages is bounded by 2  n  , the tag 
need only be  n       �      1 bits long. 

   As with encryption, many find it confusing that for-
gery detection schemes are offered at nearly every layer 
of the Internet architecture. To understand this, it is again 
useful to ask the question about what message forgery 
detection accomplishes at each layer. 

   If a MAC module requires forgery detection for 
every frame received, physical access to the medium 
being used by the module’s PHY layer affords an 
attacker no opportunity to create forgeries. This is a 
very strong property. It means that the only MAC layer 
messages attacking the receiver are either generated by 
other devices authorized to attach to the medium or else 
are forwarded by the network layer modules of author-
ized devices, because all frames received directly off the 
medium generated by unauthorized devices will be dis-
carded by the forgery detection scheme. A MAC layer 
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 forgery detection scheme therefore essentially provides 
a write access control of the physical medium, closing 
it to unauthorized parties. Installing a forgery detection 
scheme at any other layer will not provide this kind of 
protection. Requiring forgery detection at the MAC layer 
is therefore desirable whenever feasible. 

   A different kind of assurance is provided by for-
gery detection at the network layer. IPsec is the protocol 
designed to accomplish this function. If a network layer 
module requires IPsec for every datagram received, this 
essentially cuts off attacks against the device hosting 
the module to other authorized machines in the entire 
Internet; datagrams generated by unauthorized devices 
will be dropped. With this forgery detection scheme it is 
still possible for an attacker on the same medium to gen-
erate frames attacking the device’s MAC layer module, 
but attacks against higher layers become computation-
ally infeasible. Installing a forgery detection scheme at 
any other layer will not provide this kind of protection. 
Requiring forgery detection at the network layer is there-
fore desirable whenever feasible as well. 

   Applying forgery detection at the transport layer 
offers different assurances entirely. Forgery detection at 
this level assures the receiving application that the arriv-
ing messages were generated by the peer application, not 
by some virus or Trojan-horse program that has linked 
itself between modules between protocol layers on the 
same or different machine. This kind of assurance can-
not be provided by any other layer. Such a scheme at 
the network or MAC layers only defends against mes-
sage injection by unauthorized devices on the Internet 
generally or directly attached to the medium, not against 
messages generated by unauthorized processes running 
on an authorized machine. Requiring forgery detection 
at the transport layer therefore is desirable whenever it 
is feasible. 

   The conclusion is that forgery detection schemes 
accomplish different desirable functions at each protocol 
layer. The security goals that are achievable are always 
architecturally dependent, and this sings through clearly 
with forgery detection schemes. 

   We began the discussion of forgery detection by not-
ing that encryption by itself is subject to attack. One final 
issue is how to use encryption and forgery protection 
together to protect the same message. Three solutions 
could be formulated to this problem. One approach might 
be to add forgery detection to a message first — add the 
authentication key identifier, the replay sequence number, 
and the message authentication code tag — followed by 
encryption of the message data and forgery detection 
headers. TLS is an example Internet protocol that takes 

this approach. The second approach is to reverse the 
order of encryption and forgery detection: First encrypt, 
then compute the tag over the encrypted data and the 
encryption headers. IPsec is an example Internet protocol 
defined to use this approach. The last approach is to 
apply both simultaneously to the plaintext data. SSH is 
an Internet protocol constructed in this manner.    

    Session Startup Defenses 

   If encryption and forgery detection techniques are such 
powerful security mechanisms, why aren’t they used 
universally for all network communications? The prob-
lem is that not everyone is your friend; everyone has 
enemies, and in every human endeavor there are those 
with criminal mindsets who want to prey on others. Most 
people do not go out of their way to articulate and main-
tain relationships with their enemies unless there is some 
compelling reason to do so, and technology is powerless 
to change this. 

   More than anything else, the keys used by encryp-
tion and forgery detection are relationship signifiers. 
Possession of keys is useful not only because they enable 
encryption and forgery detection but because their use 
assures the remote party that messages you receive will 
remain confidential and that messages the peer receives 
from you actually originated from you. They enable the 
accountable maintenance of a preexisting relationship. 
If you receive a message that is protected by a key that 
only you and I know, and you didn’t generate the mes-
sage yourself, it is reasonable for you to conclude that I 
sent the message to you and did so intentionally. 

   If keys are signifiers of preexisting relationships, 
much of our networked communications cannot be 
defended by cryptography, because we do not have 
preexisting relationships with everyone. We send and 
receive email to and from people we have never met. 
We buy products online from merchants we have never 
met. None of these relationships would be possible if we 
required all messages to be encrypted or authenticated. 
What is always required is an open, unauthenticated, 
risky channel to establish new relationships; cryptogra-
phy can only assure us that communication from par-
ties with whom we already have relationships is indeed 
occurring with the person with whom we think we are 
communicating. 

   A salient and central assumption for both encryption 
and forgery detection is that the keys these mechanisms 
use are fresh and independent across sessions. A ses-
sion is an instance of exercising a relationship to effect 
communication. This means that secure communications 
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 require a state change, transitioning from a state in which 
two communicating parties are not engaged in an instance 
of communication to one in which they are. This state 
change is  session establishment . 

   Session establishment is like a greeting between human 
beings. It is designed to synchronize two entities communi-
cating over the Internet and establish and synchronize their 
keys, key identifiers, sequence numbers and replay win-
dows, and, indeed, all the states to provide mutual assur-
ance that the communication is genuine and confidential. 

   The techniques and data structures used to establish 
a secure session are different from those used to carry 
on a conversation. Our next goal is to look at some rep-
resentative mechanisms in this area. The field is vast and 
it is impossible to do more than skim the surface briefly 
to give the reader a glimpse of the beauty and richness 
of the subject. 

   Secure session establishment techniques typically have 
three goals, as described in the following subsections.         

    Mutual Authentication 

   First, session establishment techniques seek to mutually 
authenticate the communicating parties to each other. 
 Mutually authenticate  means that both parties learn the 
 “ identity ”  of the other. It is not possible to know what 
is proper to discuss with another party without also 
knowing the identity of the other party. If only one party 
learns the identity of the other, it is always possible for 
an imposter to masquerade as the unknown party.  

    Key Secrecy 

   Second, session establishment techniques seek to estab-
lish a session key that can be maintained as a secret 
between the two parties and is known to no one else. 
The session key must be independent from all other keys 
for all other session instances and indeed from all other 
keys. This implies that no adversary with limited com-
putational resources can distinguish the key from ran-
dom. Generating such an independent session key is both 
harder and easier than it sounds; it is always possible to 
do so if a preexisting relationship already exists between 
the two communicating parties, and it is impossible to 
do so reliably if a preexisting relationship does not exist. 
Relationships begat other relationships, and nonrelation-
ships are sterile with respect to the technology.  

    Session State Consistency 

   Finally, the parties need to establish a consistent view 
of the session state. This means that they both agree on 
the identities of both parties; they agree on the session 

key instance; they agree on the encryption and forgery 
detection schemes used, along with any associated state 
such as sequence counters and replay windows; and they 
agree on which instance of communication this session 
represents. If they fail to agree on a single shared param-
eter, it is always possible for an imposter to convince 
one of the parties that it is engaged in a conversation that 
is different from its peer’s conversation.   

    Mutual Authentication 

   There are an enormous number of ways to accomplish 
the mutual authentication function needed to initiate a 
new session. Here we examine two that are used in vari-
ous protocols within the Internet. 

    A Symmetric Key Mutual Authentication Method 

   Our old friend the message authentication code can be 
used with a static, long-lived key to create a simple and 
robust mutual authentication scheme. Earlier we stressed 
that the properties of message authentication are incom-
patible with the use of a static key to provide forgery 
detection of session-oriented messages. The incompat-
ibility is due to the use of sequence numbers for replay 
detection. We will replace sequence numbers with unpre-
dictable quantities in order to resocialize static keys. The 
cost of this resocialization effort will be a requirement to 
exchange extra messages. 

   Suppose parties A and B want to mutually authen-
ticate. We will assume that  ID A   is B’s name for A, 
whereas  ID B   is A’s name for B. We will also assume that 
A and B share a long-lived message authentication key 
 K , and that  K  is known only to A and B. We will assume 
that A initiates the authentication. A and B can mutually 
authenticate using a three-message exchange, as follows: 
For message 1, A generates a random number  R A   and 
sends a message containing its identity  ID A   and random 
number to B: 

   A B: , → ID RA A  (1)      

   The notation A  →  B:  m  means that A sends message 
 m  to B. Here the message being passed is specified as 
 ID A  ,  R A  , meaning it conveys A’s identity  ID A   and A’s ran-
dom number  R A  . This message asserts B’s name for A, 
to tell B which is the right long-lived key it should use in 
this instance of the authentication protocol. The random 
number  R A   plays the role of the sequence number in the 
session-oriented case. 

   If B is willing to have a conversation with A at this 
time, it fetches the correct message authentication key 
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  K , generates its own random number  R B  , and computes 
a message authentication code tag  T  over the message 
 ID B , ID A  ,  R A  ,  R B  , that is, over the message consisting of 
both names and both random numbers. B appends the 
tag to the message, which it then sends to A in response 
to message 1: 

 
B A:     , , ,→ ID ID R R TB A A B,   

 (2)
      

   B includes A’s name in the message to tell A which 
key to use to authenticate the message. It includes A’s 
random number  R A   in the message to signal the protocol 
instance to which this message responds. 

   The magic begins when A validates the message 
authentication code tag  T . Since independently gen-
erated random numbers are unpredictable, A knows 
that the second message could not have been produced 
before A sent the first, because it returns  R A   to A. Since 
the authentication code tag  T  was computed over the 
two identities  ID B   and  ID A   and the two random num-
bers  R A   and  R B   using the key  K  known only to A and B, 
and since A did not create the second message itself, A 
knows that B must have created message 2. Hence, mes-
sage 2 is a response from B to A’s message 1 for this 
instance of the protocol. If the message were to contain 
some other random number than  R A  , A would know the 
message is not a response to its message 1. 

   If A verifies message 2, it responds by computing a 
message authentication code tag  T  �  computed over  ID A   
and B’s random number  RB , which it includes in mes-
sage 3: 

 
A B: , ,  → ID R TA B �

   
 (3)

      

   Reasoning as before, B knows A produced message 
3 in response to its message 2, because message 3 could 
not have been produced prior to message 2 and only A 
could have produced the correct tag  T  � . Thus, after mes-
sage 3 is delivered, A and B both have been assured of 
each other’s identity, and they also agree on the session 
instance, which is identified by the pair of random num-
bers  R A   and  R B  . 

   A deeper analysis of the protocol reveals that mes-
sage 2 must convey both identities and both random 
numbers protected from forgery by the tag  T . This con-
struction binds A’s view of the session with B’s. This 
binding prevents interleaving or man-in-the-middle 
attacks. As an example, without this binding, a third 
party, C, could masquerade as B to A and as A to B. 

   It is worth noting that message 1 is not protected from 
either forgery or replay. This lack of any protections is an 
intrinsic part of the problem statement. During the pro-
tocol, A and B must transition from a state where they 
are unsure about the other’s identity and have no com-
munication instance instantiating the long-term relation-
ship signified by the encryption key  K  to a state where 
they fully agree on each other’s identities and a common 
instance of communication expressing their long-lived 
relationship. A makes the transition upon verifying mes-
sage 2, and there are no known ways to reassure it about 
B until this point of the protocol. B makes the state tran-
sition once it has completed verification of message 3. 
The point of the protocol is to transition from a mutually 
suspicious state to a mutually trusted state.  

    An Asymmetric Key Mutual Authentication Method 

   Authentication based on asymmetric keys is also possi-
ble. In addition to asymmetric encryption there is also an 
asymmetric key analog of a message authentication code 
called a  signature scheme . Just like a message authenti-
cation code, a signature scheme consists of three opera-
tions:  key generate ,  sign , and  verify . The key generate 
operation outputs two parameters, a signing key  S  and 
a related verification key  V. S ’s key holder is never sup-
posed to reveal  S  to another party, whereas  V  is meant 
to be a public value. Under these assumptions the sign 
operation takes the signing key  S  and a message  M  as 
input parameters and output a signature  s  of  M . The 
verify operation takes the verification key  V , message  M  
and signature  s  as inputs, and returns whether it verifies 
that  s  was created from  S  and  M . If the signing key  S  
is indeed known by only one party, the signature  s  must 
have been produced by that party. This is because it is 
infeasible for a computationally limited party to compute 
the signature  s  without  S . Asymmetric signature schemes 
are often called  public/private key schemes  because  S  is 
maintained as a secret, never shared with another party, 
whereas the verification key is published to everyone. 

   Signature schemes were invented to facilitate authen-
tication. To accomplish this goal, the verification key 
must be public, and it is usually published in a certifi-
cate, which we will denote as  cert ( ID A , V ) ,  where  ID A   
is the identity of the key holder of  S , and  V  is the verifi-
cation key corresponding to A. The certificate is issued 
by a well-known party called a  certificate authority . 
The sole job of the certificate authority is to introduce 
one party to another. A certificate  cert ( ID A , V ) issued 
by a certificate authority is an assertion that entity A 
has a public verification key  V  that is used to prove A’s 
identity. 
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    As with symmetric authentication, hundreds of dif-
ferent authentication protocols can be based on signature 
schemes. The following is one example among legion: 

  A B: ( , ), → cert ID V RA A    (4)      

   Here  cert ( ID A , V ) is A’s certificate, conveying its 
identity  ID A   and verification key  V; R A   is a random 
number generated by A. If B is willing to begin a new 
session with A, it responds with the message: 

   B A: ( ), , , sig ( , , )→ cert ID ,V R R ID R RB B A B A B A�  (5)      

    R B   is a random number generated by B, and  sig B  ( ID A  , 
 R B  ,  R A  ) is B’s signature over the message with fields  ID A  , 
 R B  , and  R A  . Including IDA under B’s signature is essen-
tial because it is B’s way of asserting that A is the target 
of message 2. Including  RB  and  RA  in the information 
signed is also necessary to defeat man-in-the-middle 
attacks. A responds with a third message: 

 A B: ( , ), , sig ( , )A→ cert ID V R ID Rb B B B     (6)       

    A Caveat 

   Mutual authentication is necessary to establish identities. 
Identities are needed to decide on the access control poli-
cies to apply to a particular conversation, that is, to answer 
the question, Which information that the party knows is 
suitable for sharing in the context of this communications 
instance? Authentication — mutual or otherwise — has 
very limited utility if the communications channel is not 
protected against eavesdropping and forgeries. 

   One of the most common mistakes made by Wi-Fi 
hotspot operators, for instance, is to require authentica-
tion but disable eavesdropping and forgery protection 
for the subsequent Internet access via the hotspot. This 
is because anyone with a Wi-Fi radio transmitter can 
access the medium and hijack the session from a pay-
ing customer. Another way of saying this is that authen-
tication is useful only when it’s used in conjunction with 
a secure channel. This leads to the topic of session key 
establishment. The most common use of mutual authen-
tication is to establish ephemeral session keys using the 
long-lived authentication keys. We will discuss session 
key establishment next.   

    Key Establishment 

   Since it is generally infeasible for authentication to be 
meaningful without a subsequent secure channel, and 

since we know how to establish a secure channel across 
the Internet if we have a key, the next goal is to add key 
establishment to mutual authentication protocols. In this 
model, a mutual authentication protocol establishes an 
ephemeral session key as a side effect of its successful 
operation; this session key can then be used to construct 
all the encryption and authentication keys needed to 
establish a secure channel. All the session states, such as 
sequence number, replay windows, and key identifiers, 
can be initialized in conjunction with the completion of 
the mutual authentication protocol. 

   It is usually feasible to add key establishment to an 
authentication protocol. Let’s illustrate this with the sym-
metric key authentication protocol, based on a message 
authentication code, discussed previously. To extend the 
protocol to establish a key, we suppose instead that A 
and B share two long-lived keys  K  and  K  � . The first key 
 K  is a message authentication key as before. The second 
key  K  �  is a derivation key, the only function of which is 
to construct other keys within the context of the authen-
tication protocol. This is accomplished as follows: After 
verifying message 2 (from line 2 previously), A com-
putes a session key  SK  as: 

 SK prf K R R ID ID lengthA B A B← ( , , , , , )�     
(7)

      

   Here  prf  is another cryptographic primitive called 
a  pseudo random function . A pseudo random function 
is characterized by the properties that (a) its output is 
indistinguishable from random by any computation-
ally limited adversary and (b) it is hard to invert, that is, 
given a fixed output  O , it is infeasible for any compu-
tationally limited adversary to find an input  I  so that  O  
 ←   prf ( I ). The output  SK  of (7) is  length  bits long and 
can be split into two pieces to become encryption and 
message authentication keys. B generates the same  SK  
when it receives message 3. An example of a pseudo-
random function is any block cipher, such as AES, 
in cipher-block chaining MAC mode. Cipher-block 
chaining MAC mode is just like Cipher-block chaining 
mode, except all but the last block of encrypted data is 
discarded. 

   This construction meets the goal of creating an inde-
pendent, ephemeral set of encryptions of message authen-
tication keys for each session. The construction creates 
independent keys because any two outputs of a  prf  appear 
to be independently selected at random to any adver-
sary that is computationally limited. A knows that all 
the outputs are statistically distinct, because A picks the 
parameter to the prf  R A   randomly for each instance of the 
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 protocol; similarly for B. And using the communications 
instances identifiers  RA, RB  along with A and B’s identi-
ties  ID A   and  ID B   are interpreted as a  “ contract ”  to use  SK  
only for this session instance and only between A and B. 

   Public key versions of key establishment based on 
signatures and asymmetric encryption also exist, but we 
will close with one last public key variant based on a 
completely different asymmetric key principle called the 
 Diffie-Hellman algorithm . 

   The Diffie-Hellman algorithm is based on the dis-
crete logarithm problem in finite groups. A group  G  is 
a mathematical object that is closed under an associative 
multiplication and has inverses for each element in  G . 
The prototypical example of a finite group is the integers 
under addition modulo  a  prime number  p . 

   The idea is to begin with an element  g  of a finite 
group  G  that has a long period. This means to  g  1       �       g , 
 g  2       �       g       �       g ,  g  3       �       g  2       �       g ,  … . Since  G  is finite, this 
sequence must eventually repeat. It turns out that 
 g       �       g n    � 1  for some integer  n       �      1, and  g n        �       e  is the 
group’s neutral element. The element  e  has the property 
that  h       �       e       �       e       �       h       �       h  for every element  h  in  G , and 
 n  is called the  period  of  g . With such an element it is 
easy to compute powers of  g,  but it is hard to compute 
the logarithm of  g k  . If  g  is chosen carefully, no polyno-
mial time algorithm is known that can compute  k  from 
 g k  . This property leads to a very elegant key agreement 
scheme: 
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   The session key is then computed as  SK   ←   prf ( K ,  g a  
g b  ,  ID A  ,  ID B  ), where  K   ←   prf (0,  g ab  ). In this protocol,  a  
is a random number chosen by A,  b  is a random number 
chosen by B, and 0 denotes the all zeros key. Note that A 
sends  g a   unprotected across the channel to B. 

   The quantity  g ab   is called the Diffie-Hellman key. 
Since B knows the random secret  b , it can compute 
 g ab        �      ( g a  )  b   from A’s public value  g a  , and similarly A can 
compute  g ab   from B’s public value  g b  . This construction 
poses no risk, because the discrete logarithm problem 
is intractable, so it is computationally infeasible for an 
attacker to determine  a  from  g a  . Similarly, B may send 
 g b   across the channel in the clear, because a third party 
cannot extract  b  from  g b  . B’s signature on message 2 pre-
vents forgeries and assures that the response is from B. 
Since no method is known to compute  g ab   from  g a   and 
 g b  , only A and B will know the Diffie-Hellman key at 
the end of the protocol. The step  K   ←   prf (0,  g ab  ) extracts 

all the computational entropy from the Diffie-Hellman 
key. The construction  SK   ←   prf ( K ,  g a  g b  ,  ID A , ID B  ) com-
putes a session key, which can be split into encryption 
and message authentication keys as before. 

   The major drawback of Diffie-Hellman is that it is 
subject to man-in-the-middle attacks. The preceding pro-
tocol uses signatures to remove this threat. B’s signature 
authenticates B to  a  and also binds  g a   and  g b   together, 
preventing man-in-the-middle attacks. Similarly, A’s sig-
nature on message 3 assures B that the session is with A. 

   These examples illustrate that is practical to con-
struct session keys that meet the requirements for cryp-
tography, if a preexisting long-lived relationship already 
exists.  

    State Consistency 

   We have already observed that the protocol specified 
in (1) through (3) achieves state consistency when the 
protocol succeeds. Both parties agree on the identities 
and on the session instance. When a session key  SK  is 
derived, as in (7), both parties also agree on the key. 
Determining which parties know which pieces of infor-
mation after each protocol message is the essential tool 
for a security analysis of this kind of protocol. The anal-
ysis of this protocol is typical for authentication and key 
establishment protocols.    

    4.       CONCLUSION 

   This chapter examined how cryptography is used on the 
Internet to secure protocols. It reviewed the architec-
ture of the Internet protocol suite, as even what security 
means is a function of the underlying system architec-
ture. Next it reviewed the Dolev-Yao model, which 
describes the threats to which network communications 
are exposed. In particular, all levels of network protocols 
are completely exposed to eavesdropping and manipula-
tion by an attacker, so using cryptography properly is a 
first-class requirement to derive any benefit from its use. 
We learned that effective security mechanisms to protect 
session-oriented and session establishment protocols are 
different, although they can share many cryptographic 
primitives. Cryptography can be very successful at pro-
tecting messages on the Internet, but doing so requires 
preexisting, long-lived relationships. How to build 
secure open communities is still an open problem; it is 
probably intractable because a solution would imply the 
elimination of conflict between human beings who do 
not know each other.             
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 Chapter 8 

   A  botnet  is a collection of compromised Internet com-
puters being controlled remotely by attackers for mali-
cious and illegal purposes. The term comes from these 
programs being called  robots , or  bots  for short, due to 
their automated behavior. 

   Bot software is highly evolved Internet malware, 
incorporating components of viruses, worms, spyware, 
and other malicious software. The person controlling 
a botnet is known as the  botmaster  or  bot-herder , and 
he seeks to preserve his anonymity at all costs. Unlike 
previous malware such as viruses and worms, the moti-
vation for operating a botnet is financial. Botnets are 
extremely profitable, earning their operators hundreds 
of dollars per day. Botmasters can either rent botnet 
processing time to others or make direct profits by send-
ing spam, distributing spyware to aid in identity theft, 
and even extorting money from companies via the threat 
of a distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack.      1    It is no 
surprise that many network security researchers believe 
that botnets are one of the most pressing security threats 
on the Internet today. 

 Bots are at the center of the undernet economy. Almost every 
major crime problem on the Net can be traced to them. 

  — Jeremy Linden, formerly of Arbor Networks      2      

    1.       INTRODUCTION 

   You sit down at your computer in the morning, still 
squinting from sleep. Your computer seems a little 
slower than usual, but you don’t think much of it. After 

checking the news, you try to sign into eBay to check 
on your auctions. Oddly enough, your password doesn’t 
seem to work. You try a few more times, thinking maybe 
you changed it recently — but without success. 

   Figuring you’ll look into it later, you sign into online 
banking to pay some of those bills that have been piling 
up. Luckily, your favorite password still works there — so 
it must be a temporary problem with eBay. Unfortunately, 
you are in for more bad news: The $0.00 balance on your 
checking and savings accounts isn’t just a  “ temporary 
problem. ”  Frantically clicking through the pages, you 
see that your accounts have been completely cleaned out 
with wire transfers to several foreign countries. 

   You check your email, hoping to find some explanation 
of what is happening. Instead of answers, you have dozens 
of messages from  “ network operations centers ”  around 
the world, informing you in no uncertain terms that your 
computer has been scanning, spamming, and sending out 
massive amounts of traffic over the past 12 hours or so. 
Shortly afterward, your Internet connection stops working 
altogether, and you receive a phone call from your serv-
ice provider. They are very sorry, they explain, but due to 
something called  “ botnet activity ”  on your computer, they 
have temporarily disabled your account. Near panic now, 
you demand an explanation from the network technician 
on the other end.  “ What exactly is a botnet? How could it 
cause so much damage overnight? ”  

   Though this scenario might sound far-fetched, it is 
entirely possible; similar things have happened to thou-
sands of people over the last few years. Once a single 
bot program is installed on a victim computer, the possi-
bilities are nearly endless. For example, the attacker can 
get your online passwords, drain your bank accounts, 
and use your computer as a remote-controlled  “ zombie ”  
to scan for other victims, send out spam emails, and even 
launch DDoS attacks. 

   1     T. Holz,  “ A short visit to the bot zoo, ”   IEEE Security and Privacy , 
3(3), 2005, pp. 76 – 79.   
   2     S. Berinato,  “ Attack of the bots, ”   WIRED , Issue 14.11, November 
2006,  www.wired.com/wired/archive/14.11/botnet.html .   
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   This chapter describes the botnet threat and the coun-
termeasures available to network security professionals. 
First, it provides an overview of botnets, including their 
origins, structure, and underlying motivation. Next, the 
chapter describes existing methods for defending com-
puters and networks against botnets. Finally, it addresses 
the most important aspect of the botnet problem: how to 
identify and track the botmaster in order to eliminate the 
root cause of the botnet problem. 

    2.       BOTNET OVERVIEW 

   Bots and botnets are the latest trend in the evolution of 
Internet malware. Their black-hat developers have built 
on the experience gathered from decades of viruses, 
worms, Trojan horses, and other malware to create 
highly sophisticated software that is difficult to detect 
and remove. Typical botnets have several hundred to 
several thousand members, though some botnets have 
been detected with over 1.5 million members.      3    As of 
January 2007, Google’s Vinton Cerf estimated that up to 
150 million computers (about 25% of all Internet hosts) 
could be infected with bot software.      4     

    Origins of Botnets 

   Before botnets, the main motivation for Internet attacks 
was fame and notoriety. By design, these attacks were 
noisy and easily detected. High-profile examples are 
the Melissa email worm (1999), ILOVEYOU (2000), 
Code Red (2001), Slammer (2003), and Sasser (2004).      5    ,       6    
Though the impact of these viruses and worms was 
severe, the damage was relatively short-lived and con-
sisted mainly of the cost of the outage plus man-hours 
required for cleanup. Once the infected files had been 
removed from the victim computers and the vulnerabil-
ity patched, the attackers no longer had any control. 

   By contrast, botnets are built on the very premise 
of extending the attacker’s control over his victims. To 

achieve long-term control, a bot must be stealthy during 
every part of its lifecycle, unlike its predecessors. 2  As a 
result, most bots have a relatively small network foot-
print and do not create much traffic during typical opera-
tion. Once a bot is in place, the only required traffic 
consists of incoming commands and outgoing responses, 
constituting the botnet’s command and control (C & C) 
channel. Therefore, the scenario at the beginning of the 
chapter is not typical of all botnets. Such an obvious 
attack points to either a brazen or inexperienced botmas-
ter, and there are plenty of them. 

   The concept of a remote-controlled computer bot 
originates from Internet Relay Chat (IRC), where benev-
olent bots were first introduced to help with repetitive 
administrative tasks such as channel and nickname man-
agement. 1,2  One of the first implementations of such 
an IRC bot was Eggdrop, originally developed in 1993 
and still one of the most popular IRC bots. 6,       7    Over time, 
attackers realized that IRC was in many ways a per-
fect medium for large-scale botnet C & C. It provides an 
instantaneous one-to-many communications channel and 
can support very large numbers of concurrent users.      8     

    Botnet Topologies and Protocols 

   In addition to the traditional IRC-based botnets, several 
other protocols and topologies have emerged recently. 
The two main botnet topologies are centralized and 
peer-to-peer (P2P). Among centralized botnets, IRC 
is still the predominant protocol,      9    ,       10    ,       11    but this trend is 
decreasing and several recent bots have used HTTP for 
their C & C channels. 9,11  Among P2P botnets, many dif-
ferent protocols exist, but the general idea is to use a 
decentralized collection of peers and thus eliminate the 
single point of failure found in centralized botnets. P2P 
is becoming the most popular botnet topology because it 
has many advantages over centralized botnets.      12    

   3     Joris Evers,  “  ‘ Bot herders ’  may have controlled 1.5 million PCs, ”  
 http://news. cnet.com/Bot-herders-may-have-controlled-1.5-million-
PCs/2100-7350_3-5906896.html   
   4     A. Greenberg,  “ Spam crackdown  ‘ a drop in the bucket, ’  ”   Forbes , 
June 14, 2007,  www.forbes.com/security/2007/06/14/spam-arrest-fbi-
tech-security-cx_ag_0614spam.html .   
   5     Wikipedia contributors,  “ Timeline of notable computer viruses and 
worms, ”   http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title     �     Timeline_of_nota-
ble_computer_viruses_and_worms & oldid     �     207972502  (accessed May 
3, 2008).   
   6     P. Barford and V. Yegneswaran,  “ An inside look at botnets, ”  Special 
Workshop on Malware Detection, Advances in Information Security, 
Springer Verlag, 2006.   

   7     Wikipedia contributors,  “ Eggdrop, ”   http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.
php?title     �     Eggdrop & oldid     �     207430332  (accessed May 3, 2008).   
   8     E. Cooke, F. Jahanian, and D. McPherson,  “ The zombie roundup: 
Understanding, detecting, and disturbing botnets, ”  in Proc. 1st 
Workshop on Steps to Reducing Unwanted Traffi c on the Internet 
(SRUTI), Cambridge, July 7, 2005, pp. 39 – 44.   
   9     N. Ianelli and A. Hackworth,  “ Botnets as a vehicle for online crime, ”  
in Proc. 18th Annual Forum of Incident Response and Security Teams 
(FIRST), Baltimore, June 25 – 30, 2006.   
   10     M. Rajab, J. Zarfoss, F. Monrose, and A. Terzis,  “ A multifaceted 
approach to understanding the botnet phenomenon, ”  in Proc. of the 6th 
ACM SIGCOM Internet Measurement Conference, Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil, October 2006.   
   11     Trend Micro,  “ Taxonomy of botnet threats, ”  Trend Micro 
Enterprise Security Library, November 2006.   
   12     Symantec,  “ Symantec internet security threat report, trends for 
July – December 2007, ”  Volume XIII, April 2008.   
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    Centralized 

   Centralized botnets use a single entity (a host or a small 
collection of hosts) to manage all bot members. The 
advantage of a centralized topology is that it is fairly 
easy to implement and produces little overhead. A major 
disadvantage is that the entire botnet becomes useless if 
the central entity is removed, since bots will attempt to 
connect to nonexistent servers. To provide redundancy 
against this problem, many modern botnets rely on 
dynamic DNS services and/or fast-flux DNS techniques. 
In a fast-flux configuration, hundreds or thousands of 
compromised hosts are used as proxies to hide the iden-
tities of the true C & C servers. These hosts constantly 
alternate in a round-robin DNS configuration to resolve 
one hostname to many different IP addresses (none of 
which are the true IPs of C & C servers). Only the proxies 
know the true C & C servers, forwarding all traffic from 
the bots to these servers.      13    

   As we’ve described, the IRC protocol is an ideal 
candidate for centralized botnet control, and it remains 
the most popular among in-the-wild botmasters, 9,10,11  
although it appears that will not be true much longer. 
Popular examples of IRC bots are Agobot, Spybot, and 
Sdbot. 13  Variants of these three families make up most 
active botnets today. By its nature, IRC is centralized 
and allows nearly instant communication among large 
botnets. One of the major disadvantages is that IRC traf-
fic is not very common on the Internet, especially in an 
enterprise setting. As a result, standard IRC traffic can 
be easily detected, filtered, or blocked. For this reason, 
some botmasters run their IRC servers on nonstandard 
ports. Some even use customized IRC implementations, 
replacing easily recognized commands such as JOIN and 
PRIVMSG with other text. Despite these countermeas-
ures, IRC still tends to stick out from the regular Web 
and email traffic due to uncommon port numbers. 

   Recently, botmasters have started using HTTP to man-
age their centralized botnets. The advantage of using reg-
ular Web traffic for C & C is that it must be allowed to pass 
through virtually all firewalls, since HTTP comprises a 
majority of Internet traffic. Even closed firewalls that only 
provide Web access (via a proxy service, for example) 
will allow HTTP traffic to pass. It is possible to inspect 
the content and attempt to filter out malicious C & C traffic, 
but this is not feasible due to the large number of exist-
ing bots and variants. If botmasters use HTTPS (HTTP 

encrypted using SSL/TLS), then even content inspection 
becomes useless and all traffic must be allowed to pass 
through the firewall. However, a disadvantage of HTTP 
is that it does not provide the instant communication and 
built-in, scale-up properties of IRC: Bots must manually 
poll the central server at specific intervals. With large 
botnets, these intervals must be large enough and distrib-
uted well to avoid overloading the server with simultane-
ous requests. Examples of HTTP bots are Bobax      14    ,11  and 
Rustock, with Rustock using a custom encryption scheme 
on top of HTTP to conceal its C & C traffic.      15     

    Peer-to-Peer 

   As defenses against centralized botnets have become 
more effective, more and more botmasters are explor-
ing ways to avoid the pitfalls of relying on a central-
ized architecture and therefore a single point of failure. 
Symantec reports a  “ steady decrease ”  in centralized IRC 
botnets and predicts that botmasters are now  “ acceler-
ating their shift … to newer, stealthier control methods, 
using protocols such as … peer-to-peer. ”  12  In the P2P 
model, no centralized server exists, and all member 
nodes are equally responsible for passing on traffic.  “ If 
done properly, [P2P] makes it near impossible to shut 
down the botnet as a whole. It also provides anonym-
ity to the [botmaster], because they can appear as just 
another node in the network, ”  says security researcher 
Joe Stewart of Lurhq.      16    There are many protocols avail-
able for P2P networks, each differing in the way nodes 
first join the network and the role they later play in pass-
ing traffic along. Some popular protocols are BitTorrent, 
WASTE, and Kademlia. 13  Many of these protocols were 
first developed for benign uses, such as P2P file sharing. 

   One of the first malicious P2P bots was Sinit, released 
in September 2003. It uses random scanning to find 
peers, rather than relying on one of the established P2P 
bootstrap protocols. 13  As a result, Sinit often has trouble 
finding peers, which results in overall poor connectiv-
ity.      17    Due to the large amount of scanning traffic, this bot 
is easily detected by intrusion detection systems (IDSs).      18    

   13     J. Grizzard, V. Sharma, C. Nunnery, B. Kang, and D. Dagon, 
 “ Peer-to-peer botnets: Overview and case study, ”  in Proc. First 
Workshop on Hot Topics in Understanding Botnets (HotBots), 
Cambridge, April 2007.   

   14     J. Stewart,  “ Bobax Trojan analysis, ”  SecureWorks, May 17, 2004, 
 http://secureworks.com/research/threats/bobax .   
   15     K. Chiang and L. Lloyd,  “ A case study of the Rustock Rootkit and 
Spam Bot, ”  in Proc. First Workshop on Hot Topics in Understanding 
Botnets (HotBots), Cambridge, April 10, 2007.   
   16     R. Lemos,  “ Bot software looks to improve peerage, ”   SecurityFocus , 
May 2, 2006,  www.securityfocus.com/news/11390/ .   
   17     P. Wang, S. Sparks, and C. Zou,  “ An advanced hybrid peer-to-
peer botnet, ”  in Proc. First Workshop on Hot Topics in Understanding 
Botnets (HotBots), Cambridge, April 10, 2007.   
   18     J. Stewart,  “ Sinit P2P Trojan analysis, ”   SecureWorks , December 8, 
2004,  www.secureworks.com/research/threats/sinit/ .   
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   Another advanced bot using the P2P approach is 
Nugache, released in April 2006. 13  It initially connects 
to a list of 22 predefined peers to join the P2P network, 
then downloads a list of active peer nodes from there. This 
implies that if the 22  “ seed ”  hosts can be shut down, no 
new bots will be able to join the network, but existing 
nodes can still function.      19    Nugache encrypts all communi-
cations, making it harder for IDSs to detect and increasing 
the difficulty of manual analysis by researchers. 16  Nugache 
is seen as one of the first more sophisticated P2P bots, pav-
ing the way for future enhancements by botnet designers. 

   The most famous P2P bot so far is Peacomm, more 
commonly known as the Storm Worm. It started spread-
ing in January 2007 and continues to have a strong 
presence.      20    To communicate with peers, it uses the 
Overnet protocol, based on the Kademlia P2P protocol. 
For bootstrapping, it uses a fixed list of peers (146 in 
one observed instance) distributed along with the bot. 
Once the bot has joined Overnet, the botmaster can eas-
ily update the binary and add components to extend its 
functionality. Often the bot is configured to automati-
cally retrieve updates and additional components, such 
as an SMTP server for spamming, an email address 
harvesting tool, and a DoS module. Like Nugache, all 
of Peacomm’s communications are encrypted, making 
it extremely hard to observe C & C traffic or inject com-
mands appearing to come from the botmaster. Unlike 
centralized botnets relying on a dynamic DNS provider, 
Peacomm uses its own P2P network as a distributed 
DNS system that has no single point of failure. The fixed 
list of peers is a potential weakness, although it would be 
challenging to take all these nodes offline. Additionally, 
the attackers can always set up new nodes and include 
an updated peer list with the bot, resulting in an  “ arms 
race ”  to shut down malicious nodes. 13     

    3.       TYPICAL BOT LIFE CYCLE 

   Regardless of the topology being used, the typical life 
cycle of a bot is similar: 

    1.      Creation.  First, the botmaster develops his bot soft-
ware, often reusing existing code and adding custom 
features. He might use a test network to perform dry 
runs before deploying the bot in the wild.  

    2.      Infection.  There are many possibilities for infecting 
victim computers, including the following four. Once 
a victim machine becomes infected with a bot, it is 
known as a  zombie . 
      ●       Software vulnerabilities.  The attacker exploits 

a vulnerability in a running service to automati-
cally gain access and install his software without 
any user interaction. This was the method used 
by most worms, including the infamous Code 
Red and Sasser worms. 5   

      ●       Drive-by download . The attacker hosts his file on 
a Web server and entices people to visit the site. 
When the user loads a certain page, the software 
is automatically installed without user interac-
tion, usually by exploiting browser bugs, miscon-
figurations, or unsecured ActiveX controls.  

      ●       Trojan horse . The attacker bundles his malicious 
software with seemingly benign and useful soft-
ware, such as screen savers, antivirus scanners, or 
games. The user is fully aware of the installation 
process, but he does not know about the hidden 
bot functionality.  

      ●       Email attachment : Although this method has 
become less popular lately due to rising user 
awareness, it is still around. The attacker sends an 
attachment that will automatically install the bot 
software when the user opens it, usually without 
any interaction. This was the primary infection 
vector of the ILOVEYOU email worm from 
2000. 5  The recent Storm Worm successfully used 
enticing email messages with executable attach-
ments to lure its victims. 20      

    3.      Rallying . After infection, the bot starts up for the 
first time and attempts to contact its C & C server(s) 
in a process known as  rallying . In a centralized 
botnet, this could be an IRC or HTTP server, for 
example. In a P2P botnet, the bots perform the boot-
strapping protocol required to locate other peers and 
join the network. Most bots are very fault-tolerant, 
having multiple lists of backup servers to attempt if 
the primary ones become unavailable. Some C & C 
servers are configured to immediately send some 
initial commands to the bot (without botmaster inter-
vention). In an IRC botnet, this is typically done by 
including the commands in the C & C channel’s topic.  

    4.      Waiting.  Having joined the C & C network, the bot 
waits for commands from the botmaster. During this 
time, very little (if any) traffic passes between the 
victim and the C & C servers. In an IRC botnet, this 
traffic would mainly consist of periodic keep-alive 
messages from the server.  

   19     R. Schoof and Ralph Koning,  “ Detecting peer-to-peer botnets, ”  
unpublished paper, University of Amsterdam, February 4, 2007,  http://
staff.science.uva.nl/~delaat/sne-2006-2007/p17/report.pdf .   
   20     Wikipedia contributors,  “ Storm worm, ”   http://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title � Storm_Worm & oldid � 207916428  accessed May 4, 
2008).   
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    5.      Executing.  Once the bot receives a command from 
the botmaster, it executes it and returns any results to 
the botmaster via the C & C network. The supported 
commands are only limited by the botmaster’s imagi-
nation and technical skills. Common commands are 
in line with the major uses of botnets: scanning for 
new victims, sending spam, sending DoS floods, set-
ting up traffic redirection, and many more.    

   Following execution of a command, the bot returns 
to the waiting state to await further instructions. If the 
victim computer is rebooted or loses its connection to 
the C & C network, the bot resumes in the rallying state. 
Assuming it can reach its C & C network, it will then con-
tinue in the waiting state until further commands arrive. 

    Figure 8.1    shows the detailed infection sequence in a 
typical IRC-based botnet: 

    1.     An existing botnet member computer launches a 
scan, then discovers and exploits a vulnerable host.  

    2.     Following the exploit, the vulnerable host is made to 
download and install a copy of the bot software, con-
stituting an infection.  

    3.     When the bot starts up on the vulnerable host, it 
enters the rallying state: It performs a DNS lookup to 
determine the current IP of its C & C server.  

    4.     The new bot joins the botnet’s IRC channel on the 
C & C server for the first time, now in the waiting state.  

    5.     The botmaster sends his commands to the C & C 
server on the botnet’s IRC channel.  

    6.     The C & C server forwards the commands to all bots, 
which now enter the executing state.     

    4.       THE BOTNET BUSINESS MODEL 

   Unlike the viruses and worms of the past, botnets are 
motivated by financial profit. Organized crime groups 
often use them as a source of income, either by hiring 
 “ freelance ”  botmasters or by having their own members 
create botnets. As a result, network security professionals 
are up against motivated, well-financed organizations that 
can often hire some of the best minds in computers and 
network security. This is especially true in countries such 
as Russia, Romania, and other Eastern European nations 
where there is an abundance of IT talent at the high 
school and university level but legitimate IT job prospects 
are very limited. In such an environment, criminal organi-
zations easily recruit recent graduates by offering far bet-
ter opportunities than the legitimate job market.      21    ,       22    ,       23    ,       24    
One infamous example of such a crime organization 
is the Russian Business Network (RBN), a Russian 
Internet service provider (ISP) that openly supports 
criminal activity. 21,       25    They are responsible for the Storm 
Worm (Peacomm), 25  the March 2007 DDoS attacks on 
Estonia, 25  and a high-profile attack on the Bank of India 
in August 2007,      26    along with many other attacks. 

   It might not be immediately obvious how a collec-
tion of computers can be used to cause havoc and pro-
duce large profits. The main point is that botnets provide 
 anonymous  and  distributed  access to the Internet. The 
anonymity makes the attackers untraceable, and a botnet’s 
distributed nature makes it extremely hard to shut down. 
As a result, botnets are perfect vehicles for criminal activ-
ities on the Internet. Some of the main profit-producing 
methods are explained here,      27    but criminals are always 
devising new and creative ways to profit from botnets: 

      ●       Spam.  Spammers send millions of emails advertising 
phony or overpriced products, phishing for financial 

 FIGURE 8.1          Infection sequence of a typical centralized IRC-based 
botnet.    

   21     D. Bizeul,  “ Russian business network study, ”  unpublished paper, 
November 20, 2007,  www.bizeul.org/fi les/RBN_study.pdf .   
   22     A. E. Cha,  “ Internet dreams turn to crime, ”   Washington Post , May 
18, 2003,  www.washingtonpost.com/ac2/wp-dyn/A2619-2003May17 .   
   23     B. I. Koerner,  “ From Russia with l ø pht, ”   Legal Affairs , May – June 
2002,  http://legalaffairs.org/issues/May-June-2002/feature_koerner_may
jun2002.msp .   
   24     M. Delio,  “ Inside Russia’s hacking culture, ”   WIRED , March 12, 
2001,  www.wired.com/culture/lifestyle/news/2001/03/42346 .   
   25     Wikipedia contributors,  “ Russian business network, ”   http://
en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title     �     Russian_Business_Network & 
oldid     �     209665215  (accessed May 3, 2008).   
   26     L. Tung,  “ Infamous Russian ISP behind Bank of India hack ”   ZDNet , 
September 4, 2007,  http://news.zdnet.co.uk/security/0,1000000189,
39289057,00.htm?r     �     2 .   
   27     P. B ä cher, T. Holz, M. K ö tter, and G. Wicherski,  “ Know your enemy: 
Tracking botnets, ”  March 13, 2005, see  www.honeynet.org/papers/
bots/ .   
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data and login information, or running advance-fee 
schemes such as the Nigerian 419 scam.      28    Even if 
only a small percentage of recipients respond to this 
spam, the payoff is considerable for the spammer. 
It is estimated that up to 90% of all spam originates 
from botnets. 2   

      ●       DDoS and extortion.  Having amassed a large 
number of bots, the attacker contacts an organization 
and threatens to launch a massive DDoS attack, 
shutting down its Web site for several hours or 
even days. Another variation on this method is 
to find vulnerabilities, use them steal financial or 
confidential data, and then demand money for the 
 “ safe return ”  of the data and to keep it from being 
circulated in the underground economy. 23  Often, 
companies would rather pay off the attacker to avoid 
costly downtime, lost sales, and the lasting damage 
to its reputation that would result from a DDoS 
attack or data breach.  

      ●       Identity theft.  Once a bot has a foothold on a 
victim’s machine, it usually has complete control. 
For example, the attacker can install keyloggers 
to record login and password information, search 
the hard drive for valuable data, or alter the DNS 
configuration to redirect victims to look-alike 
Web sites and collect personal information, known 
as  pharming.       29    Using the harvested personal 
information, the attacker can make fraudulent credit 
card charges, clean out the victim’s bank account, 
and apply for credit in the victim’s name, among 
many other things.  

      ●       Click fraud.  In this scenario, bots are used to 
repeatedly click Web advertising links, generating 
per-click revenue for the attacker. 2  This represents 
fraud because only the clicks of human users with 
a legitimate interest are valuable to advertisers. The 
bots will not buy the product or service as a result of 
clicking the advertisement.    

   These illegal activities are extremely profitable. 
For example, a 2006 study by the Germany Honeynet 
Project estimated that a botmaster can make about $430 
per day just from per-install advertising software.      30    A 
20-year-old California botmaster indicted in February 
2006 earned $100,000 in advertising revenue from his 

botnet operations.      31    However, both of these cases pale in 
comparison to the estimated $20 million worth of dam-
age caused by an international ring of computer crimi-
nals known as the A-Team.      32    

   Due to these very profitable uses of botnets, many bot-
masters make money simply by creating botnets and then 
renting out processing power and bandwidth to spammers, 
extortionists, and identity thieves. Despite a recent string 
of high-profile botnet arrests, these are merely a drop in 
the bucket. 4  Overall, botmasters still have a fairly low 
chance of getting caught due to a lack of effective trace-
back techniques. The relatively low risk combined with 
high yield makes the botnet business very appealing as a 
fundraising method for criminal enterprises, especially in 
countries with weak computer crime enforcement.  

    5.       BOTNET DEFENSE 

   When botnets emerged, the response was similar to pre-
vious Internet malware: Antivirus vendors created sig-
natures and removal techniques for each new instance 
of the bot. This approach initially worked well at the 
host level, but researchers soon started exploring more 
advanced methods for eliminating more than one bot at a 
time. After all, a botnet with tens of thousands of mem-
bers would be very tedious to combat one bot at a time. 

   This section describes the current defenses against 
centralized botnets, moving from the host level to the 
network level, then to the C & C server, and finally to the 
botmaster himself. 

    Detecting and Removing Individual Bots 

   Removing individual bots does not usually have a notice-
able impact on the overall botnet, but it is a crucial first 
step in botnet defense. The basic antivirus approach using 
signature-based detection is still effective with many 
bots, but some are starting to use polymorphism, which 
creates unique instances of the bot code and evades sig-
nature-based detection. For example, Agobot is known to 
have thousands of variants, and it includes built-in sup-
port for polymorphism to change its signature at will.      33    

   28     Wikipedia contributors,  “ E-mail spam, ”   http://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title     �     E-mail_spam & oldid     �     209902571  (accessed May 3, 
2008).   
   29     Wikipedia contributors,  “ Pharming, ”   http://en.wikipedia.org/w/
index.php?title     �     Pharming & oldid     �     196469141  (accessed May 3, 2008).   
   30     R. Naraine,  “ Money bots: Hackers cash in on hijacked PCs, ”   eWeek , 
September 8, 2006,  www.eweek.com/article2/0,1759,2013924,00.asp .   

   31     P. F. Roberts,  “ DOJ indicts hacker for hospital botnet 
attack, ”   eWeek , February 10, 2006,  www.eweek.com/article2/0,
1759,1925456,00.asp .   
   32     T. Claburn,  “ New Zealander  ‘ AKILL ’  pleads guilty to botnet 
charges, ”   Information Week , April 3, 2008,  www.informationweek.
com/news/security/cybercrime/showArticle.jhtml?articleID     �     2070
01573 .   
   33     Wikipedia contributors,  “ Agobot (computer worm), ”   http://
en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title     �     Agobot_%28computer_worm%
29 & oldid     �     201957526  (accessed May 3, 2008).   
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   To deal with these more sophisticated bots and all 
other polymorphic malware, detection must be done 
using behavioral analysis and heuristics. Researchers 
Stinson and Mitchell have developed a taint-based 
approach called BotSwat that marks all data originating 
from the network. If this data is used as input for a sys-
tem call, there is a high probability that it is bot-related 
behavior, since user input typically comes from the key-
board or mouse on most end-user systems.      34     

    Detecting C & C Traffic 

   To mitigate the botnet problem on a larger scale, 
researchers turned their attention to network-based 
detection of the botnet’s C & C traffic. This method 
allows organizations or even ISPs to detect the presence 
of bots on their entire network, rather than having to 
check each machine individually. 

   One approach is to examine network traffic for 
certain known patterns that occur in botnet C & C traf-
fic. This is, in effect, a network-deployed version of 
signature-based detection, where signatures have to 
be collected for each bot before detection is possible. 
Researchers Goebel and Holz implemented this method 
in their Rishi tool, which evaluates IRC nicknames 
for likely botnet membership based on a list of known 
botnet naming schemes. As with all signature-based 
approaches, it often leads to an  “ arms race ”  where the 
attackers frequently change their malware and the net-
work security community tries to keep up by creating 
signatures for each new instance.      35    

   Rather than relying on a limited set of signatures, 
it is also possible to use the IDS technique of anomaly 
detection to identify unencrypted IRC botnet traffic. This 
method was successfully implemented by researchers 
Binkley and Singh at Portland State University, and as 
a result they reported a significant increase in bot detec-
tion on the university network.      36    

   Another IDS-based detection technique called 
BotHunter was proposed by Gu et al. in 2007. Their 
approach is based on IDS dialog correlation tech-
niques: It deploys three separate network monitors at 

the network perimeter, each detecting a specific stage 
of bot infection. By correlating these events, BotHunter 
can reconstruct the traffic dialog between the infected 
machine and the outside Internet. From this dialog, the 
engine determines whether a bot infection has taken 
place with a high accuracy rate.      37    

   Moving beyond the scope of a single network/organi-
zation, traffic from centralized botnets can be detected at 
the ISP level based only on transport layer flow statistics. 
This approach was developed by Karasaridis et al., and it 
solves many of the problems of packet-level inspection. 
It is passive, highly scalable, and only uses flow sum-
mary data (limiting privacy issues). Additionally, it can 
determine the size of a botnet without joining and can 
even detect botnets using encrypted C & C. The approach 
exploits the underlying principle of centralized botnets: 
Each bot has to contact the C & C server, producing 
detectable patterns in network traffic flows.      38    

   Beyond the ISP level, a heuristic method for Internet-
wide bot detection was proposed by Ramachandran et al. 
in 2006. In this scheme, query patterns of DNS black-
hole lists (DNSBLs) are used to create a list of possible 
bot-infected IP addresses. It relies on the fact that botmas-
ters need to periodically check whether their spam-send-
ing bots have been added to a DNSBL and have therefore 
become useless. The query patterns of botmasters to a 
DNSBL are very different from those of legitimate mail 
servers, allowing detection.      39    One major limitation is that 
this approach focuses mainly on the sending of spam. It 
would most likely not detect bots engaged in other ille-
gal activities, such as DDoS attacks or click fraud, since 
these do not require DNSBL lookups.  

    Detecting and Neutralizing 
the C & C Servers 

   Though detecting C & C traffic and eliminating all bots 
on a given local network is a step in the right direction, 
it still doesn’t allow the takedown of an entire botnet at 
once. To achieve this goal in a centralized botnet, access 
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to the C & C servers must be removed. This approach 
assumes that the C & C servers consist of only a few 
hosts that are accessed directly. If hundreds or thousands 
of hosts are used in a fast-flux proxy configuration, it 
becomes extremely challenging to locate and neutralize 
the true C & C servers. 

   In work similar to BotHunter, researchers Gu et al. 
developed BotSniffer in 2008. This approach repre-
sents several improvements, notably that BotSniffer can 
handle encrypted traffic, since it no longer relies only 
on content inspection to correlate messages. A major 
advantage of this approach is that it requires no advance 
knowledge of the bot’s signature or the identity of C & C 
servers. By analyzing network traces, BotSniffer detects 
the spatial-temporal correlation among C & C traffic 
belonging to the same botnet. It can therefore detect both 
the bot members and the C & C server(s) with a low false 
positive rate.      40    

   Most of the approaches mentioned under  “ Detecting 
C & C Traffic ”  can also be used to detect the C & C serv-
ers, with the exception of the DNSBL approach. 39  
However, their focus is mainly on detection and removal 
of individual bots. None of these approaches mentions 
targeting the C & C servers to eliminate an entire botnet. 

   One of the few projects that has explored the feasi-
bility of C & C server takedown is the work of Freiling 
et al. in 2005.      41    Although their focus is on DDoS preven-
tion, they describe the method that is generally used in 
the wild to remove C & C servers when they are detected. 
First, the bot binary is either reverse-engineered or run 
in a sandbox to observe its behavior, specifically the 
hostnames of the C & C servers. Using this information, 
the proper dynamic DNS providers can be notified to 
remove the DNS entries for the C & C servers, preventing 
any bots from contacting them and thus severing contact 
between the botmaster and his botnet. Dagon et al. used 
a similar approach in 2006 to obtain experiment data for 
modeling botnet propagation, redirecting the victim’s 
connections from the true C & C server to their sinkhole 
host.      42    Even though effective, the manual analysis and 
contact with the DNS operator is a slow process. It can 

take up to several days until all C & C servers are located 
and neutralized. However, this process is essentially the 
best available approach for shutting down entire botnets 
in the wild. As we mentioned, this technique becomes 
much harder when fast-flux proxies are used to conceal 
the real C & C servers or a P2P topology is in place.  

    Attacking Encrypted C & C Channels 

   Though some of the approaches can detect encrypted 
C & C traffic, the presence of encryption makes bot-
net research and analysis much harder. The first step in 
dealing with these advanced botnets is to penetrate the 
encryption that protects the C & C channels. 

   A popular approach for adding encryption to an 
existing protocol is to run it on top of SSL/TLS; to 
secure HTTP traffic, ecommerce Web sites run HTTP 
over SSL/TLS, known as HTTPS. Many encryption 
schemes that support key exchange (including SSL/TLS) 
are susceptible to man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, 
whereby a third party can impersonate the other two par-
ties to each other. Such an attack is possible only when 
no authentication takes place prior to the key exchange, 
but this is a surprisingly common occurrence due to poor 
configuration. 

   The premise of an MITM attack is that the client 
does not verify that it’s talking to the real server, and 
vice versa. When the MITM receives a connection from 
the client, it immediately creates a separate connection to 
the server (under a different encryption key) and passes 
on the client’s request. When the server responds, the 
MITM decrypts the response, logs and possibly alters 
the content, then passes it on to the client reencrypted 
with the proper key. Neither the client or the server 
notice that anything is wrong, because they are commu-
nicating with each other over an encrypted connection, 
as expected. The important difference is that unknown 
to either party, the traffic is being decrypted and 
reencrypted by the MITM in transit, allowing him to 
observe and alter the traffic. 

   In the context of bots, two main attacks on encrypted 
C & C channels are possible: (1)  “ gray-box ”  analysis, 
whereby the bot communicates with a local machine 
impersonating the C & C server, and (2) a full MITM 
attack, in which the bot communicates with the true 
C & C server.  Figure 8.2    shows a possible setup for both 
attacks, using the DeleGate proxy      43    for the conversion to 
and from SSL/TLS. 
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   The first attack is valuable to determine the authen-
tication information required to join the live botnet: the 
address of the C & C server, the IRC channel name (if 
applicable), plus any required passwords. However, it 

does not allow the observer to see the interaction with 
the larger botnet, specifically the botmaster. The sec-
ond attack reveals the full interaction with the botnet, 
including all botmaster commands, the botmaster password 
used to control the bots, and possibly the IP addresses of 
other bot members (depending on the configuration of 
the C & C server).          Figures 8.3 – 8.5        show the screenshots 
of the full MITM attack on a copy of Agobot configured 
to connect to its C & C server via SSL/TLS. Specifically, 
 Figure 8.3  shows the botmaster’s IRC window, with his 
commands and the bot’s responses.  Figure 8.4  shows 
the encrypted SSL/TLS trace, and  Figure 8.5  shows the 
decrypted plaintext that was observed at the DeleGate 
proxy. The botmaster password  botmasterPASS  is clearly 
visible, along with the required username,  botmaster . 

   Armed with the botmaster username and password, 
the observer could literally take over the botnet. He 
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 FIGURE 8.2          Setups for man-in-the-middle attacks on encrypted C & C 
channels.    

 FIGURE 8.3          Screenshot showing the botmaster’s IRC window.    

 FIGURE 8.4          Screenshot showing the SSL/TLS-encrypted network traffic.    
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could log in as the botmaster, then issue a command 
such as Agobot’s .bot.remove, causing all bots to dis-
connect from the botnet and permanently remove them-
selves from the infected computers. Unfortunately, there 
are legal issues with this approach because it constitutes 
unauthorized access to all the botnet computers, despite 
the fact that it is in fact a benign command to remove the 
bot software.  

    Locating and Identifying the Botmaster 

   Shutting down an entire botnet at once is a significant 
achievement, especially when the botnet numbers in the 
tens of thousands of members. However, there is noth-
ing stopping the botmaster from simply deploying new 
bots to infect the millions of vulnerable hosts on the 
Internet, creating a new botnet in a matter of hours. In 
fact, most of the machines belonging to the shut-down 
botnet are likely to become infected again because the 
vulnerabilities and any attacker-installed backdoors often 
remain active, despite the elimination of the C & C serv-
ers. Botnet-hunting expert Gadi Evron agrees:  “ When 
we disable a command-and-control server, the botnet is 

immediately recreated on another host. We’re not hurt-
ing them anymore, ”  he said in a 2006 interview.      44    

   The only permanent solution of the botnet problem is 
to go after the root cause: the botmasters. Unfortunately, 
most botmasters are very good at concealing their identi-
ties and locations, since their livelihood depends on it. 
Tracking the botmaster to her true physical location is a 
complex problem that is described in detail in the next 
section. So far, there is no published work that would 
allow automated botmaster traceback on the Internet, 
and it remains an open problem.   

    6.       BOTMASTER TRACEBACK 

   The botnet field is full of challenging problems: obfus-
cated binaries, encrypted C & C channels, fast-flux 
proxies protecting central C & C servers, customized 
communication protocols, and many more (see  Figure 
8.6   ). Arguably the most challenging task is locating the 
botmaster. Most botmasters take precautions on multiple 

 FIGURE 8.6          Botnet C & C traffic laundering.    

   44     R. Naraine,  “ Is the botnet battle already lost? ”   eWeek , October 16, 
2006,  www.eweek.com/article2/0,1895,2029720,00.asp .   

 FIGURE 8.5          Screenshot showing decrypted plaintext from the DeleGate proxy.    
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levels to ensure that their connections cannot be traced 
to their true locations. 

   The reason for the botmaster’s extreme caution is that 
a successful trace would have disastrous consequences. 
He could be arrested, his computer equipment could be 
seized and scrutinized in detail, and he could be sen-
tenced to an extended prison term. Additionally, authori-
ties would likely learn the identities of his associates, 
either from questioning him or by searching his comput-
ers. As a result, he would never again be able to operate 
in the Internet underground and could even face violent 
revenge from his former associates when he is released. 

   In the United States, authorities have recently started 
to actively pursue botmasters, resulting in several 
arrests and convictions. In November 2005, 20-year-old 
Jeanson James Ancheta of California was charged with 
botnet-related computer offenses.      45    He pleaded guilty in 
January 2006 and could face up to 25 years in prison.      46    
In a similar case, 20-year-old Christopher Maxwell was 
indicted on federal computer charges. He is accused of 
using his botnet to attack computers at several universi-
ties and a Seattle hospital, where bot infections severely 
disrupted operations. 31  

   In particular, the FBI’s Operation Bot Roast has 
resulted in several high-profile arrests, both in the United 
States and abroad.      47    The biggest success was the arrest 
of 18-year-old New Zealand native Owen Thor Walker, 
who was a member of a large international computer 
crime ring known as the A-Team. This group is reported 
to have infected up to 1.3 million computers with bot 
software and caused about $20 million in economic 
damage. Despite this success, Walker was only a minor 
player, and the criminals in control of the A-Team are 
still at large. 32  

   Unfortunately, botmaster arrests are not very com-
mon. The cases described here represent only several 
individuals; thousands of botmasters around the world 
are still operating with impunity. They use sophisticated 
techniques to hide their true identities and locations, 
and they often operate in countries with weak computer 
crime enforcement. The lack of international coordina-
tion, both on the Internet and in law enforcement, makes 
it hard to trace botmasters and even harder to hold them 
accountable to the law. 22  

    Traceback Challenges 

   One defining characteristic of the botmaster is that he 
originates the botnet C & C traffic. Therefore, one way to 
find the botmaster is to track the botnet C & C traffic. To 
hide himself, the botmaster wants to disguise his link to 
the C & C traffic via various traffic-laundering techniques 
that make tracking C & C traffic more difficult. For 
example, a botmaster can route his C & C traffic through 
a number of intermediate hosts, various protocols, and 
low-latency anonymous networks to make it extremely 
difficult to trace. To further conceal his activities, a bot-
master can also encrypt his traffic to and from the C & C 
servers. Finally, a botmaster only needs to be online 
briefly and send small amounts of traffic to interact with 
his botnet, reducing the chances of live traceback.  Figure 
8.6  illustrates some of the C & C traffic-laundering tech-
niques a botmaster can use. 

    Stepping Stones 

   The intermediate hosts used for traffic laundering are 
known as  stepping stones . The attacker sets them up in 
a chain, leading from the botmaster’s true location to the 
C & C server. Stepping stones can be SSH servers, prox-
ies (such as SOCKS), IRC bouncers (BNCs), virtual pri-
vate network (VPN) servers, or any number of network 
redirection services. They usually run on compromised 
hosts, which are under the attacker’s control and lack 
audit/logging mechanisms to trace traffic. As a result, 
manual traceback is tedious and time-consuming, requir-
ing the cooperation of dozens of organizations whose 
networks might be involved in the trace. 

   The major challenge posed by stepping stones is that 
all routing information from the previous hop (IP head-
ers, TCP headers, and the like) is stripped from the data 
before it is sent out on a new, separate connection. Only 
the content of the packet (the application layer data) is 
preserved, which renders many existing tracing schemes 
useless. An example of a technique that relies on rout-
ing header information is  probabilistic packet marking  
(PPM). This approach was introduced by Savage et al. 
in 2000, embedding tracing information in an unused IP 
header field.      48    Two years later, Goodrich expanded this 
approach, introducing  “ randomize-and-link ”  for better 
scalability.      49    Another technique for IP-level traceback 
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is the log/hash-based scheme introduced by Snoeren 
et al.      50    and enhanced by Li et al.      51    These techniques 
were very useful in combating the fast-spreading worms 
of the early 2000s, which did not use stepping stones. 
However, these approaches do not work when stepping 
stones are present, since IP header information is lost.  

    Multiple Protocols 

   Another effective and efficient method to disguise the 
botmaster is to launder the botnet C & C traffic across 
other protocols. Such protocol laundering can be 
achieved by either  protocol tunneling  or  protocol trans-
lation . For example, a sophisticated botmaster could 
route its command and control traffic through SSH (or 
even HTTP) tunnels to reach the command and control 
center. The botmaster could also use some intermediate 
host  X  as a stepping stone, use some real-time commu-
nication protocols other than IRC between the botmas-
ter host and host  X , and use IRC between the host  X  and 
the IRC server. In this case, host  X  performs the protocol 
translation at the application layer and serves as a con-
duit of the botnet C & C channel. One protocol that is 
particularly suitable for laundering the botnet command 
and control is instant messaging (IM), which supports 
real-time text-based communication between two or 
more people.  

    Low-Latency Anonymous Network 

   Besides laundering the botnet C & C across stepping 
stones and different protocols, a sophisticated botmaster 
could anonymize its C & C traffic by routing it through 
some low-latency anonymous communication systems. 
For example, Tor — the second generation of onion rout-
ing — uses an overlay network of onion routers to pro-
vide anonymous outgoing connections and anonymous 
hidden services. The botmaster could use Tor as a vir-
tual tunnel to anonymize his TCP-based C & C traffic to 
the IRC server of the botnet. At the same time, the IRC 
server of the botnet could utilize Tor’s hidden services 
to anonymize the IRC server of the botnet in such a way 
that its network location is unknown to the bots and yet 
it could communicate with all the bots.  

    Encryption 

   All or part of the stepping stone chain can be encrypted 
to protect it against content inspection, which could 
reveal information about the botnet and botmaster. This 
can be done using a number of methods, including SSH 
tunneling, SSL/TLS-enabled BNCs, and IPsec tun-
neling. Using encryption defeats all content-based trac-
ing approaches, so the tracer must rely on other network 
flow characteristics, such as packet size or timing, to 
correlate flows to each other.  

    Low-Traffic Volume 

   Since the botmaster only has to connect briefly to issue 
commands and retrieve results from his botnet, a low vol-
ume of traffic flows from any given bot to the botmaster. 
During a typical session, only a few dozen packets from 
each bot can be sent to the botmaster. Tracing approaches 
that rely on analysis of packet size or timing will most 
likely be ineffective because they typically require a 
large amount of traffic (several hundred packets) to cor-
relate flows with high statistical confidence. Examples of 
such tracing approaches      52    ,       53    ,       54    all use timing information 
to embed a traceable watermark. These approaches can 
handle stepping stones, encryption, and even low-latency 
anonymizing network, but they cannot be directly used 
for botmaster traceback due to the low traffic volume.   

    Traceback Beyond the Internet 

   Even if all three technical challenges can be solved and 
even if all Internet-connected organizations worldwide 
cooperate to monitor traffic, there are additional trace-
back challenges beyond the reach of the Internet (see 
 Figure 8.7   ). Any IP-based traceback method assumes 
that the true source IP belongs to the computer the 
attacker is using and that this machine can be physically 
located. However, in many scenario this is not true — for 
example, (1) Internet-connected mobile phone networks, 
(2) open wireless (Wi-Fi) networks, and (3) public com-
puters, such as those at libraries and Internet caf é s. 

   50     A. Snoeren, C. Patridge, L. A. Sanchez, C. E. Jones, F. Tchakountio, 
S. T. Kent, and W. T. Strayer,  “ Hash-based IP traceback, ”  in Proc. ACM 
SIGCOMM 2001, September 2001, pp. 3 – 14.   
   51     J. Li, M. Sung, J. Xu, and L. Li,  “ Large-scale IP traceback in high-
speed internet: Practical techniques and theoretical foundation, ”  in Proc. 
2004 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, IEEE, 2004.   

   52     X. Wang, S. Chen, and S. Jajodia,  “ Network fl ow watermarking 
attack on low-latency anonymous communication systems, ”  in Proc. 
2007 IEEE Symposium on Security and Privacy, May 2007.   
   53     X. Wang, S. Chen, and S. Jajodia,  “ Tracking anonymous, peer-
to-peer VoIP calls on the internet, ”  in Proc. 12th ACM Conference on 
Computer and Communications Security (CCS 2005), October 2005.   
   54     X. Wang and D. Reeves,  “ Robust correlation of encrypted attack 
traffi c through stepping stones by manipulation of interpacket delays, ”  
in Proc. 10th ACM Conference on Computer and Communications 
Security (CCS 2003), October 2003, pp. 20 – 29.   
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   Most modern cell phones support text-messaging 
services such as Short Message Service (SMS), and 
many smart phones also have full-featured IM soft-
ware. As a result, the botmaster can use a mobile device 
to control her botnet from any location with cell phone 
reception. To enable her cell phone to communicate 
with the C & C server, a botmaster needs to use a proto-
col translation service or a special IRC client for mobile 
phones. She can run the translation service on a com-
promised host, an additional stepping stone. For an IRC 
botnet, such a service would receive the incoming SMS 
or IM message, then repackage it as an IRC message and 
send it on to the C & C server (possibly via more step-
ping stones), as shown in  Figure 8.7 . To eliminate the 
need for protocol translation, the botmaster can run a 
native IRC client on a smart phone with Internet access. 
Examples of such clients are the Java-based WLIrc      55    
and jmIrc      56    open source projects. In  Figure 8.8   , a Nokia 
smartphone is shown running MSN Messenger, control-
ling an Agobot zombie via MSN-IRC protocol transla-
tion. On the screen, a new bot has just been infected and 
has joined the IRC channel following the botmaster’s 
 .scan.dcom  command. 

   When a botnet is being controlled from a mobile 
device, even a perfect IP traceback solution would only 
reach as far as the gateway host that bridges the Internet 
and the carrier’s mobile network. From there, the tracer 
can ask the carrier to complete the trace and disclose the 
name and even the current location of the cell phone’s 
owner. However, there are several problems with this 
approach. First, this part of the trace again requires lots 

of manual work and cooperation of yet another organiza-
tion, introducing further delays and making a real-time 
trace unlikely. Second, the carrier won’t be able to deter-
mine the name of the subscriber if he is using a prepaid 

   55      “ WLIrc wireless IRC client for mobile phones, ”   http://wirelessirc.
sourceforge.net/  (accessed May 3, 2008).   
   56      “ jmIrc: Java mobile IRC-client (J2ME), ”   http://jmirc.sourceforge.
net/  (accessed May 3, 2008).   

 FIGURE 8.7          Using a cell phone to evade Internet-based traceback.    

 FIGURE 8.8          Using a Nokia smartphone to control an Agobot-based 
botnet. (Photo courtesy of Ruishan Zhang.)    
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cell phone. Third, the tracer could obtain an approximate 
physical location based on cell site triangulation. Even if 
he can do this in real time, it might not be very useful 
if the botmaster is in a crowded public place. Short of 
detaining all people in the area and checking their cell 
phones, police won’t be able to pinpoint the botmaster. 

   A similar situation arises when the botmaster uses 
an unsecured Wi-Fi connection. This could either be a 
public access point or a poorly configured one that is 
intended to be private. With a strong antenna, the bot-
master can be located up to several thousand feet away. 
In a typical downtown area, such a radius can contain 
thousands of people and just as many computers. Again, 
short of searching everyone in the vicinity, the police 
will be unable to find the botmaster. 

   Finally, many places provide public Internet access 
without any logging of the users ’  identities. Prime exam-
ples are public libraries, Internet caf é s, and even the busi-
ness centers at most hotels. In this scenario, a real-time 
trace would actually find the botmaster, since he would 
be sitting at the machine in question. However, even if 
the police are late by only several minutes, there might 
no longer be any record of who last used the computer. 
Physical evidence such as fingerprints, hair, and skin 
cells would be of little use, since many people use these 
computers each day. Unless a camera system is in place 
and it captured a clear picture of the suspect on his way 
to/from the computer, the police again will have no leads. 

   This section illustrates a few common scenarios 
where even a perfect IP traceback solution would fail 
to locate the botmaster. Clearly, much work remains on 
developing automated, integrated traceback solutions that 
work across various types of networks and protocols.   

    7.       SUMMARY 

   Botnets are one of the biggest threats to the Internet 
today, and they are linked to most forms of Internet 

crime. Most spam, DDoS attacks, spyware, click fraud, 
and other attacks originate from botnets and the shad-
owy organizations behind them. Running a botnet is 
immensely profitable, as several recent high-profile 
arrests have shown. Currently, many botnets still rely 
on a centralized IRC C & C structure, but more and more 
botmasters are using P2P protocols to provide resilience 
and avoid a single point of failure. A recent large-scale 
example of a P2P botnet is the Storm Worm, widely cov-
ered in the media. 

   A number of botnet countermeasures exist, but most 
are focused on bot detection and removal at the host and 
network level. Some approaches exist for Internet-wide 
detection and disruption of entire botnets, but we still 
lack effective techniques for combating the root of the 
problem: the botmasters who conceal their identities and 
locations behind chains of stepping-stone proxies. 

   The three biggest challenges in botmaster traceback 
are stepping stones, encryption, and the low traffic vol-
ume. Even if these problems can be solved with a tech-
nical solution, the trace must be able to continue beyond 
the reach of the Internet. Mobile phone networks, open 
wireless access points, and public computers all provide 
an additional layer of anonymity for the botmasters. 

   Short of a perfect solution, even a partial trace-
back technique could serve as a very effective deter-
rent for botmasters. With each botmaster that is located 
and arrested, many botnets will be eliminated at once. 
Additionally, other botmasters could decide that the 
risks outweigh the benefits when they see more and 
more of their colleagues getting caught. Currently, the 
economic equation is very simple: Botnets can generate 
large profits with relatively low risk of getting caught. 
A botmaster traceback solution, even if imperfect, would 
drastically change this equation and convince more bot-
masters that it simply is not worth the risk of spending 

the next 10 – 20 years in prison.                                                               
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 Chapter 9 

   Headline drama like these in the mainstream media are 
embarrassing nightmares to top brass in any large corpo-
ration. These events have a lasting impact on a company’s 
bottom line because the company reputation and customer 
trust take a direct hit. Once events like these transpire, 
customers and current and potential investors never look 
at the company in the same trusting light again, regard-
less of remediation measures. The smart thing, then, is 
to avoid this kind of limelight. The onus of preventing 
such embarrassing security gaffes falls squarely on the 

shoulders of IT security chiefs (CISOs and security offic-
ers), who are sometimes hobbled by unclear mandates 
from government regulators and lack of sufficient budg-
eting to tackle the mandates. 

   However, federal governments across the world are 
not taking breaches of personal data lightly (see side bar, 
 “ TJX: Data Breach with 45 Million Data Records Stolen ” ). 
In view of a massive plague of publicized data thefts in the 
past decade, recent mandates such as the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), Sarbanes-
Oxley, and the Payment Card Industry-Data Security 
Standard (PCI-DSS)     Act within the United States now have 
teeth. These go so far as to spell out stiff fines and personal 
jail sentences for CEOs who neglect data breach issues.  

   As seen in the TJX case, intranet data breaches can 
be a serious issue, impacting a company’s goodwill in 

   1   Jake, Tapper, and Kirit, Radia,  “ State Department contract employees 
fi red, another disciplined for looking at passport fi le, ”  ABCnews.com, 
March 21, 2008,  http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/story?id     �     4492773 & 
page     �     1 .   
   2   Laptop security blog, Absolute Software,  http://blog.absolute.com/
category/real-theft-reports/ .   
   3   John Leyden,  “ eBayed VPN kit hands over access to council net-
work ” , theregister.co.uk, September 29, 2008,  www.theregister.co.uk/
2008/09/29/second_hand_vpn_security_breach .   
   4   Bob, Coffi eld,  “ Second criminal conviction under HIPAA, ”  Health 
Care Law Blog, March 14, 2006,  http://healthcarebloglaw.blogspot.
com/2006/03/second-criminal-conviction-under-hipaa.html    
   5    “ TJX identity theft saga continues: 11 charged with pilfering mil-
lions of credit cards, ”  Networkworld.com magazine, August 5, 2008, 
 www.networkworld.com/community/node/30741?nwwpkg     � breaches?
ap1     �     rcb .   

   6    “ The TJX Companies, Inc. updates information on computer systems 
intrusion, ”  February 21, 2007,  www.tjx.com/Intrusion_Release_email.pdf .   

       Intranet Security as News in the Media      

         –       “ State Department Contract Employees Fired, 
Another Disciplined for Looking at Passport File ”       1     

     –       “ Laptop stolen with a million customer data 
records ”       2     

     –       “ eBayed VPN kit hands over access to council 
network ”       3     

     –       “ (Employee) caught selling personal and medical 
information about . . . FBI agent to a confidential 
source . . . for $500. ”       4     

     –       “ Data thieves gain access to TJX through unsecured 
wireless access point ”       5          

       TJX: Data Breach with 45 Million Data Records 
Stolen      

   The largest-scale data breach in history occurred in 
early 2007 at TJX, the parent company for the TJ Maxx, 
Marshalls, and HomeGoods retail chains. 

   In the largest identity-theft case ever investigated by 
the U.S. Department of Justice, 11 people were con-
victed of wire fraud in the case. The primary suspect 
was found to perpetrate the intrusion by wardriving and 
taking advantage of an unsecured Wi-Fi access point to 
get in and set up a  “ sniffer ”  software instance to capture 
credit-card information from a database. 12  

   Though the intrusion was earlier believed to have taken 
place from May 2006 to January 2007, TJX later found that 
it took place as early as July 2005. The data compromised 
included portions of the credit- and debit-card transac-
tions for approximately 45 million customers.      6       
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the open marketplace as well as spawning class-action 
lawsuits.      7    

   Gone are the days when intranet security was a super-
ficial exercise; security inside the firewall was all but 
nonexistent. There was a feeling of implicit trust in the 
internal user. After all, if you hired that person, trained 
him for years, how could you not trust him? 

   In the new millennium, the Internet has come of age, and 
so have its users. The last largely computer-agnostic gen-
eration has exited the user scene; their occupational shoes 
have been filled with the  “ X and Y ”  generations. Many of 
these young people have grown up with the Internet, often 
familiar with it since elementary school. It is not uncommon 
today to find young college students who started their pro-
gramming interests in the fifth or sixth grade. 

   With such a level of computer-savvy in users, the game 
of intranet security has changed (see side bar,  “ Network 
Breach Readiness: Many Are Still Complacent ” ). 
Resourceful as ever, these new users have gotten used to 
the idea of being hyperconnected to the Internet using 
mobile technology such as personal digital assistants 
(PDAs) and smart phones and firewalled barriers. For 
a corporate intranet that uses older ideas of using access 
control as the cornerstone of data security, such mobile 
access to the Internet at work needs careful analysis and 
control. The idea of building a virtual moat around your 
well-constructed castle (investing in a firewall and hoping 
to call it an intranet) is gone. Hyperconnected  “ knowledge 
workers ”  with laptops, PDAs and USB keys that have 
whole operating systems built in have made sure of it.  

   If we could reuse the familiar vehicle ad tagline of the 
1980s, we would say that the new intranet is not  “ your 
father’s intranet anymore. ”  The intranet as just a simple 
place to share files and to list a few policies and procedures 
has ceased to be. The types of changes can be summed 
up in the following list of features, which shows that the 
intranet has become a combined portal as well as a public 
dashboard. Some of the features can include: 

      ●      A searchable corporate personnel directory of phone 
numbers by department. Often the list is searchable 
only if the exact name is known.  

      ●      Expanded activity guides and a corporate calendar 
with links for various company divisions.  

      ●      Several RSS feeds for news according to divisions 
such as IT, HR, Finance, Accounting, and 
Purchasing.  

      ●      Company blogs (weblogs) by top brass that talk 
about the current direction for the company in 
reaction to recent events, a sort of  “ mission statement 
of the month. ”   

      ●      Intranets frequently feature a search engine for 
searching company information, often helped by a 
search appliance from Google. Microsoft also has its 
own search software on offer that targets corporate 
intranets.  

      ●      One or several  “ wiki ”  repositories for company 
intellectual property, some of it of a mission-critical 
nature. Usually granular permissions are applied for 
access here. One example could be court documents 
for a legal firm with rigorous security access applied.  

      ●      A section describing company financials and other 
mission-critical indicators. This is often a separate 
Web page linked to the main intranet page.  

      ●      A  “ live ”  section with IT alerts regarding specific 
downtimes, outages, and other critical time-sensitive 
company notifications. Often embedded within the 
portal, this is displayed in a  “ ticker-tape ”  fashion or 
like an RSS-type dynamic display.    

   Of course, this list is not exhaustive; some intranets 
have other unique features not listed here. But in any case, 
intranets these days do a lot more than simply list corpo-
rate phone numbers. 

   Recently, knowledge management systems have pre-
sented another challenge to intranet security postures. 
Companies that count knowledge as a prime protected asset 
(virtually all companies these days) have started deploying 
 “ mashable ”  applications that combine social networking 
(such as Facebook and LinkedIn), texting, and microblog-
ging (such as Twitter) features to encourage employees to 
 “ wikify ”  their knowledge and information within intranets. 

   8    “ Ponemon Institute announces result of survey assessing the business 
impact of a data security breach, ”  May 15, 2007,  www.ponemon.org/
press/Ponemon_Survey_Results_Scott_and_Scott_FINAL1.pdf .   

   7    “ TJX class action lawsuit settlement site, ”  The TJX Companies, Inc., 
and Fifth Third Bancorp, Case No. 07-10162,  www.tjxsettlement.com/ .   

       Network Breach Readiness: Many Are Still 
Complacent      

   The level of readiness for breaches among IT shops 
across the country is still far from optimal. The Ponemon 
Institute, a security think tank, surveyed some industry 
personnel and came up with some startling revelations. 
Hopefully these will change in the future: 

      ●      Eighty-five percent of industry respondents reported 
that they had experienced a data breach.  

      ●      Of those responding, 43% had no incident response 
plan in place, and 82% did not consult legal counsel 
before responding to the incident.  

      ●      Following a breach, 46% of respondents still had not 
implemented encryption on portable devices (lap-
tops, PDAs) with company data stored on them.      8          
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One of the bigger vendors in this space, Socialtext, has 
introduced a mashable wiki app that operates like a corpo-
rate dashboard for intranets.      9    ,       10    

   Socialtext has individual widgets, one of which, 
 “ Socialtext signals, ”  is a microblogging engine. In the cor-
porate context, microblogging entails sending short SMS 
messages to apprise colleagues of recent developments in 
the daily routine. Examples could be short messages on 
progress on any major project milestone — for example, 
joining up major airplane assemblies or getting Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) testing approval for a special 
experimental drug. 

   These emerging scenarios present special challenges 
to security personnel guarding the borders of an intranet. 
The border as it once existed has ceased to be. One cannot 
block stored knowledge from leaving the intranet when a 
majority of corporate mobile users are accessing intranet 
wikis from anywhere using inexpensive mini-notebooks 
that are given away with cellphone contracts.      11    

   If we consider the impact of national and international 
privacy mandates on these situations, the situation is com-
pounded further for C-level executives in multinational 
companies who have to come up with responses to pri-
vacy mandates in each country in which the company does 
business. The privacy mandates regarding private customer 
data have always been more stringent in Europe than in 
North America, which is a consideration for doing busi-
ness in Europe. 

   It is hard enough to block entertainment-related 
Flash video traffic from time-wasting Internet abuse 
without blocking a video of last week’s corporate meet-
ing at headquarters. Only letting in traffic on an excep-
tion basis becomes untenable or impractical because of 
a high level of personnel involvement needed for every 
ongoing security change. Simply blocking YouTube.com 
or Vimeo.com is not sufficient. Video, which has myriad 
legitimate work uses nowadays, is hosted on all sorts of 
content-serving (caching and streaming) sites worldwide, 
which makes it well near impossible to block using Web 
filters. The evolution of the Internet Content Adaptation 
Protocol (ICAP), which standardizes Web site categories 
for content-filtering purposes, is under way. However, 

ICAP still does not solve the problem of the dissolving 
networking  “ periphery. ”       12    

   Guarding movable and dynamic data — which may be 
moving in and out of the perimeter without notice, flout-
ing every possible mandate — is a key feature of today’s 
intranet. The dynamic nature of data has rendered the 
traditional confidentiality, integrity, and availability 
(CIA) architecture somewhat less relevant. The chang-
ing nature of data security necessitates some specialized 
security considerations: 

      ●      Intranet security policies and procedures (P & Ps) are 
the first step toward a legal regulatory framework. 
The P & Ps needed on any of the security controls 
listed below should be compliant with federal and 
state mandates (such as HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, the 
European Directive 95/46/EC on the protection of 
personal data, and PCI-DSS, among others). These 
P & Ps have to be signed off by top management and 
placed on the intranet for review by employees. There 
should be sufficient teeth in all procedural sections to 
enforce the policy, explicitly spelling out sanctions 
and other consequences of noncompliance, leading up 
to discharge.  

      ●      To be factual, none of these government mandates 
spell out details on implementing any security con-
trols. That is the vague nature of federal and inter-
national mandates. Interpretation of the security 
controls is better left after the fact to an entity such 
as the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) in the United States or the Geneva-based 
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). 
These organizations have extensive research and pub-
lication guidance for any specific security initiative. 
Most of NIST’s documents are offered as free down-
loads from its Web site.      13    ISO security standards such 
as 27002~27005 are also available for a nominal fee 
from the ISO site.    

   Policies and procedures, once finalized, need to be 
automated as much as possible (one example is manda-
tory password changes every three months). Automating 
policy compliance takes the error-prone human factor 
out of the equation (see side bar,  “ Access Control in the 
Era of Social Networking ” ). There are numerous soft-
ware tools available to help accomplish security policy 
automation.  

   9   Mowery, James,  “ Socialtext melds media and collaboration ” , 
cmswire.com, October 8, 2008,  www.cmswire.com/cms/enterprise-20/
socialtext-melds-media-and-collaboration-003270.php .   
   10   Rob, Hof, “Socialtext 3.0: Will wikis fi nally fi nd their place in busi-
ness?” Businessweek.com magazine, September 30, 2008,  www.business-
week.com/the_thread/techbeat/archives/2008/09/socialtext_30_i.html .   
   11   Hickey, Matt,  “ MSI’s 3.5G Wind 120 coming in November, offer 
subsidized by Taiwanese Telecom, ”  Crave.com, October 20, 2008,  http://
news.cnet.com/8301-17938_105-10070911-1.html?tag     �     mncol;title .   

   12   Network Appliance, Inc., RFC Standards white paper for Internet 
Content Adaptation Protocol (ICAP), July 30, 2001,  www.content-
networking.com/references.html .   
   13   National Institute of Standards and Technology, Computer Security 
Resource Center,  http://csrc.nist.gov/ .   
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    1.       PLUGGING THE GAPS: NAC AND 
ACCESS CONTROL 

   The first priority of an information security officer in 
most organizations is to ensure that there is a relevant 
corporate policy on access controls. Simple on the sur-
face, the subject of access control is often complicated 
by the variety of ways the intranet is connected to the 
external world. 

   Remote users coming in through traditional or SSL 
(browser-based) virtual private networks (VPNs), con-
trol over use of USB keys, printouts, and CD-ROMs all 
require that a comprehensive endpoint security solution be 
implemented. 

   The past couple of years have seen large-scale adop-
tion of network access control (NAC) products in the mid-
level and larger IT shops to manage endpoint security. 
Endpoint security ensures that whomever is plugging into 
or accessing any hardware anywhere within the intranet 
has to comply with the minimum baseline corporate secu-
rity policy standards. This can include add-on access cre-
dentials but goes far beyond access. Often these solutions 
ensure that traveling corporate laptops are compliant with 
a minimum patching level, scans, and antivirus definition 
levels before being allowed to connect to the intranet. 

   14    “ Juniper and Microsoft hook up for NAC work, ”  May 22, 2007, 
PHYSORG.com,  www.physorg.com/news99063542.html .   
   15   Bocek, Kevin,  “ What does a data breach cost? ”  SCmagazine.com, 
July 2, 2007,  www.scmagazineus.com/What-does-a-data-breach-cost/
article/35131 .   

       Access Control in the Era of Social Networking      

   In an age in which younger users have grown up with 
social networking sites as part of their digital lives, cor-
porate intranet sites are finding it increasingly difficult 
to block them from using these sites at work. Depending 
on the company, some are embracing social network-
ing as part of their corporate culture; others, especially 
government entities, are actively blocking these sites. 
Detractors mention as concerns wasted bandwidth, lost 
productivity, and the possibility of infections with spy-
ware and worms. 

   However, blocking these sites can be difficult because 
most social networking and video sites such as Vimeo 
and YouTube can use port 80 to vector Flash videos into 
an intranet — which is wide open for HTTP access. Flash 
videos have the potential to provide a convenient Trojan 
horse for malware to get into the intranet. 

   To block social networking sites, one needs to block 
either the Social Networking category or block the spe-
cific URLs (such as YouTube.com) for these sites in the 
Web-filtering proxy appliance. Flash videos are rarely 
downloaded from YouTube itself. More often a redirected 
caching site is used to send in the video. The caching 
sites also need to be blocked; this is categorized under 
Content Servers.    

   The NAC appliances that enforce these policies often 
require that a NAC fat client is installed on every PC and 
laptop. This rule can be enforced during logon using a 
logon script. The client can also be a part of the standard 
OS image for deploying new PCs and laptops. 

   Microsoft has built a NAC-type framework into 
some versions of its client OSs (Vista and XP SP3) to 
ease compliance with its NAC server product called 
MS Network Policy Server, which closely works with 
its Windows 2008 Server product (see side bar,  “ The 
Cost of a Data Breach ” ). The company has been able 
to convince quite a few industry networking heavy-
weights (notably Cisco and Juniper) to adopt its NAP 
standard.      14     

   Essentially the technology has three parts: a policy-
enforceable client, a decision point, and an enforcement 
point. The client could be an XP SP3 or Vista client 
(either a roaming user or guest user) trying to connect 
to the company intranet. The decision point in this case 
would be the Network Policy Server product, checking 
to see whether the client requesting access meets the 
minimum baseline to allow it to connect. If it does not, 
the decision point product would pass this data on to the 
enforcement point, a network access product such as a 
router or switch, which would then be able to cut off 
access. 

   The scenario would repeat itself at every connection 
attempt, allowing the network’s health to be maintained 

       The Cost of a Data Breach      

          ●      As of July 2007, the average breach cost per incident 
was $4.8 million.  

      ●      This works out to $182 per exposed record.  
      ●      It represents an increase of more than 30% from 2005.  
      ●      Thirty-five percent of these breaches involved the loss 

or theft of a laptop or other portable device.  
      ●      Seventy percent were due to a mistake or malicious 

intent by an organization’s own staff.  
      ●      Since 2005 almost 150 million individuals ’  identifia-

ble information has been compromised due to a data 
security breach.  

      ●      Nineteen percent of consumers notified of a data 
breach discontinued their relationship with the busi-
ness, and a further 40% considered doing so.      15          
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on an ongoing basis. Microsoft’s NAP page has more 
details and animation to explain this process.      16    

   Access control in general terms is a relationship triad 
among internal users, intranet resources, and the actions 
internal users can take on those resources. The idea is to 
give users only the least amount of access they require to 
perform their job. The tools used to ensure this in Windows 
shops utilize Active Directory for Windows logon script-
ing and Windows user profiles. Granular classification is 
needed for users, actions, and resources to form a logical 
and comprehensive access control policy that addresses 
who gets to connect to what, yet keeping the intranet safe 
from unauthorized access or data-security breaches. Quite 
a few off-the-shelf solutions geared toward this market 
often combine inventory control and access control under 
a  “ desktop life-cycle ”  planning umbrella. 

   Typically, security administrators start with a  “ Deny –
 All ”  policy as a baseline before slowly building in the 
access permissions. As users migrate from one department 
to another, are promoted, or leave the company, in large 
organizations this job can involve one person by herself. 
This person often has a very close working relationship 
with Purchasing, Helpdesk, and HR, getting coordination 
and information from these departments on users who 
have separated from the organization and computers that 
have been surplused, deleting and modifying user accounts 
and assignments of PCs and laptops. 

   Helpdesk software usually has an inventory control 
component that is readily available to Helpdesk person-
nel to update and/or pull up to access details on computer 
assignments and user status. Optimal use of form automa-
tion can ensure that these details occur (such as deleting a 
user on the day of separation) to avoid any possibility of 
an unwelcome data breach.  

    2.       MEASURING RISK: AUDITS 

   Audits are another cornerstone of a comprehensive intra-
net security policy. To start an audit, an administrator 
should know and list what he is protecting as well as 
knowing the relevant threats and vulnerabilities to those 
resources. 

   Assets that need protection can be classified as either 
tangible or intangible.  Tangible assets  are, of course, 
removable media (USB keys), PCs, laptops, PDAs, Web 
servers, networking equipment, DVR security cameras, 
and employees ’  physical access cards.  Intangible assets  
can include company intellectual property such as cor-
porate email and wikis, user passwords, and, especially 

for HIPAA and Sarbanes-Oxley mandates, personally 
identifiable health and financial information, which the 
company could be legally liable to protect. 

   Threats can include theft of USB keys, laptops, PDAs, 
and PCs from company premises, resulting in a data breach 
(for  tangible assets ) and weak passwords and unhardened 
operating systems in servers (for  intangible assets ). 

   Once a correlated listing of assets and associated threats 
and vulnerabilities has been made we have to measure the 
impact of a breach, which is known as  risk . The common 
rule of thumb to measure risk is: 

 Risk Value of asset Threat Vulnerability� � �      

   It is obvious that an Internet-facing Web server faces 
greater risk and requires priority patching and virus scan-
ning because the vulnerability and threat components are 
high in that case (these servers routinely get sniffed and 
scanned over the Internet by hackers looking to find holes 
in their armor). However, this formula can standardize the 
priority list so that the actual audit procedure (typically 
carried out weekly or monthly by a vulnerability-scanning 
device) is standardized by risk level. Vulnerability-scanning 
appliances usually scan server farms and networking appli-
ances only because these are high-value targets within the 
network for hackers who are looking for either unhardened 
server configurations or network switches with default fac-
tory passwords left on by mistake. To illustrate the situa-
tion, look at  Figure 9.1   , which illustrates an SQL injection 
attack on a corporate database.      17    

   The value of an asset is subjective and can be assessed 
only by the IT personnel in that organization (see side 
bar,  “ Questions for a Nontechnical Audit of Intranet 
Security ” ). If the IT staff has an ITIL (Information Tech-
nology Infras tructure Library) process under way, the 
value of an asset will often already have been classified 
and can be used. Otherwise, a small spreadsheet can be 
created with classes of various tangible and intangible 
assets (as part of a hardware/software cataloguing exer-
cise) and values assigned that way.   

   16   NAP Program program details, Microsoft.com,  www.microsoft.
com/windowsserver2008/en/us/nap-features.aspx .   

   17    “ Web application security — check your site for web application vul-
nerabilities, ”   www.acunetix.com/websitesecurity/webapp-security.htm .   

       Questions for a Nontechnical Audit of Intranet 
Security      

        Is all access (especially to high-value assets) logged?  
    In case of laptop theft, is encryption enabled so that the 
records will be useless to the thief?  
    Are passwords verifiably strong enough to comply with 
the security policy? Are they changed frequently and 
held to strong encryption standards?  
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    3.       GUARDIAN AT THE GATE: 
AUTHENTICATION AND ENCRYPTION 

   To most lay users, authentication in its most basic form 
is two-factor authentication — meaning a username and 
a password. Although adding further factors (such as 

additional autogenerated personal identification numbers 
[PINs] and/or biometrics) makes authentication stronger 
by magnitudes, one can do a lot with just the password 
within a two-factor situation. Password strength is deter-
mined by how hard the password is to crack using a 
password-cracker application that uses repetitive tries 
using common words (sometimes from a stored diction-
ary) to match the password. Some factors will prevent 
the password from being cracked easily and make it a 
stronger password: 

      ●      Password length (more than eight characters)  
      ●      Use of mixed case (both uppercase and lowercase)  
      ●      Use of alphanumeric characters (letters as well as 

numbers)  
      ●      Use of special characters (such as !, ?, %, and #)    

   The ACL in a Windows AD environment can be 
customized to demand up to all four factors in the 

 FIGURE 9.1          SQL injection attack.    Source: © acunetix.com   

    Are all tangible assets (PCs, laptops, PDAs, Web servers, 
networking equipment) tagged with asset tags?  
    Is the process for surplusing obsolete IT assets secure 
(meaning, are disks wiped for personally identifiable 
data before surplusing happens)?  
    Is email and Web usage logged?  
    Are peer-to-peer (P2P) and instant messaging (IM) usage 
controlled?    

   Based on the answers you get (or don’t), you can start 
the security audit procedure by finding answers to these 
questions.    
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       Basic Ways to Prevent Wi-Fi Intrusions in Corporate Intranets      

        1.     Reset and customize the default Service Set Identifier 
(SSID) or Extended Service Set Identifier (ESSID) for the 
access point device before installation.  

    2.     Change the default admin password.  
    3.     Install a RADIUS server, which checks for laptop user 

credentials from an Active Directory database (ACL) 
from the same network before giving access to the wire-
less laptop. See        Figures 9.2 and 9.3      for illustrated expla-
nations of the process.  

    4.     Enable WPA or WPA2 encryption, not WEP, which is 
easily cracked.  

    5.     Periodically try to wardrive around your campus and 
try to sniff (and disable) nonsecured network-connected 
rogue access points set up by naïve users.  

    6.     Document the wireless network by using one of the 
leading wireless network management software pack-
ages made for that purpose.    

setting or renewal of a password, which will render the 
password strong. 

   Prior to a few years ago, the complexity of a pass-
word (the last three items in the preceding list) was 
favored as a measure of strength in passwords. However, 
the latest preference as of this writing is to use uncom-
mon passwords — joined-together sentences to form 
passphrases that are quite long but don’t have much in 
the way of complexity. Password authentication ( “ what 
you know ” ) as two-factor authentication is not as secure 
as adding a third factor to the equation (a dynamic token 
password). Common types of third-factor authentication 
include biometrics (fingerprint scan, palm scan, or retina 
scan — in other words,  “ what you are ” ) and token-type 
authentication (software or hardware PIN – generating 
tokens — that is,  “ what you have ” ). 

   Proximity or magnetic swipe cards and tokens have 
seen common use for physical premises-access authen-
tication in high-security buildings (such as financial and 
R & D companies) but not for network or hardware access 
within IT. 

   When remote or teleworker employees connect to the 
intranet via VPN tunnels or Web-based SSL VPNs (the 
outward extension of the intranet once called an  extranet ), 
the connection needs to be encrypted with strong 3DES 
or AES type encryption to comply with patient data and 
financial data privacy mandates. The standard authentica-
tion setup is usually a username and a password, with an 
additional hardware token-generated random PIN entered 
into a third box. Until lately, RSA as a company was one 
of the bigger players in the hardware-token field; it inci-
dentally also invented the RSA algorithm for public-key 
encryption. 

   As of this writing, hardware tokens cost under $30 per 
user in quantities of greater than a couple hundred pieces, 
compared to about a $100 only a decade ago. Most 

vendors offer free lifetime replacements for hardware 
tokens. Instead of a separate hardware token, some 
inexpensive software token generators can be installed 
within PC clients, smart phones, and BlackBerry devices. 
Tokens are probably the most cost-effective enhancement 
to security today.  

    4.       WIRELESS NETWORK SECURITY 

   Employees using the convenience of wireless to log into 
the corporate network (usually via laptop) need to have 
their laptops configured with strong encryption to pre-
vent data breaches. The first-generation encryption type 
known as Wireless Equivalent Privacy (WEP) was easily 
deciphered (cracked) using common hacking tools and 
is no longer widely used. The latest standard in wireless 
authentication is WPA or WPA2 (802.11i), which offer 
stronger encryption compared to WEP. Though wireless 
cards in laptops can offer all the previously noted choices, 
they should be configured with WPA or WPA2 if possible. 

   There are quite a few hobbyists roaming corporate 
areas looking for open wireless access points (transmit-
ters) equipped with powerful Wi-Fi antennas and wardriv-
ing software, a common package being Netstumbler. 
Wardriving was originally meant to log the presence 
of open Wi-Fi access points on Web sites (see side bar, 
 “ Basic Ways to Prevent Wi-Fi Intrusions in Corporate 
Intranets ” ), but there is no guarantee that actual access 
and use ( piggybacking , in hacker terms) won’t occur, curi-
osity being human nature. If there is a profit motive, as in 
the TJX example, access to corporate networks will take 
place, although the risk of getting caught and resulting 
risk of criminal prosecution will be high. Furthermore, 
installing a RADIUS server is a must to check access 
authentication for roaming laptops.   
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    Note:  Contrary to common belief, turning off SSID 
broadcast won’t help unless you’re talking about a home 
access point situation. Hackers have an extensive suite of 

tools with which to sniff SSIDs for lucrative corporate tar-
gets, which will be broadcast anyway when connecting in 
clear text (unlike the real traffic, which will be encrypted).    

RADIUS
Authentication Server

Active Directory Server

Switch Switch

Wireless Access Point

Authenticating Laptop
Wireless Traffic

 FIGURE 9.2          Wireless EAP authentication using Active Directory and authentication servers.    
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 FIGURE 9.3          High-level wireless Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) workflow.    
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    5.       SHIELDING THE WIRE: NETWORK 
PROTECTION 

   Firewalls are, of course, the primary barrier to a network. 
Typically rule based, firewalls prevent unwarranted traffic 
from getting into the intranet from the Internet. These days 
firewalls also do some stateful inspections within pack-
ets to peer a little into the header contents of an incom-
ing packet, to check validity — that is, to check whether a 
streaming video packet is really what it says it is, and not 
malware masquerading as streaming video. 

   Intrusion prevention systems (IPSs) are a newer type of 
inline network appliance that uses heuristic analysis (based 
on a weekly updated signature engine) to find patterns of 
malware identity and behavior and to block malware from 
entering the periphery of the intranet. The IPS and the intru-
sion detection system (IDS), however, operate differently. 

   IDSs are typically  not  sitting inline; they sniff traffic 
occurring anywhere in the network, cache extensively, and 
can correlate events to find malware. The downside of IDSs 
is that unless their filters are extensively modified, they gen-
erate copious amounts of false positives — so much so that 
 “ real ”  threats become impossible to sift out of all the noise. 

   IPSs, in contrast, work  inline  and inspect packets rap-
idly to match packet signatures. The packets pass through 
many hundreds of parallel filters, each containing match-
ing rules for a different type of malware threat. Most 
vendors publish new sets of malware signatures for their 
appliances every week. However, signatures for common 

worms and injection exploits such as SQL-slammer, 
Code-red, and NIMDA are sometimes hardcoded into 
the application-specific integrated chip (ASIC) that con-
trols the processing for the filters. Hardware-enhancing 
a filter helps avert massive-scale attacks more efficiently 
because it is performed in hardware, which is more rapid 
and efficient compared to software signature matching. 
Incredible numbers of malicious packets can be dropped 
from the wire using the former method. 

   The buffers in an enterprise-class IPS are smaller 
compared to those in IDSs and are quite fast — akin to 
a high-speed switch to preclude latency (often as low as 
200 microseconds during the highest load). A top-of-the-
line midsize IPS box’s total processing threshold for all 
input and output segments can exceed 5 gigabits per sec-
ond using parallel processing.      18    

   However, to avoid overtaxing CPUs and for efficien-
cy’s sake, IPSs usually block only a very limited number 
of important threats out of the thousands of malware signa-
tures listed. Tuning IPSs can be tricky — just enough block-
ing to silence the false positive noise but making sure all 
critical filters are activated to block important threats. 

   The most important factors in designing a critical data 
infrastructure are resiliency, robustness, and redundancy 
regarding the operation of inline appliances. Whether one 
is talking about firewalls or inline IPSs, redundancy is 
paramount (see side bar,  “ Types of Redundancy for Inline 
Security Appliances ” ). Intranet robustness is a primary 
concern where data has to available on a 24/7 basis.  

   18   IPS specifi cation datasheet.  “ TippingPoint® intrusion prevention 
system (IPS) technical specifi cations, ”   www.tippingpoint.com/pdf/
resources/datasheets/400918-007_IPStechspecs.pdf .   

       Types of Redundancy for Inline Security Appliances      

        1.     Security appliances usually have dual power supplies 
(often hot-swappable) and are designed to be connected 
to two separate UPS devices, thereby minimizing chances 
of a failure within the appliance itself. The hot-swap 
capability minimizes replacement time for power 
supplies.  

    2.     We can configure most of these appliances to either shut 
down the connection or fall back to a level-two switch (in 
case of hardware failure). If reverting to a fallback state, 
most IPSs become basically a bump in the wire and, 
depending on the type of traffic, can be configured to 
fail open so that traffic remains uninterrupted. Also, inex-
pensive, small third-party switchboxes are available to 
enable this failsafe high-availability option for a single IPS 
box. The idea is to keep traffic flow active regardless of 
attacks.  

    3.     IPS or firewall devices can be placed in dual-redundant 
failover mode, either in active-active (load-sharing) or 
active-passive (primary-secondary) mode. The devices com-
monly use a protocol called Virtual Router Redundancy 
Protocol (VRRP) where the secondary pings the primary 
every second to check live status and assumes leadership 
to start processing traffic in case pings are not returned from 
the primary. The switchover is instantaneous and transpar-
ent to most network users. Prior to the switchover, all data 
and connection settings are fully synchronized at identical 
states between both boxes to ensure failsafe switchover.  

    4.     Inline IPS appliances are relatively immune to attacks 
because they have highly hardened Linus/Unix operat-
ing systems and are designed from the ground up to be 
robust and low-maintenance appliances (logs usually 
clear themselves by default).       
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   Most security appliances come with syslog report-
ing (event and alert logs sent usually via port 514 UDP) 
and email notification (set to alert beyond a customizable 
threshold) as standard. The syslog reporting can be for-
warded to a security events management (SEM) appli-
ance, which consolidates syslogs into a central threat 
console for benefit of event correlation and forwards 
warning emails to administrators based on preset thresh-
old criteria. Moreover, most firewalls and IPSs can be 
configured to forward their own notification email to 
administrators in case of an impending threat scenario. 

   For those special circumstances where a wireless-
type LAN connection is the primary one (whether 
microwave beam, laser beam, or satellite-type connec-
tion), redundancy can be ensured by a secondary con-
nection of equal or smaller capacity. For example, in 
certain northern Alaska towns where digging trenches 
into the hardened icy permafrost is expensive and rig-
ging wire across the tundra is impractical due to the 
extreme cold, the primary network connections between 
towns are always via microwave link, often operating in 
dual redundant mode.  

    6.       WEAKEST LINK IN SECURITY: USER 
TRAINING 

   Intranet security awareness is best communicated to 
users in two primary ways — during new employee ori-
entation and by ongoing targeted training for users in 
various departments, with specific user audiences in 
mind. 

   A formal security training policy should be drafted 
and signed off by management, with well-defined scopes, 
roles, and responsibilities of various individuals, such as 
the CIO and the information security officer, and posted 
on the intranet. New recruits should be given a copy of 
all security policies to sign off on before they are granted 
user access. The training policy should also spell out the 
HR, Compliance, and PR departments ’  roles in the train-
ing program. 

   Training can be given using the PowerPoint Seminar 
method in large gatherings before monthly  “ all-hands ”  
departmental meetings and also via an emailed Web link 
to a Flash video format presentation. The latter can also 
be configured to have an interactive quiz at the end, which 
should pique audience interest on the subject and help 
them remember relevant issues. 

   As far as topics to be included in the training, any 
applicable federal or industry mandate such as HIPAA, 
SOX, PCI-DSS, or ISO 27002 should be discussed 

extensively first, followed by discussions on tackling 
social engineering, spyware, viruses, and so on. 

   The topics of data theft and corporate data breaches 
are frequently in the news. This subject can be exten-
sively discussed with emphasis on how to protect per-
sonally identifiable information in a corporate setting. 
Password policy and access control topics are always 
good things to discuss; users at a minimum need to be 
reminded to sign off their workstations before going on 
break.  

    7.       DOCUMENTING THE NETWORK: 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT 

   Controlling the IT infrastructure configuration of a large 
organization is more about change control than other 
things. Often the change control guidance comes from 
documents such as the ITIL series of guidebooks. 

   After a baseline configuration is documented, 
change control — a deliberate and methodical process 
that ensures that any changes made to the baseline IT 
configuration of the organization (such as changes to 
network design, AD design, and so on) — is extensively 
documented and authorized only after prior approval. 
This is done to ensure that unannounced or unplanned 
changes are not allowed to hamper the day-to-day effi-
ciency and business functions of the overall intranet 
infrastructure. 

   In most government entities, even very small changes 
are made to go through change management (CM); how-
ever, management can provide leeway to managers to 
approve a certain minimal level of ad hoc change that has 
no potential to disrupt operations. In most organizations 
where mandates are a day-to-day affair, no ad hoc change 
is allowed unless it goes through supervisory-level change 
management meetings. 

   The goal of change management is largely to comply 
with mandates — but for some organizations, waiting for 
a weekly meeting can slow things significantly. If justi-
fied, an emergency CM meeting can be called to approve 
a time-sensitive change. 

   Practically speaking, the change management pro-
cess works like this; A formal change management 
document is filled out (usually a multitab online Excel 
spreadsheet) and forwarded to the change management 
ombudsman (maybe a project management person). See 
the side bar  “ Change Management Spreadsheet Details 
to Submit to a CM Meeting ”  for some CM form details.  

   The document must have supervisory approval from 
the requestor’s supervisor before proceeding to the 
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ombudsman. The ombudsman posts this change docu-
ment on a section of the intranet for all other supervi-
sors and managers within the CM committee to review 
in advance. Done this way, the change management 
committee, meeting in its weekly or biweekly change 
approval meetings, can voice reservations or ask clari-
fication questions of the change-initiating person, who 
is usually present to explain the change. At the end of 
the deliberations the decision is then voted on to either 
approve, deny, modify, or delay the change (sometimes 
with preconditions). 

   If approved, the configuration change is then made 
(usually within the following week). The post-mortem 
section of the change can then be updated to note any 
issues that occurred during the change (such as a roll-
back after change reversal and the causes). 

   In recent years, some organizations have started to 
operate the change management collaborative process 
using social networking tools at work. This allows dispa-
rate flows of information, such as emails, departmental 
wikis, and file-share documents, to belong to a unified 
thread for future reference.  

    8.       REHEARSE THE INEVITABLE: DISASTER 
RECOVERY 

   Possible disaster scenarios can range from the mundane 
to the biblical in proportion. In intranet or general IT 
terms, successfully recovering from a disaster can mean 

resuming critical IT support functions for mission-critical 
business functions. Whether such recovery is smooth 
and hassle-free depends on how prior disaster-recovery 
planning occurs and how this plan is tested to address all 
relevant shortcomings adequately. 

   The first task when planning for disaster recovery 
(DR) is to assess the business impact of a certain type of 
disaster on the functioning of an intranet using business 
impact analysis (BIA). BIA involves certain metrics; 
again, off-the shelf software tools are available to assist 
with this effort. The scenario could be a natural hurricane-
induced power outage or a human-induced critical appli-
cation crash. In any one of these scenarios, one needs 
to assess the type of impact in time, productivity, and 
financial terms. 

   BIAs can take into consideration the breadth of 
impact. For example, if the power outage is caused by a 
hurricane or an earthquake, support from generator ven-
dors or the electricity utility could be hard to get because 
of the large demands for their services. BIAs also need 
to take into account historical and local weather priori-
ties. Though there could be possibilities of hurricanes 
occurring in California or earthquakes occurring along 
the Gulf Coast of Florida, for most practical purposes 
the chances of those disasters occurring in those locales 
are pretty remote. Historical data can be helpful for pri-
oritizing contingencies. 

   Once the business impacts are assessed to categorize 
critical systems, a disaster recovery (DR) plan can be 
organized and tested. The criteria for recovery have two 
types of metrics: a recovery point objective (RPO) and a 
recovery time objective (RTO). 

   In the DR plan, the RPO refers to how far back or 
 “ back to what point in time ”  that backup data has to be 
recovered. This timeframe generally dictates how often 
tape backups are taken, which can again depend on the 
criticality of the data. The most common scenario for 
medium-sized IT shops is daily incremental backups 
and a weekly full backup on tape. Tapes are sometimes 
changed automatically by the tape backup appliances. 

   One important thing to remember is to rotate tapes 
(that is, put them on a life-cycle plan by marking them 
for expiry) to make sure that tapes have complete data 
integrity during a restore. Most tape manufacturers have 
marking schemes for this task. Although tapes are still 
relatively expensive, the extra amount spent on always 
having fresh tapes ensures that there are no nasty sur-
prises at the time of a crucial data recovery. 

   RTO refers to how long it takes to restore backed up 
or recovered data to its original state for resuming nor-
mal business processes. The critical factor here is cost. It 

       Change Management Spreadsheet Details to Submit 
to a CM Meeting      

          ●      Name and organizational details of the change-
requestor  

      ●      Actual change details, such as the time and duration 
of the change  

      ●      Any possible impacts (high, low, medium) to signifi-
cant user groups or critical functions  

      ●      The amount of advance notice needed for impacted 
users via email (typically two working days)  

      ●      Evidence that the change has been tested in advance  
      ●      Signature and approval of the supervisor and her 

supervisor (manager)  
      ●      Whether and how rollback is possible  
      ●      Post-change, a  “ post-mortem tab ”  has to confirm 

whether the change process was successful and any 
revealing comments or notes for the conclusion  

      ●      One of the tabs can be an  “ attachment tab ”  contain-
ing embedded Visio diagrams or word documentation 
embedded within the Excel sheet to aid discussion       
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will cost much more to restore data within an hour using 
an online backup process or to resume operations using 
a hotsite rather than a five-hour restore using stored tape 
backups. If business process resumption is critical, cost 
becomes less a factor. 

   DR also has to take into account resumption of com-
munication channels. If network and telephone links 
aren’t up, having a timely tape restore does little good 
to resume business functions. Extended campus network 
links are often dependent on leased lines from major 
vendors such as Verizon and AT & T, so having a trusted 
vendor relationship with agreed-on SLA standards is a 
requirement. 

   Depending on budgets, one can configure DR to 
happen almost instantly, if so desired, but that is a far 
more costly option. Most shops with  “ normal ”  data-
flows are okay with business being resumed within the 
span of about three to fours hours or even a full work-
ing day after a major disaster. Balancing costs with busi-
ness expectations is the primary factor in the DR game. 
Spending inordinately for a rare disaster that might never 
happen is a waste of resources. It is fiscally imprudent 
(not to mention futile) to try to prepare for every contin-
gency possible. 

   Once the DR plan is more or less finalized, a DR 
committee can be set up under an experienced DR pro-
fessional to orchestrate the routine training of users and 
managers to simulate disasters on a frequent basis. In 
most shops this means management meeting every two 
months to simulate a DR  “ war room ”  (command center) 
situation and employees going through a mandatory 
interactive six-month disaster recovery training, listing 
the DR personnel to contact. 

   Within the command center, roles are preassigned, 
and each member of the team carries out his or her role 
as though it were a real emergency or disaster. DR coor-
dination is frequently modeled after the U.S. Federal 
Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) guidelines, 
an active entity that has training and certification tracks 
for DR management professionals. 

   There are scheduled simulated  “ generator shut-
downs ”  in most shops on a biweekly or monthly basis 
to see how the systems actually function. The systems 
can include uninterrupible power supplies (UPSs), emer-
gency lighting, email and cell phone notification meth-
ods, and alarm enunciators and sirens. Since electronics 
items in a server room are sensitive to moisture damage, 
gas-based Halon fire-extinguishing systems are used. 
These Halon systems also have a provision to test them 
(often twice a year) to determine their readiness. The 
vendor will be happy to be on retainer for these tests, 

which can be made part of the purchasing agreement as 
a service-level agreement (SLA). If equipment is tested 
on a regular basis, shortcomings and major hardware 
maintenance issues with major DR systems can be eas-
ily identified, documented, and redressed. 

   In a severe disaster situation, priorities need to be 
exercised on what to salvage first. Clearly, trying to 
recover employee records, payroll records, and critical 
business mission data such as customer databases will 
take precedence. Anything irreplaceable or not easily 
replaceable needs priority attention. 

   We can divide the levels of redundancies and back-
ups to a few progressive segments. The level of backup 
sophistication would of course be dependent on (1) 
criticality and (2) time-to-recovery criteria of the data 
involved. 

   At the very basic level, we can opt not to back up 
any data or not even have procedures to recover data, 
which means that data recovery would be a failure. 
Understandably, this is not a common scenario. 

   More typical is contracting with an archival company 
of a local warehouse within a 20-mile periphery. Tapes 
are backed up onsite and stored offsite, with the archi-
val company picking up the tapes from your facility on a 
daily basis. The time to recover is dependent on retriev-
ing the tapes from archival storage, getting them onsite, 
and starting a restore. The advantages here are lower 
cost. However, the time needed to transport tapes and 
recover them might not be acceptable, depending on the 
type of data and the recovery scenario. 

   Often a  “ coldsite ”  or  “ hotsite ”  is added to the intranet 
backup scenario. A coldsite is a smaller and scaled-down 
copy of the existing intranet data center that has only 
the most essential pared-down equipment supplied and 
tested for recovery but not in a perpetually ready state 
(powered down as in  “ cold, ”  with no live connection). 
These coldsites can house the basics, such as a Web 
server, domain name servers, and SQL databases, to get 
an informational site started up in very short order. 

   A hotsite is the same thing as a coldsite except that 
in this case the servers are always running and the 
Internet and intranet connections are  “ live ”  and ready 
to be switched over much more quickly than on a cold-
site. These are just two examples of how the business 
resumption and recovery times can be shortened. 

   Recovery can be made very rapidly if the hotsite is 
linked to the regular data center using fast leased-line 
links (such as a DS3 connection). Backups synched in 
real time with identical RAID disks at the hotsite over 
redundant high-speed data links afford the shortest 
recovery time. 
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   In larger intranet shops based in defense-contractor 
companies, there are sometimes requirements for even 
faster data recovery with far more rigid standards for 
data integrity. To-the-second real-time data synchroniza-
tion in addition to hardware synchronization ensures that 
duplicate sites thousands of miles away can be up and 
running within a matter of seconds — even faster than a 
hotsite. Such extreme redundancy is typically needed for 
critical national databases (that is, air traffic control or 
customs databases that are accessed 24/7, for example). 

   At the highest level of recovery performance, most 
large database vendors offer  “ zero data loss ”  solutions, 
with a variety of cloned databases synchronized across 
the country that automatically failover and recover in an 
instantaneous fashion to preserve a consistent status —
 often free from human intervention. Oracle’s version is 
called Data Guard; most mainframe vendors offer a sim-
ilar product varying in tiers and features offered. 

   The philosophy here is simple: The more dollars you 
spend, the more readiness you can buy. However, the 
expense has to be justified by the level of criticality for 
the availability of the data.  

    9.       CONTROLLING HAZARDS: PHYSICAL 
AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

   Physical access and environmental hazards are very rel-
evant to security within the intranet. People are the pri-
mary weak link in security (as previously discussed), 
and controlling the activity and movement of authorized 
personnel and preventing access to unauthorized person-
nel fall within the purview of these security controls. 

   This important area of intranet security must first be 
formalized within a management-sanctioned and pub-
lished P & P. 

   Physical access to data center facilities (as well as 
IT working facilities) is typically controlled using card 
readers. These were scanning types in the last two dec-
ades but are increasingly being converted to near-field or 
proximity-type access card systems. Some high-security 
facilities (such as bank data centers) use smartcards, 
which use encryption keys stored within the cards for 
matching keys. 

   Some important and common-sense topics should 
be discussed within the subject of physical access. First, 
disbursal of cards needs to be a deliberate and high-
security affair requiring the signatures of at least two 
supervisory-level people who can be responsible for the 
authenticity and actual need for access credentials for a 
person to specific areas. 

   Access-card permissions need to be highly granular. 
An administrative person will probably never need to 
be in server room, so that person’s access to the server 
room should be blocked. Areas should be categorized 
and catalogued by sensitivity and access permissions 
granted accordingly. 

   Physical data transmission access points to the 
intranet have to be monitored via digital video recording 
(DVR) and closed-circuit cameras if possible. Physical 
electronic eavesdropping can occur to unmonitored net-
work access points in both wireline and wireless ways. 
There have been known instances of thieves intercepting 
LAN communication from unshielded Ethernet cable 
(usually hidden above the plenum or false ceiling for 
longer runs). All a data thief needs is to place a TAP box 
and a miniature (Wi-Fi) wireless transmitter at entry or 
exit points to the intranet to copy and transmit all com-
munications. At the time of this writing, these transmit-
ters are the size of a USB key. The miniaturization of 
electronics has made data theft possible for part-time 
thieves. Spy-store sites give determined data thieves 
plenty of workable options at relatively little cost. 

   Using a DVR solution to monitor and store access 
logs to sensitive areas and correlating them to the times-
tamps on the physical access logs can help forensic 
investigations in case of a physical data breach, malfea-
sance, or theft. It is important to remember that DVR 
records typically rotate and are erased every week. One 
person has to be in charge of the DVR so records are 
saved to optical disks weekly before they are erased. 
DVR tools need some tending to because their sophis-
tication level often does not come up to par with other 
network tools. 

   Written or PC-based sign-in logs must be kept at 
the front reception desk, with timestamps. Visitor cards 
should have limited access to private and/or secured 
areas. Visitors must provide official identification, log 
times coming in and going out, and names of persons to 
be visited and the reason for their visit. If possible, visi-
tors should be escorted to and from the specific person 
to be visited, to minimize the chances of subversion or 
sabotage. 

   Entries to courthouses and other special facilities 
have metal detectors but these may not be needed for 
every facility. The same goes for bollards and concrete 
entry barriers to prevent car bombings. In most gov-
ernment facilities where security is paramount, even 
physical entry points to parking garages have special 
personnel (usually deputed from the local sheriff’s 
department) to check under cars for hidden explosive 
devices. 
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   Contractor laptops must be registered and physi-
cally checked in by field support personnel, and if these 
laptops are going to be plugged into the local network, 
the laptops need to be virus-scanned by data-security 
personnel and checked for unauthorized utilities or sus-
picious software (such as hacking utilities, Napster, or 
other P2P threats). 

   Supply of emergency power to the data center and 
the servers has to be robust to protect the intranet from 
corruption due to power failures. Redundancy has to be 
exercised all the way from the utility connection to the 
servers themselves. This means there has to be more than 
one power connection to the data center (from more than 
one substation/transformer, if it is a larger data center). 
There has to be provision of alternate power supply (a 
ready generator to supply some, if not all, power require-
ments) in case of failure of utility power to the facility. 

   Power supplied to the servers has to come from 
more than one single UPS because most servers have 
two removable power inputs. Data center racks typically 
have two UPSs on the bottom supplying power to two 
separate power strips on both sides of the rack for this 
redundancy purpose (for seamless switchover). In case 
of a power failure, the UPSs instantly take over the sup-
ply of power and start beeping, alerting personnel to 
gracefully shut down servers. UPSs usually have reserve 
power for brief periods (less than 10 minutes) until the 
generator kicks in, relieving the UPS of the large burden 
of the server power loads. Generators come on trailers 
or are skid-mounted and are designed to run as long as 
there is fuel available in the tank, which can be about 
three to five days, depending on the model and capacity 
to generate (in thousands of kilowatts). 

   Increasingly, expensive polluting batteries have made 
UPSs in larger datacenters fall out of favor compared 
to flywheel power supplies, which is a cleaner, battery-
less technology to supply interim power. Maintenance of 
this technology is half as costly as UPS and it offers the 
same functionality.      19    

   There has to be provision for rechargeable emer-
gency luminaires within the server room as well as all 
areas occupied by administrators, so entry and exit are 
not hampered during a power failure. 

   Provision for fire detection and firefighting must also be 
made. As mentioned previously, Halon gas fire-suppression 
systems are appropriate for server rooms because sprinklers 
will inevitably damage expensive servers if the servers are 
still turned on during sprinkler activation. 

   Sensors have to be placed close to the ground to 
detect moisture from plumbing disasters and result-
ant flooding. Master shutoff valve locations for water 
have to be marked and identified and personnel trained 
on performing shutoffs periodically. Complete environ-
mental control packages with cameras geared toward 
detecting any type of temperature, moisture, and sound 
abnormality are offered by many vendors. These sensors 
are connected to monitoring workstations using Ethernet 
LAN cabling. Reporting can occur through emails if 
customizable thresholds are met or exceeded.  

    10.       KNOW YOUR USERS: PERSONNEL 
SECURITY 

   Users working within intranet-related infrastructures have 
to be known and trusted. Often data contained within 
the intranet is highly sensitive, such as new product 
designs and financial or market-intelligence data gathered 
after much research and at great expense. 

   Assigning personnel to sensitive areas in IT entails 
attaching security categories and parameters to the posi-
tions, especially within IT. Attaching security parameters to 
a position is akin to attaching tags to a photograph or blog. 
Some parameters will be more important than others, but 
all describe the item to some extent. The categories and 
parameters listed on the personnel access form should cor-
relate to access permissions to sensitive installations such 
as server rooms. Access permissions should be compliant 
to the organizational security policy in force at the time. 

   Personnel, especially those who will be handling sen-
sitive customer data or individually identifiable health 
records, should be screened before hiring to ensure that they 
do not have felonies or misdemeanors on their records. 

   During transfers and terminations, all sensitive access 
tools should be reassessed and reassigned (or deassigned, in 
case of termination) for logical and physical access. Access 
tools can include such items as encryption tokens, company 
cell phones, laptops or PDAs, card keys, metal keys, entry 
passes, and any other company identification provided for 
employment. For people who are leaving the organization, 
an exit interview should be taken. System access should be 
terminated on the hour after former personnel have ceased 
to be employees of the company.  

    11.       PROTECTING DATA FLOW: 
INFORMATION AND SYSTEM INTEGRITY 

   Information integrity protects information and data flows 
while they are in movement to and from the users ’  

   19   Flywheel energy storage, Wikipedia.com,  http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Flywheel_energy_storage .   
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desktops to the intranet. System integrity measures pro-
tect the systems that process the information (usually 
servers such as email or file servers). The processes to 
protect information can include antivirus tools, IPS and 
IDS tools, Web-filtering tools, and email encryption 
tools. 

   Antivirus tools are the most common security 
tools available to protect servers and users ’  desktops. 
Typically, enterprise-level antivirus software from larger 
vendors such as Symantec or McAfee will contain a con-
sole listing all machines on the network and will enable 
the administrators to see graphically (color or icon dif-
ferentiation) which machines need virus remediation 
or updates. All machines will have a software client 
installed that does some scanning and reporting of the 
individual machines to the console. To save bandwidth, 
the management server that contains the console will be 
updated with the latest virus (and spyware) definition 
from the vendor. Then it is the management console’s 
job to slowly update the software client in each compu-
ter with the latest definitions. Sometimes the client itself 
will need an update, and the console allows this to be 
done remotely. 

   IDS used to detect malware within the network from 
the traffic and communication malware used. There are 
certain patterns of behavior attached to each type of 
malware, and those signatures are what IDSs are used 
to match. IDSs are mostly defunct nowadays. The major 
problems with IDSs were that (1) IDSs used to produce 
too many false positives, which made sifting out actual 
threats a huge, frustrating exercise, and (2) IDSs had no 
teeth, that is, their functionality was limited to reporting 
and raising alarms. IDS devices could not stop malware 
from spreading because they could not block it. 

   Compared to IDSs, IPSs have seen much wider 
adoption across corporate intranets because IPS devices 
sit inline processing traffic at the periphery and they can 
block traffic or malware, depending on a much more 
sophisticated heuristic algorithm than IDS devices. 
Although IPS are all mostly signature based, there are 
already experimental IPS devices that can stop threats, 
not on signature, but based only on suspicious or anoma-
lous behavior. This is good news because the numbers of 
 “ zero-day ”  threats are on the increase, and their signa-
tures are mostly unknown to the security vendors at the 
time of infection. 

   Web-filtering tools have gotten more sophisticated 
as well. Ten years ago Web filters could only block traf-
fic to specific sites if the URL matched. Nowadays most 
Web filter vendors have large research arms that try to 
categorize specific Web sites under certain categories. 

Some vendors have realized the enormity of this task 
and have allowed the general public to contribute to 
this effort. The Web site  www.trustedsource.org  is an 
example; a person can go in and submit a single or mul-
tiple URLs for categorization. If they’re examined and 
approved, the site category will then be added to the ven-
dor’s next signature update for their Web filter solution. 

   Web filters not only match URLs, they do a fair bit of 
packet-examining too these days — just to make sure that 
a JPEG frame is indeed a JPEG frame and not a worm in 
disguise. The categories of Web sites blocked by a typical 
midsized intranet vary, but some surefire blocked catego-
ries would be pornography, erotic sites, discrimination/
hate, weapons/illegal activities, and dating/relationships. 

   Web filters are not just there to enforce the moral 
values of management. These categories — if not blocked 
at work — openly enable an employee to offend another 
employee (especially pornography or discrimina-
tory sites) and are fertile grounds for a liability lawsuit 
against the employer. 

   Finally, email encryption has been in the news 
because of the various mandates such as Sarbanes-Oxley 
and HIPAA. Both mandates specifically mention email 
or communication encryption to encrypt personally iden-
tifiable financial or patient medical data while in transit. 
Lately the state of California (among other states) has 
adopted a resolution to discontinue fund disbursements 
to any California health organization that does not use 
email encryption as a matter of practice. This has caught 
quite a few California companies and local government 
entities unaware because email encryption software is 
relatively hard to implement. The toughest challenge yet 
is to train users to get used to the tool. 

   Email encryption works by entering a set of creden-
tials to access the email rather than just getting email 
pushed to the user, as within the email client Outlook.  

    12.       SECURITY ASSESSMENTS 

   A security assessment (usually done on a yearly basis 
for most midsized shops) not only uncovers various mis-
configured items on the network and server-side sections 
of IT operations, it serves as a convenient blueprint for 
IT to activate necessary changes and get credibility for 
budgetary assistance from the accounting folks. 

   Typically most consultants take two to four weeks to 
conduct a security assessment (depending on the size of 
the intranet) and they primarily use open-source vulner-
ability scanners such as Nessus. GFI LANguard, Retina, 
and Core Impact are other examples of commercial 
vulnerability-testing tools. Sometimes testers also use 
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other proprietary suites of tools (special open-source tools 
like the Metasploit Framework or Fragrouter) to conduct 
 “ payload-bearing attack exploits, ”  thereby evading the 
firewall and the IPS to gain entry. In the case of intranet 
Web servers, cross-site scripting attacks can occur (see 
sidebar,  “ Types of Scans Conducted on Servers and 
Network Appliances During a Security Assessment ” ).

        Types of Scans Conducted on Servers and Network 
Appliances During a Security Assessment      

          ●      Firewalls and IPS devices configuration  
      ●      Regular and SSL VPN configuration  
      ●      Web server hardening (most critical; available as guides 

from vendors such as Microsoft)  
      ●      DMZ configuration  
      ●      Email vulnerabilities  
      ●      DNS server anomalies  
      ●      Database servers (hardening levels)  
      ●      Network design and access control vulnerabilities  
      ●      Internal PC health such as patching levels and 

incidence of spyware, malware, and so on         

   The results of these penetration tests are usually 
compiled as two separate items: (1) as a full-fledged 
technical report for IT and (2) as a high-level executive 
summary meant for and delivered to top management to 
discuss strategy with IT after the engagement.  

    13.       RISK ASSESSMENTS 

    Risk  is defined as the probability of loss. In IT terms 
we’re talking about compromising data CIA (confiden-
tiality, integrity, or availability). Risk management is a 
way to manage the probability of threats causing an 
impact. Measuring risks using a risk assessment exer-
cise is the first step toward managing or mitigating a 
risk. Risk assessments can identify network threats, their 
probabilities, and their impacts. The reduction of risk 
can be achieved by reducing any of these three factors. 

   Regarding intranet risks and threats, we’re talk-
ing about anything from threats such as unpatched PCs 
getting viruses and spyware (with hidden keylogging 
software) to network-borne denial-of-service attacks 
and even large, publicly embarrassing Web vandal-
ism threats, such as someone being able to deface the 
main page of the company Web site. The last is a very 
high-impact threat but mostly perceived to be a remote 
probability — unless, of course, the company has experi-
enced this before. The awareness among vendors as well 
as users regarding security is at an all-time high due to 
security being a high-profile news item. 

   Any security threat assessment needs to explore and 
list exploitable vulnerabilities and gaps. Many mid-
sized IT shops run specific vulnerability assessment 
(VA) tools in-house on a monthly basis. eEye’s Retina 
Network Security Scanner and Foundstone’s scanning 
tools appliance are two examples of VA tools that can be 
found in use at larger IT shops. These tools are consoli-
dated on ready-to-run appliances that are usually man-
aged through remote browser-based consoles. Once the 
gaps are identified and quantified, steps can be taken to 
gradually mitigate these vulnerabilities, minimizing the 
impact of threats. 

   In intranet risk assessments, we identify primarily 
Web server and database threats residing within the 
intranet, but we should also be mindful about the periph-
ery to guard against breaches through the firewall or IPS.  

    14.       CONCLUSION 

   It is true that the level of Internet hyperconnectiv-
ity among generation X and Y users has mushroomed 
lately, and the network periphery that we used to take 
for granted as a security shield has been diminished, 
to a large extent, because of the explosive growth of 
social networking and the resulting connectivity boom. 
However, with the various new types of incoming appli-
cation traffic (VoIP, SIP, and XML traffic) to their net-
works, security administrators need to stay on their toes 
and deal with these new protocols by implementing 
newer tools and technology. One recent example of new 
technology is the application-level firewall for connect-
ing outside vendors to intranets (also known as an XML 
firewall, placed within a DMZ) that protects the intranet 
from malformed XML and SOAP message exploits com-
ing from outside sourced applications.      20    

   In conclusion, we can say that with the myriad secu-
rity issues facing intranets today, most IT shops are 
still well equipped to defend themselves if they assess 
risks and, most important, train their employees regard-
ing data security practices on an ongoing basis. The 
problems with threat mitigation remain largely a matter 
of meeting gaps in procedural controls rather than tech-
nical measures. Trained and security-aware employees 
are the biggest deterrent to data thefts and security 
breaches.                             

   20   Latest standard (version 1.1) for SOAP message security standard
from OASIS, a consortium for Web Services Security,  www.oasis-
open.org/committees/download.php/16790/wss-v1.1-spec-os-
SOAPMessageSecurity.pdf .   
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   Securing available resources on any corporate or aca-
demic data network is of paramount importance because 
most of these networks connect to the Internet for com-
mercial or research activities. Therefore, the network is 
under attack from hackers on a continual basis, so net-
work security technologies are ever evolving and playing 
catch-up with hackers. Around 20 years ago the number 
of potential users was small and the scope of any activity 
on the network was limited to local networks only. As the 
Internet expanded in its reach across national boundaries 
and as the number of users increased, potential risk to the 
network grew exponentially. Over the past 10 years ecom-
merce-related activities such as online shopping, bank-
ing, stock trading, and social networking have permeated 
extensively, creating a dilemma for both service providers 
and their potential clients, as to who is a trusted service 
provider and a trusted client on the network. Of course, 
this being a daunting task for security professionals, they 
have needed to design security policies appropriate for 
both the servers and their clients. The security policy must 
be a factor in clients ’  level of access to the resources. So, 
in whom do we place trust, and how much trust? Current 
network designs implement three levels of trust: most 

trusted, less trusted, and least trusted.  Figure 10.1    reflects 
these levels of trust, as described here: 

      ●      The most trusted users belong to the  intranet . These 
users have to authenticate to a centralize administrator 
to access the resources on the network.  

      ●      The less trusted users may originate from the intranet 
as well as the external users who are authenticated to 
access resources such as email and Web services.  

      ●      The least trusted users are the unauthenticated users; 
most of them are simply browsing the resources on the 
Internet with no malice intended. Of course, some are 
scanning the resources with the intent to break in and 
steal data.    

   These are the objectives of network security: 

      ●       Confidentiality.  Only authorized users have access to 
the network.  

      ●       Integrity.  Data cannot be modified by unauthorized 
users.  

      ●       Access.  Security must be designed so that authorized 
users have uninterrupted access to data.    

   Finally, the responsibility for the design and imple-
mentation of network security is headed by the chief 

 FIGURE 10.1          The DMZ.    
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information officer (CIO) of the enterprise network. The 
CIO has a pool of network administrators and legal advis-
ers to help with this task. The network administrators 
define the placing of the network access controls, and the 
legal advisors underline the consequences and liabilities 
in the event of network security breaches. We have seen 
cases of customer records such as credit-card numbers, 
Social Security numbers, and personal information being 
stolen. The frequency of these reports have been on the 
increase in the past years, and consequently this has led 
to a discussion on the merits of encryption of stored data. 
One of the most quoted legal requirements on the part of 
any business, whether small or big, is the protection of 
consumer data under the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA), which restricts disclosure of 
health-related data and personal information. 

    1.       IDENTIFY NETWORK THREATS 

   Network security threats can be in one of two categories: 
(1) disruptive type or (2) unauthorized access type. 

    Disruptive 

   Most LANs are designed as collapsed backbone networks 
using a layer-2 or layer-3 switch. If a switch or a router 
were to fail due to power failure, a segment or the entire 
network may cease to function until the power is restored. 
In some case, the network failure may be due to a virus 
attack on the secondary storage, thus leading to loss of data.  

    Unauthorized Access 

   This access type can be internal (employee) or exter-
nal (intruder), a person who would attempt to break into 
resources such as database, file, and email or web servers 
that they have no permission to access. Banks, financial 
institutions, major corporations, and major retail busi-
nesses employ data networks to process customer trans-
actions and store customer information and any other 
relevant data. Before the birth of the Internet Age, interin-
stitutional transactions were secured because the networks 
were not accessible to intruders or the general public. In 
the past 10 years, access to the Internet is almost universal; 
hence institutional data networks have become the target 
of frequent intruder attacks to steal customer records. One 
frequently reads in the news about data network security 
being compromised by hackers, leading to loss of credit 
card and debit card numbers, Social Security numbers, 
drivers ’  license numbers, and other sensitive information

such as purchasing profiles. Over the years, although 
network security has increased, the frequency of attacks 
on the networks has also increased because the tools to 
breach the network security have become freely available 
on the Internet. In 1988 the U.S. Department of Defense 
established the Computer Emergency Response Team 
(CERT), whose mission is to work with the Internet com-
munity to prevent and respond to computer and network 
security breaches. Since the Internet is widely used for 
commercial activities by all kinds of businesses, the fed-
eral government has enacted stiffer penalties for hackers.  

    2.       ESTABLISH NETWORK ACCESS 
CONTROLS 

   In this section we outline steps necessary to secure net-
works through network controls. These network controls 
are either software or hardware based and are imple-
mented in a hierarchical structure to reflect the network 
organization. This hierarchy is superimposed on the net-
work from the network’s perimeter to the access level 
per user of the network resources. The functions of the 
network control are to detect an unauthorized access, 
to prevent network security from being breached, and 
finally, to respond to a breach — thus the three categories 
of detect, prevent, and respond. 

   The role of prevention control is to stop unauthorized 
access to any resource available on the network. This 
could be implemented as simply as a password required 
to authenticate the user to access the resource on the 
network. For an authorized user this password can grant 
login to the network to access the services of a database, 
file, Web, print, or email server. The network adminis-
trator would need a password to access the switch or a 
router. The prevention control in this case is software 
based. An analog of hardware-based control would be, 
for example, if the resources such as server computers, 
switches, and routers are locked in a network access 
control room. 

   The role of the detection control is to monitor the 
activities on the network and identify an event or a set of 
events that could breach network security. Such an event 
may be a virus, spyware, or adware attack. The detec-
tion control software must, besides registering the attack, 
generate or trigger an alarm to notify of an unusual event 
so that a corrective action can be taken immediately, 
without compromising security. 

   The role of the response control is to take corrective 
action whenever network security is breached so that the 
same kind of breach is detected and any further damage 
is prevented.   
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    3.       RISK ASSESSMENT 

   During the initial design phase of a network, the net-
work architects assess the types of risks to the network 
as well as the costs of recovering from attacks for all 
the resources that have been compromised. These cost 
factors can be realized using well-established account-
ing procedures such as cost/benefit analysis, return on 
investment (ROI), and total cost of ownership (TCO). 
These risks could range from natural disaster to an 
attack by a hacker. Therefore, you need to develop lev-
els of risks to various threats to the network. You need 
to design some sort of spreadsheet that lists risks versus 
threats as well as responses to those identified threats. 
Of course, the spreadsheet would also mark the placing 
of the network access controls to secure the network.  

    4.       LISTING NETWORK RESOURCES 

   We need to identify the assets (resources) that are avail-
able on the corporate network. Of course, this list could 
be long, and it would make no sense to protect all the 
resources, except for those that are mission-critical to the 
business functions.  Table 10.1    identifies mission-critical 
components of any enterprise network. You will observe 
that these mission-critical components need to be priori-
tized, since they do not all provide the same functions. 
Some resources provide controlled access to a network; 
other resources carry sensitive corporate data. Hence the 
threats posed to these resources do not carry the same 
degree of vulnerabilities to the network. Therefore, the 
network access control has to be articulated and applied 
to each of the components listed, in varying degrees. 
For example, threats to DNS server pose a different set 

of problems from threats to the database servers. In the 
next section we itemize the threats to these resources 
and specific network access controls.  

    5.       THREATS   

   We need to identify the threats posed to the network from 
internal users as opposed to those from external users. 
The reason for such a distinction is that the internal users 
are easily traceable, compared to the external users. If a 
threat to the data network is successful, and it could lead 
to loss or theft of data or denial of access to the services 
offered by the network, it would lead to monetary loss for 
the corporation. Once we have identified these threats, we 
can rank them from most probable to least probable and 
design network security policy to reflect that ranking. 

   From  Table 10.2   , we observe that most frequent 
threats to the network are from viruses, and we have 
seen a rapid explosion in antivirus, antispamware, and 
spyware and adware software. Hijacking of resources 
such as domain name services, Web services, and perim-
eter routers would lead to what’s most famously known 
as denial of service (DoS) or distributed denial of serv-
ice (DDoS). Power failures can always be complemented 
by standby power supplies that could keep the essential 
resources from crashing. Natural disasters such as fire, 
floods, or earthquakes can be most difficult to plan for; 
therefore we see a tremendous growth in data protection 
and backup service provider businesses.  

    6.       SECURITY POLICIES   

   The fundamental goals of security policy are to allow unin-
terrupted access to the network resources for authenticated 

 TABLE 10.1          Mission-Critical Components of Any Enterprise Network    
   Threats 

 Fire, Flood, Earthquake  Power Failure  Spam  Virus  Spyware, Adware  Hijacking 
   Resources             

    Perimeter Router              

    DNS Server              

    WEB Server              

    Email Server              

    Core Switches              

    Databases              
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    7.       THE INCIDENT-HANDLING PROCESS 

   The incident-handling process is the most important 
task of a security policy for the reason that you would 
not want to shut down the network in case of a network 
security breach. The purpose of the network is to share 
the resources; therefore an efficient procedure must be 
developed to respond to a breach. If news of the network 
security breach becomes public, the corporation’s busi-
ness practices could become compromised, thus result-
ing in compromise of its business operations. Therefore 
set procedures must be developed jointly with the busi-
ness operations manager and the chief information 
officer. This calls for a modular design of the enterprise 
network so that its segments can be shut down in an 
orderly way, without causing panic. 

   Toward this end, we need a set of tools to monitor 
activities on the network — we need an intrusion detec-
tion and prevention system. These pieces of software will 
monitor network activities and log and report an activity 
that does not conform to usual or acceptable standards as 
defined by the software. Once an activity is detected and 
logged, response is activated. It is not merely sufficient 
to respond to an incident; the network administrator also 
has to activate tools to trace back to the source of this 
breach. This is critical so that the network administrator 
can update the security procedures to make sure that this 
particular incident does not take place.  

    8.       SECURE DESIGN THROUGH 
NETWORK ACCESS CONTROLS 

   A network is as secure as its weakest link in the over-
all design. To secure it, we need to identify the entry 
and exit points into the network. Since most data net-
works have computational nodes to process data and 
storage nodes to store data, stored data may need to be 
encrypted so that if network security is breached, stolen 
data may still remain confidential unless the encryption 
is broken. As we hear of cases of stolen data from either 
hacked networks or stolen nodes, encrypting data while 
it’s being stored appears to be necessary to secure data. 

   The entry point to any network is a perimeter router, 
which sits between the external firewall and the Internet; 
this model is applicable to most enterprise networks that 
engage in some sort of ecommerce activities. Hence our 
first network access control is to define security policy 
on the perimeter router by configuring the appropriate 
parameters on the router. The perimeter router will filter 
traffic based on the range of IP addresses. 

users and to deny access to unauthenticated users. Of 
course, this is always a balancing act between the users ’  
demands on network resources and the evolutionary 
nature of information technology. The user community 
would prefer open access, whereas the network admin-
istrator insists on restricted and monitored access to the 
network. 

   The hacker is, in the final analysis, the arbitrator of 
the network security policy, since it is always the unau-
thorized user who discovers the potential flaw in the 
software. Hence, any network is as secure as the last 
attack that breached its security. It would be totally unre-
alistic to expect a secured network at all times, once it 
is built and secured. Therefore, network security design 
and its implementation represent the ultimate battle of 
the minds between the chief information security officer 
(CISO) and the devil, the hacker. We can summarize that 
the network security policy can be as simple as to allow 
access to resources, or it can be several hundred pages 
long, detailing the levels of access and punishment if a 
breach is discovered. Most corporate network users now 
have to sign onto the usage policy of the network and 
are reminded that security breaches are a punishable 
offence. 

   The critical functions of a good security policy are: 

      ●      Appoint a security administrator who is conversant 
with users ’  demands and on a continual basis is pre-
pared to accommodate the user community’s needs.  

      ●      Set up a hierarchical security policy to reflect the 
corporate structure.  

      ●      Define ethical Internet access capabilities.  
      ●      Evolve the remote access policy.  
      ●      Provide a set of incident-handling procedures.     

 TABLE 10.2          The Most Frequent Threats to the 
Network Are from Viruses    

   Rank   Threat

    1    Virus  

    2    Spam  

    3    Spyware, Adware  

    4    Hijacking  

    5    Power Failure  

    6    Fire, Flood, Earthquake  
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   Next in the line of defense is the external firewall that 
filters traffic based on the state of the network connection. 
Additionally, the firewall could also check the contents of 
the traffic packet against the nature of the Transmission 
Control Protocol (TCP) connection requested. Following 
the firewall we have the so-called demilitarized zone, or 
DMZ, where we would place the following servers: Web, 
DNS, and email. We could harden these servers so that 
potential threatening traffic can be identified and appro-
priate incident response generated. 

   The DMZ is placed between two firewalls, so our 
last line of defense is the next firewall that would inspect 
the traffic and possibly filter out the potential threat. The 
nodes that are placed on the intranet can be protected by 
commercially available antivirus software. Last but not 
least, we could install on the network an intrusion detec-
tion and prevention system that will generate real-time 
response to a threat. 

   Next we address each of the network control access 
points. The traditional network design includes an access 
layer, a distribution layer, and the core layer. In the case of 
a local area network (LAN) we will use the access and dis-
tribution layers; the core layer would simply be our perim-
eter router that we discussed earlier in this section. Thus 
the LAN will consist of a number of segments reflecting 
the organizational structure. The segments could sit behind 
their firewall to protect one another as well, in case of net-
work breach; segments under attack can be isolated, thus 
preventing a cascade-style attack on the network.  

    9.       IDS DEFINED 

   An intrusion detection system, or IDS, can be both soft-
ware and hardware based. IDSs listen to all the activities 
taking place on both the computer (node on a network) 
and the network itself. One could think of an IDS as 
like traffic police, whose function is to monitor the data 
packet traffic and detect and identify those data packets 
that match predefined unusual pattern of activities. An 
IDS can also be programmed to teach itself from its past 
activities to refine the rules for unusual activities. This 
should not come as a surprise, since the hackers also get 
smarter over time. 

   As we stated, the IDS collects information from a 
variety of system and network resources, but in actual-
ity it captures packets of data as defined by the TCP/IP 
protocol stack. In this sense IDS is both a sniffer and 
analyzer software. IDS in its sniffer role would either 
capture all the data packets or select ones as specified 
by the configuration script. This configuration script 
is a set of rules that tell the analyzer what to look for in 

a captured data packet, then make an educated guess per 
rules and generate an alert. Of course, this could lead to  
four possible outcomes with regard to intrusion detection: 
false positive, false negative, true positive, or true negative. 
We address this topic in more detail later in the chapter. 

   IDSs performs a variety of functions: 

      ●      Monitor and analyze user and system activities  
      ●      Verify the integrity of data files  
      ●      Audit system configuration files  
      ●      Recognize activity of patterns, reflecting known 

attacks  
      ●      Statistical analysis of any undefined activity pattern    

   An IDS is capable of distinguishing different types 
of network traffic, such as an HTTP request over port 
80 from some other application such as SMTP being 
run over port 80. We see here that an IDS understands 
which TCP/IP applications run over which preassigned 
port numbers, and therefore falsifying port numbers 
would be trivially detectable. This is a very easy illus-
tration, but there are more complex attacks that are not 
that easy to identify, and we shall cover them later in 
this chapter. 

   The objective of intrusion detection software pack-
ages is to make possible the complex and sometimes 
virtually impossible task of managing system security. 
With this in mind, it might be worthwhile to bring to 
our attention two industrial-grade IDS software pack-
ages: Snort (NIDS), which runs on both Linux and 
Windows, and GFI LANguard S.E.L.M., a host intrusion 
detection system (HIDS), which runs on Windows only. 
Commercial-grade IDS software is designed with user-
friendly interfaces that make it easy to configure scripts, 
which lay down the rules for intrusion detection. 

   Next let’s examine some critical functions of an IDS: 

      ●      Can impose a greater degree of flexibility to the 
security infrastructure of the network  

      ●      Monitors the functionality of routers, including 
firewalls, key servers, and critical switches  

      ●      Can help resolve audit trails, thus often exposing 
problems before they lead to loss of data  

      ●      Can trace user activity from the network point of 
entry to the point of exit  

      ●      Can report on file integrity checks  
      ●      Can detect whether a system has been reconfigured 

by an attack  
      ●      Can recognize a potential attack and generate 

an alert  
      ●      Can make possible security management of 

a network by nonexpert staff     
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    10.       NIDS: SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 

   Network-based IDS (NIDS) sensors scan network pack-
ets at the router or host level, auditing data packets and 
logging any suspicious packets to a log file.  Figure 10.2    
is an example of a NIDS. The data packets are captured 
by a sniffer program, which is a part of the IDS software 
package. The node on which the IDS software is ena-
bled runs in promiscuous mode. In promiscuous mode, 
the NIDS node captures all the data packets on the net-
work as defined by the configuration script. NIDSs 
have become a critical component of network security 
management as the number of nodes on the Internet has 
grown exponentially over last few years. Some of the 
common malicious attacks on networks are: 

      ●      IP address spoofing  
      ●      MAC address spoofing  
      ●      ARP cache poisoning  
      ●      DNS name corruption     

    11.       A PRACTICAL ILLUSTRATION OF NIDS 

   In this section, we illustrate the use of Snort as an example 
of a NIDS. The signature files are kept in the directory 

signatures under the directory .doc. Signature files are used 
to match defined signature against a pattern of bytes in the 
data packets, to identify a potential attack. Files marked as 
rules in the rules directory are used to trigger an alarm and 
write to the file alert.ids. Snort is installed on a node with 
IP address 192.168.1.22. The security auditing software 
Nmap is installed on a node with IP address 192.168.1.20. 
Nmap software is capable of generating ping sweeps, TCP 
SYN (half-open) scanning, TCP connect() scanning, and 
much more.  Figure 10.2  has a node labeled  NIDS  (behind 
the Linksys router) on which Snort would be installed. 
One of the workstations would run Nmap software. 

    UDP Attacks 

   A UDP attack is generated from a node with IP address 
192.168.1.20 to a node with IP address 192.168.1.22. 
Snort is used to detect a possible attack. Snort’s detect 
engine uses one of the files in DOS under directory rules 
to generate the alert file alert.ids. We display a partial 
listing (see  Listing 10.1   ) of the alert.ids file. 

    Listing 10.2    shows a partial listing of DOS rules file. 
The rules stated in the DOS rules file are used to generate 
the alert.ids file.  

 FIGURE 10.2          An example of a network-based intrusion detection system.    
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    TCP SYN (Half-Open) Scanning 

   This technique is often referred to as  half-open  scanning 
because you don’t open a full TCP connection. You send 
a SYN packet, as though you were going to open a real 

connection, and wait for a response. A SYN | ACK indi-
cates that the port is listening. An RST is indicative of a 
nonlistener. If a SYN | ACK is received, you immediately 
send an RST to tear down the connection (actually, the 
kernel does this for you). The primary advantage of this 

[**] [1:0:0] DOS Teardrop attack [**]
[Priority: 0] 
01/26-11:37:10.667833 192.168.1.20:1631 -> 192.168.1.22:21
UDP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:60940 IpLen:20 DgmLen:69
Len: 41
[**] [1:0:0] DOS Teardrop attack [**]
[Priority: 0] 
01/26-11:37:10.668460 192.168.1.20:1631 -> 192.168.1.22:21
UDP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:60940 IpLen:20 DgmLen:69
Len: 41
[**] [1:0:0] DOS Teardrop attack [**]
[Priority: 0] 
01/26-11:37:11.667926 192.168.1.20:1631 -> 192.168.1.22:21
UDP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:60941 IpLen:20 DgmLen:69
Len: 41
[**] [1:0:0] DOS Teardrop attack [**]
[Priority: 0] 
01/26-11:37:11.669424 192.168.1.20:1631 -> 192.168.1.22:21
UDP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:60941 IpLen:20 DgmLen:69
Len: 41
[**] [1:0:0] DOS Teardrop attack [**]
[Priority: 0] 
01/26-11:37:12.669316 192.168.1.20:1631 -> 192.168.1.22:21
UDP TTL:128 TOS:0x0 ID:60942 IpLen:20 DgmLen:69
Len: 41

 LISTING 10.1          An alert.ids file.    

# (C) Copyright 2001, Martin Roesch, Brian Caswell, et al.  All rights reserved.
# $Id: dos.rules,v 1.30.2.1 2004/01/20 21:31:38 jh8 Exp $
#----------
# DOS RULES
#----------
alert ip $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"DOS Jolt attack";
fragbits: M; dsize:408; reference:cve,CAN-1999-0345;
classtype:attempted-dos; sid:268; rev:2;)
alert udp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"DOS Teardrop attack";
id:242; fragbits:M; reference:cve,CAN-1999-0015;
reference:url,www.cert.org/advisories/CA-1997-28.html;
reference:bugtraq,124; classtype:attempted-dos; sid:270; rev:2;)
alert udp any 19 <> any 7 (msg:"DOS UDP echo+chargen bomb";
reference:cve,CAN-1999-0635; reference:cve,CVE-1999-0103;
classtype:attempted-dos; sid:271; rev:3;)
alert ip $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"DOS IGMP dos attack";
content:"|02 00|"; depth: 2; ip_proto: 2; fragbits: M+;
reference:cve,CVE-1999-0918; classtype:attempted-dos; sid:272; rev:2;)
alert ip $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"DOS IGMP dos attack";
content:"|00 00|"; depth:2; ip_proto:2; fragbits:M+; reference:cve,CVE-
1999-0918; classtype:attempted-dos; sid:273; rev:2;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"DOS ath";
content:"+++ath"; nocase; itype: 8; reference:cve,CAN-1999-1228;
reference:arachnids,264; classtype:attempted-dos; sid:274; rev:2;)

 LISTING 10.2          The DOS rules file.    
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scanning technique is that fewer sites will log it! SYN 
scanning is the  -s  option of Nmap. 

   A SYN attack is generated using Nmap software 
from a node with IP address 192.168.1.20 to a node 
with IP address 192.168.1.22. Snort is used to detect 
for a possible attack. Snort’s detect engine uses scan 
and ICMP rules files under directory rules to generate 
the alert file alert.ids. A partial listing of alert.ids file is 
shown in  Listing 10.3   . 

   A partial listing of the scan rules appears in  Listing 
10.4   . 

    Listing 10.5    contains a partial listing of the ICMP 
rules. 

   The following points must be noted about NIDS: 

      ●      One NIDS is installed per LAN (Ethernet) segment.  
      ●      Place NIDS on the auxiliary port on the switch and then 

link all the ports on the switch to that auxiliary port.  
      ●      When the network is saturated with traffic, the NIDS 

might drop packets and thus create a potential  “ hole. ”   
      ●      If the data packets are encrypted, the usefulness of an 

IDS is questionable.     

    Some Not-So-Robust Features of NIDS 

   Network security is a complex issue with myriad pos-
sibilities and difficulties. In networks, security is also a 
weakest link phenomenon, since it takes vulnerability on 
one node to allow a hacker to gain access to a network 
and thus create chaos on the network. Therefore IDS 
products are vulnerable. 

   An IDS cannot compensate for weak identification 
and authentication. Hence you must rely on other means 
of identification and authentication of users. This is best 
implemented by token-based or biometric schemes and 
one-time passwords. 

   An IDS cannot conduct investigations of attacks with-
out human intervention. Therefore when an incident does 
occur, steps must be defined to handle the incident. The 
incident must be followed up to determine the respon-
sible party, then the vulnerability that allowed the prob-
lem to occur should be diagnosed and corrected. You 
will observe that an IDS is not capable of identifying the 
attacker, only the IP address of the node that served as 
the hacker’s point of entry. 

[**] [1:469:1] ICMP PING NMAP [**]
[Classification: Attempted Information Leak] [Priority: 2] 
01/24-19:28:24.774381 192.168.1.20 -> 192.168.1.22
ICMP TTL:44 TOS:0x0 ID:29746 IpLen:20 DgmLen:28
Type:8  Code:0  ID:35844   Seq:45940  ECHO
[Xref => http://www.whitehats.com/info/IDS162]
[**] [1:469:1] ICMP PING NMAP [**]
[Classification: Attempted Information Leak] [Priority: 2] 
01/24-19:28:24.775879 192.168.1.20 -> 192.168.1.22
ICMP TTL:44 TOS:0x0 ID:29746 IpLen:20 DgmLen:28
Type:8  Code:0  ID:35844   Seq:45940  ECHO
[Xref => http://www.whitehats.com/info/IDS162]
[**] [1:620:6] SCAN Proxy Port 8080 attempt [**]
[Classification: Attempted Information Leak] [Priority: 2] 
01/24-19:28:42.023770 192.168.1.20:51530 -> 192.168.1.22:8080
TCP TTL:50 TOS:0x0 ID:53819 IpLen:20 DgmLen:40
******S* Seq: 0x94D68C2  Ack: 0x0  Win: 0xC00  TcpLen: 20
[**] [1:620:6] SCAN Proxy Port 8080 attempt [**]
[Classification: Attempted Information Leak] [Priority: 2] 
01/24-19:28:42.083817 192.168.1.20:51530 -> 192.168.1.22:8080
TCP TTL:50 TOS:0x0 ID:53819 IpLen:20 DgmLen:40
******S* Seq: 0x94D68C2  Ack: 0x0  Win: 0xC00  TcpLen: 20
[**] [1:615:5] SCAN SOCKS Proxy attempt [**]
[Classification: Attempted Information Leak] [Priority: 2] 
01/24-19:28:43.414083 192.168.1.20:51530 -> 192.168.1.22:1080
TCP TTL:59 TOS:0x0 ID:62752 IpLen:20 DgmLen:40
******S* Seq: 0x94D68C2  Ack: 0x0  Win: 0x1000  TcpLen: 20
[Xref => http://help.undernet.org/proxyscan/]

 LISTING 10.3          Alert.ids file.    
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   An IDS cannot compensate for weaknesses in network 
protocols. IP and MAC address spoofing is a very common 
form of attack in which the source IP or MAC address 
does not correspond to the real source IP or MAC 
address of the hacker. Spoofed addresses can be mimicked 
to generate DDoS attacks. 

   An IDS cannot compensate for problems in the integrity 
of information the system provides. Many hacker tools 
target system logs, selectively erasing records correspond-
ing to the time of the attack and thus covering the hacker’s 
tracks. This calls for redundant information sources. 

   An IDS cannot analyze all the traffic on a busy net-
work. A network-based IDS in promiscuous mode can 
capture all the data packets, and as the traffic level raises, 
NIDS can reach a saturation point and begin to lose data 
packets. 

   An IDS cannot always deal with problems involv-
ing packet-level attacks. The vulnerabilities lie in the 
difference between IDS interpretation of the outcome 
of a network transaction and the destination node for 
that network session’s actual handling of the transac-
tion. Therefore, a hacker can send a series of fragmented 

# (C) Copyright 2001,2002, Martin Roesch, Brian Caswell, et al.
#    All rights reserved.
# $Id: scan.rules,v 1.21.2.1 2004/01/20 21:31:38 jh8 Exp $
#-----------
# SCAN RULES
#-----------
# These signatures are representitive of network scanners.  These include
# port scanning, ip mapping, and various application scanners.
#
# NOTE: This does NOT include web scanners such as whisker.  Those are
# in web*
#
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET 10101 -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SCAN myscan";
stateless; ttl: >220; ack: 0; flags: S;reference:arachnids,439;
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:613; rev:2;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 113 (msg:"SCAN ident version
request"; flow:to_server,established; content: "VERSION|0A|"; depth:
16;reference:arachnids,303; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:616; rev:3;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 80 (msg:"SCAN cybercop os
probe"; stateless; flags: SF12; dsize: 0; reference:arachnids,146;
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:619; rev:2;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 3128 (msg:"SCAN Squid Proxy
attempt"; stateless; flags:S,12; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:618;
rev:5;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 1080 (msg:"SCAN SOCKS Proxy
attempt"; stateless; flags:S,12;
reference:url,help.undernet.org/proxyscan/; classtype:attempted-recon;
sid:615; rev:5;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 8080 (msg:"SCAN Proxy Port 8080
attempt"; stateless; flags:S,12; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:620;
rev:6;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SCAN FIN"; stateless;
flags:F,12; reference:arachnids,27; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:621;
rev:3;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SCAN ipEye SYN scan";
flags:S; stateless; seq:1958810375; reference:arachnids,236;
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:622; rev:3;)
alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"SCAN NULL";
stateless; flags:0; seq:0; ack:0; reference:arachnids,4;
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:623; rev:2;)

 LISTING 10.4          Scan rules.    
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packets that elude detection and can also launch attacks 
on the destination node. Even worse, the hacker can lead 
to DoS on the IDS itself. 

   An IDS has problems dealing with fragmented data 
packets. Hackers would normally use fragmentation to 
confuse the IDS and thus launch an attack.   

    12.       FIREWALLS 

   A firewall is either a single node or a set of nodes that 
enforce an access policy between two networks. Firewall 

technology evolved to protect the intranet from unauthorized 
users on the Internet. This was the case in the earlier years 
of corporate networks. Since then, the network administra-
tors have realized that networks can also be attacked from 
trusted users as well as, for example, the employee of a 
company. The corporate network consists of hundreds of 
nodes per department and thus aggregates to over a thou-
sand or more, and now there is a need to protect data in 
each department from other departments. Hence, a need 
for internal firewalls arose to protect data from unauthor-
ized access, even if they are employees of the corporation. 

# (C) Copyright 2001,2002, Martin Roesch, Brian Caswell, et al.
#    All rights reserved.
# $Id: icmp.rules,v 1.19 2003/10/20 15:03:09 chrisgreen Exp $
#-----------
# ICMP RULES
#-----------
#
# Description:
# These rules are potentially bad ICMP traffic.  They include most of the
# ICMP scanning tools and other "BAD" ICMP traffic (Such as redirect
host)
#
# Other ICMP rules are included in icmp-info.rules
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP ISS Pinger";
content:"|495353504e475251|";itype:8;depth:32; reference:arachnids,158;
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:465; rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP L3retriever
Ping"; content: "ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWABCDEFGHI"; itype: 8; icode: 0;
depth: 32; reference:arachnids,311; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:466;
rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP Nemesis v1.1
Echo"; dsize: 20; itype: 8; icmp_id: 0; icmp_seq: 0; content:
"|0000000000000000000000000000000000000000|"; reference:arachnids,449;
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:467; rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP PING NMAP";
dsize: 0; itype: 8; reference:arachnids,162; classtype:attempted-recon;
sid:469; rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP icmpenum
v1.1.1"; id: 666; dsize: 0; itype: 8; icmp_id: 666 ; icmp_seq: 0;
reference:arachnids,450; classtype:attempted-recon; sid:471; rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP redirect
host";itype:5;icode:1; reference:arachnids,135; reference:cve,CVE-1999-
0265; classtype:bad-unknown; sid:472; rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP redirect
net";itype:5;icode:0; reference:arachnids,199; reference:cve,CVE-1999-
0265; classtype:bad-unknown; sid:473; rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP superscan
echo"; content:"|0000000000000000|"; itype: 8; dsize:8;
classtype:attempted-recon; sid:474; rev:1;)
alert icmp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET any (msg:"ICMP traceroute
ipopts"; ipopts: rr; itype: 0; reference:arachnids,238; classtype

 LISTING 10.5          ICMP rules.    
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This need has, over the years, led to design of segmented 
IP networks, such that internal firewalls would form barri-
ers within barriers, to restrict a potential break-in to an IP 
segment rather than expose the entire corporate network to 
a hacker. For this reason, network security has grown into 
a multibillion-dollar business. 

   Almost every intranet, whether of one node or many 
nodes, is always connected to the Internet, and thus 
a potential number of hackers wait to attack it. Thus 
every intranet is an IP network, with TCP- and UDP-
based applications running over it. The design of TCP 
and UDP protocols require that every client/server appli-
cation interacts with other client/server applications 
through TCP and UDP port numbers. As we stated ear-
lier, these TCP and UDP port numbers are well known 
and hence give rise to a necessary weakness in the net-
work. TCP and UDP port numbers open up  “ holes ”  in 
the networks by their very design. Every Internet and 
intranet point of entry has to be guarded, and you must 
monitor the traffic (data packets) that enter and leave the 
network. 

   A firewall is a combination of hardware and software 
technology, namely a sort of sentry, waiting at the points 
of entry and exit to look out for an unauthorized data 
packet trying to gain access to the network. The network 
administrator, with the help of other IT staff, must first 
identify the resources and the sensitive data that need to 
be protected from the hackers. Once this task has been 
accomplished, the next task is to identify who would 
have access to these identified resources and the data. 
We should pointed out that most of the networks in any 
corporation are never designed and built from scratch 
but are added to an existing network as the demand for 
networking grows with the growth of the business. So, 
the design of the network security policy has multilay-
ered facets as well. 

   Once the network security policy is defined and 
understood, we can identify the proper placement of 
the firewalls in relation to the resources on the network. 
Hence, the next step would be to actually place the fire-
walls in the network as nodes. The network security pol-
icy now defines access to the network, as implemented in 
the firewall. These access rights to the network resources 
are based on the characteristics of TCP/IP protocols and 
the TCP/UDP port numbers. 

    Firewall Security Policy 

   The firewall enables the network administrator to 
centralize access control to the campuswide network. 

A firewall logs every packet that enters and leaves the net-
work. The network security policy implemented in the 
firewall provides several types of protection, including 
the following: 

      ●      Block unwanted traffic  
      ●      Direct incoming traffic to more trustworthy internal 

nodes  
      ●      Hide vulnerable nodes that cannot easily be secured 

from external threats  
      ●      Log traffic to and from the network    

   A firewall is transparent to authorized users (both 
internal and external), whereas it is not transparent to 
unauthorized users. However, if the authorized user 
attempts to access a service that is not permitted to that 
user, a denial of that service will be echoed, and that 
attempt will be logged. 

   Firewalls can be configured in a number of archi-
tectures, providing various levels of security at differ-
ent costs of installation and operations.  Figure 10.2  is an 
example of a design termed a  screened Subnet . In this 
design, the internal network is a private IP network, so 
the resources on that network are completely hidden 
from the users who are external to that network, such as 
users from the Internet. In an earlier chapter we talked 
about public versus private IP addresses. It is agreed to 
by the IP community that nodes with private IP addresses 
will not be accessible from outside that network. Any 
number of corporations may use the same private IP net-
work address without creating packets with duplicated 
IP addresses. This feature of IP networks, namely private 
IP networks, adds to network security. In  Figure 10.2 , 
we used a Linksys router to support a private IP net-
work (192.168.1.0) implementation. For the nodes on 
the 192.168.1.0 network to access the resources on the 
Internet, the Linksys router has to translate the private 
IP address of the data packet to a public IP address. In 
our scenario, the Linksys router would map the address 
of the node on the 192.168.1.0 network, to an address on 
the public network, 200.100.70.0. This feature is known 
as Network Address Translation (NAT), which is enabled 
on the Linksys router. You can see in  Figure 10.2  that 
the Linksys router demarks the internal (IN) network 
from the external (OUT) network. 

   We illustrate an example of network address trans-
lation, as shown in  Listing 10.6   . The script configures 
a Cisco router that translates an internal private IP 
address to a public IP address. Of course, configuring a 
Linksys router is much simpler using a Web client. An 
explanation of the commands and their details follow the 
script.  
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    Configuration Script for sf Router 

   The  access-list  command creates an entry in a standard 
traffic filter list: 

      ●      Access-list  “ access-list-number ”  permit | deny source 
[source-mask]  

      ●      Access-list number: identifies the list to which the 
entry belongs; a number from 1 to 99  

      ●      Permit | deny: this entry allows or blocks traffic from 
the specified address  

      ●      Source: identifies source IP address  
      ●      Source-mask: identifies the bits in the address field 

that are matched; it has a 1 in position indicating  “ don’t 
care ”  bits, and a 0 in any position that is to be strictly 
followed    

   The IP  access-group  command links an existing access 
list to an outbound interface. Only one access list per port, 
per protocol, and per direction is allowed. 

      ●      Access-list-number: indicates the number of the 
access list to be linked to this interface  

      ●      In | out: selects whether the access list is applied to the 
incoming or outgoing interface; out is the default    

   NAT is a feature that operates on a border router 
between an inside private addressing scheme and an 
outside public addressing scheme. The inside private 
address is 192.168.1.0 and the outside public address 
is chosen to be 200.100.70.0. Equivalently, we have an 
intranet on the inside and the Internet on the outside.   

    13.       DYNAMIC NAT CONFIGURATION 

   First a NAT pool is configured from which outside addresses 
are allocated to the requesting inside hosts: IP NAT pool 
 “ pool name ”   “ start outside IP address ”   “ finish outside IP 
address. ”  Next the access-list is defined to determine which 
inside networks are translated by the NAT router: access-list 

 “ unique access-list number ”  permit | deny  “ inside IP net-
work address. ”  Finally the NAT pool and the access list are 
correlated: 

      ●      IP NAT inside source list  “ unique access list 
number ”  pool  “ pool name ”   

      ●      Enable the NAT on each interface of the NAT router  
      ●      IP NAT inside  �      �      �      �      �      �      �      �      �      �      �  �      �      �      �  �  IP 

NAT outside    

   You will note that only one interface may be config-
ured as outside, yet multiple interfaces may be configured 
as inside, with regard to Static NAT configuration: 

      ●      IP NAT inside source static  “ inside IP address ”   “ out-
side IP address ”   

      ●      IP NAT inside source static 192.168.1.100 
200.100.70.99     

    14.       THE PERIMETER 

   In  Figure 10.3   , you will see yet another IP network 
labeled  demilitarized zone  (DMZ). You may ask, why 
yet another network? The rationale behind this design is 
as follows. 

   The users that belong to IN might want to access the 
resources on the Internet, such as read their email and 
send email to the users on the Internet. The corporation 
needs to advertise its products on the Internet. 

   The DMZ is the perimeter network, where resources 
have public IP addresses, so they are seen and heard on 
the Internet. The resources such as the Web (HTTP), email 
(SMTP), and domain name server (DNS) are placed in 
the DMZ, whereas the rest of the resources that belong to 
this corporation are completely hidden behind the Linksys 
router. The resources in the DMZ can be attacked by the 
hacker because they are open to users on the Internet. The 
relevant TCP and UDP port numbers on the servers in the 
DMZ have to be left open to the incoming and outgoing 

ip nat pool net-sf 200.100.70.50 200.100.70.60 netmask 255.255.255.0
ip nat inside source list 1 pool net-sf
!
interface Ethernet0
 ip address 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 
 ip nat inside
!
interface Ethernet1
 ip address 200.100.70.20 255.255.255.0
 ip nat outside
access-list 1 deny 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255

 LISTING 10.6          Network Address Translation (NAT).    
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traffic. Does this create a potential  “ hole ”  in the corporate 
network? The answer to this is both yes and no. Someone 
can compromise the resources in the DMZ without the 
entire network being exposed to a potential attack. 

   The first firewall is the Cisco router, and it is the first 
line of defense, were network security policy imple-
mented. On the Cisco router it is known as the Access 
Control List (ACL). This firewall will allow external 
traffic to inbound TCP port 80 on the Web server, TCP 
port 25 on the email server, and TCP and UDP port 53 
on the DNS server. The external traffic to the rest of the 
ports will be denied and logged. 

   The second line of defense is the Linksys router that 
will have well-known ports closed to external traffic. It 
too will monitor and log the traffic. It is acceptable to 
place email and the Web server behind the Linksys 
router on the private IP network address. Then you will 
have to open up the TCP ports 80 and 25 on the Linksys 
router so that the external traffic can be mapped to ports 
80 and 25, respectively. This would slow down the traf-
fic because the Linksys router (or any commercial-grade 
router) would have to constantly map the port numbers 
back and forth. Finally, the DNS server would always 
need to be placed in the DMZ with a public IP address, 

 FIGURE 10.3          An illustrative firewall design.    
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since it will be used to resolve domain names by both 
internal and external users. This decision has to be left 
to the corporate IT staff.  

    15.       ACCESS LIST DETAILS 

   The Cisco router in  Figure 10.3  can be configured with 
the following access list to define network security pol-
icy. Building an access list in the configuration script of 
the router does not activate the list unless it is applied to 
an interface.  “ ip access-group 101 in ”  applies the access-
list 101 to the serial interface of the router. Some of the 
access-list commands are explained here. For more infor-
mation on Cisco access-list commands, visit the Cisco 
Web site (www.cisco.com): 

      ●      ip access-group group no.  { in | out } : default is out  
      ●      What is the group number?  
      ●      The group number is the number that appears in the 

access-list command line  
      ●      What is  { in | out } ?  
      ●      In implies that the packet enters the router’s interface 

from the network  
      ●      Out implies that the packet leaves the router’s inter-

face to the network    

   All TCP packets are IP packets, but all IP packets 
are not TCP packets. Therefore, entries matching on IP 
packets are more generic than matching on TCP, UDP, or 
ICMP packets. Each entry in the access list is interpreted 
(see  Listing 10.7   ) from top to bottom for each packet 
on the specified interface. Once a match is reached, 
the remaining access-list entries are ignored. Hence, 
the order of entries in an access list is very critical, and 
therefore more specific entries should appear earlier on. 

   This permits TCP from any host to any host if the 
ACK or RST bit is set, which indicates that it is part of an 
established connection. You will note that in a TCP Full 
Connect, the first packet from the source node does not 
have the ACK bit set. The keyword  established  is meant to 
prevent an untrusted user from initiating a connection while 
allowing packets that are part of already established TCP 
connections to go through: 

      ●      Access-list 101 permit udp any gt 1023 host 
200.100.70.10 eq 53  

      ●      Permit UDP protocol from any host with port greater 
than 1023 to the DNS server at port 53  

      ●      Access-list 101 permit ip any host 200.100.70.12  
      ●      Permit IP from any host to 200.100.70.12    

   or 

      ●      Access-list 101 permit TCP any 200.100.70.12 eq 80  
      ●      Permit any host to engage with our HTTP server on 

port 80 only  
      ●      Access-list 101 permit icmp any echo-reply  
      ●      Permit ICMP from any host to any host if the packet 

is in response to a ping request  
      ●      Access-list 101 deny ip any any    

   The last access-list command is implicit (that is, not 
explicitly stated). The action of this last access-list is to 
deny all other packets.  

    16.       TYPES OF FIREWALLS 

   Conceptually, there are three types of firewalls: 

      ●       Packet filtering . Permit packets to enter or leave the 
network through the interface on the router on the 
basis of protocol, IP address, and port numbers.  

      ●       Application-layer firewall.  A proxy server that acts 
as an intermediate host between the source and the 
destination nodes.  

      ●       Stateful-inspection layer.  Validates the packet on the 
basis of its content.     

    17.       PACKET FILTERING: IP FILTERING 
ROUTERS 

   An IP packet-filtering router permits or denies the packet 
to either enter or leave the network through the interface 
(incoming and outgoing) on the basis of the protocol, IP 
address, and the port number. The protocol may be TCP, 
UDP, HTTP, SMTP, or FTP. The IP address under con-
sideration would be both the source and the destination 
addresses of the nodes. The port numbers would corre-
spond to the well-known port numbers. The packet-fil-
tering firewall has to examine every packet and make a 
decision on the basis of defined ACL; additionally it will 
log the following guarded attacks on the network: 

      ●      A hacker will attempt to send IP spoofed packets 
using raw sockets (we will discuss more about usage 
of raw sockets in the next chapters)  

      ●      Log attempted network scanning for open TCP and 
UDP ports — NIDS will carry out this detective work 
in more detail  

interface serial0
ip address 210.100.70.2
ip access-group 101 in
!
access-list 101 permit tcp any any established

 LISTING 10.7          Access-list configuration script.    
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      ●      SYN attacks using TCP connect(), and TCP half 
open  

      ●      Fragment attacks     

    18.       APPLICATION-LAYER FIREWALLS: 
PROXY SERVERS 

   These are proxy servers that act as an intermediary host 
between the source and the destination nodes. Each 
of the sources would have to set up a session with the 
proxy server, then the proxy server would set up a ses-
sion with the destination node. The packets would have 
to flow through the proxy server. There are examples of 
Web and FTP proxy servers on the Internet. The proxy 
servers would also have to be used by the internal users, 
that is, the traffic from the internal users will have to 
run through the proxy server to the outside network. Of 
course, this slows the flow of packets, but you must pay 
the price for added network security.  

    19.       STATEFUL INSPECTION FIREWALLS 

   In here the firewall will examine the contents of the pack-
ets before permitting them to either enter or leave the net-
work. The contents of the packets must conform with the 
protocol declared with the packet. For example, if the pro-
tocol declared is HTTP, the contents of the packet must be 
consistent with the HTTP packet definition.  

    20.       NIDS COMPLEMENTS FIREWALLS 

   A firewall acts as a barrier, if so designed, among vari-
ous IP network segments. Firewalls may be defined 
among IP intranet segments to protect resources. In any 
corporate network, there will always be more than one 
firewall because an intruder could be one of the author-
ized network users. Hence the following points should 
be noted: 

      ●      Not all threats originate outside the firewall.  
      ●      The most trusted users are also the potential 

intruders.  
      ●      Firewalls themselves may be subject to attack.    

   Since the firewall sits at the boundary of the IP net-
work segments, it can only monitor the traffic entering 
and leaving the interface on the firewall that connects 
to the network. If the intruder is internal to the firewall, 
the firewall will not be able to detect the security breach. 
Once an intruder has managed to transit through the inter-
face of the firewall, the intruder would go undetected, 

which could possibly lead to stealing sensitive infor-
mation, destroying information, leaving behind viruses, 
staging attacks on other networks, and most important, 
leaving spyware software to monitor the activities on the 
network for future attacks. Hence, a NIDS would play a 
critical role in monitoring activities on the network and 
continually looking for possible anomalous patterns of 
activities. 

   Firewall technology has been around for the past 20 
years, so much has been documented about its weak-
nesses and strengths. Information about firewalls is freely 
available on the Internet. Hence a new breed of hackers 
have utilized  tunneling  as a means of bypassing firewall 
security policy. NIDS enhances security infrastructure by 
monitoring system activities for signs of attack and then, 
based on the system settings, responds to the attack as 
well as generates an alarm. Response to a potential attack 
is known as the  incident response  or  incident handling , 
which combines investigation and diagnosis phases. 
Incident response has been an emerging technology in the 
past couple of years and is now an integral part of intru-
sion detection and prevention technology. 

   Finally, but not least, securing network systems is an 
ongoing process in which new threats arise all the time. 
Consequently, firewalls, NIDS, and intrusion prevention 
systems are continuously evolving technologies. In this 
chapter and subsequent chapters our focus has been and 
will be wired networks. However, as wireless data net-
works proliferate and seamlessly connect to the cellular 
voice networks, the risk of attacks on the wired networks 
is growing exponentially.  

    21.       MONITOR AND ANALYZE SYSTEM 
ACTIVITIES 

    Figure 10.1  shows the placement of a NIDS, one in the 
DMZ and the other in the private network. This sug-
gests at least two points on the network from which we 
capture data packets. The next question is the timing of 
the information collection, although this depends on the 
degree of threat perceived to the network. 

   If the level of perceived threat to the network is low, 
an immediate response to the attack is not very criti-
cal. In such a case, interval-oriented data capturing and 
analysis is most economical in terms of load placed on a 
NIDS and other resources on the network. Additionally, 
there might not be full-time network security personnel 
to respond to an alarm triggered by the NIDS. 

   If the level of perceived threat is imminent and the 
time and the data are mission-critical to the organization, 
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real-time data gathering and analysis are of extreme 
importance. Of course, the real-time data gathering would 
impact the CPU cycles on the NIDS and would lead to a 
massive amount of data storage. With real-time data cap-
turing and analysis, real-time response to an attack can be 
automated with notification. In such a case, network activ-
ities can be interrupted, the incident could be isolated, and 
system and network recovery could be set in motion. 

    Analysis Levels 

   Capturing and storing data packets are among the man-
ageable functions of any IDS. How do we analyze the 
data packets that represent potential or imminent threats 
to the network? 

   We need to examine the data packets and look for 
evidence that could point to a threat. Let’s examine the 
makeup of data packets. Of course, any packet is almost 
encapsulated by successive protocols from the Internet 
model, with the data as its kernel. Potential attacks could 
be generated by IP or MAC spoofing, fragmented IP pack-
ets leading to some sort of DoS, saturating the resource 
with flooding, and much more. We should remind read-
ers that since humans are not going to examine the data 
packets, this process of examination is relegated to an 
algorithm. This algorithm must compare the packets with 
a known format of the packet (signature) that suggests an 
attack is in progress, or it could be that there is some sort 
of unusual activity on the network. How does one distin-
guish abnormal from normal sets of activities? There must 
be some baseline (statistical) that indicates normal, and 
deviation from it would be an indicator of abnormal. We 
explore these concepts in the following paragraphs. 

   We can identify two levels of analysis: signature and 
statistical.   

    22.       SIGNATURE ANALYSIS 

   Signature analysis includes some sort of pattern match-
ing of the contents of the data packets. There are patterns 
corresponding to known attacks. These known attacks are 
stored in a database, and a pattern is examined against the 
known pattern, which defines signature analysis. Most 
commercial NIDS products perform signature analy-
sis against a database of known attacks, which is part of 
the NIDS software. Even though the databases of known 
attacks may be proprietary to the vendor, the client of this 
software should be able to increase the scope of the NIDS 
software by adding signatures to the database. Snort is 
open-source NIDS software, and the database of known 

attacks is maintained and updated by the user community. 
This database is an ASCII (human-readable) file.  

    23.       STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

   First we have to define what constitutes a normal traffic 
pattern on the network. Then we must identify deviations 
away from normal patterns as potential threats. These 
deviations must be arrived at by statistical analysis of 
the traffic patterns. A good example would be how many 
times records are written to a database over a given time 
interval, and deviations from normally accepted numbers 
would be an indication of an impending attack. Of course, 
a clever hacker could mislead the detector into accepting 
attack activity as normal by gradually varying behavior 
over time. This would be an example of a false negative.  

    24.       SIGNATURE ALGORITHMS 

   Signature analysis is based on these algorithms: 

      ●      Pattern matching  
      ●      Stateful pattern matching  
      ●      Protocol decode-based analysis  
      ●      Heuristic-based analysis  
      ●      Anomaly-based analysis    

    Pattern Matching 

   Pattern matching is based on searching for a fixed 
sequence of bytes in a single packet. In most cases the 
pattern is matched against only if the suspect packet is 
associated with a particular service or, more precisely, 
destined to and from a particular port. This helps to 
reduce the number of packets that must get examined 
and thus speed up the process of detection. However, it 
tends to make it more difficult for systems to deal with 
protocols that do not live on well-defined ports. 

   The structure of a signature based on the simple pat-
tern-matching approach might be as follows: First, the 
packet is IPv4 and TCP, the destination port is 3333, and 
the payload contains the fictitious string  psuw , trigger an 
alarm. In this example, the pattern  psuw  is what we were 
searching for, and one of the IDS rules implies to trigger 
an alarm. One could do a variation on this example to set 
up more convoluted data packets. The advantage of this 
simple algorithm is: 

      ●      This method allows for direct correlation of an 
exploit with the pattern; it is highly specific.  

      ●      This method is applicable across all protocols.  
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      ●      This method reliably alerts on the pattern matched.    

   The disadvantages of this pattern-matching approach 
are as follows: 

      ●      Any modification to the attack can lead to missed 
events (false negatives).  

      ●      This method can lead to high false-positive rates if 
the pattern is not as unique as the signature writer 
assumed.  

      ●      This method is usually limited to inspection of a 
single packet and, therefore, does not apply well 
to the stream-based nature of network traffic such 
as HTTP traffic. This scenario leads to easily 
implemented evasion techniques.     

    Stateful Pattern Matching 

   This method of signature development adds to the pattern-
matching concept because a network stream comprises 
more than a single atomic packet. Matches should be 
made in context within the state of the stream. This means 
that systems that perform this type of signature analysis 
must consider arrival order of packets in a TCP stream and 
should handle matching patterns across packet boundaries. 
This is somewhat similar to a stateful firewall. 

   Now, instead of looking for the pattern in every packet, 
the system has to begin to maintain state information on the 
TCP stream being monitored. To understand the difference, 
consider the following scenario. Suppose that the attack 
you are looking for is launched from a client connecting to 
a server and you have the pattern-match method deployed 
on the IDS. If the attack is launched so that in any given 
single TCP packet bound for the target on port 3333 the 
string is present, this event triggers the alarm. If, however, 
the attacker causes the offending string to be sent such that 
the fictitious  gp  is in the first packet sent to the server and 
 o  is in the second, the alarm does not get triggered. If the 
stateful pattern-matching algorithm is deployed instead, the 
sensor has stored the  gp  portion of the string and is able to 
complete the match when the client forwards the fictitious  p .
The advantages of this technique are as follows: 

      ●      This method allows for direct correlation of an 
exploit with the pattern.  

      ●      This method is applicable across all protocols.  
      ●      This method makes evasion slightly more difficult.  
      ●      This method reliably alerts on the pattern specified.    

   The disadvantages of the stateful pattern matching-
based analysis are as follows: 

      ●      Any modification to the attack can lead to missed 
events (false negatives).  

      ●      This method can lead to high false-positive rates if 
the pattern is not as unique as the signature writer 
assumed.     

    Protocol Decode-based Analysis 

   In many ways, intelligent extensions to stateful pattern 
matches are protocol decode-based signatures. This class 
of signature is implemented by decoding the various ele-
ments in the same manner as the client or server in the 
conversation would. When the elements of the proto-
col are identified, the IDS applies rules defined by the 
request for comments (RFCs) to look for violations. In 
some instances, these violations are found with pattern 
matches within a specific protocol field, and some require 
more advanced techniques that account for such variables 
as the length of a field or the number of arguments. 

   Consider the fictitious example of the  gwb  attack 
for illustration purposes. Suppose that the base pro-
tocol that the attack is being run over is the fictitious 
OBL protocol, and more specifically, assume that the 
attack requires that the illegal fictitious argument  gpp  
must be passed in the OBL Type field. To further com-
plicate the situation, assume that the Type field is pre-
ceded by a field of variable length called OBL Options. 
The valid list of fictitious options are  gppi, nppi, upsnfs , 
and  cvjmep . Using the simple or the stateful pattern-
matching algorithm in this case leads to false positives 
because the option  gppi  contains the pattern that is being 
searched for. In addition, because the field lengths are 
variable, it would be impossible to limit such false posi-
tives by specifying search start and stop locations. The 
only way to be certain that  gpp  is being passed in as the 
OBL type argument is to fully decode the protocol. 

   If the protocol allows for behavior that the pat-
tern-matching algorithms have difficulty dealing with, 
not doing full protocol decodes can also lead to false 
negatives. For example, if the OBL protocol allows 
every other byte to be a NULL if a value is set in the 
OBL header, the pattern matchers would fail to see 
fx00ox00ox00. The protocol decode-enabled analysis 
engine would strip the NULLS and fire the alarm as 
expected, assuming that  gpp  was in the Type field. Thus, 
with the preceding in mind, the advantages of the proto-
col decode-based analysis are as follows: 

      ●      This method can allow for direct correlation of an 
exploit.  

      ●      This method can be more broad and general to allow 
catching variations on a theme.  

      ●      This method minimizes the chance for false positives 
if the protocol is well defined and enforced.  
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      ●      This method reliably alerts on the violation of the 
protocol rules as defined in the rules script.    

   The disadvantages of this technique are as follows: 

      ●      This method can lead to high false-positive rates if the 
RFC is ambiguous and allows developers the discre-
tion to interpret and implement as they see fit. These 
gray area protocol violations are very common.  

      ●      This method requires longer development times to 
properly implement the protocol parser.     

    Heuristic-Based Analysis 

   A good example of this type of signature is a signature 
that would be used to detect a port sweep. This signature 
looks for the presence of a threshold number of unique 
ports being touched on a particular machine. The signa-
ture may further restrict itself through the specification 
of the types of packets that it is interested in (that is, 
SYN packets). Additionally, there may be a requirement 
that all the probes must originate from a single source. 
Signatures of this type require some threshold manipula-
tions to make them conform to the utilization patterns on 
the network they are monitoring. This type of signature 
may be used to look for very complex relationships as 
well as the simple statistical example given. 

   The advantages for heuristic-based signature analysis 
are that some types of suspicious and/or malicious activity 
cannot be detected through any other means. The disad-
vantages are that algorithms may require tuning or modifi-
cation to better conform to network traffic and limit false 
positives.  

    Anomaly-Based Analysis 

   From what is seen normally, anomaly-based signatures 
are typically geared to look for network traffic that 
deviates. The biggest problem with this methodology is 
to first define what normal is. Some systems have hard-
coded definitions of normal, and in this case they could 
be considered heuristic-based systems. Some systems are 
built to learn normal, but the challenge with these systems 
is in eliminating the possibility of improperly classifying 
abnormal behavior as normal. Also, if the traffic pattern 
being learned is assumed to be normal, the system must 
contend with how to differentiate between allowable devi-
ations and those not allowed or representing attack-based 
traffic. The work in this area has been mostly limited to 
academia, although there are a few commercial products 
that claim to use anomaly-based detection methods. A 
subcategory of this type of detection is the profile-based 

detection methods. These systems base their alerts on 
changes in the way that users or systems interact on the 
network. They incur many of the same limitations and 
problems that the overarching category has in inferring 
the intent of the change in behavior. 

   Statistical anomalies may also be identified on the 
network either through learning or teaching of the sta-
tistical norms for certain types of traffic, for example, 
systems that detect traffic floods, such as UDP, TCP, or 
ICMP floods. These algorithms compare the current rate 
of arrival of traffic with a historical reference; based on 
this, the algorithms will alert to statistically significant 
deviations from the historical mean. Often, a user can 
provide the statistical threshold for the alerts. The advan-
tages for anomaly-based detection are as follows: 

      ●      If this method is implemented properly, it can detect 
unknown attacks.  

      ●      This method offers low overhead because new signa-
tures do not have to be developed.    

   The disadvantages are: 

      ●      In general, these systems are not able to give you 
intrusion data with any granularity. It looks like 
something terrible may have happened, but the sys-
tems cannot say definitively.  

      ●      This method is highly dependent on the environment 
in which the systems learn what normal is.    

   The following are Freeware tools to monitor and ana-
lyze network activities: 

      ●      Network Scanner, Nmap, is available from  www.
insecure.org . Nmap is a free open-source utility to 
monitor open ports on a network. The MS-Windows 
version is a zip file by the name nmap-3.75-win32.
zip. You also need to download a packet capture 
library, WinPcap, under Windows. It is available 
from  http://winpcap.polito.it . In addition to these 
programs, you need a utility to unzip the zipped file, 
which you can download from various Internet sites.  

      ●      PortPeeker is a freeware utility for capturing network 
traffic for TCP, UDP, or ICMP protocols. With 
PortPeeker you can easily and quickly see what 
traffic is being sent to a given port. This utility is 
available from  www.Linklogger.com .  

      ●      Port-scanning tools such as Fport 2.0 and SuperScan 
4.0 are easy to use and freely available from  www.
Foundstone.com .  

      ●      Network sniffer Ethereal is available from  www.
ethereal.com . Ethereal is a packet sniffer and 
analyzer for a variety of protocols.  
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      ●      EtherSnoop light is a free network sniffer designed 
for capturing and analyzing the packets going through 
the network. It captures the data passing through 
your network Ethernet card, analyzes the data, and 
represents it in a readable form. EtherSnoop light is a 
fully configurable network analyzer program for Win32 
environments. It is available from  www.arechisoft.com .  

      ●      A fairly advanced tool, Snort, an open-source NIDS, 
is available from  www.snort.org .  

      ●      UDPFlood is a stress testing tool that could be 
identified as a DoS agent; it is available from  www.
Foundstone.com .  

      ●      An application that allows you to generate a SYN 
attack with a spoofed address so that the remote host’s 
CPU cycle’s get tied up is Attacker, and is available 
from  www.komodia.com .             
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 Chapter 11 

   With the rapid development of technology in wireless 
communication and microchips, wireless technology 
has been widely used in various application areas. The 
proliferation of wireless devices and wireless networks 
in the past decade shows the widespread use of wireless 
technology. 

    Wireless networks  is a general term to refer to various 
types of networks that communicate without the need of 
wire lines. Wireless networks can be broadly categorized 
into two classes based on the structures of the networks: 
wireless ad hoc networks and cellular networks. The 
main difference between these two is whether a fixed 
infrastructure is present. 

   Three of the well-known cellular networks are the 
GSM network, the CDMA network, and the 802.11 
wireless LAN. The GSM network and the CDMA net-
work are the main network technologies that support 
modern mobile communication, with most of the mobile 
phones and mobile networks that are built based on these 
two wireless networking technologies and their variants. 
As cellular networks require fixed infrastructures to sup-
port the communication between mobile nodes, deploy-
ment of the fixed infrastructures is essential. Further, 
cellular networks require serious and careful topology 
design of the fixed infrastructures before deployment, 
because the network topologies of the fixed infrastruc-
tures are mostly static and will have a great impact on 
network performance and network coverage. 

   Wireless ad hoc networks do not require a fixed infra-
structure; thus it is relatively easy to set up and deploy a 
wireless ad hoc network (see  Figure 11.1   ). Without the 
fixed infrastructure, the topology of a  wireless ad hoc net-
work is dynamic and changes frequently. It is not realistic 
to assume a static or a specific topology for a wireless ad 
hoc network. On the other hand, wireless ad hoc networks 

need to be self-organizing; thus mobile nodes in a wire-
less ad hoc network can adapt to the change of topology 
and establish cooperation with other nodes at runtime. 

   Besides the conventional wireless ad hoc networks, 
there are two special types that should be mentioned: 
wireless sensor networks and wireless mesh networks. 
Wireless sensor networks are wireless ad hoc networks, 
most of the network nodes of which are sensors that 
monitor a target scene. The wireless sensors are mostly 
deprived devices in terms of computation power, power 
supply, bandwidth, and other computation resources. 
Wireless mesh networks are wireless networks with 
either a full mesh topology or a partial mesh topology 
in which some or all nodes are directly connected to all 
other nodes. The redundancy in connectivity of wireless 
networks provides great reliability and excellent flexibil-
ity in network packet delivery. 

    1.       CELLULAR NETWORKS 

   Cellular networks require fixed infrastructures to work 
(see  Figure 11.2   ). A cellular network comprises a fixed 
infrastructure and a number of mobile nodes. Mobile 
nodes connect to the fixed infrastructure through wireless 
links. They may move around from within the range of 

Wireless
Networks

Cellular
Networks

Wireless Ad
Hoc Networks

 FIGURE 11.1          Classification of wireless networks.    
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one base station to outside the range of the base station, 
and they can move into the ranges of other base stations. 
The fixed infrastructure is stationary, or mostly stationary, 
including base stations, links between base stations, and 
possibly other conventional network devices such as rout-
ers. The links between base stations can be either wired or 
wireless. The links should be more substantial than those 
links between base stations and mobile nodes in terms of 
reliability, transmission range, bandwidth, and so on. 

   The fixed infrastructure serves as the backbone of a 
cellular network, providing high speed and stable con-
nection for the whole network, compared to the connec-
tivity between a base station and a mobile node. In most 
cases, mobile nodes do not communicate with each other 
directly without going through a base station. A packet 
from a source mobile node to a destination mobile node 
is likely to be first transmitted to the base station to 
which the source mobile node is connected. The packet 
is then relayed within the fixed infrastructures until 
reaching the destination base station to which the des-
tination mobile node is connected. The destination base 
station can then deliver the packet to the destination 
mobile node to complete the packet delivery. 

    Cellular Telephone Networks 

   Cellular telephone networks offer mobile communica-
tion for most of us. With a cellular telephone network, 
base stations are distributed over a region, with each 
base station covering a small area. Each part of the small 
area is called a  cell . Cell phones within a cell connect to 
the base station of the cell for communication. When a 
cell phone moves from one cell to another, its connec-
tion will also be migrated from one base station to a new 
base station. The new base station is the base station of 
the cell into which the cell phone just moved. 

   Two of the technologies are the mainstream for cel-
lular telephone networks: the global system for mobile 
communication (GSM) and code division multiple 
access (CDMA). 

   GSM is a wireless cellular network technology for 
mobile communication that has been widely deployed in 
most parts of the world. Each GSM mobile phone uses a 
pair of frequency channels, with one channel for send-
ing data and another for receiving data. Time division 
multiplexing (TDM) is used to share frequency pairs by 
multiple mobiles. 

   CDMA is a technology developed by a company 
named Qualcomm and has been accepted as an interna-
tional standard. CDMA assumes that multiple signals 
add linearly, instead of assuming that colliding frames 
are completely garbled and of no value. With coding 
theory and the new assumption, CDMA allows each 
mobile to transmit over the entire frequency spectrum at 
all times. The core algorithm of CDMA is how to extract 
data of interest from the mixed data.  

    802.11 Wireless LANs 

   Wireless LANs are specified by the IEEE 802.11 series 
standard  [1] , which describes various technologies and 
protocols for wireless LANs to achieve different targets, 
allowing the maximum bit rate from 2 Mbits per second 
to 248 Mbits per second. 

   Wireless LANs can work in either access point (AP) 
mode or ad hoc mode, as shown in  Figure 11.3   . When a 
wireless LAN is working in AP mode, all communica-
tion passes through a base station, called an  access point . 
The access point then passes the communication data to 
the destination node, if it is connected to the access point, 
or forwards the communication data to a router for fur-
ther routing and relaying. When working in ad hoc mode, 
wireless LANs work in the absence of base stations. 
Nodes directly communicate with other nodes within their 
transmission range, without depending on a base station. 

   One of the complications that 802.11 wireless LANs 
incur is medium access control in the data link layer. 
Medium access control in 802.11 wireless LANs can be 
either distributed or centralized control by a base sta-
tion. The distributed medium access control relies on the 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) with Collision 
Avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol. CSMA/CA allows net-
work nodes to compete to transmit data when a channel 
is idle and uses the Ethernet binary exponential backoff 
algorithm to decide a waiting time before retransmis-
sion when a collision occurs. CSMA/CA can also oper-
ate based on MACAW (Multiple Access with Collision 

 FIGURE 11.2          Cellular networking.    
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Avoidance for Wireless) using virtual channel sensing. 
Request packets and clear-to-send (CTS) packets are 
broadcast before data transmission by the sender and the 
receiver, respectively. All stations within the range of the 
sender or the receiver will keep silent in the course of data 
transmission to avoid interference on the transmission. 

   The centralized medium access control is imple-
mented by having the base station broadcast a beacon 
frame periodically and poll nodes to check whether they 
have data to send. The base station serves as a central 
control over the allocation of the bandwidth. It allocates 
bandwidth according to the polling results. All nodes 
connected to the base station must behave in accordance 
with the allocation decision made by the base station. 
With the centralized medium access control, it is possi-
ble to provide quality-of-service guarantees because the 
base station can control on the allocation of bandwidth 
to a specific node to meet the quality requirements.   

    2.       WIRELESS AD HOC NETWORKS 

   Wireless ad hoc networks are distributed networks that 
work without fixed infrastructures and in which each 
network node is willing to forward network packets for 
other network nodes. The main characteristics of wire-
less ad hoc networks are as follows: 

      ●      Wireless ad hoc networks are distributed networks that 
do not require fixed infrastructures to work. Network 
nodes in a wireless ad hoc network can be randomly 
deployed to form the wireless ad hoc network.  

      ●      Network nodes will forward network packets for 
other network nodes. Network nodes in a wireless 
ad hoc network directly communicate with other 
nodes within their ranges. When these networks 
communicate with network nodes outside their 
ranges, network packets will be forwarded by the 
nearby network nodes and other nodes that are on the 
path from the source nodes to the destination nodes.  

      ●      Wireless ad hoc networks are self-organizing. Without 
fixed infrastructures and central administration, 
wireless ad hoc networks must be capable of 
establishing cooperation between nodes on their own. 
Network nodes must also be able to adapt to changes 
in the network, such as the network topology.  

      ●      Wireless ad hoc networks have dynamic network 
topologies. Network nodes of a wireless ad hoc 
network connect to other network nodes through 
wireless links. The network nodes are mostly mobile. 
The topology of a wireless ad hoc network can 
change from time to time, since network nodes move 
around from within the range to the outside, and new 
network nodes may join the network, just as existing 
network nodes may leave the network.    

    Wireless Sensor Networks 

   A wireless sensor network is an ad hoc network mainly 
comprising sensor nodes, which are normally used to 
monitor and observe a phenomenon or a scene. The sen-
sor nodes are physically deployed within or close to the 
phenomenon or the scene. The collected data will be sent 
back to a base station from time to time through routes 
dynamically discovered and formed by sensor nodes. 

   Sensors in wireless sensor networks are normally small 
network nodes with very limited computation power, lim-
ited communication capacity, and limited power supply. 
Thus a sensor may perform only simple computation and 
can communicate with sensors and other nodes within a 
short range. The life spans of sensors are also limited by 
the power supply. 

   Wireless sensor networks can be self-organizing, 
since sensors can be randomly deployed in some inac-
cessible areas. The randomly deployed sensors can coop-
erate with other sensors within their range to implement 
the task of monitoring or observing the target scene or 
the target phenomenon and to communicate with the 
base station that collects data from all sensor nodes. 
The cooperation might involve finding a route to trans-
mit data to a specific destination, relaying data from one 
neighbor to another neighbor when the two neighbors 
are not within reach of each other, and so on.  

    Mesh Networks 

   One of the emerging technologies of wireless network 
is wireless mesh networks (WMNs). Nodes in a WMN 
include mesh routers and mesh clients. Each node in a 
WMN works as a router as well as a host. When it’s a 
router, each node needs to perform routing and to forward 

 FIGURE 11.3          (a) A wireless network in AP mode; (b) a wireless net-
work in ad hoc mode.    
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packets for other nodes when necessary, such as when 
two nodes are not within direct reach of each other and 
when a route to a specific destination for packet delivery 
is required to be discovered. 

   Mesh routers may be equipped with multiple wire-
less interfaces, built on either the same or different wire-
less technologies, and are capable of bridging different 
networks. Mesh routers can also be classified as access 
mesh routers, backbone mesh routers, or gateway mesh 
routers. Access mesh routers provide mesh clients with 
access to mesh networks; backbone mesh routers form 
the backbone of a mesh network; and a gateway mesh 
router connects the backbone to an external network. 

   Each mesh client normally has only one network 
interface that provides network connectivity with other 
nodes. Mesh clients are not usually capable of bridging 
different networks, which is different from mesh routers. 

   Similar to other ad hoc networks, a wireless mesh net-
work can be self-organizing. Thus nodes can establish and 
maintain connectivity with other nodes automatically, with-
out human intervention. Wireless mesh networks can divided 
into backbone mesh networks and access mesh networks.   

    3.       SECURITY PROTOCOLS 

   Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) was defined by the 
IEEE 802.11 standard  [2] . WEP is designed to protect 

linkage-level data for wireless transmission by provid-
ing confidentiality, access control, and data integrity, to 
provide secure communication between a mobile device 
and an access point in a 802.11 wireless LAN. 

    WEP 

   Implemented based on shared key secrets and the RC4 
stream cipher  [3] , WEP’s encryption of a frame includes 
two operations (see  Figure 11.4   ). It first produces a 
checksum of the data, and then it encrypts the plaintext 
and the checksum using RC4: 

      ●       Checksumming . Let  c  be an integrity checksum func-
tion. For a given message  M , a checksum  c ( M)  is 
calculated and then concatenated to the end of  M , 
obtaining a plaintext  P       �       �  M ,  c ( M ) �      . Note that the 
checksum  c ( M ) does not depend on the shared key.  

      ●       Encryption . The shared key  k  is concatenated to the 
end of the initialization vector (IV)  v , forming   
   �  v , k  �      .      �  v , k  �  is then used as the input to the RC4 
algorithm to generate a keystream  RC 4( v , k ). The 
plaintext  P  is exclusive-or’ed (XOR, denoted 
by  � ) with the keystream to obtain the ciphertext: 
 C      �      P    �    RC4(v,k) .    

   Using the shared key  k  and the IV  v , WEP can greatly 
simplify the complexity of key distribution because it 

 FIGURE 11.4          WEP encryption and decryption.    
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needs only to distribute  k  and  v  but can achieve a rela-
tively very long key sequence. IV changes from time to 
time, which will force the  RC 4 algorithm to produce a 
new key sequence, avoiding the situation where the same 
key sequence is used to encrypt a large amount of data, 
which potentially leads to several types of attacks        [4, 5] . 

   WEP combines the shared key  k  and the IV  v  as inputs 
to seed the  RC 4 function. 802.11B  [6]  specifies that the 
seed shall be 64 bits long, with 24 bits from the IV  v  and 
40 bits from the shared key  k . Bits 0 through 23 of the seed 
contain bits 0 through 23 of the IV  v , and bits 24 through 
63 of the seed contain bits 0 through 39 of the shared key  k . 

   When a receiver receives the ciphertext  C , it will 
XOR the ciphertext  C  with the corresponding keystream 
to produce the plaintext  M  �  as follows:

  

M C RC k,v P RC k,v
RC k,v M
� � �

�

⊕ ⊕ ⊕4 4( ) ( ( ))
4( )       

    WPA and WPA2 

   Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) is specified by the IEEE 
802.11i standard, which is aimed at providing stronger 
security compared to WEP and is expected to tackle 
most of the weakness found in WEP          [7, 8, 9] . 

    WPA 

   WPA has been designed to target both enterprise and 
consumers. Enterprise deployment of WPA is required 
to be used with IEEE 802.1x authentication, which is 
responsible for distributing different keys to each user. 
Personal deployment of WPA adopts a simpler mecha-
nism, which allows all stations to use the same key. This 
mechanism is called the  Pre-Shared Key  (PSK) mode. 

   The WPA protocol works in a similar way to WEP. 
WPA mandates the use of the  RC 4 stream cipher with a 
128 – bit key and a 48 – bit initialization vector (IV), com-
pared with the 40 – bit key and the 24 – bit IV in WEP. 

   WPA also has a few other improvements over WEP, 
including the Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) 
and the Message Integrity Code (MIC). With TKIP, WPA 
will dynamically change keys used by the system peri-
odically. With the much larger IV and the dynamically 
changing key, the stream cipher  RC 4 is able to produce a 
much longer keystream. The longer keystream improved 
WPA’s protection against the well-known key recovery 
attacks on WEP, since finding two packets encrypted 
using the same key sequences is literally impossible due 
to the extremely long keystream. 

   With MIC, WPA uses an algorithm named Michael 
to produce an authentication code for each message, 

which is termed the  message integrity code . The mes-
sage integrity code also contains a frame counter to pro-
vide protection over replay attacks. 

   WPA uses the Extensible Authentication Protocol 
(EAP) framework  [10]  to conduct authentication. 
When a user (supplicant) tries to connect to a network, 
an authenticator will send a request to the user asking 
the user to authenticate herself using a specific type of 
authentication mechanism. The user will respond with 
corresponding authentication information. The authenti-
cator relies on an authentication server to make the deci-
sion regarding the user’s authentication.  

    WPA2 

   WPA2 is not much different from WPA. Though TKIP 
is required in WPA, Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES) is optional. This is aimed to provide backward 
compatibility for WPA over hardware designed for WEP, 
as TKIP can be implemented on the same hardware as 
those for WEP, but AES cannot be implemented on this 
hardware. TKIP and AES are both mandatory in WPA2 
to provide a higher level of protection over wireless 
connections. AES is a block cipher, which can only be 
applied to a fixed length of data block. AES accepts key 
sizes of 128 bits, 196 bits, and 256 bits. 

   Besides the mandatory requirement of supporting 
AES, WPA2 also introduces supports for fast roaming 
of wireless clients migrating between wireless access 
points. First, WPA2 allows the caching of a Pair-wise 
Master Key (PMK), which is the key used for a session 
between an access point and a wireless client; thus a 
wireless client can reconnect a recently connected access 
point without having to reauthenticate. Second, WPA2 
enables a wireless client to authenticate itself to a wire-
less access point that it is moving to while the wireless 
client maintains its connection to the existing access 
point. This reduces the time needed for roaming clients 
to move from one access point to another, and it is espe-
cially useful for timing-sensitive applications.   

    SPINS: Security Protocols for Sensor 
Networks 

   Sensor nodes in sensor networks are normally low-end 
devices with very limited resources, such as memory, 
computation power, battery, and network bandwidth. 

   Perrig et al.  [11]  proposed a family of security proto-
cols named SPINS, which were specially designed for low-
end devices with severely limited resources, such as sensor 
nodes in sensor networks. SPINS consists of two building 
blocks: Secure Network Encryption Protocol (SNEP) and 
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the  “ micro ”  version of the Timed,  Effi cient, Streaming, 
Loss-tolerant Authentication Protocol ( μ TESLA). SNEP 
uses symmetry encryption to provide data confidential-
ity, two-party data authentication, and data freshness. 
 μ TESLA provides authentication over broadcast streams. 
SPINS assumes that each sensor node shares a master key 
with the base station. The master key serves as the base of 
trust and is used to derive all other keys. 

    SNEP 

   As illustrated in  Figure 11.5   , SNEP uses a block cipher 
to provide data confidentiality and message authenti-
cation code (MAC) to provide authentication. SNEP 
assumes a shared counter  C  between the sender and the 
receiver and two keys, the encryption key  K encr   and the 
authentication key  K mac  . 

   For an outgoing message  D , SNEP processes it as 
follows: 

      ●      The message  D  is first encrypted using a block 
cipher in counter mode with the key  K encr   and 
the counter  C , forming the encrypted text 
 E       �       {  D  }   �    Kencr   ,   C    �  .  

      ●      A message authentication code is produced for the 
encrypted text  E  with the key  K mac   and the counter 
 C , forming the MAC  M       �       MAC ( K mac  , C  |  E ) where 
 MAC()  is a one-way function and  C  |  E  stands for the 
concatenation of  C  and  E .  

      ●      SNEP increments the counter  C .    

   To send the message  D  to the recipient, SNEP actu-
ally sends out  E  and  M . In other words, SNEP encrypts 
 D  to  E  using the shared key  K encr   between the sender and 
the receiver to prevent unauthorized disclosure of the 
data, and it uses the shared key  K mac  , known only to the 
sender and the receiver, to provide message authentica-
tion. Thus data confidentiality and message authentica-
tion can both be implemented. 

   The message  D  is encrypted with the counter  C , 
which will be different in each message. The same mes-
sage  D  will be encrypted differently even it is sent mul-
tiple times. Thus semantic security is implemented in 
SNEP. The MAC is also produced using the counter  C ; 
thus it enables SNEP to prevent replying to old messages.  

     μ TESLA 

   TESLA          [12, 13, 14]  was proposed to provide message 
authentication for multicast. TESLA does not use any 
asymmetry cryptography, which makes it lightweight in 
terms of computation and overhead of bandwidth. 

    μ TESLA is a modified version of TESLA, aiming to 
provide message authentication for multicasting in sensor 
networks. The general idea of  μ TESLA is that the sender 
splits the sending time into intervals. Packets sent out in 
different intervals are authenticated with different keys. 
Keys to authenticate packets will be disclosed after a 
short delay, when the keys are no longer used to send out 
messages. Thus packets can be authenticated when the 
authentication keys have been disclosed. Packets will not 
be tampered with while they are in transit since the keys 
have not been disclosed yet. The disclosed authentication 
keys can be verified using previous known keys to pre-
vent malicious nodes from forging authentication keys. 

    μ TESLA has four phases: sender setup, sending 
authenticated packets, bootstrapping new receivers, 
and authenticating packets. In the sender setup phase, 
a sender generates a chain of keys,  K i   (0      �       i       �       n ). The 
keychain is a one-way chain such that  K i   can be derived 
from  K j   if  i       �       j , such as a keychain  K i   (i      �      0, … ,n), 
 K i        �       F ( K i    � 1 ), where  F  is a one-way function. The sender 
also decides on the starting time  T  0 , the interval duration 
 T int  , and the disclosure delay  d  (unit is interval), as shown 
in  Figure 11.6   . 

   To send out authenticated packets, the sender attaches 
a MAC with each packet, where the MAC is produced 
using a key from the keychain and the data in the net-
work packet.  μ TESLA has specific requirements on the 

 FIGURE 11.5          Sensor Network Encryption Protocol (SNEP).     FIGURE 11.6          Sequences of intervals, key usages, and key disclosure.    
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use of keys for producing MACs. Keys are used in the 
same order as the key sequence of the keychain. Each 
of the keys is used in one interval only. For the inter-
val  T i        �       T  0       �       i       �       T int  , the key  K i   is used to produce the 
MACs for the messages sent out in the interval  T i  . Keys 
are disclosed with a fixed delay  d  such that the key  K i   
used in interval  T i   will be disclosed in the interval  T i    �    d  . 
The sequence of key usage and the sequence of key dis-
closure are demonstrated in  Figure 11.6 . 

   To bootstrap a new receiver, the sender needs to syn-
chronize the time with the receiver and needs to inform 
the new receiver of a key  K j   that is used in a past inter-
val  T j  , the interval duration  T int  , and the disclosure delay 
 d . With a previous key  K j  , the receiver will be able to 
verify any key  K p   where  j       �       p  using the one-way key-
chain’s property. After this, the new receiver will be 
able to receive and verify data in the same way as other 
receivers that join the communication prior to the new 
receiver. 

   To receive and authenticate messages, a receiver will 
check all incoming messages if they have been delayed 
for more than  d . Messages with a delay greater than  d  
will be discarded, since they are suspect as fake mes-
sages constructed after the key has been disclosed. The 
receiver will buffer the remaining messages for at least 
 d  intervals until the corresponding keys are disclosed. 
When a key  K i   is disclosed at the moment  T i        �       d , 
the receiver will verify  K i   using  K i    	 1  by checking if 
 K i    	 1       �       F ( K i  ). Once the key  K i   is verified,  K i   will be used 
to authenticate those messages sent in the interval  T i  .    

    4.       SECURE ROUTING 

   Secure Efficient Ad hoc Distance (SEAD)  [15]  vector 
routing is designed based on Destination-Sequenced 
Distance Vector (DSDV) routing  [16] . SEAD augments 
DSDV with authentication to provide security in the 
construction and exchange of routing information. 

    SEAD 

   Distance vector routing works as follows. Each router 
maintains a routing table. Each entry of the table con-
tains a specific destination, a metric (the shortest distance 
to the destination), and the next hop on the shortest path 
from the current router to the destination. For a packet 
that needs to be sent to a certain destination, the router 
will look up the destination from the routing table to get 
the matching entry. Then the packet is sent to the next 
hop specified in the entry. 

   To allow routers to automatically discover new routes 
and maintain their routing tables, routers exchange rout-
ing information periodically. Each router advises its 
neighbors of its own routing information by broadcast-
ing its routing table to all its neighbors. Each router will 
update its routing table according to the information it 
hears from its neighbors. If a new destination is found 
from the information advertised by a neighbor, a new 
entry is added to the routing table with the metric recal-
culated based on the advertised metric and the linking 
between the router and the neighbor. If an existing desti-
nation is found, the corresponding entry is updated only 
when a new path that is shorter than the original one has 
been found. In this case, the metric and the next hop 
for the specified destination are modified based on the 
advertised information. 

   Though distance vector routing is simple and effec-
tive, it suffers from possible routing loops, also known as 
the counting to infinity problem. DSDV  [17]  is one of the 
extensions to distance vector routing to tackle this issue. 
DSDV augments each routing update with a sequence 
number, which can be used to identify the sequence of rout-
ing updates, preventing routing updates being applied in an 
out-of-order manner. Newer routing updates are advised 
with sequence numbers greater than those of the previ-
ous routing updates. In each routing update, the sequence 
number will be incremented to the next even number. Only 
when a broken link has been detected will the router use 
the next odd sequence number as the sequence number 
for the new routing update that is to be advertised to all 
its neighbors. Each router maintains an even sequence 
number to identify the sequence of every routing update. 
Neighbors will only accept newer routing updates by dis-
carding routing updates with sequence numbers less than 
the last sequence number heard from the router. 

   SEAD provides authentication on metrics ’  lower 
bounds and senders ’  identities by using the one-way 
hash chain. Let  H  be a hash function and  x  be a given 
value. A list of values is computed as follows: 

  h h h hn0 1 2, , , , …     

  where  h  0         �       x  and  h i    � 1       �       H  ( h i  ) for 0      �       i       �       n . Given any 
value  h k   that has been confirmed to be in the list, to 
authenticate if a given value  d  is on the list or not one 
can compute if  d  can be derived from  h k   by applying  H  
a certain number of times, or if  h k   can be derived from  d  
by applying  H  to  d  a certain number of times. If either 
 d  can be derived from  h k   or  h k   can be derived from  d  
within a certain number of steps, it is said that  d  can be 
authenticated by  h k  . 
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   SEAD assumes an upper bound  m   	  1 on the  diameter 
of the ad hoc network, which means that the metric of a 
routing entry will be less than  m . Let  h  0 ,  h  1 ,  h  2 ,  … ,  h n   
be a hash chain where  n       �       m       �       k  and  k       �       Z   �  . 

   For an update with the sequence number  i  and the 
metric value of  j , the value  h  (   k    	    i   )   m    �    j   is used to authenti-
cate the routing update entry. 

   By using  h  (   k    	    i   )   m    �    j   to authenticate the routing update 
entry, a node is actually disclosing the value  h  (   k    	    i   )   m    �    j   
and subsequently all  h p   where  p   
  ( k       	       i ) m       �       j , but not 
any value  h q   where  q   �  ( k       	       i ) m       �       j . 

   Using a hash value corresponding to the sequence 
number and metric in a routing update entry allows the 
authentication of the update and prevents any node from 
advertising a route to some destination, forging a greater 
sequence number or a smaller metric. 

   To authenticate the update, a node can use any given 
earlier authentic hash value  h p   from the same hash chain 
to authenticate the current update with sequence number 
 i  and metric  j . The current update uses the hash value 
 h  (   k    	    i   )   m    �    j   and ( k       	       i ) m       �       j       �       p , thus  h p   can be computed 
from  h  (   k    	    i   )   m    �    j   by applying  H  for ( k       	       i ) m       �       j       	       p  times. 

   The disclosure of  h  (   k    	    i   )   m    �    j   does not disclose any 
value  h q   where  q   �  ( k       	       i ) m       �       j . Let a fake update be 
advised with a sequence number  p  and metric  q , where 
 p       
       i and q       �       j,  or  q       �       j . The fake update will need to 
use the hash value  h  (   k    	    p   )   m    �    q  . If the sequence number  p  is 
greater than  i  or the metric  q  is less than  j , ( k       	       p ) m       �       q  
 �  ( k       	       i ) m       �       j . This means that a hash value  h  (   k    	    p   )   m    �    q   
that has not been disclosed is needed to authenticate the 
update. Since the value  h  (   k    	    p   )   m    �    q   has not been disclosed, 
the malicious node will not be able to have it to fake a 
routing update.  

    Ariadne 

   Ariadne  [18]  is a secure on-demand routing protocol for 
ad hoc networks. Ariadne is built on the Dynamic Source 
Routing protocol (DSR)  [19] . 

   Routing in Ariadne is divided into two stages: the route 
discovery stage and the route maintenance stage. In the 
route discovery stage, a source node in the ad hoc network 
tries to find a path to a specific destination node. The dis-
covered path will be used by the source node as the path 
for all communication from the source node to the destina-
tion node until the discovered path becomes invalid. In the 
route maintenance stage, network nodes identify broken 
paths that have been found. A node sends a packet along 
a specified route to some destination. Each node on the 
route forwards the packet to the next node on the specified 
route and tries to confirm the delivery of the packet to the 

next node. If a node fails to receive an acknowledgment 
from the next node, it will signal the source node using a 
ROUTE ERROR packet that a broken link has been found. 
The source node and other nodes on the path can then be 
advised of the broken link. 

   The key security features Ariadne adds onto the route 
discovery and route maintenance are node authentica-
tion and data verification for the routing relation pack-
ets. Node authentication is the process of verifying the 
identifiers of nodes that are involved in Ariadne’s route 
discovery and route maintenance, to prevent forging 
routing packets. In route discovery, a node sends out a 
ROUTE REQUEST packet to perform a route discovery. 
When the ROUTE REQUEST packet reaches the desti-
nation node, the destination node verifies the originator 
identity before responding. Similarly, when the source 
node receives a ROUTE REPLY packet, which is a 
response to the ROUTE REQUEST packet, the source 
node will also authenticate the identity of the sender. 
The authentication of node identities can be of one of the 
three methods: TELSA, digital signatures, and Message 
Authentication Code (MAC). 

   Data verification is the process of verifying the integ-
rity of the node list in route discovery for the preven-
tion of adding and removing nodes from the node list in 
a ROUTE RQUEST. To build a full list of nodes for a 
route to a destination, each node will need to add itself 
into the node list in the ROUTE REQUEST when it for-
wards the ROUTE REQUEST to its neighbor. Data veri-
fication protects the node list by preventing unauthorized 
adding of nodes and unauthorized removal of nodes.  

    ARAN 

   Authenticated Routing for Ad hoc Networks (ARAN) 
 [20]  is a routing protocol for ad hoc networks with 
authentication enabled. It allows routing messages to be 
authenticated at each node between the source nodes and 
the destination nodes. The authentication that ARAN has 
implemented is based on cryptographic certificates. 

   ARAN requires a trusted certificate server, the pub-
lic key of which is known to all valid nodes. Keys are 
assumed to have been established between the trusted 
certificate server and nodes. For each node to enter into 
a wireless ad hoc network, it needs to have a certificate 
issued by the trusted server. The certificate contains the 
IP address of the node, the public key of the node, a time 
stamp indicating the issue time of the certification, and 
the expiration time of the certificate. Because all nodes 
have the public key of the trusted server, a certificate can 
be verified by all nodes to check whether it is authentic. 
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With an authentic certificate and the corresponding pri-
vate key, the node that owns the certificate can authenti-
cate itself using its private key. 

   To discover a route from a source node to the desti-
nation node, the source node sends out a route discov-
ery packet (RDP) to all its neighbors. The RDP is signed 
by the source node’s private key and contains a nonce, a 
time stamp, and the source node’s certificate. The time 
stamp and the nonce work to prevent replay attacks and 
flooding of the RDP. 

   The RDP is then rebroadcast in the network until it 
reaches the destination. The RDP is rebroadcast with 
the signature and the certificate of the rebroadcaster. On 
receiving an RDP, each node will first verify the source’s 
signature and the previous node’s signature on the RDP. 

   On receiving an RDP, the destination sends back a 
reply packet (REP) along the reverse path to the source 
after validating the RDP. The REP contains the nonce 
specified in the RDP and the signature from the destina-
tion node. 

   The REP is unicast along the reverse path. Each node 
on the path will put its own certificate and its own signa-
ture on the RDP before forwarding it to the next node. 
Each node will also verify the signatures on the RDP. An 
REP is discarded if one or more invalid signatures are 
found on the REP. 

   When the source receives the REP, it will first verify 
the signatures and then the nonce in the REP. A valid 
REP indicates that a route has been discovered. The node 
list on a valid REP suggests an operational path from the 
source node to the destination node that is found. 

   As an on-demand protocol, nodes keep track of route 
status. If there has been no traffic for a route’s lifetime or 
a broken link has been detected, the route will be deac-
tivated. Receiving data on an inactive route will force 
a node to signal an error state by using an error (ERR) 
message. The ERR message is signed by the node that 
produces it and will be forwarded to the source without 
modification. The ERR message contains a nonce and a 
time stamp to ensure that the ERR message is fresh.  

    SLSP 

   Secure Link State Routing Protocol (SLSP)  [21]  is a 
secure routing protocol for ad hoc network building based 
on link state protocols. SLSP assumes that each node has 
a public/private key pair and has the capability of signing 
and verifying digital signatures. Keys are bound with the 
Medium Access Code and the IP address, allowing neigh-
bors within transmission range to uniquely verify nodes 
if public keys have been known prior to communication. 

   In SLSP, each node broadcasts its IP address and the 
MAC to its neighbor with its signature. Neighbors verify 
the signature and keep a record of the pairing IP address 
and the MAC. The Neighbor Lookup Protocol (NLP) of 
SLSP extracts and retains the MAC and IP address of 
each network frame received by a node. The extracted 
information is used to maintain the mapping of MACs 
and IP addresses. 

   Nodes using SLSP periodically send out link state 
updates (LSUs) to advise the state of their network 
links. LSU packets are limited to propagating within 
a zone of their origin node, which is specified by the 
maximum number of hops. To restrict the propagation 
of LSU packets, each LSU packet contains the  zone 
radius  and the  hops traversed  fields. Let the maximum 
hop be  R ;  X , a random number; and  H  be a hash func-
tion.  Zone – radius  will be initialized to  H R  ( X ) and  hops_
traversed  be initialized to  H ( X ). Each LSU packet also 
contains a  TTL  field initialized as  R       	      1. If  TTL       �      0 
or  H ( hops – traversed )      �       zone – radius , a node will not 
rebroadcast the LSU packet. Otherwise, the node will 
replace the  hops – traversed  field with  H ( hops – traversed ) 
and decrease  TTL  by one. In this way, the hop count is 
authenticated. SLSP also uses signatures to protect LSU 
packets. Receiving nodes can verify the authenticity and 
the integrity of the received LSU packets, thus prevent-
ing forging or tampering with LSU packets.   

    5.       KEY ESTABLISHMENT 

   Because wireless communication is open and the signals 
are accessible by anyone within the vicinity, it is impor-
tant for wireless networks to establish trust to guard the 
access to the networks. Key establishment builds rela-
tions between nodes using keys; thus security services, 
such as authentication, confidentiality, and integrity can 
be achieved for the communication between these nodes 
with the help of the established keys. 

   The dynamically changing topology of wireless net-
works, the lack of fixed infrastructure of wireless ad 
hoc and sensor networks, and the limited computation 
and energy resources of sensor networks have all added 
complication to the key establishment process in wire-
less networks. 

    Bootstrapping 

   Bootstrapping is the process by which nodes in a wire-
less network are made aware of the presence of others in 
the network. On bootstrapping, a node gets its identifying 
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credentials that can be used in the network the node is 
trying to join. Upon completion of the bootstrapping, the 
wireless network should be ready to accept the node as a 
valid node to join the network. 

   To enter a network, a node needs to present its iden-
tifying credential to show its eligibility to access the net-
work. This process is called  preauthentication . Once the 
credentials are accepted, network security associations 
are established with other nodes. 

   These network security associations will serve as fur-
ther proof of authorization in the network. Security asso-
ciations can be of various forms, including symmetric 
keys, public key pairs, hash key chains, and so on. The 
security associations can be used to authenticate nodes. 
Security associations may expire after a certain period 
of time and can be revoked if necessary. For example, if 
a node is suspected of being compromised, its security 
association will be revoked to prevent the node access-
ing the network. The actual way of revocation depends 
on the form of the security associations. 

    Bootstrapping in Wireless Ad Hoc Networks 

   Wireless ad hoc networks bring new challenges to the 
bootstrapping process by their lack of a centralized 
security infrastructure. It is necessary to build a security 
infrastructure in the bootstrapping phase. The trust infra-
structure should be able to accept nodes with valid cre-
dentials to enter the network but stop those nodes without 
valid credentials from joining the network and establish 
security association between nodes within the network. 

   To build such a trust infrastructure, we can use any 
one of the following three supports: prior knowledge, 
trusted third parties, or self-organizing capability. Prior 
knowledge is information that has been set on valid 
nodes in advance, such as predistributed secrets or preset 
shared keys. This information can be used to distinguish 
legitimate nodes from malicious ones. Only nodes with 
prior knowledge will be accepted to enter the network. 
For example, the predistributed secrets can be used to 
authenticate legitimate nodes, so the network can simply 
reject those nodes without the predistributed secrets so 
that they can’t enter the network. 

   Trusted third parties can also be used to support the 
establishment of the trust infrastructure. The trusted third 
party can be a Certificate Authority (CA), a base station 
of the wireless network, or any nodes that are designated 
to be trusted. If trusted third parties are used, all nodes 
must mutually agree to trust them and derive their trust 
on others from the trusted third parties. One of the issues 
with this method is that trusted third parties are required 
to be available for access by all nodes across the whole 

network, which is a very strong assumption for wireless 
networks as well as an impractical requirement. 

   It is desirable to have a self-organizing capability for 
building the trust infrastructure for wireless networks, tak-
ing into account the dynamically changing topology of 
wireless ad hoc networks. Implementing a self-organizing 
capability for building the trust infrastructure often requires 
an out-of-band authenticated communication channel or 
special hardware support, such as tamper-proof hardware 
tokens.  

    Bootstrapping in Wireless Sensor Networks 

   Bootstrapping nodes in wireless sensor networks is also 
challenging for the following reasons: 

      ●       Node capture.  Sensor nodes are normally deployed 
in an area that is geographically close or inside the 
monitoring environment, which might not be a closed 
and confined area under guard. Thus sensor nodes 
are vulnerable to physical capture because it might 
be difficult to prevent physical access to the area.  

      ●       Node replication.  Once a sensor node is compromised,  
it is possible for adversaries to replicate sensor nodes 
by using the secret acquired from the compromised 
node. In this case, adversaries can produce fake 
legitimate node that cannot be distinguished by the 
network.  

      ●       Scalability . A single-sensor network may comprise 
a large number of sensor nodes. The more nodes in a 
wireless sensor network, the more complicated it is 
for bootstrapping.  

      ●       Resource limitation.  Sensor nodes normally have 
extremely limited computation power and memory 
as well as limited power supply and weak communi-
cation capability. This makes some of the deliberate 
algorithms and methods not applicable to wireless 
sensor networks. Only those algorithms that require 
a moderate amount of resources can be implemented 
in wireless sensor networks.    

   Bootstrapping a sensor node is achieved using an 
incremental communication output power level to discover 
neighbors nearby. The output power level is increased step 
by step from the minimum level to the maximum level, to 
send out a HELLO message. This will enable the sensor 
node to discover neighbors in the order of their distance 
from the sensor node, from the closest to the farthest away.   

    Key Management 

   Key management schemes can be classified according 
to the way keys are set up (see  Figure 11.7   ). Either keys 
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are managed based on the contribution from all partici-
pating nodes in the network or they are managed based 
on a central node in the network. Thus key management 
schemes can be divided into contributory key management 
schemes, in which all nodes work equally together to man-
age the keys, and distributed key management schemes, in 
which only one central node is responsible for key man-
agement  [22] . 

    Classification 

   The distributed key management scheme can be further 
divided into symmetric schemes and public key schemes. 
Symmetric key schemes are based on private key cryp-
tography, whereby shared secrets are used to authenticate 
legitimate nodes and to provide secure communica-
tion between them. The underlying assumption is that 
the shared secrets are known only to legitimate nodes 
involved in the interaction. Thus proving the knowledge 
of the shared secrets is enough to authenticate legitimate 
nodes. Shared secrets are distributed via secure channels 
or out-of-band measures. Trust on a node is established 
if the node has knowledge of a shared secret. 

   Public key schemes are built on public key cryp-
tography. Keys are constructed in pairs, with a private 
key and a public key in each pair. Private keys are kept 
secret by the owners. Public keys are distributed and 
used to authenticate nodes and to verify credentials. 
Keys are normally conveyed in certificates for distribu-
tion. Certificates are signed by trusted nodes for which 
the public keys have been known and validated. Trust on 
the certificates will be derived from the public keys that 
sign the certificates. Note that given  g i  (mod p)  and  g j  
(mod p) , it is hard to compute  g i * j  (mod p)  without the 
knowledge of  i  and  j.   

    Contributory Schemes 

   Diffie-Hellman (D-H)  [23]  is a well-known algorithm for 
establishing shared secrets. The D-H algorithm’s strength 
depends on the discrete log problem: It is hard to calcu-
late  s  if given the value  g s   (mod  p ), where  p  is a large 
prime number. 

    Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange 

   D-H was designed for establishing a shared secret 
between two parties, namely node  A  and node  B . Each 
party agrees on a large prime number  p  and a generator  g. 
A  and  B  each choose a random value  i  and  j,  respectively. 
 A  and  B  are then exchanged with the public values  g i   
(mod  p  ) and  g j   (mod  p  ). On the reception of  g j   (mod  p  ) 
from  B ,  A  is then able to calculate the value  g  j     �     i   (mod 
 p  ). Similarly,  B  computes  g  i     �     j   (mod  p ). Thus a shared 
secret,  g  i     �     j   (mod  p ), has been set up between  A  and  B .  

    ING 

   Ingemarsson, Tang, and Wong (ING)  [24]  extends the 
D-F key exchange to a group of  n  members,  d  1 ,  … ,  d n  . 
All group members are organized in a ring, where each 
member has a left neighbor and a right neighbor. Node  d i   
has a right neighbor  d i    	 1  and a left neighbor  d i    � 1 . Note 
that for node  d  i , its right neighbor is  d i    �    1  ; for node  d i    �    1  , 
its left neighbor is  d  i . 

   Same as the D-F algorithm, all members in an ING 
group assume a large prime number  p  and a generator  g . 
Initially, node  d i   will choose a random number  r i  . At the first 
round of key exchange, node  d i   will compute  g  r  i   (mod  p ) 
and send it to its left neighbor  d i    � 1 . At the same time, node 
 d i   also receives the public value  g r  i    	 1  (mod  p ) from its right 
neighbor  d i    	 1 . From the second round on, let  q  be the value 
that node  d i   received in the previous round, node  d i   will com-
pute a new public value  q  d  i   (mod  p ). After  n       	      1 rounds, 
the node  d i   would have received a public value,  g  k   (mod  p ) 
where  k       �       �   m    � 1   

i    	 1   r m        �       �   s    �    i    � 1   
n  r s  , from its right neighbors. 

With the public value received at the  n   	  1th round, the node 
 d i   can raise it to the power of  r i   to compute the value  g  l   (mod 
 p ) where  l       �       �   m    � 1   

n  r m  .  

    Hypercube and Octopus (H & O) 

   The Hypercube protocol  [25]  assumes that there are 2  d   
nodes joining to establish a shared secret and all nodes 
are organized as a  d -dimensional vector space  GF (2)  d   
Let  b  1 ,  … ,  b d   be the basic of  GF (2)  d   The hypercube pro-
tocol takes  d  rounds to complete: 

      ●      In the first round, every participant  v   �   GF (2)  d   
chooses a random number  r v   and conducts a D-H key 
exchange with another participant  v       �       b  1 , with the 
random values  r v   and  r v    �    b   1 , respectively.  

      ●      In the  i th round, every participant  v   �   GF (2)  d   per-
formances a D-H key exchange with the participant 
 v       �       b i  , where both  v  and  v       �       b i   use the value gener-
ated in the previous round as the random number for 
D-H key exchange.    

   This algorithm can be explained using a complete 
binary tree to make it more comprehensible. All the nodes 

 FIGURE 11.7          Key management schemes.    
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are put in a complete binary tree as leaves, with leaves at 
the 0 – level and the root at the d-level. D-H key exchanges 
are performed from the leaves up to the root. The key 
exchange takes  d  rounds: 

      ●      In the first round, each leaf chooses a random 
number  k  and performs a D-H key exchange with its 
sibling leaf, which has a random number  j , and the 
resulting value g  k  �  j  (mod p ) is saved as the random 
value for the parent node of the above two leaves.  

      ●      In the  i th round, each node at the  i   	  1 level per-
forms a D-H key exchange with its sibling node 
using the random numbers  m  and  n , respectively, that 
they received in the previous round. The resulting 
value  g  m     �     n   (mod  p ) is saved as the random value 
for the parent node of the above two nodes.    

   After  d  rounds, the root of the complete binary tree 
contains the established shared secret  s . 

   The hypercube protocol assumes that there are 2 d  net-
work nodes. The octopus protocol removes the assump-
tion and extends the hypercube protocol to work with an 
arbitrary number of nodes. Thus the octopus protocol 
can be used to establish a shared key for a node set con-
taining an arbitrary number of nodes.   

    Distributed Schemes 

   A partially distributed threshold CA scheme  [26]  works with 
a normal PKI system where a CA exists. The private key of 
the CA is split and distributed over a set of  n  server nodes 
using a ( k , n ) secret-sharing scheme  [27] . The ( k , n ) secret-
sharing scheme allows any  k  or more server nodes within 
the  n  server nodes to work together to reveal the CA’s private 
key. Any set of nodes with fewer than  k  nodes will not be 
able to reveal the CA’s private key. With the threshold signa-
ture scheme  [28] , any  k  of the  n  nodes can cooperate to sign 
a certificate. Each of the  k  nodes produces a piece of the sig-
nature on the request of signing a given certificate. With all 
the  k  pieces of the signature, a valid signature, which is the 
same as the one produced using the CA’s private key, can be 
produced by combining the  k  pieces of the signature. 

    Partially Distributed Threshold CA Scheme 

   In this way, the partial distributed threshold CA scheme can 
avoid the bottleneck of the centralized CA of conventional 
PKI infrastructures. As long as there are at least  k  of the  n  
nodes available, the network can always issue and sign new 
certificates. Attacks to any single node will not bring the 
whole CA down. Only when an attack manages to paralyze 
 n       	       k  or more nodes will the CA’s signing service not be 
available. 

   To further improve the security of the private key that 
is distributed over the  n  nodes, proactive security  [29]  
can be imposed. Proactive security forces the private key 
shares to be refreshed periodically. Each refreshment 
will invalidate the previous share held by a node. Attacks 
on multiple nodes must complete within a refresh period 
to succeed. To be specific, only when an attack can com-
promise  k  or more nodes within a refresh period can the 
attack succeed. 

   While conventional PKI systems depend on directories 
to publish public key certificates, it is suggested that cer-
tificates should be disseminated to communication peers 
when establishing a communication channel with the par-
tial distributed threshold CA scheme. This is due to the 
fact that the availability of centralized directories cannot be 
guaranteed in wireless networks. Therefore it is not realis-
tic to assume the availability of a centralized directory.  

    Self-Organized Key Management (PGP-A) 

   A self-organized key management scheme (PGP-A)  [30]  
has its basis in the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)  [31]  
scheme. PGP is built based on the  “ web of trust ”  model, 
in which all nodes have equal roles in playing a CA. 
Each node generates its own public/private key pair and 
signs other nodes ’  public keys if it trusts the nodes. The 
signed certificates are kept by nodes in their own certifi-
cate repositories instead of being published by central-
ized directories in the X.509 PKI systems  [32] . 

   PGP-A treats trust as transitive, so trust can be 
derived from a trusted node’s trust on another node, that 
is, if node  A  trusts node  B , and node  B  trusts node  C , 
then  A  should also trust  C  if  A  knows the fact that node 
 B  trusts node  C . 

   To verify a key of a node  u , a node  j  will merge its 
certificate repository with those of  j ’s trusted nodes, and 
those of the nodes trusted by  j ’s trusted nodes, and so 
forth. In this way, node  j  can build up a web of trust in 
which node  j  is at the center of the web and  j ’s directly 
trusted nodes as node  j ’s neighbors. Node  l  is linked with 
node  k  if node  k  trusts node  l . Node  j  can search the web 
of trust built as above to find a path from  j  to  u . If such 
as path exists, let it be a sequence of nodes  S :  node i   
where  i       �      1,  … ,  n, n  be the length of the path, and 
 node  1       �       j  and  node n        �       u . This means that  node i   trust 
 node i    � 1  for all  i       �      1,  … ,  n       	      1. Therefore  u  can be 
trusted by  j . The path  S  represents a verifiable chain of 
certificates. PGP-A does not guarantee that a node  u  
that should be trusted by node  j  will always be trusted 
by node  j , since there are chances that the node  j  fails 
to find a path from node  j  to node  u  in the web of trust. 
This might be due to the reason that node  j  has not 
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acquired enough  certificates from its trusted nodes to 
cover the path from node  j  to node  u .  

    Self-Healing Session Key Distribution 

   The preceding two key management schemes are pub-
lic key management schemes. The one discussed here, 
a self-healing session key distribution  [33] , is a symmet-
ric key management scheme. In such a scheme, keys can 
be distributed either by an online key distribution server 
or by key predistribution. A key predistribution scheme 
normally comprises the key predistribution phase, the 
shared-key discovery phase, and the path key establish-
ment phase. 

   In the key predistribution phase, a key pool of a large 
number of keys is created. Every key can be identified 
by a unique key identifier. Each network node is given a 
set of keys from the key pool. The shared-key discovery 
phase begins when a node tries to communicate with the 
others. All nodes exchange their key identifiers to find 
out whether there are any keys shared with others. The 
shared keys can then be used to establish a secure chan-
nel for communication. If no shared key exists, a key path 
will need to be discovered. The key path is a sequence 
of nodes with which all adjacent nodes share a key. With 
the key path, a message can travel from the first node to 
the last node securely, by which a secure channel can be 
established between the first node and the last node. 

   The self-healing session key distribution (S-HEAL) 
 [34]  assumes the existence of a group manager and pre-
shared secrets. Keys are distributed from the group man-
ager to group members. Let  h  be a polynomial, where for 
a node  i , node  i  knows about  h ( i ). Let  K  be the group key 
to be distributed,  K  is covered by  h  in the distribution: 
 f ( x )      �       h ( x )      �       K . The polynomial  f ( x ) is the information 
that the group manager sends out to all its group mem-
bers. For node  j , node  j  will calculate  K       �       f ( j )      	       h ( j ) 
to reveal the group key. Without the knowledge of  h ( j ), 
node  j  will not be able to recover  K . 

   To enable revocation in S-HEAL, the polynomial 
 h ( x ) is replaced by a bivariate polynomial  s ( x , y ). The 
group key is covered by the bivariate polynomial  s ( x , y ) 
when it is distributed to group members, in the way that 
 f ( N , x )      �       s ( N , x )      �       K . Node  i  must calculate  s ( N , i ) to 
recover  K . The revocation enabled S-HEAL tries to stop 
revoked nodes to calculate  s ( N , i ), thus preventing them 
to recover  K . 

   Let  s  of degree  t ; then  t       �      1 values are needed to 
compute  s ( x , i ). Assuming that  s ( i , i ) is predistributed 
to node  i , node  i  will need another  t  values to recover 
 s ( N , i ), namely  s ( r  1 , x ),  … ,  s ( r t  , x ). These values will be 
disseminating to group members together with the key 

update. If the group manager wants to revoke node  i , 
the group manager can set one of the values  s ( r  1 , x ),  … , 
 s ( r t  , x ) to  s ( i , x ). In this case, node  i  obtains only  t  values 
instead of  t       �      1 values. Therefore, node  i  will not be able 
to compute  s ( x , i ), thus it will not be able to recover  K . 
This scheme can only revoke maximum  t  nodes at the 
same time.      
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   In recent years, cellular networks have become open pub-
lic networks to which end subscribers have direct access. 
This has greatly increased the threats to the cellular net-
work. Though cellular networks have vastly advanced in 
their performance abilities, the security of these networks 
still remains highly outdated. As a result, they are one of 
the most insecure networks today — so much so that using 
simple off-the-shelf equipment, any adversary can cause 
major network outages affecting millions of subscribers. 

   In this chapter, we address the security of the cellu-
lar network. We educate readers on the current state of 
security of the network and its vulnerabilities. We also 
outline the cellular network specific attack taxonomy, 
also called the  three-dimensional attack taxonomy . We 
discuss the vulnerability assessment tools for cellular 
networks. Finally, we provide insights as to why the net-
work is so vulnerable and why securing it can prevent 
communication outages during emergencies. 

    1.       INTRODUCTION 

   Cellular networks are high-speed, high-capacity voice 
and data communication networks with enhanced multi-
media and seamless roaming capabilities for supporting 
cellular devices. With the increase in popularity of cel-
lular devices, these networks are used for more than just 
entertainment and phone calls. They have become the 
primary means of communication for finance-sensitive 
business transactions, lifesaving emergencies, and life-/
mission-critical services such as E-911. Today these net-
works have become the lifeline of communications. 

   A breakdown in the cellular network has many adverse 
effects, ranging from huge economic losses due to finan-
cial transaction disruptions; loss of life due to loss of 
phone calls made to emergency workers; and communi-
cation outages during emergencies such as the September 
11, 2001, attacks. Therefore, it is a high priority for the 
cellular network to function accurately. 

   It must be noted that it is not difficult for unscru-
pulous elements to break into the cellular network and 
cause outages. The major reason for this is that cellular 
networks were not designed with security in mind. They 
evolved from the old-fashioned telephone networks that 
were built for performance. To this day, the cellular net-
work has numerous well-known and unsecured vulner-
abilities providing access to adversaries. Another feature 
of cellular networks is network relationships (also called 
 dependencies ) that cause certain types of errors to propa-
gate to other network locations as a result of regular net-
work activity. Such propagation can be very disruptive to 
the network, and in turn it can affect subscribers. Finally, 
Internet connectivity to the cellular network is another 
major contributor to the cellular network’s vulnerability 
because it gives Internet users direct access to cellular 
network vulnerabilities from their homes. 

   To ensure that adversaries do not access the network and 
cause breakdowns, a high level of security must be main-
tained in the cellular network. However, though great efforts 
have been made to improve the cellular network in terms of 
support for new and innovative services, greater number of 
subscribers, higher speed, and larger bandwidth, very little 
has been done to update the security of the cellular network. 
Accordingly, these networks have become highly  attractive 
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targets to adversaries, not only because of their lack of secu-
rity but also due to the ease with which these networks can 
be exploited to affect millions of subscribers. 

   In this chapter we analyze the security of cellular 
networks. Toward understanding the security issues in 
cellular networks, the rest of the chapter is organized as 
follows. We present a comprehensive overview of cel-
lular networks with a goal of providing a fundamental 
understanding of their functioning. Next we present the 
current state of cellular network security through an 
in-depth discussion on cellular network vulnerabilities 
and possible attacks. In addition, we present the cellular 
network specific attack taxonomy. Finally, we present a 
review of current cellular network vulnerability assess-
ment techniques and conclude with a discussion.  

    2.       OVERVIEW OF CELLULAR NETWORKS 

   The current cellular network is an evolution of the early-
generation cellular networks that were built for optimal 
performance. These early-generation cellular networks 
were proprietary and owned by reputable   organizations  . 
They were considered secure due to their proprietary 
ownership and their  closed nature , that is, their control 
infrastructure was unconnected to any public network 
(such as the Internet) to which end subscribers had direct 
access. Security was a nonissue in the design of these 
networks. 

   Recently, connecting the Internet to the cellular network 
has not only imported the Internet vulnerabilities to the cel-
lular network, it has also given end subscribers direct access 
to the control infrastructure of the cellular network, thereby 
opening the network. Also, with the increasing demand for 
these networks, a large number of new network operators 
have come into the picture. Thus, the current cellular envi-
ronment is no longer a safe, closed network but rather an 
insecure, open network with many unknown network oper-
ators having nonproprietary access to it. Here we present a 
brief overview of the cellular network architecture. 

    Overall Cellular Network Architecture 

   Subscribers gain access to the cellular network via radio 
signals enabled by the radio access network, as shown 
in  Figure 12.1   . The radio access network is connected to 
the wireline portion of the network, also called the  core 
network . Core network functions include servicing sub-
scriber requests and routing traffic. The core network is 
also connected to the Public Switched Telephone Network 
(PSTN) and the Internet, as illustrated in  Figure 12.1   [1] . 

   The PSTN is the circuit-switched public voice tel-
ephone network that is used to deliver voice telephone 
calls on the  fixed landline telephone network . The PSTN 
uses Signaling System No. 7 (SS7), a set of teleph-
ony signaling protocols defined by the International 
Telecommunication Union (ITU) for performing teleph-
ony functions such as call delivery, call routing, and 
billing. The SS7 protocols provide a universal structure 
for telephony network signaling, messaging, interfac-
ing, and network maintenance. PSTN connectivity to 
the core network enables mobile subscribers to call fixed 
network subscribers, and vice versa. In the past, PSTN 
networks were also closed networks because they were 
unconnected to other public networks. 

   The core network is also connected to the Internet. 
Internet connectivity allows the cellular network to pro-
vide innovative multimedia services such as weather 
reports, stock reports, sports information, chat, and elec-
tronic mail. Interworking with the Internet is possible 
using protocol gateways, federated databases, and mul-
tiprotocol mobility managers  [2] . Interworking with the 
Internet has created a new generation of services called 
 cross-network services.  These are multivendor, multido-
main services that use a combination of Internet-based 
data and data from the cellular network to provide a vari-
ety of services to the cellular subscriber. A sample cross-
network service is the  Email Based Call Forwarding 
Service  (CFS), which uses Internet-based email data (in 
a mail server) to decide on the call-forward number (in a 
call-forward server) and delivers the call via the cellular 
network. 

   From a functional viewpoint, the core network may 
also be further divided into the circuit-switched (CS) 
domain, the packet-switched (PS) domain, and the IP 
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). In the following, we fur-
ther discuss the core network organization.  
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 FIGURE 12.1          Cellular network architecture.    
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    Core Network Organization 

   Cellular networks are organized as collections of inter-
connected  network areas , where each network area 
covers a fixed geographical region (as shown in  Figure 
12.2   ). Every subscriber is affiliated with two networks: 
the  home network  and the  visiting network . 

   Every subscriber is permanently assigned to the 
home network, from which they can roam onto other 
visiting networks. The home network maintains the 
subscriber profile and current subscriber location. The 
visiting network is the network where the subscriber is 
currently roaming. It provides radio resources, mobility 
management, routing, and services for roaming subscrib-
ers. The visiting network provides service capabilities to 
the subscribers on behalf of the home environment  [3] . 

   The core network is facilitated by network servers 
(also called  service nodes ). Service nodes are composed 
of (1) a variety of  data sources  (such as cached read-
only, updateable, and shared data sources) to store data 
such as subscriber profile and (2)  service logic  to per-
form functions such as computing data items, retrieving 
data items from data sources, and so on. 

   Service nodes can be of different types, with each 
type assigned specific functions. The major service node 
types in the circuit-switched domain include the Home 
Location Register (HLR), the Visitor Location Register 
(VLR), the Mobile Switching Center (MSC), and the 
Gateway Mobile Switching Center (GMSC)  [4] . 

   All subscribers are permanently assigned to a fixed 
HLR located in the home network. The HLR stores per-
manent subscriber profile data and relevant temporary data 
such as current subscriber location (pointer to VLR) of all 
subscribers assigned to it. Each network area is assigned a 
VLR. The VLR stores temporary data of subscribers cur-
rently roaming in its assigned area; this subscriber data 
is received from the HLR of the subscriber. Every VLR 
is always associated with an MSC. The MSC acts as an 
interface between the radio access network and the core 
network. It also handles circuit-switched services for 
subscribers currently roaming in its area. The GMSC is 
in charge of routing the call to the actual location of the 
mobile station. Specifically, the GMSC acts as interface 
between the fixed PSTN network and the cellular network. 
The radio access network comprises a transmitter, receiver, 
and speech transcoder called the base station (BS)  [5] . 

   Service nodes are geographically distributed and 
service the subscriber through collaborative function-
ing of various network components. Such collaborative 
functioning is possible due to the network relation-
ships (called dependencies). A  dependency  means that 

a network component must rely on other network com-
ponents to perform a function. For example, there is a 
 dependency  between service nodes to service subscrib-
ers. Such a dependency is made possible through sign-
aling messages containing data items. Service nodes 
typically request other service nodes to perform specific 
operations by sending them signaling messages contain-
ing data items with predetermined values. On receiving 
signaling messages, service nodes realize the opera-
tions to perform based on values of data items received 
in signaling messages. Further, dependencies may exist 
between data items so that received data items may be 
used to derive other data items. Several application layer 
protocols are used for signaling messages. Examples of 
signaling message protocols include Mobile Application 
Part (MAP), ISDN User Part (ISUP), and Transaction 
Capabilities Application Part (TCAP) protocols. 

   Typically in the cellular network, to provide a spe-
cific service a preset group of signaling messages is 
exchanged between a preset group of service node types. 
The preset group of signaling messages indicates the 
operations to be performed at the various service nodes 
and is called a  signal flow . In the following, we use the 
 call delivery service   [6]  to illustrate a signal flow and 
show how the various geographically distributed service 
nodes function together.  

    Call Delivery Service 

   The  call delivery service  is a basic service in the circuit-
switched domain. It is used to deliver incoming calls to 
any subscriber with a mobile device regardless of their 
location. The signal flow of the call delivery service is 
illustrated in  Figure 12.3   . The call delivery service sig-
nal flow comprises MAP messages  SRI ,  SRI_ACK ,  PRN , 
and  PRN_ACK ; ISUP message  IAM ; and TCAP messages 
 SIFIC ,  Page MS , and  Page . 

    Figure 12.3  illustrates the exchange of signal mes-
sages between different network areas. It shows that when 
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 FIGURE 12.2          Core network organization.    
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a subscriber makes a call using his mobile device, the call 
is sent in the form of a signaling message  IAM  to the near-
est GMSC, which is in charge of routing calls and passing 
voice traffic between different networks. This signaling 
message  IAM  contains data items such as  called number  
that denotes the mobile phone number of the subscriber 
receiving this call. The  called number  is used by the 
GMSC to locate the address of the HLR (home network) 
of the called party. The GMSC uses this address to send 
the signaling message  SRI . 

   The  SRI  message is an intimation to the HLR of the 
arrival of an incoming call to a subscriber with  called 
number  as mobile phone number. It contains data items 
such as the  called number  and  alerting pattern . The  alert-
ing pattern  denotes the pattern (  packet-switched data, 
short message service,  or  circuit-switched call  ) used 
to alert the subscriber receiving the call. The HLR uses 
the  called number  to retrieve from its database the cur-
rent location (pointer to VLR) of the subscriber receiving 
the call. The HLR uses this subscriber location to send 
the VLR the message  PRN . The  PRN  message is a request 
for call routing information (also called  roaming number ) 
from the VLR where the subscriber is currently roaming. 
The  PRN  message contains the  called number ,  alerting 
pattern , and other  subscriber call profile  data items. 

   The VLR uses the  called number  to store the  alerting 
pattern  and  subscriber call profile  data items and assign 
the  roaming number  for routing the call. This  roaming 
number  data item is passed on to the HLR (in message 
 PRN_ACK ), which forwards it to the GMSC (in message 
 SRI_ACK ). The GMSC uses this  roaming number  to route 
the call (message  IAM ) to the MSC where the subscriber 

is currently roaming. On receipt of the message  IAM , the 
MSC assigns the  called number  resources for the call and 
also requests the  subscriber call profile  data items, and 
 alerting pattern  for the  called number  (using message 
 SIFIC ) from the VLR, and receives the same in the  Page MS  
message. The MSC uses the  alerting pattern  in the incom-
ing call profile to  derive  the  page type  data item. The  page 
type  data item denotes the manner in which to alert the 
mobile station. It is used to page the mobile subscriber 
(using message  Page ). Thus subscribers receive incoming 
calls irrespective of their locations in the network. 

   If data item values are inaccurate, the network can 
misoperate and subscribers will be affected. Hence, accu-
rate functioning of the network is greatly dependent on 
the integrity of data item values. Thus signal flows allow 
the various service nodes to function together, ensuring 
that the network services its subscribers effectively.   

    3.       THE STATE OF THE ART OF CELLULAR 
NETWORK SECURITY 

   This part of the chapter presents the current state of the 
art of cellular network security. Because the security of 
the cellular network is the security of each aspect of the 
network, that is, radio access network, core network, 
Internet connection, and PSTN connection, we detail the 
security of each in detail. 

    Security in the Radio Access Network 

   The radio access network uses radio signals to connect 
the subscriber’s cellular device with the core wireline 
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network. Hence it would seem that attacks on the radio 
access network could easily happen because anyone 
with a transmitter/receiver could capture these signals. 
This was very true in the case of early-generation cellu-
lar networks (first and second generations), where there 
were no guards against eavesdropping on conversations 
between the cellular device and BS; cloning of cellular 
devices to utilize the network resources without paying; 
and cloning BSs to entice users to camp at the cloned BS 
in an attack called a  false base station attack , so that the 
target user provides secret information to the adversary. 

   In the current generation (third-generation) cellular net-
work, all these attacks can be prevented because the net-
work provides adequate security measures. Eavesdropping 
on signals between the cellular device and BS is not pos-
sible, because cipher keys are used to encrypt these sig-
nals. Likewise, replay attacks on radio signals are voided 
by the use of nonrepeated random values. Use of integrity 
keys on radio conversations voids the possibility of dele-
tion and modification of conversations between cellular 
devices and BSs. By allowing the subscriber to authenti-
cate the network, and vice versa, this generation voids the 
attacks due to cloned cellular devices and BSs. Finally, as 
the subscriber’s identity is kept confidential by only using 
a temporary subscriber identifier on the radio network, it is 
also possible to maintain subscriber location privacy  [7] . 

   However, the current generation still cannot prevent a 
denial-of-service attack from occurring if a large number 
of registration requests are sent via the radio access 
network (BS) to the visiting network (MSC). Such a 
DoS attack is possible because the MSC cannot realize 
that the registration requests are fake until it attempts 
to authenticate each request and the request fails. To 
authenticate each registration request, the MSC must 
fetch the authentication challenge material from the cor-
responding HLR. Because the MSC is busy fetching the 
authentication challenge material, it is kept busy and the 
genuine registration requests are lost  [8] . Overall there is 
a great improvement in the radio network security in the 
current third-generation cellular network.  

    Security in Core Network 

   Though the current generation network has seen many 
security improvements in the radio access network, the 
security of the core network is not as improved. Core 
network security is the security at the service nodes and 
security on links (or wireline signaling message) between 
service nodes. 

   With respect to wireline signaling message secu-
rity, of the many wireline signaling message protocols, 

protection is only provided for the Mobile Application 
Part (MAP) protocol. The MAP protocol is the cleart-
ext application layer protocol that typically runs on the 
security-free SS7 protocol or the IP protocol. MAP is an 
essential protocol and it is primarily used for message 
exchange involving subscriber location management, 
authentication, and call handling. The reason that protec-
tion is provided for only the MAP protocol is that it car-
ries authentication material and other subscriber-specific 
confidential data; therefore, its security was considered 
top priority and was standardized          [9 – 11] . Though pro-
tection for other signaling message protocols was also 
considered important, its was left as an improvement for 
the next-generation network  [12] . 

   Security for the MAP protocol is provided in the 
form of the newly proposed protocol called Mobile 
Application Part Security (MAPSec) when MAP runs 
on the SS7 protocol stack, or Internet Protocol Security 
(IPSec) when MAP runs on the IP protocol. 

   Both MAPSec and IPSec, protect MAP messages 
on the link between service nodes by negotiating secu-
rity associations. Security associations comprise keys, 
algorithms, protection profiles, and key lifetimes used 
to protect the MAP message. Both MAPSec and IPSec 
protect MAP messages by providing source service node 
authentication and message encryption to prevent eaves-
dropping, MAP corruption, and fabrication attacks. 

   It must be noted that though MAPSec and IPSec are 
deployed to protect individual MAP messages on the 
link between service nodes, signaling messages typically 
occur as a group in a signal flow, and hence signaling 
messages must be protected not only on the link but also 
in the intermediate service nodes. Also, the deployment 
of MAPSec and IPSec is optional; hence if any service 
provider chooses to omit MAPSec/IPSec’s deployment, 
the efforts of all other providers are wasted. Therefore, 
to completely protect MAP messages, MAPSec/IPSec 
must be used by every service provider. 

   With respect to wireline service nodes, while MAPSec/
IPSec protects links between service nodes, there is no 
standardized method for protecting service nodes  [13] . 
Remote and physical access to service nodes may be 
subject to operator’s security policy and hence could be 
exploited (insider or outsider) if the network operator is 
lax with security. Accordingly, the network suffers from 
the possibility of node impersonation, corruption of data 
sources, and service logic attacks. For example, unauthor-
ized access to the HLR could deactivate customers or acti-
vate customers not seen by the building system. Similarly, 
unauthorized access to the MSC could cause outages for a 
large number of users in a given network area. 
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   Corrupt data sources or service logic in service nodes 
have the added disadvantage of propagating this corrup-
tion to other service nodes in the network          [14 – 16]  via 
signaling messages. This fact was recently confirmed 
by a security evaluation of cellular networks  [17]  that 
showed the damage potential of a compromised serv-
ice node to be much greater than the damage potential 
of compromised signaling messages. Therefore, it is of 
utmost importance to standardize a scheme for protect-
ing service nodes in the interest of not only preventing 
node impersonation attacks but also preventing the cor-
ruption from propagating to other service nodes. 

   In brief, the current generation core network is lack-
ing in security for all types of signaling messages, for 
MAP signaling messages in service nodes, and a stand-
ardized method for protecting service nodes. To protect 
all types of signaling message protocols and ensure that 
messages are secured not only on the link between serv-
ice nodes but also on the intermediate service nodes (that 
is, secured end to end), and prevent service logic corrup-
tion from propagating to other service nodes, the End-to-
End Security (EndSec) protocol was proposed  [18] . 

   Because signaling message security essentially depends 
on security of data item values contained in these messages, 
EndSec focuses on securing data items. EndSec requires 
every data item to be signed by its source service nodes 
using public key encryption. By requiring signatures, if 
data items are corrupt by compromised intermediate serv-
ice nodes en route, the compromised status of the service 
node is revealed to the service nodes receiving the corrupt 
data items. Revealing the compromised status of service 
nodes prevents corruption from propagating to other serv-
ice nodes, because service nodes are unlikely to accept cor-
rupt data items from compromised service nodes. 

   EndSec also prevents misrouting and node imperson-
ation attacks by requiring every service node in a signal 
flow to embed the  PATH  taken by the signal flow in every 
EndSec message. Finally, EndSec introduces several 
control messages to handle and correct the detected cor-
ruption. Note that EndSec is not a standardized protocol.  

    Security Implications of Internet 
Connectivity 

   Internet connectivity introduces the biggest threat to the 
security of the cellular network. This is because cheap PC-
based equipment with Internet connectivity can now access 
gateways connecting to the core network. Therefore, any 
attack possible in the Internet can now filter into the core 
cellular network via these gateways. For example, Internet 
connectivity was the reason for the slammer worm to  filter 

into the E-911 service in Bellevue, Washington, making it 
completely unresponsive  [19] . Other attacks that can filter 
into the core network from the Internet include spamming 
and phishing of short messages  [20] . 

   We expect low-bandwidth DoS attacks to be the most 
damaging attacks brought on by Internet connectivity          [21 –
 23] . These attacks demonstrate that by sending just 240 
short messages per second, it is possible to saturate the cel-
lular network and cause the MSC in charge of the region to 
be flooded and lose legitimate short messages per second. 
Likewise, it shows that it is possible to cause a specific user 
to lose short messages by flooding that user with a large 
number of messages, causing a buffer overflow. Such DoS 
attacks are possible because the short message delivery 
time in the cellular network is much greater than the short 
message submission time using Internet sites  [24] . 

   Also, short messages and voices services use the same 
radio channel, so contention for these limited resources 
may still occur and cause a loss of voice service. To 
avoid loss of voice services due to contention, separation 
of voice and data services on the radio network has been 
suggested  [16] . However, such separation requires major 
standardization and overhaul of the network and is there-
fore unlikely be implemented very soon. Other minor 
techniques such as queue management and resource pro-
visioning have been suggested  [25] . 

   Though such solutions could reduce the impact of 
short message flooding, they cannot eliminate other types 
of low-bandwidth, DoS attacks such as attacks on connec-
tion setup and teardown of data services. The root cause 
for such DoS attacks from the Internet to the core network 
was identified as the difference in the design principles of 
these networks. Though the Internet makes no assump-
tions on the content of traffic and simply passes it on to 
the next node, the cellular network identifies the traffic 
content and provides a highly tailored service involving 
multiple service nodes for each type of traffic  [26] . 

   Until this gap is bridged, such attacks will continue, 
but bridging the gap itself is a major process because 
either the design of the cellular network must be changed 
to match the Internet design, or vice versa, which is 
unlikely to happen soon. Hence a temporary fix would be 
to secure the gateways connecting the Internet and core 
network. As a last note, Internet connectivity filters attacks 
not only into the core network, but also into the PSTN net-
work. Hence PSTN gateways must also be guarded.  

    Security Implications of PSTN Connectivity 

   PSTN connectivity to the cellular network allows calls 
between the fixed and cellular networks. Though the PSTN 
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was a closed network, the security-free SS7 protocol stack 
on which it is based was of no consequence. However, by 
connecting the PSTN to the core network that is in turn 
connected to the Internet, the largest open public network, 
the SS7-based PSTN network has  “ no security left ”   [27] . 

   Because SS7 protocols are plaintext and have no 
authentication features, it is possible to introduce fake 
messages, eavesdrop, cause DoS by traffic overload, and 
incorrectly route signaling messages. Such introduction 
of SS7 messages into the PSTN network is very easily 
done using cheap PC-based equipment. Attacks in which 
calls for 800 and 900 numbers were rerouted to 911 serv-
ers so that legitimate calls were lost are documented  [28] . 
Such attacks are more so possible due to the IP interface 
of the PSTN service nodes and Web-based control of 
these networks. 

   Because PSTN networks are to be outdated soon, there 
is no interest in updating these networks. So, they will 
remain  “ security free ”  until their usage is stopped  [29] . 

   So far, we have addressed the security and attacks on 
each aspect of the cellular network. But an attack that is 
common to all the aspects of the cellular network is the 
 cascading attack.  Next we detail the cascading attack 
and present vulnerability assessment techniques to iden-
tify the same.   

    4.       CELLULAR NETWORK ATTACK 
TAXONOMY 

   In this part of the chapter, we present the cellular net-
work specific attack taxonomy. This attack taxonomy is 
called the  three-dimensional taxonomy  because attacks 
are classified based on the following three dimensions: 
(1) adversary’s physical access to the network when the 
attack is launched; (2) type of attack launched; and (3) 
vulnerability exploited to launch the attack. 

   The three-dimensional attack taxonomy was moti-
vated by the  cellular network specific abstract model,  
which is an atomic model of cellular network service 
nodes. It enabled better study of interactions within 
the cellular network and aided in derivation of sev-
eral insightful characteristics of attacks on the cellular 
network. 

   The abstract model not only led to the development 
of the three-dimensional attack taxonomy that has been 
instrumental in uncovering (1)  cascading attacks , a 
type of attack in which the adversary targets a specific 
network location but attacks another location, which in 
turn propagates the attack to the target location, and (2) 
 cross-infrastructure cyber attack , a new breed of attack 

in which the cellular network may be attacked from the 
Internet  [30] . In this part of the chapter we further detail 
the three-dimensional attack taxonomy and cellular net-
work abstract model. 

    Abstract Model 

   The abstract model dissects functionality of the cellular 
network to the basic atomic level, allowing it to system-
atically isolate and identify vulnerabilities. Such iden-
tification of vulnerabilities allows attack classification 
based on vulnerabilities, and isolation of network func-
tionality aids in extraction of interactions between net-
work components, thereby revealing new vulnerabilities 
and attack characteristics. 

   Because service nodes in the cellular network com-
prise sophisticated  service logic  that performs numerous 
network functions, the abstract model logically divides 
the service logic into basic atomic units, called  agents  
(represented by the elliptical shape in  Figure 12.4   ). Each 
agent performs a single function. Service nodes also 
manage data, so the abstract model also logically divides 
data sources into data units specific to the agents they 
support. The abstract model also divides the data sources 
into  permanent  (represented by the rectangular shape in 
 Figure 12.4 ) or  cached  (represented by the triangular 
shape in  Figure 12.4 ) from other service nodes. 

   The abstract model developed for the CS domain is 
illustrated in Figure 12.4. It shows agents, permanent, 
and cached data sources for the CS service nodes. For 
example, the  subscriber locator agent  in the HLR is the 
agent that tracks the subscriber location information. 
It receives and responds to location requests during an 
incoming call and stores a subscriber’s location every 
time they move. This location information is stored in 
the  location data source . Readers interested in further 
details may refer to        [31,32] .  

    Abstract Model Findings 

   The abstract model had lead to many interesting find-
ings. We outline them as follows: 

    Interactions 

   To study the network interactions, service nodes in signal 
flows (e.g. call delivery service) were replaced by their 
corresponding abstract model agents and data sources. 
Such an abstract-model – based signal flow based on the 
call delivery service is shown in  Figure 12.5   .   
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   In studying the abstract model signal flow, it was 
observed that interactions happen (1) between agents 
typically using procedure calls containing data items; (2) 
between agents and data sources using queries contain-
ing data items; and (3) between agents belonging to dif-
ferent service nodes using signaling messages containing 
data items. 

   The common behavior in all these interactions is that 
they typically involve  data items  whose values are set 
or modified in agents or data source, or it involves data 
items passed between agents, data sources, or agents and 
data sources. Hence, the value of a data item not only 
can be corrupt in an agent or data source, it can also be 
easily passed on to other agents, resulting in propaga-
tion of corruption. This propagation of corruption is 
called the  cascading effect , and attacks that exhibit this 
effect are called  cascading attacks . In the following, we 
present a sample of the cascading attack. 

    Sample Cascading Attack 

   In this sample cascading attack, cascading due to corrupt 
data items and ultimately their service disruption are 
illustrated in  Figure 12.6   . Consider the call delivery serv-
ice explained previously. Here the adversary may corrupt 
the  roaming number  data item (used to route the call) in 
the VLR. This corrupt  roaming number  is passed on in 
message  PRN_ACK  to the HLR, which in turn passes this 
information to the GMSC. The GMSC uses the incorrect 
 roaming number  to route the call to the incorrect MSC B , 
instead of the correct MSC A . This results in the caller 

losing the call or receiving a wrong-number call. Thus 
corruption cascades and results in service disruption. 

   The type of corruption that can cascade is  system-
acceptable incorrect value corruption , a type of corrup-
tion in which corrupt values taken on system-acceptable 
values, albeit incorrect values. Such a corruption can 
cause the roaming number to be incorrect but a system-
acceptable value. 

   Note that it is easy to cause such system-acceptable 
incorrect value corruption due to the availability of Web 
sites that refer to proprietary working manuals of service 
nodes such as the VLR        [33,34] . Such command inser-
tion attacks have become highly commonplace, the most 
infamous being the telephone tapping of the Greek gov-
ernment and top-ranking civil servants  [35] .  

    Cross-Infrastructure Cyber Cascading Attacks 

   When cascading attacks cross into the cellular networks 
from the Internet through  cross-network services , they’re 
called  cross-infrastructure cyber cascading attacks.  This 
attack is illustrated on the CFS in  Figure 12.7   . 

   As the CFS forwards calls based on the emails 
received, corruption is shown to propagate from the 
mail server to a call-forward (CF) server and finally to 
the MSC. In the attack, using any standard mail server 
vulnerabilities, the adversary may compromise the mail 
server and corrupt the email data source by deleting 
emails from people the victim is expecting to call. The 
CF server receives and caches incorrect email from the 
mail server. 
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   When calls arrive for the subscriber, the call-
 forwarding service is triggered, and the MSC queries 
the CF server on how to forward the call. The CF server 
checks its incorrect email cache, and because there are 
no emails from the caller, it responds to the MSC to 
forward the call to the victim’s voicemail when in real-
ity the call should have been forwarded to the cellular 
device. Thus the effect of the attack on the mail server 
propagates to the cellular network service node. This is a 
classic example of a cross-infrastructure cyber cascading 
attack, whereby the adversary gains access to the cross-
network server, and attacks by modifying data in the 
data source of the cross-network server. 

   Note that it has become highly simplified to launch 
such attacks due to easy accessibility to the Internet and 
subscriber preference for Internet-based cross-network 
services.   

    Isolating Vulnerabilities 

   From the abstract model, the major network components 
that are vulnerable to adversaries are (1) data sources; 
(2) agents (more generally called service logic); and (3) 
signaling messages. By exploiting each of these vulner-
abilities, data items that are crucial to the correct work-
ing of the network can be corrupted, leading to ultimate 
service disruption through cascading effects. 

   In addition, the effect of corrupt signaling messages 
is different from the effect of corrupt data sources. By 
corrupting data items in a data source of a service node, 
all the subscribers attached to this service node may be 
affected. However, by corrupting a signaling message, 
only the subscribers (such as the caller and called party in 
case of call delivery service) associated with the message 
are affected. Likewise, corrupting the agent in the service 
node can affect all subscribers using the agent in the serv-
ice node. Hence, in the three-dimensional taxonomy, a 
vulnerability exploited is considered as an attack dimen-
sion, since the effect on each vulnerability is different. 

   Likewise, the adversary’s physical access to the net-
work also affects how the vulnerability is exploited and 

how the attack cascades. For example, consider the case 
when a subscriber has access to the air interface. The 
adversary can only affect messages on the air interface. 
Similarly, if the adversary has access to a service node, the 
data sources and service logic may be corrupted. Hence, 
in the three-dimensional taxonomy, the physical access is 
considered a category as it affects how the vulnerability is 
exploited and its ultimate effect on the subscriber. 

   Finally, the way the adversary chooses to launch an 
attack ultimately affects the service in a different way. 
Consider a passive attack such as  interception . Here the 
service is not affected, but it can have a later effect on 
the subscriber, such as identity theft or loss of privacy. 
An active attack such as  interruption  can cause complete 
service disruption. Hence, in the three-dimensional tax-
onomy, the attack means are considered a category due 
the ultimate effect on service. 

   In the next part of the chapter, we detail the cellular 
network specific three-dimensional taxonomy and the way 
the previously mentioned dimensions are incorporated.   

    Three-Dimensional Attack Taxonomy 

   The three dimensions in the taxonomy include Dimension 
I: Physical Access to the Network, Dimension II: Attack 
Categories, and Dimension III: Vulnerability Exploited. 
In the following, we outline each dimension. 

    Dimension I: Physical Access to the Network 

   In this dimension, attacks are classified based on the adver-
sary’s level of physical access to the cellular network. 
Dimension I may be further classified into  single infra-
structure attacks  (Level I – III) and  cross-infrastructure 
cyber attacks  (Level IV – V): 

     Level I: Access to air interface with physical device.  Here 
the adversary launches attacks via access to the radio 
access network using standard inexpensive  “ off-the-
shelf ”  equipment  [36] . Attacks include false base sta-
tion attacks, eavesdropping, and man-in-the-middle 
attacks and correspond to attacks previously mentioned.  
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 FIGURE 12.7          Cross-infrastructure cyber cascading attacks on call-forward service.    
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     Level II: Access to links connecting core service nodes.  
Here the adversary has access to links connecting to 
core service nodes. Attacks include disrupting normal 
transmission of signaling messages and correspond to 
message corruption attacks previously mentioned.  

     Level III: Access core service nodes.  In this case, the 
adversary could be an insider who managed to 
gain physical access to core service nodes. Attacks 
include editing the service logic or modifying data 
sources, such as subscriber data (profile, security and 
services) stored in the service node and correspond-
ing to corrupt service logic, data source, and node 
impersonation attacks previously mentioned.  

     Level IV: Access to links connecting the Internet and 
the core network service nodes.  This is a cross-
infrastructure cyber attack. Here the adversary has 
access to links connecting the core network and 
Internet service nodes. Attacks include editing and 
deleting signaling messages between the two networks. 
This level of attack is easier to achieve than Level II.  

     Level V: Access to Internet servers or cross-network 
servers:  This is a cross-infrastructure cyber attack. 
Here the adversary can cause damage by editing the 
service logic or modifying subscriber data (profile, 
security and services) stored in the cross-network 
servers. Such an attack was previously outlined ear-
lier in the chapter. This level of attack is easier to 
achieve than Level III.     

    Dimension II: Attack Type 

   In this dimension, attacks are classified based on the type 
of attack. The attack categories are based on Stallings  [37] : 

     Interception.  The adversary intercepts signaling mes-
sages on a cable (Level II) but does not modify or 
delete them. This is a passive attack. This affects the 
privacy of the subscriber and the network operator. 
The adversary may use the data obtained from inter-
ception to analyze traffic and eliminate the competi-
tion provided by the network operator.  

     Fabrication or replay.  In this case, the adversary inserts 
spurious messages, data, or service logic into the 
system, depending on the level of physical access. 
For example, in a Level II, the adversary inserts fake 
signaling messages, and in a Level III, the adversary 
inserts fake service logic or fake subscriber data into 
this system.  

     Modification of resources.  Here the adversary modifies 
data, messages, or service logic. For example, in a 
Level II, the adversary modifies signaling messages 
on the link, and in a Level III, the adversary modifies 
service logic or data.  

     Denial of service.  In this case, the adversary takes 
actions to overload the network results in legitimate 
subscribers not receiving service.  

     Interruption.  Here the adversary causes an interruption 
by destroying data, messages, or service logic.     

    Dimension III: Vulnerability Exploited 

   In this dimension, attacks are classified based on the vul-
nerability exploited to cause the attack. Vulnerabilities 
exploited are explained as follows: 

     Data . The adversary attacks the data stored in the sys-
tem. Damage is inflicted by modifying, inserting, 
and deleting the data stored in the system.  

     Messages.  The adversary adds, modifies, deletes, or 
replays signaling messages.  

     Service logic.  Here the adversary inflicts damage by 
attacking the service logic running in the various cel-
lular core network service nodes.  

     Attack classification.  In classifying attacks, we can 
group them according to  Case 1: Dimension I ver-
sus Dimension II , and  Case 2: Dimension II versus 
Dimension III . Note that the Dimension I versus 
Dimension III case can be transitively inferred from 
Case 1 and Case 2.    

    Table 12.1    shows a sample tabulation of Level 1 
attacks grouped in Case 1. For example, with Level 1 
access an adversary causes interception attacks by observ-
ing traffic and eavesdropping. Likewise, fabrication 
attacks due to Level I include sending spurious registra-
tion messages. Modification of resources due to Level 1 
includes modifying conversations in the radio access net-
work. DoS due to Level 1 occurs when a large number of 
fake registration messages are sent to keep the network 
busy so as to not provide service to legitimate subscribers. 
Finally, interruption attacks due to Level 1 occur when 
adversaries jam the radio access channel so that legitimate 
subscribers cannot access the network. For further details 
on attack categories, refer to  [38] .    

    5.       CELLULAR NETWORK VULNERABILITY 
ANALYSIS 

   Regardless of how attacks are launched, if attack actions 
cause a system-acceptable incorrect value corruption, 
the corruption propagates, leading to many unexpected 
cascading effects. To detect remote cascading effects and 
identify the origin of cascading attacks, cellular network 
vulnerability assessment tools were developed. 

   These tools, the  Cellular Network Vulnerability 
Assessment Toolkit  (CAT) and the  advanced Cellular 
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Network Vulnerability Assessment Toolkit  (aCAT) 
       [39,40]  allow users to input the data item that might be 
corrupted and output an attack graph. The CAT attack 
graph not only shows the network location and the net-
work service where the corruption might originate, it 
also shows the various messages and service nodes 
through which the corruption propagates. 

   An attack graph is a diagrammatic representation 
of an attack on a real system. It shows various ways 
an adversary can break into a system or cause corrup-
tion and the various ways in which the corruption may 
propagate within the system. Attack graphs are typically 
produced manually by red teams and used by systems 
administrators for protection. CAT and aCAT attack 
graphs allow users to trace the effect of an attack through 
the network and determine its side effects, thereby mak-
ing them the ultimate service disruption. 

   The cellular network is at the nascent stage of devel-
opment with respect to security, so it is necessary to eval-
uate security protocols before deploying them. Hence, 
aCAT can be extended with security protocol evalua-
tion capabilities into a tool  [41]  called  Cellular Network 
Vulnerability Assessment Toolkit for evaluation  (eCAT). 
eCAT allows users to quantify the benefits of security 
solutions by removing attack effects from attack graphs 
based on the defenses provided. One major advantage of 
this approach is that solutions may be evaluated before 
expensive development and deployment. 

   It must be noted that developing such tools — CAT, 
aCAT, and eCAT — presented many challenges: (1) cel-
lular networks are extremely complex systems; they 
comprise several types of service nodes and control pro-
tocols, contain hundreds of data elements, and support 

hundreds of services; hence developing such toolkits 
requires in-depth working knowledge of these systems; 
and (2) every deployment of the cellular network com-
prises a different physical configuration; toolkits must be 
immune to the diversity in physical configuration; and 
finally (3) attacks cascade in the network due to regu-
lar network activity as a result of dependencies; toolkits 
must be able to track the way that corruption cascades 
due to network dependencies. 

   The challenge of in-depth cellular network knowl-
edge was overcome by incorporating the toolkits with 
cellular network specifications defined by the Third 
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) and is avail-
able at no charge  [42] . The 3GPP is a telecommunica-
tions standards body formed to produce, maintain, and 
develop globally applicable  “ technical specifications 
and technical reports ”  for a third-generation mobile sys-
tem based on evolved GSM core networks and the radio 
access technologies that they support  [43] . 

   Usage of specifications allows handling of the diver-
sity of physical configuration, as they detail the func-
tional behavior and not the implementation structure of 
the cellular network. Specifications are written using 
simple flow-like diagrams called the Specification and 
Description Language (SDL)  [44] , and are referred to 
as  SDL specifications . Equipment and service providers 
use these SDL specifications as the basis for their serv-
ice implementations. 

   Corruption propagation is tracked by incorporat-
ing the toolkits with novel dependency and propagation 
models to trace the propagation of corruption. Finally, 
Boolean properties are superimposed on the propagation 
model to capture the impact of security solutions. 

 TABLE 12.1          Sample Case 1 Classification  

     Interception  Fabrication/
Insertion 

 Modification of 
Resources 

 Denial of Service  Interruption 

   Level I       ●         Observe time, 
rate, length, 
source, and 
destination 
of victim’s 
locations.  

    ●         With modified 
cellular devices, 
eavesdrop on 
victim.    

      ●         Using modified 
cellular devices, 
the adversary can 
send spurious 
registration 
messages to the 
target network.  

    ●         Likewise, using 
modified base 
stations, the 
adversary can 
signal victims 
to camp at their 
locations.    

      ●         With a modified 
base station and 
cellular devices, 
the adversary 
modifies 
conversations 
between 
subscribers 
and their base 
stations.    

      ●         The adversary 
can cause DoS 
by sending a 
large number of 
fake registration 
messages.    

      ●         Jam victims ’  
traffic channels 
so that victims 
cannot access 
the channels.  

    ●         Broadcast at a 
higher intensity 
than allowed, 
thereby hogging 
the bandwidth.    
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   CAT is the first version of the toolkit developed for 
cellular network vulnerability assessment. CAT works by 
taking user input of  seeds  (data items directly corrupted 
by the adversary and the cascading effect of which leads 
to a goal) and  goals  (data parameters that are derived 
incorrectly due to the direct corruption of seeds by the 
adversary) and uses SDL specification to identify cas-
cading attacks. However, SDL is limited in its expres-
sion of relationships and inexplicit in its assumptions 
and hence cannot capture all the dependencies; therefore 
CAT misses several cascading attacks. 

   To detect a complete set of cascading effects, CAT 
was enhanced with new features, to aCAT. The new fea-
tures added to aCAT include (1) a network dependency 
model that explicitly specifies the exact dependencies in 
the network; (2) infection propagation rules that iden-
tify the reasons that cause corruption to cascade; and 
(3) a small amount of expert knowledge. The network 
dependency model and infection propagation rules may 
be applied to SDL specifications and help alleviate their 
limited expression capability. The expert knowledge 
helps capture the inexplicit assumptions made by SDL. 

   In applying these features, aCAT captures all those 
dependencies that were previously unknown to CAT, and 
thereby aCAT was able to detect a complete set of cas-
cading effects. Through extensive testing of aCAT, sev-
eral interesting attacks were found and the areas where 
SDL is lacking was identified. 

   To enable evaluation of new security protocols, aCAT 
was extended to eCAT. eCAT uses Boolean probabilities 
in attack graphs to detect whether a given security pro-
tocol can eliminate a certain cascading effect. Given a 
security protocol, eCAT can measure effective cover-
age, identify the types of required security mechanisms 
to protect the network, and identify the most vulnerable 
network areas. eCAT was also used to evaluate MAPSec, 
the new standardized cellular network security protocol. 
Results from MAPSec’s evaluation gave insights into 
MAPSec’s performance and the network’s vulnerabili-
ties. In the following, we detail each toolkit. 

    Cellular Network Vulnerability Assessment 
Toolkit (CAT) 

   In this part of the chapter, we present an overview of 
CAT and its many features. CAT is implemented using 
the Java programming language. It is made up of a 
number of subsystems (as shown in  Figure 12.8   ). The 
 knowledge base  contains the cellular network knowledge 
obtained from SDL specifications. SDL specifications 
contain simple flowchart-like diagrams. The flowcharts 

are converted into data in the  knowledge base . The  inte-
grated data structure  is similar to that of the knowledge 
base; it holds intermediate attack graph results. 

   The GUI subsystem takes user input in the form 
of seeds and goals. The analysis engine contains algo-
rithms (forward and midpoint) incorporated with cascad-
ing effect detection rules. It explores the possibility of 
the user input  seed  leading to the cascading effect of the 
user input  goal , using the knowledge base, and outputs 
the cascading attack in the form of attack graphs. 

   Using these attack graphs, realistic attack scenarios 
may be derived. Attack scenarios explain the effect of 
the attack on the subscriber in a realistic setting. Each 
attack graph may have multiple interpretations and give 
rise to multiple scenarios. Each scenario gives a different 
perspective on how the attack may affect the subscriber: 

      ●       Cascading effect detection rules.  These rules were 
defined to extract cascading effects from the SDL 
specifications contained in the knowledge base. They 
are incorporated into the algorithms in the analysis 
engine. These rules define what constitutes propa-
gation of corruption from a signaling message to a 
block, and vice versa, and propagation of corruption 
within a service node. For example, when a service 
node receives a signaling message with a corrupt 
data item and stores the data item, it constitutes 
propagation of corruption from a signaling message 
to a block. Note that these rules are high level.  

      ●       Attack graph.  The CAT attack graph may be defined as 
a state transition showing the paths through a system, 
starting with the conditions of the attack, followed by 
attack action, and ending with its cascading effects.    

   In  Figure 12.9   , we present the CAT attack graph out-
put, which was built using user input of  ISDN Bearer 
Capability  as a seed and  Bearer Service  as goal. The 
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attack graph constitutes nodes and edges. Nodes repre-
sent states in the network with respect to the attack, and 
 edges  represent network state transitions. For descrip-
tion purposes, each node has been given a node label 
followed by an alphabet, and the attack graph has been 
divided into layers. 

   Nodes may be broadly classified as  conditions, actions,  
and  goals,  with the conditions of the attack occurring at 
the lowest layer and the final cascading effect at the high-
est layer. In the following, we detail each node type: 

      ●       Condition nodes.  Nodes at the lowest layer typically 
correspond to the conditions that must exist for the 
attack to occur. These condition nodes directly fol-
low from the taxonomy. They are an adversary’s 
physical access, target service node, and vulnerability 
exploited. For example, the adversary has access to 
links connecting to the GMSC service node, that is, 
Level II physical access; this is represented as Node 
A in the attack graph. Likewise, the adversary cor-
rupts data item ISDN Bearer Capability in the IAM 
message arriving at the GMSC. Hence the target of 

the attack is the GMSC and is represented by Node B. 
Similarly, the adversary exploits vulnerabilities in a 
message (IAM), and this is represented by Node D in 
the attack graph. 

     The CAT attack graphs show all the possible con-
ditions for an attack to happen, that is, we see not 
only the corruption due to the seed ISDN Bearer 
Capability in signaling message IAM arriving at the 
GMSC but also other possibilities such as the cor-
ruption of goal Bearer Service in signaling message 
SIFIC, represented by Node M.     

      ●       Action nodes.  Nodes at higher layers are actions 
that typically correspond to effects of the attack 
propagating through the network. Effects typically 
include propagation of corruption between service 
nodes, such as from MSC to VLR (Node N), 
propagation of corruption within service nodes 
such as ISDN Bearer Capability corrupting 
Bearer Service (Node L), and so on. Actions may 
further be classified as adversary actions, normal 
network operations, or normal subscriber activities. 
Adversary actions include insertion, corruption, or 
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deletion of data, signaling messages, or service logic 
represented by Node E. Normal network operations 
include sending (Node N) and receiving signaling 
messages (Node E). Subscriber activity may include 
updating personal data or initiating service.  

      ●       Goal nodes . Goal nodes typically occur at the highest 
layer of the attack graph. They indicate corruption of 
the goal items due to the direct corruption of seeds 
by the adversary (Node A).  

      ●       Edges.  In our graph, edges represent network 
transitions due to both normal network actions 
and adversary actions. Edges help show the global 
network view of adversary action. This is the 
uniqueness of our attack graph. Transitions due to 
adversary action are indicated by an edge marked by 
the letter A (edges connecting Layer 0 and Layer 1). 
By inclusion of normal network transitions in addition 
to the transitions caused by the adversary, our attack 
graph shows not only the adversary’s activity but also 
the  global network view of the adversary’s action . 
This is a unique feature of the attack graph.  

      ●       Trees.  In the graph, trees are distinguished by the tree 
numbers assigned to its nodes. For example, all the 
nodes marked with number 2 belong to Tree 2 of the 
graph. Some nodes in the graph belong to multiple 
trees. Tree numbers are used to distinguish between 
AND and OR nodes in the graph. Nodes at a par-
ticular layer with the same tree number(s) are AND 
nodes. For example, at Layer 4, Nodes H, I, J, and 
K are AND nodes; they all must occur for Node M 
at Layer 5 to occur. Multiple tree numbers on a node 
are called OR nodes. The OR node may be arrived at 
using alternate ways. For example, Node O at Layer 
6 is an OR node, the network state indicated by Node 
O may be arrived at from Node M or Node N.    

   Each attack tree shows the attack effects due to cor-
ruption of a seed at a specific network location (such as 
signaling message or process in a block). For example, 
Tree 1 shows the attack due to the corruption of the seed 
Bearer Service at the VLR. Tree 2 shows the propaga-
tion of the seed ISDN Bearer Capability in the signaling 
message  IAM . These trees show that the vulnerability of 
the cellular network is not limited to one place but can 
be realized due to the corruption of data in many net-
work locations. 

   In constructing the attack graph, CAT assumes that an 
adversary has all the necessary conditions for launching 
the attack. The CAT attack graph format is well suited 
to cellular networks because data propagates through the 
network in various forms during the normal operation of 

a network; thus an attack that corrupts a data item mani-
fests itself as the corruption of a different data item in a 
different part of the network after some network opera-
tions take place. 

      ●      Attack scenario derivation. The CAT attack graph 
is in cellular network semantics, and realistic attack 
scenarios may be derived to understand the implica-
tions of the attack graph. Here we detail the principles 
involved in the derivation of realistic attack scenarios: 
     1.       End-user effect.  Goal node(s) are used to infer 

the end effect of the attack on the subscriber. 
According to the goal node in  Figure 12.9 , the 
SIFIC message to the VLR has incorrect goal 
item Bearer Service. The SIFIC message is used 
to inform the VLR the calling party’s preferences 
such as voice channel requirements and request 
the VLR to set up the call based on the calling 
party and receiving party preferences. 

      If the calling party’s preferences (such as Bearer 
Service) are incorrect, the call setup by the VLR 
is incompatible with the calling party, and the 
communication is ineffective (garbled speech). 
From the goal node, it can be inferred that Alice, 
the receiver of the call, is unable to communicate 
effectively with Bob, the caller, because Alice can 
only hear garbled speech from Bob’s side.     

    2.      Origin of attack.  Nodes at Layer 0 indicate the 
origin of the attack, and hence the location of the 
attack may be inferred. The speech attack may 
originate at the signaling messages IAM, or the 
VLR service node.  

    3.      Attack propagation and side effects.  Nodes at all 
other layers show the propagation of corruption 
across the various service nodes in the network. 
From other layers in  Figure 12.9 , it can be inferred 
that the seed is the ISDN Bearer Capability and the 
attack spreads from the MSC to the VLR.     

      ●      Attack Scenario: Using these guidelines, an attack 
scenario may be derived as follows. Trudy, the 
adversary, corrupts the ISDN Bearer Capability of 
Bob, the victim, at the IAM message arriving at the 
GMSC. The GMSC propagates this corruption to 
the MSC, which computes, and hence corrupts, the 
Bearer Service. The corrupt Bearer Service is passed 
on to the VLR, which sets up the call between Bob, 
the caller, and Alice, the receiver. Bob and Alice can-
not communicate effectively because Alice is unable 
to understand Bob.    

   Though CAT has detected several cascading attacks, 
its output to a great extent depends on SDL’s ability to 
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capture data dependencies. SDL is limited in its expres-
sion capability in the sense that it does not always accu-
rately capture the relationship between data items, and 
in many cases, SDL does even specify the relationship. 
Without these details CAT may miss some cascading 
effects due to loss of data relationships. CAT’s output to 
a minor extent also depends on user input in the sense 
that to accurately capture all the cascading effect of a 
seed, the user’s input must comprise all the seeds that 
can occur in the cascading effect; otherwise the exact 
cascading effect is not captured. To alleviate CAT’s inad-
equacies, aCAT was developed.  

    Advanced Cellular Network Vulnerability 
Assessment Toolkit (aCAT) 

   In this part of the chapter, we present aCAT, an exten-
sion of CAT with enhanced features. These enhanced 
features include (1) incorporating expert knowledge to 
compensate for the lacking caused by SDL’s inexplicit 
assumptions; expert knowledge added to the knowledge 
base with the SDL specifications; (2) defining a network 
dependency model that accurately captures the depend-
encies in the cellular network; the network dependency 
model is used to format the data in knowledge base, 

thereby clarifying the nature of the network dependency; 
and (3) defining infection propagation rules that define 
fine-grained rules to detect cascading attacks; these 
infection propagation rules are incorporated into the 
analysis engine, which comprises the forward, reverse, 
and combinatory algorithms. aCAT is also improved in 
terms of its user input requirements. It requires as input 
either seeds or goals, whereas CAT required both seeds 
and goals. 

   In principle, cascading attacks are the result of propa-
gation of corruption between network components (such 
as signaling messages, caches, local variables, and serv-
ice logic) due to dependencies that exist between these 
network components. Hence, to uncover these attacks, 
the network dependency model and infection propaga-
tion (IP) rules were defined. In the following, we detail 
the network dependency model and infection propaga-
tion model using  Figure 12.10   . 

      ●       Network dependency model.  The network depend-
ency model accurately defines fine-grained depend-
encies between the various network components. 
Given that service nodes comprise agents and data 
sources (from the abstract model), the dependencies 
are defined as follows. In interagent dependency, 
agents communicate with each other using agent 
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invocations (as shown by 6 in  Figure 12.10 ) contain-
ing data items. Thus, agents are related to each other 
through data items. Likewise, in agent to data source 
dependency, agents communicate with data sources 
using  Read  and  Write  operations containing data 
items. Therefore, agents and data items are related to 
each other through data items. Within agents, deriva-
tive dependencies define relationships between data 
items. Here data items are used as input to derive data 
items using derivation operations such as AND, OR 
operations. Therefore, data items are related to each 
other through derivation operation. For further detail 
on the network dependency model, refer to  [45] .  

      ●       Infection propagation (IP) rules.  These are fine-
grained rules to detect cascading effects. They are 
incorporated into the algorithms in the analysis 
engine. An example of the IP rule is that an output 
data item in the AND dependency is corrupt only if 
both the input data items are corrupt (as shown by 9 
in  Figure 12.10 ). Likewise, an output data item in the 
OR dependency is corrupt if a single input data item 
is corrupt (as shown by 8 in  Figure 12.10 ). Similarly, 
corruption propagates between agents when the data 
item used to invoke the agent is corrupt, and the same 
data item is used as an input in the derivative depend-
ency whose output may be corrupt (as shown by 6, 8 
in  Figure 12.10 ). Accordingly, corruption propagates 
from an agent to a data source if the data item written 
to the data source is corrupt (as shown by 4 in  Figure 
12.10 ). Finally, corruption propagates between serv-
ice nodes if a data item used in the signaling message 
between the service nodes is corrupt, and the corrupt 
data item is used to derive corrupt output items or 
the corrupt data item is stored in the data source (as 
shown by 1, 3 or 1, 4 in  Figure 12.10 )  [46] .    

   With such a fine-grained dependency model and 
infection propagation rules, aCAT was very successful in 
identifying cascading attacks in several of the key serv-
ices offered by the cellular network, and it was found 
that aCAT can indeed identify a better set of cascading 
effects in comparison to CAT. aCAT has also detected 
several interesting and unforeseen cascading attacks that 
are subtle and difficult to identify by other means. These 
newly identified cascading attacks include the alerting 
attack, power-off/power-on attack, mixed identity attack, 
call redirection attack, and missed calls attack. 

      ●       Alerting attack.  In the following we detail aCAT’s 
output, a cascading attack called the  alerting attack,  
shown in  Figure 12.11   . From goal nodes (Node A 
at Level 5, and Node C at Level 4) in the alerting 
attack, it can be inferred that the  Page  message has 

incorrect data item  page type . The  Page  message is 
used to inform subscribers of the arrival of incom-
ing calls, and  “ page type ”  indicates the type of call. 
 “ Page type ”  must be compatible with the subscriber’s 
mobile station or else the subscriber is not alerted. 
From the goal node it may be inferred that Alice, a 
subscriber of the system, is not alerted on the arrival 
of an incoming call and hence does not receive 
incoming calls. This attack is subtle to detect because 
network administrators find that the network pro-
cesses the incoming call correctly and that the sub-
scriber is alerted correctly. They might not find that 
this alerting pattern is incompatible with the mobile 
station itself.    

   Also, nodes at Level 0 indicate the origin of the 
attack as signaling messages  SRI ,  PRN , the service 
nodes VLR, or the HLR. From the other levels it may 
be inferred that the seed is the  alerting pattern  that the 
adversary corrupts in the  SRI  message and the attack 
spreads from the HLR to the VLR and from the VLR to 
the MSC. For more details on these attacks, refer to  [47] .  

    Cellular Network Vulnerability Assessment 
Toolkit for evaluation (eCAT) 

   In this part of the chapter, we present eCAT an extension 
to aCAT. eCAT was developed to evaluate new security 
protocols before their deployment. Though the design 
goals and threat model of these security protocols are 
common knowledge, eCAT was designed to find (1) the 
effective protection coverage of these security protocols 
in terms of percentage of attacks prevented; (2) the other 
kinds of security schemes required to tackle the attacks 
that can evade the security protocol under observation; 
and (3) the most vulnerable network areas (also called 
 hotspots )  [48] . 

   eCAT computes security protocol coverage using 
attack graphs generated by aCAT and Boolean probabili-
ties in a process called  attack graph marking  and quanti-
fies the coverage using  coverage measurement formulas  
(CMF). Attack graph marking also identifies network 
hotspots and exposes if the security protocol being eval-
uated protects these hotspots. eCAT was also used to 
evaluate MAPSec, as it is a relatively new protocol, and 
evaluation results would aid network operators. 

      ●       Boolean probabilities.  Boolean probabilities are used 
in attack graphs to distinguish between nodes elimi-
nated (denoted by 0, or shaded node in attack graph) 
and nodes existing (denoted by 1, or unshaded node 
in attack graph) due to the security protocol under 
evaluation. By computing Boolean probabilities for 
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each node in the attack graph, eCAT can extract the 
attack effects that may be eliminated by the security 
protocol under evaluation.  

      ●       Attack graph marking.  To mark attack graphs, user input 
of Boolean probabilities must be provided for Layer 0 
nodes. For example, if the security protocol under 
evaluation is MAPSec, then because MAPSec provides 
security on links between nodes, it eliminates Level 2 
physical access. For example, consider the attack graph 
generated by eCAT shown in  Figure 12.12   . Here, Node 
5 is set to 0, while all other nodes are set to 1.    

   eCAT uses the input from Layer 0 nodes to com-
pute the Boolean probabilities for the rest of the nodes 

 starting from Layer 1 and moving upward. For exam-
ple, the Boolean probability of the AND node (Node 18) 
is the product of all the nodes in the previous layer with 
the same tree number. Because Node 5 has the same tree 
number as Node 18, and Node 5’s Boolean probability is 
0, Node 18’s Boolean probability is also 0. This process 
of marking attack graphs is continued until Boolean prob-
ability of all the nodes is computed till the topmost layer. 

      ●       Hotspots.  Graph marking also marks the network 
hotspots in the attack graph. With respect to the 
attack graph, hotspots are the Layer 0 nodes with the 
highest tree number count. For example in  Figure 
12.12 , Node 3 and Node 4 are the hotspots. A high 
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tree number count indicates an increased attractive-
ness of the network location to adversaries. This is 
because by breaking into the network location indi-
cated by the hotspot node, the adversary has a higher 
likelihood of success and can cause the greatest 
amount of damage.    

   Extensive testing of eCAT on several of the network 
services using MAPSec has revealed hotspots to be  “ Data 
Sources and Service Logic. ”  This is because a corrupt 
data source or service logic may be used by many dif-
ferent services and hence cause many varied cascading 
effects, spawning a large number of attacks (indicated by 
multiple trees in attack graphs). Thus attacks that occur 
due to exploiting service logic and data source vulnera-
bilities constitute a major portion of the networkwide vul-
nerabilities and so a major problem. In other words, by 
exploiting service logic and data sources, the likelihood 
of attack success is very high. Therefore data source and 
service logic protection mechanisms must be deployed. It 
must be noted that MAPSec protects neither service logic 
nor data sources; rather, it protects MAP messages. 

      ●       Coverage measurement formulas.  The CMF com-
prises the following set of three formulas to capture 
the coverage of security protocols: (1)  effective 
coverage , to capture the average effective number 
of attacks eliminated by the security protocol; the 
higher the value of Effective Coverage the greater 
the protection the security protocol; (2)  deployment 
coverage , to capture the coverage of protocol deploy-
ments; and (3)  attack coverage , to capture the attack 
coverage provided by the security protocol; the 
higher this value, the greater is the security solution’s 

efficacy in eliminating a large number of attacks on 
the network.    

   Extensive use of CMF on several of the network 
services has revealed that MAPSec has an average net-
workwide attack coverage of 33%. This may be attrib-
uted to the fact that message corruption has a low 
spawning effect. Typically a single message corruption 
causes a single attack, since messages are typically used 
by a single service. Hence MAPSec is a solution to a 
small portion of the total network vulnerabilities. 

   Finally, in evaluating MAPSec using eCAT, it was 
observed that though MAPSec is 100% effective in pre-
venting MAP message attacks, it cannot prevent a suc-
cessfully launched attack from cascading. For MAPSec 
to be truly successful, every leg of the MAP message 
transport must be secured using MAPSec. However, the 
overhead for deploying MAPSec can be high, in terms 
of both processing load and monetary investment. Also, 
as MAP messages travel through third-party networks en 
route to their destinations, the risk level of attacks with-
out MAPSec is very high. Hence, MAPSec is vital to 
protect MAP messages. 

   In conclusion, because MAPSec can protect against 
only 33% of attacks, it alone is insufficient to protect the 
network. A complete protection scheme for the network 
must include data source and service logic protection.   

    6.       DISCUSSION 

   Next to the Internet, the cellular network is the most 
highly used communication network. It is also the most 
vulnerable, with inadequate security measures making it 
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 FIGURE 12.12          Fragment of a marked attack graph generated by eCAT.    
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a most attractive target to adversaries that want to cause 
communication outages during emergencies. As the cel-
lular network is moving in the direction of the Internet, 
becoming an amalgamation of several types of diverse 
networks, more attention must be paid to securing these 
networks. A push from government agencies requiring 
mandatory security standards for operating cellular net-
works would be just the momentum needed to securing 
these networks. 

   Of all the attacks discussed in this chapter, cascading 
attacks have the most potential to stealthily cause major 
network misoperation. At present there is no standard-
ized scheme to protect from such attacks. EndSec is a 
good solution for protecting from cascading attacks, 
since it requires every data item to be signed by the 
source service node. Because service nodes are unlikely 
to corrupt data items and they are to be accounted for 
by their signatures, the possibility of cascading attacks 
is greatly reduced. EndSec has the added advantage of 
providing end-to-end security for all types of signaling 
messages. Hence, standardizing EndSec and mandating 
its deployment would be a good step toward securing the 
network. 

   Both Internet and PSTN connectivity are the open 
gateways that adversaries can use to gain access and 
attack the network. Because the PSTN’s security is not 
going to be improved, at least its gateway to the core 
network must be adequately secured. Likewise, since 
neither the Internet’s design nor security will be changed 
to suit the cellular network, at least its gateways to the 
core network must be adequately secured. 

   Finally, because the cellular network is an amalgama-
tion of many diverse networks, it has too many vulnera-
ble points. Hence, the future design of the network must 
be planned to reduce the number of vulnerable network 
points and reduce the number of service nodes that par-
ticipate in servicing the subscriber, thereby reducing the 
number of points from which an adversary may attack.   
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   Radiofrequency identification (RFID) systems use RFID 
tags to annotate and identify objects. When objects are 
processed, an RFID reader is used to read information 
from the tags attached to the objects. The information will 
then be used with the data stored in the back-end data-
bases to support the handling of business transactions. 

    1.       RFID INTRODUCTION 

   Generally, an RFID system consists of three basic compo-
nents: RFID tags, RFID readers, and a back-end database. 

      ●       RFID tags or RFID transponders.  These are the 
data carriers attached to objects. A typical RFID tag 
contains information about the attached object, such 
as an identifier (ID) of the object and other related 
properties of the object that may help to identify and 
describe it.  

      ●       The RFID reader or the RFID transceiver . These 
devices can read information from tags and may 
write information into tags if the tags are rewritable.  

      ●       Back-end database.  This is the data repository 
responsible for the management of data related to 
the tags and business transactions, such as ID, object 
properties, reading locations, reading time, and so on.    

    RFID System Architecture 

   RFID systems ’  architecture is illustrated in  Figure 13.1   . 
Tags are attached to or embedded in objects to identify or 
annotate them. An RFID reader will send out signals to a 
tag for requesting information stored on the tag. The tag 
responsed to the request by sending back the appropriate 
information. With the data from the back-end database, 

applications can then use the information from the tag to 
proceed with the business transaction related to the object. 

   Next we describe the RFID tags, RFID reader, and 
back-end database in detail. 

    Tags 

   In RFID systems, objects are identified or described by 
information on RFID tags attached to the objects. An 
RFID tag basically consists of a microchip that is used for 
data storage and computation and a coupling element for 
communicating with the RFID reader via radio frequency 
communication, such as an antenna. Some tags may also 
have an on-board battery to supply a limited amount of 
power. 

   RFID tags can respond to radio frequencies sent out 
by RFID readers. On receiving the radio signals from 
a RFID reader, an RFID tag will either send back the 
requested data stored on the tag or write the data into 
the tag, if the tag is rewritable. Because radio signals are 
used, RFID tags do not require line of sight to connect 
with the reader and precise positioning, as barcodes do. 
Tags may also generate a certain amount of electronic 
power from the radio signals they receive, to power the 
computation and transmission of data. 

   RFID tags can be classified based on four main crite-
ria: power source, type of memory, computational power, 
and functionality. 

   A basic and important classification criterion of RFID 
tags is to classify tags based on power source. Tags can 
be categorized into three classes: active, semiactive, and 
passive RFID tags. 

   Active RFID tags have on-board power sources, such 
as batteries. Active RFID tags can proactively send radio 
signals to an RFID reader and possibly to other tags  [1]  
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as well. Compared with tags without on-board power, 
active tags have longer transmission range and are more 
reliable. Active tags can work in the absence of an RFID 
reader. On the other hand, the on-board power supply 
also increases the costs of active tags. 

   Semiactive RFID tags also have on-board power 
sources for powering their microchips, but they use RFID 
readers ’  energy field for actually transmitting their data 
 [2]  when responding to the incoming transmissions. 
Semiactive tags have the middle transmission range 
and cost. 

   Passive RFID tags do not have internal power sources 
and cannot initiate any communications. Passive RFID tags 
generate power from radio signals sent out by an RFID 
reader in the course of communication. Thus passive RFID 
tags can only work in the presence of an RFID reader. 
Passive tags have the shortest transmission range and the 
cheapest cost. The differences of active tags, semiactive 
tags and passive tags are shown in  Table 13.1   . 

   RFID tags may have read-only memory, write-once/
read-many memory, or fully rewritable memory. RFID 
tags can be classified into three categories according 
to the type of memory that a tag uses: read-only tags, 
write-once/read-many tags, and fully rewritable tags. 
The information on read-only tags cannot be changed 
in the life-cycle of the tags. Write-once/read-many tags 
can be initialized with application-specific information. 
The information on fully rewritable tags can be rewritten 
many times by an RFID reader. 

   According to the computational power, RFID tags 
can be classified into three categories: basic tags, sym-
metric-key tags, and public-key tags. Basic tags do not 
have the ability to perform cryptography computation. 
Symmetric-key tags and public-key tags have the ability 
to perform symmetric-key and public – key cryptography 
computation, respectively. 

   RFID tags can also be classified according to their 
functionality. The MIT Auto-ID Center defined five 
classes of tags according to their functionality in 2003  [3] : 
Class 0, Class 1, Class 2, Class 3, and Class 4 tags. Every 

class has different functions and different requirements for 
tag memory and power resource. Class 0 tags are passive 
and do not contain any memory. They only announce their 
presence and offer electronic article surveillance (EAS) 
functionality. Class 1 tags are typically passive. They have 
read-only or write-once/read-many memory and can only 
offer identification functionality. Class 2 tags are mostly 
semiactive and active. They have fully rewritable memory 
and can offer data-logging functionality. Class 3 tags are 
semiactive and active tags. They contain on-board environ-
mental sensors that can record temperature, acceleration, 
motion, or radiation and require fully rewritable memory. 
Class 4 tags are active tags and have fully rewritable mem-
ory. They can establish ad hoc wireless networks with 
other tags because they are equipped with wireless net-
working components.  

    RFID Readers 

   An RFID reader (transceiver) is a device used to read 
information from and possibly also write information 
into RFID tags. An RFID reader is normally connected 
to a back-end database for sending information to that 
database for further processing. 

   An RFID reader consists of two key functional mod-
ules: a high-frequency (HF) interface and a control unit. 

Back-end
Database

RFID Reader

Tag

Tag

Tag

... ...

Response

Request

 FIGURE 13.1          RFID system architecture.    

 TABLE 13.1          Tags classified by power source  

   Power Source  Active 
Tags 

 Semiactive 
Tags 

 Passive 
Tags 

   On-board power 
supply 

 Yes  Yes  No 

   Transmission 
range 

 Long  Medium  Short 

   Communication 
pattern 

 Proactive  Passive  Passive 

   Cost  Expensive  Medium  Cheap 
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The HF interface can perform three functions: generating 
the transmission power to activate the tags, modulating the 
signals for sending requests to RFID tags, and receiving 
and demodulating signals received from tags. The control 
unit of an RFID reader has also three basic functions: con-
trolling the communication between the RFID reader and 
RFID tags, encoding and decoding signals, and commu-
nicating with the back-end server for sending information 
to the back-end database or executing the commands from 
the back-end server. The control unit can perform more 
functions in the case of complex RFID systems, such as 
executing anticollision algorithms in the cause of commu-
nicating with multitags, encrypting requests sent by the 
RFID reader and decrypting responses received from tags, 
and performing the authentication between RFID readers 
and RFID tags  [4].  

   RFID readers can provide high-speed tag scanning. 
Hundreds of objects can be dealt with by a single reader 
within a second; thus it is scalable enough for applica-
tions such as supply chain management, where a large 
number of objects need to be dealt with frequently. RFID 
readers need only to be placed at every entrance and 
exit. When products enter or leave the designated area 
by passing through an entrance or exit, the RFID read-
ers can instantly identify the products and send the nec-
essary information to the back-end database for further 
processing.  

    Back-End Database 

   The back-end database is in the back-end server that man-
ages the information related to the tags in an RFID sys-
tem. Every object’s information can be stored as a record 
in the database, and the information on the tag attached to 
the object can serve as a pointer to the record. 

   The connection between an RFID reader and a back-
end database can be assumed as secure, no matter via 
wireless link or TCP/IP, because constraints for readers 
are not very tight and security solutions such as SSL/
TLS can be implemented for them  [5] .   

    RFID Standards 

   Currently, as different frequencies are used for RFID sys-
tems in various countries and many standards are adopted 
for different kinds of application, there is no agreement on 
a universal standard that’s accepted by all parties. Several 
kinds of RFID standards  [6]  are being used today. These 
standards include contactless smart cards, item mana-
gement tags, RFID systems for animal identification, and 

EPC tags. These standards specify the physical layer and 
the link layer characteristics of RFID systems but do not 
cover the upper layers. 

   Contactless smart cards can be classified into three types 
according to the communication ranges. The ISO standards 
for them are ISO 10536, ISO 14443, and ISO 15693. ISO 
10536 sets the standard for close-coupling smart cards, 
for which the communication range is about 0 – 1       cm. ISO 
14443 sets the standard for proximity-coupling smart cards, 
which have a communication range of about 0 – 10       cm. ISO 
15693 specifies vicinity-coupling smart cards, which have a 
communication range of about 0 – 1       m. The proximity-cou-
pling and vicinity-coupling smart cards have already been 
implemented with some cryptography algorithms such 
as 128-bit AES, triple DES, and SHA-1 and challenge-
response authentication mechanisms to improve system 
security  [7] . 

   Item management tag standards include ISO 15961, 
ISO 15962, ISO 15963, and ISO 18000 series  [8].  ISO 
15961 defines the host interrogator, tag functional com-
mands, and other syntax features of item management. 
ISO 15962 defines the data syntax of item management, 
and ISO 15963 is  “ Unique Identification of RF tag and 
Registration Authority to manage the uniqueness. ”  For 
the ISO 18000 standards series, part 1 describes the ref-
erence architecture and parameters definition; parts 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, and 7 define the parameters for air interface com-
munications below 135       kHz, at 13.56       MHz, at 2.45       GHz, 
at 860       MHz, at 960       MHz, and at 433       MHz, respectively. 

   Standards for RFID systems for animal identification 
include ISO 11784, ISO 11785, and ISO 14223  [9] . ISO 
11784 and ISO 11784 define the code structure and tech-
nical concepts for radiofrequency identification of ani-
mals. ISO 14223 includes three parts: air interface, code 
and command structure, and applications. These kinds of 
tags use low frequency for communication and have lim-
ited protection for animal tracking  [10]  .

   The EPC standard was created by the MIT Auto-ID, 
which is an association of more than 100 companies and 
university labs. The EPC system is currently operated by 
EPCglobal  [11] . A typical EPC network has four parts 
 [12] : the electronic product code, the identification sys-
tem that includes RFID tags and RFID readers, the Savant 
middleware, and the object naming service (ONS). The 
first- and second-generation EPC tags cannot support 
strong cryptography to protect the security of the RFID 
systems due to the limitation of computational resources, 
but both of them can provide a kill command to protect 
the privacy of the consumer  [13]  .

   EPC tag encoding includes a Header field followed 
by one or more Value fields. The Header field defines the 
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overall length and format of the Value fields. There are 
two kinds of EPC format: EPC 64-bit format and EPC 
96-bit format. In the most recent version  [14] , the 64-bit 
format was removed from the standard. As shown in 
 Table 13.2   , both the formats include four fields: a header 
(8 bits), an EPC manager number (28 bits), an object 
class (24 bits), and a serial number (36 bits). The header 
and the EPC manager number are assigned by EPCglobal 
 [15] , and the object class and the serial number are 
assigned by EPC manager owner. The EPC header identi-
fies the length, type, structure version, and generation of 
the EPC. The EPC manager number is the entity respon-
sible for maintaining the subsequent partitions of the 
EPC. The object class identifies a class of objects. Serial 
number identifies the instance.  

    RFID Applications 

   Recently more and more companies and organizations 
have begun to use RFID tags rather than traditional bar-
code because RFID systems have many advantages over 
traditional barcode systems. First, the information stored 
in the RFID tags can be read by RFID readers with-
out line of sight, whereas barcodes can only be scanned 
within the line of sight. Second, the distance between a 
tag and a reader is longer compared with the barcode sys-
tem. For example, an RFID reader can read information 
from a tag at a distance as long as 300 feet, whereas the 
read range for a barcode is typically no more than 15 feet. 
Third, RFID readers can scan hundreds of tags in seconds. 
Fourth, since today most RFID tags are produced using 
silicon technology, more functions can be added to them, 
such as large memory for more information storage and 
calculation ability to support various kinds of encryption 
and decryption algorithms, so privacy can be better pro-
tected and the tags cannot be easily cloned by attackers. 
In addition, the information stored in the barcode cannot 
be changed after being imprinted on the barcode, whereas 
for the RFID tags with rewritable memory the information 
can be updated when needed. 

   With these characteristics and advantages, RFID 
has been widely adopted and deployed in various areas.  
Currently, RFID can be used in passports, transportation 

payments, product tracking, lap scoring, animal identi-
fication, inventory systems, RFID mandates, promotion 
tracking, human implants, libraries, schools and uni-
versities, museums, and social retailing. These myriad 
applications of RFID can be classified into seven classes 
according to the purpose of identifying items  [16] . These 
classes are asset management, tracking, authenticity ver-
ification, matching, process control, access control, and 
automated payment.  Table 13.3    lists the identification 
purposes of various application types. 

   Asset management involves determining the presence 
of tagged items and helping manage item inventory. One 
possible application of asset management is electronic 
article surveillance (EAS). For example, every good in 
a supermarket is attached to an EAS tag, which will be 
deactivated if it is properly checked out. Then RFID 
readers at the supermarket exits can detect unpaid goods 
automatically when they pass through. 

   Tracking is used to identify the location of tagged 
items. If the readers are fixed, a single reader can cover 
only one area. To effectively track the items, a group of 
readers is needed, together with a central system to deal 
with the information from different readers. 

   Authenticity verification methods are used to verify 
the source of tagged items. For example, by adding a 
cryptography-based digital signature in the tag, the sys-
tem can prevent tag replication to make sure that the 
good is labeled with the source information. 

   Matching is used to ensure that affiliated items are 
not separated. Samples for matching applications include 
mothers and their newborn babies to match each other 
in the hospital and for airline passengers to match their 
checked luggage and so prevent theft. 

   Access control is used for person authentication. 
Buildings may use contactless RFID card systems to 

 TABLE 13.2          EPC basic format  

   Header  EPC 
Manager 
Number 

 Object Class  Serial 
Number 

 TABLE 13.3          RFID application purpose  

   Application Type  Identification Purpose 

   Asset management  Determine item presence 

   Tracking  Determine item location 

   Authenticity verification  Determine item source 

   Matching  Ensure affiliated items are not 
separated 

   Process control  Correlate item information for 
decision making 

   Access control  Person authentication 

   Automated payment  Conduct financial transaction 
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identify authorized people. Only those authorized people 
with the correct RFID card can authenticate themselves 
to the reader to open a door and enter a building. Using a 
car key with RFID tags, a car owner can open his own car 
automatically, another example of RFID’s application to 
access control. 

   Process control involves decision making by correlat-
ing tagged item information. For example, RFID readers 
in different parts of an assembly line can read the infor-
mation on the products, which can be used to help pro-
duction managers make suitable decisions. 

   Automated payment is used to conduct financial 
transactions. The applications include payment for toll 
expressways and at gas stations. These applications can 
improve the speed of payment to hasten the processing of 
these transactions.   

    2.       RFID CHALLENGES 

   RFID systems have been widely deployed in some areas. 
Perhaps this happened before the expectations of RFID 
researchers and RFID services providers were satisfied. 
There are many limitations of the RFID technology that 
restrain the deployment of RFID applications, such as the 
lack of universal standardization of RFID in the industry 
and the concerns about security and privacy problems 
that may affect the privacy and security of individuals and 
organizations. The security and privacy issues pose a huge 
challenge for RFID applications. Here we briefly summa-
rize some of the challenges facing RFID systems. 

    Counterfeiting 

   As described earlier in the chapter, RFID tags can be 
classified into three categories based on the equipped 
computation power: basic tags, symmetric-key tags, and 
public-key tags. Symmetric-key and public-key tags can 
implement cryptography protocols for authentication with 
private key, and public keys, respectively. Basic tags are 
not capable of performing cryptography computation. 
Although they lack the capability to perform cryptography 
computation, they are most widely used for applications 
such as supply chain management and travel systems. 
With the widespread application of fully writable or even 
reprogrammable basic tags, counterfeiters can easily forge 
basic tags in real-world applications, and these counter-
feit tags can be used in multiple places at the same time, 
which can cause confusion. 

   The counterfeiting of tags can be categorized into two 
areas based on the technique used for tampering with tag 

data: modifying tag data and adding data to a blank tag. In 
real-world applications, we face counterfeit threats such 
as the following  [7] : 

      ●      The attacker can modify valid tags to make them 
invalid or modify invalid tags to make them valid.  

      ●      The attacker can modify a high-priced object’s tag as 
a low-priced object or modify a low-priced object’s 
tag as a high-priced object.  

      ●      The attacker can modify an object’s tag to be the 
same as the tags attached to other objects.  

      ●      The attacker can create an additional tag for personal 
reasons by reading the data from an authorized tag 
and adding this data to a blank tag in real-world 
applications, such as in a passport or a shipment of 
goods.     

    Sniffing 

   Another main issue of concern in deploying RFID sys-
tems is the sniffing problem. It occurs when third parties 
use a malicious and unauthorized RFID reader to read the 
information on RFID tags within their transmission range. 
Unfortunately, most RFID tags are indiscriminate in their 
responses to reading requests transmitted by RFID readers 
and do not have access control functions to provide any 
protection against an unauthorized reader. Once an RFID 
tag enters a sufficiently powered reader’s field, it receives 
the reader’s requests via radio frequency. As long as the 
request is well formed, the tag will reply to the request 
with the corresponding information on the tag. Then the 
holder of the unauthenticated reader may use this infor-
mation for other purposes.  

    Tracking 

   With multiple RFID readers integrated into one system, 
the movements of objects can be tracked by fixed RFID 
readers  [18] . For example, once a specific tag can be asso-
ciated with a particular person or object, when the tag 
enters a reader’s field the reader can obtain the specific 
identifier of the tag, and the presence of the tag within the 
range of a specific reader implies specific location infor-
mation related to the attached person or object. With loca-
tion information coming from multiple RFID readers, 
an attacker can follow movements of people or objects. 
Tracking can also be performed without decrypting the 
encrypted messages coming from RFID readers  [19] . 
Generally, the more messages the attacker describes, the 
more location or privacy information can be obtained from 
the messages. 
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   One way to track is to generate maps of RFID tags 
with mobile robots  [20] . A sensor model is introduced to 
compute the likelihood of tag detections, given the rela-
tive pose of the tag with respect to the robot. In this model 
a highly accurate FastSLAM algorithm is used to learn 
the geometrical structure of the environment around the 
robots, which are equipped with a laser range scanner; 
then it uses the recursive Bayesian filtering scheme to 
estimate the posterior locations of the RFID tags, which 
can be used to localize robots and people in the environ-
ment with the geometrical structure of the environment 
learned by the FastSLAM algorithm. 

   There is another method to detect the motion of pas-
sive RFID tags that are within a detecting antenna’s field. 
Response rate at the reader is used to study the impact of 
four cases of tag movements that can provide prompt and 
accurate detection and the influence of the environment. 
The idea of multiple tags/readers is introduced to improve 
performance. The movement-detection algorithms can be 
improved and integrated into the RFID monitoring system 
to localize the position of the tags. The method does not 
require any modification of communication protocols nor 
the addition of hardware. 

   In real-world applications, there exists the following 
tracking threat: 

      ●      The attacker can track the potential victim by moni-
toring the movement of the person and performing 
some illegal actions against the potential victim  [21]      .

    Denial of Service 

   Denial of service (DoS) takes place when RFID read-
ers or back-end servers cannot provide excepted services. 
DoS attacks are easy to accomplish and difficult to guard 
against  [22] . The following are nine DoS threats: 

      ●       Killing tags to make them disabled to disrupt read-
ers ’  normal operations.  EPCglobal had proposed that 
a tag have a  “ kill ”  command to destroy it and protect 
consumer privacy. If an attacker knows the password 
of a tag, it can  “ kill ”  the tag easily in real-world 
applications. Now Class-0, Class-1 Generation-1, 
and Class-1 Generation-2 tags are all equipped with 
the kill command.  

      ●       Carry a blocker tag that can disrupt the 
communication between an RFID reader and RFID 
tags.  A blocker tag is a cheap, passive RFID device 
that can simulate many basic RFID tags at one time 
and render specific zones private or public. An RFID 
reader can only communicate with a single RFID tag 

at any specific time. If more than one tag responds to 
a request coming from the reader at the same time, 
 “ collision ”  happens. In this case, the reader cannot 
receive the information sent by the tags, which 
makes the system unavailable to authorized uses.  

      ●       Carry a special absorbent tag that can be tuned 
to the same radio frequencies used by legitimate 
tags.  The absorbent tag can absorb the energy or 
power generated by radiofrequency signals sent 
by the reader, and the resulting reduction in the 
reader’s energy may make the reader unavailable to 
communicate with other tags.  

      ●       Remove, physically destroy, or erase the information 
on tags attached to or embedded in objects.  The 
reader will not communicate with the dilapidated 
tags in a normal way.  

      ●       Shield the RFID tags from scrutiny using a Faraday 
cage.  A Faraday cage is a container made of a metal 
enclosure that can prevent reading radio signals from 
the readers  [23]   .

      ●       Carry a device that can actively broadcast more 
powerful return radio signals or noises than the 
signals responded to by the tags so as to block or 
disrupt the communication of any nearby RFID 
readers and make the system unavailable to 
authorized users.  The power of the broadcast is so 
high that it could cause severe blockage or disruption 
of all nearby RFID systems, even those in legitimate 
applications where privacy is not a concern  [24]   .

      ●       Perform a traditional Internet DoS attack and 
prevent the back-end servers from gathering EPC 
numbers from the readers.  The servers do not receive 
enough information from the readers and cannot 
provide the additional services from the server.  

      ●       Perform a traditional Internet DoS attack against 
the object-naming service (ONS).  This can deny the 
service.  

      ●       Send URL queries to a database and make the 
database busy with these queries.  The database may 
then deny access to authorized users.     

    Other Issues 

   Besides the four basic types of attack — counterfeiting, sniff-
ing, tracking, and denial of service — in real-world applica-
tions, there also exists some other threats of RFID systems. 

    Spoofing 

   Spoofing attacks take place when an attacker successfully 
poses as an authorized user of a system  [25] . Spoofing 
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attacks are different from counterfeiting and sniffing 
attacks, though they are all falsification types of attack. 
Counterfeiting takes place when an attacker forges the 
RFID tags that can be scanned by authorized readers. 
Sniffing takes place when an attacker forges authorized 
readers that can scan the authorized tags to obtain use-
ful information. But the forging object of spoofing is an 
authorized user of a system. There exist the following 
spoofing threats in real-world applications  [26] : 

      ●       The attacker can pose as an authorized EPC global 
Information Service Object Naming Service (ONS) 
user.  If the attacker successfully poses as an author-
ized ONS user, he can send queries to the ONS to 
gather EPC numbers. Then, from the EPC numbers, 
the attacker may easily obtain the location, identifi-
cation, or other privacy information.  

      ●       The attacker can pose as an authorized database 
user in an RFID system.  The database stores 
the complete information from the objects, such 
as manufacturer, product name, read time, read 
location, and other privacy information. If the 
attacker successfully poses as an authorized database 
user and an authorized user of ONS, he can send 
queries to the ONS for obtaining the EPC number 
of one object, then get the complete information 
on the object by mapping the EPC number to the 
information stored in the database.  

      ●       The attacker can also pose as an ONS server.  If 
the attacker’s pose is successful, he can easily use 
the ONS server to gather EPC numbers, respond 
to invalid requests, deny normal service, and even 
change the data or write malicious data to the system.     

    Repudiation 

   Repudiation takes place when a user denies doing an 
action or no proof exists to prove that the action has 
been implemented  [27] . There are two kinds of repudia-
tion threats: 

      ●      The sender or the receiver denies performing the 
send and receive actions. A nonrepudiation protocol 
can be used to resolve this problem.  

      ●      The owner of the EPC number or the back-end server 
denies that it has the information from the objects to 
which the tags are attached.     

    Insert Attacks 

   Insert attacks take place when an attacker inserts some 
system commands to the RFID system where data is 

normally expected  [28] . In real-world applications, there 
exists the following attack: 

      ●      A system command rather than valid data is carried 
by a tag in its data storage memory.     

    Replay Attacks 

   Replay attacks take place when an attacker intercepts the 
communication signals between an RFID reader and an 
RFID tag and records the tag’s response. Then the RFID 
tag’s response can be reused if the attacker detects that 
the reader sends requests to the other tags for querying 
 [29] . There exist the following two threats: 

      ●      The attacker can record the communications between 
proximity cards and a building access reader and 
play it back to access the building.  

      ●      The attacker can record the response that an RFID 
card in a car gives to an automated highway toll 
collection system, and the response can be used 
when the car of the attacker wants to pass the 
automated toll station.     

    Physical Attacks 

   Physical attacks are very strong attacks that physically 
obtain tags and have unauthorized physical operations 
on the tags. But it is fortunate that physical attacks can-
not be implemented in public or on a widespread scale, 
except for Transient Electromagnetic Pulse Emanation 
Standard (TEMPEST) attacks. There exist the following 
physical attacks        [30,31] : 

      ●       Probe attacks.  The attacker can use a probe directly 
attached to the circuit to obtain or change the infor-
mation on tags.  

      ●       Material removal.  The attacker can use a knife or 
other tools to remove the tags attached to objects.  

      ●       Energy attacks.  The attacks can be either of the contact 
or contactless variety. It is required that contactless 
energy attacks be close enough to the system.  

      ●       Radiation imprinting.  The attacker can use an X-ray 
band or other radial bands to destroy the data unit 
of a tag.  

      ●       Circuit disruption.  The attacker can use strong 
electromagnetic interference to disrupt tag circuits.  

      ●       Clock glitch.  The attacker can lengthen or shorten the 
clock pulses to a clocked circuit and destroy normal 
operations.     

    Viruses 

   Viruses are old attacks that threaten the security of all 
information systems, including RFID systems. RFID 
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viruses always target the back-end database in the server, 
perhaps destroying and revealing the data or information 
stored in the database. There exist the following virus 
threats: 

      ●      An RFID virus destroys and reveals the data or infor-
mation stored in the database.  

      ●      An RFID virus disturbs or even stops the normal 
services provided by the server.  

      ●      An RFID virus threatens the security of the 
communications between RFID readers and RFID 
tags or between back-end database and RFID readers.     

    Social Issues 

   Due to the security challenges in RFID, many people 
do not trust RFID technologies and fear that they could 
allow attackers to purloin their privacy information. 

   Weis  [32]  presents two main arguments. These argu-
ments make some people choose not to rely on RFID 
technology and regard RFID tags as the  “ mark of the 
beast. ”  However, security issues cannot prevent the suc-
cess of RFID technology. 

   The first argument is that RFID tags are regarded 
as the best replacement for current credit cards and all 
other ways of paying for goods and services. But RFID 
tags can also serve as identification. The replacement of 
current ways of paying by RFID tag requires that people 
accept RFID tags instead of credit cards, and they cannot 
sell or buy anything without RFID tags. 

   There is a second argument  [33] :  “ Since RFID tags 
are also used as identification, they should be implanted 
to avoid losing the ID or switching it with someone. 
Current research has shown that the ideal location for 
the implant is indeed the forehead or the hand, since 
they are easy to access and unlike most other body parts 
they do not contain much fluid, which interferes with the 
reading of the chip. ”    

    Comparison of All Challenges 

   Previously in this chapter we introduced some of the 
challenges that RFID systems are facing. Every challenge 
or attack can have a different method or attack goal, and 
the consequences of the RFID system after an attack may 
also be different. In this part of the chapter, we briefly 
analyze the challenges according to attack methods, 
attack goals, and the consequences of RFID systems after 
attacks (see  Table 13.4   ). 

   The first four challenges are the four basic challenges 
in RFID systems that correspond to the four basic use 

cases.  Counterfeiting  happens when counterfeiters forge 
RFID tags by copying the information from a valid tag 
or adding some well-formed format information to a new 
tag in the RFID system.  Sniffing  happens when an unau-
thorized reader reads the information from a tag, and the 
information may be utilized by attackers.  Tracking  hap-
pens when an attacker who holds some readers unlaw-
fully monitors the movements of objects attached by an 
RFID tag that can be read by those readers.  Denial of 
service  happens when the components of RFID systems 
deny the RFID service. 

   The last seven challenges or attacks can always hap-
pen in RFID systems (see  Table 13.4 ).  Spoofing  hap-
pens when an attacker poses as an authorized user of an 
RFID system on which the attacker can perform invalid 
operations.  Repudiation  happens when a user or compo-
nent of an RFID system denies the action it performed 
and there is no proof that the user did perform the action. 
 Insert attacks  happen when an attacker inserts some 
invalid system commands into the tags and some opera-
tions may be implemented by the invalid command. 
 Replay attacks  happen when an attacker intercepts 
the response of the tag and reuses the response for another 
communication.  Physical attacks  happen when an attacker 
does some physical operations on RFID tags and these 
attacks disrupt communications between the RFID read-
ers and tags. A  virus  is the security challenge of all infor-
mation systems; it can disrupt the operations of RFID 
systems or reveal the information in those systems.  Social 
issues  involve users ’  psychological attitudes that can influ-
ence the users ’  adoption of RFID technologies for real-
world applications.   

    3.       RFID PROTECTIONS 

   According to their computational power, RFID tags can be 
classified into three categories: basic tags, symmetric-key 
tags, and public-key tags. In the next part of the chapter, 
we introduce some protection approaches for these three 
kinds of RFID tags. 

    Basic RFID System 

   Prices have been one of the biggest factors to be con-
sidered when we’re making decisions on RFID deploy-
ments. Basic tags are available for the cheapest price, 
compared with symmetric-key tags and public-key 
tags. Due to the limited computation resources built into 
a basic tag, basic tags are not capable of performing 
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cryptography computations. This imposes a huge chal-
lenge to implement protections on basic tags; cryptography 
has been one of the most important and effective methods 
to implement protection mechanisms. Recently several 
approaches have been proposed to tackle this issue. 

   Most of the approaches to security protection for basic 
tags focus on protecting consumer privacy. A usual method 
is by tag killing, proposed by EPCglobal. In this approach, 
when the reader wants to kill a tag, it sends a kill message 
to the tag to permanently deactivate it. Together with the 
kill message, a 32-bit tag-specific PIN code is also sent 
to the object tag, to avoid killing other tags. On receiving 
this kill message, a tag will deactivate itself, after which 
the tag will become inoperative. Generally, tags are killed 
when the tagged items are checked out in shops or super-
markets. This is very similar to removing the tags from 
the tagged items when they are purchased. It is an effi-
cient method of protecting the privacy of consumers, since 
a killed tag can no longer send out information. 

   The disadvantage of this approach is that it will reduce 
the post-purchase benefits of RFID tags. In some cases, 
RFID tags need to be operative only temporarily. For exam-
ple, RFID tags used in libraries and museums for tagging 

books and other items need to work at all times and should 
not be killed or be removed from the tagged items. In these 
cases, instead of being killed or removed, tags can be made 
temporarily inactive. When a tag needs to be reawoken, an 
RFID reader can send a wake message to the tag with a 
32-bit tag-specific PIN code, which is sent to avoid waking 
up other tags. This also results in the management of PIN 
codes for tags, which brings some inconvenience. 

   Another approach to protecting privacy is tag relabe-
ling, which was first proposed by Sarma et al  [34] . In this 
scheme, to protect consumers ’  privacy, identifiers of RFID 
tags are effaced when tagged items are checked out, but 
the information on the tags will be kept for later use. Inoue 
and Yasuuran  [35]  proposed that consumers can store the 
identifiers of the tags and give each tag a new identifier. 
When needed, people can reactivate the tags with the new 
identifiers. This approach allows users to manage tagged 
items throughout the items ’  life cycle. A third approach is 
to allocate each tag a new random number at each check-
out; thus attackers cannot rely on the identifiers to collect 
information about customers  [36] . This method does not 
solve the problem of tracking  [37] . To prevent tracking, 
random numbers need to be refreshed frequently, which 

 TABLE 13.4          Comparison of all challenges or attacks in RFID systems  

   Challenge or Attack  Attack Method  Attack Goal  Direct Consequence 

   Counterfeiting  Forge tags  Tag  Invalid tags 

   Sniffing  Forge readers  Reader  Reveals information 

   Tracking  Monitor the movement of objects  Objects of an RFID system  Tracks the movement of object 

   Denial of service  RF jamming, kill normal command, 
physical destroy, and so on 

 Reader, back-end database 
or server 

 Denies normal services 

   Spoofing  Pose as an authorized user  User  Invalid operations by invalid user 

   Repudiation  Deny action or no proof that the 
action was implemented 

 Tag, reader, back-end 
database or server 

 Deniable actions 

   Insert attacks  Insert invalid command  Tag  Invalid operations by invalid 
commands 

   Replay attacks  Reuse the response of tags  Communication between 
RFID tags and readers 

 Invalid identification 

   Physical attacks  Physical operations on tag  Tag  Disrupts or destroys 
communication between RFID 
tags and readers 

   Virus  Insert invalid data  Back-end database or server  Destroys the data or service of 
system 

   Social issues  Social attitude  Psychology of potential user  Restricts the widespread 
application 
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will increase the burden on consumers. Juels proposed a 
system called the  minimalist system   [38] , in which every 
tag has a list of pseudonyms, and for every reader query, 
the tag will respond with a different pseudonym from the 
list and return to the beginning of the list when this list 
is exhausted. It is assumed that only authorized readers 
know all these tag pseudonyms. Unauthorized readers 
that do not know these pseudonyms cannot identify the 
tags correctly. To prevent unauthorized readers getting the 
pseudonyms list by frequent query, the tags will response 
to an RFID reader’s request with a relatively low rate, 
which is called  pseudonym throttling . Pseudonym throt-
tling is useful, but it cannot provide a high level of privacy 
for consumers, because with the tag’s small memory, the 
number of pseudonyms in the list is limited. To tackle this 
problem, the protocol allows an authorized RFID reader 
to refresh a tag’s pseudonyms list. 

   Juels and Pappu  [39]  proposed to protect consum-
ers ’  privacy by using tagged banknotes. The proposed 
scheme used public-key cryptography to protect the serial 
numbers of tagged banknotes. The serial number of a 
tagged banknote is encrypted using a public key to gen-
erate a ciphertext, which is saved in the memory of the 
tag. On receiving a request of the serial number, the tag 
will respond with this ciphertext. Only law enforcement 
agencies know the related private key and can decrypt 
this ciphertext to recover the banknote’s serial number. To 
prevent tracking of banknotes, the ciphertext will be reen-
crypted periodically. To avoid the ciphertext of a banknote 
being reencrypted by an attacker, the tagged banknote 
can use an optical write – access key. A reader that wants 
to reencrypt this ciphertext needs to scan the write – access 
key first. In this system only one key pair, a public key 
and a private key, is used. But this is not enough for the 
general RFID system. Using multiple key pairs will 
impair the privacy of RFID systems, since if the reader 
wants to reencrypt the ciphertext, it needs to know the 
corresponding public key of this tag. 

   So, a universal reencryption algorithm has been intro-
duced  [40] . In this approach, an RFID reader can reen-
crypt the ciphertext without knowing the corresponding 
public key of a tag. The disadvantage of this approach 
is that attackers can substitute the ciphertext with a new 
ciphertext, so the integrity of the ciphertext cannot be pro-
tected. By signing the ciphertext with a digital signature, 
this problem can be solved  [41] , since only the authenti-
cated reader can access the ciphertext. 

   Floerkemeier et al.  [42]  introduced another approach 
to protect consumer privacy by using a specially designed 
protocol. In their approach, they first designed the 
communication protocol between RFID tags and RFID 

readers. This protocol requires an RFID reader to provide 
information about the purpose and the collection type for 
the query. In addition, a privacy-enforcing device called a 
 watchdog tag  is used in the system. This watchdog tag is 
a kind of sophisticated RFID tag that is equipped with a 
battery, a small screen, and a long-range communication 
channel. A watchdog tag can be integrated into a PDA or 
a cell phone and can decode the messages from an RFID 
reader and display them on the screen for the user to read. 
With a watchdog tag, a user can know not only the infor-
mation from the RFID readers in the vicinity of the tag 
but also the ID, the query purpose, and the collection type 
of the requests sent by the RFID readers. With this infor-
mation, the user is able to identify the unwanted commu-
nications between tags and an RFID reader, making this 
method useful for users to avoid the reader ID spoofing 
attack. 

   Rieback, Crispo, and Tanebaum  [43]  proposed another 
privacy-enforcing device called RFID Guardian, which is 
also a battery-powered RFID tag that can be integrated 
into a PDA or a cell phone to protect user privacy. RFID 
Guardian is actually a user privacy protection platform 
in RFID systems. It can also work as an RFID reader to 
request information from RFID tags, or it can work like 
a tag to communicate with a reader. RFID Guardian has 
four different security properties: auditing, key manage-
ment, access control, and authentication. It can audit 
RFID readers in its vicinity and record information about 
the RFID readers, such as commands, related parameters, 
and data, and provide these kinds of information to the 
user. Using this information, the user can sufficiently 
identify illegal scanning. In some cases, a user might not 
know or could forget the tags in his vicinity. With the 
help of RFID Guardian, the user can detect all the tags 
within radio range. Then the user can deactivate the tags 
according to his choice. 

   For RFID tags that use cryptography methods to pro-
vide security, one important issue is key management. 
RFID Guardian can perform two-way RFID communica-
tions and can generate random values. These features are 
very useful for key exchange and key refresh. Using the 
features of coordination of security primitives, context 
awareness, and tag-reader mediation, RFID Guardian 
can provide access control for RFID systems  [44] . Also, 
using two-way RFID communication and standard chal-
lenge-response algorithms, RFID Guardian can provide 
off-tag authentication for RFID readers. 

   Another approach for privacy protecting is proposed 
by Juels, Rivest, and Szydlo  [45] . In this approach, a 
cheap, passive RFID tag is used as the blocker tag. Since 
this blocker tag can simulate many RFID tags at the same 
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time, it is very difficult for an RFID reader to identify 
the real tag carried by the user. The blocker tag can both 
simulate all the possible RFID tags and simulate only a 
select set of the tags, making it convenient for the user to 
manage the RFID tags. For example, the user can tell the 
blocker tag to block only the tags that belong to a certain 
company. Another advantage of this approach is that if the 
user wants to reuse these RFID tags, unlike the  “ killed ”  
tags that need to be activated by the user, the user need 
only remove the blocker tag. Since the blocker tag can 
shield the serial numbers of the tags from being read by 
RFID readers, it can also be used by attackers to disrupt 
proper operation of an RFID system. A thief can also use 
the blocker tag to shield the tags attached to the commod-
ities in shops and take them out without being detected.  

    RFID System Using Symmetric-Key 
Cryptography 

   Symmetric-key cryptography, also called  secret-key cryp-
tography  or  single-key cryptography,  uses a single key to 
perform both encryption and decryption. Due to the lim-
ited amount of resources available on an RFID chip, most 
available symmetric-key cryptographs are too costly to 
be implemented on an RFID chip. For example, a typical 
implementation of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
needs about 2000 – 3000 gates. This is not appropriate 
for low-cost RFID tags. It is only possible to implement 
AES in high-end RFID tags. A successful case of imple-
menting a 128-bit AES on high-end RFID tags has been 
reported  [46] . 

    Using the Symmetric Key to Provide 
Authentication and Privacy 

   Symmetric-key cryptography can be applied to pre-
vent tag cloning in RFID systems using a challenge and 
response protocol. For example, if a tag shares a secret 
key  K  with a reader and the tag wants to authenticate 
itself to the reader, it will first send its identity to the 
reader. The reader will then generate a nonce  N  and send 
it to the tag. The tag will use this nonce and the secret  K  
to generate a hash code  H       �       h(K,N)  and send this hash 
code to the reader. The reader can also generate a hash 
code  H  �       �       h(K,N)  and compare these two codes to verify 
this tag. Using this scheme, it is difficult for an attacker 
to clone the tags without knowing the secret keys. 

   Different kinds of symmetric-key cryptography 
protocol-based RFID tags have been used recently in 
daily life. For example, an RFID device that uses this 

symmetric-key challenge-response protocol, called a dig-
ital signature transponder, has been introduced by Texas 
Instruments. This transponder can be built into cars to pre-
vent car theft and can be implemented into wireless pay-
ment devices used in filling stations. 

   One issue of RFID systems that use symmetric-key 
cryptography is key management. To authenticate itself 
to an RFID reader, each tag in the system should share a 
different secret key with the reader, and the reader needs 
to keep all the keys of these tags. When a tag wants to 
authenticate itself to an RFID reader, the reader needs to 
know the secret key shared between them. If the reader 
does not know the identification of the tag in advance, it 
cannot determine which key can be used to authenticate 
this tag. If the tag sends its identification to the reader 
before the authentication for the reader to search the secret 
key, the privacy of the tag cannot be protected, since other 
readers can also obtain the identification of this tag. 

   To tackle this problem, one simple method is  key 
searching . The reader will search all the secret keys in its 
memory to find the right key for the tag before authen-
tication. There are some protocols proposed for the key 
search for RFID tags. One general kind of key search 
scheme  [47]  has been proposed. In this approach, the 
tag first generates a random nonce  N  and hashes this  N  
using its secret key  K  to generate the hash code. Then it 
sends both this hash code and  N  to the reader. Using this 
nonce  N , the reader will generate the hash code with all 
the secret keys and compare them with the received hash 
code from the tag. If there is a match, it means it found 
the right key. In this scheme, since the nonce  N  is gener-
ated randomly every time, the privacy of the tag can be 
protected. 

   The problem with this approach is that if there are 
a large number of tags, the key searching will be very 
costly. To reduce the cost of the key searching, a modifi-
cation of this scheme was proposed  [48] ; in [20], in this 
approach, a scheme called  tree of secret  is used. Every 
tag is assigned to a leaf in the tree, and every node in the 
tree has its secret key. This way the key search cost for 
each tag can be reduced, but it will add some overlap to 
the sets of keys for each tag. 

   Another approach to reduce the cost of key searching 
is for the RFID tags and RFID reader to keep synchroni-
zation with each other. In this kind of approach, every tag 
will maintain a counter for the reader query times. For 
each reader’s query, the tag should respond with a differ-
ent value. The reader will also maintain counters for all 
the tags ’  responses and maintain a table of all the possi-
ble response values. Then, if the reader and tags can keep 
synchronization, the reader can know the approximate 
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current counter number of the tags. When the reader 
receives a response from a tag, it can search the table and 
quickly identify this tag.  

    Other Symmetric-Key Cryptography-Based 
Approaches 

   In addition to the basic symmetric-key challenge-response 
protocol, some symmetric-key cryptography-based 
approaches have been proposed recently to protect the 
security and privacy of RFID systems. 

   One approach is called YA-TRAP: Yet Another T 
rivial RFID Authentication Protocol, proposed by Tsudik 
 [49] . In this approach, a technique for the inexpensive 
untraceable identification of RFID tags is introduced. 
Here  untraceable  means it is computationally difficult 
to gather the information about the identity of RFID tags 
from the interaction with them. In YA-TRAP, for the 
purpose of authentication, only minimal communication 
between the reader and tags is needed, and the computa-
tional burden on the back-end server is very small. 

   The back-end server in the system is assumed to 
be secure and maintains all tag information. Each tag 
should be initialized with three values:  K i  ,  T  0 , and  T  max . 
 K i   is both the identifier and the cryptographic key for 
this tag. The size of  K i   depends on the number of tags 
and the secure authentication requirement; in practice, 
160 bits is enough.  T  0  is the initial timestamp of this tag. 
The value of  T  0  of each tag does not need to vary. This 
means that a group of tags can have the same  T  0 .  T  max  is 
the maximum value of  T  0 , and a group of tags can also 
have the same  T  max  value. In addition, each tag has a 
seeded pseudorandom number generator. 

   YA-TRAP works as follows: First, each tag should 
store a timestamp  T t   in its memory. When an RFID reader 
wants to interrogate a RFID tag, it will send the current 
timestamp  T r   to this tag. Receiving  T r  , the tag will com-
pare  T r   with the timestamp value it stores and with  T  max . 
If  T r        �       T t   or  T  r       �       T  max , this tag will respond to the reader 
with a random value generated by the seeded pseudo 
random number generator. Otherwise, the tag will replace 
 T t   with  T r   and calculate  H r        �       HMACK  i ( T t  ), and then send 
 H r   to the reader. Then the reader will send  T r   and  H r   to 

the back-end server. The server will look up its database 
to find whether this tag is a valid tag. If it’s not, the server 
will send a tag-error message to the reader. If this is a 
valid tag, the server will send the meta-ID of this tag or the 
valid message to the reader, according to different applica-
tion requirements. Since the purpose of this protocol is to 
minimize the interaction between the reader and tags and 
minimize the computation burden of the back-end server, 
it has some vulnerability. One of them is that the adver-
sary can launch a DoS attack to the tag. For example, the 
attack can send a timestamp  t       �       T  max , but this  t  is wildly 
inaccurate with the current time. In this case, the tag will 
update its timestamp with the wrong time and the legal 
reader cannot get access to this tag. 

   In Ref.  [33] , another approach called  determinis-
tic hash locks   [50]  was proposed. In this scheme, the 
security of RFID systems is based on the one-way hash 
function. During initialization, every tag in the sys-
tem will be given a meta-ID, which is the hash code of 
a random key. This meta-ID will be stored in the tag’s 
memory. Both the meta-ID and the random key are also 
stored in the back-end server. After initialization, all the 
tags will enter the locked state. When they stay in the 
locked state, tags will respond only with the meta-ID 
when interrogated by an RFID reader. When a legitimate 
reader wants to unlock a tag, as shown in  Figure 13.2   , 
it will first send a request to the tag. After receiving the 
meta-ID from the tag, the reader will send this meta-ID 
to the back-end server. The back-end server will search 
in its database using this meta-ID to get the random key. 
Then it will send this key to the reader, and the reader 
will send it to the tag. Using this random key, the tag 
will hash this key and compare the hash code with its 
meta-ID. The tag will unlock itself and send its actual 
identification to the reader if these two values match. 
Then the tag will return to the locked state to prevent 
hijacking of illegal readers. Since the illegal reader can-
not contact the back-end server to get the random key, it 
cannot get the actual identification of the tag. 

   One problem with deterministic hash locks is that 
when the tag is queried, it will respond with its meta-
ID. Since the meta-ID of the tag is a static one and can-
not change, the tag can be tracked easily. To solve this 
problem, Weis, Sarma, Rivest, and Engels proposed the 
Randomized Hash Locks protocol to prevent tracking 
of the tag. In this protocol, each tag is equipped with 
not only the one-way hash function but also a random 
number generator. When the tag is requested by a reader, 
it will use the random number generator to generate a ran-
dom number and will hash this random number together 
with its identification. The tag will respond with this hash 
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 FIGURE 13.2          Tag unlock.    
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code and the random number to the reader. After receiv-
ing this response from the tag, the reader will get all iden-
tifications of the tags from the back-end server. Using 
these identifications, the reader will perform brute-force 
search by hashing the identification of each tag together 
with the random number and compare the hash code. If 
there is a match, the reader can know the identification of 
the tag. In this approach, the tag response to the reader is 
not dependent on the request of the reader, which means 
that the tag is vulnerable to replay attack. To avoid this, 
Juels and Weis proposed a protocol called Improved 
Randomized Hash-Locks  [51]    .

    RFID System Using Public-key 
Cryptography 

   Symmetric-key cryptography can provide security 
for RFID systems, but it is more suitable to be imple-
mented in a closed environment. If the shared secret keys 
between them are leaked, it will impose a big problem 
for the security of RFID systems. Public-key cryptogra-
phy is more suitable for open systems, since both RFID 
readers and tags can use their public keys to protect the 
security of RFID systems. In addition, using public-key 
cryptography can not only prevent leakage of any infor-
mation to the eavesdropper attack during communication 
between reader and tags, it also can provide digital signa-
tures for both the readers and tags for authentication. In 
the public-key cryptography system, an RFID reader does 
not need to keep all the secret keys for each tag and does 
not need to search the appropriate key for each tag as it 
does in a symmetric-key cryptography system. This will 
reduce the system burden for key management. Although 
public-key cryptography has some advantages over 
symmetric-key cryptography, it is commonly accepted 
that public-key cryptography is computationally more 
expensive than symmetric-key cryptography. Because of 
the limitations of memory and computational power of the 
ordinary RFID tags, it is difficult for the public-key 
crypto graphy to be implemented in RFID systems. In 
recent years, some research shows that some kinds of 
public key-based cryptographies such as elliptic curve 
cryptography and hyperelliptic curve cryptography are 
feasible to be implemented in high-end RFID tags  [52]  .

    Authentication with Public-Key Cryptography 

   Basically, there are two different kinds of RFID tag 
authentication methods using public-key cryptogra-
phy: one is online authentication and the other is offline 
authentication  [53]  .

   For the authentication of RFID tags in an online situ-
ation, the reader is connected with a database server. The 
database server stores a large number of challenge-response 
pairs for each tag, making it difficult for the attacker to 
test all the challenge-response pairs during a limited time 
period. During the challenge-response pairs enrollment 
phase, the physical uncloneable function part of RFID 
systems will be challenged by a Certification Authority 
with a variety of challenges, and accordingly it will gener-
ate responses for these challenges. The physical unclone-
able function is embodied in a physical object and can give 
responses to the given challenges  [54] . Then these gener-
ated challenge-response pairs will be stored in the database 
server. 

   In the authentication phase, when a reader wants to 
authenticate a tag, first the reader will send a request to 
the tag for its identification. After getting the ID of the tag, 
the reader will search the database server to get a chal-
lenge-response pair for this ID and send the challenge to 
the tag. After receiving the challenge from the reader, the 
tag will challenge its physical uncloneable function to get 
a response for this challenge and then send this response to 
the reader. The reader will compare this received response 
with the response stored in the database server. If the dif-
ference between these two responses is less than a certain 
predetermined threshold, the tag can pass the authentica-
tion. Then the database server will remove this challenge-
response pair for this ID. 

   One paper  [55]  details how the authentication of RFID 
tags works in an offline situation using public key cryp-
tography. To provide offline authentication for the tags, 
a PUF-Certificate-Identify-based identification scheme 
is proposed. In this method, a standard identification 
scheme and a standard signature scheme are used. Then 
the security of RFID systems depends on the security 
of the PUF, the standard identification scheme, and the 
standard signature scheme. For the standard identification 
scheme, an elliptic curve discrete log based on Okamoto’s 
Identification protocol  [56]  is used. This elliptic curve 
discrete log protocol is feasible to be implemented in the 
RFID tags.  

    Identity-Based Cryptography Used 
in the RFID Networks 

   An identity-based cryptographic scheme is a kind of 
public-key-based approach that was first proposed by 
Shamir  [57]  in 1984. To use identity-based cryptogra-
phy in RFID systems, since both the RFID tags and the 
reader have their identities, it is convenient for them to 
use their own identities to generate their public keys. 
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An RFID system based on identity-based cryptogra-
phy should be set up with the help of a PKG. When the 
reader and tags enter the system, each of them is allo-
cated a unique identity stored in their memory. The 
process of key generation and distribution in the RFID 
system that uses identity-based cryptography is shown 
in  Figure 13.3    and is outlined here: 

    1.     PKG generates a  “ master ”  public key  PU pkg   and a 
related  “ master ”  private key  PR pkg   and saves them in 
its memory.  

    2.     The RFID reader authenticates itself to the PKG with 
its identity  ID re  .  

    3.     If the reader can pass the authentication, PKG gen-
erates a unique private key  PR re   for the reader and 
sends this private key together with  PU pkg   to reader.  

    4.     When an RFID tag enters the system, it authenticates 
itself to the PKG with its identity  ID ta  .  

    5.     If the tag can pass the authentication, PKG generates 
a unique private key  PR ta   for the tag and sends  PR ta   
together with  PU pkg   and the identity of the reader 
 ID re   to the tag.    

   After this process, the reader can know its private key 
 PR re   and can use  PU pkg   and its identity to generate its 
public key. Every tag entered into the system can know 
its own private key and can generate a public key of its 
own and a public key of the reader. 

   If an RFID tag is required to transmit messages to the 
reader in security, since the tag can generate the read-
er’s public key  PU re  , it can use this key  PU re   to encrypt 
the message and transmit this encrypted message to the 

reader. As shown in  Figure 13.4   , after receiving the mes-
sage from the tag, the reader can use its private key  PR re   
to decrypt the message. Since only the reader can know 
its private key  PR re  , the security of the message can be 
protected. 

    Figure 13.5    illustrates the scheme for the reader to cre-
ate its digital signature and verify it. First, the reader will 
use the message and the hash function to generate a hash 
code, and then it uses its private key  PR re   to encrypt this 
hash code to generate the digital signature and attach it to 
the original message and send both the digital signature 
and message to the tag. After receiving them, the RFID 
tag can use the public key of the reader  PU re   to decrypt 
the digital signature to recover the hash code. By compar-
ing this hash code with the hash code generated from the 
message, the RFID tag can verify the digital signature. 

    Figure 13.6    illustrates the scheme for the RFID tag to 
create its digital signature and verify it. In RFID systems, 
the reader cannot know the identity of the tag before read-
ing it from the tag. The reader cannot generate the public 
key of the tag, so the general protocol used in identity-
based networks cannot be used here. In our approach, 
first, the tag will use its identity and its private key  PR ta   
to generate a digital signature. When the tag needs to 
authenticate itself to the reader, it will add this digital sig-
nature to its identity, encrypt it with the public key of the 
reader  PU re  , and send to the reader; only the reader can 
decrypt this ciphertext and get the identity of the tag and 
the digital signature. Using the tag identity, the reader can 
generate the tag’s public key  PU ta  . Then the reader can 
use this public key to verify the digital signature. 

   As mentioned, the most important problem for the 
symmetric-key approach in RFID systems is the key man-
agement. The RFID tags need a great deal of memory to 
store all the secret keys related with each tag in the system 
for message decryption. Also, if the RFID reader receives 
a message from a tag, it cannot know which tag this mes-
sage is from and therefore cannot know which key it can 
use to decrypt the message. The reader needs to search all 
the keys until it finds the right one. In RFID systems using 
identity-based cryptography, every tag can use the public 
key of the reader to generate the ciphertext that can be 
decrypted using the reader’s private key, so the reader does 
not need to know the key of the tags; all it needs to keep is 
its own private key. 

   In some RFID applications such as epassports and 
visas, tag authentication is required. However, the sym-
metric-key approach cannot provide digital signatures for 
RFID tags to authenticate them to RFID readers. By using 
an identity-based scheme, the tags can generate digital sig-
natures using their private keys and store them in the tags. 
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When they need to authenticate themselves to RFID read-
ers, they can transmit these digital signatures to the reader, 
and the reader can verify them using the tags ’  public keys. 

   In identity-based cryptography RFID systems, since 
the identity of the tags and reader can be used to generate 
public keys, the PKG does not need to keep the key direc-
tory, so it can reduce the resource requirements. Another 
advantage of using identity-based cryptography in RFID 
systems is that the reader does not need to know the pub-
lic keys of the tags in advance. If the reader wants to ver-
ify the digital signature of an RFID tag, it can read the 
identity of the tag and use the public key generated from 
the identity to verify the digital signature. 

   An inherent weakness of identity-based cryptography 
is the key escrow problem. But in RFID systems that use 
identity-based cryptography, because all the devices can 
be within one company or organization, the PKG can be 
highly trusted and protected, and the chance of key escrow 
can be reduced. 

   Another problem of identity-based cryptography is 
revocation. For example, people always use their public 
information such as their names or home addresses to 
generate their public key. If their private keys are com-
promised by an attacker, since their public information 
cannot be changed easily, this will make it difficult to 
regenerate their new public keys. In contrast, in RFID 
systems the identity of the tag is used to generate the 

public key. If the private key of one tag has been com-
promised, the system can allocate a new identity to the 
tag and use this new identity to effortlessly create a new 
private key to the tag.     
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 Chapter 14 

   Information security involves the protection of organiza-
tional assets from the disruption of business operations, 
modification of sensitive data, or disclosure of propri-
etary information. The protection of this data is usually 
described as maintaining the confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability (CIA) of the organization’s assets, oper-
ations, and information. 

    1.       INFORMATION SECURITY ESSENTIALS 
FOR IT MANAGERS, OVERVIEW 

   Information security management as a field is ever 
increasing in demand and responsibility because most 
organizations spend increasingly larger percentages 
of their IT budgets in attempting to manage risk and 
mitigate intrusions, not to mention the trend in many 
enterprises of moving all IT operations to an Internet-
connected infrastructure, known as enterprise cloud com-
puting.      1    For information security managers, it is crucial 
to maintain a clear perspective of all the areas of busi-
ness that require protection. Through collaboration with 
all business units, security managers must work security 
into the processes of all aspects of the organization, from 
employee training to research and development. Security 
is not an IT problem, it is a business problem. 

 Information security means protecting information and 
information systems from unauthorized access, use, disclo-
sure, disruption, modification, or destruction.      2      

    Scope of Information Security Management 

   Information security is a business problem in the sense 
that the entire organization must frame and solve  security 
problems based on its own strategic drivers, not solely on 
technical controls aimed to mitigate one type of attack. As 
identified throughout this chapter, security goes beyond 
technical controls and encompasses people, technology, pol-
icy, and operations in a way that few other business objec-
tives do. The evolution of a risk-based paradigm, as opposed 
to a technical solution paradigm for security, has made it 
clear that a secure organization does not result from secur-
ing technical infrastructure alone. Furthermore, securing 
the organization’s technical infrastructure cannot provide 
the appropriate protection for these assets, nor will it protect 
many other information assets that are in no way dependent 
on technology for their existence or protection. Thus, the 
organization would be lulled into a false sense of security if 
it relied on protecting its technical infrastructure alone.      3     

    CISSP Ten Domains of Information Security 

   In the information security industry there have been sev-
eral initiatives to attempt to define security management 
and how and when to apply it. The leader in certifying 
information security professionals is the Internet Security 
Consortium, with its CISSP (see sidebar,  “ CISSP Ten 
Domains: Common Body of Knowledge ” ) certification.      4    

   1    “ Cloud computing, the enterprise cloud, ”  Terremark Worldwide Inc. 
Website,  http://www.theenterprisecloud.com/    
   2    “ Defi nition of information security, ”  Wikipedia,  http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Information_security    

   3   Richard A. Caralli, William R. Wilson, “The challenges of security 
management,” Survivable Enterprise Management Team, Networked 
Systems Survivability Program, Software Engineering Institute,  http://
www.cert.org/archive/pdf/ESMchallenges.pdf    
   4    “ CISSP Ten domains ”  ISC2 Web site  https://www.isc2.org/cissp/
default.aspx    
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   6    “ ISO 17799 security standards, ”  ISO Web site,  http://www.iso.org/
iso/support/faqs/faqs_widely_used_standards/widely_used_standards_
other/information_security.htm    

   7   Saad Saleh AlAboodi,  A New Approach for Assessing the Maturity 
of Information Security , CISSP   

   5   Micki, Krause, Harold F. Tipton,  Information Security Management 
Handbook sixth edition  CRC Press LLC   

In defining required skills for information security 
managers, the ISC has arrived at an agreement on ten 
domains of information security that is known as the 
 Common Body of Knowledge  (CBK). Every security 
manager must understand and be well versed in all areas 
of the CBK.      5     

   In addition to individual certification there must be 
guidelines to turn these skills into actionable items that 
can be measured and verified according to some inter-
national standard or framework. The most widely used 
standard for maintaining and improving information 
security is ISO/IEC 17799:2005. ISO 17799 (see  Figure 
14.1   ) establishes guidelines and principles for initiating, 
implementing, maintaining, and improving information 
security management in an organization.      6    

   A new and popular framework to use in conjunc-
tion with the CISSP CBK and the ISO 17799 guidelines 
is ISMM. ISMM is a framework (see  Figure 14.2   ) that 
describes a five-level evolutionary path of increasingly 
organized and systematically more mature security lay-
ers. It is proposed for the maturity assessment of infor-
mation security management and the evaluation of the 
level of security awareness and practice at any organi-
zation, whether public or private. Furthermore, it helps 
us better understand where, and to what extent, the three 
main processes of security (prevention, detection, and 
recovery) are implemented and integrated. 

   ISMM helps us better understand the application of 
information security controls outlined in ISO 17799. 
 Figure 14.3    shows a content matrix that defines the scope 
of applicability between various security controls men-
tioned in ISO 17799’s ten domains and the correspond-
ing scope of applicability on the ISMM Framework.      7     

          ●       Access control.  Methods used to enable administra-
tors and managers to define what objects a subject can 
access through authentication and authorization, pro-
viding each subject a list of capabilities it can perform 
on each object. Important areas include access control 
security models, identification and authentication tech-
nologies, access control administration, and single sign-
on technologies.  

      ●       Telecommunications and network security.  Examination 
of internal, external, public, and private network com-
munication systems, including devices, protocols, and 
remote access.  

      ●       Information security and risk management.  Including 
physical, technical, and administrative controls surround-
ing organizational assets to determine the level of protec-
tion and budget warranted by highest to lowest risk. The 
goal is to reduce potential threats and money loss.  

      ●       Application security.  Application security involves the con-
trols placed within the application programs and operating 
systems to support the security policy of the organization 
and measure its effectiveness. Topics include threats, appli-
cations development, availability issues, security design 
and vulnerabilities, and application/data access control.  

      ●       Cryptography.  The use of various methods and tech-
niques such as symmetric and asymmetric encryption 
to achieve desired levels of confidentiality and integrity. 
Important areas include encryption protocols and appli-
cations and Public Key Infrastructures.  

      ●       Security architecture and design.  This area covers the 
concepts, principles, and standards used to design and 
implement secure applications, operating systems, and 
all platforms based on international evaluation criteria 
such as Trusted Computer Security Evaluation Criteria 
(TCSEC) and Common Criteria.  

      ●       Operations security . Controls over personnel, hardware 
systems, and auditing and monitoring techniques such as 
maintenance of AV, training, auditing, and resource pro-
tection; preventive, detective, corrective, and recovery 
controls; and security and fault-tolerance technologies.  

      ●       Business continuity and disaster recovery planning.  The 
main purpose of this area is to preserve business opera-
tions when faced with disruptions or disasters. Important 
aspects are to identify resource values, perform a busi-
ness impact analysis, and produce business unit priori-
ties, contingency plans, and crisis management.  

      ●       Legal, regulatory, compliance, and investigations.  
Computer crime, government laws and regulations, and 
geographic locations will determine the types of actions 
that constitute wrongdoing, what is suitable evidence, 
and what type of licensing and privacy laws your organ-
ization must abide by.  

      ●       Physical (environmental) security.  Concerns itself with 
threats, risks, and countermeasures to protect facili-
ties, hardware, data, media, and personnel. Main topics 
include restricted areas, authorization models, intrusion 
detection, fire detection, and security guards.       

       CISSP Ten Domains: Common Body of Knowledge:      
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 FIGURE 14.2          ISMM framework.      9       

    What is a Threat? 

   Threats to information systems come in many flavors, 
some with malicious intent, others with supernatural 
powers or unexpected surprises. Threats can be deliber-
ate acts of espionage, information extortion, or sabotage, 
as in many targeted attacks between foreign nations; 

however, more often than not it happens that the biggest 
threats can be forces of nature (hurricane, flood) or acts 
of human error or failure. It is easy to become consumed 
in attempting to anticipate and mitigate every threat, but 
this is simply not possible. Threat agents are threats only 
when they are provided the opportunity to take advan-
tage of a vulnerability, and ultimately there is no guar-
antee that the vulnerability will be exploited. Therefore, 
determining which threats are important can only be 
done in the context of your organization. The process by 
which a threat can actually cause damage to your infor-
mation assets is as follows: A threat agent  gives rise to  

   8    “ ISO 17799 security standards, ”  ISO Web site,  http://www.iso.org/
iso/support/faqs/faqs_widely_used_standards/widely_used_standards_
other/information_security.htm    
   9   Saad Saleh AlAboodi,  A New Approach for Assessing the Maturity 
of Information Security , CISSP   
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a threat that  exploits  a vulnerability and can  lead to  a 
security risk that  can damage  your assets and  cause  an 
exposure. This can be  counter-measured by  a safeguard 
that  directly affects  the threat agent.  Figure 14.4    shows 
the building blocks of the threat process.  

    Common Attacks 

   Threats are exploited with a variety of attacks, some tech-
nical, others not so much. Organizations that focus on 
the technical attacks and neglect items such as policies 
and procedures or employee training and awareness are 
setting information security up for failure. The mantra 
that the IT department or even the security department, 
by themselves, can secure an organization is as anti-
quated as black-and-white television. Most threats today 

are a mixed blend of automated information  gathering, 
social engineering, and combined exploits, giving the 
perpetrator endless vectors through which to gain access. 
Examples of attacks vary from a highly technical remote 
exploit over the Internet, social-engineering an adminis-
trative assistant to reset his password, or simply walking 
right through an unprotected door in the back of your 
building. All scenarios have the potential to be equally 
devastating to the integrity of the organization. Some 
of the most common attacks are briefly described in the 
sidebar,  “ Common Attacks. ”       10   
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 FIGURE 14.3          A content matrix for ISO 17799 and its scope of applicability.    

   10   Symantec Global Internet, Security Threat Report, Trends for July –
 December 07, Volume XII, Published April 2008  http://eval.symantec.
com/mktginfo/enterprise/white_papers/b-whitepaper_internet_secu-
rity_threat_report_xiii_04-2008.en-us.pdf    
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          ●       Malicious code (malware).  Malware is a broad cate-
gory; however, it is typically software designed to infil-
trate or damage a computer system without the owner’s 
informed consent. As shown in  Figure 14.5   , the most 
commonly identifiable types of malware are viruses, 
worms, backdoors, and Trojans. Particularly difficult to 
identify are root kits, which alter the kernel of the oper-
ating system.  

      ●       Social engineering . The art of manipulating people into 
performing actions or divulging confidential information. 
Similar to a confidence trick or simple fraud, the term 
typically applies to trickery to gain information or compu-
ter system access; in most cases, the attacker never comes 
face to face with the victim.  

      ●       Industrial espionage.  Industrial espionage describes activ-
ities such as theft of trade secrets, bribery,  blackmail, and 

        Common Attacks      
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 FIGURE 14.5          Infections by malicious code type, CSI/FBI report, 2008      11       

   11   Robert Richardson, “2008 CSI Computer Crime  &  Security 
Survey,” (The latest results from the longest-running project of its kind) 
 http://i.cmpnet.com/v2.gocsi.com/pdf/CSIsurvey2008.pdf    
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 FIGURE 14.7          Botnet activity, CSI/FBI report, 2008      13       

   12   Robert Richardson, “2008 CSI Computer Crime  &  Security Survey,” 
(The latest results from the longest-running project of its kind)  http://
i.cmpnet.com/v2.gocsi.com/pdf/CSIsurvey2008.pdf    

   13   Robert Richardson, “2008 CSI Computer Crime  &  Security Survey,” 
(The latest results from the longest-running project of its kind)  http://
i.cmpnet.com/v2.gocsi.com/pdf/CSIsurvey2008.pdf    

technological surveillance as well as spying on commer-
cial organizations and sometimes governments.  

      ●       Spam, phishing, and hoaxes.  Spamming and phish-
ing (see  Figure 14.6   ), although different, often go hand 
in hand. Spamming is the abuse of electronic messag-
ing systems to indiscriminately send unsolicited bulk 
messages, many of which contain hoaxes or other 
 undesirable contents such as links to phishing sites. 
Phishing is the criminally fraudulent process of attempt-
ing to acquire sensitive information such as usernames, 
passwords, and credit-card details by masquerading as a 
trustworthy entity in an electronic communication.  

      ●       Denial-of-service (DoS) and distributed denial-of-service 
(DDoS).  These are attempts to make a computer resource 

unavailable to its intended users. Although the means to 
carry out, motives for, and targets of a DoS attack may vary, 
it generally consists of the concerted, malevolent efforts of a 
person or persons to prevent an Internet site or service from 
functioning efficiently or at all, temporarily or indefinitely.  

      ●       Botnets . The term  botnet  (see  Figure 14.7   ) can be used 
to refer to any group of bots, or software robots, such as 
IRC bots, but this word is generally used to refer to a col-
lection of compromised computers (called zombies) run-
ning software, usually installed via worms, Trojan horses, 
or backdoors, under a common command-and-control 
infrastructure. The majority of these computers are run-
ning Microsoft Windows operating systems, but other 
operating systems can be affected.          
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 FIGURE 14.6          Unique brands phished by industry sectors, CSI/FBI report, 2008.      12       
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    Impact of Security Breaches 

   The impact of security breaches on most organizations 
can be devastating; however, it’s not just dollars and 
cents that are at stake. Aside from the financial burden 
of having to deal with a security incident, especially if 
it leads to litigation, other factors could severely dam-
age an organization’s ability to operate, or damage the 
reputation of an organization beyond recovery. Some 
of the preliminary key findings from the 2008 CSI/FBI 
Security Report      14    (see  Figure 14.8   ) include: 

      ●      Financial fraud cost organizations the most, with an 
average reported loss of close to $500,000.  

      ●      The second most expensive activity was dealing 
with bots within the network, reported to cost 
organizations an average of nearly $350,000.  

      ●      Virus incidents occurred most frequently, respond-
ents said — at almost half (49%) of respondent 
organizations.    

   Some things to consider: 

      ●      How much would it cost your organization if your 
ecommerce Web server farm went down for 12 hours?  

      ●      What if your mainframe database that houses your 
reservation system was not accessible for an entire 
afternoon?  

      ●      What if your Web site was defaced and rerouted all 
your customers to a site infected with malicious Java 
scripts?  

      ●      Would any of these scenarios significantly impact 
your organization’s bottom line?      
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 FIGURE 14.8          2008 CSI/FBI Security Survey results.      15       

   15   Robert Richardson, “2008 CSI Computer Crime  &  Security Survey,” 
(The latest results from the longest-running project of its kind)  http://
i.cmpnet.com/v2.gocsi.com/pdf/CSIsurvey2008.pdf    

   14   Robert Richardson, “2008 CSI Computer Crime  &  Security Survey,” 
(The latest results from the longest-running project of its kind)  http://
i.cmpnet.com/v2.gocsi.com/pdf/CSIsurvey2008.pdf    

    2 .      PROTECTING MISSION-CRITICAL 
SYSTEMS 

   The IT core of any organization is its mission-critical 
systems. These are systems without which the mission 
of the organization, whether building aircraft carriers 
for the U.S. military or packaging Twinkies to deliver to 
food markets, could not operate. The major components 
to protecting these systems are detailed throughout this 
chapter; however, with special emphasis on the big pic-
ture an information security manager must keep in mind, 
there are some key components that are crucial for the 
success and continuity of any organization. These are 
information assurance, information risk management, 
defense in depth, and contingency planning. 

    Information Assurance 

   Information assurance is achieved when information 
and information systems are protected against attacks 
through the application of security services such as 
availability, integrity, authentication, confidentiality, and 
nonrepudiation. The application of these services should 
be based on the protect, detect, and react paradigm. This 
means that in addition to incorporating protection mech-
anisms, organizations need to expect attacks and include 
attack detection tools and procedures that allow them to 
react to and recover from these unexpected attacks.      16     

    Information Risk Management 

   Risk is, in essence, the likelihood of something going 
wrong and damaging your organization or information 

   16   “Defense in Depth: A practical strategy for achieving Information 
Assurance in today’s highly networked environments,”   
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assets. Due to the ramifications of such risk, an organiza-
tion should try to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. 
This process is known as  information risk management . 
Risk to an organization and its information assets, simi-
lar to threats, comes in many different forms. Some of 
the most common risks and/or threats are: 

      ●       Physical damage.  Fire, water, vandalism, power loss 
and natural disasters.  

      ●       Human interaction.  Accidental or intentional action 
or inaction that can disrupt productivity.  

      ●       Equipment malfunctions.  Failure of systems and 
peripheral devices.  

      ●       Internal or external attacks.  Hacking, cracking, and 
attacking.  

      ●       Misuse of data . Sharing trade secrets; fraud, 
espionage, and theft.  

      ●       Loss of data.  Intentional or unintentional loss of 
information through destructive means.  

      ●       Application error.  Computation errors, input errors, 
and buffer overflows.    

   The idea of risk management is that threats of any 
kind must be identified, classified, and evaluated to cal-
culate their damage potential.      17    This is easier said than 
done. 

    Administrative, Technical, and Physical 
Controls 

   For example, administrative, technical, and physical con-
trols, are as follows: 

      ●      Administrative controls consist of organizational 
policies and guidelines that help minimize the expo-
sure of an organization. They provide a framework 
by which a business can manage and inform its 
people how they should conduct themselves while 
at the workplace and provide clear steps employees 
can take when they’re confronted with a potentially 
risky situation. Some examples of administrative 
controls include the corporate security policy, pass-
word policy, hiring policies, and disciplinary policies 
that form the basis for the selection and implementa-
tion of logical and physical controls. Administrative 
controls are of paramount importance because tech-
nical and physical controls are manifestations of the 
administrative control policies that are in place.  

      ●      Technical controls use software and hardware 
resources to control access to information and 

computing systems, to help mitigate the potential 
for errors and blatant security policy violations. 
Examples of technical controls include passwords, 
network- and host-based firewalls, network intrusion 
detection systems, and access control lists and data 
encryption. Associated with technical controls is the 
 Principle of Least Privilege , which requires that an 
individual, program, or system process is not granted 
any more access privileges than are necessary to 
perform the task.  

      ●      Physical controls monitor and protect the physical 
environment of the workplace and computing 
facilities. They also monitor and control access to 
and from such facilities. Separating the network and 
workplace into functional areas are also physical 
controls. An important physical control is also 
separation of duties, which ensures that an individual 
cannot complete a critical task by herself.     

    Risk Analysis 

   During risk analysis there are several units that can help 
measure risk. Before risk can be measured, though, 
the organization must identify the vulnerabilities and 
threats against its mission-critical systems in terms of 
business continuity. During risk analysis, an organiza-
tion tries to evaluate the cost for each security control 
that helps mitigate the risk. If the control is cost effec-
tive relative to the exposure of the organization, then the 
control is put in place. The measure of risk can be deter-
mined as a product of threat, vulnerability, and asset val-
ues — in other words: 

  Risk Asset Threat Vulnerability� � �       

   There are two primary types of risk analysis: quanti-
tative and qualitative.  Quantitative risk analysis  attempts 
to assign meaningful numbers to all elements of the risk 
analysis process. It is recommended for large, costly 
projects that require exact calculations. It is typically per-
formed to examine the viability of a project’s cost or time 
objectives. Quantitative risk analysis provides answers to 
three questions that cannot be addressed with determin-
istic risk and project management methodologies such as 
traditional cost estimating or project scheduling      18   : 

      ●      What’s the probability of meeting the project objec-
tive, given all known risks?  

   17   Shon Harris,  All in One CISSP Certifi cation Exam Guide 4th 
Edition , McGraw Hill Companies   

   18   Lionel Galway,  Quantitative Risk Analysis for Project Management, 
A Critical Review , WR-112-RC, February 2004,  http://www.rand.org/
pubs/working_papers/2004/RAND_WR112.pdf    
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      ●      How much could the overrun or delay be, and 
therefore how much contingency do we need for the 
organization’s desired level of certainty?  

      ●      Where in the project is the most risk, given the 
model of the project and the totality of all identified 
and quantified risks?    

    Qualitative risk analysis  does not assign numeri-
cal values but instead opts for general categorization 
by severity levels. Where little or no numerical data is 
available for a risk assessment, the qualitative approach 
is the most appropriate. The qualitative approach does 
not require heavy mathematics; instead, it thrives more 
on the people participating and their backgrounds. 
Qualitative analysis enables classification of risk that 
is determined by people’s wide experience and knowl-
edge captured within the process. Ultimately it is not an 
exact science, so the process will count on expert opin-
ions for its base assumptions. The assessment process 
uses a structured and documented approach and agreed 
likelihood and consequence evaluation tables. It is also 
quite common to calculate risk as a single loss expect-
ancy (SLE) or annual loss expectancy (ALE) by project 
or business function.   

    Defense in Depth 

   The principle of  defense in depth  is that layered security 
mechanisms increase security of a system as a whole. If 
an attack causes one security mechanism to fail, other 
mechanisms may still provide the necessary security to 
protect the system.      19    This is a process that involves peo-
ple, technology, and operations as key components to 
its success; however, those are only part of the picture. 
These organizational layers are difficult to translate into 
specific technological layers of defenses, and they leave 
out areas such as security monitoring and metrics.  Figure 
14.9    shows a mind map that organizes the major catego-
ries from both the organizational and technical aspects 
of defense in depth and takes into account people, poli-
cies, monitoring, and security metrics.  

    Contingency Planning 

   Contingency planning is necessary in several ways for 
an organization to be sure it can withstand some sort of 
security breach or disaster. Among the important steps 

required to make sure an organization is protected and 
able to respond to a security breach or disaster are busi-
ness impact analysis, incident response planning, disas-
ter recovery planning, and business continuity planning. 
These contingency plans are interrelated in several ways 
and need to stay that way so that a response team can 
change from one to the other seamlessly if there is a 
need.  Figure 14.10    shows the relationship between the 
four types of contingency plans with the major catego-
ries defined in each. 

   Business impact analysis must be performed in every 
organization to determine exactly which business pro-
cess is deemed mission-critical and which processes 
would not seriously hamper business operations should 
they be unavailable for some time. An important part of 
a business impact analysis is the recovery strategy that is 
usually defined at the end of the process. If a thorough 
business impact analysis is performed, there should be a 
clear picture of the priority of each organization’s high-
est-impact, therefore risky, business processes and assets 
as well as a clear strategy to recover from an interruption 
in one of these areas.      20    

  An Incident Response (IR) Plan

   It is a detailed set of processes and procedures that antic-
ipate, detect, and mitigate the impact of an unexpected 
event that might compromise information resources 
and assets. Incident response plans are composed of six 
major phases: 

    1.      Preparation.  Planning and readying in the event of a 
security incident.  

    2.      Identification.  To identify a set of events that have 
some negative impact on the business and can be 
considered a security incident.  

    3.      Containment.  During this phase the security incident 
has been identified and action is required to mitigate 
its potential damage.  

    4.      Eradication.  After it’s contained, the incident must 
be eradicated and studied to make sure it has been 
thoroughly removed from the system.  

    5.      Recovery.  Bringing the business and assets involved 
in the security incident back to normal operations.  

    6.      Lessons learned.  A thorough review of how the 
incident occurred and the actions taken to respond 
to it where the lessons learned get applied to future 
incidents    

   19   OWASP Defi nition of Defense in Depth  http://www.owasp.org/
index.php/Defense_in_depth    

   20   M. E. Whitman, H. J. Mattord,  Management of Information Security , 
Course Technology, 2nd Edition, March 27, 2007.   
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   When a threat becomes a valid attack, it is classified 
as an information security incident if      21   : 

      ●      It is directed against information assets  
      ●      It has a realistic chance of success  
      ●      It threatens the confidentiality, integrity, or 

availability of information assets    

    Business Continuity Planning (BCP) 

   It ensures that critical business functions can continue dur-
ing a disaster and is most properly managed by the CEO 
of the organization. The BCP is usually activated and 
executed concurrently with  disaster recovery planning  
(DRP) when needed and reestablishes critical functions at 
alternate sites (DRP focuses on reestablishment at the pri-
mary site). BCP relies on identification of critical business 
functions and the resources to support them using several 
continuity strategies, such as exclusive-use options like 

hot, warm, and cold sites or shared-use options like time-
share, service bureaus, or mutual agreements.      22    

    Disaster recovery planning  is the preparation for and 
recovery from a disaster. Whether natural or manmade, 
it is an incident that has become a disaster because the 
organization is unable to contain or control its impact, 
or the level of damage or destruction from the incident 
is so severe that the organization is unable to recover 
quickly. The key role of DRP is defining how to reestab-
lish operations at the site where the organization is usu-
ally located.      23    Key points in a properly designed DRP: 

      ●      Clear delegation of roles and responsibilities  
      ●      Execution of alert roster and notification of key 

personnel  
      ●      Clear establishment of priorities  
      ●      Documentation of the disaster  
      ●      Action steps to mitigate the impact  
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 FIGURE 14.10          The relationship between the four types of contingency plans.    

   21   M. E. Whitman, H. J. Mattord,  Management of Information Security , 
Course Technology, 2nd Edition, March 27, 2007.   

   22   M. E. Whitman, H. J. Mattord,  Management of Information Security , 
Course Technology, 2nd Edition, March 27, 2007.   
   23   M. E. Whitman, H. J. Mattord,  Management of Information Security , 
Course Technology, 2nd Edition, March 27, 2007.   
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      ●      Alternative implementations for various systems 
components  

      ●      DRP must be tested regularly       

    3.       INFORMATION SECURITY FROM 
THE GROUND UP 

   The core concepts of information security manage-
ment and protecting mission-critical systems have been 
explained. Now, how do you actually apply these con-
cepts to your organization from the ground up? You 
literally start at the ground (physical) level and work 
yourself up to the top (application) level. This model can 
be applied to many IT frameworks, ranging from net-
working models such as OSI or TCP/IP stacks to oper-
ating systems or other problems such as organizational 
information security and protecting mission-critical 
systems. 

   There are many areas of security, all of which are 
interrelated. You can have an extremely hardened system 
running your ecommerce Web site and database; how-
ever, if physical access to the system is obtained by the 
wrong person, a simple yanking of the right power plug 
can be game over. In other words, to think that any of 
the following components is not important to the over-
all security of your organization is to provide malicious 
attackers the only thing they need to be successful — that 
is, the path of least resistance. The next parts of this 
chapter each contain an overview of the technologies 

(see  Figure 14.11   ) and processes of which information 
security managers must be aware to successfully secure 
the assets of any organization: 

      ●      Physical security  
      ●      Data security  
      ●      Systems and network security  
      ●      Business communications security  
      ●      Wireless security  
      ●      Web and application security  
      ●      Security policies and procedures  
      ●      Security employee training and awareness    

    Physical Security 

   Physical security as defined earlier concerns itself with 
threats, risks, and countermeasures to protect facili-
ties, hardware, data, media and personnel. Main topics 
include restricted areas, authorization models, intrusion 
detection, fire detection, and security guards. Therefore 
physical safeguards must be put in place to protect the 
organization from damaging consequences. The security 
rule defines physical safeguards as  “ physical measures, 
policies, and procedures to protect a covered entity’s 
electronic information systems and related buildings 
and equipment, from natural and environmental hazards, 
and unauthorized intrusion. ”       24    A brief description of the 
baseline requirements to implement these safeguards at 
your facility follow. 
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 FIGURE 14.11          Security technologies used by organizations, CSI/FBI report, 2008.    

   24   45 C.F.R. § 164.310 Physical safeguards,  http://law.justia.
com/us/cfr/title45/45-1.0.1.3.70.3.33.5.html    
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    Facility Requirements 

   Entering and accessing information systems to any 
degree within any organization must be controlled. 
What’s more, it is necessary to understand what is 
allowed and what’s not; if those parameters are clearly 
defied, the battle is half won. Not every building is a 
high-security facility, so it ’ s understandable that some 
of the following items might not apply to your organiza-
tion; however, there should be a good, clear reason as to 
why they don’t. Sample questions to consider:      25    

      ●      Are policies and procedures developed and imple-
mented that address allowing authorized and limiting 
unauthorized physical access to electronic informa-
tion systems and the facility or facilities in which 
they are housed?  

      ●      Do the policies and procedures identify individuals 
(workforce members, business associates, 
contractors, etc.) with authorized access by title and/
or job function?  

      ●      Do the policies and procedures specify the methods 
used to control physical access, such as door locks, 
electronic access control systems, security officers, 
or video monitoring?    

   The facility access controls standard has four imple-
mentation specifications      26   : 

      ●       Contingency operations . Establish (and implement 
as needed) procedures that allow facility access in 
support of restoration of lost data under the disaster 
recovery plan and emergency mode operations plan 
in the event of an emergency.  

      ●       Facility security plan . Implement policies and 
procedures to safeguard the facility and the 
equipment therein from unauthorized physical 
access, tampering, and theft.  

      ●       Access control and validation procedures.  Implement 
procedures to control and validate a person’s access 
to facilities based on her role or function, including 
visitor control and control of access to software 
programs for testing and revision.  

      ●       Maintenance records . Implement policies and 
procedures to document repairs and modifications to 
the physical components of a facility that are related 
to security (for example, hardware, walls, doors, and 
locks).     

    Administrative, Technical, and Physical 
Controls 

   Understanding what it takes to secure a facility is the 
first step in the process of identifying exactly what type 
of administrative, technical, and physical controls will be 
necessary for your particular organization. Translating 
the needs for security into tangible examples, here are 
some of the controls that can be put in place to enhance 
security: 

      ●       Administrative controls . These include human 
resources exercises for simulated emergencies such 
as fire drills or power outages as well as security 
awareness training and security policies.  

      ●       Technical controls . These include physical intrusion 
detection systems and access control equipment such 
as biometrics.  

      ●       Physical controls . These include video cameras, 
guarded gates, man traps, and car traps.      

    Data Security 

   Data security is at the core of what needs to be protected 
in terms of information security and mission-critical sys-
tems. Ultimately it is the data that the organization needs 
to protect in many cases, and usually data is exactly 
what perpetrators are after, whether trade secrets, cus-
tomer information, or a database of Social Security num-
bers — the data is where it’s at! 

   To be able to properly classify and restrict data, the 
first thing to understand is how data is accessed. Data 
is accessed by a  subject , whether that is a person, pro-
cess, or another application, and what is accessed to 
retrieve the data is called an  object . Think of an object 
as a cookie jar with valuable information in it, and only 
select subjects have the permissions necessary to dip 
their hands into the cookie jar and retrieve the data or 
information that they are looking for. Both subjects and 
objects can be a number of things acting in a network, 
depending on what action they are taking at any given 
moment, as shown in  Figure 14.12   . 

    Data Classification 

   Various  data classification  models are available for dif-
ferent environments. Some security models focus on the 
confidentiality of the data (such as Bell-La Padula) and 
use different classifications. For example, the U.S. mili-
tary uses a model that goes from most confidential (Top 
Secret) to least confidential (Unclassified) to classify 
the data on any given system. On the other hand, most 

   25   45 C.F.R. § 164.310 Physical safeguards,  http://law.justia.
com/us/cfr/title45/45-1.0.1.3.70.3.33.5.html    
   26   45 C.F.R. § 164.310 Physical safeguards,  http://law.justia.
com/us/cfr/title45/45-1.0.1.3.70.3.33.5.html    
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corporate entities prefer a model whereby they classify 
data by business unit (HR, Marketing, R & D … ) or use 
terms such as Company Confidential to define items 
that should not be shared with the public. Other security 
models focus on the integrity of the data (for example, 
Bipa); yet others are expressed by mapping security pol-
icies to data classification (for example, Clark-Wilson). 
In every case there are areas that require special atten-
tion and clarification.  

    Access Control Models 

   Three main  access control models  are in use today: 
RBAC, DAC, and MAC. In Role-Based Access Control 
(RBAC), the job function of the individual determines the 
group he is assigned to and determines the level of access 
he can attain on certain data and systems. The level of 
access is usually defined by IT personnel in accordance 
with policies and procedures. In Discretionary Access 
Control (DAC), the end user or creator of the data object 
is allowed to define who can and who cannot access 
the data; this has become less popular in recent history. 
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) is more of a militant 
style of applying permissions, where permissions are the 
same across the board to all members of a certain level 
or class within the organization. 

   The following are data security  “ need to knows ” : 

      ●       Authentication versus authorization . It’s crucial to 
understand that simply because someone becomes 

authenticated does not mean that they are authorized 
to view certain data. There needs to be a means by 
which a person, after gaining access through authen-
tication, is limited in the actions they are author-
ized to perform on certain data (such as read-only 
permissions).  

      ●       Protecting data with cryptography  is important 
for the security of both the organization and its 
customers. Usually the most important item that 
an organization needs to protect, aside from trade 
secrets, is its customers ’  personal data. If there 
is a security breach and the data that is stolen 
or compromised was previously encrypted, the 
organization can feel more secure in that the 
collateral damage to their reputation and customer 
base will be minimized.  

      ●       Data leakage prevention and content management  
is an up-and-coming area of data security that has 
proven extremely useful in preventing sensitive 
information from leaving an organization. With this 
relatively new technology, a security administrator 
can define the types of documents, and further define 
the content within those documents, that cannot 
leave the organization and quarantine them for 
inspection before they hit the public Internet.  

      ●       Securing email systems  is one of the most important 
and overlooked areas of data security. With access 
to the mail server, an attacker can snoop through 
anyone’s email, even the company CEO’s! Password 
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 FIGURE 14.12          Subjects access objects.    
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files, company confidential documents, and contacts 
for all address books are only some of the things 
that a compromised mail server can reveal about 
an organization, not to mention root/administrator 
access to a system in the internal network.      

    Systems and Network Security 

   Systems and network security      27    is at the core of infor-
mation security. Though physical security is extremely 
important and a breach could render all your systems 
and network security safeguards useless, without hard-
ened systems and networks, anyone from the comfort of 
her own living room can take over your network, access 
your confidential information, and disrupt your opera-
tions at will. Data classification and security are also 
quite important, if for nothing else to be sure that only 
those who need to access certain data can and those who 
do not need access cannot; however, that usually works 
well for people who play by the rules. In many cases 
when an attacker gains access to a system, the first order 
of business is escalation of privileges. This means that 
the attacker gets in as a regular user and attempts to find 
ways to gain administrator or root privileges. 

   The following are brief descriptions of each of the 
components that make for a complete security infrastruc-
ture for all host systems and network connected assets. 

    Host-Based Security 

   The host system is the core of where data sits and is 
accessed, so it is therefore also the main target of many 
intruders. Regardless of the operating system platform 
that is selected to run certain applications and data-
bases, the principles of hardening systems are the same 
and apply to host systems as well as network devices, as 
we will see in the upcoming sections. Steps required to 
maintain host systems in as secure a state as possible are 
as follows: 

    1.      OS hardening.  Guidelines by which a base operat-
ing system goes through a series of checks to make 
sure no unnecessary exposures remain open and that 
security features are enabled where possible. There 
is a series of organizations that publish OS hardening 
Guides for various platforms of operating systems.  

    2.      Removing unnecessary services.  In any operating 
system there are usually services that are enabled 

but have no real business need. It is necessary to 
go through all the services of your main corporate 
image, on both the server side and client side, to 
determine which services are required and which 
would create a potential vulnerability if left enabled.  

    3.      Patch management.  All vendors release updates for 
known vulnerabilities on some kind of schedule. 
Part of host-based security is making sure that all 
required vendor patches, at both the operating system 
and the application level, are applied as quickly as 
business operations allow on some kind of regular 
schedule. There should also be an emergency patch 
procedure in case there is an outbreak and updates 
need to be pushed out of sequence.  

    4.      Antivirus.  Possibly more important than patches are 
antivirus definitions, specifically on desktop and 
mobile systems. Corporate antivirus software should 
be installed and updated frequently on all systems in 
the organization.  

    5.      Intrusion detection systems (IDSs).  Although many 
seem to think IDSs are a network security function, 
there are many good host-based IDS applications, 
both commercial and open source, that can signifi-
cantly increase security and act as an early warning 
system for possibly malicious traffic and/or files for 
which the AV does not have a definition.  

    6.      Firewalls.  Host-based firewalls are not as popular 
as they once were because many big vendors such 
as Symantec, McAfee, and Checkpoint have moved 
to a host-based client application that houses all 
security functions in one. There is also another 
trend in the industry to move toward application-
specific host-based firewalls like those specifically 
designed to run on a Web or database server, for 
example.  

    7.      Data encryption software.  One item often overlooked 
is encryption of data while it is at rest. Many solu-
tions have recently come onto the market that offer 
the ability to encrypt sensitive data such as credit 
card and Social Security numbers that sit on your file 
server or inside the database server. This is a huge 
protection in the case of information theft or data 
leakage.  

    8.      Backup and restore capabilities.  Without the abil-
ity to back up and restore both servers and clients in 
a timely fashion, an issue that could be resolved in 
short order can quickly turn into a disaster. Backup 
procedures should be in place and restored on a regu-
lar basis to verify their integrity.  

    9.      System event logging.  Event logs are significant 
when you’re attempting to investigate the root cause 

   27    “ GSEC, GIAC Security Essentials Outline, ”  SANS Institute,  https://
www.sans.org/training/description.php?tid=672    
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of an issue or incident. In many cases, logging is not 
turned on by default and needs to be enabled after 
the core installation of the host operating system. 
The OS hardening guidelines for your organization 
should require that logging be enabled.     

    Network-Based Security 

   The network is the communication highway for eve-
rything that happens between all the host systems. All 
data at one point or another passes over the wire and 
is potentially vulnerable to snooping or spying by the 
wrong person. The controls implemented on the network 
are similar in nature to those that can be applied to host 
systems; however, network-based security can be more 
easily classified into two main categories: detection and 
prevention. We will discuss security monitoring tools in 
another section; for now the main functions of network-
based security are to either detect a potential incident 
based on a set of events or prevent a known attack. 

   Most network-based security devices can perform 
detect or protect functions in one of two ways: signa-
ture-based or anomaly-based. Signature-based detection 
or prevention is similar to AV signatures that look for 
known traits of a particular attack or malware. Anomaly-
based systems can make decisions based on what is 
expected to be  “ normal ”  on the network or per a cer-
tain set of standards (for example, RFC), usually after a 
period of being installed in what is called  “ learning ”  or 
 “ monitor ”  mode. 

    Intrusion Detection 

   Intrusion detection is the process of monitoring the events 
occurring in a computer system or network and analyzing 
them for signs of possible incidents that are violations or 
imminent threats of violation of computer security poli-
cies, acceptable-use policies, or standard security prac-
tices. Incidents have many causes, such as malware (e.g., 
worms, spyware), attackers gaining unauthorized access 
to systems from the Internet, and authorized system users 
who misuse their privileges or attempt to gain additional 
privileges for which they are not authorized.      28    The most 
common detection technologies and their security func-
tions on the network are as follows: 

      ●       Packet sniffing and recording tools.  These tools are 
used quite often by networking teams to troubleshoot 

connectivity issues; however, they can be a security 
professional’s best friend during investigations and 
root-cause analysis. When properly deployed and main-
tained, a packet capture device on the network allows 
security professionals to reconstruct data and reverse-
engineer malware in a way that is simply not possible 
without a full packet capture of the communications.  

      ●       Intrusion detection systems.  In these systems, 
appliances or servers monitor network traffic and run 
it through a rules engine to determine whether it is 
malicious according to its signature set. If the traffic 
is deemed malicious, an alert will fire and notify the 
monitoring system.  

      ●       Anomaly detection systems.  Aside from the 
actual packet data traveling on the wire, there 
are also traffic trends that can be monitored on 
the switches and routers to determine whether 
unauthorized or anomalous activity is occurring. 
With Net-flow and S-flow data that can be sent 
to an appliance or server, aggregated traffic on 
the network can be analyzed and can alert a 
monitoring system if there is a problem. Anomaly 
detection systems are extremely useful when there 
is an attack for which the IDS does not have a 
signature or if there is some activity occurring that 
is suspicious.     

    Intrusion Prevention 

   Intrusion prevention is a system that allows for the active 
blocking of attacks while they are inline on the network, 
before they even get to the target host. There are many 
ways to prevent attacks or unwanted traffic from coming 
into your network, the most common of which is known 
as a firewall. Although a firewall is mentioned quite com-
monly and a lot of people know what a firewall is, there are 
several different types of controls that can be put in place in 
addition to a firewall that can seriously help protect the net-
work. Here are the most common prevention technologies: 

      ●       Firewalls.  The purpose of a firewall is to enforce an 
organization’s security policy at the border of two 
networks. Typically most firewalls are deployed 
at the edge between the internal network and the 
Internet (if there is such a thing) and are configured 
to block (prevent) any traffic from going in or out 
that is not allowed by the corporate security policy. 
There are quite a few different levels of protection a 
firewall can provide, depending on the type of fire-
wall that is deployed, such as these: 

      ●       Packet filtering . The most basic type of firewalls per-
form what is called  stateful packet filtering , which 

   28   Karen Scarfone and Peter Mell, NIST Special Publication 800-94: 
“Guide to Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems (IDPS),” Recom-
mendations of the National Institute of Standards and Technology, 
 http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-94/SP800-94.pdf    
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means that they can remember which side initiated 
the connection, and rules (called access control lists, 
or ACLs) can be created based not only on IPs and 
ports but also depending on the state of the connec-
tion (meaning whether the traffic is going into or out 
of the network).  

      ●       Proxies.  The main difference between proxies and 
stateful packet-filtering firewalls is that proxies have 
the ability to terminate and reestablish connections 
between two end hosts, acting as a proxy for all 
communications and adding a layer of security and 
functionality to the regular firewalls.  

      ●       Application layer firewalls.  The app firewalls have 
become increasingly popular; they are designed 
to protect certain types of applications (Web or 
database) and can be configured to perform a level 
of blocking that is much more intuitive and granular, 
based not only on network information but also 
application-specific variables so that administrators 
can be much more precise in what they are blocking. 
In addition, app firewalls can typically be loaded 
with server-side SSL certificates, allowing the 
appliance to decrypt encrypted traffic, a huge benefit 
to a typical proxy or stateful firewall.     

      ●       Intrusion prevention systems.  An intrusion 
prevention system (IPS) is software that has all the 
capabilities of an intrusion detection system and can 
also attempt to stop possible incidents using a set of 
conditions based on signatures or anomalies.       

    Business Communications Security 

   Businesses today tend to communicate with many other 
business entities, not only over the Internet but also 
through private networks or guest access connections 
directly to the organization’s network, whether wired 
or wireless. Business partners and contractors conduct-
ing business communications obviously tend to need a 
higher level of access than public users but not as exten-
sive as permanent employees, so how does an organiza-
tion handle this phenomenon? External parties working 
on internal projects are also classed as business partners. 
Some general rules for users to maintain security control 
of external entities are shown in  Figure 14.13   . 

    General Rules for Self-Protection 

   The general rules for self-protection are as follows: 

      ●      Access to a user’s own IT system must be protected 
in such a way that system settings (e.g., in the BIOS) 
can only be changed subject to authentication.  

      ●      System start must always be protected by requiring 
appropriate authentication (e.g., requesting the 
boot password). Exceptions to this rule can 
apply if: 

      ●      Automatic update procedures require this, and the 
system start can only take place from the built-in 
hard disk.  

      ●      The system is equipped for use by a number of 
persons with their individual user profiles, and 
system start can only take place from the built-in 
hard disk.     

      ●      Unauthorized access to in-house resources including 
data areas (shares, folders, mailboxes, calendar, 
etc.) must be prevented in line with their need for 
protection. In addition, the necessary authorizations 
for approved data access must be defined.  

      ●      Users are not permitted to operate resources without 
first defining any authorizations (such as no global 
sharing). This rule must be observed particularly by 
those users who are system managers of their own 
resources.  

      ●      Users of an IT system must lock the access links they 
have opened (for example, by enabling a screensaver 
or removing the chip card from the card reader), 
even during short periods of absence from their 
workstations.  

      ●      When work is over, all open access links must be 
properly closed or protected against system/data 
access (such as if extensive compilation runs need to 
take place during the night).  

      ●      Deputizing rules for access to the user’s own system 
or data resources must be made in agreement with 
the manager and the acting employee.     
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 FIGURE 14.13          The business communications cloud.    
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    Handling Protection Resources 

   The handling of protection resources are as follows: 

      ●      Employees must ensure that their protection 
resources cannot be subject to snooping while data 
required for authentication is being entered (e.g., 
password entry during login).  

      ●      Employees must store all protection resources and 
records in such a way that they cannot be subjected 
to snooping or stolen.  

      ●      Personal protection resources must never be made 
available to third parties.  

      ●      In the case of chip cards, SecurID tokens, or other 
protection resources requiring a PIN, the associated 
PIN (PIN letter) must be stored separately.  

      ●      Loss, theft, or disclosure of protection resources is to 
be reported immediately.  

      ●      Protection resources subject to loss, theft, or 
snooping must be disabled immediately.     

    Rules for Mobile IT Systems 

   In addition to the general rules for users, the following 
rules may also apply for mobile IT systems: 

      ●      Extended self-protection.  
      ●      A mobile IT system must be safeguarded against 

theft (that is, secured with a cable lock, locked away 
in a cupboard).  

      ●      The data from a mobile IT system using corporate 
proprietary information must be safeguarded as 
appropriate (e.g., encryption). In this connection, 
CERT rules in particular are to be observed.  

      ●      The software provided by the organization for 
system access control may only be used on the 
organization’s own mobile IT systems.     

    Operation on Open Networks 

   Rules for operation on open networks are as follows: 

      ●      The mobile IT system must be operated in open net-
work environments using a personal firewall.  

      ●      The configuration of the personal firewall must be in 
accordance with the corporate policy or, in the case 
of other personal firewall systems, must be subject to 
restrictive settings.  

      ●      A mobile IT system must be operated in an 
unprotected open network only for the duration of a 
secure access link to the organization’s own network. 
The connection establishment for the secure access 
link must be performed as soon as possible, at least 
within five minutes.  

      ●      Simultaneous operation on open networks (protected 
or unprotected) and the organization’s own networks 
is forbidden at all times.  

      ●      Remote access to company internal resources 
must always be protected by means of strong 
authentication.  

      ●      For the protection of data being transferred via a 
remote access link, strong encryption must always be 
used.     

    Additional Business Communications 
Guidelines 

   Additional business communications guidelines should 
be defined for the following: 

      ●      External IT systems may not be connected directly 
to the intranet. Transmission of corporate proprietary 
data to external systems should be avoided wherever 
possible, and copies of confidential or strictly con-
fidential data must never be created on external IT 
systems.  

      ●      Unauthorized access to public data areas (shares, 
folders, mailboxes, calendars, etc.) is to be 
prevented. The appropriate authentication checks and 
authorization requirements must be defined and the 
operation of resources without such requirements is 
not permitted (e.g., no global sharing).  

      ●      Remote data access operations must be effected 
using strong authentication and encryption, and 
managers must obtain permission from the owner of 
the resources to access.  

      ●      For secure remote maintenance by business partners, 
initialization of the remote maintenance must 
take place from an internal system, such as via an 
Internet connection protected by strong encryption. 
An employee must be present at the system 
concerned during the entire remote maintenance 
session to monitor the remote maintenance in 
accordance with the policy, and the date, nature, and 
extent of the remote maintenance must be logged at 
a minimum.      

    Wireless Security 

   Wireless networking enables devices with wireless 
capabilities to use information resources without being 
physically connected to a network. A wireless local 
area network (WLAN) is a group of wireless network-
ing nodes within a limited geographic area that is capa-
ble of radio communications. WLANs are typically 
used by devices within a fairly limited range, such as 
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an office building or building campus, and are usually 
implemented as extensions to existing wired local area 
networks to provide enhanced user mobility. Since the 
beginning of wireless networking, many standards and 
technologies have been developed for WLANs. One 
of the most active standards organizations that address 
wireless networking is the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), as outlined in  Figure 
14.14   .      29    Like other wireless technologies, WLANs typi-
cally need to support several security objectives. This 
is intended to be accomplished through a combination 
of security features built into the wireless networking 
standard. 

   The most common security objectives for WLANs 
are as follows: 

      ●       Access control . Restrict the rights of devices or indi-
viduals to access a network or resources within a 
network.  

      ●       Confidentiality . Ensure that communication cannot 
be read by unauthorized parties.  

      ●       Integrity . Detect any intentional or unintentional 
changes to data that occur in transit.  

      ●       Availability . Ensure that devices and individuals can 
access a network and its resources whenever needed.    

    Access Control 

   Typically there are two means by which to validate the 
identities of wireless devices attempting to connect to 

a WLAN: open-system authentication and shared-key 
authentication. Neither of these alternatives is secure. 
The security provided by the default connection means 
is unacceptable; all it takes for a host to connect to 
your system is a Service Set Identifier (SSID) for the 
AP (which is a name that is broadcast in the clear) 
and, optionally, a MAC Address. The SSID was never 
intended to be used as an access control feature. 

   A MAC address is a unique 48-bit value that is perma-
nently assigned to a particular wireless network interface. 
Many implementations of IEEE 802.11 allow administra-
tors to specify a list of authorized MAC addresses; the 
AP will permit devices with those MAC addresses only 
to use the WLAN. This is known as  MAC address filter-
ing . However, since the MAC address is not encrypted, it 
is simple to intercept traffic and identify MAC addresses 
that are allowed past the MAC filter. Unfortunately, 
almost all WLAN adapters allow applications to set the 
MAC address, so it is relatively trivial to spoof a MAC 
address, meaning that attackers can easily gain unauthor-
ized access. Additionally, the AP is not authenticated to 
the host by open-system authentication. Therefore, the 
host has to trust that it is communicating to the real AP 
and not an impostor AP that is using the same SSID. 
Therefore, open system authentication does not provide 
reasonable assurance of any identities and can easily be 
misused to gain unauthorized access to a WLAN or to 
trick users into connecting to a malicious WLAN.       31     

    Confidentiality 

   The WEP protocol attempts some form of confidential-
ity by using the RC4 stream cipher algorithm to encrypt 
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 FIGURE 14.14          IEEE Common Wireless Standards: NIST SP800-97.      30       

   30   Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens, Karen Scarfone, 
NIST Special Publication 800-97: “Establishing Wireless Robust 
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i,” Recommendations of 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.
gov/publications/nistpubs/800-97/SP800-97.pdf    

   29   Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens, Karen Scarfone, 
NIST Special Publication 800-97: “Establishing Wireless Robust 
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i,” Recommendations of 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.
gov/publications/nistpubs/800-97/SP800-97.pdf    

   31   Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens, Karen Scarfone, 
NIST Special Publication 800-97: “Establishing Wireless Robust 
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i,” Recommendations of 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.
gov/publications/nistpubs/800-97/SP800-97.pdf    
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wireless communications. The standard for WEP speci-
fies support for a 40-bit WEP key only; however, many 
vendors offer nonstandard extensions to WEP that sup-
port key lengths of up to 128 or even 256 bits. WEP also 
uses a 24-bit value known as an  initialization vector  (IV) 
as a seed value for initializing the cryptographic key-
stream. Ideally, larger key sizes translate to stronger pro-
tection, but the cryptographic technique used by WEP 
has known flaws that are not mitigated by longer keys. 
WEP is not the secure alternative you’re looking for. 

   A possible threat against confidentiality is network 
traffic analysis. Eavesdroppers might be able to gain 
information by monitoring and noting which parties 
communicate at particular times. Also, analyzing traf-
fic patterns can aid in determining the content of com-
munications; for example, short bursts of activity might 
be caused by terminal emulation or instant messaging, 
whereas steady streams of activity might be generated by 
videoconferencing. More sophisticated analysis might 
be able to determine the operating systems in use based 
on the length of certain frames. Other than encrypting 
communications, IEEE 802.11, like most other network 
protocols, does not offer any features that might thwart 
network traffic analysis, such as adding random lengths 
of padding to messages or sending additional messages 
with randomly generated data.      32     

    Integrity 

   Data integrity checking for messages transmitted between 
hosts and APs exists and is designed to reject any mes-
sages that have been changed in transit, such as by a man-
in-the-middle attack. WEP data integrity is based on a 
simple encrypted checksum — a 32-bit cyclic redundancy 
check (CRC-32) computed on each payload prior to trans-
mission. The payload and checksum are encrypted using 
the RC4 keystream, and then transmitted. The receiver 
decrypts them, recomputes the checksum on the received 
payload, and compares it with the transmitted checksum. 
If the checksums are not the same, the transmitted data 
frame has been altered in transit, and the frame is dis-
carded. Unfortunately, CRC-32 is subject to bit-flipping 
attacks, which means that an attacker knows which CRC-
32 bits will change when message bits are altered. WEP 
attempts to counter this problem by encrypting the CRC-
32 to produce an integrity check value (ICV). WEP’s 

creators believed that an enciphered CRC-32 would be 
less subject to tampering. However, they did not real-
ize that a property of stream ciphers such as WEP’s 
RC4 is that bit flipping survives the encryption pro-
cess — the same bits flip whether or not encryption is 
used. Therefore, the WEP ICV offers no additional pro-
tection against bit flipping.      33     

    Availability 

   Individuals who do not have physical access to the 
WLAN infrastructure can cause a denial of service for 
the WLAN. One threat is known as jamming, which 
involves a device that emits electromagnetic energy on 
the WLAN’s frequencies. The energy makes the frequen-
cies unusable by the WLAN, causing a denial of service. 
Jamming can be performed intentionally by an attacker 
or unintentionally by a non-WLAN device transmitting 
on the same frequency. Another threat against avail-
ability is flooding, which involves an attacker sending 
large numbers of messages to an AP at such a high rate 
that the AP cannot process them, or other STAs can-
not access the channel, causing a partial or total denial 
of service. These threats are difficult to counter in any 
radio-based communications; thus, the IEEE 802.11 
standard does not provide any defense against jamming 
or flooding. Also, as described in Section 3.2.1, attack-
ers can establish rogue APs; if STAs mistakenly attach 
to a rogue AP instead of a legitimate one, this could 
make the legitimate WLAN effectively unavailable to 
users. Although 802.11i protects data frames, it does not 
offer protection to control or management frames. An 
attacker can exploit the fact that management frames are 
not authenticated to deauthenticate a client or to disas-
sociate a client from the network.      34     

    Enhancing Security Controls 

   The IEEE 802.11i amendment allows for enhanced secu-
rity features beyond WEP and the simple IEEE 802.11 
shared-key challenge-response authentication. The amend-
ment introduces the concepts of Robust Security Networks 

   33   Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens Karen, Scarfone, 
NIST Special Publication 800-97: “Establishing Wireless Robust 
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i,” Recommendations of 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.
gov/publications/nistpubs/800-97/SP800-97.pdf    
   34   Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens Karen, Scarfone, 
NIST Special Publication 800-97: “Establishing Wireless Robust 
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i,” Recommendations of 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.
gov/publications/nistpubs/800-97/SP800-97.pdf    

   32   Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens, Karen Scarfone, 
NIST Special Publication 800-97: “Establishing Wireless Robust 
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i,” Recommendations of 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.
gov/publications/nistpubs/800-97/SP800-97.pdf    
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(RSNs) (see  Figure 14.15   ) and Robust Security Network 
Associations (RSNAs). There are two RSN data confiden-
tiality and integrity protocols defined in IEEE 802.11i —
 Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) and Counter Mode 
with Cipher-Block Chaining Message Authentication Code 
Protocol (CCMP). 

   At a high level, RSN includes IEEE 802.1x port-
based access control, key management techniques, and 
the TKIP and CCMP data confidentiality and integrity 
protocols. These protocols allow for the creation of sev-
eral diverse types of security networks because of the 
numerous configuration options. RSN security is at the 
link level only, providing protection for traffic between 
a wireless host and its associated AP or between one 
wireless host and another. It does not provide end-to-end 
application-level security, such as between a host and an 
email or Web server, because communication between 
these entities requires more than just one link. For infra-
structure mode, additional measures need to be taken to 
provide end-to-end security. 

   The IEEE 802.11i amendment defines an RSN as 
a wireless network that allows the creation of RSN 
Associations (RSNAs) only. An RSNA is a security 
relationship established by the IEEE 802.11i 4-Way 
Handshake. The 4-Way Handshake validates that the 
parties to the protocol instance possess a pairwise mas-
ter key (PMK), synchronize the installation of  temporal 

keys, and confirm the selection of cipher suites. The 
PMK is the cornerstone of a number of security fea-
tures absent from WEP. Complete robust security is 
considered possible only when all devices in the net-
work use RSNAs. In practice, some networks have a 
mix of RSNAs and non-RSNA connections. A network 
that allows the creation of both pre-RSN associations 
(pre-RSNA) and RSNAs is referred to as a Transition 
Security Network (TSN). A TSN is intended to be an 
interim means to provide connectivity while an organiza-
tion migrates to networks based exclusively on RSNAs. 
RSNAs enable the following security features for IEEE 
802.11 WLANs: 

      ●      Enhanced user authentication mechanisms  
      ●      Cryptographic key management  
      ●      Data confidentiality  
      ●      Data origin authentication and integrity  
      ●      Replay protection    

   An RSNA relies on IEEE 802.1x to provide an 
authentication framework. To achieve the robust security 
of RSNAs, the designers of the IEEE 802.11i amend-
ment used numerous mature cryptographic algorithms 
and techniques. These algorithms can be categorized as 
being used for confidentiality, integrity (and data origin 
authentication), or key generation. All the algorithms 
specifically referenced in the IEEE 802.11 standard (see 
 Figure 14.16   ) are symmetric algorithms, which use the 
same key for two different steps of the algorithm, such 
as encryption and decryption. 

   TKIP is a cipher suite for enhancing WEP on pre-
RSN hardware without causing significant performance 
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 FIGURE 14.15          High-level taxonomy of the major pre-RSN and RSN security mechanisms.      35       

   35   Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens Karen, Scarfone, 
NIST Special Publication 800-97: “Establishing Wireless Robust 
Security Networks: A Guide to IEEE 802.11i,” Recommendations of 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.
gov/publications/nistpubs/800-97/SP800-97.pdf    
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degradation. TKIP works within the processing con-
straints of first-generation hosts and APs and therefore 
enables increased security without requiring hardware 
replacement. TKIP provides the following fundamental 
security features for IEEE 802.11 WLANs: 

      ●      Confidentiality protection using the RC4 
algorithm 38   

      ●      Integrity protection against several types of attacks 39  
using the Michael message digest algorithm (through 
generation of a message integrity code [MIC]) 40   

      ●      Replay prevention through a frame-sequencing 
technique  

      ●      Use of a new encryption key for each frame to 
prevent attacks, such as the Fluhrer-Mantin-Shamir 
(FMS) attack, which can compromise WEP-based 
WLANs 41   

      ●      Implementation of countermeasures whenever the 
STA or AP encounters a frame with a MIC error, 
which is a strong indication of an active attack      

    Web and Application Security 

   Web and application security has come to center stage 
recently because Web sites and other public-facing 
applications have had so many vulnerabilities reported 
that it is often trivial to find some part of the application 
that is vulnerable to one of the many exploits out there. 
When an attacker compromises a system at the applica-
tion level, often it is too trivial to take  advantage of all 

the capabilities said application has to offer, including 
querying the back-end database or accessing propri-
etary information. In the past it was not necessary to 
implement security during the development phase of an 
application, and since most security professionals are 
not programmers, that worked out just fine; however, 
due to factors such as rushing software releases and a 
certain level of complacency where end users expect 
buggy software and apply patches, the trend of inserting 
security earlier in the development process is catching 
steam. 

    Web Security 

   Web security is unique to every environment; any appli-
cation and service that the organization wants to deliver 
to the customer will have its own way of perform-
ing transactions. Static Web sites with little content or 
searchable areas of course pose the least risk, but they 
also offer the least functionality. Who wants a Web site 
they can’t sell anything from? Implementing some-
thing like a shopping cart or content delivery on your 
site opens up new, unexpected aspects of Web security. 
Among the things that need to be considered are whether 
it is worth developing the application in-house or buy-
ing one off the shelf and rely on someone else for the 
maintenance ad patching. With some of these thoughts 
in mind, here are some of the biggest threats associated 
with having a public-facing Web site: 

      ●      Vandalism  
      ●      Financial fraud  
      ●      Privileged access  
      ●      Theft of transaction information  
      ●      Theft of intellectual property  
      ●      Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks  
      ●      Input validation errors 
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 FIGURE 14.16          Taxonomy of the cryptographic algorithms included in the IEEE 802.11 standard.      36       

   36    Sheila Frankel, Bernard Eydt, Les Owens, Karen Scarfone, 
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      ●      Path or directory traversal  
      ●      Unicode encoding  
      ●      URL encoding       

   Some Web application defenses that can be imple-
mented have already been discussed; they include: 

      ●      Web application firewalls  
      ●      Intrusion prevention systems  
      ●      SYN proxies on the firewall     

    Application Security 

   An integrated approach to application security (see 
 Figure 14.17   ) in the organization is required for success-
ful deployment and secure maintenance of all applica-
tions. A corporate initiative to define, promote, assure, 
and measure the security of critical business applications 
would greatly enhance an organization’s overall secu-
rity. Some of the biggest obstacles, as mentioned in the 
previous section, are that security professionals are not 
typically developers, so this means that often application 
security is left to IT or R & D personnel, which can lead 
to gaping holes. Components of an application security 
program consist of      37   : 

      ●       People.  Security architects, managers, technical 
leads, developers and testers.  

      ●       Policy . Integrate security steps into your SDLC 
and ADLC; have security baked in, not bolted on. 
Find security issues early so that they are easier 
and cheaper to fix. Measure compliance; are the 
processes working? Inventory and categorize your 
applications.  

      ●       Standards . Which controls are necessary, and when 
and why? Use standard methods to implement each 
control. Provide references on how to implement and 
define requirements.  

      ●       Assessments.  Security architecture/design reviews, 
security code reviews, application vulnerability tests, 
risk acceptance review, external penetration test of 
production applications, white-box philosophy. Look 
inside the application, and use all the advantages 
you have such as past reviews, design documents, 
code, logs, interviews, and so on. Attackers have 
advantages over you; don’t tie your hands.  

      ●       Training.  Take awareness and training seriously. All 
developers should be performing their own input 
validation in their code and need to be made aware 
of the security risks involved in sending unsecure 
code into production.      

    Security Policies and Procedures 

   A quality information security program begins and 
ends with the correct information security policy (see 
 Figure 14.18   ). Policies are the least expensive means 
of control and often the most difficult to implement. 
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 FIGURE 14.17          Symantec Web application vulnerabilities by share.    
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An information security policy is a plan that influences 
and determines the actions taken by employees who are 
presented with a policy decision regarding information 
systems. Other components related to a security policy 
are practices, procedures, and guidelines, which attempt 
to explain in more detail the actions that are to be taken 
by employees in any given situation. For policies to be 
effective, they must be properly disseminated, read, 
understood, and agreed to by all employees as well as 
backed by upper management. Without upper manage-
ment support, a security policy is bound to fail. Most 
information security policies should contain at least: 

      ●      An overview of the corporate philosophy on security  
      ●      Information about roles and responsibilities for 

security shared by all members of the organization  
      ●      Statement of purpose  
      ●      Information technology elements needed to define 

certain controls or decisions  
      ●      The organization’s security responsibilities defining 

the security organization structure  
      ●      References to IT standards and guidelines, such as 

Government Policies and Guidelines, FISMA,  http://
iase.disa.mil/policy-guidance/index.html#FISMA  
and NIST Special Publications (800 Series), and 
 http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/PubsSPs.html .    

   Some basic rules must be followed when you’re 
shaping a policy: 

      ●      Never conflict with the local or federal law.  
      ●      Your policy should be able to stand up in court.  
      ●      It must be properly supported and administered by 

management.  
      ●      It should contribute to the success of the 

organization.  

      ●      It should involve end users of information systems 
from the beginning.     

    Security Employee Training and Awareness 

   The Security Employee Training and Awareness (SETA) 
program is a critical component of the information secu-
rity program. It is the vehicle for disseminating security 
information that the workforce, including managers, 
need to do their jobs. In terms of the total security solu-
tion, the importance of the workforce in achieving infor-
mation security goals and the importance of training as 
a countermeasure cannot be overstated. Establishing 
and maintaining a robust and relevant information 
security awareness and training program as part of the 
overall information security program is the primary con-
duit for providing employees with the information and 
tools needed to protect an agency’s vital information 
resources. These programs will ensure that personnel at 
all levels of the organization understand their informa-
tion security responsibilities to properly use and pro-
tect the information and resources entrusted to them. 
Agencies that continually train their workforces in 
organizational security policy and role-based security 
responsibilities will have a higher rate of success in pro-
tecting information.      38    

   As cited in audit reports, periodicals, and conference 
presentations, people are arguably the weakest element 
in the security formula that is used to secure systems and 
networks. The people factor, not technology, is a critical 
one that is often overlooked in the security equation. It 
is for this reason that the Federal Information Security 
Management Act (FISMA) and the Office of Personnel 
Management (OPM) have mandated that more and bet-
ter attention must be devoted to awareness activities 
and role-based training, since they are the only security 
controls that can minimize the inherent risk that results 
from the people who use, manage, operate, and maintain 
information systems and networks. Robust and enter-
prisewide awareness and training programs are needed 
to address this growing concern.      39    

   38   Pauline Bowen, Joan Hash and Mark Wilson, NIST Special 
Publication 800-100: Information Security Handbook: A Guide for 
Managers. Recommendations of the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology,  http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-100/SP800-
100-Mar07-2007.pdf    
   39   Pauline Bowen, Joan Hash and Mark Wilson, NIST Special 
Publication 800-100: Information Security Handbook: A Guide for 
Managers. Recommendations of the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology,  http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-100/SP800-
100-Mar07-2007.pdf    
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 FIGURE 14.18          Information security policy within your organization, 
CSI/FBI report, 2008.    
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    The Ten Commandments of SETA 

   The Ten Commandments of SETA consist of the following: 

       1.     Information security is a people, rather than a tech-
nical, issue.  

       2.     If you want them to understand, speak their 
language.  

       3.     If they cannot see it, they will not learn it.  
       4.     Make your point so that you can identify it and so 

can they.  
       5.     Never lose your sense of humor.  
       6.     Make your point, support it, and conclude it.  
       7.     Always let the recipients know how the behavior 

that you request will affect them.  
       8.     Ride the tame horses.  
       9.     Formalize your training methodology.  
    10.     Always be timely, even if it means slipping sched-

ules to include urgent information.    

   Depending on the level of targeted groups within 
the organization, the goal is first awareness, then train-
ing, and eventually the education of all users as to what 
is acceptable security.  Figure 14.19    shows a matrix of 
teaching methods and measures that can be implemented 
at each level. 

   Targeting the right people and providing the right 
information are crucial when you’re developing a secu-
rity awareness program. Therefore, some of the items 
that must be kept in mind are focusing on people, not so 
much on technologies; refraining from using technical 
jargon; and using every available venue, such as news-
letters or memos, online demonstrations, and in-person 

classroom sessions. By not overloading users and helping 
them understand their roles in information security, you 
can establish a program that is effective, identifies target 
audiences, and defines program scope, goals, and objec-
tives.  Figure 14.20    presents a snapshot according to the 
2008 CSI/FBI Report, showing where the SETA program 
stands in 460 different U.S. organizations.    

    4.       SECURITY MONITORING AND 
EFFECTIVENESS 

   Security monitoring and effectiveness are the next evolu-
tions to a constant presence of security-aware personnel 
who actively monitor and research events in real time. 
A substantial number of suspicious events occur within 
most enterprise networks and computer systems every 
day and go completely undetected. Only with an effec-
tive security monitoring strategy, an incident response 
plan, and security validation and metrics in place will an 
optimal level of security be attained. The idea is to auto-
mate and correlate as much as possible between both 
events and vulnerabilities and to build intelligence into 
security tools so that they alert you if a known bad set of 
events has occurred or a known vulnerability is actually 
being attacked. 

   To come full circle; You need to define a security 
monitoring and log management strategy, an integrated 
incident response plan, validation, and penetration exer-
cises against security controls and security metrics to 
help measure whether there has been improvement in 
your organization’s handling of these issues. 
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 FIGURE 14.19          Matrix of security teaching methods and measures that can be implemented.    
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    Security Monitoring Mechanisms 

   Security monitoring involves real-time or near-real-time 
monitoring of events and activities happening on all 
your organization’s important systems at all times. To 
properly monitor an organization for technical events 
that can lead to an incident or an investigation, usually 
an organization uses a security information and event 
management (SIEM) and/or log management tool. These 
tools are used by security analysts and managers to filter 
through tons of event data and to identify and focus on 
only the most interesting events. 

   Understanding the regulatory and forensic impact of 
event and alert data in any given enterprise takes planning 
and a thorough understanding of the quantity of data the 
system will be required to handle. The better logs can be 
stored, understood, and correlated, the better the possibil-
ity of detecting an incident in time for mitigation. In this 
case, what you don’t know  will  hurt you. Responding to 
incidents, identifying anomalous or unauthorized behav-
ior, and securing intellectual property has never been more 
important. Without a solid log management strategy it 
becomes nearly impossible to have the necessary data to 
perform a forensic investigation, and without monitoring 
tools, identifying threats and responding to attacks against 
confidentiality, integrity, or availability become much 
more difficult. For a network to be compliant and an inci-
dent response or forensics investigation to be successful, it 
is critical that a mechanism be in place to do the following: 

      ●      Securely acquire and store raw log data for as long as 
possible from as many disparate devices as possible 
while providing search and restore capabilities of 
these logs for analysis.  

      ●      Monitor interesting events coming from all important 
devices, systems, and applications in as near real 
time as possible.  

      ●      Run regular vulnerability scans on your hosts 
and devices and correlate these vulnerabilities to 

 intrusion detection alerts or other interesting events, 
identifying high-priority attacks as they happen and 
minimizing false positives.    

   SIEM and log management solutions in general can 
assist in security information monitoring (see  Figure 
14.21   ) as well as regulatory compliance and incident 
response by: 

      ●      Aggregating and normalizing event data from unre-
lated network devices, security devices, and applica-
tion servers into usable information.  

      ●      Analyze and correlate information from various 
sources such as vulnerability scanners, IDS/IPS, 
firewalls, servers, and so on, to identify attacks as 
soon as possible and help respond to intrusions more 
quickly.  

      ●      Conduct network forensic analysis on historical or 
real-time events through visualization and replay of 
events.  

      ●      Create customized reports for better visualization of 
your organizational security posture.  
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      ●      Increase the value and performance of existing 
security devices by providing a consolidated event 
management and analysis platform.  

      ●      Improve the effectiveness and help focus IT risk 
management personnel on the events that are 
important.  

      ●      Meet regulatory compliance and forensics 
requirements by securely storing all event data on a 
network for long-term retention and enabling instant 
accessibility to archived data.     

    Incidence Response and Forensic 
Investigations 

   Network forensic investigation is the investigation and 
analysis of all the packets and events generated on any 
given network in hope of identifying the proverbial nee-
dle in a haystack. Tightly related is incident response, 
which entails acting in a timely manner to an identified 
anomaly or attack across the system. To be successful, 
both network investigations and incident response rely 
heavily on proper event and log management techniques. 
Before an incident can be responded to there is the chal-
lenge of determining whether an event is a routine sys-
tem event or an actual incident. This requires that there be 
some framework for incident classification (the process of 
examining a possible incident and determining whether or 
not it requires a reaction). Initial reports from end users, 
intrusion detection systems, host- and network-based 
malware detection software, and systems administrators 
are all ways to track and detect incident candidates.      40    

   As mentioned in earlier sections, the phases of an 
incident usually unfold in the following order: prepara-
tion, identification (detection), containment, eradication, 
recovery and lessons learned. The preparation phase 
requires detailed understanding of information systems 
and the threats they face; so to perform proper planning 
an organization must develop predefined responses that 
guide users through the steps needed to properly respond 
to an incident. Predefining incident responses enables 
rapid reaction without confusion or wasted time and 
effort, which can be crucial for the success of an incident 
response. Identification occurs once an actual incident 
has been confirmed and properly classified as an incident 
that requires action. At that point the IR team moves 
from identification to containment. In the containment 
phase, a number of action steps are taken by the IR team 
and others. These steps to respond to an incident must 

occur quickly and may occur concurrently,  including 
notification of key personnel, the assignment of tasks, 
and documentation of the incident. Containment strate-
gies focus on two tasks: first, stopping the incident from 
getting any worse, and second, recovering control of the 
system if it has been hijacked. 

   Once the incident has been contained and system 
control regained, eradication can begin, and the IR team 
must assess the full extent of damage to determine what 
must be done to restore the system. Immediate deter-
mination of the scope of the breach of confidentiality, 
integrity, and availability of information and informa-
tion assets is called  incident damage assessment . Those 
who document the damage must be trained to collect and 
preserve evidence in case the incident is part of a crime 
investigation or results in legal action. 

   At the moment that the extent of the damage has been 
determined, the recovery process begins to identify and 
resolve vulnerabilities that allowed the incident to occur in 
the first place. The IR team must address the issues found 
and determine whether they need to install and/or replace/
upgrade the safeguards that failed to stop or limit the 
incident or were missing from system in the first place. 
Finally, a discussion of lessons learned should always be 
conducted to prevent future similar incidents from occur-
ring and review what could have been done differently.      41     

    Validating Security Effectiveness 

   The process of validating security effectiveness com-
prises making sure that the security controls that you 
have put in place are working as expected and that they 
are truly mitigating the risks they claim to be mitigating. 
There is no way to be sure that your network is not vul-
nerable to something if you haven’t validated it yourself. 
Ensuring that the information security policy addresses 
your organizational needs and assessing compliance with 
your security policy across all systems, assets, appli-
cations, and people is the only way to have a concrete 
means of validation. 

   Here are some areas where actual validation should be 
performed — in other words, these are areas where assigned 
IT personnel should go with policy in hand, log in, and 
verify the settings and reports before the auditors do: 

      ●      Verifying operating system settings  
      ●      Reviewing security device configuration and 

management  

   40   M. E. Whitman, H. J. Mattord,  Management of Information Security , 
Course Technology, 2nd Edition, March 27, 2007.    

   41   M. E. Whitman, H. J. Mattord,  Management of Information Security , 
Course Technology, 2nd Edition, March 27, 2007.   
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      ●      Establishing ongoing security tasks  
      ●      Maintaining physical security  
      ●      Auditing security logs  
      ●      Creating an approved product list  
      ●      Reviewing encryption strength  
      ●      Providing documentation and change control    

    Vulnerability Assessments and Penetration 
Tests 

   Validating security (see  Figure 14.22   ) with internal as 
well as external vulnerability assessments and pen-
etration tests is a good way to measure an increase or 
decrease in overall security, especially if similar assess-
ments are conducted on a regular basis. There are several 
ways to test security of applications, hosts, and network 
devices. With a vulnerability assessment, usually limited 
scanning tools or just one scanning tool is used to deter-
mine vulnerabilities that exist in the target system. Then 
a report is created and the manager reviews a holistic 
picture of security. With authorized penetration tests it’s 
a little different. In that case the data owner is allow-
ing someone to use just about any means within reason 
(in other words, many different tools and techniques) 
to gain access to the system or information. A success-
ful penetration test does not provide the remediation 
avenues that a vulnerability assessment does; rather, it is 
a good test of how difficult it would be for someone to 
truly gain access if he were trying.     
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   Today, when most companies and government agencies 
rely on computer networks to store and manage their 
organizations ’  data, it is essential that measures are put 
in place to secure those networks and keep them func-
tioning optimally. Network administrators need to define 
their security management systems to cover all parts of 
their computer and network resources. 

   Security management systems are sets of policies 
put place by an organization to maintain the security of 
their computer and network resources. These policies are 
based on the types of resources that need to be secured, 
and they depend on the organization. Some groups of 
policies can be applied to entire industries; others are 
specific to an individual organization. 

   A security management system starts as a set of poli-
cies that dictate the way in which computer resources 
can be used. The policies are then implemented by the 
organization’s technical departments and enforced. This 
can be easy for smaller organizations but can require a 
team for larger international organizations that have 
thousands of business processes. Either way, measures 
need to be put in place to prevent, respond to, and fix 
security issues that arise in an organization. 

    1.       SECURITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
STANDARDS 

   To give organizations a starting point to develop their 
own security management systems, the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the 
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) have 
developed a family of standards known as the Information 
Security Management System 27000 Family of Standards. 
This group of standards, starting with ISO/IEC 27001, 
gives organizations the ability to certify their security 
management systems. 

   The certification process takes place in several stages. 
The first stage is an audit of all documentation and policies 
that currently exist for a system. The documentation is 
usually based directly on the requirements of the stand-
ard, but it does not have to be. Organizations can come 
up with their own sets of standards, as long as all aspects 
of the standard are covered. The second stage actually 
tests the effectiveness of the existing policies. The third 
stage is a reassessment of the organization to make sure 
it still meets the requirements. This third stage keeps 
organizations up to date over time as standards for secu-
rity management systems change. This certification pro-
cess is based on a Plan-Do-Check-Act iterative process: 

      ●       Plan  the security management system and create the 
policies that define it.  

      ●       Do  implement the policies in your organization.  
      ●       Check  to ensure the security management system’s 

policies are protecting the resources they were meant 
to protect.  

      ●       Act  to respond to incidents that breach the imple-
mented policies.    

   Certifying your security management system helps 
ensure that you keep the controls and policies constantly 
up to date to meet certification requirements. Getting 
certified also demonstrates to your partners and custom-
ers that your security management systems will help 
keep your business running smoothly if network security 
events were to occur. 

   Though the ISO/IEC 27000 Family of Standards 
allows for businesses to optionally get certified, the 
Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA) 
requires all government agencies to develop security 
management systems. The process of complying with 
FISMA is very similar to the process of implementing 
the ISO 27000 family of standards. 
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   The first step of FISMA compliance is determin-
ing what constitutes the system you’re trying to protect. 
Next, you need to perform risk assessment to determine 
what controls you’ll need to put in place to protect your 
system’s assets. The last step is actually implementing 
the planned controls. FISMA then requires mandatory 
yearly inspections to make sure an organization stays in 
compliance.  

    2.       TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 

   Many security management system training courses for 
personnel are available over the Internet. These courses 
provide information for employees setting up security 
management systems and for those using the computer 
and network resources of the company that are refer-
enced in the policies of the security management system. 

   Training should also include creating company secu-
rity policies and creating user roles that are specific to 
the organization. Planning policies and roles ahead of 
time will help prevent confusion in the event of a prob-
lem, since everyone will know what systems they are 
responsible for.  

    3.       PRINCIPLES OF INFORMATION 
SECURITY 

   The act of securing information has been around for 
as long as the idea of storing information. Over time, 
three main objectives of information security have been 
defined: 

      ●       Confidentiality . Information is only available to the 
people or systems that need access to it. This is done 
by encrypting information that only certain people 
are able to decrypt or denying access to those who 
don’t need it. This might seem simple at first, but 
confidentiality must be applied to all aspects of a 
system. This means preventing access to all backup 
locations and even log files if those files can contain 
sensitive information.  

      ●       Integrity . Information can only be added or updated 
by those who need to update that data. Unauthorized 
changes to data cause it to lose its integrity, and 
access to the information must be cut off to everyone 
until the information’s integrity is restored. Allowing 
access to compromised data will cause those 
unauthorized changes to propagate to other areas of 
the system.  

      ●       Availability . The information needs to be available 
in a timely manner when requested. Access to no 
data is just as bad as access to compromised data. No 

process can be performed if the data on which the 
process is based is unavailable.     

    4  .     ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
PERSONNEL 

   All personnel who come into contact with information 
systems need to be aware of the risks from improper use 
of those systems. Network administrators need to know 
the effects of each change they make to their systems 
and how that affects the overall security of that system. 
They also need to be able to efficiently control access to 
those systems in cases of emergency, when quick action 
is needed. 

   Users of those systems need to understand what risks 
can be caused by their actions and how to comply with 
company policy. 

   Several roles should be defined within your 
organization: 

      ●       Chief information officer/director of information 
technology.  This person is responsible for creat-
ing and maintaining the security policies for your 
organization.  

      ●       Network engineer.  This person is responsible for 
the physical connection of your network and the 
connection of your network to the Internet. He or 
she is also responsible for the routers, firewalls, and 
switches that connect your organization.  

      ●       Network administrator.  This person handles all other 
network devices within the organization, such as 
servers, workstations, printers, copiers, and wireless 
access devices. Server and workstation software is 
also the responsibility of the network administrator.  

      ●       End users . These people are allowed to operate the 
computer in accordance with company policies, to 
perform their daily tasks. They should not have admin-
istrator access to their PCs or, especially, servers.    

   There are also many other specific administrators 
some companies might require. These are Microsoft 
Exchange Administrators, Database Administrators, and 
Active Directory Administrators, to name a few. These 
administrators should have specific tasks to perform and 
a specific scope in which to perform them that is stated 
in the company policy.  

    5.       SECURITY POLICIES 

   Each organization should develop a company policy 
detailing the preferred use of company data or a company 
application. An example of a policy is one that restricts 
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transfer of data on any device that was not purchased 
by the company. This can help prevent unauthorized 
access to company data. Some companies also prefer 
not to allow any removable media to be used within the 
organization. 

   Security policies should also govern how the com-
puter is to be used on a day-to-day basis. Very often, 
computer users are required to have Internet access to 
do research pertaining to their jobs. This isn’t hard to 
restrict in a specialized setting such as a law firm where 
only a handful of sites contain pertinent information. 
In other cases it can be nearly impossible to restrict all 
Web sites except the ones that contain information that 
applies to your organization or your research. In those 
cases it is imperative that you have company policies 
that dictate what Web sites users are able to visit and 
for what purposes. When unrestricted Internet access is 
allowed, it is a good practice to use software that will 
track the Web sites a user visits, to make sure they are 
not breaking company policy.  

    6.       SECURITY CONTROLS 

   There are three types of security controls that need to be 
implemented for a successful security policy to be put 
into action. They are physical controls, technical con-
trols, and administrative controls. 

   Physical controls consist of things such as mag-
netic swipe cards, RFID, or biometric security to pre-
vent access to stored information or network resources. 
Physical controls also consist of environmental controls 
such as HVAC units, power generators, and fire suppres-
sion systems. 

   Technical controls are used to limit access to network 
resources and devices that are used in the organization. 
They can be individual usernames and passwords used 
to access individual devices or access control lists that 
are part of a network operating system. 

   Administrative controls consist of policies created by 
an organization that determine how the organization will 
function. These controls guide employees by describing 
how their jobs are to be done and what resources they 
are supposed to use to do them.  

    7  .     NETWORK ACCESS 

   The first step in developing a security management sys-
tem is documenting the network resources to which each 
group of users should have access to. Users should only 
have access to the resources that they need to complete 
their jobs efficiently. An example of when this will come 

in handy is when the president of the company wants 
access to every network resource and then his compu-
ter becomes infected with a virus that starts infecting 
all network files. Access Control Lists (ACLs) should 
be planned ahead of time and then implemented on the 
network to avoid complications with the network ACL 
hierarchy. 

   An ACL dictates which users have access to certain 
network resources. Network administrators usually have 
access to all files and folders on a server. Department 
administrators will have access to all files used by their 
departments. End users will have access to a subset of 
the department files that they need to perform their jobs. 
ACLs are developed by the head of IT for an organiza-
tion and the network administrator and implemented by 
the network administrator. 

   Implementing ACLs prevents end users from being 
able to access sensitive company information and helps 
them perform their jobs better by not giving them access 
to information that can act as a distraction. 

   Access control can also apply to physical access as 
well as electronic access. Access to certain networking 
devices could cause an entire organization to stop func-
tioning for a period of time, so access to those devices 
should be carefully controlled.  

    8.       RISK ASSESSMENT 

   Before security threats can be blocked, all risks must 
first be identified and assessed. Risk assessment forms 
the foundation of a good security management system. 
Network administrators must document all aspects of 
their network setup. This documentation should provide 
information on the network firewall, servers, clients, and 
any other devices physically connected or wirelessly 
connected to the network. The most time should be spent 
documenting how the private computer network will be 
connected to the Internet for Web browsing and email. 
Some common security risks are: 

      ●       USB storage devices.  Devices that can be used to 
copy proprietary company data off the internal net-
work. Many organizations use software solutions to 
disable unused USB ports on a system; others physi-
cally block the connections.  

      ●       Remote control software.  Services such as 
GoToMyPc or Log Me In do not require any special 
router or firewall configuration to enable remote 
access.  

      ●       Email.  Filters should be put in place that prevent 
sensitive company information from simply being 
emailed outside the organization.  
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      ●       General Internet use . There is always a possibility 
of downloading a malicious virus from the Internet 
unless all but trusted and necessary Web sites are 
restricted to internal users. This can be accomplished 
by a content-filtering firewall or Web proxy server.  

      ●       Laptops . Lost laptops pose a very large security 
risk, depending on the type on data stored on them. 
Policies need to be put in place to determine what 
types of information can be stored on these devices 
and what actions should be taken if a laptop is lost.  

      ●       Peer-to-peer applications.  P2P applications that 
are used to download illegal music and software 
cause a risk because the files that are downloaded 
are not coming from known sources. People who 
download an illegal version of an application could 
be downloading a worm that can affect the entire 
network.     

    9.       INCIDENT RESPONSE 

   Knowing what to do in case of a security incident is cru-
cial to being able to track down what happened and how 
to make sure it never happens again. When a security 
incident is identified, it is imperative that steps are taken 
so that forensic evidence is not destroyed in the investi-
gation process. Forensic evidence includes the content of 
all storage devices attached to the system at the time of 
the incident and even the contents stored in memory of a 
running computer. 

   Using an external hard drive enclosure to browse the 
content of the hard drive of a compromised system will 
destroy date and timestamps that a forensic technician 
can use to tie together various system events. 

   When a system breach or security issue has been 
detected, it is recommended to consult someone familiar 
with forensically sound investigation methods. If forensic 
methods are not used, it can lead to evidence not being 
admissible in court if the incident results in a court case. 

   There are specific steps to take with a computer sys-
tem, depending on the type of incident that occurred. 
Unless a system is causing damage to itself by deleting 
files or folders that can be potential evidence, it is best 
to leave the system running for the forensic investigator. 
The forensic investigator will: 

      ●      Document what is on the screen by photographing it. 
She will also photograph the actual computer system 
and all cable connections.  

      ●      Capture the contents of the system’s memory. This is 
done using a small utility installed from a removable 
drive that will create a forensic image of what is in 
the system’s physical memory. This can be used to 
document Trojan activity. If memory is not imaged 
and the computer was used to commit a crime, the 
computer’s user can claim that a malicious virus, 
which was only running in memory, was responsible.  

      ●      Turn off the computer. If the system is running a 
Windows workstation operating system such as 
Windows 2000 Workstation or Windows XP, the 
forensic technician will pull the plug on the system. 
If the system is running a server operating system 
such as Windows 2000 Server, Windows 2003 
Server, or a Linux- or Unix-based operating system 
such as Red Hat, Fedora, or Ubuntu, the investigator 
will properly shut down the system.  

      ●      Create a forensic image of the system’s hard drive. 
This is done using imaging software and usually 
a hardware write-blocker to connect the system’s 
hard drive to the imaging computer. A hardware 
write-blocker is used to prevent the imaging com-
puter from writing anything at all to the hard drive. 
Windows, by default, will create a recycle bin on a 
new volume that it is able to mount, which would 
cause the evidence to lose forensic value.    

   Investigators are then able to search through the sys-
tem without making any changes to the original media.  

    10  .     SUMMARY 

   Organizations interested in implementing a compre-
hensive security management system should start by 
documenting all business processes that are critical to an 
organization and then analyzing the risks associated with 
them, then implement the controls that can protect those 
processes from external and internal threats. Internet 
threats are not usually the cause of someone with mali-
cious intent but someone who accidentally downloads 
a Trojan or accidentally moves or deletes a directory 
or critical files. The final step is performing recursive 
checking of the policies your organization has put in 
place to adjust for new technologies that need to be pro-
tected or new ways that external threats can damage your 
network. The easiest way to implement security manage-
ment systems is to use the Plan-Do-Act-Check (PDAC) 
process to step though the necessary procedures.       
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    Information technology security management can be 
defined as processes that supported enabling organizational 
structure and technology to protect an organization’s IT 
operations and assets against internal and external threats, 
intentional or otherwise. The principle purpose of IT secu-
rity management is to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability (CIA) of IT systems. Fundamentally, security 
management is a part of the risk management process and 
business continuity strategy in an organization. 

    1.       INFORMATION SECURITY 
MANAGEMENT STANDARDS 

   A range of standards are specified by various industry 
bodies. Although specific to an industry, these standards 
can be used by any organization and adapted to its goals. 

Here we discuss the main organizations that set standards 
related to information security management. 

    Federal Information Security 
Management Act 

   At the U.S. federal level, the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology (NIST) has specified guide-
lines for implementing the Federal Information Security 
Management Act (FISMA). This act aims to provide the 
following standards shown in  Figure 16.1   . 

   The  “ Federal Information Security Management 
Framework Recommended by NIST ”       2    sidebar describes 
the risk management framework as specified in FISMA. 
The activities specified in this framework are para-
mount in implementing an IT security management plan. 

   2    “ Federal Information Security Management Act, ”  National Institute 
of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SMA/fi sma/
index.html , 2008 (downloaded 10/20/2008).   

•   Standards for categorizing information and information systems by mission impact

•   Standards for minimum security requirements for information and information systems

•   Guidance for selecting appropriate security controls for information systems

•   Guidance for assessing security controls in information systems and determining security
    control effectiveness

•   Guidance for certifying and accrediting information systems

 FIGURE 16.1          Specifications in the Federal Information Security Management Act.      1       

   1    “ Federal Information Security Management Act, ”  National Institute 
of Standards and Technology,  http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/SMA/fi sma/
index.html , 2008 (downloaded 10/20/2008).   
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Technical Commission, published ISO/IEC 17799:2005.      3    
These standards establish guidelines and general prin-
ciples for initiating, implementing, maintaining, and 
improving information security management in an organ-
ization. The objectives outlined provide general guidance 
on the commonly accepted goals of information security 
management. The standards consist of best practices of 
control objectives and controls in the areas of information 
security management shown in  Figure 16.2   . 

   These objectives and controls are intended to be 
implemented to meet the requirements identified by a 
risk assessment.  

    Other Organizations Involved in 
Standards 

   Other organizations that are involved in information 
security management include The Internet Society      4    and 
the Information Security Forum.      5    These are professional 
societies with members in the thousands. The Internet 
Society is the organization home for the groups respon-
sible for Internet infrastructure standards, including the 
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and the Internet 
Architecture Board (IAB). The Information Security 
Forum is a global nonprofit organization of several hun-
dred leading organizations in financial services, manufac-
turing, telecommunications, consumer goods, government, 
and other areas. It provides research into best practices 
and advice, summarized in its biannual Standard of Good 
Practice, which incorporates detailed specifications across 
many areas.   

    2.       INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
SECURITY ASPECTS 

   The various aspects to IT security in an organization that 
must be considered include: 

      ●      Security policies and procedures  
      ●      Security organization structure  

 Although specified for the federal government, this frame-
work can be used as a guideline by any organization.   

    International Standards Organization 

   Another influential international body, the International 
Standards Organization and the International Electro 

   3    “ Information technology  |  Security techniques  |  Code of practice for 
information security management, ISO/IEC 17799, ”  The International 
Standards Organization and The International Electro Technical 
Commission,  www.iso.org/iso/iso_catalogue/catalogue_tc/catalogue_
detail.htm?csnumber     � 39612 , 2005 (downloaded 10/20/2008).   

   4    “ ISOC’s Standards and Technology Activities, ”  Internet Society, 
 www.isoc.org/standards , 2008 (downloaded 10/20/2008).   
   5    “ The Standard of Good Practice, ”  Information Security Forum, 
 https://www.securityforum.org/html/frameset.htm , 2008 (downloaded 
10/20/2008).   

       Federal Information Security Management 
Framework Recommended by NIST      

        Step 1: Categorize

In this step, information systems and internal information 
should be categorized based on impact.  

    Step 2: Select

Use the categorization in the first step to select an initial 
set of security controls for the information system and 
apply tailoring guidance as appropriate, to obtain a start-
ing point for required controls.  

    Step 3: Supplement

Assess the risk and local conditions, including the security 
requirements, specific threat information, and cost/benefit 
analyses or special circumstances. Supplement the initial 
set of security controls with the supplement analyses.  

    Step 4: Document

The original set of security controls and the supplements 
should be documented.  

    Step 5: Implement

The security controls you identified and supplemented 
should be implemented in the organization’s information 
systems.  

    Step 6: Assess

The security controls should be assessed to determine 
whether the controls are implemented correctly, are 
operating as intended, and are producing the desired 
outcome with respect to meeting the security require-
ments for the system.  

    Step 7: Authorize

Upon a determination of the risk to organizational oper-
ations, organizational assets, or individuals resulting 
from their operation, authorize the information systems.  

    Step 8: Monitor

Monitor and assess selected security controls in the 
information system on a continuous basis, including 
documenting changes to the system.       
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      ●       IT security processes 
      –      Processes for a business continuity strategy  
      –      Processes for IT security governance planning     

      ●      Rules and regulations    

    Security Policies and Procedures 

   Security policies and procedures constitute the main part 
of any organization’s security. These steps are essential for 
implementing IT security management: authorizing secu-
rity roles and responsibilities to various security personnel; 
setting rules for expected behavior from users and security 
role players; setting rules for business continuity plans; 
and more. The security policy should be generally agreed 
to by most personnel in the organization and should have 
the support of the highest-level management. This helps in 
prioritization at the overall organization level. 

   The following list, illustrated in  Figure 16.3   , is a sam-
ple of some of the issues an organization is expected to 
address in its policies.      7    Note, however, that the univer-
sal list is virtually endless, and each organization’s list 
will consist of issues based on several factors, including 
its size and the value and sensitivity of the information 
it owns or deals with. Some important issues included in 
most security policies are: 

      ●       Access control standards . These are standards on 
controlling the access to various systems. These 
include password change standards.  

      ●       Accountability.  Every user should be responsible 
for her own accounts. This implies that any 
activity under a particular user ID should be the 
responsibility of the user whose ID it is.  

      ●       Audit trails.  There should be an audit trail recorded 
of all the activities under a user ID. For example, 
all the login, log-out activities for 30 days should 
be recorded. Additionally, all unauthorized attempts 
to access, read, write, and delete data and execute 
programs should be logged.  

      ●       Backups.  There should be a clearly defined backup 
policy. Any backups should be kept in a secure 
area. A clear policy on the frequency of the backups 
and their recovery should be communicated to the 
appropriate personnel.  

      ●      Disposal of media. A clear policy should be defined 
regarding the disposal of media. This includes a 
policy on which hardware and storage media, such 
as disk drives, diskettes, and CD-ROMs, are to be 
destroyed. The level and method of destruction of 
business-critical information that is no longer needed 
should be well defined and documented. Personnel 
should be trained regularly on the principles to follow.  

Security Policy

Organization of Information Security

Asset Management

Human Resources Security

Physical and Environmental Security

Communication and Operations Management

Access Control

Information Systems Acquisition, Development and Maintenance

Information Security Incident Management

Business Continuity Management

Compliance

 FIGURE 16.2          International Standards Organization best-practice areas.      6       

Access Control Standards

Accountability

Audit Trails

Backups

Disposal of Media

Disposal of Printed Matter

Information Ownership

Managers Responsibility

Equipment

Communication

Procedures and Processes at Work

 FIGURE 16.3          Security aspects an organization is expected to address 
in its policies.    

   6    “ Information technology  |  Security techniques  |  Code of practice for 
information security management, ISO/IEC 17799, ”  The International 
Standards Organization and The International Electro Technical 
Commission,  www.iso.org/iso  (downloaded 10/20/2008).   

   7    “ Information technology  |  Security techniques  |  Code of practice for 
information security management, ISO/IEC 17799, ”  The International 
Standards Organization and The International Electro Technical 
Commission, www.iso.org/iso (downloaded 10/20/2008).   
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      ●        Disposal of printed matter.  Guidelines as to the 
disposal of printed matter should be specified 
and implemented throughout the organization. In 
particular, business-critical materials should be 
disposed properly and securely.  

      ●       Information ownership.  All the data and information 
available in the organization should have an assigned 
owner. The owner should be responsible for deciding 
on access rights to the information for various 
personnel.  

      ●       Managers ’  responsibility . Managers at all levels 
should ensure that their staff understands the security 
policy and adheres to it continuously. They should be 
held responsible for recording any deviations from 
the core policy.  

      ●       Equipment.  An organization should have specific 
guidelines about modems, portable storage, and other 
devices. These devices should be kept in a secured 
physical environment.  

      ●       Communication.  Well-defined policy guidelines 
are needed for communication using corporate 
information systems. These include communications 
via emails, instant messaging, and so on.  

      ●       Work procedures and processes.  Employees of 
an organization should be trained to secure their 
workstations when not in use. The policy can 
impose a procedure of logging off before leaving 
a workstation. It can also include quarantining any 
device (such as a laptop) brought from outside the 
organization before plugging it into the network.    

    Security Organization Structure 

   Various security-related roles need to be maintained and 
well defined. These roles and their brief descriptions are 
described here.      8     

    End User 

   End users have a responsibility to protect information 
assets on a daily basis through adherence to the security 
policies that have been set and communicated. End-user 
compliance with security policies is key to maintaining 
information security in an organization because this group 
represents the most consistent users of the organization’s 
information.  

    Executive Management 

   Top management plays an important role in protect-
ing the information assets in an organization. Executive 
management can support the goal of IT security by con-
veying the extent to which management supports secu-
rity goals and priorities. Members of the management 
team should be aware of the risks that they are accept-
ing for the organization through their decisions or fail-
ure to make decisions. There are various specific areas 
on which senior management should focus, but some that 
are specifically appropriate are user training, inculcating 
and encouraging a security culture, and identifying the 
correct policies for IT security governance.  

    Security Officer 

   The security officer  “ directs, coordinates, plans, and 
organizes information security activities throughout the 
organization. ”       9     

    Data/Information Owners 

   Every organization should have clearly identified data and 
information owners. These executives or managers should 
review the classification and access security policies and 
procedures. They should also be responsible for periodic 
audit of the information and data and its continuous secu-
rity. They may appoint a data custodian in case the work 
required to secure the information and data is extensive 
and needs more than one person to complete.  

    Information System Auditor 

   Information system auditors are responsible for ensuring 
that the information security policies and procedures have 
been adhered to. They are also responsible for establish-
ing the baseline, architecture, management direction, and 
compliance on a continuous basis. They are an essential 
part of unbiased information about the state of informa-
tion security in the organization.  

    Information Technology Personnel 

   IT personnel are responsible for building IT security 
controls into the design and implementations of the sys-
tems. They are also responsible for testing these controls 
periodically or whenever there is a change. They work 

   8   Tipton and Krause,  “ Information Security Governance, ”   Information 
Security Management Handbook , Auerbach Publications, 2008.   

   9   Tipton and Krause,  “ Information Security Governance, ”   Information 
Security Management Handbook , Auerbach Publications, 2008.   
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 with the executives and other managers to ensure com-
pliance in all the systems under their responsibility.  

    Systems Administrator 

   A systems administrator is responsible for configuring 
the hardware and the operating system to ensure that 
the information systems and their contents are available 
for business as and when needed. These adminstrators 
are placed ideally in an organization to ensure security 
of these assets. They play a key role because they own 
access to the most vulnerable information assets of an 
organization.   

    IT Security Processes 

   To achieve effective IT security requires processes related 
to security management. These processes include busi-
ness continuity strategy, processes related to IT secu-
rity governance planning, and IT security management 
implementation. 

    Processes for a Business Continuity Strategy 

   As is the case with any strategy, the business continuity 
strategy depends on a commitment from senior manage-
ment. This can include some of the analysis that is obtained 
by business impact assessment/risk analysis focused on 
business value drivers. These business value drivers are 
determined by the main stakeholders from the organiza-
tions. Examples of these value drivers are customer service 
and intellectual property protection.      10    

   The Disaster Recovery Institute International (DRII) 
associates eight tasks with the contingency planning 
process.      11    These are as follows: 

      ●      Business impact analysis, to analyze the impact of 
outage on critical business function operations.  

      ●      Risk assessment, to assess the risks to the current 
infrastructure and the incorporation of safeguards to 
reduce the likelihood and impact of disasters.  

      ●      Recovery strategy identification, to develop a 
variety of disaster scenarios and identify recovery 
strategies.  

      ●      Recovery strategy selection, to select the appropriate 
recovery strategies based on the perceived threats 
and the time needed to recover.  

      ●      Contingency plan development, to document the 
processes, equipment, and facilities required to 
restore the IT assets.  

      ●      User training, to develop training programs to enable 
all affected users to perform their tasks.  

      ●      Plan verification, for accuracy and adequacy.  
      ●      Plan maintenance, for continuous upkeep of the plan 

as needs change.     

    Processes for IT Security Governance 
Planning 

   IT security governance planning includes prioritization 
as its major function. This helps in utilizing the limited 
sources of the organization. Determining priorities among 
the potential conflicting interests is the main focus of 
these processes. This includes budget setting, resource 
allocation, and, most important, the political process 
needed to prioritize in an organization.  

    Rules and Regulations 

   An organization is influenced by rules and regulations 
that influence its business. In a business environment 
marked by globalization, organizations have to be aware 
of both national and international rules and regulations. 
From an information security management perspective, 
various rules and regulations must be considered. These 
are listed in  Figure 16.4   . 

   We give more details on some rules and regulations 
here: 

      ●      The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act (HIPAA) requires the adoption of national stand-
ards for electronic healthcare transactions and national 
identifiers for providers, health insurance plans, and 
employers. Healthcare providers have to protect the 
personal medical information of the customer to com-
ply with this law. Similarly, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley 
Act of 1999 (GLBA), also known as the Financial 
Services Modernization Act of 1999, requires finan-
cial companies to protect the information about indi-
viduals that it collects during transactions.  

      ●      The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOX). This 
law requires companies to protect and audit their 
financial data. The chief information officer and 
other senior executives are held responsible for 
reporting and auditing an organization’s financial 
information to regulatory and other agencies.  

   10   C. R. Jackson,  “ Developing Realistic Continuity Planning Process 
Metrics, ”   Information Security Management Handbook , Auerbach 
Publications, 2008.   
   11    “ Contingency Planning Process, ”  DRII  –  The Institute for Continuity 
Management,  https://www.drii.org/professional_prac/profprac_appen-
dix.html#BUSINESS_CONTINUITY_PLANNING_INFORMATION , 
2008 (downloaded 10/24/2008).   
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      ●      State Security Breach Notification Laws (California 
and many others) require businesses, nonprofits, 
and state institutions to notify consumers when 
unencrypted  “ personal information ”  might have been 
compromised, lost, or stolen.  

      ●      The Personal Information Protection and Electronics 
Document Act (PIPEDA) supports and promotes 
electronic commerce by protecting personal 
information that is collected, used, or disclosed 
in certain circumstances, by providing for the use 
of electronic means to communicate or record 
information or transactions, and by amending the 

Canada Evidence Act, the Statutory Instruments Act, 
and the Statute Revision Act that is in fact the case.  

      ●      The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, or CFAA (also 
known as Fraud and Related Activity in Connection 
with Computers), is a U.S. law passed in 1986 
and intended to reduce computer crimes. It was 
amended in 1994, 1996, and 2001 by the U.S.A. 
PATRIOT Act.      12       

   The following sidebar,  “ Computer Fraud and Abuse 
Act Criminal Offences, ”  lists criminal offences covered 
under this law.      13     

   12    “ Fraud and Related Activities in Relation to the Computers, ”  U.S. 
Code Collection, Cornell University Law School,  www4.law.cornell.
edu/uscode/18/1030.html  ,  2008 (downloaded 10/24/2008).   

   13    “ Fraud and Related Activities in Relation to the Computers, ”  U.S. 
Code Collection, Cornell University Law School,  www4.law.cornell.
edu/uscode/18/1030.html  ,  2008 (downloaded 10/24/2008).   

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act

Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

Security Breach Notification Laws

Personal Information Protection and Electronic Document Act (PIPEDA)

Computer Fraud and Abuse Act

USA PATRIOT Act

 FIGURE 16.4          Rules and regulations related to information security management.    

        Computer Fraud and Abuse Act Criminal Offences      

        (a)     Whoever —  
    (1)      having knowingly accessed a computer without 

authorization or exceeding authorized access, and 
by means of such conduct having obtained informa-
tion that has been determined by the United States 
Government pursuant to an Executive order or statute 
to require protection against unauthorized disclosure 
for reasons of national defense or foreign relations, or 
any restricted data, as defined in paragraph y. of sec-
tion 11 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, with reason 
to believe that such information so obtained could be 
used to the injury of the United States, or to the advan-
tage of any foreign nation willfully communicates, 
delivers, transmits, or causes to be communicated, 
delivered, or transmitted, or attempts to communicate, 
deliver, transmit or cause to be communicated, deliv-
ered, or transmitted the same to any person not enti-
tled to receive it, or willfully retains the same and fails 
to deliver it to the officer or employee of the United 
States entitled to receive it;  

    (2)      intentionally accesses a computer without authori-
zation or exceeds authorized access, and thereby 
obtains —  

    (A)      information contained in a financial record of a finan-
cial institution, or of a card issuer as defined in section 
1602 (n) of title 15, or contained in a file of a con-
sumer reporting agency on a consumer, as such terms 
are defined in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. 
1681 et seq.);  

    (B)      information from any department or agency of the 
United States; or  

    (C)      information from any protected computer if the con-
duct involved an interstate or foreign communication;     

    (3)      intentionally, without authorization to access any non-
public computer of a department or agency of the United 
States, accesses such a computer of that department or 
agency that is exclusively for the use of the Government 
of the United States or, in the case of a computer not 
exclusively for such use, is used by or for the Government 
of the United States and such conduct affects that use by 
or for the Government of the United States;  
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    (4)       knowingly and with intent to defraud, accesses a pro-
tected computer without authorization, or exceeds 
authorized access, and by means of such conduct fur-
thers the intended fraud and obtains anything of value, 
unless the object of the fraud and the thing obtained 
consists only of the use of the computer and the value 
of such use is not more than $5,000 in any 1-year 
period;  

    (5)                    
    (A)                    
    (i)      knowingly causes the transmission of a program, infor-

mation, code, or command, and as a result of such 
conduct, intentionally causes damage without authori-
zation, to a protected computer;  

    (ii)      intentionally accesses a protected computer without 
authorization, and as a result of such conduct, reck-
lessly causes damage; or  

    (iii)      intentionally accesses a protected computer without 
authorization, and as a result of such conduct, causes 
damage; and     

    (B)      by conduct described in clause (i), (ii), or (iii) of sub-
paragraph (A), caused (or, in the case of an attempted 
offense, would, if completed, have caused) —  

    (i)      loss to 1 or more persons during any 1-year period (and, 
for purposes of an investigation, prosecution, or other pro-
ceeding brought by the United States only, loss resulting 
from a related course of conduct affecting 1 or more other 
protected computers) aggregating at least $5,000 in value;  

    (ii)      the modification or impairment, or potential modification 
or impairment, of the medical examination, diagnosis, 
treatment, or care of 1 or more individuals;  

    (iii)     physical injury to any person;  
    (iv)     a threat to public health or safety; or  
    (v)      damage affecting a computer system used by or for a 

government entity in furtherance of the administration of 
justice, national defense, or national security;        

    (6)        knowingly and with intent to defraud traffics (as 
defined in section 1029) in any password or simi-
lar information through which a computer may be 
accessed without authorization, if —  

    (A)      such trafficking affects interstate or foreign com-
merce; or  

    (B)      such computer is used by or for the Government of the 
United States;  [1]      

    (7)      with intent to extort from any person any money or 
other thing of value, transmits in interstate or foreign 
commerce any communication containing any threat 
to cause damage to a protected computer;                                   

        shall be punished as provided in subsection (c) of this 
section.              

    (b)      Whoever attempts to commit an offense under subsec-
tion (a) of this section shall be punished as provided in 
subsection (c) of this section. 

     (c)      The punishment for an offense under subsection (a) or 
(b) of this section is —  

    (1)                    
    (A)      a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more 

than ten years, or both, in the case of an offense under 
subsection (a)(1) of this section which does not occur 
after a conviction for another offense under this sec-
tion, or an attempt to commit an offense punishable 
under this subparagraph; and  

    (B)      a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more 
than twenty years, or both, in the case of an offense 
under subsection (a)(1) of this section which occurs 
after a conviction for another offense under this sec-
tion, or an attempt to commit an offense punishable 
under this subparagraph;     

    (2)                    
    (A)      except as provided in subparagraph (B), a fine under 

this title or imprisonment for not more than one year, or 
both, in the case of an offense under subsection (a)(2), 
(a)(3), (a)(5)(A)(iii), or (a)(6) of this section which does not 
occur after a conviction for another offense under this 
section, or an attempt to commit an offense punishable 
under this subparagraph;  

    (B)      a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more 
than 5 years, or both, in the case of an offense under 
subsection (a)(2), or an attempt to commit an offense 
punishable under this subparagraph, if —  

    (i)      the offense was committed for purposes of commercial 
advantage or private financial gain;  

    (ii)      the offense was committed in furtherance of any 
criminal or tortious act in violation of the Constitution 
or laws of the United States or of any State; or  

    (iii)      the value of the information obtained exceeds $5,000; 
and     

    (C)      a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more 
than ten years, or both, in the case of an offense under 
subsection (a)(2), (a)(3) or (a)(6) of this section which 
occurs after a conviction for another offense under this 
section, or an attempt to commit an offense punishable 
under this subparagraph;     

    (3)                    
    (A)      a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more than 

five years, or both, in the case of an offense under sub-
section (a)(4) or (a)(7) of this section which does not 
occur after a conviction for another offense under this 
section, or an attempt to commit an offense punishable 
under this subparagraph; and  

    (B)      a fine under this title or imprisonment for not more than 
ten years, or both, in the case of an offense under sub-
section (a)(4), (a)(5)(A)(iii), or (a)(7) of this section which 
occurs after a conviction for another offense under this 
section, or an attempt to commit an offense punishable 
under this subparagraph;     
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    (4)                     
    (A)      except as provided in paragraph (5), a fine under this 

title, imprisonment for not more than 10 years, or both, 
in the case of an offense under subsection (a)(5)(A)(i), or 
an attempt to commit an offense punishable under that 
subsection;  

    (B)      a fine under this title, imprisonment for not more than 5 
years, or both, in the case of an offense under subsection 
(a)(5)(A)(ii), or an attempt to commit an offense punish-
able under that subsection;  

    (C)      except as provided in paragraph (5), a fine under this 
title, imprisonment for not more than 20 years, or both, 
in the case of an offense under subsection (a)(5)(A)(i) or 
(a)(5)(A)(ii), or an attempt to commit an offense punish-
able under either subsection, that occurs after a convic-
tion for another offense under this section; and     

    (5)                    
    (A)      if the offender knowingly or recklessly causes or 

attempts to cause serious bodily injury from conduct in 
violation of subsection (a)(5)(A)(i), a fine under this title 
or imprisonment for not more than 20 years, or both; 
and  

    (B)      if the offender knowingly or recklessly causes or 
attempts to cause death from conduct in violation of 
subsection (a)(5)(A)(i), a fine under this title or impris-
onment for any term of years or for life, or both.        

    (d)                    
    (1)      The United States Secret Service shall, in addition to any 

other agency having such authority, have the authority 
to investigate offenses under this section.  

    (2)      The Federal Bureau of Investigation shall have 
primary authority to investigate offenses under subsec-
tion (a)(1) for any cases involving espionage, foreign 
counterintelligence, information protected against 
unauthorized disclosure for reasons of national defense 
or foreign relations, or Restricted Data (as that term 
is defined in section 11y of the Atomic Energy Act of 
1954 (42 U.S.C. 2014 (y)), except for offenses affecting 
the duties of the United States Secret Service pursuant 
to section 3056 (a) of this title.  

    (3)      Such authority shall be exercised in accordance with 
an agreement which shall be entered into by the 
Secretary of the Treasury and the Attorney General.     

    (e)     As used in this section —  
    (1)      the term  “ computer ”  means an electronic, magnetic, 

optical, electrochemical, or other high speed data 
processing device performing logical, arithmetic, or 
storage functions, and includes any data storage facility 
or communications facility directly related to or oper-
ating in conjunction with such device, but such term 
does not include an automated typewriter or typeset-
ter, a portable hand held calculator, or other similar 
device;  

    (2)      the term  “ protected computer ”  means a computer —  
    (A)      exclusively for the use of a financial institution or the 

United States Government, or, in the case of a compu-
ter not exclusively for such use, used by or for a finan-
cial institution or the United States Government and 
the conduct constituting the offense affects that use by 
or for the financial institution or the Government; or  

    (B)      which is used in interstate or foreign commerce or 
communication, including a computer located outside 
the United States that is used in a manner that affects 
interstate or foreign commerce or communication of 
the United States;     

    (3)      the term  “ State ”  includes the District of Columbia, the 
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and any other com-
monwealth, possession or territory of the United States;  

    (4)     the term  “ financial institution ”  means —  
    (A)      an institution, with deposits insured by the Federal 

Deposit Insurance Corporation;  
    (B)      the Federal Reserve or a member of the Federal Reserve 

including any Federal Reserve Bank;  
    (C)      a credit union with accounts insured by the National 

Credit Union Administration;  
    (D)      a member of the Federal home loan bank system and 

any home loan bank;  
    (E)      any institution of the Farm Credit System under the 

Farm Credit Act of 1971;  
    (F)      a broker-dealer registered with the Securities and 

Exchange Commission pursuant to section 15 of the 
Securities Exchange Act of 1934;  

    (G)      the Securities Investor Protection Corporation;  
    (H)      a branch or agency of a foreign bank (as such terms 

are defined in paragraphs (1) and (3) of section 1(b) of 
the International Banking Act of 1978); and  

    (I)      an organization operating under section 25 or section 
25(a) [2] of the Federal Reserve Act;     

     (5)      the term  “ financial record ”  means information derived 
from any record held by a financial institution per-
taining to a customer’s relationship with the financial 
institution;  

     (6)      the term  “ exceeds authorized access ”  means to access 
a computer with authorization and to use such access 
to obtain or alter information in the computer that the 
accesser is not entitled so to obtain or alter;  

     (7)      the term  “ department of the United States ”  means the 
legislative or judicial branch of the Government or one 
of the executive departments enumerated in section 
101 of title 5;  

     (8)      the term  “ damage ”  means any impairment to the 
integrity or availability of data, a program, a system, or 
information;  

     (9)      the term  “ government entity ”  includes the Government 
of the United States, any State or political subdivision 
of the United States, any foreign country, and any state, 
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province, municipality, or other political subdivision of 
a foreign country;  

    (10)      the term  “ conviction ”  shall include a conviction under the 
law of any State for a crime punishable by imprisonment 
for more than 1 year, an element of which is unauthorized 
access, or exceeding authorized access, to a computer;  

    (11)      the term  “ loss ”  means any reasonable cost to any vic-
tim, including the cost of responding to an offense, 
conducting a damage assessment, and restoring the 
data, program, system, or information to its condi-
tion prior to the offense, and any revenue lost, cost 
incurred, or other consequential damages incurred 
because of interruption of service; and  

    (12)      the term  “ person ”  means any individual, firm, corpora-
tion, educational institution, financial institution, gov-
ernmental entity, or legal or other entity.     

    (f)      This section does not prohibit any lawfully authorized 
investigative, protective, or intelligence activity of a 
law enforcement agency of the United States, a State, 
or a political subdivision of a State, or of an intelli-
gence agency of the United States.  

    (g)      Any person who suffers damage or loss by reason of 
a violation of this section may maintain a civil action 
against the violator to obtain compensatory damages 
and injunctive relief or other equitable relief. A civil 
action for a violation of this section may be brought 
only if the conduct involves 1 of the factors set forth 
in clause (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), or (v) of subsection (a)(5)(B). 
Damages for a violation involving only conduct 
described in subsection (a)(5)(B)(i) are limited to eco-
nomic damages. No action may be brought under this 
subsection unless such action is begun within 2 years 
of the date of the act complained of or the date of the 
discovery of the damage. No action may be brought 
under this subsection for the negligent design or manu-
facture of computer hardware, computer software, or 
firmware.  

    (h)      The Attorney General and the Secretary of the Treasury 
shall report to the Congress annually, during the first 3 
years following the date of the enactment of this sub-
section, concerning investigations and prosecutions 
under subsection (a)(5).       

    The U.S.A. PATRIOT Act of 2001 increased the 
scope and penalties of this act by      14   : 

      ●      Raising the maximum penalty for violations to 
ten years (from five) for a first offense and 20 years 
(from ten) for a second offense  

      ●      Ensuring that violators only need to intend to cause 
damage generally, not intend to cause damage 
or other specified harm over the $5000 statutory 
damage threshold  

      ●      Allowing aggregation of damages to different 
computers over a year to reach the $5000 threshold  

      ●      Enhancing punishment for violations involving 
any (not just $5000 in) damage to a government 
computer involved in criminal justice or the 
military  

      ●      Including damage to foreign computers involved in 
U.S. interstate commerce  

      ●      Including state law offenses as priors for sentencing;  
      ●      Expanding the definition of loss to expressly include 

time spent investigating  
      ●      Responding (this is why it is important for damage 

assessment and restoration)    

   These details are summarized in  Figure 16.5   . 

   The PATRIOT Act of 2001 came under criticism 
for a number of reasons. There are fears that the Act is 
an invasion of privacy and infringement on freedom of 
speech. Critics also feel that the Act unfairly expands 
the powers of the executive branch and strips away many 
crucial checks and balances. 

   The original act has a sunset clause that would have 
caused many of the law’s provisions to expire in 2005. 
The Act was reauthorized in early 2006 with some new 
safeguards and with expiration dates for its two most 
controversial powers, which authorize roving wiretaps 
and secret searches of records.    

    3.       CONCLUSION 

   Information technology security management consists 
of processes to enable organizational structure and 

   14    “ Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, ”  Wikipedia,  http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Computer_Fraud_and_Abuse_Act , 2008 (downloaded 
10/24/2008).   
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 FIGURE 16.5          U.S.A. PATRIOT Act increase in scope and penalties.    
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